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Foreword

Many of the manuscripts found at Tun-huang contain material of special 
significance to the history and development of Ch'an Buddhism. While 
scholars such as Hu Shih and Daisetsu Suzuki contributed noteworthy 
studies in the period before World War II, it was not until the documents 
in the Stein and, later, the Pelliot Collections became generally available 
on microfilm that research made substantial advances.

In the forefront of the new studies, which amounted to a reassessment 
and rediscovery of much of early Ch’an history, were Japanese scholars 
in both Kyoto and Tokyo. Among these scholars, the foremost is un
doubtedly Professor Yanagida Seizan of the Research Institute for 
Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University. Professor Yanagida, a consum
mate scholar and prolific writer who combines encyclopedic learning 
with keen insight, has published widely in all areas of Ch^an and Zen 
studies. Yet despite constant demands on his time, he has always been 
most generous in the help he has given t❶  students from the West.

Dr. McRae, after extensive study with Professor Stanley Weinstein at 
Yale, went to Japan seeking the advice and guidance of Professor Yana
gida. He has requited well his debt to both his mentors by providing a 
distinguished study of the Northern School and the formation of early 
Ch'an. Until the finds at Tun-huang, Northern Ch'an was a virtually 
unknown teaching, forgotten and relatively undocumented. Now, thanks 
to Dr. McRae’s exhaustive studies we have a thorough and eminently 
lucid description of the history and thought of Northern Ch'an, and we 
know the teaching to have been a mature and literate form of Ch^n that 
played a significant role in eighth century T*ang China.

Dr. McRae has indeed made a significant contribution, one that other 
scholars in the field may well look to as an example of an academic com
petence that combines the best of Japanese scholarship with a superior 
command of the original materials. Dr. McRae’s study well reflects the 
level of academic excellence which modern scholarly studies of Ch'an 
have attained.

Philip Yampolsky 
Columbia University
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stein, my advisor at Yale University, who also offered useful advice and 
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Abbreviations and 
Conventions o f  Usage

Abbreviations

CFPC: Ch’lian fa-pao chi
CTL: Ching-te ch’iian，teng lu
CTW: Ch’ing-ting ch’iian T’ang-wen
EJSHL: Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun
H: Hsu tsang-ching
HKSC: Hsu kao-seng chuan
JTFM: Ju-tao an-hsin yao fang-pien fa-men
KSC: Kao-seng chuan
LCFJC: Leng-chMeh jen-fa chih
LCSTC: Leng-ch’ieh shih-tzu chi
LTFPC: Li-tai fa-pao chi
SKSC: Sung kao-seng chuan
T: Taishd shinshu dai-zokyo
TCL: Tsung-ching lu
TTC: Tsu-t’angchi
Z: Dai Nippon zoku-zokyd

Conventions of Usage

1. Ages of individuals are given in the Chinese style.
2. Terms such as uBuddha Nature" have been rendered capitalized and 

without hyphenation in order to accomodate occasional abbreviated ref
erences to 4<Naturen alone.

3. Interlineal glosses in translated passages are indicated by the con
joint use of parentheses and italics, i.e., (Another text says . . .

4. Chapter and section headings of the text are indicated by capitalized 
Roman numerals and Arabic numerals, respectively, while Roman nu



XVI Abbreviations

merals and capitalized English letters have been used for the chapter and 
section headings of translated works.

5. Citations of material in Tun-huang manuscripts are given in the fol
lowing form: manuscript line number, slash, plate number, colon, plate 
line number, e.g., 607/26:2.

6. The annotation for the composite version of the Wu fang-pien 
included is explained in n. 224 to Section l\vo.

7. All citations of material from the Zoku-zOkyO have been cross- 
referenced to the Tkiwan reprint, the Hsii tsang-ching.



Introduction

L The Transmission o f  Chyan According to the Platform Sutra
For ancient and modern readers alike, the most common source of infor
mation about the Northern School of Chinese Ch*an Buddhism is the 
Platform Sutra o f the Sixth Patriarch (Liu-tsu t*an ching).' According to 
the narrative found at the beginning of this text, the Fifth Patriarch, 
Hung-jen (600-74), instructed each of his disciples to compose a ^mind- 
verse" (hsin-chieh) demonstrating the level of his enlightenment. If one 
of these verses manifested a true understanding of Buddhism, its author 
would receive the Fifth Patriarch’s robe and the status of Sixth Patri
arch. All but one of the disciples simply ignored Hung-jen’s instructions, 
deferring instead to the man they felt would be the next leader of the 
Ch'an community. This man was Shen-hsiu (6067-706), the most impor
tant figure associated with the Northern School. Shen-hsiu*s reaction to 
Hung-jen^ request is recorded in the Platform Sutra as follows:

The others won’t present mind-verses because I am their teacher. If I 
don’t offer a mind-verse, how can the Fifth Patriarch estimate the degree of 
understanding within my mind? If I offer my mind to the Fifth Patriarch 
with the intention of gaining the Dharma, it is justifiable; however, if I am 
seeking the patriarchship, then it cannot be justified. That would be like a 
common man usurping the saintly position. But if 1 don’t offer my mind 
then I cannot learn the Dharma.2

In the end, Shen-hsiu did compose a verse, but he was so uncertain 
about its worth and the propriety of seeking the patriarchship that he 
inscribed it anonymously on a wall in one of the monastery's corridors. 
He did this late at night so that no one would see him. Shen-hsiu's verse 
read:

The body is the bodhi tree.
The mind is like a bright mirror’s stand.
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At all times we must strive to polish it
and must not let dust collect.3

Upon seeing this verse the following morning, the Fifth Patriarch can
celed a previously made commission to have illustrations from the 
Lankavatdra Sutra painted on the wall, praised the verse highly, and 
ordered his students (o recite it so that they might not suffer unfavorable 
rebirths in the future. To Shen-hsiu, however, he pointed out in private 
that the verse did not display true understanding. He counseled Shen- 
hsiu to write another verse in order to gain the Dharma, but in the end 
the future leader of the Northern School was unable to do so.

In the meantime, an uneducated layman from the far south of China 
named Hui-neng (638-713)4 was at work threshing rice, completely 
unaware of the Fifth Patriarch’s instructions about the future succession. 
When one day an acolyte passed by the threshing room reciting Shen- 
hsiu's verse, Hui-neng realized immediately that its author did not under
stand the (<cardinal meaning" of Buddhism. The boy explained the entire 
matter to Hui-neng, who asked to be led to the corridor wall on which 
Shen-hsiu^ verse was inscribed. There he dictated his own poetic state
ment:

Bodhi originally has no tree.
The mirror also has no stand.
The Buddha Nature is alway clear and pure.
Where is there room for dust?5

In public, the Fifth Patriarch denigrated Hui-neng's verse, but late 
that night he called the illiterate but inspired layman into the lecture hall 
and expounded the Diamond Sutra to him. Hui-neng was immediately 
awakened to its profound meaning, received the transmission of the Sud
den Teaching and the Fifth Patriarch's robe, and left the monastery in 
secrecy that very night.

2. The Platform Sutra as Historical Allegory
The Platform Sutra is one of the most imaginative and dramatically 
effective pieces of early Ch’an literature. Not only is k entertaining and 
instructive to read, but it builds upon and resolves numerous issues of 
eighth-century Ch'an Buddhism in a manner that is ingenious but not 
forced or contrived. It takes the image of an unschooled religious genius 
first developed in connection with Hung-jen6 and expands it into the 
character of Hui-neng, who is both illiterate and inspired, declasse but 
fundamentally superior. The Platform Sutra's depiction of Shen-hsiu as 
head monk and the originator of a very popular form of religious prac
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tice—i.e., that based on the verse attributed to him—is thus a reflection 
of the phenomenal success of Shen-hsiu and the “Northern School” at 
the beginning of the eighth century.

Similarly, in mentioning that Hung-jen publicly rejected Hui-neng*s 
verse and that the new Sixth Patriarch spent years in hiding, the Platform 
Sutra is acknowledging the initial obscurity of the (<Southem School" 
Finally, the satra*s scriptural references conform to the traditional under
standing of the development of early Ch*an: Shen-hsiu's verse displaced 
paintings based in part on the La^kQvatQra Sutra, but both Hui-neng*s 
original enlightenment experience and final teachings from Hung-jen 
were based on the Diamond SQtra. The transition from Northern to 
Southern School has traditionally been explained in terms of a shift from 
the Lankavatdra to the Diamond and from the gradual to the sudden 
teaching.7 In these senses, the Platform SUtra narrative can be read as an 
historical allegory.

One critically important omission, however, indicates that the Plat- 
form Sutra was not merely echoing history, but rewriting it. This is the 
complete absence of any reference to the role played by Shen-hui (684- 
758), who carried the banner of Hui-neng during an extended, energetic 
campaign against Shen-hsiu's disciples and the Northern School in gen
eral.8 The whole point of the narrative, in fact, is to validate Shen-hui's 
claims about Hui-neng without reference to Shen-hui himself. That is, 
the Plaform Sutra wished to adopt and build upon Shen-hui^ teachings 
without identifying itself with his sometimes acrimonious and self-serv
ing campaign.9

Although the verses and anecdote introduced earlier were evidently 
written after Shen-hui’s death—his extant writings include no mention of 
them10—they are designed to expand on positions first articulated by 
him. Shen-hui attacked the Northern School for teaching an inferior, 
gradualistic doctrine of meditation and enlightenment. According to 
Shen-hui, the adherents of that school taught that one should approach 
Buddhism as a means to progressively purify oneself, to propel oneself 
further and further along the path to perfect enlightenment.

Shen-hui was particularly critical of the meditation practices df the 
Northern School masters, claiming that they taught their students “to 
freeze the mind to enter dhyQna, to fix the mind to view purity, to acti
vate the mind to illuminate the external, and to concentrate the mind to 
realize the internal.” " In other words, the members of the Northern 
School supposedly manipulated their minds in order to achieve certain 
specific effects, which, through a long regimen of sustained practice, 
eventually led to enlightenment. Shen-hui's Southern School disdained 
such practices because it was interested in a realm that was beyond all
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notions of duality—i.e.， of imperfection and perfection，etc•—and in an 
approach to religious training that yielded attainment of the ultimate 
goal instantaneously, rather than gradually.

5. The Traditional Interpretation o f  the Platform SQtra'5 
“Mind-Verses”

It is in the writings of Tsung-mi (780-841)， a noted Ch’an and Hua-yen 
School theoretician who is supposed to have been a fifth-generation suc
cessor to Shen-hui, that we find the first explicit reference to and expla
nation of either of the Platform SUtra verses. Although Tsung-mi never 
mentions the Platform Sutra by name and does not refer to **Hui- 
neng's" verse,12 he quotes ^Shen-hsiu's'* verse and adds his own inter
pretation. Although the following passage from Tsung-mi*s Ch'an-yuan 
chu<h9uan chi tu-hsii (General Preface to a Collection o f the Interpreta
tions o f Ch'an) does not refer directly to the verse in question, it does 
include his most concise statement of his understanding of Northern 
School doctrine:

The first [interpretation of Ch*an] is the School of Stopping the False and 
Cultivating the Mind, which teaches that, although sentient beings are in 
fundamental possession of the Buddha Nature, it i$ obscured and rendered 
invisible because of their beginningless ignorance. Therefore, they [suffer 
the] births and deaths of samsdra. Because the Buddhas have eradicated 
false thoughts [from their own persons] they have a comprehensive percep
tion of the 【Buddha] Nature, have transcended birth and death, and have 
attained autonomous [mastery] (tzu-tsai) of the supernormal powers. One 
should know that the abilities and functions of ordinary persons and sages 
are not the same and that there are distinctions between their [apprehension 
of] the external realms of sensory perception and the internal mind. There
fore， one must depend on the oral instructions of one’s teacher， reject the 
realms of perception, and contemplate the mind, putting an end to false 
thoughts.

When these thoughts are exhausted one experiences enlightenment, there 
being nothing one does not know. It is like a mirror darkened by dust一 one 
must strive to polish it. When the dust is gone the brightness [of the mirror] 
appears, there being nothing it does not illuminate.

One must also clearly understand the expedient means of entering into the 
realms of dhyana, keeping oneself far from any disturbance and residing in 
a peaceful location, harmonizing body and breath, and sitting silently in the 
lotus position with the tongue touching the upper gums and the mind con
centrated on a single object (ching, a <,realm,* of sensory perception).

[Chih]-shen of the South, [Shen]-hsiu of the North, Pao-t#ang Wu-chu, 
Hsuan-shih, and their disciples all belong in this category. The technical 
details (? chi, **tracesM) of the expedient means of spiritual progress [taught 
by】 the Ox-head and T’ien-t’ai [Schools], Hui-ch’ou (i.e” Seng-ch’ou), and
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Gu〇a[bhadra] are also largely similar, although their doctrinal interpreta
tions differ.1*

Tsung-mi’s works contain a comprehensive systematization of the var
ious interpretations of Ch’an, within which the teachings of the Northern 
School are relegated to the very lowest position.14 According to Tsung- 
mi, Shen-hsiu’s verse and the supposed teachings of the Northern School 
fail to recognize the ultimate identity of enlightenment and the afflictions 
and illusions by which it is apparently obscured. As a result, the long 
years or even lifetimes of religious cultivation required to clean away 
those illusions were all in vain. The only achievement of any real benefit^ 
and all that was really necessary* was the complete cessation of dualisticfi 
thinking.13 、

According to this interpretation, the Northern School teaching was 
inferior because it posited enlightenment as a specific goal that could be 
described, sought, and attained, and because it restricted the achieve
ment of that enlightenment to those who had the energy and opportunity 
to engage in long years of practice. The metaphor of the mirror was thus 
used in the Platform SUtra to describe the gradual teaching: Just as 
cumulative effort would result in the mirror's becoming ever brighter, so 
would sustained spiritual practice result in higher and higher levels of 
individual purification, until at last complete perfection was attained.

The Southern School's sudden teaching, in contrast, was superior in 
that enlightenment could be achieved by anyone—even the illiterate bar
barian Hui-neng一 in a sudden, instantaneous, and complete transforma
tion. After an initial period of popularity, the Northern School was sup
posedly overwhelmed and driven into extinction by the Southern School, 
which was inherently superior because the true transmission of Ch'an 
had been from Hung-jen to Hui-neng rather than to Shen-hsiu.

With minor variations, this interpretation of early Ch’an history has 
been accepted for over a thousand years. Modern scholarship has 
examined much of the background to the Platform Sutra, focusing 
chiefly on the very crucial role played by Shen-hui. Great strides have 
also been made in the study of the Northern School, which is now under
stood to have taught something other than the simple gradualism 
ascribed to it within Shen-hui's polemics and Tsung-mi*s elaborate sys
tem. Even so, the treatment of the Northern School in modern works on 
Ch’an is problematic: The “mind-verses” of the /VaZ/orm are 
widely quoted and the superiority of the sudden over the gradual teach
ing is often discussed, but there is no unanimity on the validity or impli
cations of the verses themselves.16 The absence of any comprehensive 
study of the Northern School and the sometimes obscure and stylistically 
unusual writings associated with it have led most scholars to fall back on
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the traditional image of the school as gradualist in doctrine and second
ary in historical importance to the Southern School.

Clearly， the demands of scholarly accuracy require that such inconsis
tencies be avoided. Citation of the S財 verses is acceptable
only if one distinguishes clearly between the history and legend of early 
Ch*an and if one is very precise about the verses, legitimate frame of ref
erence. That is, while the Platform SUtra verses and anecdote reflect one 
late eighth century image of Ch’an, they do not in any way resemble the 
history of the ChJan School during the seventh century.'7

4. Implications fo r  This Study
Obviously, in strictly historical terms the Platform Sutra narrative is 
completely inaccurate. First of all, if we follow the earliest records, Shen- 
hsiu and Hui-neng were never at Hung-jen’s side at the same time， and 
neither was there during the last few years of the master’s life, when a 
transmission might have taken place.'* Second, the very concept of a 
verse competition and the selection of a single successor seems more 
appropriate as literary flourish than historical fact. A single successor 
might have been selected as the spiritual leader of the community of 
ordained and lay trainees at Hung-jen’s monastery， rather than as the 
head of the Ch*an School per se, but the Platform Sutra does not men
tion such a possibility. (Hung-jen's monastery lapsed into almost com
plete obscurity after his death.) The notion that only one line of trans- 
mission could be considered legitimate—i.e., that from Hung-jen to 
Hui-neng rather than those from Hung-jen to Shen-hsiu, Hui-neng, et al. 
—could have developed only after Shen-hui’s campaign.

This being the case, we are left with the following question: Should the 
Platform Sutra's references to Shen-hsiu^s teachings simply be ignored, 
or do they have some basis in fact, however distorted or incompletely 
presented?

In the first place, we have reason to suspect that Shen-hsiu's verse is 
not an entirely groundless invention. Nothing like the verse itself occurs 
in Northern School literature, but a few passages and some general con
siderations exist that may explain part of the Platform SQtrays misinter- 
pretation. Even more intriguing is a passage suggesting that Shen-hsiu 
actually could have used the metaphor of the mirror exactly as it occurs 
in the verse attributed to him—but with a meaning completely different 
from that verse*s traditional interpretation. In the second place, certain 
other details of the verses—such as the reference to the bodhi tree and the 
famous third line of Hui-neng’s verse in later texts, which reads, “Funda
mentally there is not a single thing” 一are reminiscent of specific refer
ences in Northern School literature. The implication is that the teachings
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of the Northern School played some part in the formulation of the ideas 
attributed to Hui-neng.

Therefore, the answer to the question just posed is that the testimony 
of the Platform Sutra must be considered_ not as a guide to the seventh- 
or even the early eighth-century teachings of the Northern School, but as 
an indication of the status of that school at the end of the eighth century.

5. Ch’an’s Pseudohistorical Doctrine and 
the Historical Study o f  Ch’an

Needless to say, the Platform SUtra paints far too simple a picture of the 
development of early Ch’an. The problem is not only that the story told 
in this text is inaccurate, that the exchange of verses and transmission to 
Hui-neng could not have occurred as stated. Nor is the problem even that 
the gradual and sudden teachings cannot be reliably attributed to the his
torical figures Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng. These are all matters of histori
cal fact, which can be verified or refuted by examining the documents at 
hand. The real problem engendered by the Platform Sutra*s overly sim
plistic depiction of early Ch^n lies rather in the extremely pervasive and 
seldom questioned tendency of modern scholarship to view the history of 
Ch'an solely in terms of a succession of individual masters and disciples.

The history of Ch’an is customarily discussed in terms of the lives and 
teachings of a succession of individual masters. The traditional ortho
doxy of the Ch'an School would have its followers believe that the only 
significant information about Ch^n is the body of biographical infor
mation and inspired sayings of a number of individual religious authori
ties, who follow each other in master-disciple relationships much like a 
set of beautiful pearls on a string. The status of the Ch'an School at any 
given time may be defined, according to this approach, by the biography 
and teachings of the reigning patriarch. In the case of early Ch’an， the 
first subject is a treatment of the biography and teachings of Bodhi- 
dharma, followed by the biography and teachings of Hui-k^, Seng- 
ts’an, Tao-hsin，Hung-jen， and so on. For later periods, one would want 
the sum of such information for all active masters, so that the overall his
tory of the Ch'an School is the sum total of such descriptions.

Obviously, it is appropriate in many cases to organize discussion of the 
history of Ch'an by proceeding from one generation to the next—I will 
follow this course of action myself in certain parts of this book. Never
theless, an uncritical allegiance to the Ch'an orthodoxy ignores two 
important realities of early Ch^an history. First, except for Shen-hsiu, 
Shen-hui, and a few other individuals, the extant body of primary 
sources does not indicate one-to-one correspondences between individual 
masters and specific doctrines. Rather, the bulk of our doctrinal infor
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mation can be identified only as having been valid in a certain general 
context at a certain time. I will argue in Part Two that this is especially 
true of two texts that have until now been used quite frequently for the 
elucidation of the individual teachings of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen.19 Sec
ond, such a simplistic methodology as the (istring of pearls** approach of 
necessity ignores major areas of potentially significant political, social, 
and intellectual influences upon the development of Ch*an. Hence the 
passive acceptance of the Ch’an position concerning the transmission 
from master to disciple does a disservice to our understanding of this 
school as a legitimate segment of human religious history.

6. The Origin o f  the Terms “Northern School” and 
“East Mountain Teaching”

The problems of distinguishing between pseudohistorical propaganda 
and historical reality are not limited to the study of the Platform SQtra. 
The following is the first recorded usage in Ch*an literature of the term 
“Northern School”：

When Preceptor [Shen]-hsiu was alive, spiritual aspirants [all over] China 
referred to these great masters as u[Hui]-neng of the South and (Shen]-hsiu 
of the North** (nan Neng pei Hsiu). This was common knowledge. These 
references led to [the usages] of the two schools of North and South. Dhya- 
na Master P'u-chi is in reality a student of [Shen-hsiu of] Yu-ch'uan [ssu].
He actually never went to Chao-chou [to study under Hui-neng], so it is 
therefore impermissible for him now to declare falsely [that his teaching is] 
the Southern School.20

This passage is from the P*u~tfi~ta-mo nan-tsung ting shih-fei lun 
(Treatise on the Definition o f the Truth about the Southern School o f 
Bodhidharma), the transcript of a polemical sermon given by Shen-hui in 
732.21 The implication of Shen-hui’s statement is that P’u-chi never 
referred to his teachings as the ^Northern School,* (pei-tsung)3 but actu
ally used the term ^Southern Scho〇r , (nan-tsung). This early usage of 
that term to refer to Shen-hsiu's lineage is corroborated in at least one 
other early text. In contrast, there is no indication that Shen-hsiu or any 
of his immediate disciples ever used the term ^Northern Schoor* in refer
ence to themselves.22

If Shen-hui was the first to call Shen-hsiu and his associates the North
ern School, then how did these men refer to themselves? The following 
passage provides the answer to this question:

In the first year of the Ta-tsu [period, or 701 C.E.,] Dhydna Master Shen- 
hsiu was given an Invitation to enter the eastern capital [of Lo-yang. There
after he] accompanied the [imperial] chariot on its comings and goings, pro-
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selytizing within the two capitals and personally becoming the Imperial 
Instructor.

The Great Sage Empress [Wu] Tse-t'ien inquired of him: **Whose teach
ing is it that you transmit?**

tHe】 answered:“ lhaveinherited the£larfAfoi//U<H>i7^ac/w/igofCh’i- 
chou (i.e.，Huang-mei， the location of Hung-jen’s monastery).”

. . . 【Empress Wu】 Tse-t’ien said: “In considering the cultivation of the 
Path, the East Mountain Teaching is unexcelled.’’2*

This passage is included in a text known as the Leng-ch*ieh jen-fa chih 
(Records o f the Men and Teachings o f  the Lanka [vatHra); hereafter cited 
as LCJFC). This work was compiled by Hung-jen*s student Hsuan-tse* 
probably sometime between 708 and 710,24 The LCJFC does not, how
ever, occur independently, but only as quoted in the Leng-ch9ieh shih-tzu 
chi (Records o f the Teachers and Disciples o f the La^tkS lvatQra];heteaf• 
ter cited as LCSTC). This text, fortunately still extant, was written by 
Ching-chueh, a disciple of both Hsuan-tse and Shen-hsiu. The terms 
(<East Mountain Teaching'* (tung-shan fa-men) and ^Pure Teaching of 
East Mountain** (tung-shan ching-men) occur elsewhere in the LCSTC as 
well as in two slightly earlier Northern School documents.25

We have no direct evidence as to what name, if any, Tao-hsin (580-651) 
and Hung-jen (600-74) used to refer to their own teachings. As the pas
sages just quoted make clear, however, Shen-hsiu identified himself as the 
transmitter of Hung-jen’s teaching, P，u-chi labeled his doctrines (which 
were inherited from Shen-hsiu) as the Southern School, and Shen-hui 
appropriated this latter label for his own use.

In spite of the apparent inequity of using a term first applied pejora
tively,26 I will follow modern scholarly convention in using ^Northern 
School” to refer to Shen-hsiu and his successors. This usage presents no 
problem, as long as we refrain from unreservedly accepting statements 
by later authors (such as Tsung-mi) that the term “Northern School” 
refers directly to Shen-hsiu and his successors, rather than to the image 
of Shen-hsiu and his teachings within Shen-hui9s writings and the Plat
form SQtra.

Also in accord with general modern practice, I will use the name aEast 
Mountain Teaching,5 to refer to Tao-hsin and Hung-jen. This usage actu
ally presents a much more serious problem than the label ^Northern 
School First, its original meaning was neither so specific nor so clearly 
sectarian as the other term. In one epitaph dating from shortly after 750, 
in fact, “East Mountain Teaching” is used to refer to the teachings of the 
Ch’an School as a whole in juxtaposition with “the concentration and 
insight of TMen-t î** (T^en-t^i chih-kuan).21 Second, the primary an
cient and modern referents of the name <(Ea$t Mountain Teaching>,*—
i.eM the teachings of Shen-hsiu and his associates or, alternatively, the
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teachings of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen_ display a temporal disconformity 
that is chronologically slight but potentially very misleading.

7. The Distinction Between Legend and History
The problem with the term uEast Mountain Teaching'9 is that all of our 
information about Tao-hsin and Hung-jen is contained in sources asso
ciated with Shen-hsiu and the so-called Northern School. Tao-hsin does 
receive a biographical entry, in which Hung-jen i$ mentioned, in the Hsu 
kao-seng chuan (Continued Lives o f Eminent Monks; hereafter cited as 
HKSC). Although none of the information contained in that entry is sus
picious or even significant enough to warrant close deliberation, Shen- 
hsiu himself was the most likely source of information for this biogra- 
phy.1* All the rest of the data concerning Hung-jen^ biography comes 
from early eighth-century Northern School sources. As subsequent dis
cussion will indicate^ these works are more concerned with legend and 
propagandistic rationalization than with the demands of critical histori
cal analysis. As a result, the accuracy of their assertions regarding the 
early Ch'an patriarchs must occasionally be called into question.

The single most important task facing the modern student of early 
Chinese Ch'an Buddhism is the accurate discrimination between legend 
and history. Each has its own distinctive value: Legend reflects the 
school's total creative output and is an important guide to its self-image, 
whereas history is the modern understanding of the dynamic cultural and 
intellectual realities of the school's development. The legend of the 
^transmission of the lamp" of the teachings from one master to another 
was one of the most important innovations of early Ch'an, but the state
ments made within the context of this legendary format cannot be taken 
automatically at face value as historical assertions to be judged as either 
true or false and correlated with other “facts.” While such “historical” 
assertions may have bases in fact, we must not forget that they occur 
within a context determined by the propagandistic or polemical purposes 
of the given texts.

The second passage introduced in Section 6 of this Introduction is a 
perfect case in point. Shen-hsiu9s invitation to court and his activities in 
the two capitals are without doubt valid historical events, but these facts 
and his dialogue with Empress Wu were selected from a large body of 
information to glorify the status of the departed Ch*an Master, to sanc
tify the derivation of his teaching from a certain religious predecessor, 
and, implicitly, to legitimize the prestige of his heirs. In this example we 
need not infer any gross distortion of the original historical situation for 
the purposes of incorporation into the LCSTC.

In other cases, however, statements occur that seem to idealize the
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character of an individual Ch'an master in the face of other directly con
tradictory evidence. (Hui-neng*s biography, of course, is the most promi
nent example.) Such cases must be approached with extreme caution, 
since the Ch^n orthodoxy that threatens to distort our critical perspec
tive came into existence on the basis of a series of innovations made dur
ing the very period under study. Although it is fortunate, in one sense, 
that the texts of the Northern School to be considered here are not so full 
of patent fabrications and questionable attributions as some of the 
slightly later texts of early Ch'an (the Li-tai fa-pao chi [Records o f 
the (Transmission o f the) Dharma-treasure through the Generations; 
LTFPC\9 is undoubtedly the most egregious of all in this respect29), the 
most difficult parts of the Ch8 9an legend to work with are actually those 
thatliesomewherebetweenobviousfactandpalpablefiction.

The assertions made about the supposed Third Patriarch Seng-ts^n, 
for example, are completely unusable as historical data. Only the most 
foolhardy or avowedly myopic student of early Ch’an would suggest that 
Seng-ts^an had any knowable impact on the school's historical develop
ment or any actual connection whatsoever with the text usually attrib
uted to him, the Hsin-hsin ming (Inscription on Relying upon the 
Mind).30 On the other hand, the lives of Shen-hsiu, P^-chi, and other 
Northern School figures are well enough documented through epitaphs 
and other contemporary sources that we know at least the general out
lines of their lives and contributions.

The cases of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, however, are not so clear-cut. 
There exist valid data about their biographies and relatively early texts 
describing their teachings, and these two sets of information would seem 
to dovetail neatly and without any blatant contradictions. As I will sug
gest later, however, these texts cannot be reliably attributed to Tao-hsin 
and Hung-jen. (See Part Two, Chapter VI, Section 1.) Even though the 
texts in question are no doubt more representative of the teachings of 
these individuals than is the Hsin-hsin ming representative of the teach
ings of Seng-ts^n, their individual attributions to Tao-hsin and Hung-jen 
cannot be accepted without important qualifications. In other words, for 
the very core of the early Ch’an succession—the third, fourth, and fifth 
generations—specific teachings cannot be correlated with individual 
patriarchs.

8. The Approach Taken Here

The considerations discussed in the previous section require that all 
exclusively doctrinal matters be left until the second part of this study. 
The first task to be undertaken here will be to describe the historical 
development of the Northern School. In order to probe the immediate
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antecedants of the school, I will begin with a brief discussion of Bodhi- 
dharma and his immediate successors. Unfortunately, considerations of 
space make it impossible to examine in detail the larger background of 
Ch’an within the context of Chinese Buddhism and Buddhist meditation 
traditions in general.31 The second task to be undertaken in Part One of 
this study will be to analyze the development of the "transmission of the 
lamp” texts and the evolution of the Ch’an School’s sense of its own 
identity.
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CH APT ER I

Bodhidharma, His Immediate Successors, 
and the Masters o f  the Lankavatara Sutra

L  The Legend o f  Bodhidharma
The traditional account of the lives of Bodhidharma and Hui-k*o is per
haps the most inspired and meaningful invention of the entire body of 
Ch'an legends.1 According to this version Bodhidharma was originally a 
South Indian prince who arrived in China as a 150-year-old monk during 
the reign of Emperor Wu of the Liang (r. 502-49). Emperor Wu, it should 
be noted, was one of the most famous imperial supporters of Buddhism 
in all Chinese history, a ruler who sponsored the construction of numer
ous temples and images, personally studied Buddhist scriptures, and 
scrupulously observed Buddhist religious injunctions.2 In a famous leg
endary interview with Emperor Wu, Bodhidharma emphatically rejected 
the value of all these activities, saying that they were of 4<no religious 
merit” whatsoever. After this celebrated confrontation, Bodhidharma 
traveled north to live in a cave at Shao-lin ssu3 on Mount Sung near Lo- 
yang, where he is supposed to have sat in meditation facing a wall for 
nine years.

During his residence at Shao-lin, Bodhidharma gained his most gifted 
disciple, Hui-k*o, who was absolutely convinced of Bodhidharma's im
portance and fiercely determined to win the Indian monk's respect. In 
order to prove his sincerity and thus receive the teachings, Hui-k’o stood 
near where Bodhidharma was meditating and waited for hour upon hour 
in earnest supplication. Snow began to fall from the cold winter sky, but 
Hui-k*o was undaunted. Over the course of the evening the snow accu
mulated to Hui-k'o's knees, but when Bodhidharma finally noticed the 
supplicant and discovered why he was waiting there, the Indian sage only 
warned him about the difficulty of practicing the ^unsurpassable, won
drous path of the Buddhas.**

Finally, in a surge of zealous desperation and with thoughts of the
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trials of former enlightened ones，Hui-k’o took a knife and cut off his 
left arm, placing it in front of Bodhidharma. Permitted at last, through 
this extraordinary (if macabre) demonstration of self-sacrifice, to receive 
the teaching, Hui-k’o asked Bodhidharma: “My mind is not at peace; 
please pacify it for me.”

To this Bodhidharma replied: “Bring your mind here and I will pacify 
it for you.”

Hui-k*o: <CI have searched for my mind, but it is completely unobtain
able (i.eM imperceptible; or UI cannot find it anywhere,,).,>

Bodhidharma: “I have [now】 completely pacified your mind for you.
Although Bodhidharma's final reply might appear as a neat piece of 

sophistry to a modern reader, it was enough, according to the traditional 
account, to inspire Hui-k*o to a great realization or enlightenment expe
rience. Hui-k'o remained under Bodhidharma's tutelage for six years. 
(Bodhidharma also had a few other students of lesser abilities.) After the 
master’s death Hui-k’o propagated Bodhidharma’s teaching all over 
North China, eventually transmitting it to Seng-ts'an and thus on to the 
other Chinese Patriarchs.

The complete legend of Bodhidharma and Hui-k^o, of which this 
account is but the bare nucleus, evolved gradually over the span of many 
years. All of the most important components of the legend were added in 
the seventh and eighth centuries, just at the time when the Ch*an 
SchooPs fundamental perception of itself was being formed. As a result, 
the contour of this legencTs evolution is a valuable indicator of the 
growth of the Ch^n School itself.5 The legend's heuristic value within 
the context of the meditation hall can hardly be overlooked: How many 
sermons have been delivered on the worthlessness of Emperor Wu^ 
pious efforts! How many trainees have been urged on to greater efforts 
through the example of Hui-k’o! Indeed, the question “What is the 
meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West?，， has been one of the 
favorite subjects of Ch'an religious dialogue and contemplation for more 
than a thousand years.

Nevertheless, despite its religious value, this legend i$ entirely unrelia
ble as a statement of historical fact. Let us now turn to the historical 
analysis of Bodhidharma's biography.

2. The Life o f  Bodhidharma
The oldest text to mention Bodhidharma is the Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi 
(Records o f the Monasteries o f Lo-yang), written by Yang Hsuan-chih in 
or shortly after 547. Bodhidharma is introduced as a foil to demonstrate 
the magnificence of the greatest of the Lo-yang establishments, Yung
ning ssu:
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At the time there was Bodhidharma, disramana from the western region. He 
was a barbarian from pn Central Asia (?)】 . When he came from that 
far-off country, traveled to China* and perceived the golden plates [at the 
top of Yung_ning ssu】 glistening in the sun, their brilliance shining past the 
[very] clouds, and the precious bells rung by the wind whose echo extended 
beyond heaven, he sang out in praise: “This is truly a spectacular accom
plishment!” He said that he was 150 years old and had wandered to all the 
countries in the world without exception, but that this monastery was [so] 
exquisite [that its equal] did not exist [anywhere] in the world (Jambu- 
[dvTpa]). <(I have gone to the very limits of things (i.e., all over the world), 
but 1 have never [seen anything like】 this.” He held his palms together and 
chanted namo for several days.*

The image of Bodhidharma in this text is that of an aged and pious pil
grim. As Professor Yanagida points out, foreign monks appearing in this 
text are not given individual personalities, but function as well-traveled 
and exotic witnesses to the grandeur of the architecture of Lo-yang.7 This 
figure is fundamentally different from the Bodhidharma of the Ch*an 
legend, and it may be that the man referred to here only accidentally 
shares the name of the founder of the Ch*an School. Nevertheless, these 
two Bodhidharmas were linked as early as the HKSC, which refers to the 
founder of Ch'an as being 150 years old. Incidentally, as Hu Shih has 
pointed out, if we are to take the Lo-yang ch9ieh-lan chi at face value, 
Bodhidharma's entry into Lo-yang occurred between 516 and 526.*

The HKSC entry on Bodhidharma is relatively straightforward, al
though it does embody certain textual problems that will be discussed 
later. After Bodhidharma is introduced as being of brahmin lineage from 
South India and described pro forma as gifted both intellectually and 
spiritually, interested in the Mahayana, and accomplished in meditation, 
we read:

Feeling compassion [as a result of the decline of the True Teaching in this】 

obscure corner [of the world (i.e., China), Bodhidharma sought to] lead 
[the people here to enlightenment] by means of the Dharma. He first 
reached Nan-yueh within the boundaries of the Sung and later crossed north 
again to the Wei. Wherever he went he gave instruction in the teaching of 
meditation (ch'an-chiao). At the time the practice of lecturing [on the Bud
dhist scriptures] had spread across the entire country, so that [people] often 
slandered [Bodhidharma] upon hearing the Dharma of samQdhi (ting-fa).

[As students of Bodhidharma] there were Tao-yii and Hui-k*o. Although 
younger, these two iramatias were dedicated to the lofty ideal, so that, when 
they first met the Dharma General (i.e., Bodhidharma), they realized that 
their spiritual path had reached its natural conclusion. Accordingly, they 
studied directly under him for four or five years. They made offerings [to 
him and] inquired respectfully, and he, responding to their pure sincerity, 
taught them the TYue Dharma (chen-fa): Such is the pacification of the
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mind, called Wwall contemplationM (jushih an-hsin weipi-kuan); such is the 
development of practices 作 5扣 幻 ， called the “ four teachings”； such is 
accordance with convention and the defense against calumnification; such is 
the expedient means by which one avoids attachments.【Here
follows Tao-hsuan’s summary of the “two entrances and four practices.’’】 

[Bodhidhar]ma used this Dharma to convert [the people of] the land of 
Wei， where those who recognized the Truth followed it and were enlight
ened. His sayings were recorded, and the scroll(s) [containing them】 are in 
circulation in the world [today].

[Bodhidharma] said that he was over 150 years old. He wandered about 
and taught, but it is not known where he died.9

The Bodhidharma that appears in this text has much more depth of 
character than the stereotyped image of the Lo-yang ch9ieh~lan chi, but 
still falls far short of the legendary figure who appears in later Ch*an 
texts. Hui-k^ appears as a man of great purity and dedication, but his 
self-dismemberment is not mentioned. In addition, it is important to 
note the references to the slander of Bodhidharma and his teachings by 
those devoted to scriptural study and lecturing, as well as the provision 
within Bodhidharma's teachings for averting the impact of such abuse 
and ill-will. Finally, the references to “pacification of the mind，，’ “wall 
contemplation,” and “expedient means” in this passage are actually 
abbreviated references to the Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun (Treatise on the 7lvo

here狂fter cited as and its preface
by T^n-lin. (This treatise will be translated and analyzed in Part T\vo of 
this book.)

It is possible to construct an outline of Bodhidharma's career in China 
by combining information from the Lo-yang ch*ieh-lan chit T'an-lin^ 
preface to the EJSHL, and the HKSC:

1. If we are to take the HKSC literally, Bodhidharma arrived in South 
China by the maritime route in or before the year 479.10

2. If we identify Seng-fu^s teacher, who is listed in the HKSC as Dhya- 
na Master Dharma, with the founder of the Ch'an School, then we can 
infer that Bodhidharma moved to the North before 495 at the very latest, 
and possibly as early as 480 or so.11 (Seng-fu will be discussed in the next 
section.)

3. According to the Lo-yang ch*ieh-lan chi, Bodhidharma was still in 
North China sometime during the years 516 to 526. Presumably, his wan
derings were restricted to North China from the time of his first journey 
there until his death.

4. Information in the HKSC indicates that Bodhidharma^ death 
occurred around the year 530, or after 524 and before 534.12
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In addition to this rough chronology, a few statements can be made 
about Bodhidharma*s personal character. He was a native of South 
India, a brahmin by birth, arid perhaps a member of the ruling family of 
some unknown principality. He was a MahaySnist and a meditation 
instructor who focused his proselytizing efforts on the Lo-yang area.1}

However, it must be borne in mind that these points involve a number 
of unverifiable suppositions and are based on potentially incompatible 
sources. Although nothing else can be said about Bodhidharma with any 
historical certainty, perhaps this is only filling. Without question, the 
hagiography surrounding Bodhidharma’s role as the founder of the 
Ch*an tradition is much more important than any actual historical con
tribution he may have made.

3. Seng-fu
At this point the conventional approach would be to turn to Bodhidhar- 
ma’s best-known student and major successor, Hui-k’o. Instead, we will 
first consider the case of Seng-fu, whose entire career in Ch*an antedates 
that of his more famous fellow student. It is indicative of the continuing 
strength of the Ch^n orthodoxy that Seng-fu^ life and probable rele
vance to the history of early Ch*an have been so rarely studied; the 
majority of scholarly references to him concern a later legendary fabrica
tion in which there appears a monk with a similar name.14

Seng-fu^ HKSC biography15 occurs at the very beginning of the sec
tion on meditation specialists, before those of Bhadra (given here as Bud
dha), Bodhidharma, Hui-k^o, and others. Originally a resident of ChM- 
hsien in T*ai-yuan (Shansi) in the far North, Seng-fu searched far and 
wide for a meditation instructor before he encountered the dhyana mas
ter [Bodhi]dharma. Seng-fu formally "left home** to become a monk 
after visiting the latter's cave residence, where the two discussed the pro
fundities of Buddhism. After penetrating to the limits of the **principle 
of meditation** (ting-hsueh tsurtg), Seng-fu traveled about to various cen
ters of scriptural learning to complete his education. During this time he 
realized that “learning depends only on oneself, [since] sages have no 
words.” 16

Sometime between 494 and 497 Seng-fu traveled to the southern capi
tal of Chien-k^ng, where he resided at Ting-lin hsia ssu on Mount 
Chung, just outside the city.17 Seng-fu is said to have loved Ting-Iin's for
est groves and quiet setting, living there with only the bare minimum of 
possessions. Although widely respected by the local monks and lay peo
ple, he steadfastly refused invitations from members of the ruling class 
and did not go for an interview with the famed Buddhist sovereign
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Emperor Wu. This reference implies that Seng-fu stayed at Ting-lin hsia 
ssu until after Emperor Wu*s coronation in 502.

At one point Seng-fu undertook a missionary sojourn in the Szechwan 
area,18 but he soon returned to Ting-lin hsia ssu. Eventually, Emperor 
Wu ordered his craftsmen to build a residence for the northern medita
tion specialist at K'ai-shan ssu. This must have occurred sometime after 
the temple’s founding in 515.19 In keeping with his previous asceticism, 
Seng-fu did not assume residence at this monastery without at least an 
outward show of resistance on his part. It is said that whenever he wan
dered past the gate of the new temple, which was dedicated to the mem
ory of Pao-chih, Seng-fu would lean on his staff and lament:

A [single] room with a fence about it, a woven wormwood gate, and win
dows made of broken pots thrust in the walls—meditation in such a place 
can be quite pleasant! Why should one esteem a mansion and despise a 
thatched hut? One can take one’s peace and depart. Why must reverence for 
the deceased (i.e., Pao-chih) be restricted to this [new building), which is 
only for the purpose of pleasing the ears and eyes?20

Since Seng-fu did eventually take up residence at K'ai-shan ssu, we 
might suspect that these sentiments were something of a pose. However, 
it is easy to imagine that his northerner^ sensibilities were affected by the 
high society atmosphere of southern court Buddhism. He also demon
strated his distaste for material finery during his final illness, when he 
rejected all gifts and instructed that his body be thrown away on a moun
tainside for the benefit of the birds and beasts. Here again, his ascetic 
sensibilities were ignored—a stele was erected to publicize his virtue, the 
inscription for which was written by Prince I of Hsiang-tung, the even
tual Emperor Yuan.21

The only indication we have of Seng-fu’s religious experience and 
teachings comes from an event that occurred after his return from what 
is now Szechwan to Ting-lin hsia ssu. On a certain date in 515, a spirit 
appeared on a mountain in what is now Kiangsi with a copy of the Hui- 
yin san-mei ching (Sutra o f the Samadhi o f  the [TathQgata9s\ Seal o f  Wis
dom), which was to be used by the Prince of Nan-pMng (476-533) to help 
cure his current illness. If necessary, the prince was to seek assistance in 
understanding the text from Seng-fu, who is said to have practiced the 
samadhi in question previously. The prince supposedly performed the 
requisite twenty-one days of this practice and enjoyed a speedy re
covery.22

There is no way of knowing whether Seng-fu originally practiced this 
samadhi under Bodhidharma's guidance or influence, whether he first 
encountered it in the South,23 or whether it was his idea to use it as a pal
liative rather than for some higher spiritual end. All that can be said is
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that， if Bodhidharma’s teaching included some form of Mahaydna 
samQdhi practice, he could hardly have chosen a more appropriate text. 
The Hui-yin san-mei ching describes the Buddha's body as imperceptible 
to normal consciousness because of its fundamental "'thoughtlessness, 
immovability， and unshakability” 容 pw•少人 The
dhi of the Tathdgatays seal of wisdom** is recommended as a means by 
which one might divest oneself of all impediments and achieve the sort of 
wisdom that would allow one to perceive the Buddha’s true being. No 
specific reference is made to any particular efficacy in curing physical 
illness.24

Seng-fu's biography is the basis for some tantalizing but uncertain 
inferences. The possibilities are as follows: Seng-fu was Bodhidharma's 
earliest student, antedating Hui-k'o's discipleship by thirty years or 
more. Early in his teaching career Bodhidharma used the Hui-yin san- 
mei ching, a conjecture that is quite consistent with his later teachings as 
found in the EJSHL. The sutra is independent of any obvious doctrinal 
affiliation; i.e., it is not a derivative of the Lotus or Pure Land scrip
tures, for example. (This avoidance of scriptures closely identified with 
other, previously established schools or traditions is a marked character
istic of Ch*an throughout its history.) In addition, the sutra emphasizes 
the transcendent nature of the Buddha, which it describes in terms that 
are distinctly reminiscent of later usages. (The term wu-nien, meaning 
“thoughtlessness” or “nonthought，” is particularly noteworthy.) Finally, 
the text does little more than command its readers to practice the 
samadhi involved and achieve the indicated level of wisdom, thus leaving 
Bodhidharma almost complete freedom of interpretation.

Although I am inclined to accept this as a probable scenario, it is 
impossible to know whether Bodhidharma ever used the Hui-yin san-mei 
ching. Nor can we know for certain whether Seng-fu ever used this text 
for anything other than a liturgy of healing, or whether he was in fact a 
student of Bodhidharma of the Ch*an School rather than of some other 
monk named Dharma.25

4. H u i-k ，o

Although we know only the barest outline of Bodhidharma's life and 
must question the relevance of Seng-fu's activities to the history of the 
Ch*an School, with Hui-k'o we begin to encounter a degree of meaning
ful substantiation. In one sense we know very little about Hui-k^—his 
dates of birth and death, for example, can only be roughly estimated— 
but the HKSC does give a general impression of his identity as a teacher, 
his position within the contemporary Buddhist world, and his impact on 
several generations of students. Although the religious personalities of
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those students are often poorly known, the very fact that he was the only 
successor of Bodhidharma to have known successors himself is an impor
tant indication of Hui-k*©^ importance.

The HKSC biography of Hui-k'o states that his secular surname was 
Chi and his birthplace Hu-Iao (Ssu-shui hsien, Honan).26 Widely read in 
both the Chinese classics and Buddhist scriptures, he is said to have 
achieved a level of enlightenment that surpassed that of his contempora
ries. Even though his attainments were unassailable, he was universally 
criticized for not having a teacher. When at age forty he did meet 
Bodhidharma during the latter's missionary peregrinations around the 
Mount Sung/Lo-yang area, Hui-k'o realized at once that he had found 
his true master and studied the “one vehicle” teaching of Bodhidharma 
for six years. (Recall that the entry on Bodhidharma said that Hui-kJo 
and Tao-yii studied with the master for four or five years.)

After Bodhidharma's death an official announcement was circulated 
throughout the area, but when monks and laymen came to inquire after 
the departed master, Hui-k*o attacked the propriety of their curiosity and 
imparted to them his understanding of the late master’s teachings:

Therefore, even though your words spread across the entire country, the 
intention [of Bodhidharma] will not be fulfilled. You read widely in the 
mysterious writings [of Buddhism, but the truth of which they speak】 has 
not even begun to penetrate your minds!27

Later, during the beginning of the period 534-37, Hui-k’o moved to 
the new capital of Yeh, where his teaching actitivies aroused hostility 
from those who were “stagnated on words,” i.e” involved in scriptural 
exegesis. We are told of an otherwise unknown meditation master named 
Tao-heng，2* who before Hui-k’o’s arrival had about a thousand students. 
Tao-heng sent his students to spy on Hui-kJo, but when they heard the 
latter's teachings they became overwhelmed with feelings of compassion 
and peaceful acquiescence to the Truth. None of them returned to their 
original teacher， even after repeated orders, eventually saying that he had 
only obscured the innate perfection of their own understanding. We are 
also told that Tao-heng paid money to have Hui-k'o killed, but that Hui- 
k'o managed to convert the attacker instead.

Perhaps the final victory was Tao-heng*s, though, for Hui-k*o ulti
mately left the area of Yeh and Wei (i.e., modern Honan and Hopeh) and 
became a mendicant. Sometime before Hui-k*o left Yeh the southern 
meditation specialist Hui-pu (518-87) visited him there and “suddenly 
penetrated [the hollowness of] names and views.** Hui-pu also visited 
Hui-ssu (515-77)， best known as the teacher of T’ien-t’ai Chih-i. Internal 
evidence suggests that these visits took place before 547; Hui-pu*s date of 
birth suggests that they took place after 538. Therefore, Hui-k'o was still
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in Yeh at this time.29 Although Hui-k’o is said to have died without any 
prominent successors, this assertion is contradicted by the balance of his 
HKSC biography, to be discussed in the next section of this chapter.

Hui-k’o’s age and date of death are not given， but it can be inferred 
that he lived from ca. 485 to ca. 555 or, possibly, to sometime after 574.30

5. H ui-k’o ’s Successors

The foregoing treatment of Hui-k’o’s life occupies only a third of the 
material presented in the HKSC under his name. Note the implicit con
flict of the following material with Tao-hsuan^ statement that Hui-k*o 
had no prominent successors. That is, the balance of the entry on Hui- 
k*ois devoted to:

1. A letter from Layman Hsiang and Hui-k^'s response. This will be 
discussed in Part Two along with the EJSHL.

2. Comments about Hua-kung» Yen-kung, and DhyQna Master Ho. 
These men were not far removed in time from Tao-hsuan, but he knew 
nothing substantial about them due to a lack of written texts and funer
ary inscriptions.31 Elsewhere, the HKSC records that Dhydna Master Ho 
had three students: Ching-ai (534-78), Fa-kJan (524-604), and Hsuan- 
ching (d. 606). The two factors that unite the biographies of all three of 
these men and their known disciples are a devotion to meditation and an 
association with Madhyamika texts and religious centers.32

3. A brief description and story about Dharma Master Lin, who is 
undoubtedly the T^n-Iin remembered for his preface to the EJSHL. 
Out-of-place references to the Lankavatara Sutra occur just after T*an- 
lin’s introduction and again after the story about him.

4. A brief discussion of Dhyana Master Na, who had been a popular 
Confucian teacher as a relatively young man before hearing Hui-k9o 
speak and becoming a Buddhist ascetic.

5. A longer discussion of Hui-man, a student of Dhyana Master Na 
and an even more thoroughgoing ascetic. Another reference to the 
LankQvatara Sutra occurs here.33

Tao-hsuan specifically rationalizes his coverage of Na, Hui-man, and 
the rest on the basis that they were uall in [HuiJ-k^'s lineage (tsung- 
ch9i)y.y It seems significant that these men are defined according to their 
relationship to Hui-k’o rather than to Bodhidharma.34

The only one of these figures to merit individual attention is T'an-Iin 
(fl. 506-74). His preface to the EJSHL describes him as a ^disciple^ (ti- 
tzu), presumably of Bodhidharma, but he seems to have been more 
closely associated with Hui-k^. The HKSC describes T'an-Iin as a resi
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dent of Yeh, a successful lecturer and commentator on the Sheng-man 
ching (The Sutra o f [Queen] SrTmald), and a protector of Buddhist scrip
tures and statuary during the persecution of 574. The last activity men
tioned by Tao-hsuan was undertaken in concert ^with fellow-students of 
[Hui]-k,o,* (yuK*o t^ng-hsueh), which I believe refers to DhyQna Mas
ter Ho's student Ching-ai and his followers.35 Finally, there is a story 
about how T’an-lin and Hui-k’o reacted when each had one arm cut off 
by bandits. (With regard to Hui-k^, this story seems eminently more 
plausible than that recounted at the beginning of this chapter.) While 
Hui-k^ maintained his composure, cauterized his wound, and went out 
on his round of begging as usual, T’an-lin “screamed and yelled the 
entire night•，’ Although Hui-k’o’s biography might be expected to favor 
Hui-k^, we may infer that Tfan-lin was more a scholar than a meditator. 
In fact, other sources record his participation in translation projects that 
took place during the years 525 to 543.u

Fa-cAw/tg ⑽ 心 如  M<w/er5 〇/  /Ae La〇k磊vatara Sfltra
Another important source for the study of Hui-k’o’s successors is the 
HKSC entry for Fa-chung (589-665?), which was added by Tao-hsuan 
only a short time before his death in 667.J7 Many of the details included 
here can be understood in traditionalistic terms—Fa-chung the talented 
young official who became a monk after his mother’s death, Fa-chung 
the virtuous practitioner who defended Buddhism from both internal 
and external threats, and so on. However, much of his biography has a 
definite antiestablishmentarian cast, which is manifested most clearly in 
his refusal to accept official ordination, his criticism of the great transla
tor Hsuan-tsang, and his adoption of a life of mendicancy.

Fa-chung*s main area of specialization was the LankQvatara Sutra, 
and here too both the traditionalistic and antiestablishmentarian tenden
cies are in evidence. He lectured on the sutra over two hundred times and 
was able to quote from it at will. Although he ultimately did write a com
mentary on it in five fascicles, he was convinced to do so in spite of his 
own convictions about the utter ineffability of the Ultimate Truth.38

Our interest in Fa-chung derives from his emphasis on Hui-k’o’s name 
in his own teaching of the Lankavatara Sutra:

[Fa]-chung had been immersed in [the s叫 y of] the profound scripture of 
LaijkS for a long time. He traveled here and there [searching for other stu
dents of the text], without caring whether [the roads] were safe or treacher
ous. He met a later successor to Master [HuiJ-k^ who was intensively 
studying this sutra. [This later successor to Hui-k*o] then studied under the 
master (i.e., Fa-chung), who frequently attacked the major points [in this
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successor's interpretation], so that he disbanded his following and left the 
propagation of the teaching [of the LankSvatdra to Fa]-chung. [Fa-chung] 
lectured on [the Lankavatara] over thirty times in succession. He then met 
someone who had personally received the transmission from Master [Hui]- 
k'o, and [was then able to] lecture on it an additional one hundred times on 
the basis of the uone vehicle teaching of South India** (nan-t'ien-chu i-sheng 
tsung),

[The LankavatQra] Sutra was originally translated by Tripitaka Master 
Gunabhadra of the Sung and transcribed by Dharma Master Hui-kuan. 
Therefore, its text matches well with the truth and its practices correlate 
with reality. It emphasizes only the contemplation of wisdom, not just 
[beautiful] words. Later, Dhyana Master [Bodhi]dharma transmitted it to 
[both】 north and south [China. Bodhidharma’s】 teaching 你 w/ig) was that of
^for^nin^. .words, forgetting thoughts, the true contemplation of non-i 
attainment (wartg-yen wang-nien wthte'thetfg-ktmn^ Tius was latef prac-| 
ticed in the Middle Pfarri tiJftlDrtli — ------

DhyQna Master Hui-k*o was the first to receive the transmission (lit., 
rope”） [from Bodhidharma. Although】 most of the intellectuals of Wei were \ 
not equal to him, those who understood the teaching and its purport were at J  
once able to achieve enlightenment. Now [Hui-k'o's] generation grows fa f^  
ther and farther off, causing errors among later students. This is briefly 
explained in the separate biography of K'o-kung (i.e., Hui-k'o). I will now 
relate the lineage of masters so that the succession of who studied with 
whom will be apparent:

【Translator’s note: The list below has been reorganized somewhat for the 
reader^ convenience. All material given in parentheses occurs in interlin
eal gloss form in the original text.]

I.

II.

After DhyQna Master [Bodhi]dharma, there were the two persons Hui- 
k*o and Hui-yu (i.e., Tao-yii). [Hui]-yii received the teaching in his 
mind but never spoke of it.
After DhyQna Master [Hui)-k*o:
A. Master Ts*an
B. D/i^5/ia Master Hui
C. Master Sheng
D. Old Master Na

1. DhyQna Master Shih
2. DhyQna Master Hui
3. Dharma Master K*uang
4. Master Hung-chih

(Each [of these four men] resided at Hsi-ming [ssu] in the capi
tal, but they died and the transmission of their teaching was 
terminated.)

E. Master Hian
F. Tripitaka Master Ch*ang (or Master Ch'ang-tsang)
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G. Dharma Master Chen
H. Dharma Master Yu

(The above all preached the mysterious principle but produced no 
written records.)

III. After Master [Hui]-k*o:
A. Master Shan (who produced an abstract [of the sutra] in four fasci

cles)
B. DhyQna Master Feng (who produced a commentary in five fasci

cles)
C. Dhyana Master Ming (who produced a commentary in five fasci

cles)
1. Dharma Master Ch'ieh
2. Master Pao-yii
3. Master Pao-ying
4. Master Tko-ying

(These [four men] all successively transmitted the lamp so that 
it is being disseminated today.)

D. Master Hu-ming (who produced a commentary in five fascicles)
IV. Distantly succeeding to Master【Hui】-k’o:

A. Master Ta-ts*ung (who produced a commentary in five fascicles)
B. Master Tao-yin (who produced an abstract in four fascicles)
C. Dharma Master Chung (who produced a commentary in five fasci

cles)
D. Dharma Master An (who produced a commentary in five :Ies)
H. Dharma Master Ch'ung (who produced a commentary in fas

cicles)
F. Master l^k-ming (who produced a commentary in ten fascicles)

V. Not succeeding from Master [Hui]-k*o but relying on the Compen
dium o f  the MahQydna (She lun):
A .  伽 抑 ⑽  Master ChMen (who produced a commentary in four fasci

cles)
B. Vinaya Master Shang-te (who produced a commentary on the Ju- 

!eng-ch9ieh [ching, another translation of the LarikavatQra] in ten 
fascicles)39

At first glance， this list appears to substantiate the existence of a signif
icant tradition of study of the 妨  va 招 beginning with Bodhidharma
and Hui-kJo. A closer examination of the extant biographies of the fig
ures listed, however, suggests that this first impression is not necessarily 
correct.

First， let us consider the “noncommentators，” i.e.， those descended 
through religious succession from Hui-k'o who did not produce written 
commentaries on the LankavatSra Sutra. The first name given here> 
Ts’an, is presumably equivalent to the supposed Third Patriarch of 
Ch’an，Seng-ts’an. His biography i$ unknown in any source earlier than 
the eighth century, and even in those works it is suspiciously vague.40 The
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only figure listed as a first-generation successor to Hui-k’o and known 
through other citations in the HKSC is Old Master Na, who is introduced 
in the entry on Hui-k’o. (See the previous section of this chapter.) 
Although Na’s student Shih is unknown, Dharma Master K’uang is listed 
elsewhere in the HKSC as a student of Fa-lang (507-81), an authority on 
the San-lun School.41

Among the ^commentators,** those who produced either commenta
ries on or abstracts of the LankHvaUlra, we may quickly omit from con
sideration the two men who based their studies on the She lun and who 
had no connection with Hui-k*o. (The first of these is undoubtedly the 
Sui monk T'an-ch'ien of Ch'an-ting ssu,42 but the other figure is un
known.) The only other names that are identifiable in the remainder of 
the list are Dharma Master Chung, who must be the Fa-chung in whose 
biography this list is found, and Ta-ming, a figure of some importance in 
the early seventh century. Although Tk-ming lacks an HKSC biography 
of his own, he was one of the teachers of Hui-hao (547-633), who was in 
turn one of Fa-chung’s teachers.*3 The gloss following the mention of 
Tao-ying (III.C.4) implies that the subtradition of commentators on the 
Lankavatara remained viable longer than that of the noncommentators.

It is curious that, of the men on this list whose biographies are known, 
only Fa-chung had any recorded interest in the LankavatSra. K'uang and 
Ta-ming were united by a common interest in the treatises of the Chinese 
MSdhyamika tradition. Fa-chung was a participant in this same tradi
tion, as were the successors to Seng-na mentioned in connection with 
Hui-k’o’s biography. However， none of the biographies of any of these 
men contain any mention of the LankdvatSra Sutra. Since many of the 
figures in the list are unknown, a firm conclusion cannot be rendered; 
however, it would seem that the importance of this text has been misrep
resented.

7. The Possible Use o f  the Lankavatara Sutra in Early Ch fan
Before considering the implications of this misrepresentation， let us 
introduce the three references to the LankSvatSra in Hui-k'o's HKSC 
biography. These occur ⑴  just after the introduction of [T’anl-lin:

In the beginning Dhyana Master [Bodhi]dharma transmitted the four-fasci- 
cle 厶 仰 招 rtf Sfi/ra] to [Hui】-k’o, saying: “This siitra is the only one 
that is suitable for China. If you base your practice on it, you will attain sal- 
vation.” 【Hui】-k’o single-mindedly imparted the mysterious principle [of the 
La^tkSvatSra to his students] just as it had been explained before [by 
Bodhidharma].

(2> after the anecdotes about [T’anJ-lin’s and Hui-k’o’s each losing an arm:
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At the end of each of his sermons, [Hui]-k*o said: u(The understanding ofj 
this sutra will become superficial after four generations. How utterly lamen
table!M

and (3) after the discussion of Hui-man:

Therefore Masters Na and (Hui]-man always carried the four-fascicle [ver- 
sion of the] S0//Y7 as the “essential【teaching】 of the mind”
(hsin-yao). They preached and practiced it at every occasion, never varying 
from [the true understanding thereof] that had been bequeathed to them.44

Hu Shih has suggested that these three references were interpolated 
into the text of Hui-k’o’s biography, probably at the same time that the 
Fa-chung biography was added to the HKSC. And in fact these three 
short statements do appear quite out of context in the HKSC. Even the 
third statement, the placement of which is less jarring than that of the 
other two, is preceded by doctrinal positions quite unrelated to the 
Larikdvatara.4$

Two separate issues are involved here. First, did Bodhidharma and/or 
Hui-k'o actually use the Lankavatara? Second, what was the connection 
between this text and the Ch'an tradition descended from Bodhidharma?

The first of these two issues cannot be definitively resolved. Other than 
the passages in question, there is no direct evidence to suggest that 
Bodhidharma and Hui-k*o did in fact use the LankQvatara. Indirect evi
dence would suggest that the impact of the Larikdvatara was felt most 
strongly sometime after the study of the She lun had already taken hold, 
well after the translation of the latter text in 563.46 Interest in the 
Lankavatara was apparently strongest right around the end of the sixth 
century and the beginning of the seventh, but waned after only a short 
period. No doubt the final blow to its popularity—and, paradoxically, 
the one factor that did most to make possible a nonmainstream tradition 
of its study—was the career of Hsuan-tsang, who attempted to establish 
the authority of his new translations of YogScSra texts. The reference 
toward the end of Fa-chung*s biography to Hsuan-tsang*s refusal to per
mit lecturing on previously translated scriptures should be understood as 
referring specifically to the LankQvatara/7 

Although Bodhidharma and Hui-k*o flourished slightly before the 
Lankavatara Sutra was most popular, they may have been among the 
first Buddhists in China to make use of this text. This hypothesis would 
fit with the later proclivity of the Ch*an School to use texts not closely 
connected with other Buddhist factions and with Chih_i’s statement that 
dhydna masters of the North used this scripture as a justification for the 
idea of sudden enlightenment. Although the EJSHL lacks any explicit 
dependence on the LankavatQra, there may in fact be a doctrinal rela
tionship between the two.48
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A real connection between the Lankavatara and the later Ch9an tradi
tion is only slightly less possible. Fa-chung*s connection with the tradi
tion of Bodhidharma and Hui-k*o was quite tenuous, and his interest in 
the text in question derived from a faction of Mddhyamika that was not 
connected with the Bodhidharma tradition. The superficiality of the link 
between the tradition of Bodhidharma and the LankQvatara is indicated 
by the fact that, even in the description of Fa-chung*s study of that scrip
ture, Bodhidharma9s teaching is described as that of "forgetting words, 
forgetting thoughts, the correct contemplation of nonattainment.n This 
terminology does not come from the LankavaWra Sutra, but from the 
Madhyamika tradition.49

AlthoughFa-chungwastheonlymajorlivingexponentoftheZ^iArd- 
vatQra at the time of Tao-hsuan's writing, even he apparently dropped 
out of sight after leaving Ch'ang-an sometime between 656 and 661. 
Whatever the reasons behind this departure (such as his conflict with 
Hsuan-tsang), Fa-chung'$ attempts to disseminate his own understand
ing of the Lankavatdra were abortive. The prediction that the under
standing of this text would become superficial after four generations was 
probably related to the frustration of Fa-chung's mission. Although the 
true meaning and implications of this prediction may never be known, 
there is no reason to correlate it with the orthodox lineage of Tao-hsin 
and Hung-jen.50

As we shall see in Chapter IV, Section 13, the connection between the 
Lankavatara Sutra and the Northern School during the early eighth cen
tury was equally tenuous. Although this scripture apparently had some 
kind of mysterious appeal to the followers of early Ch'an, there is no evi
dence that its contents had any particular impact on the development of 
the school.



CH APTE R II

From Provincial China to 
Lo-yang and C h’ang-an

L Bodhidharma and the East Mountain Teaching
The phase of early Ch'an known as the East Mountain Teaching was a 
long period of quiet growth. For almost exactly a half century, from Tao- 
hsin's entry into Huang-mei in 624 until Hung-jen's death in 674, the 
Ch^n School existed in a quiet alpine monastery in central China. If we 
add to this the quarter century that Shen-hsiu spent at Yii-ch'uan ssu in 
Ching-chou, then Ch'an spent fully three-quarters of a century preparing 
for its explosion onto the national scene at the very beginning of the 
eighth century. The historical records indicate that the number of stu
dents interested in Ch'an grew steadily during these seventy-five years: 
Only five or so students can be associated reliably with Tao-hsin's name, 
some twenty or twenty-five with Hung-jen, and over seventy with Shen- 
hsiu (although many of these students may have joined him after his 
entry into Lo-yang in 701). In other words, we can trace the growth of 
Ch'an from Tao-hsin to Shen-hsiu and beyond in an unbroken line.

Unfortunately, we cannot do the same with the transition from Bodhi
dharma and Hui-k*o to Tao-hsin. In seventh-century sources the succes
sion from Bodhidharma tapers off into a set of names of questionable 
relevance to the Ch’an tradition, as we have seen in the previous chapter. 
Seng-ts*an, the man who supposedly transmitted the teachings of Ch'an 
from Hui-k’o to Tao-hsin, is a complete unknown, and one wonders 
whether his name was introduced into the developing Ch'an orthodoxy 
solely on the basis of its occurrence in the HKSC entry for Fa-chung.51 
The HKSC contains the earliest biography of Tao-hsin, but it contains no 
mention of Seng-ts’an or, in fact, any indication of a connection between 
Tao-hsin and Bodhidharma.

The fact that the EJSHL was used in the compilation of the Chin-kang 
san-mei ching (Sutra o f the Adamantine SamQdhi) has been taken as evi
dence of the influence of Bodhidharma's work, but there is no a priori
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reason to suggest that such influence was extended from the mountains 
of Huang-mei rather than from some other location.52 In short, no 
explicit early evidence connects the East Mountain Teaching with the tra
dition of Bodhidharma. Such a connection may well have existed, but we 
would have to look to a text written in or near Lo-yang in the last decade 
of the seventh century to find it confirmed.53

2. Tao-hsin ys Biography in the Hsu kao-seng chuan (HKSC)
The earliest source for the biography of Tao-hsin is the HKSC, which 
lists him as a resident of Mount Shuang-feng (“Twin Peaks Mountain”） 
in ChM-chou, or Huang-mei. This biography reads as follows (for mod
ern geographical equivalents, see the subsequent discussion):

Shih Tao-hsin: Of the lay surname Ssu-mat birthplace unknown. From 
the age of seven he studied under a single teacher, [a man whose] moral con
duct was impure. [Tao]-hsin's repeated remonstrations went unheeded, [so 
he took to] secretly maintaining the chaste standards [of Buddhist morality 
on his own]. This went on for five years without the teacher’s knowledge.

When he heard that two monks of unknown origin had entered Mount 
Huan-kung in Shu-chou for the peaceful practice of meditation, [Iko-hsin] 
went and received the teachings from them. He followed and studied under 
them for ten years, but was not allowed to accompany his teachers when 
they went to [Mount] Lo-fu, [since they knew that] if he remained behind he 
would definitely be able to benefit great [numbers of sentient beings).

When the government then granted ordinations to the wise and virtuous, 
[Iko-hsin] was registered as a resident of Chi-chou ssu. [When he went to 
take up residence there (?), the city of Chi-chou] had been surrounded by 
rebels for more than seventy days. Water was scarce within the city and the 
people were in great distress. W hen【Iko]-hsin entered [the city] the springs 
flowed once again. The prefectural magistrate bowed to the ground [before 
him and inquired]: “When will the rebels disperse?” 【Tao】-hsin said: “Just 
recite the [Perfection oJ\ Wisdom** so [the magistrate] ordered the entire 
city to join voices [in recitation]. Instantly, the rebels outside [the city] saw 
awesome, gigantic warriors on all the four walls of the city . . . The magis
trate announced to [the rebels]: ^You may [go right ahead and] enter the 
city if you want to meet these giants!*' The band of rebels dispersed and 
peace returned [to the area].

Wanting to go to Moung Heng (i.e., Nan-yueh) [Iko-hsin took the] road 
through Chiang-chou. The monks and laypeople [of that region] made him 
stop at Ik-lin ssu on Mount Lut where he stayed for ten years in spite of 
[problems with] rebels and bandits. The monks and laypeople of Ch*i-chou 
invited him to come to Chung-tsao ssu in Huang-mei hsien, to the north of 
the [Yangtze] River. [Iko-hsin wanted to] continue his mountain practice, 
and when he saw the excellent springs and rocks of [Mount] Shuang-feng, 
he took up permanent residence there. That night a great number of fero
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cious beasts came and surrounded him, but they all left at his command 
after he administered the precepts to them.

During the more than thirty years after [Tao-hsin] entered the mountain, 
students of Buddhism came from all over the country, no matter what the 
distance. The prefectural magistrate Ts’ai I-hsuan heard about this and 
came to pay his respects.

Just before his death, Tao-hsin said to his disciple Hung-jen: “You can 
make a stflpa for me [now]/' Not long after giving this command he urged 
them to finish it quickly. He was asked: ^Will you enter [the stupa now] or 
not?” [Tao-hsin】 answered: “I am about to enter.” The congregation [of his 
students】 said: “Are you not going to make a deputation [of your succes
sor】？ ” He said: “I have made many deputations during my life.” He died 
peacefully just after saying this.

At that time the more than five hundred people in the mountain [commu
nity], who were monks and laypeople from all over China, suddenly wit
nessed heaven and earth go dark. The leaves on all the trees for three // 
around turned white, and the branches of the pawlonia on either side of 
[Tao-hsin’s】 room bent their branches toward the room. Even today a丨丨【the 
trees] thereabout are withered. [Tko-hsin*s death occurred on the) fourth 
day of the intercalary ninth month of the second year of the Yung-hui 
[period, or 651], at the age of seventy-two. In the third year [of the same 
period, or 652], the disciple Hung-jen and others proceeded to the stQpa, 
opened it» and saw [lko-hsin*s body] sitting erect as of old. They then 
moved it to its present location, where it still exists today.54

It is very interesting to notice what Tao-hsuan did and did not know 
about Tao-hsin. The most glaring omission, as mentioned earlier, is any 
reference to Bodhidharma, Hui-k*o, or their teachings. The only specific 
indication of any possible connection with the Ch'an tradition is the dis
cussion between Tao-hsin and his disciples that took place just before his 
death, when they urged him to select a successor. Their interest seems to 
have been focused on the need for a managerial figurehead for the ongo
ing guidance of the East Mountain community. Tao-hsin's response, on 
the other hand, was meant to indicate that the true meaning of the trans
mission or <<deputationM (as the term fu-chu has been translated here) 
was not based on the needs of the community but on the intimate rela
tionship between master and disciple. During his life Tao-hsin had had 
many such relationships a$ spiritual compatriot to individual religious 
seekers, the lofty purity of his religious ideals being indicated by his total 
disinterest (or, perhaps, his feigned disinterest) in appointing a titular 
successor. Later on in this book I will discuss the development of the 
“transmission of the lamp” theory of the history of Ch’an; this ZWTSC 
anecdote is an important indication of the lack of any such doctrine 
around the year 66055 and, at the same time, the existence of the popular 
expectations that helped bring such a doctrine into being.
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Since Tao-hsin died in 6S1, Tlao-hsuan must have added this entry after 
his first redaction of the HKSC in 645. However, internal evidence does 
not suggest any connection with the entry for Fa-chung or the references 
to the Lankdvatdra Sutra discussed in the previous chapter (see Sections 
6 and 7). In fact, there is no real indication of Tao-hsin’s teaching; the 
anecdote concerning the Perfection o f  Wisdom is entertaining, but it 
cannot be taken seriously for this purpose. There is also no mention of 
scriptural study or lecturing. This absence may of course be taken as a 
positive indication of Tao-hsin*s single-minded devotion to the practice 
of meditation.

It is also interesting that the only names included here are those of Tiio- 
hsin's disciple Hung-jen and the local magistrate, Ts'ai I-hsuan (586- 
656). Other /WfSC entries discussed earlier—those for Seng-ch’ou, Hui- 
k’o, and Fa-chung, for example—contain much larger numbers of 
names. As Professor Yanagida points out, Ts*ai I-hsuan was a prominent 
military figure from North China who was active in support of the 
founding of the T’ang and Empress Wu’s initial rise to power.5* From the 
very first, then, the East Mountain Teaching was associated with a sup
porter of Empress Wu.

3. An Outline o f  Tao-hsin’s Career
The other major early source for Tao-hsin*s biography is the Ch*uan fa- 
pao chi (Annals o f the Transmission o f  the Dharma-treasure, hereafter 
abbreviated as CFPC), which was written around the year 712 on behalf 
of members of the Northern School. As the earliest extant ''transmission 
of the lamp'* text, the CFPC links Tao-hsin with Seng-ts'an and has Tao- 
hsin appoint Hung-jen as his successor (albeit with a curious lack of 
enthusiasm).57 Since the CFPC is introduced in English translation in the 
Appendix, its entry on Tao-hsin need not be reproduced here. The fol
lowing outline of Tao-hsin's life is based on both the HKSC and the 
CFPC. Note the comparative vagueness of the earlier source:

Birthplace: The CFPC states that Tao-hsin was born in Ho-nei, which 
refers to that part of Honan Province lying to the north of the Yellow 
River and centered on ChMn-yang hsien. Given the HKSC alone, we 
might have assumed that Tao-hsin's birthplace was in or near Shu-chou 
(Huai-ning hsien, Anhwei)—otherwise, how could he have heard of two 
meditation masters taking up residence at a mountain near there?

Early training: The CFPC has the same story of Tao-hsin maintain
ing his own moral purity without the knowledge of his undisciplined 
teacher but gives the term as six years.

Meditation practice: In the CFPC Tao-hsin is described as proceed
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ing to Mount Huan-[kung】（Ch’ien-shan hsien，Anhwei) to study under 
Seng_ts’an. In the section on Seng-ts’an in the same work the master’s 
companion at that mountain retreat is listed as Dhyana Master Ting, 
whose full name is given in later sources as Shen-ting but whose biogra
phy is completely unknown. In a further contrast with the HKSC, both 
men are said to have been in residence there beginning in 581 or shortly 
thereafter. As if to compensate for the addition of a year to the length of 
time Tko-hsin concealed his moral purity from his first teacher, here he is 
said to have studied with Seng-ts*an for eight or nine years, as opposed to 
the ten years given in the HKSC.58

After being refused permission to accompany Seng-ts*an to Mount Lo- 
fu in the South (Tseng-ch’eng hsien，Kwangtung)，Tao-hsin is described 
by the CFPCas traveling about in order to teach the Dharma. In view of 
the gap in the HKSC biography, which fails to account for about a dec
ade of Tao-hsin's life, this assertion should probably be accepted. Tao- 
hsin*s period of study under Seng-ts*an or the unnamed meditation mas
ters, whichever was actually the case, thus began around 591 or 592 and 
lasted until the very end of the sixth century.

Official ordination: The CFPC specifies that the national ordination 
program under which Tko-hsin officially became a monk occurred in 
607, shortly after the accession of Emperor Yang of the Sui, when each 
prefecture was ordered to ordain a thousand monks.

Salvation o f Chi-chou from rebels: In the HKSC this incident is pre
sented as if it occurred at the time of Tao-hsin's official ordination and 
his ensuing journey to Chi-chou (Chi-an hsien, Kiangsu) to take up resi
dence there. The CFPC, however, states that it occurred at the end of the 
Sui一Yanagida suggests that a rebellion that swept the area in 613 may be 
the event in question.59

Residence at Ta-lin ssu on Mount Lu: The CFPC omits this for no 
apparent reason. Ta-lin ssu, incidentally, was founded by Chih-k'ai (533- 
610), a student of Fa-lang of the San-lun School and of T'ien-t'ai Chih-i. 
If the suggested date of the incident at Chi-chou is to be accepted, there is 
no reason to assume that Tao-hsin and Chih-k*ai ever met.60

Residence at Mount Shuang-feng in Huang-mei: If we accept the date 
613 or shortly thereafter for the incident at Chi-chou, then the HKSC 
and CFPC are in substantial agreement as to the timing of Tao-hsin*s 
move to Huang-mei. The CFPC asserts that this occurred in 624, which 
is about ten years (the period of residence at Ta-lin ssu) after the Chi- 
chou incident. The only problem with this date is that it was only twenty- 
seven years until Tao-hsin^ death, not the thirty or more than thirty 
years given in the CFPC and HKSCt respectively. (Exaggerations such as 
these, involving round numbers, occur several times in medieval Chinese 
Ch*an texts; in the face of specific dates, such as that of Tao-hsin^ entry 
into Huang-mei, the less precise figures must be discounted.)
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Tao-hsin^ lesser students: In addition to Hung-jen, the CFPC men
tions Fa-hsien of Ching-chou and Shan-fu of Ch*ang-chou. Fa-hsien 
(577-653) studied under at least two meditation instructors, one of them 
TMen-fai Chih-i, before traveling to Huang-mei. We are told that Tao- 
hsin “further clarified the waters o f【Fa-hsien’s】 meditation,” which may 
be a euphemism for the final experience of enlightenment.61

Shan-fu (d. 660) studied under a number of different masters in central 
and south-central China, from whom he learned MSdhyamika doctrines, 
Pure Land visualizations, and other types of meditation. In the course of 
his travels, Shan-fu visited Huang-mei, where Tko-hsin taught him the 
^expedient means of entering the pathM (ju-tao fang-pien). Although this 
is an interesting him as to the nature of Tao-hsin’s doctrines—the first 
encountered so far—it is difficult to understand why the CFPC deni
grates Shan-fu as having the disposition of a pratyekabuddha, unable to 
understand the Mahayana.62

Another monk, Hsuan-shuang (d. 652), is mentioned in the HKSC but 
not in the CFPC as a student of Tao-hsin's.63 The only other names asso
ciated with Tao-hsin are Fa-jung of the Ox-head School and Yuan-i, who 
was supposedly the disciple ordered to build the masters stupa. There is 
no reason to believe that T^o-hsin and Fa-jung ever met.64 The assertion 
regarding Yuan-i occurs for the first time in two mid-eighth century 
sources; its accuracy cannot be verified.65

Tao-hsi^s death: Nothing is known of Tao-hsin's life from the time he 
took up residence at Huang-mei until his death in 651.

(General comments on Tao-hsin*s historical significance will be de
ferred until the end of the following discussion of Hung-jen's life and 
students. See Section 6 of this chapter.)

4. Hung-jen 9s Life and Legendary Character
We are able to draw on only a few sources in reconstructing Hung-jen's 
biography: the CFPC; the LCJFC and LCSTC; an account by Shen-hui; 
the LTFPC; and, for only a few additional details, the Sung kao-seng 
chuan (SKSC).66 The following is the bare outline of his life as contained 
in these sources, which all agree except in certain minor details:

Birth: Hung-jen was born in Huang-mei in or about the year 600, the 
uncertainty arising from minor discrepancies as to his date of death. His 
ancestors had originally lived in the northern part of Huang-mei, where 
his grandfather was a recluse.67

Youth: The LCJFC says that Hung-jen^s father abandoned his home 
and family, but that the child supported his mother with exemplary filial- 
ity. Nevertheless, he too left home to become a monk while very young,
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at the age of either seven or twelve. The CFPC, which cites the latter age, 
has Hung-jen beginning his studies under Tao-hsin at this age. This 
would have been during the elder monk's period of official residence in 
Chi-chou.61 (It is possible that Tao-hsin did not remain in Chi-chou 
throughout this period.) Hung-jen presumably remained by Tao-hsin*s 
side at Chi-chou and at Ta-lin ssu on Mount Lu until his master moved to 
Huang-mei in 624.

Teaching career and death: At Tao-hsin^ death in 651 Hung-jen took 
over leadership of the Huang-mei community. Later tradition has it that 
he moved the community’s mountain center from its original location to 
TUng-shan， or “East Mountain,” the easterly of the “twin peaks” of 
Mount Shuang-feng. Only one early source records this move explicitly, 
whereas early texts commonly use the term “East Mountain Teaching” in 
reference to both Tao-hsin and Hung-jen/5 * * * 9 Nothing is recorded about 
Hung-jen's life for the years from his assumption of leadership of the 
Huang-mei community until his last words and death, probably in 674. 
After his death his private residence was made into a monastery.70

More than the details of Hung-jen*s life, his personal character as 
depicted in the CFPC and other works is the most intriguing aspect of his 
biography. He is represented as a quiet youth of diligent filiality and an 
inoffensive, self-effacing worker who was completely uninterested in 
anything other than his own spiritual training. After his own selection as 
successor to T^o-hsin, the previously silent Hung-jen was immediately 
able to understand the problems of his students and teach them with a 
fluid, spontaneous style that combined an appreciation of the Ultimate 
TVuth with complete expertise in the expediencies of religious practice.

One may readily conclude of Hung-jen’s legendary image that it 
formed the basis of the peculiarly Ch’an hagiography of Hui-neng. 
Indeed, the story of Hui-neng*s life as it occurs in the Platform Sutra and 
the very closely contemporaneous Ts*ao-ch*i ta-shih chuan (Biography 
o f the Great Master [Hui-neng] o f Ts^ao-chl)11 can be approached as a 
more advanced, more concrete version of the same idealized image. Hui- 
neng^ youthful filiality, inherent insight, functional illiteracy, capacity 
for menial labor, dedication to his master, and style of teaching are all 
taken directly from the example of Hung-jen.

5. H ung-jen’s Lesser Students

Except for a few tidbits of information to be gleaned from the accounts
of his students, the LCJFC contains the only other information we have
about Hung-jen^ life. After giving the bare details of Hung-jen*s biogra
phy, describing his teaching in suitably profound terms, and pointing out
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that he never wrote any explanation of the teaching but always under
stood the mysterious principle, Hsuan-tse, the author of the LCJFC, 
writes:

At the time DhyQna Master Shen-hsiu of Ching-chou had incorporated 
the lofty Truth within himself and had personally received the transmission 
(/iz-c/iw, translated earlier as “deputation”). [I】, Hsuan-tse, arrived at 
Mount Shuang-feng in 670, reverentially received the [master's] instruc
tions, and served as his personal attendent for five years, being in his pres
ence all of that time . . .

In the second month of the Hsien-heng [period, or 674， Hung-jen] 
ordered myself and others to build him a stflpa, so with [his other] followers 
I transported naturally square rocks and fitted them together in a beautiful 
and imposing manner. On the fourteenth day of the month he asked 
whether or not it was finished. When I respectfully replied that it was, he 
said: **I cannot [die on] the same day as the Buddha*s nirvana (i.e., the fif
teenth day of the second month)." Thereupon his house was made into a 
monastery.

[Hung-jen] also said: ‘‘I have taught countless people during this life, but 
my favorites have all died. Only ten [are left] to transmit my teaching to 
later [generations]. I have explained the La(ikQvatQra Sutra to Shen-hsiu, 
who has a brilliant understanding of its mysterious principle and will cer
tainly be of benefit to a great [number of people], Chih-shen of Tzu-chou 
and the scribe Liu of Mount Pai-sung both have literary abilities. I remem
ber Hui-tsang of Hua-chou and Hsuan-yueh of Sui-chou but do not know 
anything about their [current activities]. The religious practice of Lao-an of 
M ountSungisprofound,【while】 Fa-juofLu-chou,H ui-nengofChao- 
chou, and the KoguryS monk Chiddk (Chih-te in Chinese) of Yang-chou are 
all capable of teaching people but are figures of only local prominence. I- 
fang of Yueh-chou is a lecturer.”

He also said to me: **Maintain your combined practice [of meditation and 
scriptural studies] with care. After my nirvana you and Shen-hsiu shall 
make the sun of Buddhism shine once again, the lamp of the mind illumine 
once again.”

On the sixteenth day of the m onth【Hung-jen】 asked: “Do you under
stand your mind now or not?” 1 respectfully replied: “ I do not understand.” 
The Great Master then pointed in all ten directions with his hands and 
minutely explained the mind as realized by him. Then, at noon on the six
teenth, he faced south in seated meditation, closed his eye$f and passed 
away. He was seventy-four years old.72

Hsuan-tse goes on to mention Hung-jen's stQpa, a portrait of the mas
ter on the wall of a monastery at An-chou (Hsuan-tse*s place of resi
dence), and a brief eulogy by a prominent former official who, like the 
magistrate Ts*ai I-hsuan mentioned in Tao-hsin*s biography, was a sup
porter of Empress Wu.73 Although the connection with Empress Wu is 
hardly surprising, clearly Hsuan-tse’s reportage relates more closely to
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the time of its writing than to Hung-jen’s own memories and opinions. 
Thus Shen-hsiu is conceded the position of Hung-jen’s most prominent 
disciple and designated successor, and Hsuan-tse^ references to Shen- 
hsiu and himself are a bald attempt to appropriate some of the recently 
deceased monk^ glory. Similar inferences may be drawn about Hung- 
jen’s supposed loss of contact with Hui-tsang and Hsuan-yueh and his 
sympathetic but unenthusiastic endorsement of Hui-neng and others. 
That is, these men were known as Hung-jen’s disciples, but they had no 
personal reputation or status within Buddhist circles in the two capitals 
during the second decade of the eighth century.

Five slightly different versions of this list of Hung-jen’s major disciples 
are included in the LTFPC (two variants) and Tsung-mi^ works (three 
variants).74 The individuals mentioned in these and other sources and for 
whom some biographical information is available are as follows:

1. Shen-hsiu: Already mentioned frequently in this study, this man’s 
biography will be considered in detail shortly. (See Sections 8 through 13 
of this chapter.)

2. Chih-shen (609-702) of Tzu-chou (Tzu-chung hsien, Szechwan): 
Chih-shen was the first member of two important lineages of Ch^an in 
the Szechwan area; the Pure Land figure Nan-yueh Ch'eng-yuan (712- 
802) and the great Ch^n master Ma-tsu Tao-i (709-88) were both his sec
ond-generation successors. According to his biography in the LTFPC, he 
was bom in that area of parents originally from Ju-nan (Ju-nan hsien, 
Honan). He studied first under the famous translator and Yogacara 
scholar Hsuan-tsang, then with Hung-jen at Huang-mei. His later activi
ties centered on Te-chun ssu in Tzu-chou.75

Chih-shen was the author of three works: the Hsii~jung kuan (Contem
plation on the Empty Coalescence) in three fascicles, Yuan<h*i (Causal
ity) in one fascicle, and Po-jo hsin [ching] shu (Commentary on the 
Z/ea/t 砂’也tom 【加 /rap in one fascicle. The last of these has been dis
covered among the Tun-huang manuscripts and published by Professor 
Yanagida. The LCJFC statement that Chih-shen possessed literary abil
ity was undoubtedly based on an awareness of works such a$ these.76

3. Lao-an (5847-708) of Mount Sung: Also known as Hui-an, this very 
important Northern School flgure will be covered later. (See Section 14 
of this chapter.)

4. Fa-ju (638-89) of Lu-chou (Ch’ang-chih hsien, Shansi): Another 
important monk to be considered separately. (See Section 7 of this 
chapter.)

5. Hui-neng (638-713) of Chao-chou (Ch^-chiang hsien, Kwang- 
tung): It is noteworthy but not too surprising that Hui-neng's name is 
included here, since, just as with Chih-shen, the distinction between his
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lineage and the Northern School did not become apparent until well after 
the compilation of the LCJFC, Although we obviously cannot consider 
his biography in detail here, one fact deserves immediate mention: Hui- 
neng's name appears in two additional Northern School texts, which 
implies that he was considered a member of that loosely-knit confrater
nity until at least the second or even the fifth decade of the eighth cen
tury.77

6. Hsuan-tse: Hsuan-tse*s name is added to the list in the LTFPC, 
which removes Hui-neng for special treatment. Hsuan-tse*s biography 
will be considered in Section 15 of this chapter.

7. Hsien of ChM-chou: Added by Tsung-mi, Fa-hsien (643-720) be
came prominent for a time in the capitals. His biography will be consid
ered along with Hsuan-tse^ in Section 15.

8. K/zifl/a Master Chih-hung: This monk is not mentioned in any of 
the lists cited earlier but is described as Hung-jen's student in the 7a- 
T’ang hsi-yu ch’iu-fa kao-seng chuan (Biographies o f Eminent Monks 
[Who Traveled from the] Great T*ang to the Western Regions in Search 
o f the Dharma). One of Shen-hsiu^ major successors, P^-chi, is also 
mentioned as his teacher.7*

9. Tao-shun of Pi-chien ssu in Ching-chou: Tao-shun was a native of 
Chih-chiang (Chiang-ling hsien, Hupeh) who studied the “teaching of 
birthlessness of East Mountain^ (tung-shan wu-sheng fa-men), which is 
explicitly identified with Tao-hsin and Hung-jen. Tao-shun practiced dili
gently for forty years, never leaving his monastery and never speaking to 
anyone. He was eventually invited to court in 707 or 708 along with 
Heng-ching (634-712), a Vinaya specialist and TMen-t^ai monk. Emperor 
Chung-tsung favored Tao-shun with a poetic composition on his depar
ture from court. Since this occurred on the same day as Lao-an*s death 
(or, alternatively, exactly a year later) in 709, we may infer a relationship 
of some kind between the two men. Chih-chiang, to which Tao-shun 
returned and later died, was also Lao-an’s native place.79

10. Yin-tsung (627—713) of Miao-hsi ssu in K’uai-chi: Yin-tsung is best 
known for his role in the legend of Hui-neng, and it is difficult to judge 
the accuracy of the statement in the SKSC, a late source, that he studied 
under Hung-jen. (Note the reference to Yin-tsung in the biography of 
Seng-ta, discussed immediately below.) Although he was primarily a 
Vinaya expert, Yin-tsung compiled a comprehensive record of Buddhist 
sagesfrom theLiangtotheT’angdynasties.ThiswasprobablyaCh’an- 
style work, as may be inferred from its title, Hsin-yao chi (Anthology o f 
the Essentials o f  the Mind); its reported emphasis on oral sayings; and 
the fact that it began in the Liang, with which Bodhidharma is associated 
in slightly later legends. Judging solely from the location of the reference 
to this work within Yin-tsung’s biography, we may conclude that it was
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probably compiled during his sojourn in Ch’ang-an at the very end of the 
seventh century.10

11. Seng-ta (638-719)， also of Miao-hsi ssu in K’uai-chi: Seng-ta was a 
native of K’uai-chi and a member of the Wang family—very probably 
related in some way to the two laymen of this surname mentioned in the 
biography of Yin-tsung. When Seng-ta met Hung-jen， it was “like a dry 
sprout getting rain.” He then took up the intensive practice of meditation 
and later met Yin-tsung and was able to even further “polish the mirror 
of his mind.” Seng-ta followed in Yin-tsung’s footsteps by also studying 
the Vinaya (under a student of Yin-tsung's) and may have been a devotee 
of the Lotus Sutra.ix

The names of fourteen other students of Hung-jen are known, but 
their biographies are obscure.82

6. Hung-jen and the Nature o f  the East Mountain Community
We have yet to consider Hung-jen's most important disciples—Fa-ju, 
Shen-hsiu, and others_ but at this point we should stop and consider the 
individual roles played by Iko-hsin and Hung-jen and the general charac
ter of the religious community on East Mountain.

Clearly, Hung-jen's personal brilliance must have been a significant 
factor in the development of Ch*an. That Hung-jen had many more stu
dents than Tao-hsin has already been mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter. In addition, certain less-than-prominent details of Hung-jen’s 
biography imply that he was the primary force behind the community at 
Huang-mei from its founding in 624 until his death a half century later. 
Although this hypothesis cannot be proven, note the following:

1. Huang-mei was Hung-jen^ native place, to which Tao-hsin was 
invited by local supporters of Buddhism. These local patrons certainly 
included Hung-jen’s family, which had a tradition of eremitism.

2. After his death, Hung-jen?s residence was converted into a monas
tery. The mere mention of such a fact implies that Hung-jen^ family was 
wealthy enough to be very prominent locally. In addition, the statements 
that he labored long and hard and lowered himself before others could 
only have had impact to the extent that such actions were contrary to 
expectations, i.e., that he was of upper-class birth and had no reason to 
exert himself in this way.

3. Hung-jen may have had students of his own before Tao-hsin's 
death, although the evidence is definitely suspect.83

4. After Hung-jen's death, the community at Huang-mei sank into 
almost complete oblivion for a long period of time. Only one other early
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Ch*an monk (Fa-hsien, a minor figure to be discussed in Section IS) is 
listed as a resident of Huang-mei.

The Ch*an legend, and Buddhist hagiography in general, would have 
us conceive of Hung-jen as a completely spiritual being, thoroughly 
divorced from the social realities of this world. It seems more probable 
that he sought and found an appropriate tutor in Tao-hsin and invited 
him to Huang-mei in order to lay the foundation of a very successful 
training center. (No doubt Hung-jen received some guidance from a par
ent or guardian in his first contact with Tao-hsin.) Tao-hsin*s apparent 
lack of conviction in his deputation of a successor (see Section 2 of this 
chapter and Section K of the translation of the CFPC in the Appendix) 
and the description of Hung-jen as meek and self-effacing may be under
stood as reactions to the reality of Hung-jen9s status. This interpretation 
of Hung-jen's relative importance fits well with the esteem in which he 
was held by Shen-hsiu and other Ch*an figures in the capitals in the early 
eighth century.

In addition to this interpretation of Hung-jen's importance within the 
history of the Ch'an School, several inferences can be made about the 
East Mountain community in general. First, Hung-jen taught meditation 
and nothing else. In all the references to him, sQtra recitation, doctrinal 
study, and Pure Land practices are never mentioned—students only went 
to him to learn the practice of meditation. Second, Hung-jen had many 
students. Even if he did not teach a thousand new students every month, 
or eight or nine out of every ten spiritual aspirants in China, as the bio
graphies suggest, the actual number of those who did study under him 
was no doubt many times greater than the twenty-five names presented 
earlier. Third, and in direct contrast to the Hung-jen’s single-minded 
dedication to meditation, his students included individuals o f  various 
interests: Virtaya specialists, devotees of the Lotus Sutra and Pure Land 
practices, monks with experience in the translation of Indian scriptures, 
and minor bureaucrats. Finally, as far as we can tell, Hung-jen^disciples 
stayed with him fo r  limited periods o f time. Fa-ju's tenure of sixteen 
years was the exception (see Section 7 of this chapter), for Hung-jen*s 
other students seem to have stayed for only a few years at most. Perhaps 
Huang-mei simply did not appeal to most Chinese monks as a permanent 
residence. In any case, Hung-jen did not pin his hopes for the future of 
his school on a single mountain center, as Chih-i had done in grand fash
ion some years before, but sent his students out to spread their message 
across the face of China.

Ui Hakuju has suggested that the East Mountain community of Tao- 
hsin and Hung-jen was the locus for the origination of a unique style of 
monastic life later codified in the Upure regulations>, (ch'ing-kuei [shingi
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in Japanese]) of Ch^n. SpeciHcally, he makes the following observa
tions:

1. Tao-hsin and Hung-jen spent sixty years in the same location.
2. Their community always numbered over five hundred persons.
3. The community was entirely dependent on its own resources and 

efforts for food and the other necessities of life.
4. All productive labor and even miscellaneous tasks were taken as the 

religious practice of Ch^n.
5. All activities (walking, standing, etc.) therefore came to be equiva

lent to such practice, and even to Ch^n itself.
6. The Ch7m  practiced on East Mountain was spiritually pure and 

oriented toward th e44 mind nature,J (hsin-hsing [shinsho]).
7. Ch^n was not designated for any special group, but for all.
8. The scriptures were not understood literally, but were approached 

spiritually in order to reach their deeper meaning and at times even 
interpreted arbitrarily in order to express the teaching of Ch’an,

9. Rules and ceremonies must have existed that were appropriate to 
such a style of practice in a community of such size.14

Although some of Ui^ conclusions (e.gM 6, 7, and 8) require no real 
comment or criticism, in the main he has overstated his case in two ways. 
First, the community at Huang-mei was probably not as large as its 
chroniclers claimed. The figures of flve hundred and a thousand given in 
the early texts are obviously pious exaggerations.85 If we assume that 
Hung-jen*s students stayed an average of flve years and were distributed 
evenly over the quarter century of his teaching career_ both arbitrary 
assumptions， of course—then only five of his known students would 
have been present at any one time. The community would have included 
a large number of students whose names are no longer known, not to 
mention lay members and temple functionaries, but it is difficult to 
believe that the average size of the entire group came even close to five 
hundred or a thousand. These flgures should rather be interpreted as 
probably inflated estimates of the numbers of community members and 
interested citizenry who attended the funeral services for Tao-hsin and 
Hung-jen.

Second, there is absolutely no evidence that the Huang-mei commu
nity was totally self-supporting, as Ui suggests. It probably enjoyed 
roughly the same level and type of flnancial support as other contempo
rary institutions.86 Ui5s basis for such a suggestion is apparently the story 
of Hui-neng threshing rice for eight months after his arrival in Huang- 
mei，”  but the real implications of this story are exactly opposite from 
UiJs interpretation. The Platform Sutra, in which this story appears,
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intentionally emphasizes Hui-neng’s identity as an illiterate barbarian 
from the South. His relegation to the threshing room is an indication of 
his complete lack of status in terms of conventional social > educational, 
and religious standards. Because the entire purport of the legend of Hui- 
neng was to show that true religious understanding lay outside of all such 
conventions, which were the normal appurtenances of the highly cul
tured monks who formed the cream of the Chinese Buddhist samgha, 
that the barbarian layperson Hui-neng was made to do physical labor is 
an irrefutable indication that the monks of the day were exempt from 
such requirements.

Moreover^ the story in question can be traced back no further than the 
first compilation of the Platform Sutra around the year 780, not to the 
actual events of Hui-neng’s life， as Ui surmised. Hence, the conclusion 
just made regarding the implications of the Platform Sutra story is rele- 
vant to Buddhism in the latter part of the eighth century, rather than the 
latter part of the seventh. Presumably, during that earlier period the 
Ch*an School had distinguished itself even less than in the following cen
tury from the general practice of Buddhism in China. Since the ^pure 
regulations99 cannot actually be documented until the beginning of the 
eleventh century, it would be unreasonable to conclude that they had 
already assumed their basic form in the seventh.7 * * * 11

7. Fa-ju
The first of Hung-jen*s disciples to make his mark in the Chinese capitals 
was Fa-ju (638-89), originally of Lu-chou (Ch’ang-chih hsien, Shansi) 
and, at the very end of his life, a resident of the famous Shao-lin ssu on 
Mount Sung. Fa-ju's biography is known from the CFPC and from an 
anonymous epitaph that contains the earliest statement in any Ch'an text 
of the “transmission of the lamp” doctrine. Professor Yanagida has 
studied these two works closely and has concluded that Fa-ju was a fig
ure of considerable importance during his own lifetime, but was inten
tionally slighted and eventually forgotten within just a few decades of his 
death.89

Fa-ju*s first known Buddhist teacher was Hui-ming, a meditator with 
MSdhyamika affiliations also known as Ch’ing-pu Ming, or “Blue-robed 
Ming.” Hui-ming was noted for his vigorous ascetic practices and had 
just finished his own studies under Fa-min (579-645) and Chih-yen (577- 
654) when Fa-ju most probably joined him, during the years 655-59. Fa- 
min emphasized “nonattainment” (wu-te)f and Chih-yen taught the 
contemplations of impurity, compassion, and birthlessness. This combi
nation of teachings no doubt filtered down through Hui-ming to Fa-ju,
even though the two men were together only briefly.90
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Soon after Fa-ju left home to become a monk, at age nineteen (= 658), 
he went to study under Hung-jen. Thus the epitaph accurately points out 
that, when Hung-jen died in 674, Fa-ju had been with him for sixteen 
years, Fa-ju’s whereabouts for the next eight or nine years, i.e” from 674 
to 683, are unknown, but he must have spent at least the latter part of 
this period in Ch*ang-an and/or Lo-yang. This inference is based on the 
CFPC*s information that his name was advanced for a position in the 
official samgha administration after Emperor Kao-tsung*s death at the 
very end of 683. Fa-ju avoided official appointment by moving to Shao- 
lin ssu on Mount Sung, where he stayed for several years without being 
recognized.

Fa-ju began to teach the Dharma in 686 after a concerted request from 
Dhydna Master Hui-tuan of Lo-yang and the entire community of Shao- 
lin ssu. From this beginning until his death three years later, Fa-ju taught 
constantly, always responding quickly to the doubts of his many stu
dents. Just before his death he is supposed to have said (according to the 
CFPC): After this [students of Ch*an] should study under Dhyana 
Master 丨Shen]-hsiu of Yli-ch’iian ssu in Ching^chou.” The reader should 
remember this instruction, as well as Hui-tuan's request, when we discuss 
the biographies of Shen-hsiu’s disciples I-fu and P’u-chi.”

Fa-ju^ prominence was short-lived, however. He is treated as a major 
figure in the CFPC but listed as a teacher of only local prominence in the 
LCJFC. Yanagida suspects that the description of Fa-ju in the latter text 
as a resident of far-off Lu-chou rather than of the famous Shao-lin ssu 
was intended as a deliberate slight. Certainly Shen-hui^ attacks on P*u- 
chi and the Northern School betray a complete ignorance of Fa-juJs sig
nificance.92 Although Fa-ju had no known disciples of any prominence,95 
he was important as an early exponent of the new religious message of 
Ch’an in the area of the Chinese capitals. Since he was almost certainly 
the originator of一or, at least, the first to disseminate一 the transmission 
theory that occurs in his epitaph (and that will be discussed in Chapter 
IV, Section 9), Fa-ju should be remembered as a significant figure in the 
history of Ch’an.

8. Shen-hsiu: Biographical Sources
Shen-hsiu (6067-706) was the preeminent figure of the Northern School. 
Without him the Northern School would not have existed, and no record 
of the East Mountain Teaching would have survived. Without him the 
development of the Ch^n School itself would have been long delayed— 
for decades, at the very least. For Shen-hsiu's spiritual training earned 
him the strong personal support of an empress, the enthusiastic adula
tion of the populace, and the religious dedication of a large number of 
disciples. Of aristocratic and perhaps even royal heritage himself, Shen-
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hsiu represented the ultimate amalgam: consummate scholar; outspoken 
and uncompromising supporter of Buddhism; and ardent practitioner 
and teacher of meditation, the epitome of Buddhist spiritual crafts. His 
stature is confirmed by the presence of his biography in the official histo
ries of the T*ang Dynasty, an honor accorded to only two other Buddhist 
monks: Shen-hsiu’s second-generation disciple I-hsing, an authority on 
esoteric Buddhism and astronomy, and Hsuan-tsang, the famous pil
grim, translator, and Yogacara scholar.94

In spite of his great importance, Shen-hsiu is usually remembered by 
later Buddhists and modern scholars according to the Hctional account 
contained in the Platform Sutra introduced at the very beginning of this 
book. This account, though not entirely unsympathetic to Shen-hsiu, 
was designed to debase his reputation as an inspired master relative to 
that of the so-called Sixth Patriarch, Hui-neng, and must therefore be 
disregarded. As it happens, the present study of Shen-hsiu's life will help 
us understand the reasons behind his eventual demotion to a decidedly 
subordinate role within the annals of the Ch'an School.

The sources for Shen-hsiu^ biography are listed here in roughly chron
ological order (the two sources to be used frequently in the discussion 
that follows are listed first by abbreviated titles): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Memorial: A memorial to the throne by Sung Chih-wen (d. 713), 
probably written just a few months before Shen-hsiu’s death, which 
offers an interesting insight into the great dhySna master's stature within 
court society and the religious life of the two capitals.95

2. An anonymous inscription no doubt written soon after Shen-hsiu^ 
death and occurring at the end of, or just after, the CFPC in one Tun- 
huang manuscript.96

3. The entry on Shen-hsiu and other information in the CFPC, written 
about 712 but apparently not known to the authors of the following two 
works.97

4. Material from the LC/FCquoted in the LCSTC."
5. Other information in the LCSTC, including several short imperial 

proclamations issued just before and just after the great monk*$ death."
6. Epitaph: A long and detailed epitaph written by the prominent offi

cial and poet Chang Yueh (667-731), probably composed within a few 
years after Shen-hsiu*s death but apparently unknown to the authors of 
the CFPC, LCJFC, and LCSTC. Other prominent individuals are 
known to have written eulogies for the departed monk, but only this one 
survives.100

7. A flowery, contentless notice by Chang Yueh on the presentation to 
Shen-hsiu's monastery of a plaque bearing an inscription of the deceased 
monk’s posthumous title done in the imperial hand.101

8. Anecdotal material in the T*ahp*ing kuang chi (Extended Accounts
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o f the Great Peace) depicting feats of supernormal perception and pre
monition on Shen-hsiu^ part.102

9. An entry in the Chiu T9ang shu (Older Chronicles o f the T 9ang 
[Dynasty]), written between 936 and 946, based on the Epitaph. 103

10. Fully three entries in the SKSC:
A. Under the name Shen-hsiu, found in the section on meditators, 

and combining information from the Chiu Tfang shu with apocry
phal stories concerning Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng.

B. Under the name Wei-hsiu, occurring at the very beginning of 
the section on defenders of the faith, and containing an account of 
his efforts in this regard in and around the year 662. (The identifica
tion of Wei-hsiu with Shen-hsiu will be discussed in Section 10.)

C. Under the name Hui-hsiu, located in the section on thauma
turges, and including stories of precognition and nonconformist 
spontaneity.104

11. A short entry in the CTL, which includes only one item of any 
interest that is not found elsewhere.105

Although there are some very long gaps in Shen-hsiu's biography- 
details are lacking for over half of his life一 the manner in which these 
sources can be pieced together makes the study of his life especially inter
esting and rewarding. Because of his pivotal importance, we will focus 
on his biography in much greater detail than we have for previous 
figures.

9. Shen-hsiu 9s Early Life and Training
Shen-hsiu was born in or around the year 606 in the Li family of Ch'en- 
liu wei-shih (Wei-shih hsien, Hunan), which is about fifty kilometers 
south of the modern K9ai-feng and about one hundred kilometers east of 
Mount Sung.106 The aristocratic or perhaps even royal nature of Shen- 
hsiu’s family is apparent in the notices about Pao-en ssu， the “home of 
[Shen-hsiu^] predecessors in Wei-shih^ which was converted into a mon
astery after his death. The LC57C cites an imperial edict that ordered the 
conversion of Shen-hsiu's uplace of birth, the great Li village,^ into Pao- 
en ssu.'07 The Chiu T'ang shu identifies Pao-en ssu as the former resi
dence of Prince Hsiang, the adolescent Emperor Jui-tsung. Whether or 
not Shen-hsiu was actually a member of the T’ang imperial family, whose 
surname he shared, his ties to and rapport with Emperor Jui-tsung and 
especially Empress Wu were very close.

After the obligatory praise of Shen-hsiu's innate mental capacities and 
exceptional physical appearance, the Epitaph says that as a youth he 
wandered about the area to the south of the Yangtze River. In many
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ways, this area was the heartland of Chinese Buddhism. Shen-h$iu9s eru
dition was exceptionally broad:

He could converse in the [southern】 dialects of Wu and Chin and was thor
oughly versed in the exegesis of the mysterious principle of Lao and Chuang 
(i.e., philosophical Taoism), the great truths of the Shu[ching] and Uching] 
(i.e., the Chinese classics), the sutras and sQstras of the Three Vehicles, and 
the rules of the Four-part [ Vinaya].l0S

The CFPC describes the circumstances under which Shen-hsiu became 
a Buddhist: When he was thirteen years old, in 618, the areas of Honan 
and Shantung suffered famines and epidemics as a result of the decline 
and fall of the Sui Dynasty. Shen-hsiu went to the official granaries in 
Ying-yang (K*ai-feng hsien, Honan) to ask for the release of grain to the 
populace. While doing so he met a “spiritual 〇)111口31：11〇1’’ 你 0/1 c/w’A- 
shih, or kaiydnamitra) and was inspired to become a Buddhist monk.109 
It is significant to find Shen-hsiu connected so early in his biography with 
humanitarian activities and, even in this second-hand fashion, with the 
social and political conditions that led to the founding of the T*ang 
Dynasty.

After choosing the homeless life, Shen-hsiu first traveled to Eastern 
Wu (Kiangsu), then to Min (Fukkien), and eventually to all the famous 
mountain centers of China. Mentioned by the CFPC are Mounts Lo-fu 
(Kwangtung), Tbng, Meng, TMen-t^ai (all in Chekiang), and Lu (Kiang- 
si). Shen-hsiu's learning is praised in much the same way as in the Epi
taph, whose discussion of his studies no doubt refers to the period after 
as well as before his renunciation of the life of householder. Shen-hsiu 
took the full precepts at age twenty (= 625) at a monastery in Lo-yang 
named T’ien-kung ssu. This monastery had been the T’ang Emperor 
Kao-tsu^s residence before his coronation but was only converted to reli
gious use in 632.110 Shen-hsiu was eventually to pass away at the same 
location.

The CFPC says that, following his ordination, Shen-hsiu devoted his 
primary energies to learning the Vinaya regulations and ceremonies and 
then moved on to the practice of meditation and the development of wis
dom. Thus he is supposed to have studied all three of the basic compo
nents of traditional Buddhist training: sTla, dhyana, and prajfia. Aside 
from this information, the following quarter century of his life is a com
plete blank.

The next known event in Shen-hsiu*s life was his journey to Huang-mei 
in 651 to study under Hung-jen. The CFPC claims that Hung-jen dis
cerned his new student^ abilities at a single glance and taught him for 
several years. The Epitaph's version of this is more explicit and may be 
paraphrased as follows:
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[Shen-hsiu] worked day and night for six years. Great Master Hung-jen 
sighed and said: ^Shen-hsiu has completely mastered the East Mountain 
Teaching.'* Hung-jen [then] ordered his student to wash his feet and take his 
seat alongside【of the master]. At this point Shen-hsiu broke into tears， left 
East Mountain, and secreted himself.111

If we are lo accept the notion that Shen-hsiu studied with Hung-jen for 
six years一and this figure is suspiciously reminiscent of Hui-k’o’s period 
of training under Bodhidharma and, to cite the ultimate models §dkya- 
muni^s period of asceticism一 this means that Shen-hsiu left Huang-mei 
around the year 657. This date is important only in that it renders the 
story of the exchange of “mind-verses” between Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng 
chronologically impossible.112

10. The Identification o f  Shen-hsiu with Wei-hsiu
The next period in Shen-hsiu *s life must be extrapolated from a combina
tion of direct and indirect evidence. The first clue occurs in the CFPC, 
which includes the following statement:

Later [Shen-hsiu】 was banished and assumed layman’s garb as a disguise.
He lived at T'ien-chii ssu in Ching-chou for over ten years without anyone
recognizing him.113

The CFPC goes on to say that Shen-hsiu was returned to public status 
sometime during the years 676-679. Since he remained incognito for over 
ten years, his banishment therefore occurred sometime in or before 668, 
at the very latest—probably before 665.

The question is why Shen-hsiu was banished in the first place. A brief 
glance at the history of church-state relations during this period reveals 
two possible reasons: (1) the Buddhist-Taoist debates intended to deter
mine the validity of the T^ng ruling house's ranking of the native reli
gion over the foreign one and (2) the attempt to alter the traditional sta- 
tus of Buddhism by forcing the members of the samgha to do obeisance 
to both the emperor and their own parents. These two issues were closely 
related to each other, but both were legitimate causes for the involvement 
of a prestigious cleric with extremely good political connections. Shen- 
hsiu was apparently involved in the second of the two disputes.

On the fifteenth day of the fourth month in 662 an edict was issued in 
Kao-t$ung9s name ordering Chat all Buddhist monks and nuns reverence 
their parents and the emperor according to the customs previously main
tained only by laypeople. Just six days later, one Wei-hsiu of Ta-chuang- 
yen ssu proceeded to P^eng-lai Palace in Ch'ang-an in the company of 
over two hundred monks and submitted a memorial opposing the al-
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tempt to restrict the traditional Buddhist prerogatives. The ensuing 
debate—between Wei-hsiu's supporters and opponents among the offi
cials involved_ came to no immediate conclusion, so he and the other 
monks left to regroup at Hsi-ming ssu.

On the twenty-fifth day of the same month, Tao-hsuan, a resident of 
Hsi-ming ssu known to posterity as the compiler of the HKSCt sent an 
essay defending the Buddhist position to a prince who was the fourth son 
of Emperor Kao-tsung. On the twenty-seventh, similar requests were sent 
to the mother of the current empress and to all those in the very highest 
stratum of official service. On the fifteenth day of the next month, Wei- 
hsiu, Tao-hsuan, two other similarly prominent clerical associates, and 
more than three hundred other monks presented the case on behalf of the 
Buddhist sarhgha before an assembly of over one thousand officials.

Unfortunately, this large meeting did not produce any consensus, and 
the final resolution of the dilemma is unclear. About two months after 
the initial decree, the emperor rescinded the requirement that monks and 
nuns reverence his person, but it is uncertain when, if ever, the require
ment that monks reverence their parents was formally withdrawn.114

My hypothesis is that "Wei-hsiu of Ta-chuang-yen ssuM refers to Shen- 
hsiu of the Northern School of Ch’an. Wei-hsiu’s entry in the S/TSC con- 
tains no biographical information whatsoever， mentioning only that his 
place of birth was unknown. Other than praise of his erudition, his abil
ity to explain Buddhism both orally and in writing, and his efforts to dis- 
seminate the teachings in his lectures， the only subject discussed in the 
entire entry is the dispute just summarized. This absence of biographical 
information for a monk prestigious enough to spearhead the opposition 
to an imperial edict seems unusual and leads me to visualize the following 
scenario:

1. Wei-hsiu was the monk described in the preceding pages, i.e., 
extremely well-educated and having close connections to the imperial 
family.

2. After his studies under Hung-jen, Shen-hsiu nee Wei-hsiu moved to 
Ch'ang-an, where he took up residence at Ta-chuang-yen ssu and began 
to actively disseminate the teachings of Buddhism.

3. Stating his case on behalf of the traditional rights of the samgha too 
forcibly, he aroused the ire of either the emperor himself or, more likely, 
those officials most closely associated with the anti-Buddhist decree. As 
a result, he was banished from the capital and had to bide his time among 
his supporters at Ching-chou before resuming public activities.

4. At the time of his return to public life (676-79), Wei-hsiu changed 
his name to Shen-hsiu to avoid any residue of opposition to his former
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stand. The SKSC would thus be unable lo include anything about Wei- 
hsiu's biography, since the Epitaph avoids the entire incident and was 
written under the name Shen-hsiu.

This hypothesis not only fills a gap in the middle of Shen-hsiu’s biogra
phy but also provides a partial explanation of this monk’s extreme prom- 
inence at the very end of his life. That is, Shen-hsiu was welcomed by 
Empress Wu into Lo-yang amid such incredible fanfare not only because 
he was a venerable teacher of meditation, but also because he was 
remembered as a champion of Buddhism in it$ travails of four decades 
before. It seems likely that Empress Wu orchestrated his magnificent 
arrival in Lo-yang and his subsequent career as a demonstration of her 
supportofB uddhism andherpositionasjustheirto theT ’angrealm. 
She no longer had need to commission such patently contrived supports 
to her reign as the Ta-yun ching (Sutra o f  the Great Cloud [of the 
D/iarma]>,whichwasconsUuedtopredicttheadventofafemalebodhi- 
sattva to rule China. Rather, the imperial support of Shen-hsiu was 
designed both as a spectacular embellishment to her reign and as a public 
demonstration of the importance of Buddhism within her regime. It is 
also doubly signiflcant that (as we shall see) Empress Wu bowed to him 
on his entrance into the capital, rather than requiring that gesture of 
respect from him.113

11 • Shen-hsiu at Yii-ch’tian ssu
The CFPC claims that, during the years 676-679, several tens of virtuous 
monks from what is now Hupeh and Hunan sponsored Shen-hsiuJs offi
cial ordination and residence at Yu-ch^iian ssu in Ching-chou.iU The Epi
taph describes Shen-hsiu's selection of a site for his own headquarters as 
follows:

Seven li to the east of [Yii-ch'uan ssu] the land was broad and the mountains 
mighty. Upon seeing this, [Shen-hsiu] said: **This is truly the solitary peak 
of Laijka, [and the fitting site for the] Monastery of the [Six] Perfections. I 
shall grow old among its shaded pines and tangled grasses.1,7

There is no doubt that Tu-men ssu， or the “Monastery of the [Six] Per
fections,” was built specifically for Shen-hsiu.IU Although the passage 
just quoted suggests that he picked the specific location for Tu-men ssu 
because of its idyllic or geomantically advantageous setting, clearly more 
was involved in his choice of Yii-ch^an ssu and Ching-chou in general. 
T，ien-t’ai Chih-i’s residence at Yti-ch’iian had helped to make it a promi
nent monastic establishment, and Ching-chou had been an important 
center of meditation practice for several centuries. In addition, Empress
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Wu’s personal connections with this general location may have had some 
influence on Shen-hsiu^ choice of a safe refuge from the dangerous leg
acy of political activism.119

Whatever the circumstances, Shen-hsiu spent the next quarter century 
in Ching-chou. Although there are some indications that he was influ
enced by the example of Chih-i during his stay there—vizM his author
ship of a text that used the same title as one of Chih-i*s works and the 
Northern School’s appropriation of a letter apparently written by Chih-i 
himself120一Shen-hsiurs exact activities and personal religious develop
ment while in Ching-chou are obscure. The CFPC's claim that Shen-hsiu 
refrained from teaching until 689 out of deference to Fa-ju cannot be 
accepted.'21 Judging from the year of the founding of Tu-men ssu, it 
seems more probable that Shen-hsiu moved immediately after Hung- 
jen's death to assume the mantle of the East Mountain Teaching.122

Shen-hsiu's residence at Tu-men ssu in Ching-chou extends the East 
Mountain Teaching's period of quiet incubation in provincial retreats to 
fully three-quarters of a century, from Tao-hsin*s arrival in Huang-mei in 
624 to Shen-hsiu*s journey to Lo-yang in 701. Unlike the community at 
Huang-mei, however, the community at Ching-chou continued to be a 
viable Ch^an School training center after Shen-hsiu's departure and even
tual death. This is known from a letter from I-hsing to Shen-hsiu*s epi- 
grapher, Chang Yueh, which says that the departed master^ students (I- 
hsing was actually Shen-hsiu’s second-generation successor) were still 
practicing with all possible intensity and sincerity at Yu-ch'uan ssu.l2) 
Presumably, Shen-hsiu left some of his students there when he traveled to 
Lo-yang.

12, Shen-hsiu in Lo-yang and Ch’ang-an
The CFPC describes Shen-hsiu^s entry into and activities in the two capi
tals in greater detail than the LCJFC. According to the CFPC, in the lat
ter part of the year 700

【Empress Wu】Tse-t’ien sent a palace messenger to escort【Shen-hsiuJ to Lo- 
yang. Monks and laypeople spread flowers in his path, and the banners and 
canopies [on the vehicles of the wealthy and prestigious] filled the streets. 
He entered the palace riding on a litter (of a type reserved for members of 
the imperial family) and decked with palm leaves. [Empress Wu], following 
him» touched her forehead to the ground and knelt long in a spirit of rever- 
ent dedication and chaste purity. W hen【Shen-hsiu] administered the pre
cepts to the court ladies, all the four classes 【of Buddhists】 took refuge in 
him with the same feelings of veneration that they had for their own par
ents. From princes and nobles on down, everyone 【in the capital】 took ref- 
uge in him.124
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Other than the slight conflict concerning the date of these events, which 
can be resolved by noting that the CFPC refers to Shen-hsiu*s invitation 
in 700 and the LCJFCxo his actual entry into Lo-yang the following cal- 
endar year, all sources agree on the exceptional nature of the aged 
monk*s reception. Both the Epitaph and the Chiu T9ang shu emphasize 
that he was carried into the palace on a litter to meet a kneeling and 
reverential Empress Wu.,2s The Epitaph defends this event, which was 
clearly extraordinary in the context of the T'ang, with the statement that 
uhe who transmits the Holy Truth does not face north; he with abundant 
virtue does not follow the protocol of a subordinate:’126

Shen-hsiu spent the last five years of his life traveling back and forth 
between the two capitals of Chfang-an and Lo-yang. Although his spe
cific activities cannot be known in their entirety, we can imagine that he 
spent a substantial percentage of his time lecturing, administering the 
precepts, and performing other teaching and clerical functions. Al
though he was probably not directly involved in the work of translation, 
the SA"SC states that he functioned as a “verifier of the Ch’an meaning” 
(cheng ch'an-i) of newly-translated scriptures.127 As we will see in Part 
T\vo, Chapter III, Sections 5 and 6, it is very easy to imagine Shen-hsiu 
suggesting some unique interpretations of the terms and concepts found 
in such texts. The third SKSC biography listed earlier and the T'ai-p'ing 
kuang chi entry contain anecdotal material indicating the extent to which 
Shen-hsiu’s activities, or his imperial support, resulted in the adulation 
of the Chinese public.

While in Lo-yang Shen-hsiu spent at least part of his time at TMen- 
kung ssu, where he was first ordained and eventually passed away. In 
Ch*ang-an he probably stayed at Tzu-sheng ssu, with which he is asso
ciated in the T a i l in g  kuang chi and SKSC entries just mentioned. It 
cannot be coincidental that one of Shen-hsiu's epigraphers, who was the 
fourth son of Emperor Jui-tsung, owned residences that were contiguous 
with both of these monasteries.128

One of the more interesting documents pertaining to Shen-hsiu's life 
and impact is the Memorial by Sung Chih-wen, a noted poet who was in 
official service during the reigns of Empress Wu and Emperor Chung- 
tsung. More than any other source, it gives us an insight into Shen-hsiu's 
extraordinary status and activities at the imperial court. The author 
seems concerned, in fact, that the attention given to the aged monk was 
disrupting the functioning of government itself. The following is a rough 
paraphrase of the entire text:

Memorial on Behalf of the Samgha of Lo-yang
Requesting That Dhyana Master [Shen\-hsiu Be
Welcomed with [AllDue] Religious Ceremony
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Various monks have said: MWe have heard that the support of the True 
Teaching【of Buddhism】 depends first of all on the power of the emperor to 
attract capable teachers from far and wide.” 夏 am humbly aware that on a 
certain date a messenger was sent by edict to escort the monk Tao-hsiu ( -  
Shen-hsiu) of Yu-ch^iian ssu [to court]. In Your Majesty's support of Bud
dhism You have dreamt of this person and his words and teachings, You 
have had him come to the palace morning and night. This monk embodies 
the Ultimate Principle of birthlessness (i.e., nirvS〇a) and transmits the 
Wonderful Teaching of East Mountain. He lives in an open cave [at Yii- 
ch^an ssu], even though he is over ninety years of age. His physical beauty 
grows richer day by day, his teaching ever deeper.

Students of Buddhism from the two capitals and the faithful from all 
areas of China all come to the Five Gated [Entrance to the Imperial City to 
hear his teaching]. They come from a thousand // away without any hesita
tion! [The mendicants with their] robes and begging bowls crowd into newly 
built halls like schools of jumping fish; their huts cover the hillside like lines 
of geese. Gathering like clouds and free as the dew, they go (to Shen-hsiuJ 
empty-handed and return fulfilled.

【Shen-hsiul was a recluse among the deep forests of the Three Ch’u who is 
carrying on the teaching of the One Buddha. He enjoyed living in the distant 
mountains, having resided for a long time in Ching-nan. Having a (karmic? 
kinship?) relationship with the state, he has now returned to Yu-pei (i.e., 
Lo-yang).

The monks and laypeople of the Nine Rivers love him as they love their 
parents; the men and women of the Three Rivers look up to him as to the 
very mountains. It is proper that the mendicants should camp in the fields, 
that Buddhist activities should be encouraged on the outskirts of the city. 
[But] if they are allowed to come into the capital, they shall lose their per
spective [as to the function of temporal government. This is especially true 
insofar as] Tao-hsiu has forgotten (i.e., transcended) all worldly preferences 
and protocol.

The community of monks wishes to show reverence to this marvelous per
sonage. To burn incense and scatter flowers while following the King of the 
Teaching into the hall of spiritual training—the four groups of Buddhists 
would all feel gratitude, a myriad people would become joyous! This would 
be the ultimate [experience of] overwhelmining religious sincerity.

I respectfully proceed to the Palace and offer up this memorial requesting 
that [Your Royal Highness] and the faithful from the city proceed with due 
religious ceremony to Lung-men to listen to Tao-hsiu's [teaching].

In rashly touching on the awesomeness of [the Son of] Heaven, I have 
been deeply presumptuous.129

The most striking impression given by this Memorial is of the public 
response to Shen-hsiu. Even allowing for the literary exaggeration of 
mendicants gathering “like schools of jumping fish,” their huts covering 
the hillsides uIike lines of geese,** Sung Chih-wen's Memorial is an incon
trovertible testimonial to the fervor with which Shen-hsiu's teachings
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were received in early eighth-century Lo-yang. No doubt the Chiu T'ang 
shu*s claim that ten thousand people visited Shen-hsiu every day is 
grossly inflated, but his popularity is indisputable.

Although the Memorial itself is not dated, it is possible to suggest a 
specific context for its composition and submission to the throne. The 
LCSTC records an edict by Emperor Chung-tsung issued in 705 that 
praises Shen-hsiu's religious attainments and refuses his request to return 
home to Ching-chou. The aged Empress Wu, who had already been qui
etly displaced from her former position of complete authority, was to die 
at the very end of this year, Shen-hsiu a few months later. Shen-hsiu^ 
interest in returning home must have been fueled both by a wish to spend 
his final hours in the relative quiet of Ching-chou and by a sense of defer
ence to Emperor Chung-tsung, who had only been returned to the throne 
less than two months before the edict in question was issued. Shen-hsiu 
was thus offering Chung-tsung the opportunity to repudiate or revise 
governmental support of his East Mountain Teaching.

Out of his own personal feelings of reverence for Shen-hsiu and in con
junction with the generally smooth transition that characterized the rees
tablishment of the T'ang after Empress Wu*s short-lived Chou regime, 
Emperor Chung-tsung refused Shen-hsiu’s request. Sung Chih-wen’s 
Memorial thus made possible a course of action by which the political 
and religious functions of the court could be smoothly separated without 
implying any lessening of interest in or support for Shen-hsiu and the 
^Northern Schoor* that had developed around him. In fact, Chung- 
tsung did travel to Lung-men late in 705一and is it not possible that he 
went to hear Shen-hsiu preach?130 13

13. Shen-hsiu’s Death and Its Aftermath
Shen-hsiu died while sitting quietly in meditation posture at T*ien-kung 
ssu in Lo-yang on the twenty-eighth day of the second month of the 
Shen-lung period, or 706. The Epitaph claims that he died during the 
night; the CFPO% description of the events surrounding his death can be 
found in the Appendix. The CFPC and the Epitaph both say that Shen- 
hsiu was over one hundred years old, but that no one had ever asked him 
his true age.

The LCSTC concurs on the date and location of Shen-hsiu's death, 
adding that his last words were the three characters ch *u ch 9ii chih. These 
three characters， which mean “bent over,” “curved,” and “straight,” 
respectively, might refer to some progressive perfection Shen-hsiu felt he 
had achieved. Or, taking the first two characters as a compound, one 
could read the statement as “the vagaries of the world are now straight
ened [in the state of nirv^ia to come】 .”
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Perhaps the best interpretation of Shen-hsiu*s last words is given by 
Professor Yanagida, who notes that ch*u-ch*u chiao is a p^n-chiao, or 
“doctrinal classification,” term for an indirect method of teaching by 
which the Buddha brought his listeners to the ultimate truth in a step-by- 
step or even roundabout fashion. According to this interpretation, Shen- 
hsiu*s last words would mean something like <(the teachings of the expe
dient means have been made direct.**131 This would accord with the 
Northern SchooFs well-known emphasis on expedient means. Whatever 
the original intent of this statement, Shen-hsiu’s teaching style involved 
the use of perplexingly enigmatic questions, as we shall see, so there is no 
doubt that his last words were chosen to inspire earnest reflection among 
his followers.132

By correlating data from the biographies of Shen-hsiu and other 
Northern School monks, we can adumbrate an extensive program of 
funerary and commemorative observations that followed his death. The 
existence of this program not only substantiates Shen-hsiu *s prestige 
among his contemporaries, but also indicates certain aspects of the insti
tutional development of the Northern School.

According to the 五/w•邮 /?, the emperor sent a messenger to convey his 
condolences as soon as he heard of Shen-hsiu’s death. The lords and 
princes all sent appropriate gifts. Just a few days after his death (on the 
second day of the third month), Shen-hsiu was given the title Ta-t*ung 
ch*an-shih (((Greatly Penetrating DhyQna Master**). This was only the 
second such imperially granted posthumous title in the history of Chinese 
Buddhism, and the first since the very beginning of the fifth century.1,3

Emperor Jui-tsung donated 30,000 cash for the refurbishment and 
enlargement of Tu-men ssu, which was

decorated lavishly with money from the state, the bequests exceeding a mil
lion [cash】 . The massive bell had been forged by the former emperor 
[Chung-tsung】； the collection of Buddhist sculpture was a gift of the latter 
emperor [Jui-tsung]. The gold plaque [bearing the name of the monastery] 
was written by the emperor【Chung-tsung, and the】 banners decorated with 
flowers were made within the palace. The stupa and monastery [as a whole] 
were most awe-inspiring and gained a wide reputation for having set a new 
standard【of beauty].U4

Three days after the bestowal of the posthumous title Ta-fung (on the 
fifth day of the third month), Shen-hsiu's body was placed temporarily at 
Lung-men, the burial site of a number of other eminent Buddhist monks. 
The emperor, princes, and nobles formed a procession that accompanied 
the remains from Lo-yang as far as the I River, which flows between the 
cave temples of Lung-men, while a group of high officials proceeded on 
to the interment site itself.
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The final burial services were begun on the sixteenth day of the seventh 
month, when an edict was issued authorizing Shen-hsiu’s return t o l l 
men ssu in accord with his last wishes. The chief of ceremonies of the 
imperial palace led the procession, followed by musicians and the head 
palace gatekeeper, who acted as a ceremonial guard. The emperor him
self went to Lung-men to **weep over the coffin,** after which Shen-hsiu^ 
body was dispatched to Ching-chou. On the seventeenth day of the tenth 
month Shen-hsiu*s body was finally laid to rest in an open stupa located 
at a site previously selected by him behind his former residence at Tu- 
men ssu.

At the end of the mourning period, in the tenth month of the same 
year, a great assembly was held at Lung-hua ssu, a large nunnery in 
Ch*ang-an. Eight thousand people were in attendance for these ceremo
nies, which included the official ordination of fourteen of Shen-hsiu*s 
disciples. The first and second annual observances were held at Hsi-ming 
ssu, with similar numbers of people present. Other services were held in 
the palace and at Mount Chung-nan outside of Ch’ang-an.135

The ordination ceremony held in conjunction with the first memorial 
service for Shen-hsiu at Hsi-ming ssu tells us a great deal about the con
temporary state of the Northern School. The Epitaph says only that 
fourteen persons were ordained one hundred days after the funeral. 
While there are some discrepancies in the date as reported in various 
sources, these ordinations are probably the same as those mentioned in 
connection with Lao-an.,J6

The implications of this coincidence are as follows: Through this 
ordination ceremony, the titular leadership of the Northern School was 
transferred from Shen-hsiu to Lao-an. The latter monk maintained this 
position until his own death only two or three years later, after which 
another successor to Hung-jen, Hsuan-tse (the author of the IC /FC , 
already discussed in Sections 5 and 15), assumed or attempted to assume 
the same position. Whatever the degree of Hsuan-tse's success in the 
attempt to advance his own cause on the basis of his association with the 
heroes of the past一 this i$ an admittedly cynical interpretation of his 
motives_ eventually the mantle was passed on to the next generation. In 
this next generation, generally counted as the seventh from Bodhi- 
dharma, Shen-hsiu^s disciple P'u-chi was the most prominent and out
spoken representative of early Ch*an. 14

14. Lao-an and His Disciples
To achieve the proper perspective on the events immediately following 
Shen-hsiu^ death, we must consider what little evidence is available 
about the life of Lao-an. This monk, originally called Hui-an, is known
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primarily from a very badly preserved funerary inscription and two 
entries in the SKSC.137 He was born in Chih-chiang, Ching-chou 
(Chiang-ling hsien, Hupeh), in 581, 582, or sometime between 581 and 
600, depending on the source. (Later sources claim that he lived to the 
age of 128.) In 597 he is supposed to have entered the forests to escape a 
Sui Dynasty campaign against those without official ordinations. During 
the hardships accompanying canal construction during the years 605 to 
616, he traveled about collecting food for the sick and poor. After reject
ing an invitation to court, in 616 he ascended Mount Heng (= Nan-yueh) 
to practice meditation.

According to the SKSC, Lao-an went to Huang-mei to study under 
Hung-jen sometime between 627 and 649. If this chronology were accu
rate, it would mean that Hung-jen accepted a student before Tao-hsin*s 
death—and a man allegedly as old or older than Tao-hsin himself! It is 
unclear how long Lao-an is supposed to have studied under Hung-jen. 
The funerary inscription includes a reference to Shen-hsiu, Lao-an, and 
the “eight teachers” who “received the essentials of Ch’an” from Hung- 
jen. This passage obviously relies on Hsuan-tse’s assertions in the 
LCJFC, as introduced earlier in Section 5. Even more interesting, when 
Lao-an left Huang-mei he is supposed to have recommended that stu
dents go to Shen-hsiu—a statement just as obviously modeled on the 
CFPC's assertion about Fa-ju.

Although the funerary inscription is marred by long lacunae, Lao-an 
seems to have stayed at Yu-ch*iian ssu for several years. According to the 
SKSC, he took up residence in the caves at Mount Chung-nan near 
Ch’ang-an in 664. In 683 he moved to what is described as a rude hut in 
Hua-fai (Hua hsien, Hunan)'31 and later to a monastery named Chao-tM 
ssu built there by imperial edict. After an unknown length of time at 
Hua-fai and possibly a period of wandering, Lao-an moved to Shao-lin 
ssu on Mount Sung. When he arrived there, he said: 4<This is my stopping 
place:’ Students of Ch’an gathered there “like spokes around a hub.”

It i$ not clear when Lao-an first gained access to the imperial court* 
The early sources mention invitations made and spumed between 60S 
and 616 and again in 664, and two Sung Dynasty texts state that he first 
went to court in 695 or 6%. Even the LTFPC, which is of all the eighth- 
century texts the most prone to exaggeration and fabrication, dates his 
entry to court as occurring in the year 7 0 0 . Whether or not the Sung 
flgures are correct, Lao-an's presence at Shao-lin may quite possibly 
have attracted official attention and thus contributed to the eventual 
invitation of Shen-hsiu.

Although it is thus not out of the question that Lao-an*s career con
tributed to Shen-hsiu's rise to prominence, in general the relationship 
between the two men seems to have been just the opposite. What little is
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known about Lao-an's biography seems suspiciously reminiscent of 
Shen-hsiu’s—so much so that it is impossible to avoid the impression that 
Lao-an^s was directly modeled on and even designed to outdo that of his 
more famous associate. Thus Lao-an was older than the venerable Shen- 
hsiu, achieved greater recognition for his humanitarian efforts at the end 
of the Sui, joined Hung-jen earlier, advanced Shen-hsiu’$ name on his 
own departure from Huang-mei, and cut a more exotic figure than the 
obviously distinguished Shen-hsiu.140 Because of this impression, the 
veracity of the details of Lao-an9s early biography are open to considera
ble doubt.

This is not to deny that Lao-an was a prominent figure in the two capi
tals after Shen-hsiu^ death. He is known to have received valuable gifts 
from the emperor on several occasions. Not only did he oversee the 
ordination of fourteen disciples, as mentioned in connection with Shen- 
hsiu, but he also may have accompanied Shen-hsiu^ body back to Ching- 
chou in the funeral procession described earlier. Lao-an himself died in 
708 or 709, depending on the source. The first of these two dates fits bet
ter with other information to be considered later.141

Lao-an is known to have had several disciples. One of these, Chih-ta 
or Hui-ta, who also studied under Shen-hsiu, is remembered as the 
author of an interesting Northern School text. This is the Tlm-wu chen- 
tsung chin-kang po~jo hsin-hsing ta pi-an fa-men yao-chueh (Essential 
Oral Teaching o f Sudden Enlightenment to the True Teaching and Attain- 
ment o f the Other Shore [of Nirvma Through the] Cultivation o f  Ada- 
mantine Wisdom).142

The Tsu-t'ang chi (Anthology o f the Patriarchal Hall, hereafter cited 
as TTC) of 952 mentions two students of Lao-an's, one of whom was the 
author of a short work recorded in the CTL. If this attribution is accu
rate一and I know of no reason to question it—then this short work is a 
very important one because of its early provenance and similarity with 
other mid-eighth-century works attributed to members of the Southern 
School. Unfortunately, no significant biographical information is availa
ble about its author. Another monk, Tao-shun, may have been associated 
with Lao-an, even though the association is not explicitly mentioned in 
his biography.143

The only students of Lao-an^ whose biographies are known from reli
able sources are Yuan-kuei (644-716)144 and Ching-tsang (675-746). The 
second of these is definitely the more interesting. Ching-tsang studied for 
more than ten years with Lao-an, or until the master^ death, and then 
for five years or less with Hui-neng. Ching-tsang finally received certifi
cation of his enlightenment (yin-k*o) and ^transmission of the Dharma 
and the lamp** (fu-fa c^uan-teng) after five years of additional practice 
under an unnamed teacher in Ching-nan, the general location of Yli-
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ch'iian ssu. Well after this experience, in about 730, Ching-tsang took up 
residence at a chapel dedicated to Lao-an near a stupa at Hui-shan ssu on 
Mount Sung. (Coincidentally, a picture of Ching-tsang's own stupa 
occurs in Tokiwa Daijo's monumental set of plates on the cultural lega
cies of China.145) In spite of his contact with Hui-neng, Ching-tsang*s 
epitaph notes that the teaching was ^transmitted directly through seven 
patriarchs, having arisen on Mount Sung**; the sixth and seventh genera
tions are presumably Lao-an and Ching-tsang himself.14*

15. Hsuan-tse and Fa-hsien

Lao-an was not, of course, the only student of Hung-jenJs to be active in 
the two capitals after Shen-hsiu*s death. In addition to the minor figure 
Tao-shun mentioned in passing in the previous section, Fa-hsien (643- 
720) of the Lung-hsing ssu in ChM-chou (Huang-mei) must also be cited 
in this regard. This monk was invited to court during the years 705-7 and 
was active there until his death in 720. Although Fa-hsien was a relatively 
unimportant figure, his epitaph by Li Shih-chih is interesting in two 
ways.147

First, one of the hagiographical anecdotes recounted in this epitaph 
bears evidence to the growing strength of the Ch'an legend. As the story 
goes, when Fa-hsien was struggling with massive rocks at the construc
tion site of his mothers grave, a man approached him, bowed, and 
pulled out a book. Giving it to Fa-hsien, he said: “This is in order to help 
you dig the grave.'* The book was a "treatise of Bodhidharma's** 
ta-mo chih lun); the grave was finished in two days.

Second, although Fa-hsien died in 720 and his epitaph was not written 
until 740, the only master mentioned is Hung-jen. In other words, fully 
sixty-five years after Hung-jen's death, the memory of his name was still 
strong enough to serve as a monk’s sole source of religious identification. 
This evidence is not only a testimonial to Hung-jen*s importance: Unless 
the absence of the names of Shen-hsiu and P'u-chi is taken as an inten
tional avoidance of the ^Northern School ,,5 this epitaph of the year 
740 evinces no indication whatsoever of any impact of the campaign 
launched a decade earlier by Shen-hui.u*

In 708, either the same year or the year before Lao-an*s death, another 
student of Hung-jen^s—Hsuan-tse, the author of the LC/FC—received 
an invitation to court. Earlier in his career Hsuan-tse had assisted in 
Hsuan-tsang's translation work. In 667 he attended the formal establish
ment of an ordination platform on Mount Chung-nan. Tao-hsuan*s list 
of those attending this ceremony identifies Hsuan-tse as a Dharma mas
ter of Wu-liang ssu in Ching-chou, a monastery whose name evokes the 
Pure Land tradition. These details, however scanty, corroborate Hung-
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jen*s description of Hsuan-tse (as reported by Hsuan-tse himself) as a 
man accomplished in the “combined study” of several facets of Buddhist 
academic and spiritual learning.149

According to his own account (reproduced in Section 5), Hsuan-tse 
studied under Hung-jen from 670 to 674. His activities from the end of 
this discipleship until 708 are largely unknown, but he spent at least part 
of this period practicing meditation on Mount Shou in An-chou (Ying- 
shan hsien, Hupeh). It is impossible to say how long, if at all, he main
tained his position in the capitals after 710.150 The lack of information 
implies that his activities did not attract as much interest or attention as 
those of Shen-hsiu or even Lao-an. Hsuan-tse died sometime before 727, 
leaving his robe, bowl, and staff to his only known disciple, Ching- 
chueh. This reference to the bequest of robe and bowl is the first in 
Ch’an literature, which just a few decades later is filled with different 
claims about the disposition of a robe supposedly given by Hung-jen to 
Hui-neng.151

Hsuan-tse’s brief success in Lo-yang and Ch’ang-an after 708 and his 
authorship of the LCJFC suggest that he attempted unsuccessfully to fol
low in the footsteps of Shen-hsiu and Lao-an. Since the timing of Hsuan- 
tse's invitation to court may have been determined by the dale of Lao- 
an’s death, we may infer a horizontal succession within a single 
generation of early Northern School masters after Hung-jen*s death: 
from Shen-hsiu to Lao-an and then to Hsuan-tse. (Fa-ju9s name should 
perhaps be placed before that of Shen-hsiu.) Although Shen-hsiu^ stu
dents P'u-chi, I-fu, and Ching-hsien may have been just as prominent as 
Hsuan-tse, this apparently horizontal line of succession—i*e*, from one 
member of the sixth generation after Bodhidharma to another一has 
interesting implications for the development of the ^transmission of the 
lampM theory. This subject will be taken up in some detail in Chapter IV; 
at present, however, we should complete the historical narrative of the 
development of Northern Ch’an.



CHAPTER III

The Seventh Generation and Beyond

1. The Contour o f  Later Northern Ch’an History
The major dimensions of the Northern SchooPs rise to prominence 
should now be clear, but its subsequent history is not necessarily confined 
to the details of its decline and disappearance. On the contrary, the com
position of the Northern School after the deaths of Shen-hsiu and Lao- 
an, the status claims and doctrinal statements made by P^u-chi and his 
successors, and the extension of Northern School proselytizing into Tibet 
are all subjects of great importance in their own right. In fact, several 
issues fundamental to the study of the Northern School and early Ch'an 
in general can only be addressed on the basis of an accurate understand
ing of this period:

1. What was the nature of the Northern School*s contemporary suc
cess and the extent of its impact on the subsequent development of Chi
nese Ch'an?

2. What effect did Shen-hui’s campaign have on the Northern School 
and, once again, on the subsequent development of Ch'an?

3. In what sense was the Northern School a religious <tscho〇r , of Chi
nese Buddhism, and why did it cease to exist as such?

The traditional view, of course, is that the Northern School had little 
or no impact on subsequent periods of Ch'an history; that after Shen- 
hui's campaign the membership of the Northern School was fatally 
depleted as Hui-neng^s swelled; and that the Northern School disap
peared because of the inherent inferiority of its own teachings, its influ
ence in the long run being essentially nil. Our review of the relatively 
abundant evidence for this phase of the history of early Ch'an will show 
that all these assertions are completely incorrect.
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I have already mentioned how first Lao-an and then Hsuan-tse 
attempted to fill the vacuum left by Shen-hsiu*s death. In addition to 
their own personal influence—Lao-an's deriving from his advanced age 
and Hsuan-tse*s from the very diversity of his experience in several areas 
of Buddhist endeavor—the primary reason for each man’s prestige was 
the connection with Hung-jen.152 Sooner or later, however, the mantle of 
Ch^n had to be passed on to the next generation, the seventh from 
Bodhidharma. Here the importance of Shen-hsiu^ role becomes all the 
more evident, for, although the students of Lao-an and Hsuan-tse were 
not completely unknown, those of Shen-hsiu一P^u-chi, I-fu, Ching- 
hsien, Hsiang-mo Tsang, and others—dominated the world of Ch’an 
during the second, third, and fourth decades of the eighth century.

In contrast to the serial order apparent in the careers of Fa-ju, Shen- 
hsiu, Lao-an, and Hsuan-tse, the men of the seventh generation seem to 
have coordinated their activities. Just after Shen-hsiu^ death and during 
Lao-an’s brief heyday, 1-fu and P’u-chi were both in residence at the 
same monastery on Mount Sung. Afterward, they effectively divided 
the responsibilities for maintaining the glory of the Northern School 
between themselves, I-fu moving to Mount Chung-nan and P*u-chi stay
ing at Mount Sung. P^-chi thus retained control of the Northern 
School’s long-held training center outside Lo-yang, while I-fu established 
a new base of operations near the much more important metropolis of 
Ch’ang-an.

Whether by design or by accident, I-fu seems to have become primarily 
a pastor to the imperial court. After fifteen or twenty years on Mount 
Chung-nan, he set up residence in Ch*ang-an itself and then followed the 
emperor back and forth between that city and Lo-yang. P’u-chi also 
spent time in each of these cities, but the large number of his known suc
cessors suggests that he was the Northern Schools chief instructor of 
spiritual trainees. P*u-chi also had the dubious distinction of being 
singled out for attack by Shen-hui, which may be taken as a testament to 
his greater public stature. P’u-chi’s epitaphs contain almost fantastic 
claims of his significance, and his name seems to rival that of Shen-hsiu 
himself in certain documents dating from the 760s. Finally, although no 
epitaphs remain for any of 1-fu’s students, those that exist for P’u-chi’s 
first- and second-generation successors contain enough doctrinal infor
mation to suggest not only that P'u-chi^ lineage continued on but also 
that it was the most philosophically dynamic sublineage of Northern 
Ch’an.

Shen-hsiu is credited with having had as many as seventy students.153 
Although biographical information exists for many of these figures, I 
will discuss only four of his most important disciples: Hsiang-mo Tsang, 
Ching-hsien, I-fu, and P’u-chi.
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2, Hsiang-mo Tsang

Hsiang-mo Tsang， or “Demon-subduing Tsang，’’ is mentioned in the 
SKSC and various other sources.154 On the basis of provenance rather 
than content, the most interesting of these sources come from Tibet, 
where he evidently achieved a degree of individual prominence.155 His 
early studies in Buddhism included the recitation of the Lotus Sutra and 
emphasis on the Vinaya.

At one point Tsang reached the very brink of a great enlightenment 
experience while either giving or, more likely, listening to lectures on the 
(ttheory of the Southern School** (nan-tsung lun). This theory, also men
tioned in the biography of one of Shen-hsiu*s lesser-known students, can 
only be understood as a reference to the Madhyamika.156 At any rate, 
this experience led Tsang to forgo scriptural studies and travel to all the 
holy sites of China. During the course of his travels Tsang met Shen- 
hsiu， whom he accepted as his teacher.,

The first encounter between Hsiang-mo Tsang and Shen-hsiu is de
scribed in the SKSC as follows:

[Shen]-hsiu asked: “Your name is ‘Demon-subduer.’ At my place there are 
no mountain or tree spirits, so will you turn around and become a demon 
[yourself]?”

[Tsang] said: “ [If] there is a Buddha, there are demons.”
[Shen]-hsiu said: <fIf you are a demon, then you must reside in an incon

ceivable realm.**
[Tsang] said: *'This Buddha is also nonsubstantial. What is the inconceiv

able [realm of] being?

The sophistication of this dialogue suggests that it was not actually 
uttered and recorded at the time of the encounter. Nevertheless, even if it 
is in fact a much later fabrication, the very existence of this dialogue indi
cates that interest in or respect for Shen-hsiu and the members of the 
Northern School was great enough that someone took the trouble to 
ornament Hsiang-mo Tsang’s biography with the usual trappings of later 
Ch'an texts.157

3. Ching-hsien

Ching-hsien (660-723) is not mentioned in the SKSC or CTL, but his epi
taph is still extant.158 His first teacher, an otherwise unknown figure, sup
posedly told Ching-hsien that Shen-hsiu was the lineal transmitter of the 
Dharma-treasure, a status equivalent to that of a Buddha. Ching-hsien 
immediately went lo study under Shen-hsiu at Yii-ch'uan ssu, where he 
was taught with ^expedient means** (fang-pien) and achieved a first taste
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of enlightenment that was like an instantaneous flood of cleansing light. 
Thereafter he lived alone amidst wolves, tigers, poisons, and pestilence 
on a mountain near Pa-hsia (Hupeh), the very famous and beautiful nar
rows along the Yangtze. After at least a summer of meditation, Ching- 
hsien's enlightenment became great and perfect. When he conveyed this 
new development to Shen-hsiu, the latter happily ^conferred the trans
mission of the treasure-store'* upon him (fu pao-ts*ang chuan), so that 
the succession of the lamp would not be broken.

It is unclear whether Ching-hsien accompanied Shen-hsiu to Lo-yang 
in 701, but some five years or so later he was ordained at court at the 
behest of Emperor Chung-tsung. He may have been one of the fourteen 
students of Shen-hsiu and Lao-an who received official ordination in 
706.159 Sometime between 716 and 723 he had an encounter with the eso
teric Buddhist master and translator Subh&karasiiiiha. The text of this 
encounter, in which Ching-hsien is introduced as a resident of Hui-shan 
ssu on Mount Sung, is still extant. Ching-hsien died in 723 at Hui-shan 
ssu. The names of four of his students are known, but their biographies 
are obscure.160

4 .1-fu

I-fu (661-736)161 practiced the recitation of the Lotus, Vimalakirti, and 
other standard Mahdydna texts while still a boy. At some point he went 
to Fu-hsien ssu in Lo-yang, where he studied under Dharma Master Fei. 
This monk is probably identical to the Tu Fei who compiled the CFPC. 
(See Chapter IV, Section 10 of this part.) Probably at Fei^ instigation, I- 
fu then went to study under Fa-ju, but was disappointed to discover that 
the noted Ch’an teacher had just passed away. (I-fu’s birthplace and 
first place of scriptural study both appear prominently in Fa-ju^ biog
raphy.162)

After taking the full precepts in the first half of the year 690, I-fu trav
eled to Shen-hsiu*s center in Ching-chou. Shen-hsiu taught I-fu accord
ing to the latter*s own dispositional needs, causing his defilements to dis- 
perse and his thoughts to become concentrated; training him in the basics 
of meditation;'63 and impressing upon him the hollowness of worldly 
success or failure. I-fu responded by seeking the great goal of enlighten
ment with unflagging zeal. He maintained his efforts for ten years with
out cease一but also without achieving the ultimate success.

I-fu accompanied Shen-hsiu to court in 701 and acted as personal 
attendant during his teacher's final illness at TMen-kung ssu. I-fu9s 
enlightenment must have occurred during this time, for we are told of a 
“secret transmission” that occurred before Shen-hsiu’s death. As men
tioned earlier, I-fu stayed for a time on Mount Sung but then moved to
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Hua-kan ssu on Mount Chung-nan. He lived in the Dharma hall of that 
monastery,164 where he was visited by a great number of people—sincere 
aspirants, recluses, nobles, and literati—some for spiritual and others for 
worldly benefit.

In 722 I-fu moved at popular request to Tz’u-en ssu in Ch’ang-an, but 
three years later he accompanied Emperor Hsuan-tsung back to Lo- 
yang, where he stayed at Fu-hsien ssu. In 727 he returned to Ch*ang-an, 
only to go by imperial order to Lo-yang once again in 733. On this occa
sion he stayed at Nan lung-hua ssu. I-fu*s health began to deteriorate in 
the fall of 735, and he died in the summer of the following year. At least 
one of I-fu’s disciples may have been a prominent figure in the religious 
world of the 760s, but no biographical information is available.163

5. P ，u-chi

P'u-chi (651-739) was the most important of Shen-hsiu's successors and 
perhaps the most provocative figure in Northern Ch’an history. For 
much of his later career he shared the limelight with Lao-an, Ching- 
hsien, and I-fu. That P^u-chi survived these other figures must have 
helped to assure his ultimate place in history; more important, he taught 
so many students that his own following assumed a semi-independent 
status in some late eighth-century descriptions of Ch*an lineages.'**

Like his associates in the Northern School, P*u-chi referred to himself 
—or allowed himself to be referred to publicly一 as the seventh-genera
tion representative of the Ch*an tradition. He did not stop there, how
ever. The following passages from P^u-chi^ epitaphs indicate the full 
extent of his claim to individual religious authority:

Only Heaven is great, and Yao alone modeled himself on this; only the 
Buddha is sagely, and the Ch'an [School] alone succeeds to this. Therefore, 
the five suns of the transmission in India in the West illuminated the ancient 
day; the seven patriarchs of the transmission of the lamp in China in the 
East are refulgent upon the imperial weal. [The memory of] our Seventh 
Patriarch and National Teacher to three courts, Preceptor Ta-chao (the 
“Greatly Illuminating,” i.e.，P’u-chi) . . .  has led the emperor to bequeath a 
posthumous title.167

The great master of the four seas—this is an appellation of our Sagely 
Literate and Divinely Martial Emperor [Hsuan-tsung】 of the K’ai-yuan 
[Period]. He who has entered into the wisdom of buddhahood and glo
riously become the lord of the myriad dharmas—this is an appellation of the 
seventh generation of our Ch*an School (ch3an-men)t Preceptor Ta-chao.148

This hyperbole indicates that P'u-chi politicized the originally religious 
rationale for his own status in order to achieve the highest possible mea
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sure of acclaim for himself and the Ch’an School. In comparing himself 
(or in being compared， since P’u-chi may have inspired but obviously did 
not write his own epitaphs) to the Chinese emperor, P*u-chi may have 
accurately captured the flavor and extent of early Northern School 
prominence and success. Nevertheless, he also ensured the schooPs even
tual demise by attaching its fortunes so closely to the imperial court.

Not only was Emperor Hsuan-tsung not personally disposed to Bud
dhism, but the An Lu-shan rebellion that occurred at the end of his reign 
signaled a change in the process by which Chinese Buddhist schools 
developed and achieved prominence.169 Although imperial support was 
by no means completely irrelevant after the debacle of 755, the very suc
cess of the Southern School of Ch*an signifies the radically increased 
importance of tendencies that can only be termed populist. None of these 
populist tendencies, which are represented most clearly in the legendary 
image of Hui-neng， can be detected in P’u-chi’s biography.170

Just as with Hung-jen and I-fu, P^-chi^ secular family had a tradi
tion of eremitism. P*u-chi himself is described in the usual fashion as 
having great innate ability and zeal in his studies of traditional Chinese 
subjects. His Buddhist studies began at Ta-liang (Shen-hsiu’s native 
place), with special attention to the Lotus Sutra, YogacSra theories, and 
the Awakening o f Faith and other treatises. Later he took the precepts 
under Preceptor Tuan of Lo-yang, after which he studied the Vinaya 
under Preceptor Ching of Nan-ch^iian (Kuei-ch*ih hsien, Anhwei). P*u- 
chi's full ordination occurred in 688 at the age of thirty-eight. The Pre
ceptor Ching who performed the ceremony was probably Heng-ching 
(634-712), a monk with Vinaya and T^ien-fai School affiliations.171

After deciding to undertake the study of meditation and practicing for 
a time on his own, P*u-chi sought out Fa-ju of Shao-lin ssu. When he 
found that Fa-ju had already died, P*u-chi went the next day to Shen- 
hsiu of Yli_ch’tian ssu. Several metaphors are used to describe P’u-chi’s 
ability and speed of progress, such as the smooth gait of a thoroughbred 
and the easy cultivation of good land. uWhen the precious mirror is pol
ished, it reflects (ch*engt lit., ^offers**) the myriad images; when the 
pearl clarifies the water, visibility [extends to a depth of] a hundred 
rods.M Later on in the epitaph we find the following passage:

When [P*u-chi] wanted transmission of the essentials of the teaching before 
he had recited the precept sutras, Ta-fung (= Shen-hsiu) made him discard 
his personal views with general examples and abuse.'72

P’u-chi then spent five years studying under Shen-hsiu, during which 
time he was made to concentrate first on the Ssu-i ching (Sutra o f  
[the God\ Ssu-i) and then on the La^kQvatara. After an additional two 
years as Shen-hsiu^s messenger, in or around 696 he went to reside at
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Mount Sung. P’u-chi’s official ordination occurred sometime during 
the years 701-5, after which he was registered at Sung-yueh ssu on 
Mount Sung.

After Shen-hsiu’s death，P’u-chi was offered an official appointment 
as the leader of Shen-hsiu’s disciples. News of this imperial nomination 
was conveyed to P’u-chi by an official named Wu P’ing-i， who was later 
to become an object of Shen-hui*s criticism.173 P*u-chi supposedly de
clined the position (the long statement on the matter attributed to him is 
of some doctrinal interest), but the large number of students he later 
attracted implies that he eventually assumed the position in fact, if not 
necessarily in name.

In 725 P’u-chi took up residence at Ching-ai ssu in Lo-yang. At this 
time both I-fu and Emperor Hsuan-tsung were also present in the same 
city. Two years later the emperor returned to Ch’ang-an， accompanied by 
I-fu. P'u-chi was installed at the Hsing-fang ssu in Lo-yang at this time 
so that the “cloud of the Dharma would rain everywhere”_ o r  at least in 
both Chinese capitals. In 735 P’u-chi traveled to Ch’ang-an， where he 
ministered to great numbers of the nobility and presumably visited I-fu 
in his final hours. In 739 we find P’u-chi back at the Hsing-t’ang ssu in 
Lo-yang, where he spent the last days of his own life.

P’u_chi’s death was followed by the appropriate bequests and other 
observances. For our purposes, the most interesting event was the behav
ior of P^-chi^ lay supporter P*ei KJuan, who joined the funeral proces
sion in robes associated with a three-year mourning period and walked 
among P’u-chi’s disciples. The SATSC says that P’ei K’uan’s behavior was 
roundly criticized by his peers as being too extreme and marked the 
beginning of his fall from official favor. Tsan-ning, the compiler of the 
SA5C, defends P’ei K’uan’s actions by pointing out that he was 
extremely close to P'u-chi and only walked barefoot, not going so far as 
to dishevel his hair. Such behavior may well have been commonplace 
during the reigns of Empress Wu and the pious Emperor Chung-tsung, 
but in the middle of Hsuan-tsung's reign the attitude of the court toward 
Buddhism had become noticeably cooler.'74 6

6. P ’u-chi’s Disciples
P*u-chi taught an exceptionally large number of disciples during the 
more than three decades of his teaching career. One source written in the 
year 772 claims that his followers numbered as many as ten thousand, of 
which sixty-three were major disciples who had “ascended into the hall” 
to hear the master’s teachings， while one had achieved a spontaneous and 
complete mastery of True Wisdom.175 Information survives for roughly a 
third of these major disciples, although in some cases only the individu-
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al*s name and a few stereotyped details are known. The following is a 
summary of some of the more interesting and informative biographies:

1. Hung-cheng: This monk is the one disciple of P*u-chi*s supposed to 
have achieved perfect control of religious wisdom (tzu-tsai chih) accord
ing to the document just cited. Another epitaph, this one written about 
760, refers to Hung-cheng as the most prominent representative of the 
Northern School and to another monk, perhaps a student of I-fu’s, as the 
representative of the “single fountainhead of the Northern School.” 
Hung-cheng is also mentioned in several other sources, but the only bio
graphical detail known about him is his monastery of residence: Sheng- 
shan ssu in Lo-yang. Although the epitaphs for two of his students are 
still extant, unfortunately no epitaph exists for him. The fact that he is 
not mentioned in P’u-chi’s epitaph is curious.176

2. I-hsing (685-727): I-hsing was clearly one of the most important 
monks of the entire T’ang Dynasty. He began his Buddhist career as a 
student of P'u-chi's, also studied the Vinaya and T'ien-fai doctrine, and 
became best known for his participation in the translation of various eso
teric Buddhist scriptures. His twenty-fascicle commentary on the Vairo- 
cana SQtra is one of the most important texts of the East Asian esoteric 
tradition. Nevertheless, it is I-hsing's scientific genius that has captured 
the greatest modern attention and that has led to his elevation to the sta
tus of popular hero by the leaders of the modern Chinese government. 
Briefly, he was responsible not only for the compilation of new Chinese 
calendars based upon the accurate observation and understanding of 
astronomical phenomena, but also for the construction of an armillary 
sphere that included within its workings the mechanical foundation of 
the modern clock.177

3. Ling-cho (691-746): This man was no doubt typical of many who 
became known as P'u-chi's students. A mature Vinaya master and 
Nirvana SQtra exponent, he only encountered the teachings of the great 
Ch*an master in the last fifteen years of his own life, or sometime after 
730. He was active thereafter in propagating the teaching of Ch*an from 
his residence in Ch^ng-an, where he died at a part of Ta-an-kuo ssu 
named Shih-leng-ch’ieh-ching yuan, or “Chapel of the Stone-【engraved] 
LankQvatQra Sutra!9 We will see later that Ching-chueh, the author of the 
LCSTC, resided at the same monastery, although there is no evidence 
linking the two men. Ling-cho had at least four disciples, none of whom 
is mentioned in other sources.'7,

4. Ming-ts’an: This man’s biography is important for several reasons: 
He is remembered as the author of a short piece recorded at the end of 
the CTL; he was perhaps the earliest and certainly the most important of 
the Northern SchooFs representatives at Mount Heng or Nan-yueh in the
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far South; and he had a unique and unconventional style of behavior that 
engendered a reputation similar to that of the legendary Pao-chih of the 
Liang.179

After becoming a mendicant and mastering the teachings of P’u-chi， 
his first and only teacher, Ming-ts^an then repaired to Nan-yueh. He 
became known as Lan Ts'an, or uLazy Ts^an/* because of his refusal to 
participate in monastic affairs. He was also summoned occasionally as 
ttLeftovers,* (this was also a pun on his name) because of his habit of eat
ing food remaining after the other monks had finished. Nevertheless, in 
spite of his unusual ways， on the rare occasions when Ming-ts’an chose 
to speak, his utterances were always in complete accord with the princi
ples of Buddhism. In the same vein, the SKSC goes on, his actions were 
not incorrect but merely incomprehensible to the unenlightened observer.

In 742, or three years after P’u-chi’s death， a great change took place 
in Ming-ts’an’s life. For reasons that are now unknown, he proceeded to 
Nan-yueh ssu and assumed monastic duties一 supposedly operating the 
entire monastery during the day and staying with the cattle at night. He 
continued this behavior for twenty years without ever tiring, sometimes 
amazing his observers by moving a giant rock with a light touch of the 
foot or dispersing a pride of tigers with nothing more than a riding crop. 
Such feats were witnessed by a personage of some importance in the civil 
realm, Li Mi (722-89), whose appointment as prime minister during the 
reign of Emperor Su-tsung (r. 756-62) Ming-ts*an is supposed to have 
made possible through prescient augury and advice.110

Ming-ts^an's status in and around Nan-yueh is corroborated in other 
s o u r c e s . I n  considering the details of his biography, one cannot help 
but wonder whether the radical transformation in his behavior in 742 
might not represent a Northern School victory in some sort of power 
struggle on Mount Heng. According to this hypothesis, Ming-ts’an’s 
early behavior was designed to show his disrespect for the current leader
ship. As I shall remark in the next section, the number of Northern 
School figures associated with this important outpost in the Southeast 
grew in the wake of Ming，ts’an’s example.

5. Tao-hsuan (702-60): This monk is often mentioned in modern stud
ies because of his mission to Japan and his status a$ a second-generation 
predecessor to Saicho, the founder of the Japanese Tendai School.182 7

7. Comments on P fu-chi9s Later Successors

Little would be gained from including biographical details for any of 
P’u-chi’s second- and third-generation successors.1*3 Instead, I will limit 
myself to the following points concerning the Northern School's longev
ity, strength, demography, and creative energy.
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First, rather than fading away after the commencement of Shen-hui*s 
attack on it in 730, the Northern School actually grew in membership 
throughout the eighth century and continued, as far as we know, until 
the beginning of the tenth century. This constitutes a history of over 150 
years from the date of P’u-chi’s death, or fully 275 years from Tao-hsin’s 
entrance into Huang-mei. Since the several generations of Shen-hsiu's 
disciples include at least 125 individuals whose names are known,1*4 the 
Northern School was clearly not short-lived, as most people have 
thought.

Second, in purely numerical terms the peak of Northern School 
strength occurred during the second half of the eighth century, probably 
during the 770s. No doubt the great numbers who studied Northern 
School doctrines and meditation techniques were a result of the momen
tum established during Shen-hsiu's productive career, but the school was 
still quite strong long after that master's death. The activities of North
ern School monks in Tun-huang and Tibet, to be discussed briefly in the 
next section, indicate that the School was still strong enough to be chosen 
by the political authorities as the representative of the Chinese religious 
position in a strategically important set of outlying regions.

Third, although the major strongholds of the Northern School were in 
and near Ch*ang-an and Lo-yang, its strength in the South increased as 
time went on. Of P’u-chi’s immediate disciples，(only Ming-ts’an, of Nan- 
yueh, and Tao-hsuan, a temporary resident of Wa-kuan ssu in Chin-ling, 
were active in the South. In the next generation fully nine out of fourteen 
monks for whom information is available were associated with Nan-yueh 
and other southern locations.'*5 Thus the Northern School was not 
entirely absent from the area of south-central China generally considered 
to be the site of Ch'an's most typical and creative developments. Actu
ally, this spread of Northern School activities should not be viewed as a 
new development, since the original source of the school’s religious 
energy was its period of incubation and growth in Huang-mei and Ching- 
chou.

Fourth, whereas the numerical strength of the Northern School is rela
tively easy to chart, measurement of its creative energy is more difficult. 
The existing evidence is inconclusive, or even self-contradictory. The 
remaining epitaphs that exist for monks who died in the late eighth cen
tury and beyond do not impart any sense of great religious ferment, 
although they do occasionally indicate a change in the style of Ch’an 
practice and religious dialogue. (See Chapter IV, Sections 14 and 15.) On 
the other hand, materials deriving from the expansion into Tibet imply 
that some doctrinal development was taking place.

However, another indicator of an entirely different sort does exist一 
the fact that so much material about the Northern School found its way
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into the SKSC and CTL. Much of this material is probably fabricated, 
and the remainder contains some chronologically impossible assertions— 
the most frequent being the statements that men of the late eighth and 
early ninth centuries studied under Shen-hsiu and P^-chi. This material 
is not particularly inspiring, for the most part, but the very fact that it 
exists is extremely important.

Although broad generalizations are always dangerous, it would appear 
that, excluding comparisons with Hui-neng, all references to Shen-hsiu 
in Ch^n literature are positive. Clearly, some group of later successors 
to Shen-hsiu and P#u-chi remembered them with great reverence and 
backed the inclusion of Northern School-related material in Sung Dynas
ty texts. If Shen-hui#s campaign and the Platform SQtra had the net 
effect of tarnishing the Northern School's image, as I believe they did, 
then the persistent occurrence of such Northern School material in the 
face of that negative influence becomes even more significant.

8. The Northern School in Tibet
One of the most exciting events connected with the Northern School is 
the encounter that took place during the next-to-Iast decade of the eighth 
century at Bsam-yas Monastery near Lhasa, Tibet. The chief protago
nists in this encounter, which seems to have been an extended series of 
debates, were Kamala^ila and Mo-ho-yen (MahSySna). The former was 
an Indian monk who defended the “gradual teaching” on the basis of 
traditional Indian Buddhist exegetics, the latter a Chinese monk who 
advocated the “sudden teaching” of Ch’an. Their debates have attracted 
a great deal of scholarly interest, and the entire question of Ch*an activ
ity in Tibet and other nearby regions has become one of the most inter
esting and promising areas of modern Buddhist studies.186

The historical outline of the spread of Ch'an into Tibet is still far from 
clear. The first contact between the Tibetans and the fledgling Chinese 
religious movement occurred in 751 or shortly thereafter, when the ruler 
of Tibet sent a delegation off to China in search of the Dharma. This del
egation met and received instruction from the Korean preceptor Kim 
(Chin in Chinese) or, to use his Chinese religious name, Wu-hsiang of I- 
chou (Ch^ng-tu, Szechwan). The Tibetan party also received three Chi
nese texts from Kim before returning to their homeland.

When this delegation returned to Tibet in 759, the political situation 
there had changed. Power had shifted temporarily to a faction that sup
ported the native Bon religion and opposed Buddhism. The proscription 
of Buddhism was lifted in 761, at which time the Chinese leader of the 
earlier expedition became abbot of Bsam-yas Monastery, where he trans
lated and no doubt taught on the basis of Preceptor Kim's sayings.
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In 763 a Tibetan minister of the pro-Buddhist emperor Khri-sron- 
lde-btsan went to China, this time studying under a Chinese Ch*an mas
ter in I-chou named Wu-chu. The details of the encounter between these 
two men are unknown; indeed, the Tibetan records mention only the 
name of the already deceased preceptor Kim in this regard. Nevertheless, 
the frequent mention of Wu-chu’s name and citation of his sayings in 
early Tibetan religious literature, not to mention the existence of a Tibe
tan translation of the LTFPC, prove that the Pao-fang School was very 
effectively and energetically represented in contemporary missionary 
activities. In fact, some of the basic assertions made by the Pao-t'ang 
School about its own background may have been influenced by the pros
pect of proselytizing in Tibet.187

The transmission of Ch'an to Tibet that is of greatest interest here 
occurred after the Tibetan takeover of Sha-chou (Tun-huang), which 
probably took place in 781. Shortly after this temporary extension of 
Tibetan civil power toward China, the monk Mo-ho-yen traveled on invi
tation from the Tibetan emperor from Sha-chou to Lhasa. Mo-ho-yen*s 
religious background is subject to some doubt. Even though he is 
routinely described with reference to Preceptor Kim, Wu-chu, and other 
figures quite outside his genealogy, his only known teachers were North
ern School figures.188

Mo-ho-yen apparently returned to Sha-chou after the debates men
tioned earlier, sometime during the 790s. According to Tibetan sources 
of the eleventh century he left in utter defeat at the hands of his Indian 
counterpart, but Tun-huang manuscripts in both Chinese and Tibetan 
indicate a more complex situation. Rather than defeat and the immediate 
expulsion of Chinese Buddhism from Tibetan soil, Mo-ho-yen's mission 
to Tibet left behind a continuing legacy of interest in Chinese-style 
approaches to religious practice. Since Northern School and other early 
Ch*an texts were translated into Uighur, Hsi-hsia, and presumably other 
Central Asian languages, we may infer that Chinese political interests— 
as well as pure religious zeal_ were fueling the dissemination of Ch’an 
across vast areas of Asia.



CHAPTER IV

The Developm ent o f  the “Transmission 
o f the Lamp” Histories

7. Legend and Encounter Dialogue in Ch*an Literature
The Introduction to this study included a brief comment on the differing 
values of history and legend in the study of Chinese Ch^an. Up to this 
point, however, we have been concerned almost entirely with history. 
Having finished our historical narrative, we may now turn to the devel
opment of the ^transmission of the lampn theory and the appearance of 
the texts in which it first appears.

In many ways, the most significant feature of the Northern School 
phase of early Ch*an history is not the set of achievements of individual 
masters, but the veritable flood of literature intended to explain the ori
gins and meaning of the new religious message. Since it was during the 
Northern SchooPs heyday that Ch'an first achieved a sense of its own 
identity as a single, unified entity within the framework of Chinese Bud
dhism, we need to learn as much as possible about both the origins and 
the implications of the ^transmission of the lamp'* theory, which consti
tutes the schooPs statement of its own history.

Rather than begin with the various sources of this theory in Indian and 
Chinese Buddhist literature, we can achieve greater focus by first outlin
ing the general place of the transmission texts withi^ the greater context 
of Ch'an literature. These texts constitute only one of three distinct 
major genre of that massive body of literature, the other two being 
the ^recorded sayings** (yii-lu) texts and the ^public case** (kung-an) 
anthologies.1”

Although not necessarily the oldest genre, the “recorded sayings” are 
the most fundamental of the three in that they are straightforwardly 
devoted to the spoken and literary output of individual Ch'an masters. 
Although they often contain poetry, short essays, and details about the 
lives of their subjects, recorded sayings texts are primarily devoted to the 
transcription of oral exchanges between masters and disciples. These
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exchanges include both verbal and nonverbal forms of communication— 
question and answer, silence, shouting* oral vilification, physical abuse, 
laughter, gesturing, and so on. Even though the reportage fails to make 
each and every vignette come completely alive, the “encounter dia
logue’’1，0 recorded in these texts was clearly a unique and spirited form 
of communication aimed at the ultimate achievement of the religious 
quest， the realization of enlightenment. The master poses a question or 
paradox and the students struggle to understand it. Or, just as often> the 
students state the questions and the master tries to force them beyond the 
limitations of their own misconceptions. Occasionally an exegete or a 
devotee of Pure Land practices or scriptural recitation will appear to 
serve as a foil for the iconoclastic arguments of the Ch^n master, but 
there are also occasions when the master is surprised by an unexpectedly 
brilliant parry and thrust from a previously unnoticed student or visitor.

The ^public case*' anthologies are also composed primarily of encoun
ter dialogue, but the format differs in that these texts contain short selec
tions of encounter dialogue supplemented with commentary by one or 
more later masters. This different format reveals the extent to which the 
spontaneous examples of the Ch’an masters of the T’ang and Five 
Dynasties periods had been transformed into classical precedents to be 
studied and emulated in a ritualized process of meditation and religious 
inquiry. The ultimate aim of these anthologies, of course, was to provide 
a set of subjects for meditation that would enable the student to achieve 
his own complete self-realization. But notice what was required: At a 
time when traditional Buddhist education was being continually under
cut by the relative decline of the religion in China, Ch'an masters com
posed anthologies of forty-eight or a hundred or more subjects of 
meditation that could only be understood by those conversant with con
ventional Buddhist concepts—and, even more specifically, with the use 
of those concepts within the Ch’an tradition. Although ultimately the 
student had to transcend conceptualized expressions of Buddhism in 
order to achieve the supreme goal, he first had to understand those 
expressions before being able to achieve that transcendent experience. 
The public case anthologies were, in a word, pedagogic tools of the most 
basic order.191

2. The Structure and Function o f  the 
“Transmission o f  the L am p” Texts

Just as with the “recorded sayings” texts and “public case” anthologies， 
the basic ingredient of the ^transmission of the lamp** texts or transmis
sion histories is the transcription of encounter dialogue. Here, however, 
the overall framework in which such transcription appears is all-impor
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tant. Rather than being the sum of all the known sermons, dialogues, 
and verses, etc., of a single master, or a selection of short individual 
encounters drawn from the entire lore of such dialogues, the transmis
sion hist ❶  lies include the most representative teachings ❶  f all the recog- 
nized Ch'an masters known at the time. Since each master is considered 
within the context of his own religious generation, the result is a complex 
genealogicaltreethatisheavilyannotatedwithencounterdialogue.

The greatest of all these works, the Ching-te ch9uan-teng lu (CTL), 
devotes an entry to the lives and teachings of each of the following over
lapping groups of individuals:

1. Seven Buddhas of the past, culminating in Sakyamuni
2. T\venty-eight Indian Patriarchs, beginning with Sakyamuni and 

ending with Bodhidharma (These two men receive only one entry apiece, 
of course.)

3. Six Chinese Patriarchs, from Bodhidharma to Hui-neng
4. Numerous subsequent Chinese masters descended from Hui-neng 

and other early figures, listed according to religious generation and 
extending to the period just before the compilation of the C TV 4*1

Where the HKSC and other works of the ^biographies of eminent 
monks** genre strive to embrace the entire panorama of Buddhist activity 
by including translators, exegetes, meditators, thaumaturges, and so on, 
the CTL and other similar texts limit themselves to cataloguing all the 
various expressions of the one Ultimate Truth of Buddhism. The fol
lowers of Ch'an were certainly not unaware of the activities of transla
tion and exegesis, sutra recitation, and thaumaturgy, but to them only 
those who experienced transmission of the true teachings and enlighten
ment to the ''Mind Nature" actually participated in the Buddhist religion 
per se.

The transmission histories> like all other Ch*an works, were intended 
to function as catalysts for the enlightenment of the readers by exposing 
them to examples of true religiosity and perfected behavior. In addition 
to this lofty goal, these texts had two other purposes of a propagandists 
and quasi-historical nature: (1) to glorify the sages of the past and 
thereby legitimize the status of their living disciples and (2> to rationalize 
the origins and existence of the Ch'an School itself. The latter is of 
greater importance here, since one of the tasks undertaken by the North
ern School was to establish Ch^n as a legitimate—in its own eyes, the 
legitimate—school of Chinese Buddhism.

This task was rendered difficult by the fact that Ch*an lacked any sin
gle underlying scriptural tradition from which it could trace its descent. 
Unlike the TMen-fai School, for example, which used the Lotus SQtra, or
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the Pure Land School, which revered the three Pure Land scriptures, the 
Ch*an School did not have any specific canon that might provide the 
answers to its particular religious dilemmas. On the contrary, the very 
existence of Ch'an was based on a reaction against the excessive reliance 
on scriptural study, and the school seems to have purposely avoided iden
tification with any specific scriptural tradition. Instead, Ch*an presented 
itself as a “separate transmission outside the teachings” and cautioned its 
followers “Do not rely on words!” True, as a meditation school, Ch’an 
grew out of centuries of Chinese Buddhist religious practice, but as a 
school, nonetheless, it had to establish its own identity separate from— 
and yet somehow superior, in its own terms, to—the other Chinese 
Schools, h did this by formulating the “transmission of the lamp” 
theory.

3, The Theoretical Basis o f  the “Transmission o f  the Lam p” Texts
Either in spite of or because of the effort required to overcome the prob
lems just mentioned, the Ch'an School achieved an astonishing degree of 
success in carving out its own unique niche within Chinese Buddhism. 
The primary means by which Ch'an succeeded in this task was the cre
ation of a long series of transmission texts, beginning with the Northern 
School works of the early eighth century and culminating, but not end
ing, with the CTL at the beginning of the eleventh. These texts are gener
ally constructed of the following four elements: 1 2 *

1. The ineffable teaching: Ch'an is more emphatic than any other 
Buddhist School in its position that the ultimate goal of religious practice 
cannot be understood with words. Elsewhere this ineffability is taken to 
mean that the words of the scriptures point at some higher, more abstract 
truth, but in Ch'an those very words are perceived as impediments to 
understanding. At the very least, one must not cling to the doctrinal for
mulations of the sutras or turn them into unalterable dogma. Although 
Ch’an texts would deny its existence as a cognitively conceivable entity, 
they all point to some central teaching, some Ultimate Truth to which 
each of the masters of Ch'an become enlightened one after another.

2. The enlightened master: A buddha, patriarch, or Ch'an master is 
someone who has achieved the experience of enlightenment, someone 
who completely and perfectly embodies the ineffable truth. Because of 
his status as the embodiment of ultimate reality, his every action and 
word becomes the expression of that reality. Each and every moment of
his life is a simple and direct statement of the highest Buddhist doctrine, 
each pronouncement the perfect response of enlightenment to a specific 
situation. Thus the method by which he teaches is not the logical exposi-
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tion of Buddhist doctrine, but the perfect and immediate response to the 
needs of his students—needs that are often so well hidden by their preoc
cupation with traditional Buddhist doctrines that he must resort to 
extraordinary methods of instruction. In addition, because of his wis
dom and ability as a teacher, the enlightened master is the administrative 
head of his own religious community and even the guardian of Buddhism 
during his lifetime.

3. The gifted successor(s): Although each master may have many stu
dents, only one, or perhaps a few, has a special aptitude for his teach
ings. The gifted successor's biography, to the extent that it is given, is 
made to indicate his instinctual affinity for the ineffable truth. He may 
be uninterested in the usual children*s games and given to strange pro
nouncements and quiet meditation as a youth. He may be totally uninter
ested in scriptural study or, alternatively, a brilliant student who eventu- 
ally burns his books and turns to meditation. The decision to strive for 
enlightenment, once made, is pursued with uncommon zeal. He may 
encounter incredible obstacles and be on the very point of giving up his 
quest entirely, but eventually he achieves the ultimate goal and becomes 
an enlightened master in his own right. Even so, the first inspiration does 
not mean that all becomes easy for him, for the complete internalization 
of the truth often takes years of additional effort.

4. The succession of enlightened masters: As each individual successor 
achieves his own realization of perfection, his master grants him uautho- 
rization” or “certification” （y/Vi-Ar’o, or in Japanese). This consti
tutes permission to embark on an independent teaching career. Each stu- 
dent who receives such authorization and embarks on a teaching career 
of his own immediately assumes the role of successor and community 
leader within the framework of his own activities. Since each generation 
of students is thus related through religious genealogy to those preceding 
and following it, the result is an unbroken chain of enlightened masters 
and their communities of students beginning with ^dkyamuni and the 
other Buddhas of the past and extending down to the present. 4

4. The Origin o f  the Transmission Theory
Now that we have taken a brief look at the “transmission of the lamp” 
theory as it existed at the beginning of the eleventh century, let us turn to 
the relevant antecedents to this theory in Indian and Chinese Buddhist 
literature. Obviously, space does not permit a full treatment of this sub
ject here; the comments pertaining to Indian Buddhism will be especially 
brief.

Not surprisingly, the ideal image of the enlightened master and the 
prototype of the religious succession were derived from the biography of
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the historical Buddha. The story of his life was well known to Chinese 
Buddhists and formed the basis for numerous hagiographical embellish
ments found within the epitaphs and biographical statements for mem
bers of the Ch'an School. (See, for example, the account of Tao-hsin^ 
death given in Chapter II, Section 2.) Therefore, it would not be unrea
sonable to suppose that events in the Buddha's legendary biography were 
used as justifications for the validity of the transmission theory. Actually, 
in some ways just the opposite seems to have been the case, since the Chi
nese theory was designed to overcome the influence of the orthodox 
Indian Buddhist tradition.

Many of the same elements used in the creation of this important the
ory of Chinese Ch'an were present during the formative years of primi
tive Indian Buddhism, but generally with a distinctly different cast. First, 
the Buddha's ultimate teaching was certainly considered ineffable. Note, 
for example, his refusal to define the state of nirvana or to discuss issues 
such as the existence or nonexistence of the enlightened sage after death 
(the so-called avyQkrta issues).193 Second, the sermons of the Buddha 
that were so diligently preserved through memorization and oral repeti
tion might be considered his urecorded sayings,5* as they were in later 
Ch*an. Nevertheless, the type of theoretical analysis to which these ser
mons were subjected was radically different from the methodology of 
Chinese Ch*an. The Buddha's personal example was an extremely impor
tant factor in the success of his order, but there is little indication that he 
taught with the same demonstrative repartee used by the Ch'an masters.

In addition, the historical Buddha's refusal to select a successor to 
assume his position after his own passing was one of the most important 
determinants of the ultimate course of Indian Buddhism.194 This refusal 
is thought to have enhanced Buddhism’s ability to expand beyond the 
confines of a single religious community; in any case, the role of admin
istrative and spiritual figurehead that the Buddha specifically refused to 
fill was essentially identical to the role of the patriarch or Ch*an master 
in later Chinese Buddhism.

The Mahayana reaction against early Buddhist sectarianism included 
certain attitudes similar to those expressed in the transmission theory. 
Much as exegetes and rigid theoreticians are mocked in Ch*an texts, 
Ananda was caricatured within the 〇/  literature and
other scriptures as capable of rote memorization but no real understand
ing. Interestingly, some of the early versions of the transmission idea 
begin with similar descriptions of Ananda's role and personality.

The emphasis on the importance of prajM  in the Mahdydna has 
frequently been correlated, quite legitimately, with the type of under
standing sought in Ch'an.l9S It can also be argued that the grandiose 
metaphysical imagery of the Mahdydna scriptures made the goal of
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enlightenment appear substantially less rationalistic and more profound 
一 if more distant_ than in HTnayana texts. Finally, the redefinition of 
the Buddha's identity as one in a long series of perfectly enlightened 
sages opened the door to the Ch'an idea of a succession of equally quali
fied masters.

The most important factor in the development of the transmission of 
the lamp theory, however, was equally operant in both Hlnaydna and 
Mahdydna Buddhism: the passage of time. As every student of Bud
dhism knows, the more time elapsed after the death of the Buddha, the 
more uncertain his followers became about whether they had access to 
the true, unalloyed teachings. In the last analysis, the councils and 
schisms that occurred were all based on the problem of maintaining an 
understanding and practice of Buddhism that was true to the teachings of 
the religion's founder. The occasional persecution of Buddhism by un
sympathetic potentates made the situation even worse: Not only anxious 
about whether their understanding was accurate and complete, the fol
lowers of Buddhism were struck as well with a kind of crisis conscious
ness. The fear of repeated persecution induced them to take special steps 
to preserve the Dharma, including the first written transcription of the 
scriptures in Sri Lanka and the compilation of meditation sutras in 
Kashmir.196 5

5. The TYansmission Theory in Early Chinese Buddhism

Although the transmission theory had a number of antecedents in Indian 
Buddhism, only those known to the Chinese tradition will be discussed 
here. The most elementary prototypes of the theory occur in lists of 
orthodox successions from the Buddha found in Vinaya and meditation 
texts.

The motive for the Chinese Vinaya lists was clearly to maintain 
authenticity of textual reproduction within a tradition that was originally 
oral, not written. Two such lists exist, containing the names of twenty- 
seven and twenty-four men, respectively, who either ^heard** (wen) or 
“transmitted” （/wj the K/’/m少仏 With the exception of the first figure list- 
ed, Upali, who was chosen to recite the Buddha*s pronouncements on the 
Vinaya at the First Council, the two lists are completely different. These 
lineages, by the way, were probably recorded not for their general inter
est, but because they defined the religious heritage of the translators of 
the texts in question.197

The earliest comparable lists from the meditation tradition are found 
in Seng-yu^ (438-518) Chfu san-tsang chi chi (Collection o f Notes [Con
cerning the] Translation o f the TYipifaka), which was compiled in 515 and 
revised shortly thereafter. This text contains two lists (or two variants of
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the same list) of Sarvastivadin masters beginning with the Buddha and 
ending with the names of several important Kashmiri figures. These lists 
include either fifty-three or fifty-four names, each of which is given a 
number and, generally, either the title bodhisattva or arhat (for example, 
“Arhat Kumiirajlva， number twelve” or “Dharmatrata Bodhisattva， 
number fifty-three”). The portions of these two lists that are relevant to 
our discussion are as follows:

Mahdkd^yapa
Ananda
Madhyflntika
§a〇avdsa
Upagupta
拿 * *
Prajftdtdra (?) 
Puciyatdra 
Buddhasena 
Dharmatrdta

Ananda 
Madhydntika 
â âvdsa 

Upagupta 
* * *
Prajftfltdra
Buddhasena
Dharmatrdta

The first four or five names on these lists (before the three asterisks, 
which mark the omission of names irrelevant to our discussion) are iden- 
tical to those found in the ■少 mw?容 cAwat/i or 〇/
Asoka). Excerpts of this account are found in several other early works 
included in the Chinese canon. The last three or four names imply that 
these lists were originally intended to describe the religious heritage 
of Buddhabhadra, a student of Buddhasena known as both a medita
tion master and translator.199 Thus they are obviously related to the 
Ta-mo-to-lo ch*an ching (Meditation Sutra o f  Dharmatritta) and its 
prefaces.

6. The Ta-mo-to-lo chf an ching 
(Meditation Sutra of Dharmatrata) and Its Prefaces

Buddhabhadra's Ta-mo-to-lo ch9an ching and its prefaces by Hui-yuan 
and Hui-kuan constitute a very important source for the development of 
the Ch*an transmission theory. These documents give us an impression of 
Buddhabhadra’s conception of his own religious background that is 
more clear than the lists just mentioned. In addition, the contents of this 
sutra and its prefaces were explicitly mentioned by at least two major 
innovators of the Ch，an tradition.200 One of the reasons this siitra and its 
prefaces were so utilized, no doubt, is that their description of the trans
mission of the Dharma is more profound than the description in the A-yii 
wang chuan, where religious transmission is described very simply and 
on a purely verbal level. In addition, the Ta-mo-to-lo ch*an ching is, as its 
title indicates, a meditation sQtra.
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The sutra and its prefaces include the following lists of name$> which 
are obviously truncated versions of the SarvastivSdin lists given earlier:

SQtra
Mahdkd 古 yapa
Ananda
Madhydntika
^d〇avdsa
Upagupta
Vasumitra

Samgharak$a

Dharmatrdta

Puriyamitra

Hui-yuan

Ananda 
Madhyantika 
^anavasa 
Upagupta 
(five schools 

of Vinaya) 
Dharmatrdta and 

Buddhasena

Hubkuan

Ananda
Madhydntika

Puoyamitra

Puoyaldta (?)

Dharmatrdta 
and Buddhasena 

Buddhabhadra20'

The reader cannot fail to notice the many variations among these three 
lists and between these lists and those introduced earlier from the Ch9u 
san-tsang chi-chi. In addition, the contemporaries Dharmatrata and 
Buddhasena are listed as if they were master and disciple in the Ch*u san- 
tsang chi-chi lists. The sheer number of these anomalies implies an incon
sistency in Buddhabhadra's reportage of his own religious background. 
Perhaps the very notion of defining one's religious identity by a geneal
ogy of masters was only beginning to emerge in Buddhabhadra^ native 
Kashmir.

In spite of these inconsistencies, the motives within the Kashmiri tradi
tion for producing the Ta-mo-toAo ch9an ching and for devising such lin
eage descriptions were identical to the motives behind the development 
of the Ch’an lineage theory in China. Hui-yuan’s preface reads:

Ananda received the complete [transmission of the Buddha’sl oral teach
ings, but he always concealed this within his own mind fromthose who were 
not [fit to receive them】 • • •  Shortly after the 72r/A^a/aemeredintonir- 
v ^ a , Ananda transmitted (the teaching] to his fellow disciple Madhydn- 
tika. Madhydntika transmitted it to Sd〇avasa . . . The achievement (of 
enlightenment by Ananda, Madhydntika, and ^anavdsa] transcended words 
and was not described in the sOtras, being【furthermore] not the least bit dif- 
ferent from [that of the Tbthdgafa], Afterward came Upagupta . . .

From the time [of the five schools of Vinaya onward, everyone) worried 
about the ancient texts each time there was any worldly disturbance. Each 
of the schools' students included those who were [fit to transmit the teach
ing]. They were all fearful that Che great Dharma might come to an end. 
How profound was the basis for their sorrow! Therefore, they each wrote 
meditation sutras in order to promote Che practice [of meditation|.. . .

Further, (the sages of the five schools] were able to respond perfectly and
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without restriction to the [needs of the] times. They concealed their names 
and activities so that no one knew of them. Such persons【fit to transmit the 
teaching] cannot be defined by sectarian labels. Being undefinable by sectar
ian labels, neither do they produce any teaching outside [of the True 
Dharma].. . .

The present translation is derived from [the teachings of] Dharmatrdta 
and Buddhasena. These men were the paragons of the Western realm, the 
patriarchs of the meditation teaching.202

It is instructive to note the following aspects of Hui-yuan’$ explana
tion, some of which also apply to the later Ch’an theory of the transmis- 
sion of the lamp: (1) the transmission of the true teachings of Buddhism 
occurred unbeknownst to the majority of the religion's followers and 
without any reference to its occurrence in any prior written record; (2) 
the true teaching that was transmitted was accessible to adherents of all 
schools of Buddhism, according to their own individual capacity; (3) the 
true sages of these schools all wrote meditation sutras so that the teach
ings of Buddhism would survive any eventuality; and (4) the Ta-mo-lo-to- 
lo ch*an ching contained the accurate teachings of Buddhism because its 
author was a direct lineal descendant of the Buddha. Of course， a contra
diction exists between the implicit assumption that the transmission 
transcended words and the assertion that the sutra in question contained 
the true teachings of Buddhism.203

7. Other Evidence Related to the Provenance o f  
the Transmission Theory

Ch'an was not the only school of Chinese Buddhism to include a state
ment of religious genealogy in its literature. The TMen-t^ai School justi
fies its own version of the Buddhist teachings on the basis of two differ- 
ent definitions of religious transmission. In one version Hui-wen's 
mastery of the Ta chih-tu lun is presented as evidence of his status as a 
direct religious descendant of NSgarjuna. In another version Hui-ssu and 
Chih-i are said to have been present in former lifetimes at the exposition 
of the Lotus Sutra, thus giving them a direct connection to the Buddha 
himself.204

The best-known TMen-fai reference to a lineage scheme—and the one 
that has generated the greatest interest in relation to the study of Ch'an_  
is that based on the Fu fa-tsang yin-yuan chuan (History o f the Transmis
sion o f the Dharma-store). This text, which appeared in the latter half of 
the fifth century, lists twenty-three lineal successors from the Buddha to 
one Simha Bhik$u, who died without religious issue at the hands of an 
anti-Buddhist monarch in Kashmir. Since the succession was thus cut off 
long before it reached China, the T’ien-t’ai School masters postulated
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the successions from Nagarjuna and Sakyamuni just mentioned.205 This 
reference to a lineal succession is a certification of the growing strength 
of the idea of religious genealogy at the end of the sixth century.

Since I have just mentioned the Ta chih-tu lun, it may be appropriate 
to consider the following passage:

Although Ananda was very gifted he was inclined to be a irHvaka9 only 
seeking his own emancipation. Therefore, [the Buddha] informed [Ananda 
of his duties vis-i-vis the transmission】 three times, so that the transmission 
would prevent Buddhism from ever coining to an end. [The Buddha said]: 
“You should teach a disciple. Your disciple should then teach another per
son, and so on， each teaching phe next】 . This is like one lamp lighting other 
lamps, so that the light becomes greater and greater. Do not be the last per
son [in this succession], the one with no seed!"2*6

Although this passage does not refer explicitly to any ineffable teaching 
outside the scriptures, once again there is an obvious effort to remake 
Ananda's image as the devoted but uncomprehending recorder of the 
Buddha's words. The metaphor of the lamp and related terms do occur 
frequently in the biographies of pre-Ch'an School meditation specialists 
in the //A"SC. Not only are 狂 number of monks described as having indi
vidually “transmitted the lamp” of their predecessor’s teachings, but the 
following account also appears in the biography of the eccentric religieux 
Pao-chih:

When he was about to die, [Pao-chih] lit a single lamp in order to depute 
[the responsibility for matters] after [his own death] to the official Wu 
Ch’ing. When【Wul Ch’ing heard of this he said with a lament: “The Great 
Master is going to remain no longer. Is the lamp to indicate that the subse
quent affairs are consigned to me?,，2°7

Certainly this graphic demonstration can leave no doubt that the symbol
ism of the lamp and the responsibilities of the duly selected religious suc
cessor were well known in the Chinese Buddhist tradition long before the 
advent of the Ch’an School.20* 8

8. Hints o f  the Transmission Theory in an Early Ch’an Text
Several references occur in Northern Ch^n literature to uone lamp light
ing many lamps.**209 Nevertheless, no explicit statement of the transmis
sion theory is made in any of the earliest ^transmission of the Iampf> 
texts themselves. In addition, whereas virtually all of the information 
cited in previous sections relates to the transmission of the teachings in 
India and the "western regions/* the primary focus of the earliest Ch*an 
texts is the sequence and definition of the transmission that occurred 
on Chinese soil. In fact, only three references are made in Northern
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Ch'an literature to the Indian patriarchs. Two of these are based on Hui- 
yuan's preface to the Ta-mo-to-Io ch*an ching and will be discussed pres
ently.

The third such reference occurs in an intriguing but patently contrived 
work entitled Hsien-te chi yu shuang-feng shan-t'a ko Van hsuan-li^ 
shih-erh (Twelve Previous Worthies Gather at the Stupa on Mount 
Shuang-feng to Discuss the Mysterious Principle).119 Although not the 
oldest manifestation of the transmission theory in Ch'an literature, in 
some ways this text is the most primitive. As is partially apparent from 
the work's title, the following masters are transported out of time and 
space to Hung-jen's burial site to present comments on the practice of 
meditation (only their names are of interest at the moment):

1. Parsva: An early second-century Indian monk remembered as the 
compiler of the MahdvibhSsa, a massive Abhidharma compendium. He 
also figures in Kumarajiva^s Tso-ch*an san-mei ching and both of the 
Sarvastiv^din lineage lists discussed earlier.2"

2. A^vagho$a: This man was an important author of Mahaydna Bud
dhist literature, best known in China for the Ta-sheng ch*i-hsin lun 
(Awakening o f Faith in the Mahdydna). His verses also occur in the Tso- 
ch'an san-mei ching and his name in the Sarvdstivddin lists cited earlier, 
where he is listed immediately after Parsva.212

3. Chao: This could be Fa-ju*s student Hui-chao, known only as a resi
dent of Shao-Iin ssu, but the identification is uncertain.215

4. Buddha: Also known as Bhadra, this is the famed teacher of Seng- 
ch’ou and first resident of Shao-lin ssu.

5. K*o: The conjunction of the names Buddha and [Hui\-kfo makes 
one wonder whether there may have been some confusion about the dis
tinction between the names Buddha and Bodhidharma.

6. Chiung (= Ming): The same unusual character also occurs elsewhere 
as a mistake for Dharma Master Ming, or Ta-ming (“Big Ming”） ， of the 
San-lun School.214

7. Min: This man is probably the teacher of Hui-ming, or ChMng-pu 
Ming (t(BIue-robed Ming**), another San-lun School figure already men
tioned earlier with regard to Fa-ju.213

8. Neng: This can only be Hui-neng, the legendary figurehead of the 
Southern School.

9. Hsien: This could be Fa-hsien (discussed earlier in Chapter II, Sec
tion 15), but the identification is uncertain.216

10. Tao: Unknown.
11. Tsang: This may be Hui-tsang of Hua-chou, an obscure figure 

listed as one of Hung-jen*s ten major disciples, but the identification is 
uncertain.217
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12. Hsiu: Here we find the name of Shen-hsiu, the major figure of the 
Northern School.

That all these individuals are portrayed in a gathering at Hung-jen's 
stnpa on Mount Shuang-feng is an important indication of his impor
tance in the collective memory of the members of the Northern School* 
Moreover， this fanciful gathering represents the germ of the transmission 
concept: Although there is no explicit statement of a lineal succession 
from one to the next, they are listed in roughly chronological order and 
include both Indian and Chinese figures. The identity of the twelve 
worthies included here一which include two important Indian figures, 
one of the most famous adepts ever to carry the teaching of meditation to 
China, and at least two San-lun School authorities, not to mention Hui- 
k’o and the other explicitly Ch’an figures—indicates the breadth of the 
Northern School's sense of its own background.

9. Fa-ju^Epitaph
The earliest statement of the ^transmission of the lamp*' theory in any 
Ch*an text occurs in an epitaph for Fa-ju, who has been discussed in 
Chapter II, Section 7 as a long-time student of Hung-jen's and one of the 
first Ch'an monks to be active in the cultural and administrative center 
of China. The epitaph, which was no doubt written shortly after Fa-ju’s 
death in 689, includes the following:

The transmission [of the teaching] in India was fundamentally without 
words, [so that] entrance into this teaching is solely [dependent on] the 
transmission of the mind. Therefore, the preface to the Meditation SUtra o f  
Dharmatrdta by Dharma Master [Hui]-yuan of Mount Lu says:

Ananda received all the oral teachings [of the Buddha, but] he always 
concealed them in his heart when in contact with those unfit [to receive 
them] . . . Shortly after the TathQgata's nirvana, Ananda transmitted 
[the oral teachings] to Madhydntika and Madhydntika transmitted them 
to ^d〇avflsa . . . The achievement [of Ananda, Madhyantika, and 
vflsa] was beyond words and is not discussed in the sutras, but was exactly 
and without the slightest difference as pre-ordained by the Original Mas
ter (i.eM the Buddha). They were able to respond perfectly to any occa
sion, concealing their identities and accomplishments so that no one knew 
of them. These men cannot be distinguished according to school because 
they taught a truth separate [from sectarian doctrines].

It was the Tripitaka master of south India, Dharma Master Bodhi- 
dharma, who inherited this teaching (tsung) and marched [with it to this] 
country in the East. The Biographies (? chuan) say:
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His inspired transformation [of sentient beings] (i.e., his ability as a 
teacher) being mysterious and profound, [Bodhidharma] entered the Wei 
[regime of north China] and transmitted [the teachings to HuiJ-k^, 
[Hui]-k*o transmitted them to [Seng]-ts*an, [Seng]-ts*an transmitted them 
to [Tao]-hsin, [Tao]-hsin transmitted them to [Hung]-jen, and [Hung]-jen 
transmitted them to [Fa]-ju.

[These masters all] transmitted [the teachings] but could not speak of 
them—if a person were not fit [to comprehend the teachings], who could 
possibly transmit them to him?218

It is a pity that more is not known about Fa-ju*s teachings, for this is a 
tantalizing passage indeed. Basically, the anonymous author of this epi
taph combined two types of information in developing a unique, even 
epochal, theory. The first source was Hui-yuan^ preface to the Ta-mo- 
to-lo chfan ching. One passage in this preface, which claimed that the 
best masters of all the schools were privy to the Ultimate Truth, was 
altered ever so slightly to imply that the teachings of Ch*an existed com
pletely apart from the sectarian traditions of Buddhism. The epitaph 
thus firmly avows the idea that the teaching of Ch’an was a “tranmission 
outside the teachings,” as it was put in later texts.219

The second type of information used in the epitaph may derive in part 
from the HKSC and other written works, but ultimately it consists of the 
oral tradition of Ch^an as it was known to Fa-ju and his survivors. It i$ 
interesting that this oral tradition introduces Bodhidharma as the true 
successor to the tradition of the Buddha, Ananda, et aL, completely 
ignoring Hui-yuan’s focus on Kashmir.220

The description of the succession from Bodhidharma to Fa-ju is inter
esting for two reasons. First, it is the earliest explicit indication of any 
link between the Bodhidharma tradition and the East Mountain Teach
ing. Second, the epitaph still leaves a great deal unsaid. Although the list
ing of six generations of lineal predecessors was a novelty in Chinese reli- 
gious literature,221 Fa-ju*s epitaph does not number or specifically 
identify the Hgures listed as ''patriarchs/* nor is the nature of the trans
mission from one to the other described. These details were only clarified 
in later works.

10. The A uthor o f  the Ch*vidiXiiz-x>^〇 c\i\
(Annals of the Transmission of the Dharma-treasure, or CFPC)

Fa-ju was eventually forgotten by the Ch*an tradition, but his teachings 
as contained in the epitaph (we can only assume that they are his rather 
than those of his anonymous eulogist) had a very substantial influence on 
the later development of the school’s awareness of its own identity. This 
influence was felt through the Ch9iian fa~pao chi (CFPC), the entire for
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mat of which depends on the passage from Fa-ju's epitaph quoted in the 
previous section.

Not only is the CFPC the single most important source for the study of 
the development of the ^transmission of the lamp** theory in the North
ern School, it also contains valuable documentation of the state of Ch^n 
in the two capitals shortly after Shen-hsiu’s death, anecdotal evidence of 
the hagiographical image of the ideal Ch’an master, and hints as to the 
status of factional distinctions within the Northern School. Shen-hui’s 
mention of the C/^PC in his attack on P，u-chi and the “Northern 
School” is further evidence of its importance.222

Professor Yanagida's analysis of the identity of the author of the 
CFPC has yielded helpful insights into the background of the text.223 The 
author was a layman named Tu Fei, a figure almost certainly identical to 
the Dharma Master Fei who was an early teacher of I-fu.224 Tu Fei’s 
statement that he was commissioned to write the CFPC by ufriend(s) 
from the past**225 must refer to I-fu and, perhaps, to P^-chi. That his
torical reality was apparently distorted to make Fa-ju appear to have 
received the transmission from Hung-jen earlier than did Shen-hsiu (see 
Chapter II， Section 11> is an indication of Tu Fei’s earlier association 
with Fa-ju.

A few plausible inferences can be made about Tu Fei’s attitudes toward 
the Ch*an of his day. First of all, his was an elitist view. He believed that 
only a few gifted individuals were capable of understanding Ch*an. He 
sharply criticized some of his ordained contemporaries who, solely in 
order to satisfy their own personal ambitions, falsely claimed spiritual 
experience and even transmission of the teachings to themselves.

This indignant posture toward the attitude of his contemporaries is in 
direct contrast with the reasons for which he was commissioned to write 
the CFPC: Whereas P^u-chi and I-fu undoubtedly wanted to glorify 
Shen-hsiu's successes and legitimize their own positions as successors to a 
lengthy line of enlightened ma$ters> Tu Fei clearly placed the responsibil
ity for the situation he criticizes squarely on the shoulders of the later 
patriarchs. These later patriarchs had decided to make Ch’an available to 
greater and greater numbers of people* instead of limiting its availability 
to the few individuals Tu Fei felt were motivated and gifted enough to 
understand it. At one point in the CFPC Tu Fei states his own belief that 
the adoration of former worthies might “ in some cases” inspire spiritual 
awakening in his future readers—a pointedly lukewarm endorsement of 
the value of his own efforts.226

11, The Contents o f  the Ch'iian fa-pao chi (CFPC)
The CFPC*s understanding of the transmission idea is obviously based 
on the epitaph for Fa-ju, but Tu Fei quotes even less of Hui-yuan*s pref
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ace to the Ta-mo-to-lo ch9an ching than did the epitaph. The CFPC 
includes no explicit definition of or commentary on the meaning of the 
religious succession. Like the epitaph, it lacks any description of or even 
a name for the role fulfilled by the seven masters to which the book is 
devoted: Bodhidharma，Hui-k’o, Seng-ts’an, Tao-hsin，Hung-jen, Fa-ju， 
and Shen-hsiu. These masters are neither numbered nor referred to ex
plicitly as ^patriarchs' as is the case in later texts. Instead, Tu Fei draws 
on a number of sources to develop colorful portraits of those individual 
masters.

The most heavily used source is, not surprisingly, the HKSC, but Tu 
Fei*s attitude toward this text is decidedly negative. In the section on 
Bodhidharma, the HKSC is indirectly criticized for including part of the 
Treatise on the 7Wo Entrances and Four Practices. Tu Fei admits that 
Bodhidharma may have used this text in the course of his instruction, but 
only as a provisional guide for beginning students. By the time the CFPC 
was written, the increasingly sophisticated image of the Ch*an master did 
not allow for such straightforward and simplistically organized doctrinal 
statements. In the same section on Bodhidharma, Tu Fei writes that Hui- 
k*o cut off his arm to prove his religious sincerity and expressly denies 
the “false version” in the / /尺SC involving mutilation by rebels.

These and other differences of detail between the HKSC and the 
CFPC may be understood when we consider the basic theoretical differ
ence between the two works. Whereas the HKSC is a comprehensive col
lection of biographies and comments intended to document the breadth 
of the entire Buddhist tradition in China, the CFPC presents itself as the 
history of the true teachings of Buddhism through seven generations of 
enlightened masters. Even more than other works written about the same 
time and deriving from other subtraditions of Chinese Buddhism, the 
CFPC is dedicated to the revision of the encyclopedic tendencies of the 
HKSC: For Tu Fei and the followers of Ch^an, their school was not just a 
subtradition, but the mainstream of the Buddhist religion.227

72. Ching-chueh and the Leng-chMeh shih-tzu chi (Records of the 
Masters and Disciples of the Lanka[vatara], or LCSTC)

The biography of Ching-chueh (683-ca. 750), the compiler of the 
LCSTC, is unique in the history of early Ch*an.228 He was a younger 
brother of Emperor Chung-tsung*s consort and eventual empress, the ill- 
fated Wei-shih (d. 710), and his family was repeatedly beset with tragedy 
because of this association. Ching-chueh’s parents were assassinated 
when he was only one year old and his brothers put to death eight years 
later;229 it is difficult to understand how he himself survived. He must 
have entered the priesthood while very young, but there no information 
exists about his early years.
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In 705 (at age twenty-three), while in residence at Mount T*ai-hang 
north of the Yellow River (Shansi/Honan), Ching-chueh wrote his own 
commentary on the Diamond Sutra.210 Shortly thereafter he must have 
traveled to Ch’ang-an and Lo-yang， where he studied under Shen-hsiu 
and, possibly, Lao-an.231 His most intimate religious relationship, how
ever, was with Hsuan-tse. Ching-chueh became Hsuan-tse^ student 
immediately after the latter’s invitation to court in 708 by Emperor 
Chung-tsung， who was Ching-chueh’s uncle. Hsuan-tse probably wrote 
the LC/FC sometime during the years 708-10.232

Ching-chueh no doubt left the two capitals after his elder sister Wei- 
shih*s disastrous misadventure of 710, when she attempted to assume 
power as Empress Wu had done some years before. He wrote the LCSTC 
sometime during the years 713-16 at his previous mountain retreat on 
Mount T^i-hang. His ignorance of the CFPC was no doubt the result of 
his absence from Ch^ng-an and Lo-yang after 710. Ching-chueh*s com
mentary on the Heart Sutra (this and the LCSTC are the only texts of his 
to survive) was written in a far-off corner of what is now Shensi Prov
ince. Sometime before his death he may have returned to Ch5ang- 
an, where he resided at Ta-an-kuo ssu, but this cannot be known for 
certain.233

We do not know the full extent of Hsuan-tse^ LCJFC, but it was pre
sumably dedicated to the major figures of the East Mountain Teaching/ 
Northern School: Hung-jen，Shen-hsiu, Lao-an, and—by inference at 
the very least—Hsuan-tse. The LCJFC may have contained sections 
devoted to Bodhidharma, Hui-k’o, Seng-ts’an， and Tao-hsin, but it 
probably did not; in any case, Ching-chueh does not quote the LCJFC in 
the early passages of the LCSTC. It is possible to infer that Hsuan-tse 
implicitly accepted the HKSC as the authoritative source for the biogra
phies of the earlier masters. Another notable difference between this 
work and Til Fei*s CFPC is the omission of any emphasis on Fa-ju*s role. 
Because of his claim as the recorder of Hung-jen*s last words, Hsuan-tse 
could not have admitted Fa-ju's importance without implicitly under
mining his own.234

Although Ching-chueh*s LCSTC evolves from the same general reli
gious environment and utilizes the same conceptual framework as the 
CFPC, the two works could hardly be any more different. Where the 
CFPC almost completely ignores the actual teachings of its subjects in 
favor of their biographies and the teacher-student relationships between 
them, the LCSTC refers to the religious succession from one master to 
the next in most matter-of-fact terms and concentrates instead on those 
masters* doctrines. (One notable exception to this is the LCSTOs quota
tion of Hung-jen*s alleged last words, introduced in Chapter II, Section
5.) The succession schema posited by the CFPC and the LCSTC also dif
fer: Where the former discusses seven masters from Bodhidharma to
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Shen-hsiu, never once mentioning any of their disciples, the latter places 
Gunabhadra before Bodhidharma, ignores Fa-ju, and refers to a total of 
twenty-four men who received transmission of the teachings of Ch*an. 
The treatment of Gunabhadra, which was based on his role as the trans
lator of the most commonly used version of the La^tkdvatSra Sutra, is an 
extraordinary anomaly among Ch’an historical texts. Even though the 
CFPCand the LCSTC derive from the same religious milieu, neither dis
plays any knowledge of the other. Clearly, they were completely indepen
dent works.

13. The Leng-ch?ieh shih-tzu chi (LCSTC) and 
the Lankavatara Sutra

Although Ching-chueh claimed to be writing a history of the “teachers 
and disciples of the Lankdvatdra^ he failed utterly at the documentation 
of his position.235 The only quotations from this scripture found in the 
LCSTC are commonplace slogans unrelated to the major doctrines of the 
scripture. On several occasions Ching-chueh states that a given master’s 
teachings were based on the Lankavatara, only to follow with an expla
nation of those teachings that completely ignores the sQtra. (See espe
cially the sections on Tao-hsin and Shen-hsiu.) Even the section devoted 
to Gunabhadra, which is included only because of his status as translator 
of the LankavatGra, lacks any particular emphasis on this text. In other 
words, Ching-chueh accepted the identification of Ch5an and the LankS- 
vatara—either out of deference to Hsuan-tse or for some unknown rea
son—but was unable or unwilling to explicate that identification in any 
meaningful way.

Even more than the CFPC, the LCSTC draws on a wide variety of dif
ferent source materials. In fact, the LCSTC suffers from a lack of inter
nal balance due to the heterogeneity of these sources and the great dis- 
parity in the amount of space the text devotes to the different masters. 
The sources used by Ching-chueh, in some cases surreptitiously, are as 
follows:

1. Numerous quotations from several sutras, the Awakening o f  Faith, 
the writings of Seng-chao, the HKSC, and material found in other 
Northern School Tun-huang manuscripts.

2. Several passages from the Hsiu-hsin yao tun (Essential Treatise on 
the Cultivation o f  the Mind, or HHYL), which is generally attributed to 
Hung-jen.

3. Bodhidharma^ f'/SZ/L, including the preface by T'an-lin.
4. A fragment from a commentary to Hui-ming^ Hsiang-hsuan fu  

(Ode on the Elucidation o f the Mysterious), attributed here to Seng- 
ts’an.
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5. Probably the entire text of a work attributed here to Tao-hsin, the 
Ju-tao an-hsin yaofang-pien fa-men (Essential Teaching o f  the Expedi
ent Means o f Pacifying the Mind and Entering the Path, or JTFM).

6. Hsuan-tse*s LCJFC, either in its entirety or nearly so.
7. Several imperial proclamations relating to Shen-hsiu, perhaps first 

included in the LCJFC.
8. An unknown source, perhaps the oral tradition, for questions and 

paradoxical statements attributed to Gunabhadra, Bodhidharma, Hui- 
k’o, and Shen-hsiu.236

Some of the ways in which Ching-chueh uses these sources indicate the 
true extent and purpose of his efforts. He uses the HHYL, for example, 
but not for his exposition of Hung-jen9s teachings and without mention
ing it by name. Instead, he makes a thinly veiled reference to the illegiti
macy of its popular attribution to Hung-jen and plagiarizes it to All out 
his sections on Gunabhadra and Hui-k^.237 The use of the commentary 
fragment found in conjunction with Seng-ts’an’s name (item 4 in this list) 
is even more egregious. Although it is of course impossible to prove that 
Seng-ts'an did not write the commentary in question, the most reason
able interpretation is that Ching-chueh knew absolutely nothing about 
the teachings of Hui-k’o’s successor and arbitrarily inserted part of an 
anonymous commentary.

Therefore, if Ching-chueh had wished to make more of a case for the 
identification of Ch'an with the LankQvatQra Sutra, he did not fail 
because of a lack of effort or ingenuity. Either he did not feel moved to 
do so, or he did not have sufficient source material to support such a 
position.

14. The Northern School and Encounter Dialogue
In the description of the three major genres of Ch’an literature in Section 
1 of this Chapter I stated that the primary ingredient of the ^transmis
sion of the lamp** texts is the transcription of encounter dialogue. At first 
glance, this does not seem to be true of the Northern School texts under 
consideration here. These texts contain a number of stories intended to 
illustrate the inspired and unconventional behavior of the Northern 
School masters, not to mention several references to their spontaneous 
and intuitive teaching styles, but there are no actual dialogues between 
these teachers and their students. Must we therefore refrain from consid
ering the CFPC and LCSTCas full-fledged transmission texts?

The LCSTC, at least, may contain a partial transcript of prototypical 
encounter dialogue exchanges. This text includes an intriguing set of rhe
torical questions and short doctrinal admonitions, which it refers to as 
“questions about things” （literally, “pointing at things and asking the
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meanings/' chih-shih wen~i). Such questions and admonitions are attrib
uted to several of the early masters, as shown by the following examples:

(Gunabhadra)

When [Gu〇abhadra] was imparting wisdom to others, before he had even 
begun to preach the Dharma, he would assess [his listeners* understanding 
of physical] things by pointing at a leaf and [asking]: “What is that?”

He would also say: (<Can you enter into a [water] pitcher or enter into a 
pillar? Can you enter into a fiery oven? Can a stick【from up on the] moun
tain preach the Dharma?”

He would also say: “Does your body enter pnto the pitcher，etc”】 or docs 
your mind enter?”

He would also say: (<There is a pitcher inside the building, but is there 
another pitcher outside the building? Is there water inside the pitcher, or is 
there a pitcher inside the water? Or is there even a pitcher within every single 
drop of water under heaven? M

He would also say: UA leaf can preach the Dharma; a pitcher can preach 
the Dharma; a pillar can preach the Dharma; a building can preach the 
Dharma; and earth, water, fire, and wind can all preach the Dharma. How 
is it that mud, wood, tiles, and rocks can also preach the Dharma?"

(Bodhidharma)

The Great Master [Bodhidharma] also pointed at things and inquired of 
their meaning, simply pointing at a thing and calling out: *4What is that?" 
He asked about a number of things, switching their names about and asking 
about them [again] differently.

He would also say: (<Clouds and mists in the sky are never able to defile 
space. However, they can shade space [so that the sun] cannot become 
bright and pure … •”

(Hung-jen)

The Great Master [Hung-jen] said: 4<There is a single little house filled 
with crap and weeds and dirt一 what is it?”

He also said: MIf you sweep out all the crap and weeds and dirt and clean 
it all up so there is not a single thing left inside, then what is i t ? . .

Also, when he saw someone light a lamp or perforin any ordinary activity, 
he would always say: 4<I$ this person dreaming or under a spell?" Or he 
would say: MNot making and not doing, these things are all the great 
parinirvGna.*9

He also said: <cWhen you are actually sitting in meditation inside the 
monastery, is there another of you sitting in meditation in the forest? Can 
all the mud, wood, tiles, and rocks also sit in meditation? Can mud, wood， 

tiles, and rocks also see forms and hear sounds, or put on robes and carry a 
begging bowl?”
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(Shen-hsiu)

[Shen-hsiu] also said: MIs this mind a mind that exists? What kind of 
mind is the mind?”

He also said: wWhen you see form, does form exist? What kind of form is 
form?”

He also said: uYou hear the sound of a bell that is struck. Does [the 
sound】 exist w hen【the bell] is struck? Before it is struck? What kind of 
sound is sound?” He also said: “Does the sound of a bell that is struck only 
exist within the monastery, or does the bell's sound also exist [throughout] 
the universe [in all the] ten directions?9*

Also, seeing a bird fly by, he asked: “What is that?”
He also said: ^Can you sit in meditation on the tip of a tree's hanging 

branch?”
He also said: 4<The Nirvana Sutra says: *The Bodhisattva with the Limit

less Body came from the East.* If the bodhisattva's body was limitless in 
size, how could he have come from the East? Why did he not come from the 
West, South, or North? Or is this impossible?**231

Sekiguchi Shindai has already suggested that these “questions about 
things” resemble the “public cases” of later Ch’an. Unfortunately, his 
analysis was so superficial and unconvincing that it inspired unusually 
harsh criticism from Yanagida, who accused him of approaching the 
issue with an incorrect preconception of public cases.2391 would suggest 
that, rather than being correlated with the public case anthologies of the 
eleventh century and beyond, this Northern School material should be 
compared to the idiosyncratically Ch'an style of encounter dialogue that 
developed before the end of the eighth century. These “questions about 
things” represent the earliest recorded phase in the development of this 
type of religious dialogue.

15• Encounter Dialogue，Ma-tsu Tao-i, and the Northern School
At this point the skeptical reader may be thinking: Encounter dialogue 
developed in the Hung-chou School of Ma-tsu Tao-i, which flourished 
more than a half century after the Northern School in an area of south- 
central China far removed from Ch’ang-an and Lo-yang. Ma-t$u was a 
religious descendant of Hui-neng through Nan-yueh Huai-jang (677- 
744) and thus a member of the Southern rather than the Northern 
School. If anything, the use of encounter dialogue by Ma-tsu and his 
associates derives from his close association with Ch*an in Szechwan 
rather than from the practices of Shen-hsiu and the other members of the 
Northern School.

This view rests on a set of widespread but untenable preconceptions. 
First, a connection between Ma-tsu and the Northern School cannot be
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uncontestably denied. The claim that Huai-jang studied with Hui-neng 
cannot be proven and may have derived from competition with Shen- 
hui’s faction. Huai-jang is also supposed to have studied for a time under 
Lao-an (recalling the career of Ching-tsang, who also studied under Lao- 
an and Hui-neng) making Ma-tsu*s relationship with the Northern 
School at least as strong as that with Hui-neng.240

Second， it is erroneous to use the term “Southern School” to refer to 
some dominant trend beginning with Hui-neng and devolving eventually 
to Ma-tsu. The historical Hui-neng cannot be described as a member of 
the Southern School. Further， the “Southern School” of Shen-hui was 
not the only influence on the later Ch*an tradition; even the Platform 
Sutra, which has long been considered the most characteristic Southern 
School work, is now thought to have been compiled by a member of the 
Ox-head School, which defined itself as separate from the schools of 
North and South.241

Third, it would be unwise to suggest that Ma-tsu’s Hung-chou School 
of the late eighth century could have developed in ignorance of events 
that took place in the two capitals only a few decades earlier. Indeed, 
even though the Northern School achieved its greatest success in Lo-yang 
and Ch*ang-an, it never lacked at least a foothold in the provinces to the 
South.

Finally, it would be incorrect to suggest that the Northern School had 
no influence on the Szechwan factions of Ch^n. The LTFPC, which 
derives from one of those factions, contains exchanges that are very 
much like encounter dialogue, but it also displays marked deference to 
and influence by the Northern School.242

Obviously, this study cannot include a thorough investigation of the 
origins of encounter dialogue, for such an investigation would have to 
include reference to the antecedents of the practice in the Chinese classics 
and the salon dialogue of the Six Dynasties Period (ch'ing-Van or <(pure 
conversation”） ， not to mention a stylistic and doctrinal analysis of 
Hung-chou School texts. At this point I will limit the discussion to one 
issue: If the “questions about things” derive from prototypical encounter 
dialogues, why do Northern School texts fail to transcribe the entirety of 
those exchanges? This issue may be restated as follows: Why do the 
(<questions about things" include only the teachers* questions and com
ments, but nothing from the students? When posed in this fashion, the 
problem becomes relatively simple, for one of the most important differ
ences between traditional Chinese Buddhism and Ch'an is the attention 
devoted by the latter to the needs of the individual spiritual aspirant.

In other, earlier schools of Chinese Buddhism the universal cynosure 
was the gifted exegete, the inspired and saintly master. In the writings of
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such eminent figures (and their emulators) the problems of the religious 
training of individual practitioners merit only theoretical treatment. 
Such writings may contain impressive analyses of Buddhist doctrine, 
elaborate definitions of different types of meditation and the various 
approaches to practice, and so on, but they yield little or no concrete 
information about how the students of the day were led to achieve their 
own liberation.

In Ch’an texts of the ninth century and later, the master can hardly be 
perceived as an isolated entity. Instead, he is defined almost entirely by 
the kind of interaction he had with his students. These texts do indeed 
contain examples of the independent literary creativity of their subjects, 
but these examples are overshadowed by—and derive their validity from 
一 the surrounding reams of extemporaneous dialogue.

The transition from traditional Buddhist custom to Ch'an was there
fore a literary as well as a religious development. We can easily imagine 
that the chroniclers of early Ch’an simply did not realize the magnitude 
of the change that was taking place. Tu Fei, Ching-chueh, Chang Yueh, 
and Li Yung were all extremely well-educated members of the very high
est social class, who wrote their texts with a full awareness of traditional 
literary form. The inherent conservatism of such figures must have 
been especially strong in the composition of epitaphs and eulogies, works 
that were intended to dispatch their subjects in a last flurry of elegant 
prose rather than break any new doctrinal or religious ground. To in
clude the confused questions and misguided statements of students 
would have hindered the glorification of the recently departed subjects of 
these texts.

One clue to the nature of the literary development under discussion 
here occurs in I-fu*s epitaph by Yen TMng-chih* The author says that he 
and Tu Yti, another of I-fu’s epigraphers, collected the departed master’s 
sayings as they were remembered by his students. The two men were 
apparently unable to write down all of those sayings, presumably 
because of their great number. Even though they recognized the value of 
these sayings, neither of their epitaphs for I-fu contain anything that 
might correspond to the object of such a search.20

As time went on, the epitaphs of members of the Northern School and 
other figures important in the development of Ch9an began to include 
precisely this sort of material. For example, note the following exchange 
and commentary from the epitaph for P'u-chi's student Fa-yun (d. 766):

“Has the Buddha’s teaching been transmitted to you?”
(<I have a sandalwood image [of the Buddha] to which I pay reverence.** 
[This reply was] profound yet brief, and those listening felt chills of lone-
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liness. The day after (the questioner, a prominent official,] left, Fa-yun died 
without illness while sitting cross-legged on his chair.244

After all the hyperbole about Shen-hsiu’s being equivalent to a buddha 
and P，u-chi’s being the religious ruler of the universe, it is perfectly natu
ral to find d slightly later master deflating the idea of the transmission 
entirely.

The epitaph for Hui-chen (673-751), who was more closely affiliated 
with the TMen-t^i and Vinaya Schools than with Ch*an, includes a more 
explicit reference to and several examples of encounter dialogue:

uWhen people do not understand, I use the Ch*an [style of) teaching
<ch，an-shuo}•”

Q u e s t i o n : “Are not the teachings of the Southern and Northern 
[Schools] different?”

A n s w e r : ^Outside the gates o f  b o th  h o u s e s  is  a road to e v e r la s t in g  

peace.”
Q u e s t i o n : u D o  the results of religious practice vary according to the 

extent【of realization]?”
A n s w e r : t(When a drop of water falls from the c l i f f ,  it k n o w s  th e  m o r n 

in g  sea.*'
Q u e s t i o n : “How c a n  one who is without faith achieve self-motivation【in 

spiritual endeavor】？ ”
A n s w e r : “When the baby’s throat is closed (i.e.， when choking〉 ， the 

mother yells to frighten it [loose]. Great compassion is unconditioned, but it 
can also cause [a student to】 whimper.，，245

A confirmed skeptic might suggest that Hui-chen is merely answering 
in easily understood metaphors, rather than in some really new “Ch’an 
[style of] teaching.** If this is the case, it is clear that a new type of meta
phorical usage became the vogue in Chinese Buddhism during the second 
half of the eighth century, for such usage is also apparent in the biogra
phies of Fa-ch’in and Hsuan-lang， well-known representatives of the Ox- 
head and T’ien-t’ai Schools, respectively.246

Of course, the members of the Northern School were not necessarily 
the “inventors” of encounter dialogue, nor was their use of it identical to 
that of Ma-tsu and his followers. Indeed, the practice may have had a 
much wider currency than the extant body of literature suggests, and the 
members of the Northern School may have only been the first to legiti
mize its use in the Ch'an tradition. Until we have a better understanding 
of the transition from early Ch*an to the 4<golden ageM actitivies of Ma
tsu, Lin-chi, and their colleagues, we cannot even evaluate the true sig- 
niilcance of the Northern School’s contribution in this area.

Nevertheless, in addition to the evidence introduced here, the biogra
phies of Northern School masters contained various references to spon
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taneous and intuitive styles of teaching. Also, the SKSC and CTL con
tain several examples of encounter dialogue involving Northern School 
figures (as mentioned in Chapter III, Sections 2 and 7). Even though 
these examples may be fabricated, it seems likely that the members of the 
Northern School practiced some form of prototypical encounter dia
logue.
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CHAPTER V

The Earliest Teachings o f  Ch’an

L Introductory Remarks
Only one work, it is generally agreed, can legitimately be attributed to 
Bodhidharma: the Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun (Treatise on the TWo Entrances 
and Four Practices, or EJSHL). D. T. Suzuki has suggested that certain 
of the numerous works from Tun-huang and elsewhere that bear Bodhi- 
dharma*s name are also legitimately his, but Suzuki's arguments are 
based more on hope than on reason and have been thoroughly confuted.1 
After decades of discoveries in the collections at London, Paris, and 
Peking and after much research in Japan, China, and elsewhere on the 
meaning of the T\in-huang finds, our best and almost only source for the 
earliest teachings of Ch'an remains, ironically, the one text that has been 
available all along.

It is uncertain, of course, whether the EJSHL was actually written by 
Bodhidharma. The literary elegance of the text suggests that it was nei
ther a product of his hand alone nor a simple translation from Sanskrit. 
Some native figure must have been responsible for putting Bodhidhar- 
ma*s ideas into Chinese, and it is quite possible that those ideas were 
transformed somewhat, either consciously or unconsciously, for presen
tation to the Chinese readership. It is quite possible that Hui-k^ sum
marized Bodhidharma's teachings for T'an-lin, who then compiled the 
text and added the preface, but this is, of course, pure speculation. What 
is known is that the EJSHL was distributed under Bodhidharma*s name 
during the second half of the seventh century. At that time it was already 
accompanied by a certain amount of miscellaneous material, some of 
which is translated here. The Tun-huang manuscripts of the EJSHL con
tain a great deal of such miscellaneous material, some of which must date 
from the early part and middle of the eighth century.2

The following is a translation of the EJSHL and its preface by T*an- 
lin, plus two letters and a reply by Hui-k’o. Except for Hui-k’o，s reply,
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all of this material has been taken from the Tun-huang manuscripts of 
the EJSHL and its appended miscellaneous material. I have used only 
that portion of the miscellaneous material that appears to be of arguably 
early vintage. The second part of the second letter translated here occurs 
both in the Tlin-huang text and in the HKSC, where it is presented as hav
ing been written to Hui-k*o at the beginning of the T'ien-pao period 
(550-59) by one Layman Hsiang. Hui-k’o’s response to this letter is 
found only in the HKSC. It is not known whether the first letter in the 
Tun-huang manuscript was also addressed to Hui-k'o.3

The earliest known title to this work is Lueh pien ta-sheng ju-tao ssu- 
hsing， ti-tzu T’an-lin hsti (A Brief Exposition o f the MahdyUna [Teach
ing] o f the Four Practices o f Entering into Enlightenment, with Preface 
by the Disciple T9an-lin). This title occurs in the LCSTC and, with the 
addition of Bodhidharma*s name at the beginning (P*u-t*hta-mo lueh 
pien . . in the thirtieth fascicle of the CTL. Actually, other titles were 
also in use for this text during the eighth century and earlier. The abbrevi
ated title used, Treatise on the Two Entrances and Four Practices, is that 
generally used by modern scholars.4

2. Treatise on the Two Entrances and Four Practices 
(Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun， or EJSHL)

Preface by the Disciple T’an-lin5

The Dharma Master [Bodhidharma] was from a country in south India in 
the western region, the third son of a great brahmin king. He was naturally 
brilliant and understood everything he heard. His aspirations were for the 
path of the Mahayana, so he discarded the white [garb of a layman] and 
assumed the black [robes of a Buddhist monk] in order to transmit the 
sagely tradition. He effaced his mind in the serene and had a penetrating 
understanding of the affairs of the world. Wise in both the internal and 
external, his virtue exceeded the standard of the age. Feeling compassionate 
sorrow as a result of the decline of the True Teaching in this obscure corner 
[of the Buddhist world], he crossed the mountains and oceans to proselytize 
in the far-off land of the Han and Wei.

Those who could overcome [the preconceptions and obstacles within] 
their own minds did not fail to place their faith in [Bodhidharma], but those 
who grasped at appearances and held [incorrect] views reviled him. At the 
time Tao-yu and Hui-k'o were his only [students]. These two sramanas^ hav
ing lofty aspirations that belied their youth and the good fortune to meet the 
Dharma Master, served him for several years. They reverentially inquired of 
the teaching and instilled in themselves the spirit of the master's [teaching].

The Dharma Master responded to their innate sincerity by teaching them 
the True Path: “Such is the pacification of the mind， such is the generation 
of practice, such is accordance with convention, such are expedient means.
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This is the teaching of the pacification of mind in the Mahayana一 make cer
tain [that it is understood] without error.M Such is the paciHcation of the 
mind—wall contemplation; such is the generation of practice一 the four 
practices; such is accordance with convention一 defense against calumnifica- 
tion; such are expedient means一 the avoidance of attachment to those 
[means].

The above is a brief summary of the origins of the ideas expressed in the 
text that follows.

[Text]

There are many ways of entering into enlightenment (ju-tao)t but all of 
them may effectively be subsumed under two categories: the ^entrance of 
principle,* (li-ju) and the ^entrance of practice** (hsing-ju).

The entrance of principle is to become enlightened-taXhe T^uth on the 
basis 〇nheTeaclflngTI〇 ne musThave a] profound faith in [the fact that] one 
and the same True Nature is possessed of all sentient beings, both ordinary 
and enlightened， and that this [Ttue Nature】 is only covered up and made 
imperceptible [in the case of ordinary people] by false sense impressions. If 
one discards the false and takes refuge in the True, one resides frozen in 
(<wall contemplation,* (phkuan), [in which) self and other, ordinary person 
and sage, are one and the same; one resides fixedly without wavering, never 
again to be swayed by written teachings. To be thus mysteriously identified 
with Xhe [Ttue]_Principle, to be without discrimination^ serene and inactive: 
This is called the entrance of principle.

The entrance of practice refers to the “ four practices” [listed below], 
which encompass all other practices. They are the ^practice of the retribu- ^  
tion of enmit^Jhe^Jlpractice-of^hc acceptance oT ^i^^tanoes/^H he 
^'practice oTThe^bsence of cravingf, and the Mpractice of accordance with 
the Dharma^^n

What is thepractice of the retribution of enmity? When the practitioner 
of Buddhist spiritual training experiences suffering, he should think to him- 
self: “For innumerable eons I have wandered through the various states of 
existence* forsaking the fundamental (pen) for the derivative (mo)t generat
ing [in myself] a great deal of enmity and distaste and [bringing] an unlim
ited amount of injury and discord [upon others]. Although I have not com- 
mitted any offense in this [lifetime, my present suffering constitutes】 the 
fruition of my past crimes and bad karma, rather than anything bequeathed 
to me by any heavenly or nonhuman being. I shall accept it patiently and 
contentedly, completely without enmity or complaint." The sutra says: **Do 
not be saddened by the experience of suffering. Why? Because your mind 
(shih, ^consciousness*9) penetrates the fundamental [nature of things].**
When you react to events in this fashion (lit” “generate th is 【state of)
mind**), you can be in accord with the [Absolute] Principle as you progress 
upon the path [toward enlightenment] through the experience of [the results 
of your past】 enmity. Therefore, this is called the practice of the retribution 
of enmity.
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The second is the practice of the acceptance of circumstances (yuan, 
"conditions**). Sentient beings have no [unchanging] self (wu-wo, anQtman) 
and are entirely subject to the impact of their circumstances. Whether one 
experiences suffering or pleasure, both are generated from one's circum
stances. If one experiences fame, fortune, and other forms of superior [kar
mic] retribution, [one should realize that this is] the result (kant ^response**) 
of past causes. Although one may experience [such good fortune] now, 
when the circumstances [responsible for its present manifestation] are 
exhausted, it will disappear. How could one take joy in [good fortune]? 
Since success and failure depend on circumstances, the mind should remain 
unchanged. It should be unmoved even by the winds of good fortune, but 
mysteriously in accordance with the Tao (i.eM the Path, or enlightenment). 
Therefore, this is called the practice of the acceptance ❶ f circumstances.

The third is the practice of the absence of craving. The various kinds of 
covetousness and attachment that people experience in their never-ending 
ignorance are referred to as craving (ch*iu). The wise man is enlightened to 
the Truth, the [essential] principle of which is contrary to human conven
tion. He pacifies his mind in inactivity (an-hsin wu-wei) and accepts what
ever happens to him (lit., **[allows his] form to be transformed in accord- 
ance with fate”） . [Understanding that】 all existence is nonsubstantial, he is 
without desire. [The two sisters of good and bad fortune named] Merit and 
Darkness always travel together. The triple world, this home you arc long 
accustomed to living in, is like a burning house! Suffering is an inescapable 
fact of corporeal existence一 who could possibly [have a body and be at】 
peace? If you understand this, you will cease all [wrong] thinking and be 
without craving, [no matter which of the] various states of existence [you 
may experience]. The sutra says: uTo have craving entails suffering; to be 
without craving means joy.** Understand clearly that to be without craving is 
equivalent to the true practice of the Path.

The fourth is the practice of accordance with the Dharma. The [absolute) 
principle of essential purity (hsing-ching chih li) is called Dharma. Accord
ing to this principle, all characteristics are nonsubstantial and there is no 
defilement and no attachment, no [distinction between】 “this” and “that.” 
The [Vimaiaklrtil Sutra says: *'There are no sentient beings in this Dharma, 
because it transcends the defilements of ‘sentient being.’ There are no selves 
in this Dharma， because it transcends the defilements of ‘self? ” If the wise 
mancanacceptandunderstandthisprinciple，he$houldpracticeinaccord- 

I ance with the Dharma.
Since this Dharma is fundamentally without parsimony, he should prac

tice [the perfection of] charity (dQna), giving of his body, life, and posses
sions without any regret in his mind. Thoroughly understanding the three 
nonsubstantialities [of recipient, donor, and gift], he neither swerves [from 
his course] nor becomes attached [to anything], but merely rids himself of 
his own defilements and aids in the salvation of other sentient beings一 all 
without grasping at characteristics (i.e., without conceptualizing the exis
tence of self and sentient beings, etc.). In this way he benefits himself as well
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as others; he ornaments the path of enlightenment. Charity is [to be under
taken] as above; the other five [perfections are performed] in the same man
ner. To eradicate wrong thoughts and practice the six perfections—but while 
being without any ‘‘practice’’一 this is the practice of accordance with the 
Dharma.

[Appended Material] 
[The First Letter]

I have always revered the previous sage (i.eM the Buddha). I have exten
sively cultivated all the practices, have always taken joy in the Pure Land, 
and have valued the legacy of his teaching like a thirsty man in need of 
water. There are many millions who realized the great enlightenment and 
innumerable ones who attained the four fruits6 through their encounter with 
Sakyamuni. I truly believed that heaven was a separate country and hell 
another place and that, upon achieving enlightenment and attaining the 
[ultimate] fruit, one's body became changed, one's form different. [Think
ing thus, I] opened the scriptures seeking blessings and [sought to make the] 
motivation of my practice pure. In a confused whirl of activity I practiced as 
I might, thus passing many years with never a moment of rest.

Eventually, though， I sat upright in serenity and fixed my attention on my 
mind. Having long cultivated false thoughts, however, I perceived forms on 
the basis of my feelings (i.e., experienced hallucinations), the transforma
tions of which seemed never-ending. Eventually I penetrated the Dharma 
Nature (fa-hsing) and crudely cultivated Suchness (chen-ju), so that for the 
first time I understood that there was nothing that did not exist within the 
square inch [of my own mind). The bright pearl penetrated brilliantly, mys
teriously attaining the Profound Truth. From the Buddhas above to the 
squirming insects below, there is nothing that is not identified according to 
[the criteria of our own] minds [and that is notj a separate name of [our 
own] false thoughts.

Therefore, I have poured my deepest feelings into the composition of a 
modest verse on the expedient means of entering into enlightenment, which 
1 address to those of a common background and like inclinations. If you 
have the time, please read this. If you practice seated meditation, you will 
surely perceive the Fundamental Nature (pen-hsing).

If you can meld the mind and make it pure,
then [you will realize that] a split second of discriminative consciousness 

is samsara.
Mentation undertaken within [samsara results in] the creation of wrong 

livelihood.7
If you search for the Dharma with a calculating [mind], your karma will 

not change.

[The Second Letter]

In its ever-increasing defilement, the mind is difficult to [bring to the] 
ultimate. When the Sage heard the eight words [of the verse **A11 things are
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impermanent; this life is samsdra*' (?)], he instantly realized for the first 
time that his six years of asceticism had been wasted effort.

The world is universally entangled with demons who pointlessly argue 
and fight. They make incorrect interpretations [of Buddhism, by which 
they] teach sentient beings. They speak of remedies, but they have never 
cured a single illness.

Serene, serene—from the beginning there have fundamentally never 
existed any ascriptive views and [superficial] characteristics (?), so how can 
there be good and evil, false and true? Birth is also nonbirth, extinction also 
nonextinction. Motion is equivalent to nonmotion, meditation equivalent to 
nonmeditation.

[The following is represented by the HKSC as a letter from Layman 
Hsiang to Hui-k’o.】

Shadows are generated by forms, and echoes follow voices. Toying with 
shadows and belaboring their forms, [foolish practitioners] do not under- 
stand the identity of the two. Raising the voice to stop the echo,【such per
sons] do not understand that their voice is the basis of the echoes. Striving 
for nirv聂〇a by eradicating the illusions is like eliminating forms and search
ing for shadows. Striving for Buddhahood by transcending [one’s status as 
a] sentient being is like silencing one*s voice and listening for an echo.

Know therefore that ignorance and enlightenment are identical, stupidity 
and wisdom not separate.【People】 arbitrarily posit names where there are 
no names, and these names lead to the generation of [distinctions between] 
t̂his** and ^not-this.** [They also] arbitrarily formulate principles [explain

ing this reality] where there are no principles, and these principles lead to the 
occurrence of disputation. The phantasmagorical transformations [of phe
nomenal reality】 are not real, so who can say “this” and “not-this”？ [All is] 
false and without reality， so what are “being” and “non-being”？

Not having been able to go and discuss [Buddhism with you), I have writ
ten these few phrases. [Even so,] who could [ever truly] discuss the mysteri
ous principle!

[Hui-k’o’s Reply]

Your discussion of the True Dharma is completely accurate.
There is ultimately no difference between it and the true and abstruse 

principles.
Originally deluded, one calls the mani-ptzxV a potsherd.
Suddenly one is awakened—and it is [recognized as] a pearl.
Ignorance and wisdom are identical, not different.
One should understand that the myriad dharma% are all **suchlike.** 
Having compassion for those who hold such discriminating views 
you have taken your brush to write this letter.
Contemplating one's body and the Buddha [and seeing that they] are not 

different,
why should one further seek for that remainderless state [of nirvana)?
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3. The Message o f  the Letters
Taken together, the two letters attached to the EJSHL describe the fol
lowing three states of religious consciousness:

1. Mundane striving: The author of the first letter offers a long confes
sion of his former addiction to traditional sorts of Buddhist religious 
activity一 scriptural study, recitation, and the like一all of which were 
undertaken in order to bring him closer to enlightenment, which he per
ceived to be a total transformation of his entire being. The Buddha's six 
years of asceticism mentioned in the second letter are essentially identical 
in that they were a period of goal-oriented behavior predicated on ascrip- 
tive views about the nature of reality. Both letters elaborate on the impli
cations of such fundamentally false conceptions and distinctions: de
scriptions of reality using inherently inaccurate and misleading names or 
definitions of things; dichotomies between good and evil, true and false, 
etc.; doctrinal disputes and destructive argumentation in general; and— 
most important of all_ the deluded notion that one could attain nirvdna 
by destroying oneJs illusions. In short, in this sort of consciousness one is 
fundamentally ignorant of the truths of sunyata and the existence of the 
Buddha Nature within oneself.

2. Correct religious practice: In contrast to the attempt to make 
progress toward a goal, which typifies religious practice in the limited 
sense as described in the preceding paragraph, here one dispenses with all 
false dualism and fixes one’s attention on the mind. The proper approach 
to practice is described only briefly in the first letter, but at least we know 
that a special form of seated meditation is implied. This practice has no 
stages or technical progressions; somehow one must achieve one's goal 
without positing any goal；

3. Realization: The onset of realization occurs all of a sudden. Hui- 
k’o’s reply refers to a sudden switch from the limited consciousness of 
the normal, ignorant state to the expansive openness of enlightenment. 
The poem at the end of the first letter refers to “melding the mind and 
making it pure^ i.e., to dissolving the mind's tendencies to false discrim
ination and conceptualization, which form a barrier to the realization of 
the absolute realm of sQnyatQ. We may infer that the historical Buddha 
instantly understood not only the vanity of his six years of asceticism, 
but also the identity of sariisara and nirvana, the identity of the illusions 
and enlightenment. At that point his mind penetrated the fundamental 
reality of the universe and achieved a complete, unqualified identifica
tion with the timeless serenity of the absolute. According to the verse at
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the end of the first letter, at the moment of enlightenment one realizes 
that samsara is created by ordinary sentient beings during each and every 
moment of discriminative consciousness_ the implication being that one 
thereby makes the decision to dispense with such discrimination in order 
,to escape the suffering of samsara.

The first and third of these states of religious consciousness are actu
ally standard Buddhist fare; the second, in contrast, is distinctively 
Ch’an. The earliest exponents of Ch’an were apparently devoted to a 
style of meditative practice一not very clearly defined in these letters_  
that somehow dispensed with all stages of progress and lesser sorts of 
self-improvement and went straight to the heart of the matter of human 
ignorance by focusing directly on the mind itself.

4. The Meaning o f  the Four Practices
Now, then, to the EJSHL itself. The basic distinction in this text, of 
course, is between the entrance of principle and the entrance of practice, 
The term ju  (entrance) may be easily understood in terms of the com
pounds ju-tao, <(to enter the PathM or 4<to enter into enlightenment/* and 

<(to enter into a state of enlightenmentThe character li, which 
has been translated in this context as “principle,” refers to the ultimate 
reality or abstract principle underlying all phenomena. The entrance of 
principle, then, is the ^'entrance into enlightenment on the basis of the 
comprehension of the fundamental Truth about human reality.” It could 
just as well be translated as the “entrance of the absolute,” or, from 
another perspective, the “entrance of understanding.”

Hsing-ju has been translated as the 4<entrance of practice,M in the sense 
of spiritual practices aimed at the attainment of enlightenment. As we 
shall see, hsing refers not to contemplative practices per se, but to the 
entire spectrum of daily activity qua religious endeavor.9

For the sake of convenience， let us first consider the “ four practices.” 
The practice of the retribution of enmity is to be undisturbed by unfavor
able circumstances or suffering (k%  dufikha) in one's life in the realiza
tion that they are but the karmic retribution of all enmity and ill will 
expressed by oneself in the past. It is best to think of enmity as represen
tative of the basic causes of suffering, i.e., the illusions or afflictions 

人 which are themselves based on ignorance 
avidyCt). The choice of the term ^enmity** (yuan) as the basic cause of 
one’s present plight is apparently occasioned by a compound found in 
the Tao-te ching.10 Although this practice is but the first and most rudi
mentary of the four, to successfully maintain the proper attitude in the
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face of diversity is to be in complete accord with the Absolute Principle,
i.e” the Dharma.

In the practice of the acceptance of circumstances， one i$ to remain 
unmoved by either good or bad fortune due to an awareness of one's own 
lack of permanent existence and of the incessant
changes that occur in one*$ being and the conditions of one's life. Where 
the first practice is applicable only in times of explicit personal suffer
ing, here the sphere of relevance is widened to include both good and bad 
karmic rewards. Suffering and impermanence are perceived to be in
herent even within the experience of good fortune. However, the basic 
attitude enjoined by this practice is no different from that of the previ
ous one."

The practice of the absence of craving is to be without attachment or 
desire for any thing or circumstance within one's experience, whether 
favorable, unfavorable, or neutral. The word chpiu has been translated 
here as “craving” in the sense of the Sanskrit word 的 賊  the concept of 
craving referred to in the second of the Four Noble Truths as the cause of 
all human suffering. Although this is not a standard equivalent for this 
Chinese character, the text states that “the various kinds of covetousness 
and attachment that people experience in their never-ending ignorance 
are referred to as c/?7«.,M2 As in the case of the first practice, to accom
plish this practice is to be in accord with the Absolute Principle, or the 
truth that is “contrary to human convention.”

The last of the four practices is to govern the entirety of one’s actions 
according to an understanding of the emptiness or nonsubstantiality of 
all things. The very first lines of this section define the Dharma of 
iUnyatQ as equivalent to the principle (li) referred to in the first of the two 
entrances. That principle transcends defilement, attachment, characteris
tics, and dualistic distinctions. The practice of accordance with the 
Dharma is defined according to the example of the perfection of charity. 
Just as this perfection requires that one perceive the emptiness or non
substantiality of recipient, donor, and gift, so does this Ch^n treatise 
require that one eliminate false thoughts and cultivate the six perfections 
without conceptualizing anything as a ‘‘practice•”

It should be obvious that the four practices form a very simple pro
gression from the forbearance of suffering, through the rejection of 
craving, to a thorough realization of the nonsubstantiality of all things.13 
Actually, the four practices do not represent a series of different modes 
of practice, but four progressively more profound expressions of one and 
the same mental attitude of nonattachment. The succession of the four 
practices is best understood as a didactic conceit, useful in the correct 
orientation of new students into the practical application of the doctrine
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of sunyatH. The implications of this observation will become apparent 
after we have considered the entrance of principle.

5. The Entrance o f  Principle

As stressed by previous commentators, the entrance of principle is 
undoubtedly the more important of the two entrances. Because of its 
importance, this part of Bodhidharma*s treatise is offered here in outline 
form. The order of the last sentence is altered slightly for convenience of 
presentation:

1. The entrance of principle is to become enlightened to the Truth on
the basis of the teaching.

2. [One must have a] profound faith [in the fact that]
A. one and the same True Nature is possessed of all sentient beings, 

both ordinary and enlightened
B. and that this [True Nature] is only covered up and made imper

ceptible [in the case of ordinary people] by false sense impres
sions.

3. If one discards the false and takes refuge in the True,
A. one resides frozen in “wall contemplation,” [in which] self and 

other, ordinary person and sage are one and the same;
B. one resides fixedly without wavering, never again to be swayed 

by written teachings.
4. This is called the entrance of principle:

A. to be mysteriously identified with the [True] Principle;
B. to be without discrimination, serene and inactive.

Sentence 1 is obviously an introduction to the entrance of principle as 
a whole. The “teaching” referred to here is to be differentiated from the 
“written teachings” mentioned in 3B, which refers to a limited, concep
tualized understanding of the Buddhist scriptures as presented by exe- 
getes and doctrinal specialists. In this case the reference is to Bodhidhar- 
ma*s oral instructions or to the essential message of Buddhism per se 
—the fundamental truth of the scriptures as opposed to their verbal for
mulations.14 Sentences 2 and 3 constitute the main part of the passage, 
the first explaining the essential article of religious faith according to 
Ch*an and the second defining the natural consequences of that faith in 
one*s individual religious training. The last sentence, number 4, repre
sents the passage's conclusion.15

Since sentences 1 and 4 obviously constitute introduction and conclu
sion to the entrance of principle as a whole, our main interest here is in 
sentences 2 and 3. The first is a straightforward statement of the idea of 
the Buddha Nature, the enlightened aspect or potentiality for achieving
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buddhahood that is inherent within all sentient beings, regardless of their 
level of religious insight. The unavoidable corollary of the idea of the 
Buddha Nature is that its presence is obscured by human illusion, dis
criminative thinking, and emotional activity. For all but a very few living 
beings_ the Buddhas and sages_ the Buddha Nature does not immedi
ately reveal itself to the introspective searcher. However often or insis
tently we are told that we bear the seed of enlightenment within, there is 
simply no plain indication that this is actually so.16

For practicing Buddhists such as the members of the earliest Ch'an lin
eage, the initial invisibility of the Buddha Nature leads to the following 
question: How can one change oneself so that one becomes able to per
ceive the Buddha Nature within? At this point the testimony of the letters 
appended to the EJSHL becomes relevant. What was needed was not 
some form of personal transformation that would destroy or render inef
fective the illusions obscuring one's view of the Buddha Nature and dis
tinguishing one so utterly from the ranks of the enlightened. Rather, 
what was needed was the realization that no such transformation was 
required. By recognizing the unreal quality of one*s illusions and reject
ing the temptation to tamper with them for the purpose of some precon- 
ceived notion of spiritual progress, one attained a state of perfect enlight
enment. This attainment may in fact constitute a very important type of 
transformation, but it would not require the replacement of one’s own 
mundane personality with the transcendent identity of a buddha or celes
tial bodhisattva.

By means of the word tan, ^only/* the EJSHL proper clearly indicates 
the relative importance of the Buddha Nature and the illusions and false 
thinking that obscure it. But this word is apt to be overlooked by the 
inattentive reader. Professor Yanagida writes:

In the present example, true spiritual practice, as well as the fundamental 
principle of Buddhism, is the profound conviction that all living beings pos
sess the same one True Nature, whether they are enlightened or not. Sensory 
impressions are ultimately falsely arisen entities, false coverings. This is the 
meaning of the word “only.”

If one places excessive emphasis on the sensory impressions predicated by 
this word “only” and thinks of spiritual practice as the rejection of the false 
and the return to the True, then one fails to understand the entrance of prin
ciple. The True Nature is naturally clear and pure一 it does not become so 
merely by virtue of the eradication of sensory impressions . . .  If one reads 
carefully, this usage of “only” appears quite frequently in the texts of the 
early Ch’an School.17

In other words, the existence of an absolute or enlightened aspect 
within human beings is fundamentally more significant than the exis
tence of illusions and false thoughts that obscure that enlightenment.
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What does the EJSHL advocate as a response to this existential situa
tion of a Buddha Nature obscured by a veil of human illusion? The first 
part of this response is the eminently simple concept indicated in sentence 
2: profound faith. As is well known， in Buddhism faith is not an emo
tional commitment or outpouring of devotion, but rather an unswerving 
conviction, a total absence of even the slightest doubt about the nature of 
reality as described by the Buddhist teachings. The Chinese character for 
faith, hsin, connotes the acceptance or of reliance on something. In this 
case it is the complete acceptance of the existence of the Buddha Nature 
within the veil of illusions, or even the decision to rely on the existence of 
that Buddha Nature as the guiding principle of all one’s actions.

The adoption of this “profound faith” in the existence of the Buddha 
Nature marks the initiation of the uniquely Ch*an type of religious prac
tice that is only imprecisely indicated by the letters discussed earlier. 
According to the EJSHL, faith leads on to abide in a state described as 
“frozen,” “fixed,” “unwavering,” and “without discrimination, serene 
and inactive.” 18

Where other Buddhist texts might describe the victory over human illu
sions in terms of cutting them off at the root, here we find described a 
position of invincible solidity in which one (a) realizes the identity of 
ordinary person and sage and (b) is never again swayed by written teach
ings. The term ^written teachings** refers, of course, to the verbalized 
imitations of truth, rather than to the true teachings of Buddhism men
tioned in sentence 1.

6. The Practice o f  (<Wall Contemplation

How did Bodhidharma and his followers develop the state of invincibil
ity described in the previous section? Did they use some kind of yogic 
technique in which all the normal transformations of consciousness were 
intentionally brought to a stop? Did they somehow manage to paralyze 
their minds and at the same time achieve a realization of the ultimate 
truth of sunyata? Or is some other meaning of residing ufrozen>, and 
“fixed” implied here?

The crux of the entrance of principle is of course the troublesome term 
or “wall contemplation.” This term is without precedent in 

prior texts and, as may be seen from the following list, subject to a num
ber of interpretations by later Chinese authorities:

1. T^n-lin^ preface to the EJSHL refers to pi-kuan as Bodhidharma*s 
teaching of the Opacification of the mind** (an-hsin), which is one of the 
most common terms for spiritual endeavor and meditation practice in 
early Ch’an.

2. The HKSC states that (<the achievements of [Bodhidharma's] Ma-
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hayana wall contemplation are the very highest/' but no specific defini
tion is given.

3. The CFPC, the earliest of the Ch^n transmission histories, rejects 
the authenticity of “wall contemplation and the four practices” as 
Bodhidharma’s ultimate teachings. This position was repeated by a Sung 
Dynasty scholar of Ch’an, Ch’i-sung (1007-72).

4. The Hua-yen School's Chih-yen (602-68) lists wall contemplation in 
a list of eighteen types of meditation suitable for use by beginners for the 
treatment of different dispositional problems or spiritual ills.

5. Tsung-mi refers to this term in two different ways. In his discussion 
of the teachings of the Northern School, he writes:

Bodhidharma taught people pacification of the mind through wall con
templation, in which externally one ceased discrimination and internally one 
made one9s mind free of cgasping* (i.e., free of impediments and attach
ments?). When the mind is like a wall one can enter into enlightenment (ju- 
tao)一 truly, is this not a method of meditation?

In another location Tsung-mi refers to wall contemplation as an allegory 
for Bodhidharma*s unverbalized teaching of mind and its essence of 
“knowing’Vc7»7^, a concept that Tsung-mi claimed was the quintessen- 
tial aspect of the teachings of his own favorite, Shen-hui.

6. Huang-po Hsi-yun (d. 850) refers to Bodhidharma^ practice as one 
of physically facing a wall in meditation. The CTL states that Bodhi
dharma **always sat in silence facing the wall, so people called him the 
‘wall-contemplating Brahmin.’ ”

7. A thirteenth century TMen-t'ai work, the Shih~men cheng-t'ung 
(True Succession o f the House o f  ̂ dkya), defines a wall in this context as 
the “nonentrance of sensory data and the false.” "

Modern interpretations of this term have been similarly diverse, if 
cautiously hesitant. Ui Hakuju^s only comment on the subject, for exam
ple, is his definition of pi-kuan as Opacification of the mind in which the 
mind is mysteriously united with tranquillity:’20 T’ang Yung-t’ung is only 
slightly more explicit, saying that “the mind is like a wall, forgetting 
words and extirpating conceptualization.** T'ang apparently understands 
the wall as a metaphor for unshakable solidity, rather than as a vertical 
surface dividing two regions of space. In addition* he interprets the com- 
pound as a verb with a preceding modifier (“to contemplate like
a walln or uwall-like contemplation**), rather than as an inverted verb- 
object (uto contemplate a wall,,>. The latter grammatical interpretation 
is implicit in the image of Bodhidharma (<facing a wallM (mien-pi) in 
meditation, but this is clearly a later construction.21

Professor Yanagida has offered two interpretations of the term pi- 
kuan that are categorically different from those just given. Although
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they occur in separate contexts and contain assertions that are anything 
but conservative, their presentation together here will prove to be re
markably helpful in the understanding of the EJSHL as a whole:

It is a fact that Tao-hsuan characterized [Bodhidharma’s teaching] in 
comparison to those of [the Hinayanist] Seng-ch’ou， writing that “the 
merits of Mahayana wall contemplation were the very highest" It is to be 
expected that “wall contemplation” in itself constituted the MahSyfina con- 
templation of nonsubstantiality . . . Actually, the metaphor of the wall had 
already appeared in the Ta chih-tu lun's passage on the mindfulness of the 
body . . .  It was a metaphor for the inanimate, the unconscious (mushint or 
wu-hsin in Chinese).

In essence, pi~kuan means (<the wall contemplates,** not **one contem
plates a wall.^ One becomes a wall and contemplates as such. What does 
one contemplate? One contemplates sunyatS. One gazes intently at a 
vibrantly alive iUnyatQ,22

The more controversial of these two interpretations is unquestionably 
the latter. Yanagida explicates it with reference to the figures painted on 
the walls of Chinese burial tumuli, figures that steadfastly view the 
ghastly scenes in front of them with complete detachment and aplomb. 
The passage occurs in a short summary of early Ch’an history aimed at a 
popular audience, a context that allowed for an unusually picturesque 
interpretation. Yanagida continues as follows:

In general, the caves at Yun-kang and Lung-men that were created from 
the Northern Wei onward had countless numbers of buddhas and bodhisatt- 
vas carved into all four walls. The eyes of the buddhas and bodhisattvas 
were also carved into the floors and ceilings. These stone images witnessed 
(miru, using the Chinese character kuan, meaning **to see** or 4<to contem- 
plate**) the history of the people that entered and left such caves.

When Bodhidharma first arrived in the Northern Wei, he presumably sat 
alone in meditation in such a cave. His was not a practice of ** facing a wall,** 
but of becoming a wall and witnessing himself and the world. He saw the 
emptiness of history, he saw the truth of the identity of unenlightened per
son and sage. I believe that this was the origin of the word uwall contempla
tion.**

At the same time “wall contemplation” includes the idea of “turning 
back the brilliance in counterillumination" (ekO henshO, or hui-kuattg fan- 
chao in Chinese), the wonderfully bright radiance of the setting sun. Or the 
inconceivable function of the mirror, which illuminates each and every thing 
in existence . . .  It is well to point out that [such ideas] begin in the Ch*an of 
Bodhidharma along with this difficult yet strangely appealing expression, 
“wall contemplation.” I * *

I suspect that it would be very difficult to defend the translation of pi-
Arwan as “the wall contemplates” before a hypothetical sixth-century
audience of native Chinese speakers. Yet the line betweenJ^jcontemplat-
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ing ljjce a wall” and “a wall contemplating” is very fine: TSa-achieve the 
forme7~wduId be tan t^ounT  to achieving the latter. Although it may 
seem questionable at first glance, tlmTiiterpretation of pi-kuan is helpful 
in understanding the EJSHL as a whole.

The key phrase in this passage describes Bodhidharma7 * 9s practice "of 
becoming a wall and witnessing himself and the world.” At this point we 
must recall Yanagida's earlier, less adventurous interpretation, in which 
he equates pi-kuan with the Mahayana contemplation of nonsubstantial
ity. According to these interpretations, pi-kuan involves two separate 
aspects, static and dynamic. These two aspects may be correlated with 
the two entrances of the EJSHL: The entrance of principle is to achieve 
and maintain a firm conviction of the immanence of the Buddha Nature
within oneself and all other living beings, while the entrance of practice is 
to act at all times on the basis of a profound understanding of samsdra.
Such a profound understanding is absolutely necessary for the enactment 
of the four practices. In order to overcome adversity, one must first per- J 
ceive its impermanence. In order to help sentient beings, one must first /  
comprehend the nature of their suffering. Whereas the firm conviction  ̂ ^  
of the entrance of principle is represented within the practice of pi-kuan ^ 
by the solidity of the wall, the dynamic capacity of understanding that \ 
underlies the four practices is embodied in the very notion of contempla- 
tion itself, the activity of “witnessing [one]self and the world.” /

The reader may object that these static and dynamic aspects of reli
gious practice are not both immediately apparent in the term pi-kuan, I 
cannot deny this. I will not claim that this analysis constitutes a definitive 
and unchallangeable interpretation of and the entrance of princi-
pie. However, it does provide a key to the comprehensive interpretation 
of early Ch^n religious doctrine. The very presence of both the static 
and dynamic aspects of religious practice in the is, I believe, an
important explanation for its significance in early Ch*an.

7. Bodhidharma*s Treatise and the Later Development o f  
C h’an Doctrine

One of the most important issues in the development of early Ch^n doc
trine is the rejection of traditional meditation technique, with its empha
sis on yogic concentration and gradual self-perfection, in favor of a 
sudden approach that was supposedly more open, spontaneous, and 
intuitive. Hu Shih, D. T. Suzuki, and others have described this as a 
transition from an intrinsically Indian style of practice to one that was 
just as uniquely and characteristically Chinese.23 Although I will refrain
from commenting on such interpretations at present, I do think it is 
important to note that the tendency to reject traditional meditative tech
nique occurred in non-Ch^an School contexts during the second half of
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the sixth century. Note the following passages from the biographies of 
T^n-lun (d. 626) and Ching-lin (565-640), both of whom were asso
ciated with the She-lun School:

[T’an-lun’s teacher】 counseled him: “If you fix your mind on the tip of 
your nose you will be able to achieve tranquillity.” 【T’an】-lun said: “If 1 
view the mind as capable of being fixed to the tip of my nose I will funda
mentally see neither the characteristic of the mind nor what it is fixed 
upon.”

At a different time【T’an-lun’s master] informed him: “In sitting you 
must first learn to purify your clouded mentation. It is just like peeling an 
onion—you peel layer after layer and finally achieve purity 你  •” 
[T’an]_lun said: “If I view it to be like an onion， then it can be peeled, but 
fundamentally there is no onion that can be peeled.'*

Therefore, afterward [T^n-lunJ ceased all reading of the sfltras and wor
ship of the Buddhas, but simply shut himself in a room and did not come 
out, fulfilling his spiritual ambition by simply transcending thoughts (li- 
rtien) in all his activities.24

[Ching-lin】 rejected the practice of lecturing in order to single-mindedly 
cultivate meditation. First, he practiced [the contemplation of physical] 
impurity and the【four】 foundations of mindfulness. Then he became dis- 
pleased at their petty complexities and [the way they] insisted on the cessa
tion of human ratiocination. He turned to the practice of the various (<con- 
templations of nonattainment*' (chu wu-te-kuan). By transcending his 
thoughts in consciousness-only (li-nien wei-shih) he expanded his realization 
of the Truth. He comprehended every [such contemplation] that he under
took, practicing thus for ten years.2*

The concepts of gradual spiritual progress and sudden enlightenment, 
so well loiown to modern readers, are not specifically mentioned in any 
of the primary sources introduced in this chapter. Nevertheless, it is clear 
that, in addition to the major dichotomy between scriptural study and 
the practice of meditation, a minor dichotomy also existed in late sixth- 
or early seventh-century Chinese Buddhism between two approaches to 
the practice of meditation itself. Although the methods of practice 
adopted by T^n-lun and Ching-lin did involve seated meditation and 
predetermined contemplative techniques, they were considered to be fun
damentally different from the progressive approach of conventional 
Indian meditation. Similarly, the letters attached to the EJSHL contain 
specific rejections of traditional Buddhist practices—the use of scriptural 
recitation, repentance rituals, and contemplative techniques aimed at the 
inculcation of positive religious emotions and the simultaneous elimina
tion of incorrect views and prejudices. The EJSHU% references to a fro
zen and fixed state of being and the absence of the normally dualistic 
functions of cognitive activity constitute an expression of the same ideal.
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Other scholars have, of course, interpreted the references to a frozen 
or fixed state in terms of yogic styles of mental cultivation. This observa
tion can only be accepted with some modification: The EJSHL does not 
contain any allusion to the cultivation of yoga, but only to a final state of 
attainment that is quite similar to the ultimate stage of yogic achieve
ment. It is impossible to know how Bodhidharma had his students reach 
this state; one wonders if he used the ^samadhi of the seal of the Tatha- 
容故flf’s wisdom,” 备 la Seng-fu, or the “contemplations of nonattainment，’’ 
like Ching-lin.

Actually, the language of the EJSHL is so terse and uninformative that 
a definitive interpretation would be impossible. When considered solely 
by themselves, the records of Bodhidharma’s career and earliest impact 
are too scanty to yield any meaningful conclusions. The real value of 
these documents lies in their capacity to indicate general themes that gov
ern the subsequent periods of early Ch^n history, and thereby help us 
understand a body of evidence that is both extensive and disorganized. In 
other words, the true teachings of the historical Bodhidharma cannot be 
deduced from the extant primary source material, but that material may 
be used as a key to the subsequent development of Ch'an thought.

With this understanding, I make the following observation: The static 
and dynamic motifs of B^dhidharma’s two entrances seem to anticipate 
the two major themes of early Ch*an thought considered in this study. 
The entrance of principle emphasizes recognition of the existence of the 
Buddha Nature within oneself, which is the primary concern of the East 
Mountain Teaching texts attributed to Tao-hsin and Hung-jen. The 
entrance of practice is concerned with the active expression o f t he  
Dharma in the perfected activities of everyday life， which i$ the primary 
concern of the Northern School doctrines of Shen-hsiu and others. Only 
after analyzing the doctrines of these two phases of Ch’an thought will 
we be able to understand the relationship between these two approaches, 
the full implications of their rejection of traditional meditative tech
nique, and the true significance of the sudden-gradual dichotomy in early 
Ch，an.



C H A P T E R  VI

The Basic Doctrines o f  the 
East M ountain Teaching

7. Problems in the Study o f  the East Mountain Teaching

In Part One we saw that there was no clear line of demarcation between 
the period known as the East Mountain Teaching, i.e., the careers of T^o- 
hsin and Hung-jen, and that known as the Northern School, i.e., the 
careers of Shen-hsiu and his successors. Although they appear to be two 
separate phases of early Ch*an history, the former is known almost solely 
through the texts of the latter. The same i$ true of the religious doctrines 
of the two phases: No matter how hard we might try to reconstruct the 
actual doctrines of l^o-hsin and Hung-jen, their “East Mountain Teach- 
ing” can only be approached through texts produced and/or edited dur
ing the later “Northern School” phase.

There are only a very few datable clues to the teachings of Ch'an dur
ing the seventh century:

1. The HKSC refers to Tao-hsinfs teaching as the ^expedient means of
entering the Path” and depicts him as a devotee of the
Perfection o f Wisdom^

2. The Chin-kang san-mei ching (Sutra o f the Adamantine Samddhi), 
a text probably written in Korea sometime between 645 and about 665, 
mentions both Bodhidharma's two entrances and a practice of umain- 
taining the one and preserving the three** (shou-i ts*un-san). The latter is 
reminiscent of the doctrine of “maintaining the One without wavering” 
(shou-ipu i) attributed to Tao-hsin.27

3. There exists a Tun-huang manuscript of a text entitled Ta-mo ch'an- 
shih lun (Dhydna Master \Bodhl\dharma9s Treatise), which might be 
taken as a guide to the teachings of early Ch*an. The text is probably rel
atively early, although its putative date of compilation or transcription, 
681, is not reliable. Unfortunately, its contents do not lend themselves to 
precise dating.28
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4. The composition of Shen-hsiu's Kuan-hsin lun (Treatise on the Con
templation o f the Mind) may be assigned to the years 675-700. The intro
duction into the Ch*an tradition of Chih-i's Chfeng-hsin lun (Treatise 
〇« 执e C7ar/；/*/£Ŷ /o/2 〇/  伙e probably occurred during the same
period.29

5. Finally, the epitaph for Fa-ju (638-89) mentions such topics as the 
different types of samadhi practiced at Hung-jen's monastery, Fa-ju*s 
“sudden entrance into the One Vehicle，” his ability to remain “motion- 
less in the True Realm and yet know the myriad forms，’’ and， as discussed 
in Part One, the fact that the transmission of the teaching was done with
out words.30

Unfortunately, these details are all too brief, too vague and/or difficult 
to interpret, and—in the case of those referring to Shen-hsiu and Fa-ju一 

too late to be of any real value.
Modern scholars generally explain the teachings of Tao-hsin and 

Hung-jen on the basis of two texts known chiefly from Tun-huang manu
scripts. For Tao-hsin there exists a portion of the LCSTC that appears to 
be taken verbatim from a work called the Ju-tao an~hsin yao fang-pien 
fa-men (Essentials o f  the Teaching o f  the Expedient Means o f  Entering 
the Path and Pacifying the Mind; hereafter cited as JTFM). For Hung- 
jen, there exists the Hsiu~hsin yao lun (Treatise on the Essentials o f  
Cultivating the Mind), which is known from a variety of sources. Since 
the /rF M  teaches s/i⑽ or “maintaining the one,” and the 
yao lun teaches shou-hsin, or ''maintaining the mind/9 scholars have gen
erally argued that the latter text and teaching were more advanced than 
the former.31

I do not believe that this interpretation is acceptable. The JTFM is 
known solely through the LCSTC. Judging by the absence of separate 
Tbn-huang manuscripts—admittedly an argument made ex 5/7e/i//o—one 
would have to conclude that the JTFM  did not circulate independently. 
Even more important, no other early Ch’an text quotes from it or even 
alludes to it. Although there are no specific indications that it was of late 
composition， it uses many of the same texts and even the same passages 
as other Northern School texts of the early eighth century.32 In addition, 
it addresses certain Taoist ideas and Pure Land practices that would have 
been of greater interest to an author working in the context of Buddhism 
in the two capitals in the early eighth century than to a retiring medita
tion specialist of the early seventh.33

Finally, although the text's explanation of shou-i does seem to be less 
advanced in some ways than the 少ao /w/7’s concept of s/iow-
to " , the /7FM  as a whole is a much more sophisticated, or at least a 
more complex, work. Although it would be misleading to suggest that
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this greater internal complexity necessarily implies a later date of compo- 
sition, some of the ideas contained in the treatise usually attributed to 
Tao-hsin are suggestive of the most advanced teachings of the Northern 
School.

A text attributed to l^o-hsin could well have been written after one 
attributed to Hung-jen. We know that the Hsiu-hsin yao lun was not 
written by Hung-jen himself, since the text itself admits that it was com
piled by his students.34 Hung-jen was in many ways the most important 
figure of early Ch’an， in that he was the immediate spiritual forebear to 
many of the men who disseminated the teachings in Ch*ang-an and Lo- 
yang in the late seventh and early eighth centuries. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that a text like the Hsiu-hsin yao lun would have been com
posed to represent the fundamentals of his teachings. The attribution of 
this text to Hung-jen thus has a retrospective validity: Its contents are not 
an exact record of his teachings, but they are at least representative of the 
most fundamental doctrines of early Ch’an， a “lowest common denomi- 
nator” of Ch’an theory around the year 700.

The existence of a handful of separate versions of the Hsiu-hsin yao 
lun from l\in-huang and elsewhere indicates its general acceptance by the 
members of the early Ch*an School as teachings appropriate to the 
departed sage of East Mountain, After Hung-jen was thus equipped with 
a suitable literary statement, the attentions of the early Ch*an authors 
would have turned naturally to his predecessor, Tao-hsin. The process 
continued in this reverse fashion with the compilation of the Hsin~hsin 
ming (Inscription on Relying upon the Mind), which is falsely attributed 
to Seng-ts’an，Tko-hsin’s supposed teacher•”

Although specific proof is lacking, I suspect that the JTFM  was only 
written very shortly, no more than a decade or so, before U was noticed 
by Ching-chueh and quoted in his LCSTC of 713-16. This interpretation 
must be considered tentative, but the reader should at least grant that it 
would be improper to follow the conventional approach in constructing 
a theory for the chronological development of early Ch’an religious 
thought. This problem is not limited to these two works. In fact, it is 
extremely difficult to assign a definite date to any of the doctrinal devel
opments of early Ch*an.

Having found a diachronic approach to the teachings of early Ch’an 
untenable, we must turn to a synchronic, thematic approach. Because of 
the retrospective validity of the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and, to a lesser extent, 
the JTFM, these two texts will be our primary source of information 
about the basic tenets of the East Mountain Teaching. The reader should 
keep in mind that the “East Mountain Teaching” defined in these pages 
does not refer to the teachings of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, but rather to 
the most basic doctrines of the Ch’an School in the early eighth century 
in the vicinity of the two capitals.
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2. Textual Information

The Hsiu-hsin yao lun,36 written as a dialogue between the master and an 
unnamed interrogator, may be divided into two parts of roughly equal 
length. The first, which includes sections A to M of the translation that 
follows, is a structured series of questions and answers. The second, sec
tions N to V, contains fewer questions, longer doctrinal statements and 
descriptions of meditation practice, a greater amount of colloquial lan
guage, and numerous direct exhortations to vigorous practice.

Important points to notice while reading this text include the fol
lowing:

1. the metaphor of the sun obscured by clouds that occurs in sec
tion D

2. emphasis on the importance of “maintaining [awareness of] the 
mind” throughout the text, and

3. the two types of meditation practice recommended in sections O 
and T

3. Treatise on the Essentials o f  Cultivating the Mind 
(Hsiu-hsin yao lun)

A. A Treatise on the Essentials of Cultivating the Mind, in one fasci
cle, [written by] Preceptor [Hung]-jen of ChM-chou17 [in order to] 
lead ordinary people to sagehood and to an understanding of the 
basic principle of emancipation.38

B. If you do not take care of [this text], then all the [other] practi
tioners will be unable to see it. Please understand that in copying it, 
you should take care to make no mistakes or omissions, which might 
mislead those who follow.19

C. The essence of cultivating the Path is to discern that one’s own 
body (mind?40) is inherently pure, [not subject to the laws of] genera
tion and extinction, and without discrimination. Perfect and com
plete in its Self Nature,41 the Pure Mind is the fundamental teacher. 
[Meditating on it] is superior to reflecting on the Buddhas of the ten 
directions.

D. Question: How do you know that one’s own mind is inherently 
pure?

AmwEK: The Treatise on the [SGtra o f the] Ten Stages42 (Shih-ti 
lun) says:

There is an adamantine Buddha Nature within the bodies of sentient 
beings.45 Like the sun, it is essentially bright, perfect, and complete.
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Although vast and limitless, it is merely44 covered by the layered clouds
of the five skandhas. Like a lamp inside a jar, its light cannot shine.

Further, to use the bright45 sun as a metaphor, it is as if the clouds 
and mists of this world were to arise together in [all] the eight direc
tions, so that the world would become dark.46 How could the sun 
ever be extinguished?

[Question: Without the sun being extinguished,] why would there 
be no light?

Answer: The sun’s light is not destroyed, but merely deflected by 
the clouds and mists. The pure mind possessed by all sentient beings 
is also like this, in simply being covered by the layered clouds of dis
criminative thinking, false thoughts, and ascriptive views. If one can 
just distinctly maintain [awareness of] the mind (shou-hsin)41 and 
not produce false thoughts, then the Dharma sun48 of nirvana will be 
naturally manifested. Therefore, it is known that one’s own mind is 
inherently pure.

E. Question: How do you know that one’s own mind is inherently 
not subject to the laws of generation and extinction?

Answer: The VimalakTrti Sutra (Wei-mo ching) says: ^Suchness 
is without generation; Suchness is without extinction.’’49 The 

term “Suchness” refers to the suchlike Buddha Nature, the mind 
which is the source [of all dharmas]50 and pure in its Self Nature. 
Suchness is fundamentally existent and is not conditionally pro
duced. [The VimalakTrti Sutrd\ also says: ^Sentient beings all [em
body] Suchness. The sages and wise men also [embody] Suchness.，MI 
‘‘Sentient beings” means us (i.e” ordinary people), and “sages and 
wise menv> means the Buddhas. Although the names and characteris
tics of [sentient beings and the Buddhas] are different, the essential 
reality of the Suchness contained within the bodies of each is identi
cal and is not subject to the laws of generation and extinction. Hence 
【the sfitra] says “a ll【embody] Suchness.” Therefore， it is known that 
one’s own mind is inherently not subject to the laws of generation 
and extinction.

F. Question: Why do you call the mind the fundamental teacher?
Answer: The True Mind exists of itself and does not come from

outside [oneself. As teacher] it does not even require any tuition 
fee!52 Nothing in all the three periods of time is more dear [to a per
son] than one*s mind. If you discern the Suchness [inherent in the 
mind] and maintain awareness of it, you will reach the other shore 
[of nirvana]. The deluded forsake it and fall into the three lower 
modes of existence (i.e., animals, hungry ghosts, and residents of the 
hells). Therefore, it is known that the Buddhas of the three periods 
of time take their own True Mind53 as teacher.
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Hence the treatise says: “The existence of sentient beings is depen
dent on the waves ❶  f false consciousness, the essence of which is illu- 
sory.>>$4 By clearly maintaining awareness of the mind, the false mind 
will not be activated (pu ch*i), and you will reach the state of birth- 
lessness (i.eM nirvana). Therefore, it is known that the mind is the 
fundamental teacher.

G. Question: Why is the mind of ordinary people superior to the 
mind of the Buddhas?55

Answer: You cannot escape birth and death by constantly reflect
ing on buddhas divorced from yourself,56 but you will reach the 
other shore of nirvana by maintaining awareness of your own funda
mental mind.57 Therefore, [the Buddha] says in the Diamond Sutra 

容 pov’o c为//I狄  “Anyone who views me in terms of form 
and seeks me by sound is practicing a heretic path and is unable to 
see the TatMgata*n% Therefore, it is known that maintaining aware
ness of the True Mind is superior to reflecting on Buddhas divorced 
from oneself. In addition, the word “superior” is only used as a 
word of encouragement in the context of religious practice. In real
ity, the essence of the ultimate fruit [of nirvana] is uniformly (<same,9 
(p'ing-teng) and without duality.

H. Question: If the true essence of sentient beings and the Buddhas is 
the same, then why is it that the Buddhas are not subject to the laws 
of generation and extinction, but receive incalculable pleasures and 
are autonomous (tzu-tsai) and unhindered [in their activities], while 
we sentient beings have fallen into the realm of birth and death and 
are subject to various kinds of suffering?59

Answer: All the Buddhas of the ten directions are enlightened to 
the Dharma Nature and distinctly illuminate the mind that is the 
source [of all individual rfAflf/TWflfS] ⑽ 人  They do 
not generate false thoughts, never fail in correct mindfulness (cheng- 
nien), and extinguish the illusion of personal possession.60 Because 
of this, they are not subject to birth and death. Since they are not 
subject to birth and death, they [have achieved] the ultimate state of 
serene extinction (i.e., nirvana). Since they [have achieved] serene 
extinction, the myriad pleasures naturally accrue to them.

Sentient beings, [on the other hand,] are all deluded as to the Urue 
Nature and do not discern the fundamental mind. Because they 
cognize the various [dAarmas】 falsely,61 they do not cultivate correct 
mindfulness. Since they do not have correct mindfulness, thoughts 
of revulsion and attraction are activated 卩n them]. Because of [these 
thoughts of] revulsion and attraction, the vessel of the mind becomes 
defiled (lit” “broken and leaky”). Since the [vessel of] the mind is 
defiled, [sentient beings] are subject to birth and death. Because of 
birth and death, all the [various kinds of] suffering naturally appear.
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The Sutra o f Mind-king [Bodhisattva] (Hsin-wang ching) says: uThe 
suchlike Buddha Nature is concealed by knowledge based on the 
senses (chih-chien). [Sentient beings] are drowning in birth and death 
within the seas of the six consciousnesses and do not achieve emanci- 
pation.”62

Make effort! If you can maintain awareness of the True Mind 
without generating false thoughts or the illusion of personal posses
sion, then you will automatically be equal to the Buddhas.

Question: [You say that] the suchlike Dharma Nature [is embod
ied by both sentient beings and the Buddhas] identically and without 
duality. Therefore, if [one group] is deluded, both should be delud
ed. If [one group] is enlightened, both should be enlightened. Why 
are only the Buddhas enlightened, while sentient beings are deluded?

Answer: At this point we enter the inconceivable portion [of this 
teaching], which cannot be understood by the ordinary mind. One 
becomes enlightened by discerning the mind; one is deluded because 
of losing [awareness of the TVue] Nature. If the conditions [necessary 
for you to understand this] occur, then they occur63一 it cannot be 
definitively explained. Simply rely on the ultimate truth64 and main
tain awareness of your own TYue Mind.

Therefore, the VimalakTrti Sdtra says: u[Dharmas\ have no Self 
Nature and no Other Nature. Dharma% were fundamentally not 
generated [in the first place] and are not now extinguished .，U5 
Enlightenment is to transcend the two extremes and enter into non
discriminating wisdom. If you understand this doctrine, then during 
all your activities66 you should simply maintain awareness of your 
fundamental Pure Mind. Do this constantly and fixedly, without 
generating false thoughts or the illusion of personal possession. 
Enlightenment will thus occur of itself.

If you ask a lot of questions, the number of doctrinal terms will 
become greater and greater. If you want to understand the essential 
point of Buddhism，67 then 【be aware that] maintaining awareness of 
the mind is paramount. Maintaining awareness of the mind is the 
fundamental basis of nirvana, the essential gateway for entering the 
path, the basic principle of the entire Buddhist canon/' and the 
patriarch of all the Buddhas of past, present, and future.

Question: Why*9 is maintaining awareness of the mind the funda
mental basis of nirv^iia?

Answer: The essence of what is called nirvana is serene extinc
tion. It is unconditioned and pleasant. When one's mind is True, 
false thoughts cease. When false thoughts cease,【the result is] cor
rect mindfulness. Having correct mindfulness leads to the generation 
of the wisdom of serene illumination (i.e., the perfect knowledge or
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illumination of all things without mental discrimination), which in 
turn means that one achieves total comprehension of the Dharma 
Nature.70 By comprehending the Dharma Nature one achieves nir
vana. Therefore, maintaining awareness of the mind is the funda
mental basis of nirvana.

K. Question: Why is maintaining awareness of the mind the essential 
gateway for entering the path?

Answer: The Buddha teaches that even【actions as seemingly triv
ial as] raising the fingers of a single hand to draw an image of the 
Buddha71 can create merit as great as the sands of the River Ganges. 
However, this is just [his way of] enticing foolish sentient beings to 
create superior karmic conditions whereby they will see the Buddha 
and [become enlightened] in the future.72 If you wish to achieve bud- 
dhahood quickly in your own body, then do nothing73 except to 
maintain awareness of the True Mind.

The Buddhas of past, present, and future are incalculable and infi
nite [in number], and every single one of them achieved buddhahood 
by maintaining awareness of the True Mind.74 Therefore, the sutra 
says: "When one fixes the mind in a single location, there is nothing 
it cannot accomplish.”75 Therefore, maintaining awareness of the 
True Mind is the essential [gateway74] for entering the path.

L. Question: Why is maintaining the TVue Mind the basic principle 
of the entire Buddhist canon?

Answer: Throughout the canon, the TathQgata preaches exten
sively about all the types of transgression and good fortune, causes 
and conditions, and rewards and retributions. He also draws upon 
all the various things [of this world]—mountains, rivers, the earth,77 
plants, trees, etc.一 to make innumerable metaphors. He also mani
fests innumerable supernormal powers and various kinds of trans
formations. All these are just the Buddha^ way of teaching foolish 
sentient beings. Since they have various kinds of desires and a myr
iad of psychological differences, the Tathagata draws them into per
manent bliss (i.e., nirvana) according to their mental tendencies.

Understand clearly that the Buddha Nature embodied within sen
tient beings is inherently pure, like a sun underlaid by clouds. By just 
distinctly maintaining awareness of the True Mind, the clouds of 
false thoughts will go away and the sun of wisdom78 will appear. 
Why make any further study of knowledge based on the senses, 
which【only】 leads to the suffering of saitisara?

All concepts, as well as the affairs of the three periods of time, 
[should be understood according to] the metaphor of polishing a 
mirror: When the dust is gone the Nature naturally becomes mani
fest fchien-hsing).79 That which is learned by the ignorant mind is
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completely useless. True learning is that which is learned by the inac
tive (or unconditioned, wu-wei) mind, which never ceases correct 
mindfulness. Although this is called 44true learning," ultimately there 
is nothing to be learned. Why is this? Because the self and nirvana 
are both nonsubstantial, they are neither different nor the same. 
Therefore, the essential principle*。 of [the words】 “nothing to be 
learned” is true.

One must maintain clear awareness of the True Mind without 
generating false thoughts or the illusion of personal possession. 
Therefore, the NirvQna Sutra (Nieh-pran ching) says: *To under
stand that the Buddha does not [actually] preach the Dharma is 
called having sufficiently listened 丨to the Buddha’s preaching】 .’’*1 
Therefore, maintaining awareness of the True Mind is the basic prin
ciple of the entire Buddhist canon.

M. Question: Why is maintaining awareness of the mind the patri
arch of all the Buddhas of past, present, and future?

Answer: All the Buddhas of past, present, and future are generat
ed within [one*s own] consciousness. When*2 you do not generate 
false thoughts, [the Buddhas] are generated within your conscious
ness. When your illusions of personal possession have been extin
guished, [the Buddhas] are generated within your consciousness. You 
will only achieve buddhahood by maintaining awareness of the True 
Mind. Therefore, maintaining awareness of the mind is the patriarch 
of all the Buddhas of past, present, and future.

N. If one were to expand upon the four previous topics, how could 
one ever explain them completely? My only desire is that you discern 
the fundamental mind for yourselves. Therefore, I sincerely tell you: 
Make effort! Make effort! The thousand sutras and ten thousand 
treatises say nothing other than that maintaining the True Mind is the 
essential [way to enlightenment].83 Make effort!

I base [my teaching] on the Lotus Sutra (Fa-hua ching), in which 
[the Buddha】 says: “I have presented you with a great cart and a 
treasury of valuables, including bright jewels and wondrous medi
cines. Even so, you do not take them. What extreme suffering! Alas! 
Alas!"84 If you can cease generating false thoughts and the illusion 
of personal possession, then all the [various types of] merit will 
become perfect and complete. Do not try to search outside yourself, 
which【only] leads to the suffering of saihs盏ra. Maintain the same 
state of mind in every moment of thought, in every phase of mental 
activity. Do not enjoy the present while planting the seeds of future 
suffering—[by doing so] you only deceive yourself and others and 
cannot escape from the realm of birth and death.

Make effort! Make effort! Although it may seem futile now, [your
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present efforts] constitute the causes for your future [enlighten
ment].*5 Do not let time pass in vain while only wasting energy. The 
sQtra says: “ 【Foolish sentient beings】 will reside forever in hell as if 
pleasantly relaxing in £i garden. There are no modes of existence 
worse than their present state•”M We sentient beings fit this descrip
tion. Having no idea how horribly terrifying [this world really】 is, we 
never have the least intention of leaving! How awful!

O. If you are just beginning to practice sitting meditation,87 then do 
so according to the Sutra o f the C<mtemp!ati<m o f  j4mitdbhau fWih 
Uang-shou kuan ching): Sit properly with the body erect, closing the 
eyes and mouth. Look straight ahead with the mind, visualizing a 
sun at an appropriate distance away. Maintain this image continu
ously without stopping. Regulate your breath so that it does not 
sound alternately coarse and fine, as this can make one sick.

If you sit [in meditation] at night, you may experience all kinds of 
good and bad psychological states; enter into any of the blue, yellow, 
red, and white samadhis; witness your own body producing light; 
observe the physical characteristics of the Tathagata; or experience 
various [other] transformations. When you perceive [such things], 
concentrate the mind and do not become attached to them. They are 
all nonsubstantial manifestations of false thinking.*9 The sutra says: 
“All the countries of the ten directions are [nonsubstantial，】 like 
spaced Also, "The triple realm is an empty apparition that is solely 
the creation of the individual mind.M90 Do not worry if you cannot 
achieve concentration and do not experience the various psychologi
cal states. Just constantly maintain clear awareness of the TVue Mind 
in all your actions.

If you can stop generating false thoughts and the illusion of per
sonal possession, [then you will realize that】 all the myriad 洲  armas 
are nothing other than [manifestations of your] own mind. The Bud
dhas only preach extensively using numerous verbal teachings and 
metaphors because the mental tendencies of sentient beings differ 
necessitating a variety of teachings. In actuality, the mind is the basic 
【subject】 of the eighty-four thousand doctrines, the ranking of the 
three vehicles， and the definitions of the seventy-two【stages of] sages 
and wise men.

To be able to discern one*s own inherent mind and improve [the 
ability to maintain awareness of it】 with every moment of thought is 
equivalent to constantly making pious offerings to the entire Bud
dhist canon and to all the Buddhas in the ten directions of space,91 
who are as numerous as the sands of the River Ganges. It is equiva
lent to constantly turning the wheel of the Dharmd with every 
moment of thought.
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He who comprehends the mind that is the source of all dharmas 
always understands everything. All his wishes are fulfilled and all his 
religious practices completed. He accomplishes all [that he sets out to 
do] and will not be reborn again [in the realm of samsSra].92 If you 
can stop generating false thoughts and the illusion of personal pos
session and completely discard [your preoccupation with] the body, 
then you will certainly achieve birthlessness (i.eM nirvana). How 
inconceivably [wonderful]!

Make effort! And do not be pretentious!93 It is difficult to get a 
chance to hear this essential teaching. Of those who have heard it, 
not more than one person in a number as great as the sands of the 
River Ganges is able to practice it. It would be rare for even one per
son in a million billion eons to practice it to perfection.94 Calm your
self with care, moderate any sensory activity, and attentively view the 
mind that is the source of all dharmas. Make it shine distinctly and 
purely all the time, without ever becoming blank.95

P. Question: What is blankness of mind?
Answer: People who practice mental concentration may inhibit 

the True Mind within themselves by being dependent on sensory per
ceptions, coarse states of mind, and restricted breathing. Before 
achieving mental purity, [such people may undertake the] constant 
practices of concentrating the mind and viewing the mind. Although 
they do so during all their activities, [such people] cannot achieve 
[mental] clarity and purity, nor illumine that mind which is the 
source of all dharmas. This is called blankness [of mind.]

[People who possess such a] defiled mind cannot escape the great 
illness of birth and death. How much more pitiful are those who are 
completely ignorant of [the practice of] maintaining awareness of the 
mind! Such people are drowning in the seas of suffering that are con
comitant with the realm of samsara—when will they ever be able to 
escape?

Make effort! The sutra says:

If sentient beings are not completely sincere about seeking enlighten
ment, then not even all the Buddhas of the three periods of time will be 
able to do anything [for them, even if those Buddhas] are as numerous 
as the sands of the River Ganges.96

The sfltra says: “Sentient beings discern the mind and cross over [to 
the other shore of enlightenment] by themselves. The Buddhas can
not make sentient beings cross over [to the other shore] ̂  If the Bud
dhas were able to make sentient beings cross over [to the other shore 
of enlightenment], then why—the Buddhas of the past being as incal
culable as the sands of the River Ganges_ have we sentient beings
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not yet achieved buddhahood? We are drowning in the seas of suffer
ing simply because we are not completely sincere about seeking 
enlightenment.

Make effort! One cannot know the transgressions of one^s past, 
and repenting now is of no avail. Now, in this very lifetime, you have 
had an opportunity to hear【this teaching]. I have related it clearly; it 
would be well for you to understand what I say. Understand clearly 
that maintaining awareness of the mind is the highest way. You may 
be insincere about seeking the achievement of buddhahood and 
become receptive to the immeasurable pleasures and benefits [that 
accrue from religious training. You may】 go so far as to ostenta
tiously follow worldly customs and crave [personal】 fame and gain. 
[If you do so you will] eventually fall into hell and become subject to 
all kinds of suffering. What a plight! Make effort!

Q. One can have success with minimal exertion by merely donning 
tattered robes, eating coarse food> and clearly maintaining aware
ness of the mind. The unenlightened people of this world do not 
understand this truth and undergo great anguish in their ignorance. 
Hoping to achieve emancipation^ they cultivate a broad range of 
superficial types of goodness—only to fall subject to the suffering 
concomitant with samsdra.

He who, in [mental] clarity never ceases correct mindfulness while 
helping sentient beings cross over to the other shore of nirvana is a 
bodhisattva of great power.97 I tell you this explicitly: Maintaining 
awareness of the mind is the ultimate. If you cannot bear suffering 
during this single present lifetime, you will be subject to misfortune 
for ten thousand eons to come. I ask you: Which case applies to you?

To remain unmoved by the blowing of the eight winds98 [of good 
and ill fortune] is to have a truly special mountain of treasure. If you 
want to realize the fruit [of nirvana], then just respond to all the 
myriad different realms of your consciousness by activating trans
formations as numerous as the sands of the River Ganges. OneJs dis
crimination [of each instant] is so skillful it seems to flow. Applying 
medicine to fit the disease, one is able to stop generating false 
thoughts and the illusion of personal possession. He who [can do 
this] has transcended the world and is truly a man of great stature." 
Ah, the unrestricted freedom of a Tbthagata一how could it ever be 
exhausted!

Having explained these things, I100 urge you in complete sincerity: 
Stop generating false thoughts and the illusion of personal posses
sion!

R. Question: What do you mean by the “illusion of personal posses- 
sion”？
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Answer: When only slightly superior to someone else [in some 
way], one may think that this [superiority] is due to one's own 
achievement. To feel this way is to be sick even while in nirvana. The 
Nirvdna Sutra says: MThis is likened to the realm of space, which 
contains the myriad things. Space does not think to itself, I am doing 
this.，M01 This is a metaphor for the two teachings of [eradicating the) 
illness and practicing [the truth, i.e.,] the concept of extinguishing 
the illusion of personal possession and the ^adamantine samadhr 
(chin-kang san-mei) .102

S. Question: Even sincere103 practitioners who seek a perfect and 
permanent nirva〇a [may only seek] the crude and impermanent stan
dards of goodness and fail to take pleasure in the Ultimate Truth. 
[Such people may】 try to have their minds operate according to [Bud
dhist】 doctrines before they have manifested that which is true, per- 
manent, wondrous, and good (i.e., the Buddha Nature). This leads 
to the activation of discriminative thinking, which constitutes a 
defiled state of mind. They may try to fix the mind in the locus of 
non-being 104 To do so is to be lodged in the darkness of
ignorance and is not in accord with the [True] Principle.

They may grasp nonsubstantiality in an improper way, without 
trying to fix the mind [on a single object of contemplation] according 
to [Buddhist】 doctrines. Although they have received a human body, 
theirs is the practice of animals. They lack the expedient means of 
meditation and wisdom and cannot clearly and brightly see the Bud
dha Nature. This is the predicament of religious practitioners [such 
as ourselves]. We beseech you to tell us the true teaching by which we 
can progress toward remainderless nirvdna!

Answer: When you are completely in [possession of] the True 
Mind, the achievement of your ultimate wish [is assured].

Gently quiet your mind. I will teach you [how to do this] once 
again: Make your body and mind pure and peaceful, without any 
discriminative thinking at all. Sit properly with the body erect. Regu
late the breath and concentrate the mind so it is not within you, not 
outside of you, and not in any intermediate location. Do this care
fully and naturally. View your own consciousness tranquilly and 
attentively, so that you can see how it is always moving, like flowing 
water or a glittering105 mirage. After you have perceived this con
sciousness, simply continue to view it gently and naturally, without 
【the consciousness assuming any fixed position] inside or outside of 
yourself. Do this tranquilly and attentively until its fluctuations dis
solve into peaceful stability. This flowing consciousness will disap
pear like a gust of wind.,#<t

When this [flowing] consciousness disappears, [all one's illusions
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will] disappear along with it, even the [extremely subtle] illusions of 
bodhisattvas of the tenth stage. When this consciousness and [false 
cognition of the] body have disappeared, one's mind becomes peace
fully stable, simple, and pure. I cannot describe it any further. If you 
want to know more about it, then follow the "Chapter on the Ada
mantine Body** (Chin-kang shen p fin) of the NirvQna SQtra and the 
"Chapter on the Vision of Aksobhya Buddha** (Chien o-ch*u-fo 
p*in) of the VimilakTrti Sutra.'01 Think about this carefully, for this is 
the truth.

T. Any person who can avoid losing [sight] of this mind during all his 
actions and in the face of the five desires and the eight winds [of 
good and ill fortune] has established his pure practice,108 done that 
which must be done, and will never again be born into the realm of 
birth and death. The five desires are [those that arise relative to] 
form, sound, smell, taste, and touch. The eight winds are success 
and failure; defamation and praise; honor and abuse; and suffering 
and pleasure.

While cultivating the Buddha Nature109 you must never worry 
about not achieving autonomous [mastery of the supernormal pow
ers, etc.] in this lifetime. The sutra says: <4When there is no buddha 
in the world, then bodhisattvas who have [reached the ten] stages are 
unable to manifest the functioning [of enIightenment(?)J.，M,° You 
must become emancipated from this retribution body. The abilities 
of sentient beings [as governed by the factors of the) past differ in 
ways that cannot be understood. Those of superior [ability can 
achieve enlightenment] in an instant, while those of inferior [abil
ity take] an incalculable number of eons. When you have the 
strength,111 generate the good roots of enlightenment according to 
[your own] nature (i.eM individual identity) as a sentient being, so 
that you benefit yourself and others and ornament the path of bud- 
dhahood.

You must completely [master] the four dependences112 and pene
trate the true characteristic [of all things]. If you become dependent 
on words you will lose the TVue Principle (chen-tsung). All you 
monks who have left home (i.eM to become monks) and practice 
some other form of Buddhism—this is the [true meaning ofi “leav
ing home.” “Leaving home” is to leave the home of birth and death. 
You will achieve success in the cultivation of the path when your 
[practice of] correct mindfulness is complete. To never fail in correct 
mindfulness—even when one's body is being torn apart or at the 
time of death—is to be a buddha.

U. My disciples have compiled this treatise113 [from my oral teach
ings], so that [the reader] may just use his True Mind to grasp the
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meaning of its words. It is impossible to exhaustively substantiate 
[every detail] with preaching such as this. If [the teachings contained 
herein] contradict the Holy Truth, I repent and hope for the eradica
tion [of that transgression]. If they correspond to the Holy TVuth, I 
transfer [any merit that would result from this effort to all] sentient 
beings. I want everyone to discern their fundamental minds and 
achieve buddhahood at once. Those who are listening [now] should 
make effort, so that you can achieve buddhahood in the future. I 
now vow to help my followers to cross over [to the other shore of nir- 
va〇a].

V. Question: This treatise [teaches] from beginning to end that mani
festing one's own mind represents enlightenment. [However, I] do 
not know whether this is a teaching of the fruit [of nirvana] or one of 
practice.

Answer: The basic principle of this treatise is the manifestation of 
the One Vehicle. Its ultimate intention is to lead the unenlightened to 
emancipation, so that they can escape from the realm of birth and 
death themselves and eventually help others to cross over to the other 
shore of nirvana. [This treatise] only speaks of benefiting oneself 
and does not explain how to benefit others."4 It should be categor- 
ized as a teaching of practice 人 Anyone who practices
according to this text will achieve buddhahood immediately.

If I am deceiving you, I will fall into the eighteen hells in the 
future. I point to heaven and earth in making this vow: If [the teach
ings contained here] are not true, I will be eaten by tigers and wolves 
for lifetime after lifetime.113

4. The Metaphor o f  the Sun and Clouds
The key to understanding the Hsiu-hsin yao lun is the metaphor of the 
sun obscured by clouds that occurs near the beginning of the text. Unfor
tunately, the origin of the passage containing this metaphor is obscure. 
The same passage is also found in Ching-chueh's LCSTC and Shen- 
hsiu*s Kuan-hsin lun, but it is attributed in these texts to the Shih-ti 
ching, the SUtra on the Ten Stages, rather than the Shih-ti [chingj lun, the 
treatise based on that sutra. In fact, the passage occurs in neither. Since 
no scriptural precedent for this passage has ever been found, it seems 
best to assume that it derived from an unknown Chinese source of the 
late seventh century or earlier.1,6

Nowhere does the use of this metaphor occur so prominently as in the 
beginning of I-hsing^s commentary on the Th~jih chirtg (Sutra o f the 
Great Vairocana [Buddha]), one of the most important scriptures of eso
teric Buddhism. I-hsing, who was at one time a student of P^-chi, opens
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his commentary with an explanation of the name of the Buddha that 
occurs in the title of the sutra:

The Sanskrit word Vairocana is another name for the sun, having the 
meaning of an omnipresent brilliance that eradicates darkness. The sun of 
this world, however, is governed by spatial limitations. It cannot illuminate 
inside [a building] the same as it can outside; it can brighten one place but 
not another. Also, its brilliance only occurs during the daytime and does not 
illuminate the night. The brilliance of the sun of the Tathdgata*s wisdom is 
not like this, in that it is a great illuminating brightness that extends to every 
location [in the universe]. There are no spatial [limitations of] interior and 
exterior or distinctions of day and night.

Also, as the sun travels [about] the world, the plants and trees are able to 
grow according to their natural allotments, so that the various tasks of this 
world achieve completion thereby. The brilliance of the sun of the Tath&gata 
illuminates the entire dharmadhdtu, [so that] it is able to foster, with abso
lute impartiality (p'ing-teng), the incalculable ugood roots** of sentient 
beings. In addition, all the excellent mundane and supramundane activities 
are without exception achieved on the basis of [the sun of the Tathagata*% 
wisdom].

Further, layered shadows can obscure the orb of the sun so that it is hid
den, yet it is not destroyed. Violent winds can blow the clouds away so that 
the sun's brilliance may be seen to illuminate, yet it is not only just born. 
The sun of the Mind of the Buddha (fo-hsin chihjih) [that is within us all] is 
also like this: Although it may be obstructed by the layered clouds of igno
rance, the afflictions, and foolish disputation, it is never decreased 【by such 
obstructions】 . Even if one achieves the ultimate【experience of the] 
dhi of the true characteristic of all dharmasr [in which] onc*s perfect bril
liance is unlimited, [the Mind of the Buddha within】 is not increased 
【thereby].

Because of various factors such as these, the sun of this world cannot be 
taken as a metaphor [for the sun of the 7&仂 取 aW’s wisdom】. It is only by 
taking consideration of the small degree of resemblance and adding the 
word great that one can say: ^Mahdvairocana,**'11

It is possible, of course, that I-hsing learned this metaphor from ^u- 
bhdkarasimha, the esoteric Buddhist master under whom he studied the 
sutra in question. However, the content and structure of the third para
graph of the statement just quoted, which discusses ^layered shadows*5 
(i.e., clouds), violent winds, and the ensuing appearance of the indestruc
tible sun, are strikingly reminiscent of the corresponding Hsiu-hsin yao 
lun passage."8 Whatever its origin, I-hsing's explanation of the name 
Vairocana utilizes the conceptual framework operant in the Ch’an 
School at exactly the same time.

The metaphor of the sun and clouds is used twice in the LCSTC, once 
in the entry on Gunabhadra, and again in that on Hui-k9o. In the latter
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instance it appears essentially as it does in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. In addi
tion to minor variations of wording and the different attribution men
tioned in the first paragraph of this section, Ching-chueh interpolates a 
passage from the Avatamsaka Sutra on the Buddha Nature being as vast 
as space. He follows the metaphor of the sun and clouds with a list of 
several others: ice and water, a lamp in the wind, fire within wood, gold 
and gangue, and water and waves. The most interesting, for our pur
poses, is the following:

The Buddha Nature [exists in the] same sense as the sun and moon exist in 
the world (lit.， “below heaven”） and fire exists within wood. Within people, 
there is the Buddha Nature. It is also called the (<lamp of the Buddha 
Nature'* and the <lmirror of nirvana." Therefore, the great mirror of nir
vana is brighter than the sun and moon. Interior and exterior are perfect 
and pure， boundless and limitless.n9

Ching-chueh*s reference to the mirror is particularly interesting in light 
of the famous Platform Sutra verses. The other reference to the meta
phor of the sun and clouds in Ching-chueh's work occurs together with 
an allusion to the mirror that is even more apropos:

The great path {ta-tao, here probably equivalent to enlightenment) is fun
damentally vast. Being perfect and pure it is fundamentally existent and is 
not attained through causes. It resembles the light of the sun, which is 
underlaid by clouds. When the clouds and mists disappear, the light of the 
sun appears of itself. What use is it to make any further study of discrimina
tive knowledge, to range across the written and spoken words that only lead 
to the path of birth and death? He who transmits oral explanations of writ
ten texts as the path [to enlightenment] is only seeking personal fame and 
benefit, [thereby] harming self and others.

It is also like the polishing of a bronze mirror: When the dust is com
pletely gone from the surface of the mirror, the mirror is naturally bright 
and pure. The SQtra on the Nonactivity o f  All Dharmay (Chu-fa wu-hsing 
ching) says: i(The Buddha does not achieve buddhahood, nor does he save 
sentient beings. [It is only due to] the excessive discrimination of sentient 
beings that [he is said to] achieve buddhahood and save sentient beings.'* If 
you do not become enlightened to this mind, you will never be certain (of its 
existence and function]. If you are enlightened to it, then [you will perceive] 
its illumination. The great function of causal generation being perfectly 
interpenetrating and without hindrance: This is called the **great cultivation 
of the path.’’120

At first glance, these references to the mirror seem to have exactly the 
same implication as in the Platform Sutra verse attributed to Shen-hsiu. 
Certainly, the basic construction of the metaphor is the same: The mirror 
represents the fundamental mind or Buddha Nature; the dust represents 
the human ignorance that obscures one’s True Mind. Although Ching-
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chueh^ explicit injunction is to recognize the mind that lies beneath the 
obscuring dusts of the illusions, one suspects that he is also recommend
ing that we work to rid ourselves of illusion just as one would rub dust 
from the surface of a mirror.

Not only is no such recommendation made in the LCSTC, but this 
metaphor is not used in the same way in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and other 
East Mountain Tfeaching texts. TVue， the //5/W-/W//7 少ao /wrt does contain a 
reference to polishing a mirror clean of dust (see section L of the transla
tion), but this reference is not used to exhort the student to strive for the 
vigorous removal of the “dust” of his own illusions. On the contrary, the 
implication is that the reflective or illuminative capacity of the mirror is a 
fundamental characteristic that is not really affected by the adventitious 
appearance of dust upon its surface.

Another East Mountain Teaching text, the Liao-hsing chu (Stanzas on 
the Comprehension o f the Nature), puts it this way:

Although the [Pure] Nature is without darkness, it is obstructed by the 
clouds of false thoughts. It is like dust on a bright mirror一 how can it possi
bly damage the [mirror's] essential brightness (ming-hsing, or ^brightness 
nature’’}? Although it may be temporarily obstructed, rubbing will return 
the brightness. The brightness [of the mirror] is a fundamental brightness, 
not like something appended to it. The Dharma Nature is the same.'2'

In other words, the brightness of the mirror and the existence of dust on 
its surface are of two fundamentally different levels of reality. The mir
ror is not really affected by the dust, which can be wiped off at any time. 
In the Hsiu-hsin yao lun the emphasis is placed on the sun, which is the 
symbolic equivalent of the mirror, rather than on the clouds or dusts of 
ignorance. The clouds that block our view of the sun do not destroy the 
sun; the winds that drive those clouds away do not thereby create the 
newly apparent sun. As Ching-chueh points out in the LCSTC, the Bud
dha actually neither becomes a buddha nor saves other beings一he only 
appears to do so to those who lack true understanding.

According to the Hsiu-hsin yao lunp the existence of the Buddha 
Nature or Fundamental Mind within all sentient beings is the single most 
important fact of our existence. True, that Buddha Nature may be 
rendered invisible or ineffective by ignorant views, dualistic conceptual
ization, and the karmic residue of past errors—but the important fact is 
that it is there. What is the appropriate religious response to this situa
tion? Would it be to strive diligently for the annihilation of those obsta
cles of dualistic ignorance in order to strip away the ^clouds** obscuring 
one’s pristine internal “sun”？

No, the appropriate response is to focus on the sun rather than on 
one’s illusions, to nurture the awareness of its existence in each and every
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moment, no matter what one*s particular activity or situation might be. 
This is the meaning of the term shou~hsint to ^maintain [awareness of] 
the mind.”

5. Shou-hsin and Meditation Practice in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun

Shou-hsin literally means uto guard the mind/* or, according to a more 
liberal interpretation, <(to maintain constant, undiscriminating aware
ness of the absolute mind or Buddha Nature within oneself/* The word 
说⑽  means “to protect, maintain, or uphold” and is used in other Bud
dhist terms in the sense of maintaining the precepts, or moral purity in 
general. The term shou-hsin, in fact, is very similar to shou4, uto guard 
the will” or “to guard the consciousness,” which is used in very early Chi
nese translations in the sense of “mindfulness，” an important concept in 
Buddhist meditation theory.122

In the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, shou-hsin does not mean to guard the mind 
against outside influences so much as to maintain it uppermost in one*s 
thoughts, to refrain from ever forgetting about the cardinal importance 
of its existence, to make its presence the dominant standard by which one 
orders one^s life. In the strictest sense, shou-hsin means to simply main
tain continued possession of the Absolute Mind, but this possession is 
treated in cognitive terms: It is the awareness of the presence of that 
mind that is important. Eventually, one will experience the Buddha 
Nature directly when one’s illusions disappear.

The metaphor of the sun and clouds and the use of the term shou-hsin 
combine to indicate a very gentle approach to spiritual practice: If one 
maintains awareness of the mind without having any false thoughts or 
illusions, then the <(sun of nirvana** will appear naturally. In other 
words, one’s Buddha Nature will become manifested and one will be 
enlightened. The insistence on maintaining awareness of the mind rather 
than purposefully working for and achieving enlightenment amounts to 
an affirmation of the ultimate perfection of the human condition just as 
it is, without the necessity of any adjustment or alteration.

In spite of this gentle, all-affirming attitude, the Hsiu-hsin yao tun is 
also outspoken about the need for vigorous effort in meditation. Hung- 
jen is frequently made to exhort his students to make effort, and enlight
enment is clearly considered something to be energetically sought for and 
achieved, if not in this lifetime, then in the next. In the context of this 
treatise it is impossible to completely resolve this apparent contradiction 
between the passive acceptance of the ultimate perfection of the present 
human condition and the purposive striving for enlightenment. Quite 
possibly shou-hsin was intentionally designed to mitigate the general ten
dency of beginning students to grasp for an idealized and thus funda
mentally misapprehended goal, i.e., the achievement of enlightenment.
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Certainly, such considerations occur frequently in early Ch*an works. 
One important example from the letters attached to the EJSHL, which 
we discussed in the previous chapter, emphasize that the spiritual goal is 
not a personal transformation per se but the realization that no such 
transformation is required. In addition, the tension between the ultimate 
perfection of human existence and the need to strive diligently for self- 
realization is common throughout the entire Ch*an tradition. Although 
the Hsiu-hsin yao lun does not explicitly address this creative tension, the 
meditation techniques it suggests are in themselves functional paradigms 
of the importance of the Buddha Nature and the essential emptiness of 
the discriminative mind. Hence, the very type of practical striving advo
cated here is in itself an affirmation of perfection in the undisciplined 
human state.'23

The first meditation technique recommended in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, 
the visualization of the golden orb of the sun, is obviously related to the 
metaphor discussed earlier. (See section O of the translation.) This tech
nique, which is loosely based on the Pure Land tradition's Sutra o f the 
Contemplation o f  AmitSbha, is a simple concentration device for the 
beginning student similar to those common to all systems of Buddhist 
meditation and at the same time a translation of the abstract idea of 
shou-hsin and the metaphor of the sun into practical terms. That is, 
visualizing an image of the sun is a practical enactment of the state of 
enlightenment, in which the Buddha Nature has become and will remain 
constantly visible.

The second technique is simply to concentrate on the movement of 
one's own discriminative mind. (See section S.) In effect, this is to con
centrate on the clouds or dusts of ignorance rather than the pure bril
liance of the sun or mirror, but the overall impact is very much the same 
as in the former technique. Here, too, the instruction is not to wrest that 
ignorance from one's person, but merely to observe that ignorance until 
it ceases to function. In effect, this is to concentrate on one's illusions 
until they dissolve into nonexistence. At the point at which one*s dis
criminative mind finally stops, one is said to have come into contact with 
the Absolute Mind. The meditator is not supposed to alter his practice of 
shou-hsin after achieving this contact, but rather to maintain it per
manently while responding perfectly to the outside world. The difference 
between this new state of being and the previous, unenlightened state 
necessarily involves being in direct, undistorted contact with the outside 
world through the undeluded, Absolute Mind. Although this Absolute 
Mind is said to discriminate sense data, it does so perfectly and without 
any false conceptualization.124

The functioning of the enlightened mind is not discussed at length in 
the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, which describes itself as devoted solely to the ben
efit of self rather than others. The functioning of the enlightened mind is
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actually the province of the Northern School per se, but we are left to 
wonder just how much of the later methodology designed to explicate 
this issue was already in place by the time the Hsiu-hsin yao lun was writ
ten. As we shall see in the following section, the JTFM  has more to say 
on this subject.

6. The Background o f  shou-i pu i or 
^Maintaining the One Without Wavering"

The most interesting subject discussed in the JTFM  is shou-i pu i or 
^maintaining the One without wavering.** Although the full four-charac
ter phrase is not found elsewhere, the term shou-i has a very long history 
in Chinese literature.123 Yoshioka Yoshitoyo has analyzed the rich back
ground and significance of this term in the Chinese Taoist tradition, 
arguing that by the beginning of the fifth century the advocates of 
assumed the status of an independent faction and that by the beginning 
of the sixth century this faction had developed to the point that shou-i 
had become accepted as the central element of Taoist meditation prac
tice.126

The basis of the Taoist practice of shou-i is the emphasis on the ^One^
(i)t which in the Tao-te ching is understood as the immediate derivative of 
the Tao itself and, in turn, the source of the myriad elements of phenom
enal reality.127 The term shou-i is used in both the Tao-te ching and the 
Chuartg-tzu, but it is in Ko Hung's Pao-p9u tzu that it receives its most 
definitive early exposition. Here the “One” is regarded as the source of 
all things, including even the Tao itself, and the fundamental reason for 
all things being as they are. He who knows the One knows all; he who is 
ignorant of the One knows nothing.

The One is the source of all good fortune, as well as personal longevity, 
so that the Taoist scriptures teach the practice of ^maintaining the One** 
(shou-i). The One is regarded as existing within the psychic centers of the 
body, i.eM the three Cicinnabar fields^ below the navel, below the heart, 
and behind the space between the eyes. If a practitioner could 4<maintain 
the One without tiringM (shou-ipu t 9ai), the One would protect him from 
all danger.128

Although some of the phrases that occur in Taoist texts are very similar 
to the shou-i pu i of the JTFM, the explanation of the Taoist practice of 
shou-i is couched in the highly symbolic language of internal alchemy, 
which does not translate readily into a Buddhist context.129 The follow
ing statement from a mid-fifth-century Taoist text, however, is unmistak
ably relevant to the development of Chinese Buddhism:

The srQmanera students of the Hinayana sit quietly and count their 
breaths. Reaching ten, they begin again, doing this all year long without for
getting it for a moment . . .
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The Taoist priests (tao-shih), the students of the Mahayana, constantly 
think upon the image of the true god within the body, [including] its apparel 
and color. They lead it going and coming (tao-yin wang-lai), treating it as a 
divine ruler, without ceasing for a moment. Therefore, thoughts do not 
enter from outside, the Divine and True Being descends, and the mind is 
without [the confusion of] excess affairs. The Mahayana [way of] training is 
to accept the pneuma and maintain the One (shou-ch'ishou~i).U(i

It is amusing to observe Tkoists using the Buddhist terms “Hlnayana” 
and “Mahayana” against Buddhism. For our purposes, the important 
implication is that the Ch'an School may have adopted use of the term 
shou-i because it represented an alternative to traditional Buddhist medi
tation technique that was somehow more compatible with the Chinese 
religious spirit. Indeed, the state in which “thoughts do not enter from 
the outside, the Divine and True Being descends, and the mind is without 
[the confusion of] excess affairs** could easily be transposed into a Bud
dhist idiom, with the Divine and True Being taken as an anthropo
morphized Buddha Nature.

This interpretation is rendered even more plausible by the fact that 
another Taoist text, thought by Yoshioka to have been written around the 
year 700, emphasizes the importance of shou-i in much the same way that 
the Hsiu-hsin yao lun does shou-hsin, describing it as the one precept in 
which all others are subsumed. Not only are the terms “gradual” and 
^sudden*' (chien and tun) mentioned, but the text recommends that one 
apply the precepts in one's mind, (<not activating any other thought** (pu 
ch*i Va nien).iu <<Nonactivation>, (pu<hri) was an important Northern 
Ch'an term at the same point in Chinese religious history.

At the very least, the use of the terms shou-i and shou-i pu i in the early 
Ch’an School represents the borrowing or imitation of attractive Taoist 
terminology. Beyond this, shou-i may have been adopted because of its 
specific meaning within the Ikoist tradition. That is, shou-i represented 
the quintessential element of Tkoist meditation practice, a general tech
nique that was applicable in all situations and far superior to the myriad 
other techniques of more specific use and elaborate description. The pre
cipitation of shou-i out of the mass of Ikoist spiritual technology thus 
resembles the quest within Buddhism for the single most important and 
immediately relevant religious technique, a quest that was an important 
factor in the development of both Ch'an meditation and the Pure Land 
practice of the ^mindfulness of the Buddha** (nien-fo).

It is also possible that the Ikoist practice of shou-i represented a sort of 
generalized mindfulness of one’s internal harmony that appealed to the 
followers of early Ch*an. Thus the Buddhists overlooked the symbology 
of cinnabar fields and internal spirits and focused on the state achieved 
during the correct practice of shou-i, in which thoughts did not intrude 
on the harmonized mind. Although this interpretation seems reasonable,
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there is unfortunately no specific evidence to indicate the degree to which 
the Buddhists were aware of and indebted to the previous accomplish
ments of their Taoist counterparts.

7. The Meaning o f  “Maintaining the One Without Wavering”
in the JTFM

The 77FM  claims that in the practice of shou-i pu i **the trainee is able to 
clearly see the Buddha Nature and quickly enter the gateway of medita
tion.’’132 The text describes this practice as follows:

A. First, taking the body as the fundamental [focus of one's atten
tion], one should cultivate a detailed contemplation of the body. 
Also, the body is the amalgam of the four elements (i.e., earth, 
water, fire, and wind) and the five skandhas (form, feelings, percep
tions, impulses, and consciousness). It is ultimately impermanent 
and will never achieve autonomy (tzu~tsai). Although it has not yet 
been destroyed, it is ultimately nonsubstantial. The Vimalaklrti 
Sutra says: uThe body is like a floating cloud一 in an instant it disap- 
pears.’’133

Further, one should constantly contemplate one's own body to be 
nonsubstantial and pure134 like a shadow, which can be seen but not 
grasped. Wisdom is generated from within the shadow. Being ulti
mately without location [of its own, wisdom] is unmoving and yet 
responds to things, inexhaustible in its transformations. It generates 
the six senses out of nonsubstantiality. The six senses are also non
substantial and serene, so one should realize that their six respective 
realms of sense perception a re【illusory, like] dreams or phantasma- 
goria.

When the eye sees something, there is no “thing” within the eye. 
When a mirror reflects a face, it may be perfectly distinct, but this is 
an image (lit” a “shadow of the form”） manifested in space， and 
there is not any “thing” within the mirror. You should understand 
that a person^ face does not enter into the mirror, nor does the mir
ror enter into the person's face.133 One should understand by this 
detailed consideration that mirror and face fundamentally do not 
exit or enter or go or come. This is the meaning of Tathagata (Ju-lai, 
“Thus~comeOne”).

According to this analysis, within the eye and within the mirror 
there is a fundamental and constant【state】 of nonsubstanUality and 
serenity. The illumination of the mirror and the illumination (i.e., 
perception) of the eye are identical. Therefore, [the eye] has been 
used as a comparison. The meaning of the nose, tongue» and other
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senses is the same. Know that the eye is fundamentally nonsubstan- 
tial and that all visible form must be understood to be “other-form” 
(t9a-se).li6 When the ear hears a sound, understand this to be an 
“other-sound.” When the nose smells a fragrance, understand this to 
be an “other-fragrance•” When the tongue distinguishes a taste, 
understand this to be an “other-taste.” When the mind apprehends a 
dharma, understand this to be an ^othtx-dharma^ When the body 
experiences a feeling, understand this to be an “other-feeling” •

B. To “maintain the One without wavering” is to concentrate on 
viewing a single thing with this eye of nonsubstantial purity, to be 
intent on this constantly and motionlessly, without interruption, day 
and night. When the mind tries to run away, bring it back quickly. 
Just as a line is tied to the foot of a bird to retrieve it if it tries to fly, 
you should view fk'an) [that thing] all day long, without cease. The 
mind will then become completely settled . . .

When studying archery, one first shoots at a large target, then a 
medium-sized one, then a small one then the bull's-eye, then a single 
hair, then one-hundredth of a hair. Then one shoots each arrow into 
the haft of the previous one, [each arrow] supported, haft by haft, 
without any of them falling. This is a metaphor for spiritual training, 
in which one fixes the mind [on a single object] thought after 
thought. Continuing this in successive moments of thought without 
any temporary [diversion], one's correct mindfulness is uninter
rupted. One is correctly mindful of the immediate present . . . l,7

Furthermore, if the mind activates (ch*i) its cognitive [functions] 
(chueh) in connection with some sense realm separate from itself, 
then contemplate the locus of that activation as ultimately nonac
tivating (pu-ch'i). When the mind is conditionally generated, it does 
not come from [anywhere within] the ten directions, nor does it go 
anywhere. When you can constantly contemplate [your own] ratioci
nation, discrimination, false consciousness, perceptions, random 
thoughts,13* and confused [states of] mind as nonactivated, then 
[your meditation] has attained gross stability. If you can stabilize the 
mind and be without further conditional mentation,139 you will be 
accordingly serene and concentrated and will also be able accord
ingly to put an end to [your present] afflictions and cease the produc
tion of new ones. This is called emancipation.

If you can view the mind^ most subtle afflictions, agonized confu
sions, and dark introspections and can temporarily let go of them 
and gently stabilize [your mind] in a suitable fashion, your mind will 
naturally attain peace and purity(?).140 Only you must be valiant, as 
if you were saving your head from burning. You must not be lax! 
Make effort! Make effort!
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C. When you are beginning to practice seated meditation and mind- 
viewing, you should sit alone in a single place.141 First, sit upright in 
correct posture, loosen your robe and your belt, and relax your body 
by massaging yourself seven or eight times.142 Force all the air out of 
your abdomen, so as to become like peace itself, simple and calm. By 
regulating the body and mind one can pacify the mind (hsin-shen). 
Therefore, being completely effaced in profound obscurity,143 one's 
breathing becomes tranquil and the mind gradually regulated.144 
One's spirit (shen-tao) becomes clear and keen, one's mind (hsin-ti) 
bright and pure. Observing distinctly, both interior and exterior are 
nonsubstantial and pure,145 so that the Mind Nature is quiescent. 
When it is quiescent, the mind of the sage will be manifest.

Although formless in nature, the virtuous fidelity [of the mind of 
the sage] is always present. The [functioning of the] abstruse numen 
cannot be exhausted and always maintains its brilliance: this is called 
the Buddha Nature.146 He who sees this Buddha Nature transcends 
birth and death forever and is referred to as a person who has 
escaped the world. Therefore, the VimalakTrti Sutra says: 44With a 
sudden expansiveness one retrieves the Fundamental Mind.’’147 How 
true these words!

In contrast to the relatively straightforward manner in which different 
topics are introduced and discussed in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, the JTFM  is 
repetitive and occasionally confusing. It is much more willing than the 
other text to string together scriptural quotations (these have been largely 
excised from the passage introduced here), to make sophisticated allu
sions to the classics of Chinese secular and Buddhist literature, and even 
to state apparently self-contradictory positions. Finally, where the Hsiu- 
hsin yao lun is devoted almost entirely to static images一 the existence of 
the Buddha Nature, maintenence of the mind, etc.一 the JTFM mixes 
both the static and dynamic. In particular, it exhibits a greater interest in 
the ongoing functioning of the enlightened mind than in the immanence 
of that mind within us all.

Simply put, in the JTFM umaintaining the One without wavering** 
refers to the practice of meditation on the nonsubstantiality of one*s 
body and the entirety of oneJs sensory apparatus and experience. The 
explanation of this practice has two different components: a definition 
of the nonsubstantiality of body and mind and the instruction to use that 
fundamentally nonsubstantial mind to contemplate a selected object of 
meditation.

Later in the LCSTC, the parent text in which the JTFM  is found, the 
practitioner is advised to usit upright in correct position on a flat [place 
with an unobstructed view], relax the body and mind, and distantly view
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the character (one* (;, essentially a straight horizontal line) at the very 
edge of space.,，M, This symbolic visualization is of much the same kind as 
the visualization of the sun recommended in the Hsiu-hsin yao tun. In 
this case the practitioner is identifying himself with the unity of all 
things. Other passages in the text, however, imply that the “One” of 
“maintaining the One” is equivalent to nonsubstantiality and should not 
be grasped too insistently.149

At any rate， the practical explanation of “maintaining the One without 
wavering” is that one is simply to contemplate every aspect of one’s men
tal and physical existence， focusing on each individual component with 
unswerving attention until one realizes its essential emptiness or nonsub
stantiality. The interesting aspect of this regimen is, paradoxically, its 
apparent conventionality. Although further examination will reveal sig
nificant differences between this and traditional Buddhist meditation 
practice, the description given so far would apply equally well to the 
most basic of Mah^yana techniques: the insight-oriented contemplation 
of the nonsubstantiality of the body.

Although this type of contemplation is the common property of virtu
ally all schools of Mahayana Buddhism, its presentation here differs in at 
least two ways from that found in more traditional texts. First, no pre
paratory requirements, no moral prerequisites or preliminary exercises 
are given. Instead, one moves directly into the practice of contemplation. 
Second, the technique of “maintaining the One without wavering” is in 
itself completely without steps or gradations. One concentrates, under
stands, and is enlightened, all in one undifferentiated practice. These dif
ferences may appear to be of little consequence to modern readers, 
whose cultures generally emphasize instant gratification and success. But 
it is important to remember that the traditional practice of Buddhist 
meditation involved a highly articulated system of moral prerequisites 
and contemplative techniques. Hence these two differences represent 
fundamental distinctions from the traditional practice of Chinese Bud
dhist meditation.

The JTFM thus contains the first explicit statement of the sudden and 
direct approach that was to become the hallmark of Ch'an religious prac
tice.150 Nevertheless, the following passage indicates that this text had a 
complex attitude toward meditation:

Do not [practice] mindfulness of the Buddha, do not grasp the mind, do 
not view the mind, do not measure the mind, do not meditate, do not con
template, and do not disrupt [the mind]. Just let it flow. Do not make it go 
and do not make it stay. Alone in a pure and ultimate location (i.e., the 
absolute), the mind will be naturally bright and pure.

Or you can view it dearly, and the mind will attain brightness and purity. 
The mind will be like a bright mirror. You can [do this for] a year, and the
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mind will be even more bright and pure. Or you can do this for three or five 
years, and the mind will be even more bright and pure.151

Obviously, the JTFM makes allowance for both sudden apperception 
of the Buddha Nature and gradual improvement in the brightness and 
purity of the concentrated mind. As Tanaka Rydshd has shown, the 
77FM actually allows for a number of alternative situations: One may 
achieve “bright purity” of mind either with or without undertaking the 
extended practice of <4viewing the mind** One may also achieve enlight
enment either solely through one*s own efforts or, conversely, with the 
aid of a teacher*s instruction.152 The point of these alternatives is that a 
true teacher must be able to understand which students are best suited for 
which approach and to teach them differently on the basis of that under
standing. Differences of ability had long been recognized within Chinese 
Buddhism; F*u-chi is known to have said that enlightenment could occur 
either right away or only after several years of practice.153 The orienta
tion of the JTFM to teachers of meditation rather than to the students 
themselves highlights the increasing maturity of the Ch*an tradition.

8. The Metaphor o f  the Mirror
In the Hsiu-hsin yao lun the practice of meditation necessarily involves 
one or both of two goals: (1) intimate contact or unification with the 
Buddha Nature and (2) realization of the ultimate nonexistence or lack of 
efficacy of the illusions. The text's emphasis on maintaining a constant 
focus on the fundamentally pure mind is an expression of the first of 
these two goals; the practice of watching the discriminating mind until it 
naturally comes to a stop may be correlated with the second.

The description of shou-i pu i in the JTFM  cannot be completely 
explained on the basis of the dualistic paradigm of the sun and clouds or 
Buddha Nature and illusions. Here the primary emphasis is on the ongo
ing functioning of the enlightened mind. The text mentions the inex
haustible transformation undertaken by wisdom in response to things, 
the nonsubstantiality of the senses and sensory phenomena, and the ulti
mate serenity of the apparent activity of perception. It also discusses the 
activation and nonactivation (ch*i and pu^chH) of the mind's cognitive 
functions.154 The JTFM, therefore, posits only one comprehensive goal, 
the consummation of both the static realm of the perception of the Bud
dha Nature and the dynamic realm of the perfection of ongoing percep
tual processes. The most apt paradigm for such an achievement is the 
metaphor of the perfectly reflecting mirror.

The metaphor of the mirror is mentioned prominently in the passages 
discussed in the previous section, but its most explicit statement in early 
Ch'an literature actually occurs even earlier in the JTFM:
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Truly, the Tathagata's body of the Dharma Nature is pure, perfect, and 
complete. All forms (hsiang-lei) are manifested within it, even though that 
body of the Dharma Nature is without any mental activity. It is like a crystal 
mirror suspended in an elevated building: All the various objects are mani
fested within it, but the mirror is without any mind that can manifest 
them.155

This is the basis for the JTFAfs statement that the illumination of the 
mirror and the illumination of the eye are identical.156 The sun and, of 
course, the mind itself could also be made members to this equation. In 
other words, this text does not emphasize simply the immanence of the 
Buddha Nature, but also the activation of that Buddha Nature; not 
merely the recognition of the Buddha Nature as the governing principle 
of one’s existence, but also the transformation of one’s own being into 
an unqualified expression of that Buddha Nature.

9. The Use o f  the Mirror in Early Ch’an Texts
References to the mirror occur frequently in early Ch’an texts. Some of 
these references, such as the Platform SQtra anecdote introduced at the 
beginning of this study—if, for the time being, we accept the traditional 
interpretation—use the mirror in a fashion analogous to the metaphor of 
the sun and clouds discussed in conjunction with the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. 
According to this usage, the “bright mirror” is equated with the con
stantly shining sun， and the dust that occurs on the mirror’s surface, obs- 
curing its reflective capacity, corresponds to the ^clouds and mists of the 
eight directions" that block the light of the sun. In other instances, how
ever, references to the mirror or the images that appear on its surface are 
based on a more active image of the mirror's functioning. In these 
instances the question of dust simply does not arise.

The mirror referred to in most Ch’an texts is an idealized version of 
the round metal mirrors so common in exhibitions of Chinese art (where 
emphasis is placed on the beautifully ornamented reverse sides rather 
than on the reflective surface). The difference between the real artifacts 
and the idealized prototype is indicated in the passage translated in the 
previous section, which mentions a “crystal mirror suspended in an 
elevated building.** In other words, this mirror is made out of a special 
substance that lacks the metallic distortion of most ancient Chinese mir
rors. Even more important than its perfectly reflective substance, how
ever, is the fact that this mirror is mounted in a very special location 
where all phenomenal reality is somehow reflected on its surface. The 
purpose of this idealized conception of the mirror should be immediately 
obvious: to make the mirror a fitting match for the mind of the Buddha, 
whom the Chinese regarded as omniscient.
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Most of the references in early Ch'an texts to the metaphor of the mir
ror are rather brief. Considered individually, these references are some
times so fragmentary as to be almost incomprehensible. Tkken together, 
however, they describe a logical or metaphorical construct that is well 
integrated and comprehensible. The different aspects of this extended 
metaphor may be explained as follows:

The mirror functions constantly and with inherent perfection. It reflects 
any object that is placed before it, doing so immediately and without any 
distortion or fatigue. The mirror reflects images, but it does not become 
attached to them—when the object is no longer present, the image disap
pears. The images are essentially unreal, being neither part of the object nor 
part of the mirror. Most important, they neither interfere with each other 
nor exert any influence on the mirror.

In the background of this understanding of the mirror is, of course, the 
Yogacara doctrine of the "great perfect mirror wisdom" (ta yuan-ching 
chiht corresponding to the Sanskrit Qdar^a-jnQna). One of the four wis
doms possessed by enlightened beings and representing the transforma
tion of what in unenlightened persons is the ^storehouse consciousness>, 
(Qlaya-vijnana), the (tgreat perfect mirror wisdom** and the other three 
wisdoms are not unknown in Northern School literature. Nevertheless, 
most references to the mirror in the literature of this school are more gen
eral than this technical usage, referring to any perceptive function or the 
sage's mind in general rather than to the enlightened equivalent of one of 
the eight vijnanas of Yogacara philosophy.

The mirror as defined here is an apt metaphor for the mind of the sage, 
which is constantly functioning on behalf of sentient beings but at the 
same time essentially inactive. In addition, the images that appear on the 
surface of the mirror are used metaphorically to describe the illusoriness 
of phenomenal reality and the mutual noninterference or nonhindrance 
of its individual elements. One text describes the mirror and its images in 
parallel terms : “The bright mirror never thinks， ‘I can manifest images;’ 
the images never say, ‘I am generated from the mirror.， ” 157

10. The Sun, the Mirror， and Bodhidharma’s Treatise
These, then, are the two most important metaphors of early Ch*an: the 
sun and clouds and the mirror and its images. They are only rarely 
explained or stated completely. Instead, texts tend, especially in the case 
of the mirror metaphor, to mention only one aspect of the metaphor in 
any given context. It seems best to approach these metaphors not as rigid 
devices of unchanging implication, but as conceptual matrices that pro
vide logical frameworks for the expression of several different view
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points. Reference may be made to the unreality of the images on the mir
ror, for example, without any explicit mention of the mirror itself. In 
such fragmentary citations it is important to remember the full ramifica
tions of the mirror as a conceptual model: The gradualistic interpretation 
of the Platform Sutra verses should not be applied indiscriminately.

It is significant that these two conceptual matrixes of early Ch'an doc
trine may be correlated so easily with the 4<two entrances** of Bodhidhar- 
ma’s 55W-A5//1容 /wn. The parallel between the “entrance of princi
ple” and the metaphor of the sun and clouds is obvious and needs no 
discussion. Although the meditation practices of Bodhidharma and his 
immediate associates cannot be ascertained with any precision, the tech
niques outlined in the Hsiu-hsin yao tun constitute a very simple yet 
sophisticated response to the religious dilemma implied by the paradigm 
of the immanent Buddha Nature and the adventitious obfuscation 
caused by the illusions.

Although the similarities between the “entrance of practice” and the 
metaphor of the mirror are not nearly so obvious, both emphasize the 
active expression of one's enlightenment in the activities of daily life. The 
highest sense of the entrance of practice, the reader will recall, was the 
ability to undertake all activities in accord with the the principle of sun- 
yata. One was to practice the perfection of charity, for example, without 
conceiving of the existence of recipient, donor, or gift. This approach is 
congruent with the mirror's ability to reflect images without becoming 
attached to or affected by them.

I believe that it is possible to correlate the metaphor of the sun and 
clouds with the simpler doctrines of the East Mountain Teaching and that 
of the mirror with the more complex formulations of the Northern 
School. This distinction is, of course, a didactic conceit of only general 
validity. As we have seen with the JTFM, the ideas that underlie both of 
these metaphors can occur in one and the same text. The simpler East 
Mountain Teaching probably antedated the ideas of the Northern 
School, but we cannot reconstruct the dynamics of that philosophical 
evolution. Nevertheless, since there are only one or two explicit instances 
of later doctrinal elaboration on Bodhidharma's two entrances,158 it is 
interesting that his treatise contains a primitive expression of the two 
most important logical constructs of early eighth-century Ch^n doc
trine.



CHAPTER VII

Shen-hsiu and the Religious Philosophy  
o f  the Northern School

1. Introductory Remarks
Three works merit careful study in this chapter because of their relation
ship to Shen-hsiu and the development of Northern School religious 
thought. The first is the /(uan-hsin fun (Treatise on (he Contemplation o f 
the Mind), a text once thought to have been written by Bodhidharma, to 
whom it is attributed in some manuscripts. Evidence from a contempo
rary T*ang manual has established beyond question that it was written by 
Shen-hsiu.159

The Kuan-hsin lun is generally thought to have been compiled during 
Shen-hsiu’s period of residence at Yti-ch’iian ssu (i.e.， during the last 
quarter of the seventh century), if only because Chih-i once lived at the 
same monastery and wrote a treatise by the same name. Although this 
argument is by no means definitive—the two treatises are not at all simi
lar—the style and content of Shen-hsiu*s text suggests that it is earlier 
than the other two works to be studied in this chapter. That is, the Kuan- 
hsin lun includes both a foundation of East Mountain Teaching ideas and 
a rough intimation of the more complex religious ideal of the Northern 
School.

Because of the prolixity of the Kuan-hsin lun, I will not translate the 
entire text but will limit myself, in the following analysis, to the quota
tion of relevant passages. The second text to be discussed here, however, 
can only be appreciated on the basis of a close reading of its entire con
tents. This text is the Yuan-ming lun (Theatise on Perfect Illumination), 
whose title originally must have been something like Yuan-chiao fang- 
pien yao-chueh lun (Treatise on the Oral Determination o f the Expedient 
Means o f the Perfect Teaching).160

One Tun-huang manuscript attributes the Yuan-ming lun to Asvagho- 
the well-known author of the Buddhacarita (an early biography of the 

Buddha) and, supposedly, of the Awakening o f  Faith. This attribution is
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obviously spurious, and I will argue in my analysis that the Yuan-ming 
lun was probably taken from a lecture or lectures by Shen-hsiu or 
another prominent Northern School figure, perhaps given to introduce a 
written treatise or commentary. The resulting transcription does not 
appear to have undergone much, if any, editing for presentation in writ
ten form. Not only does it contain the repetitions, inconsistencies, and 
obscure pronouncements typical of oral presentations, but also the origi
nal T\m-huang manuscripts suffer from numerous lacunae. (Most of 
these lacunae occur at the beginning of the text; the reader is asked to 
perservere.) In spite of these problems, this text is the most comprehen
sive statement of the teachings of the Northern School.

The third text to be included in this discussion is the Wu fang-pien 
(Five Expedient Means). This simplified title is used to refer to a handful 
of Tlm-huang manuscripts that contain similar material but different 
titles: in particular, the Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men (The Expedient 
Means o f [Attaining] Birthlessness in the MahQyQna) and the Ta-sheng

fang-pien—pei-tsung (The Five Expedient Means o f the MahQyQna— 
Northern School). (In the original, the last two characters of the latter 
title are slightly smaller in size than the preceding five, implying that they 
were added as a footnote for ease of identification.) Other manuscripts 
bear different, less relevant titles, and the various manuscripts differ 
markedly in content.161

The English version presented here is a composite of material drawn 
from the various Wu fang-pien manuscripts. I have tried to include as 
much material as possible from each of the five ^expedient means>, with
out reproducing too much meaningless or repetitive detail. This compos
ite is thus potentially misleading, in that it (1) does not include all the 
available material, (2) organizes the material that is included in a more 
coherent fashion than any single manuscript, and (3) ignores the possibil
ity of any significant textual development within the entire group of 
manuscripts. These potential objections have been overlooked due to 
limitations of space, for the sake of the reader's convenience, and 
because of the lack of any generally accepted set of criteria for establish
ing the relative age of the various manuscripts.162

(For an explanation of the conventions of editing and annotation used 
in the following translations, please see Abbreviations and Conventions 
of Usage at the beginning of this study and note 224 to this part,)

2. Treatise on Perfect Illumination (Yuan~ming lun)
Chapter One: Elucidation of the Causes and Results of Mind and 

Form
Chapter T\vo: The Expedient Means of the Essential Teaching
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Chapter Three: Elucidation of the Causes and Results of Cultivating 
the Path'65

Chapter Four: Explanation of the Reverse and Direct Contemplations 
of the Three Vehicles

Chapter Five: Distinguishing the Conditions of Heresy and Generating 
the Fundamental164

Chapter Six: Explanation of the Causes and Results, the Correct and 
the False, and [the Remainder of the] Five Teachings of Entering the 
Path165

Chapter Seven: The Manifestations'66 of One's Own Mind
Chapter Eight: Distinguishing False Thoughts167
Chapter Nine: Elucidation of the Essence of Sound

Chapter One: Elucidation of the Causes 
and Results of Mind and Form

A. When first entering the Path,16* one must understand169 mind and 
form. Mind and form each have two types: The first is the mind [and 
form] of generation and extinction (i.e., impermanence; sheng-mieh
hsin).......... 170 false thoughts. Prior to this (?), the noneradication
of conditional mentation (ywflf/i-W/71 is called “ false [thoughts]” 
.......... is called the ability of true enlightenment. (?)

You do not approve of this doctrine?'72.......... is called “genera-
tion and extinction.** If you perceive that the True Mind (chen-hsin) 
is originally without false thoughts, then you have attained the True 
Nature. You must constantly (?) be enlightened to [the fact that the 
mind of generation and extinction] is the mind of conditional trans
formations (yuan-ch^iian hsin) and that the mind is actually motion
less. By accomplishing this understanding, one realizes (ming) that, 
whether walking, standing still, sitting, or lying down, one is con
stantly in.......... This is called ^emancipation of the mind** (hsin
chieh-t’o).1”

B. “Form” means the body. From whence are the characteristics174 of
the body generated?.......... First, they are generated from the be
ginningless influences (chun-hsi, or vasana) of false thoughts. Sec
ond, [they are generated] from the present causes and conditions of 
sensory reality (hsiartg-wei, lit., smells and tastes). [As to] generation 
from the influences, those influences are the cause, and the body is 
the result. The influences (?) are the [cause of] the characteristic (?)
of form.......... If the influences were without characteristics, then
the body would not be the characteristic of form. Why? If the cause 
were without characteristics, the result would likewise (?) [be without 
characteristics]..........
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C. You do not approve of this doctrine? It is said [by some people] 
that the body is generated of its own Self Nature. If it arose'75 
through the influences of causes and conditions, then one would 
know it to be [nonsubstantiaL If the cause] were nonsubstantial, 
then the result would also be nonsubstantial. Although the inference 
of its existence (?) is dependent on sensory reality, there would not 
【really] be any body. Why is this? Form derives its sentience 办 
from sensory reality.......... food and [drink].

Also, food does not [in itself constitute】 form* Just as a person’s 
food and drink are transformed into impurities (i.e., bodily wastes) 
and do not become form, the least bit of sensory reality. . . . .  The 
sensory reality of causes and conditions become the sensory reality 
of physical form. If <<beingf, (yu) materializes'76 form, then the body 
is ^being.** Sensory reality is fundamentally nonsub$tantiaI> [how
ever, so] the body is also nonsubstantiaL If ^being** creates form, 
form is thus “being.” If “nonbeing” 〜 wj creates form, then you 
should clearly understand that form is nonsubstantiaL

If one contemplates (?) mind and form as nondual, their Funda
mental Natures universally usamen (p'ing-teng), this is called Such
ness (chen-ju). When you attain this teaching of nondual universal 
“sameness,” you have comprehended mind and form.

Chapter T\vo: The Expedient Means of the Essential T taching

A. There are many approaches to cultivation of the Path, which lead
one differently to enlightenment.......... [To put it most succinctly,]
there are three types of teaching: first, the “gradual teaching”； sec
ond， the “sudden teaching”； and third, the “perfectteaching.”

You d❶  not approve of this doctrine? Each [person】 falsely 
grasps177 his own place, his disposition not matching the enlighten
ment of others. (?) Each 【person thus creates】 errors and mistakes.
(?) If it matched their dispositions,17* the purport.......... teachings,
one can distinguish the gradual, sudden, and perfect, making them 
separate. If one does not understand, one says they are identical. I 
(yii) now [say] that they are not identical. One must verify this by 
asking: The enlightened are as numerous as grains of sand,179 so how 
could [their experiences] be identical?

B. I will now briefly enumerate the teachings for you» so that you will 
understand them to be separate. What is the gradual teaching? The 
understanding of ignorant people is completely dependent on the 
scriptures. Although the scriptures are without error, they must be 
understood according to one’s disposition， which does n o t【necessar
ily】 match the enlightenment of other people.

There are three types of dispositions:.......... spiritual compatriot.
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According to this understanding, those who contemplate the body 
and mind as neither internal nor external and who achieve [under
standing of the doctrine of] anatman f?)lt0 are Hlnay&nists. Realiz
ing that dispositions are either Mahgy&nist or Hlnaygnist, [such 
people] claim that their understanding represents a Mahgydna con
templation.

There are also those.......... who understand that the realms [of
sensory reality] (ching-chieh) are all the product of one*s own mind 
of false thoughts. If one is without false thoughts, [they feel,] then 
ultimately [there are no (?)] realms. When performing this contem
plation, there are no limits of before and after. [Although] they do 
not reside in nirvana, [such people] become attached to this under
standing and claim that this is an understanding (?) of the sudden 
teaching. This is [actually] the gradual teaching, not the sudden.

C. What is the sudden teaching? The sudden teaching is to realize the 
locus [of origin (?)] of physical characteristics and the essence of the 
mind fshen-hsiang hsin-t%  Physical characteristics are originally 
generated from the mind of false thoughts. Those false thoughts are 
originally without [essence].

[Question: If the mind is] said to be without essence, how can it 
be the fundamental source (pen) of the body?

Answer: The mind is without essence. It is also not the fundamen
tal source of the body. Why is this? The mind does not know its own 
location,1 gl nor does it know the generation of the body. If the mind 
knew its own location, then it would be able to generate itself (?) 
from physical characteristics.1*2 Since the mind does not know its 
own location and does not know the locations of its going and com
ing, neither does it know from what location it accepts fshou) the 
body’s .......... is generated from what location.

If the body and mind knew each other, it could be said that the 
body is generated from the mind. The mind could also say that it 
generates the body. Since the body and mind do not know each other 
and do not know the locations of their coining and going, then how 
could they generate each other? According to this understanding, 
whose body is the body? Whose mind i$ the mind? Also, if the mind 
does not know its own location, how can it be the fundamental 
source of the body?

[If] body and mind do not know each other, then they are funda
mentally unable to generate each other. Why is this? The ^madden-
ing” of the eye b y 【hallucinations of] flowers in mid-air.......... the
body is not the body. Understand that the eye is nonsubstantial. 
Becauseitmakesbeingoutofnonsubstantiality，beingisa!sonon-
substantial. Therefore, to say that the eye.......... makes the mind
[out of] nonsubstantiality, the mind i$ also nonsubstantial.
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It is like making a vessel out of clay. The vessel is also [clay]. 
. . . .  If the vessel were not clay, the body and mind would be 
“being.” 1*3 If you now realize that there really are no three periods of
time, then afterwards this.......... The so-called wise men and sages
and [bodhisattvas of the ten] stages are all said [by me] to have been 
created out of nonsubstantiality. Within nonsubstantiality there is no 
arising and extinction [of things] (ch*i-mieh). Therefore, it is said [to 
be nonsubstantial (?)]. To achieve this understanding is called en
lightenment. The mountains, forests, earth, sun, moon, stars,
planets, and sentient beings.......... emptiness, waves [upon the (?)]
Dharma Nature. Therefore, this is called sudden. The contemplation 
of anQtman is therefore different.

D. I have now explained the gradual [and sudden types of] enlighten
ment. What about the perfect? The principle of the perfect teaching 
cannot be understood by foolish, ordinary people. There are ten 
meanings to the [perfect teaching]. What are these ten?

First, one must understand the realms of sentient beings (chung- 
sheng chieh).

Second, one must understand the worlds 細 rt-c/r/e从
[Third,] one must understand the meaning of the dharmadhatu 

(fa-chieh i).
Fourth, one must understand the nature of the 洲 firmarf細 w (/i- 

chieh hsing).
Fifth, one must [understand] the five oceans (wu hai).1*4
Sixth, one must understand the meaning o f ..........
Seventh, one must understand the essence of the realms of sentient 

beings (chung-sheng chieh Vi),
Eighth, one must understand the essence of the worlds (shih- 

chieh t ’i}.
Ninth, one must understand the essence (?) of the dharmadhatu 

(fa-chieh tU [l]y
[Tenth, one must understand186] the essence of the expedient 

means of the Buddhas (chu-fofang-pien t 9i).
E. These ten teachings are not identical. He who distinctly compre

hends [each one of] them understands the perfect teaching.......... In
the sudden teaching, the power of meditation (ting-li) is great, but 
the function of samadhi (san-mei yung) is slight. In the perfect 
[teaching], the function of samadhi is great. Probably, those who do 
not [understand the perfect teaching (?)] cannot be said to have 
^comprehended the meaning** (liao-i), even though they possess the 
two teachings of meditation and practice (ting-hsing erh men). Such 
people are fools and cannot.......... not true. They mislead them
selves and later mislead others.

This doctrine is from the Lotus Sutra, [in which] the Buddha repri-
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manded students of the Path for [failing to】 discern the meaning of 
the perfect teaching.1871 (yu) will now explain the terms of it for you 
in minute detail. I will also impart its essence and cause your prac
tices [to have] a basis. (?)188

F. What are the realms of sentient beings? There are three types of
realms of sentient beings. What are these three? [The first is] the 
characteristic of sentient beings.......... The second is that transmi
gration through the three periods of time is also the characteristic of 
sentient beings. The third is that the sensory realms (ching) are also 
the characteristic of sentient beings. These characteristics take the 
Dharma Nature as their essence.

The Mind Nature of sentient beings originally has (?) the charac
teristics of the five skandhas. It arises originally from causes and 
conditions. When an individual sense impression (ch'en [?]) is con
joined [with sense organ and consciousness (?)] it has no Self Nature. 
When conditions have not yet conjoined [as above], fundamentally 
.......... These causes and conditions originally take the Dharma Na
ture as their essence. Therefore, the realms of sentient beings all arise
on the basis of the Dharma, all on the basis.......... “being.” The
realms of sentient beings are originally the pneuma of nirvana (nieh- 
p 9an chih ch'i),

G. [Question]: If they arise on the basis of nirvana, then a re ..........
essence?

A nswer: If they are the pneuma of nirvana, how can one continue
to say sentient.......... 189 when together, this is also neither the realm
of sentient beings, nor not the realm of sentient beings; neither the 
realm of nirvana, nor not the realm of nirvana. Therefore, it is said 
that there is no distinction between them. Therefore, which is the 
【realm of] sentient beings, and which is t h e 【realm of] nirvd9a? 
Therefore, I say it is neither sudden nor gradual and call it the wper- 
fectly [accomplished].’’

In the teaching of the perfectly accomplished (yuan-ch*eng chih 
fa) there ultimately is no sentient being who eradicates his afflictions 

or 灸/漁人 If one is deluded as to nirv郎 a, one appears as a 
sentient being and possesses afflictions. If there are afflictions, then 
there is consciousness and the [distinction of] interior and exterior. If 
there are interior and exterior,190 then there is disputation.

H. To say that the mind is within [the body] is the teaching of a fool. 
If it were within, it would be impermanent and equivalent to the 
afflictions and birth-and-death. It would also be [like a] monkey.191 
It would also be the laxity of men and gods, as well as fear. There 
being a past, there would be a future, there would be a present, there 
would be samsdra.
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If there were saiiisara, this would not be the Buddha Nature. The 
essence of the Buddha Nature is without generation and without 
extinction, neither transitory nor permanent, not going and not com
ing. [Within the Buddha Nature] there are no three periods of time, 
not past, not future, [not present]. Only True Suchness (ju-ju shih- 
chi) can be called the Buddha Nature_ how could generation and 
extinction be the [Buddha] Nature?

I. I (yii) have achieved this understanding on the basis of the sQtras 
and meditation (ching-wen chi ch*an-kuan): To be equivalent to 
space, which permeates the dharmadhatu, is the True Nature (chen- 
57i/7i 人 [To say】 that the mind is exterior [to the body] is an ele- 
mentary teaching (ch'u-chiao). It is called exterior because of en
lightenment to the mind of the dharmadhatu.192 If it is equivalent to 
space, then it fills up the interior of one's [physical] form, so how 
could form and mind obstruct [each other]? Mind and form are non
obstructing, so how could they not penetrate space? They are the 
function of the dharmadhatu.

J. [Let me give the】 interpretation of the “worlds of sentient beings” 
within the perfect teaching (yuan-tsung). The perfect teaching is 
based on the explanation 你 93 of the “realms of sentient beings.”
According to this understanding [of Buddhism].......... realms of
sentient beings.......... 194 Each sentient being is a single world. A
great sentient being is a great world, and a small sentient being is a 
[small world. These worlds] are each different according to the allot
ted energies [of individual sentient beings].

It is like the [domain of a] king, the boundaries of which may be 
more than ten thousand // on all four sides. The boundaries of the 
provinces are within the boundaries of the king's [domain]. The 
boundaries of the counties are within the boundaries of the prov
inces. The boundaries of the towns are within the boundaries of the 
counties. The boundaries of the villages are within the boundaries of 
the towns. The boundaries of the houses are within the boundaries of 
the villages. The boundaries of the rooms are within the boundaries 
of the houses.

According to this contemplation (kuan, i.e., this analysis), from 
the [domain of the] king [on down], they are each contained within 
each other, each attaining the function of a [separate] world. On the 
basis of this understanding, [the realms of] men and gods and all sen
tient beings are variously dependent on each other, each attaining [a 
state of existence] according to one's natural allotment and without 
mutual interference.

K. Qotstion: What is the essence of these worlds, which are in the 
same locations, such that they do not obstruct each other?
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Answer: The essence of the Great World is originally Vairocana 
Buddha (Lu-she-na fo), the ingenious expedient means of the Bodhi- 
sattvas, the strength of their vows of great compassion, and samddhi 
[itself]* SamQdhi takes space as its essence. Because space is without 
obstruction^ it can generate the wisdom of unobstructed dharma- 
dhdtus. Etecause the wisdom of the dharmadhatm is unobstructed, it 
can generate the wisdom of un[obstructed] samddhL Because sama- 
dhi is unobstructed, it can generate Vairocana Buddha, whose unob
structed and limitless body is offered to all sentient beings as the 
basis of their existence, so that their worlds are fundamentally unob
structed. Therefore, [it is said that the worlds] are unobstructed.

The human body is also a domain on which sentient beings rely. 
Why? Because within each human [body】 there are eighty thousand 
worms, and within each of these are various small worms. Each 
depending on the other to form its own world, each [of these worms] 
may be said to be a world. According to this understanding, all these 
are worlds—where else could the worlds of sentient beings occur?

L. All this is ultimately nonsubstantial: There are no sentient beings. 
If one searches for the essence [of the entire system] in one9s contem
plation, it is all originally the ^water of the Dharma** (fa-shui). The 
separations of the flow of this water form the [various] worlds, the 
worlds all being the **water of the Dharma.M According to this under
standing, they are neither the worlds of sentient being nor not the 
worlds of sentient beings. They are not worlds and not not worlds. 
When one achieves this contemplation, one is said to have penetrated 
the “meaning of the worlds.”

Chapter Three: Elucidation of the Causes
and Results of Cultivating [the Path]

A. Those who cultivate195 the Path must understand its causes and 
results. If they do not understand these, they will fall into heretical 
views like a big, stupid fish.196 Therefore, one must clearly under
stand the causes and results [of the Path].

A critic said: The preceding portion of this Treatise on the Oral 
Determination o f the Essential [Teaching] (Yao-chueh lun) defined 
("•, lit., “to posit”） the “worlds,” each [sentient being】 being a world 
[unto himself]. This definition was not complete—will it not be
[completed] here? The essences of sentient beings and th e ..........
[essences] of the Buddhas are nonsubstantial.1,7

[The critic continued]: As defined in the preceding text, the 
essences of sentient beings, the essence of the dharmadhatu, and the 
essence of the expedient means of the Buddhas—all these take space 
as their essence. Because it is space, they must be without essence.
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Therefore, know [that someone might take] the ascriptive view of a 
stupid and lowly person [in saying as follows]: uSpace, having no 
cause, would have a result without a cause. How could this result 
possibly occur? According [to this interpretation], who is the creator 
of space? If space had a creator, then the myriad dharmas would 
have cause and result. I f .......... space had no creator, then the myr
iad dharmas would be without cause and without result.'*

On the basis of this, the Dhydna Master has (i.e., Myou haveM) 
defined “essence” in such a way that someone might generate doubts 
[and such an】 unwarranted criticism. I only beseech the D/t少伽a 
Master to have great compassion and to eradicate these doubts and 
help us gain emancipation.

B. Answer: Such doubts are eminently worthy of hesitation (i.e., 
consideration). [I] always have the compassion to try to eradicate the 
doubts of sentient beings and will therefore explain [the answer to】 
this criticism for you. This essence has no fundamental (pen) and no 
derivative (mo). There actually is no cause and no result. Why is 
this? [This statement] is based solely on the {Perfection of] Wisdom 
Sutra (Po-jo ching), which says:

Cause is also nonsubstantial, result is also nonsubstantial, practicing 
is also nonsubstantial, not-practicing is also nonsubstantial, and not- 
not-practicing is also nonsubstantial. To explain this in its entirety* the 
Buddha is also nonsubstantial, the Dharma is also nonsubstantial, the 
Samgha is also nonsubstantial, and even the sages are also nonsubstan- 
tial.,9»

On the basis of these lines from the sutra> the preceding criticism 
[is answered] as follows: Although each individual sentient being has 
existed from beginningless time within a body of physical form, 
smells, and tastes, this [body】 is not generated through uncondi
tioned transformation /iwa人 If it were generated by uncondi-
tioned transformation, then [it could be bornJ of a lotus flower 
rather than [actual human] parents. Because sentient beings are born 
of parents, one knows clearly that the beginningless influences have 
completely Uperfumedn199 that body. If the afflictions are not eradi
cated, the influences have not been exhausted.

In the foregoing explanation of the meaning of the essence of the 
dharmadhatu it was always held that [sentient beings] depended on 
buddhas other [than themselves] and the text of the [Perfection 〇/] 
Wisdom in attaining enlightenment, not that they made effort and 
attained enlightenment on their own. If they made effort and 
attained enlightenment (on their own], their bodies would be like 
dead ashes, without the blood [of life]. Even if they had blood it
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would be the color of snow. Since [sentient beings] are not this way, 
one should clearly know that one who does not believe in cause and 
result is replete with afflictions.

C. [Question]: At that time another person with a criticism bowed 
himself in elegant humility and, believing profoundly in cause and 
result, asked: What is the cause? What is the result?

Answer: One should reside in meditation and wisdom after hav
ing achieved the contemplation of nonsubstantiality (chu ch*an pan- 
jo  k'ung-kuan chpeng-chiu). Not residing in being and nonbeing, the 
body and mind are universally “same,” like space. Never quitting 
during walking, standing still, sitting， and lying down, [one should】 
save beings whenever possible (sui-yuan, lit., in accordance with con
ditions).200 Saving the weak and helping the downfallen, having pity 
for the poor and love for the aged, one should think on the suffering 
of sentient beings within the three lower modes of existence and the 
difficulties of the poor among humankind. One should always act 
tirelessly to save them, [even to the point of] discarding one's own 
life.

One should always undertake such practices while in meditation, 
for the duration of three great immeasurable【eons].2*1 One’s vows 
must always be made on behalf of sentient beings rather than for 
oneself. One must complete these vows, not as if they are onc^s own 
vows. Such practices are called the cause.

Question: What is the result?
Answer: The result does not transcend (i.e., is no different from) 

the cause. Merely reside in wisdom; do not reside in the conditioned. 
Therefore, in the salvation of sentient beings, never think of [your 
task] as finished. Just practice this practice without any period of 
limitation or completion. In laying down one's life to save beings, do 
not generate the [false] thought of self and other. Why? The samadhi 
of nonsubstantial meditation (k^ung-c^an san-mei) is without any 
practice【that distinguishes】 self and other* It is not something that 
bodhisattvas enter [in a preconceived fashion]. In your long eons of 
difficult effort, do not get any mistaken ideas! Always practice this 
practice without positing any thought of having completed it.

If you practice like this, the beginningless influences will be auto
matically extinguished. There is only the practice of nonsubstantial
ity (k9ung-hsing). Therefore, the performance of this practice, in 
which the influences are all extinguished and one does not reside in 
[the dualism of] “other” and “self,” is provisionally called the result. 
The result occurs automatically when the practices are fulfilled, 
hence the names “cause” and “result.”

When the result is completely【attained】，one’s wisdom also fills 
space, one's practice also Alls space, one's body also fills space, one's
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[buddha] realm and nirmanakya also fill space. Although they are 
[said to be] equivalent to space, they are no different from space.

D. If one generates such a body on the basis of nonsubstantiality, 
then that body is also nonsubstantial. If one generates such a prac
tice on the basis of nonsubstantiality, that practice is also nonsub- 
stantial. One's buddha realm and expedient means are also as space. 
Why? Because the dharmadhdtu arises fundamentally on the basis of 
space, it is no different from space.

It is like waves on water. Fundamentally, the waves arise on the 
basis of the water. The waves actually are water and the water no dif
ferent from its waves; likewise the nirmanakaya.202 If [both] princi
ple and practice (li-hsing) are realized, it is called cause and result.203 
Therefore, it is called cause and result.

E. [Question]: If it is called cause and result before the influences are 
extinguished, how can it be called cause and result after they are 
extinguished?

[Answer]: There are no cause and result. Why? There is only the 
practice of nonsubstantiality and the salvation of beings, but no 
additional intention whatsoever. It is called result because it is like an 
apparition, etc. [The term】 “result” is used in speaking to practi
tioners—the principle of this cannot be understood with the ordinary 
person’s way of thinking or by reading a text.204

You must make effort for many a day, dispensing with conven
tional toils and sitting quietly in meditation fching-tso ssu-wei).^ 
You cannot understand the principle of this through an [insight] into 
a text [gained] during recitation. There is no mutual relationship 
[between that kind of insight and the realization referred to here). 
This is an understanding [based on something] other than one’s own 
efforts. This is a practice [based on something】 other than one’s own 
practice.206 By meditating thus you will avoid such errors.

Chapter Four: Explanation of the Reverse and
Direct Contemplations of the Three Vehicles

A. If you want to understand the differences between the three vehi
cles, then you must realize that their causes and conditions (yin- 
yuan) are not the same. First, there is the direct contemplation (shun- 
kuan) of the four elements; second, the reverse contemplation 
(ni-kuan) of the four elements. Both reverse and direct [methods of 
contemplation can result in a] complete attainment of the principle; 
[practicing either one allows you to be] equivalent to space and real
ize the fruit of arhatship. Direct contemplation leads you directly to 
the fruit of arhatship. Reverse contemplation leads you through the 
four fruits of sagehood to the fruit of arhatship.

There are also reverse and direct [contemplations] within the con-
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templation of causality. Although equal to space, [those who suc
ceeded in this contemplation] were said to have realized [the state of] 
pratyekabuddha. By this we can infer that the people of that day did 
not understand the doctrine [propounded here. People call] every
thing the Mahayana (i.e., the great vehicle), no matter what the size 
[of the vehicle] or the proximity [to the ultimate goal]. But [these 
doctrines] are actually not the Mah^ydna, but all the HTnayana (i.e., 
the small vehicle).

When a HTnayanist undergoes conversion [to the Mahayana and 
decides to] enter the path of the bodhisattva, he hopes that there are 
“influences” stored within his eighth consciousness (i.e.， the 5/啊 - 
vijnQna) that will generate that path of the bodhisattva [for him], as 
well as [enable him to] practice the six perfections. (?) When an ordi
nary person encounters the skilfully handled expedient means of a 
spiritual compatriot and, through the thirty-seven requisites of en
lightenment,207 practices the six perfections, he practices long on the 
basis of some teaching and achieves the enlightenment of a bodhi
sattva and the fruit of buddhahood.

Further, there are different (methods of] teaching, such as first 
explaining the cause and only afterwards the practice of the path of 
the bodhisattva. With the converted Hinayanist mentioned earlier 
and the ordinary person who enters the Path, the cause is explained 
first and afterwards the result. Within this teaching, the person who 
has long planted the roots of goodness achieves an enlightenment 
that is different from that of the ordinary person. But by lengthy 
practice of the path of the bodhisattva, both achieve entrance (into 
enlightenment].

B. Question: I do not understand the [cases of thel converted Hina
yanist and the ordinary person who enters the Path. I do not know 
on the basis of which practice someone practices long the [path of 
the] bodhisattva. I wonder if his long practice of the (path of the] 
bodhisattva is the practice of the six perfections?

Answer: He may either practice or not practice [anything]. There
fore, within the nonpractice of compassion he must practice the six 
perfections, enter into samQdhi, and enter the teaching of the dhar- 
madhatu.20i Within these practices he cannot manifest the six perfec
tions. If you wish to understand the teaching of the dharmadhatu, 
you must first understand the meaning of the “worlds.” If you do 
not understand the worlds, then you will have no basis for entering 
the teaching of the dharmadhatu. Therefore, you must first under
stand the worlds.209

C. Question: What is the meaning of the worlds?
Answer: A single sentient being is a single world. A great sentient 

being is a great world and a small sentient being is a small world.
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Chapter Five: Distinguishing the Conditions 
of Heresy and Generating the Fundamental

A. Direct contemplation of the four elements is for ordinary persons 
of great ability who have long planted the roots of goodness and are 
of excellent intelligence. The Buddha preaches the teaching of cau
sality for them, revealing to them the principle of nonsubstantiality. 
It is on this basis that direct contemplation is preached.

Reverse contemplation is for ordinary people who are stupid and 
unable. They cannot see the mysterious teaching, but only forms, 
smells, tastes, and tangible objects, to which they become incorrectly 
attached. It is for this [kind of] ordinary person that reverse contem
plation is preached. If there were no gifted and unable persons, there 
actually would be no preaching of reverse and direct contemplation. 
This is doubly true for the very stupid.

The ordinary person’s reverse contemplation traces sounds, 
smells, tastes, and tangible objects to their most minute entities fwei- 
ch*en, or paramanu), then traces that to nonsubstantiality. Generat
ing (ch *i) neither form nor mind but grasping at [the status of] bodhi- 
sattva, they achieve the fruit of arhatship.

The ungifted person attains results (= fruits) such as this, but the 
reverse contemplation of the gifted person is different. He succes
sively contemplates sounds, smells, tastes, and tangible objects, but 
rather than tracing them to their most minute entities, he [realizes 
them to be] manifestations of his own mincTs false thoughts.

B. Question: What are these manifestations of the false thoughts of 
one’s own mind?

Answer: All sentient beings have six senses. What are they? They 
are the eighth consciousness* senses of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 
and mind.

[Question]: Where do they come from? [To say] that they occur 
of themselves would be a heretical view and not Buddhism. But if 
they do not occur of themselves, then they must have some location 
from which they come. They must come from somewhere, but from 
where?

Answer: They do not occur of themselves, but all come from 
somewhere. They all come from within the alaya-vijnana. The alaya- 
vijndna is like the earth and the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and 
mind are like the seedlings of the various plants. If there were no 
earth, on what would the plants and trees grow? The seeds of the 
plants and trees are all maintained by the earth, without the excep
tion of [a single】 seed. The eye, ear, nose, and tongue are the pneuma 
of the alaya-vijnana.

In its Fundamental Nature the Qlaya-vijnana has no form, but the
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senses and the body do. Nowadays people do not perceive that the 
Qlaya-vijnQna is their fundamental source (pen), but say that their 
parents gave birth to them. This is to falsely perform the contempla- 
tion of the physical body， tracing [its components】 to their most min
ute entities and eventually to nonsubstantiality， falsely grasping the 
fruit of arhatship. If one knows that fundamentally the body is 
generated on the basis of the dlaya-vijnQna, then there are no eye, 
ear，nose, and tongue.

How does one know that the consciousness is originally without 
form and materiality? There are only the 4<four resemblances.** What 
are the four resemblances? The four resemblances are the resem
blance of sense organs^ the resemblance of sense data, the resem
blance of a self, and the resemblance of a consciousness. Searching 
within each of these resemblances [will show] that there fundamen
tally is no consciousness, no sense organ, etc._ they are all images 
within the alaya-vijnQna.

The Qlaya-vljhana is in its Fundamental Nature without generation 
and extinction, so one must dispense with the ascriptive view of the 
existence of senses. Why? Because fundamentally there are no 
senses, because they are all objective aspects (hsiang-fen) of the seeds 
within the fundamental consciousness^ As objective aspects of the 
fundamental consciousness, they lack the fundamental [reality] of 
eye, ear, nose, and tongue. Within that consciousness there is no 
material such as senses and consciousnesses, only the resemblance 
thereof. The essence of these resemblances is nonsubstantial; in trac
ing their [origins in meditation, they] extend into nothingness. It is 
only that [people】 do not perceive the fundamental consciousness, 
but say that the eye, ear, nose, and tongue are generated of them
selves.

In its essence this fundamental consciousness has only these resem
blances, but is without materiality. Being without materiality, [the 
senses, etc.】 are said to be images of one’s own mind. [Since these 
resemblances are] images of one's own mind, how can there be a 
self? If there is no self, who grasps the fruit (= the result, i.e., 
enlightenment)? If there is no grasping of the fruit, then [one's 
understanding】 differs from that of the ungifted ordinary people 
who trace the four elements into emptiness (or space) and grasp the 
fruit.

C. Question: What is the error in grasping for the fruit?
Answer: Grasping for the fruit implies the error of [positing a] 

self. If an arhat enters samQdhi, he is like a corpse, or like dead 
ashes. After a thousand eons he comes out of samQdhi again, and 
after coming out of samadhi he is just like an ordinary person, with
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the same [sorts of mistaken] discrimination. This discrimination— 
where does consciousness come from again? A consciousness is 
generated, and one should clearly understand that it was maintained 
by the fundamental consciousness. Therefore, when he comes out of 
that samadhi, he will not have eradicated any of his afflictions at all. 
Such a catastrophe (i.eM the great amount of time spent without spir
itual advantage) occurs because of this error, merely because he does 
not see that his body is an image of the fundamental consciousness.

If one realizes that the body is an image of the fundamental con
sciousness, then210 one must neither eradicate the afflictions nor real
ize nirvana. By not eradicating the afflictions one transcends the 
[mistaken concept of a] self. Because of this anatman, who is there 
to grasp nirvSpa? It is only that one’s “influences” are not yet 
exhausted. The bodhisattva knows within himself that his influences 
are not yet exhausted.

D. One should remember [the plight of] sentient beings [in general], 
who are replete with limitless fetters, and generate2" great compas
sion. Because of this there is this teaching of the practice of the 
bodhisattva. Although one generates the practice of the bodhisattva, 
this is different from the practice of the ordinary person, [which is 
based on the] ascriptive view of a self. The nirmQnakQya and sam- 
bhogakaya generated through this [teaching] are generated on behalf 
of ordinary people. They do not exist of themselves. If they existed 
of themselves, this would [imply a concept of the] self. Because they 
are generated on behalf of ordinary people. They do not exist of 
themselves. If they existed of themselves, this would [imply that they 
are】 generated on behalf of ordinary people. They do not exist of 
themselves. If they existed of themselves, this would [imply a con
cept of the] self. Because they are generated on behalf of ordinary 
people, this transcends [the notion of a] self.

Chapter Six: Explanation of the Causes and Results,
the Correct and the False, and [the Remainder of the]
Five Teachings of Entering the Path

A. All those who undertake cultivation of the path must first learn of 
cause and result; second, must learn the two teachings of false and 
correct; third, must generate their practice on the basis of under
standing; fourth, must constantly contemplate without cease; and 
fifth, must know the profundity or shallowness of their own stage of 
practice. These five teachings are cultivated by all the Buddhas of the 
three periods of time. They are not now preached [by me] alone.

B. First, the clarification of cause and result: You must realize that 
the opinions of ordinary people as to [the identity of] religious per
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sons are [based on] conventional understanding and are thus devoid 
[of truth]. Those who do not understand this will often lose the path. 
If you understand this, then contemplate your own body from head 
to foot to see if you have the extraordinary marks [of a buddha]. If 
you live with lesser people and think of yourself as the best; if you 
live with people [in general] and have a standing in the marketplace; 
if you are an official; or if people look at you thinking that you are 
beautiful: know that in previous lives you cultivated forbearance and 
restraint from anger, and that you also decorated Buddhist statues 
and fulfilled all the precepts, thus achieving this [favorable] result.

If you contemplate this body from head to foot [and discover that] 
there is nothing at which to be looked; that people do not admire 
you; that you have no standing in the marketplace; that when you 
walk by, no one notices you, and when you sit, no one thinks you are 
beautiful; that your clothing does not cover your body and you have 
neither enough to eat, nor clothing, nor transportation: then you 
should know that in previous lives you did not practice forbearance 
but were filled with stinginess and craving and have never had good 
fortune. According to this contemplation, you should be deeply 
[ashamed】 and realize your own inadequacies. You must plant [the 
seeds of] good fortune. This is called cause and result.

C. Second, you must understand the two teachings of false and cor
rect.212 The rationales used by ordinary people [as the bases of their 
morality] may be profound or shallow. There are those who main
tain the five precepts without transgression and think that the reli
gious merit [accruing thereby] is complete, hoping to be equal to the 
Buddhas. Such people, of whom there are not simply one [or two], 
do not go on to seek the untainted noble path. This is called “false.” 
[Such people】 are not disciples of the Buddha.

If you understand this you will realize the correct path. If you wish 
to realize the correct path, then you must first understand the funda
mentals of the mind and second understand form. Why? Ordinary 
people do not attain the noble path because [they do not realize】 that 
sentient beings are all amalgams of mind and form. They only escape 
their fetters by understanding this [here and】 now. Therefore, you 
must understand the origin (yuan).

There are two types of the mind’s fundamentals. The first is the 
mind of truth (chen-shih hsin). The second is the mind of false 
thoughts (wang-hsiang hsin). The generation and extinction of ordi
nary people is based completely on the [mind of] false thoughts and 
has nothing to do with the [mind of] truth. You must understand the 
[mind of] false thoughts [here and] now. Ordinary people, in their 
stupidity, cannot comprehend the [mind of] false thoughts, but claim
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that mind to be real. [The mind】 which is contemplated (i*e” under
stood〉 by the wise is originally without essence. If you understand, 
you will know its essencelessness.

D. If you wish to understand the correct and the false, then sit upright 
in meditation, contemplating the activity of your [mind of] false 
thoughts. Whether from near or far, the objects of your concentra- 
tion2'J all arrive (i.e., occur) as conditions [of your mental being]. 
Although we say “arrive as conditions,” they actually do not “ar
rive.” 214 Therefore, [by practicing meditation] you will understand 
that they do not arrive.

It is truly because of not contemplating the false and true [aspects 
of the mind] that one says the mind is existent (yu, i*eM a part of 
being). If you contemplate the mind during its “going,” th e n 【you 
will realize that】 if the mind were “going” the body would die. If it 
were 4<goingM it would have to be conjoined with a previous [mo
ment of] sense data. Why should [the mind] only have things of the 
past a$ its conditions and not know any new things?

If you understand this, then realize clearly that [conditions] do not 
arrive at one’s focus of concentration. The things of the past cease 
because things of the past cease. Being [ultimately] without realms 
[of perception], the realms [of perception] are false. How can the so- 
called ^conditions** be anything but false? Know hereby that this is 
the false.

E. It is also incorrect to say that the mind is within the abdomen. 
Why? If it were in the abdomen, it would know each and every affair 
of the five organs. Since it is completely ignorant [of these matters], 
this shows that the mind is not located within [the abdomen]. Since it 
is not located within, then there is no self, no “going” to external 
sense data, no self and other. Since self and other are nonsubstantial, 
the mind is said to be without [the distinctions of] “this” and “that.” 
Therefore, this is called the **mind emancipatecr9 (hsin chieh-t*o).215 
Why? Because of not residing in the two extremes [of exterior and 
interior]. When performing this contemplation, the mind is serene 
and like space. This is called uto comprehend the mind9' (liao hsin).

F. In contemplating form, form is also of two kinds. The first is 
external form. The second is internal form. The mountains, rivers, 
and earth are external form; the five skandhas and four elements are 
internal form.

In the initial contemplation of the external four elements, the 
mountains, rivers, and earth which are the support of all the myriad 
beings, this earth is called uearth" because it is a thickly layered col
lection of the most minute particles [of matter]. But before those 
minute particles collected [to form the earth], they were fundamen
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tally nonsubstantial. Only in response to the force of sentient beings* 
karma do these minute particles form from space. If that force of 
karma of sentient beings did not exist, those minute particles would 
also be nonsubstantial (k*ung, i.e., nonexistent). Even when col
lected all together [as the earth], they are still minute particles. Why? 
If you examine the earth you will get particles, not the earth itself. 
There is no earth that transcends fli) those particles. Realize, there
fore, that prior to the aggregation of those minute particles, the 
earth is fundamentally nonsubstantial.

If the earth is nonsubstantial, realize also that the minute particles 
are nonsubstantial. Why? Space is without [any Self] Nature and 
[yet] generates the minute particles. The particles are without [any 
Self] Nature and [yet] generate the earth. If you [go from] space to 
earth in your contemplation216 [you will see that] the minute particles 
[which form the basis of material reality] are fundamentally nonsub
stantial. When performing this contemplation, you will clearly learn 
that the five skandhas and four elements are similarly [only] empty 
names.

As to the explanation of internal form, the generation of the inter
nal four elements of the body is completely dependent on the exter
nal four elements. Since the external four elements are nonsubstan- 
tial, so are the internal ones. Why? People live on food, and food 
and clothing are generated from the earth. The earth is nonsubstan
tial, so food and clothing are also nonexistent. Since food and cloth
ing are nonexistent, how could internal form exist (ii, lit., 44be 
posited**)? Since internal form does not exist, it is obviously nonsub
stantial.

Contemplation of the mind [reveals that it is] neither internal nor 
external. Form is also the same. That mind and form are neither 
internal nor external is called ^serene** (chi). Serene, with nothing 
existing, it is therefore called nirvana. This understanding is called 
^correct** (cheng, as in the eightfold path). It distantly transcends 
mistaken views and is also called the correct view, also called correct 
meditation， and also called correct action. Also, this teaching is 
called the correct teaching. All the Buddhas of the three periods of 
time attain the other shore [of nirvana] on the basis of this teaching, 
which is called the correct path.

G. [Third], although you may be able to achieve this understanding, 
you must practice on the basis of it or else enter a heretical path or 
the class [of persons with] false ascriptive views. If you [decide to] 
practice on the basis of this understanding, [you must accept the fact 
that] the “perfuming” of the ordinary person’s illusions is not [just] 
a present-day [affair, but] has been accumulating since beginningless 
time and so cannot be exhausted suddenly, in an instant.
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Also, if you achieve enlightenment according to this understand
ing [you must remain] constantly aware of your present situation and 
not let the illusions of ignorance arise again. This is called the ^prac
tice of the cause** (yin-hsing). When the ^influences" and illusions 
are all exhausted, you must not allow them to be conjoined again to 
the realms and data of sensory experience: Only then is this called 
“completely eradicated.”

H. One who knows within oneself that [the illusions] are not yet 
exhausted must constantly [maintain] the illumination of contempla
tion (kuan-hsing chueh-chao) and [like] a bodhisattva practice the six 
perfections, extending the benefits of compassion everywhere, being 
direct with oneself and circumspect with others, allowing sufficiency 
to others and insufficiency for oneself. Why? In the previous con
templation [it was seen that] mind and form are nonsubstantial and 
without self, thus being equivalent to space. If space possessed form, 
then would not form have a self? Since the self is nonsubstantial, 
who would have whom? Since space is without self, then one must 
practice the compassion of nonsubstantiality (wu-cheng tz9u). If one 
does not do so, then principle and practice (li-hsing)217 will be mutu
ally contradictory. This would not be the practice of the bodhisattva. 
Therefore, I say to generate practice on the basis of one's under
standing.

I. Fourth, you must contemplate constantly, without interruption. If 
you do not accomplish (i.eM make effort in) [both] principle and 
practice (pu tso U-hsing), then your associated contemplation will 
probably [suffer from] errors. Therefore, you must contemplate 
constantly, without interruption.

J. Fifth, understanding your stage of practice means that you should 
not immediately claim, on the basis of this interpretation [of Bud
dhism], that you are equal to a buddha, with whom you do not share 
the same realms [of existence]. The first of the stages are the wise 
men who cultivate faith, not persons of the ultimate [goal]. I point 
this out because, if you do not know your own stage [of progress], 
you will certainly commit the blasphemy [that Buddhism preaches] 
no cause and result.

Chapter Seven: The Manifestations of One's Own Mind

A. According to the LankQvatara Sutra, all the dharmas are estab
lished [on the basis of] the principle of the self-enlightened sagely 
wisdom and are all the manifestations of one’s own mind.21 a In 
explaining this idea, it is not false to say that the mountains, rivers, 
earth, and even one’s own body are all [the manifestations of] one’s 
own mind.

I have discussed [the fact that] the body is made up of the four ele-
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ments and is a response (kan) to the [external] four elements. Why 
are there not five elements making up the world? And with regard to 
the four disks upon which [the world] rests, why are there not five 
disks? What advantage is there in this?

The commentary says: “These actually are manifestations of one’s 
own mind. This is not mistaken.**219 Know, therefore, that [all dhar- 
mas] are manifested by one*s own mind. I have discussed the four 
elements of the body because within the body there are four kinds of 
false thoughts. The response to these [four kinds of false thoughts 
molds] the four elements [into] a body, and hence there are not five 
elements, [but only four].

Why? The element earth exists a s 【part of] the body in response to 
the internal false thought of heaviness. The element water exists as 
[part of] the body in response to the internal false thought of wet
ness. The element fire exists as [part of) the body in response to the 
internal false thought of burning. The element wind exists as [part 
of] the body in response to the internal false thought of blowing. 
Therefore, it is known that these are all the manifestations of one's 
own mind.

B. Question: The body may be understood [this way] without error, 
but how do you know that the mountains, rivers, and earth are [all 
the manifestations of] one's own mind?

Answer: They too depend on the internal mind. Why? The moun
tains, rivers, and earth are not level in response to the false thought 
of elevation. The earth is 360,000 // thick and is called the earth disk. 
Beneath the earth is water, also 360,000 // thick. This is called the 
water disk and is just under the earth disk. Beneath the water disk 
there is a great fire, which is also 360,000 // thick. [As with the] 
above, it is just under the water disk. Under this great fire【disk] is a 
wind disk, which is also 360,000 // thick. The four disks connect with 
each other above and below so that the earth exists [on top]. This is 
called the ^world** (shih-chieh).

Underneath the wind disk is empty space with nothing in it. Why? 
There are only four disks, not five or six. This is because the inner 
mind of sentient beings has four kinds of false thoughts. The earth 
disk exists in response to the internal false thought of heaviness. The 
water disk exists in response to the false thought of wetness. The fire 
disk exists in response to the false thought of burning. The wind disk 
exists in response to the false thought of blowing. According to this 
meditation, the entire【world system】 is a manifestation of one’s own 
mind. There is not a single dharma outside of the mind.

C. At this time a person asked: The innumerable dharma% of this 
world are based solely on one*s failure to be enlightened. The various

a re 【manifestations of] the mind. According to this expla-
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nation (yin-yuan), if there is doubt, then the various dharmas 
appear. They are existent [and then] nonexistent. This explanation 
thus implies the blasphemy of “being” and “nonbeing.’’ Because it 
eradicates the various cf/ia/Traos，i t 【also] generates the blasphemy220 
of disputation.

[Answer]: If you understand the responses of the mind, [the dhar- 
mas] are all one's own mind. Originally there are no dharmas. If 
there were dharmas then you could say wbeingM and ^nonbeing/* but 
since the dharmas originally are one's own mind and do not exist, 
how can there be any error? By this understanding one escapes the 
blasphemies relevant to the various dharmas.

D. Question: The mountains, rivers, and earth are inanimate, where
as humans are animate. How can one say that all the inanimate 
realms are [manifestations of the human] mind? It is very difficult to 
believe this.

Answer: It is like a husband and wife, both witless fools and 
argumentative toward each other, who were making liquor on which 
to get drunk.221 When the liquor had finished fermenting the hus
band went to look at it and, seeing his own reflection in the clear liq
uid, became angry and hit his wife. The wife (demanded] an explana- 
tion，丨saying]: “What have 1 done?” The husband then said: “Why 
are you hiding another man in th e【liquor] urn?” The wife did not 
believe him and looked in the urn herself. Seeing her own reflection, 
she became very angry herself and said to her husband: “Why did 
you hide a woman in the urn without telling me?M Then, not under
standing that it was their own reflections, they began hitting each 
other一hitting each other with deadly intent.

When the entire village came to stop them and asked what it was 
all about, they explained as above. When the person who broke up 
the quarrd explained【about the reflections】 ， they still did not 
believe, so he took the husband and wife to the urn to look at the 
reflections. They saw the reflections of three people, but still did not 
believe: “If these are reflections【of us】 they should be outside of the 
urn [just as we are]. Why are they within the urn?J, The arbitrator 
said: “If they are not your reflections， then you two and I are all in 
that urn together!”

[The arbitrator then said to the wife]: uYou see [the reflections of] 
three people. You should realize that that is your husband’s reflec
tion.” At that, the wife got even angrier and said: “There’s a man 
bringing him a woman!” and began hitting [her husband] again and 
would not stop. In the end they never could believe that those were 
their own reflections.

E. Ordinary people are like this [in not realizing] that the mountains, 
rivers, and earth, sun, moon, and stars are all manifestations of the
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karma of their own minds, all reflected images of their own minds. 
Why do ordinary people not call [all this] the product of the mind 
and never believe? It is like the husband and wife who fought over 
their reflected likenesses and never believed that those 卩ikenesses] 
were their own images.

The actual reflections within the urn are a metaphor for the moun
tains， rivers， and earth’s being manifestations of one’s own mind. If 
they were not manifestations of one's own mind, then when you see 
lightning and it vibrates through space and when you hear the thun
der, you should realize that the sound is nonsubstantial. Further, 
when you see carriages on the earth, although they vibrate the earth 
and make a sound, you should realize that without space there would 
be no sound. The sound itself i$ also nonsubstantial. According to 
this understanding， all the 洲 armos are all [identical with】 space.

Originally, there are no dharmas. It is only that ordinary people, 
whose false thoughts are not exhausted, see the mountains, rivers, 
and earth. If those false thoughts were exhausted, they would never 
see them. The Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, whose activities are unob
structed, do not see the mountains, rivers, and earth because their 
false thoughts have been exhausted. [Therefore], you should realize 
that the myriad dharmas are all manifestations of the karma of the 
mind.

Chapter Nine: Elucidation of the Essence of Sound

A. As for sound, the understanding of sound by people nowadays as 
something perceived by the ear is greatly mistaken. To say that sound 
arrives at the ear is also greatly mistaken.

Question: How should one understand this so as to be in agree
ment with Buddhism?

[Answer]: If you wish to understand the true source of sound you 
must first understand the conditions (yuan) and essence of sound.

Question: What are the conditions and essence [of sound]?
Answer: The bell clapper and the human effort [of striking the 

bell] are conditions. The spaces inside and outside the bell are its 
essence. In producing the sound, the essence (i.e., those spaces) 
sounds, not the bell.

Question: The essence, [space,] is located everywhere. Why does 
[the sound] only extend ten li and not one hundred li?

Answer: The conditions may be either small or great. Although 
the sound does not extend through space, it is like the greatest of 
earthquakes, which shakes everything: Does the earth [really] flow 
[as it seems to]? (?) If you think about it, although the earth vibrates, 
it never flows. Thus it is motionless, and sound is likewise: Although
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conditioned by the striking of lightning, space vibrates and makes a 
sound, but it does not f lo w 【anywhere itself]. Not flowing, it is 
motionless. It is thus not generated and not extinguished.

B. As to the doctrines of the five oceans and ten wisdoms,222 these are 
the foundation of the great practice of all the Buddhas and Bodhi- 
sattvas. If you do not appreciate the doctrines of the five oceans and 
ten wisdoms, then you will have no way to understand the perfect 
teaching.

What is this perfect teaching? The perfect teaching is that sentient 
beings are the Buddhas and the Buddhas are sentient beings. They 
have always been so, not just through their present enlightenment. 
This is not the same as the [idea of the] bodhisattva in the three vehi
cles. Further, to explain the idea of the perfect teaching, [I would say 
that] this is not the realm of sentient beings and also not the realm of 
nirvana.223

3. The Five Expedient Means (Wu fang-pien)

Introduction

A. Number One: Comprehensive Explanation of the Essence of Bud- 
dhahood

Number Two: Opening the Gales of Wisdom and Sagacity
Number Three: Manifesting the Inconceivable Dharma
Number Four: Elucidation of the True Nature of the Dharmas
Number Five: The Naturally Unobstructed Path of Emancipation 

(II.Int.l:167)224
B. Each kneel with palms together. I will now have you recite the 

Four Great Vows:
/  vow to save the innumerable sentient beings.
I  vow to eradicate the limitless afflictions.
I  vow to master the infinite teachings.
I  vow to realize the unsurpassable enlightenment o f buddha-

hood.
Next request the Buddhas of the ten directions to be your precep

tors.
Next request the Bodhisattvas and Buddhas of the three periods of 

time [to be your witnesses (?)].
Next I will ask about the five capabilities. First, can you reject all 

bad associates from now until the time of your enlightenment?
lean.

Second, can you become close to spiritual compatriots?
lean.
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Third, can you maintain the precepts without transgression even in 
the face of death? 

lean.
Fourth, can you read the MahaySna scriptures and inquire of their 

profound meaning? 
lean.

Fifth, can you [strive] to the extent of your own power to save sen
tient beings from their suffering? 

lean.
Next, each must say his own name and repent his transgressions,

saying:
I now profoundly repent with all my heart all the karma o f

body, speech, and mind, and the ten evil transgressions (commit
ted by me] during past, future, and present. I  hope that my trans
gressions will be eradicated, never to occur again.
The obstacles of the five major transgressions [should be repeated] 

according to the above.
It is likened to a bright pearl submerged in muddy water, the water 

becoming clear through the pearl's power. The virtuous efficacy of 
the Buddha Nature is also like this, the muddy water of the illusions 
being completely clarified [thereby]. Since you have finished your 
repentances, your three types of action (i.e., body, speech, and mind) 
are pure like pure lapis lazuli. The brightness [of your purity] pene
trating within and without, you are now ready to take the Pure Pre
cepts.

[To maintain] the Bodhisattva Precepts is to maintain the precepts 
of the mind, because the Buddha Nature is the 4<nature of the pre- 
ceptsn (chieh-hsing). To activate the mind (ch'i) for the briefest 
instant is to go counter to the Buddha Nature, to break the Bodhi- 
saiV/a Precepts.22s (This [subject] is to be explained thrice.)

Next each of you should sit in lotus postion. (Il.Int.2:167)
C. Question: O disciples of the Buddha, your minds are peaceful and 

motionless. What is it that is called purity?226 Disciples of the Bud
dha, the Tathdgatas have a great expedient means for entrance into 
the Path (or into enlightenment). In one instant you can purify your 
mind and suddenly transcend to the stage of buddhahood.

The preceptor strikes the wooden [signal board, and everyone] 
contemplates the Buddha (nien-fo) for a time.

The preceptor says: All [phenomenal] characteristics are uniform
ly imperceptible. Therefore, the Diamond SUtra (Chin~kang ching) 
says: “All that has characteristics is completely false.’’227 To view the 
mind as pure is called “to purify the mind-ground.” Do not constrict 
the body and mind and unfold the body and mind—view afar in
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expansive release. View with universal “sameness” 中 办 . 
Exhaust space with your viewing.

The preceptor asks: What do you see (lit., what thing do you see)?
The disciple(s) answer: Ido  not see a single thing.
Preceptor: Viewing purity, view minutely. Use the eye of the Pure 

Mind to view afar without limit, without restriction.228 View without 
obstruction.

The preceptor asks: What do you see?
Answer: Ido  not see a single thing. (II.Int.3:168)

D. View afar to the front, not residing in the myriad sensory realms, 
holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the true 
essence of reality229 distinct and clear.

View afar to the rear, not residing in the myriad sensory realms, 
holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the true 
essence of reality distinct and clear.

View afar to both sides, not residing in the myriad sensory realms, 
holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the true 
essence of reality distinct and dear.

View afar facing upwards, not residing in the myriad sensory 
realms, holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the 
true essence of reality distinct and clear.

View afar facing downwards, not residing in the myriad sensory 
realms, holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the 
true essence of reality distinct and clear.

View in the ten directions all at once, not residing in the myriad 
sensory realms, holding the body upright and just illuminating, mak
ing the true essence of reality distinct and clear.

View energetically during unrest, not residing in the myriad sen
sory realms, holding the body upright and just illuminating, making 
the true essence of reality distinct and clear.

View minutely during calm, not residing in the myriad sensory 
realms, holding the body upright and just illuminating, making the 
true essence of reality distinct and dear.

View identically whether walking or standing still, not residing in 
the myriad sensory realms, holding the body upright and just illumi
nating, making the true essence of reality distinct and clear.

View identically whether sitting or lying down, not residing in the 
myriad sensory realms, holding the body upright and just illumi
nating, making the true essence of reality distinct and clear. 
(IIIA.Int.1:190)

E. Question: When viewing, what things do you view?
[Answer]: Viewing, viewing, no thing is viewed.
[Question]: Who views?
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[Answer]: The enlightened mind (chuch-hsin) views.230
Penetratingly viewing the realms of the ten directions, in purity 

there is not a single thing. Constantly viewing and in accord with the 
locus of nonbeing (wu~so),231 this is to be equivalent to a buddha. 
Viewing with expansive openness, one views without fixation. Peace
ful and vast without limit, its untaintedness is the path of bodhi (p9u- 
t*i lu). The mind serene and enlightenment distinct, the body*s seren
ity is the bodhi tree (p9u-t9i shu).232 The four tempters233 have no 
place of entry, so one's great enlightenment is perfect and complete, 
transcending perceptual subject and object. (IIIA.Int.2:190)

【Number One: Comprehensive Explanation
of the Essence of Buddhahood]

A. The attainment234 of the transcendence of thoughts in body and 
mind: Not perceiving the mind, the mind is suchlike, and the mind 
attains emancipation. Not perceiving the body, form is suchlike’ and 
the body attains emancipation. Function like this forever, without 
interruption.235 Like space, without a single thing, pure and without 
characteristics.

Never let there by any interruption; from now on forever tran
scend [all] obstacles. The eye being pure, the eye transcends obsta
cles. The ear being pure, the ear transcends obstacles. In this fash- 
ion, [all] six sense organs being pure, the six sense organs transcend 
obstacles. All [of them] are without hindrance and equivalent to 
emancipation. To not perceive any characteristics of the six sense 
organs, which are pure and have no characteristics, [and to maintain 
this] constantly and without interruption: this is to be a buddha.

[Question】 ： What is a buddha?
[Answer]: The mind of a buddha is pure, transcending being and 

transcending nonbeing. With body and mind not ‘‘activating,” 
always maintain the True Mind (shen-hsin pu ch 7, ch *ang shou chen- 
hsin} 严

[Question]: What is suchness?
[Answer]: If the mind does not activate, the mind is suchlike. If 

form does not activate, form is suchlike. Since the mind is suchlike 
the mind is emancipated. Since form is suchlike form is emancipat
ed. Since mind and form both transcend 【thoughts], there is not a 
single thing. This is the great bodhi tree. (II.Int.5:169)

B. ^Buddha^ (fo) is a Sanskrit word from the western country; here 
it is translated as uenlightenmentM (chueh).

[Question]: Where does enlightenment occur?
【Answer]: Enlightenment occurs within the mind.
[Question]: Where is the mind?
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[Answer]: The mind is within the body.
[Question]: Where is the body?
[Answer]: The body occurs within false thoughts (i.e., it is a mis

conception with no true reality). (IIIA .l.1:191)
C. “Buddha” is a Sanskrit word from the western country; here it is

translated as “enlightenment.” 【The says]:

The meaning of “enlightenment” is that the essence of the mind 
transcends thoughts. The characteristic of the transcendence of 
thoughts is equivalent to the realm of space, which pervades every
where. The One Characteristic of the dharmadhatu is the universal
ly same dharmakaya of the Tathagata. Inherent enlightenment is 
preached in relation to the dharmakaya,

[The same treatise also says]:

Being enlightened to the initial activation of the mind, the mind is 
without the characteristic of initialness. Distantly transcending the 
most subtle of thoughts, one comprehensively perceives the Mind 
Nature. The constant maintenance (chu, lit., residence) of this [Mind] 
Nature is called the ultimate enlightenment.237 (11.1.3:170)

D. “Buddha” is a Sanskrit word from the western country; here it is 
translated as “enlightenment.” “The meaning of ‘enlightenment’ is 
that the essence of the mind transcends thoughts.” “To transcend 
thoughts” is the meaning of “buddha,” the meaning of “enlighten
ment •”

Briefly, there are three senses to the meaning of “buddha.” They 
are also called the “expedient means of the mind” 人

Question: What are these three meanings?
[Answer]: Enlightenment of self, enlightenment of others, and 

complete enlightenment (tzu-chueh chueh-t'a chueh-man). The tran
scendence of mind is enlightenment of $elf> with no dependence 
(yuan) on the five senses. The transcendence of form is enlighten
ment of others, with no dependence on the five types of sensory 
data. The transcendence of both mind and form is to have one's 
practice of enlightenment perfect and complete (chueh-hsirtg yuan- 
man) and is equivalent to the universally ^same^ dharmakdya of a 
TathSgata. (11.1.4:170)

E. 4<The characteristic of the transcendence of thoughts is equivalent 
to the realm of space, which pervades everywhere.”

Question: What is 4<equivalenl to the realm of space, which 
pervades everywhere”？ What is pervading and not pervading? 
(H.1.5:170)

[Answer]: Space is without generation and extinction, and the
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transcendence of thoughts is also without generation and extinction. 
Space i$ a characterless unconditionality, and the fr^mscendeiice of 
thoughts is also a characterless unconditionality. Space neither in
creases nor decreases, and the transcendence of thoughts neither 
increases nor decreases. Space is without mind, and the transcen
dence of thoughts is without mind. Because it is without mind, it per
vades everywhere. If there are thoughts, there is no pervading; if 
thoughts are transcended, there is pervading. (IIIA. 1.3:192)

F. As to the ^One Characteristic of the dharmadhUtu,^ that which 
the consciousness (i, presumably manas) knows is the dharmadhdtu, 
the eighteen realms. The eye sees and the consciousness knows, and 
when thoughts are activated and many ideas generated^ there is 
obstruction and no penetration. This is a defiled cMar/mK/脑 I/, the 
realm of a sentient being.

When the eye sees, the consciousness knows, and thoughts are 
transcended, then there is no obstruction. This is a pure dhar- 
madhdtu, the realm of a buddha. The **One Characteristic** is with
out characteristics; there being no characteristics of unity or duality, 
this is the True Characteristic. The True Characteristic is equivalent 
to the uOne Characteristic of the dharmadhutu^1̂  (IIIA. 1.4:192)

G. [Question]: What is a “realm of a buddha”？
[Answer]: As to the 4<One Characteristic of the dharmadhdtu," 

that which the consciousness knows are dharma%y the dharmadhdtu. 
The eyes see forms, the ears hear sounds, the nose perceives smells, 
the tongue knows tastes, the body perceives tactile sensations, and 
the consciousness knows dharmas. The consciousness knows all the 
other five types of dharmas. If the mind activates in coordination 
with its conditions, this is equivalent to a defiled dharmadhatu, the 
realm of an [unenlightened] sentient being. If one does not activate 
the mind in coordination with its conditions, this is equivalent to a 
pure dharmadhdtu, the realm of a buddha, the uOne Characteristic 
of the dharmadhatu^

There are two [kinds of] eighteen realms, one defiled and one 
pure. First [I will explain the] defiled [dharmadhstu] and then the 
pure. The eyes see forms and the consciousness knows this in coordi
nation with its conditions. The eyes and the other five senses depend 
on sensory data. If defilement is activated in these five locations 
(ch%  i.eM the five senses), then all locations are defiled (i.e., con
sciousness included). If all locations are included, this is a defiled 
dharmadhQtu, the realm of a sentient being. (II. 1.8:171)

Question: What is a pure rf办
[Answer]: A pure dharmadhatu is to be within the transcendence 

of thoughts and for the eyes to see forms without discriminating.
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One thus attains emancipation of the eyes (lit., at the eye location). 
The other four [senses] are the same. If the five locations are emanci
pated, then all locations are emancipated. If all the locations are 
emancipated, then all the locations are pure. This is equivalent to a 
pure dharmadhdtu, the realm of abuddha.239 (11.1.9:171)

H. The interpretation of ^inherent enlightenmenf* fpen-chueh) and 
“temporal enlightenment” 人

The transcendence of thoughts is called "inherent enlightenment 
—the absolute Buddha Nature.

The transcendence of form is called “temporal enlighternnent”一 
phenomenal Buddha Nature.

The transcendence of both form and mind, with Nature and char
acteristics perfectly melded and absolute and phenomena both inter
penetrating without hindrance, is called the comprehensive consum- 
mation of the three meanings of enlightenment. (The primary 
interpretation o f the meaning {of this expedient means b  related to) 
enlightenment. The secondary interpretation is related to the abso
lute and phenomena.) (1.1.7:163)

[The Awakening o f Faith says]:

u Being enlightened to the initial activation of the mind, the mind is 
without the characteristic of ‘initialness.’ Distantly transcending the 
most subtle of thoughts, one comprehensively perceives the Mind 
Nature. The constant maintenance of this [Mind] Nature is called the 
ultimate enlightenment”：

This is called the dharmakaya buddha.
To know the fundamental motionlessness of the six senses, one’s 

enlightenment becoming suddenly perfect, its brilliance illuminating 
everywhere: This is called the sambhogakaya buddha.

To perfectly illuminate in [all] ten directions, one's sensory realms 
unhindered and autonomous (tzu-tsai) because the mind has tran
scended thoughts: This is called the nirmdnakdya buddha.

Pure and without a single thing: This is called the dharmakdya 
buddha.

Enlightened comprehension bright and distinct: This is the sarh- 
bhogakQya buddha.

Perceptive capacities autonomous: This is the nirmanakaya bud
dha.

The three bodies (i.e., the trikaya) are of one and the same 
essence. They are one, yet different, and incorporate, yet do not 
incorporate, each other. (IIIA.1.5:192ctd.)

I. [Question]: What is the dharmakaya buddha?
[Answer]: To cultivate morality, meditation, and wisdom while in
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the causal [stage] (i.e.， while still nominally unenlightened), to 
destroy the thick and layered obstacles of ignorance within oneself 
(lit.， “within the body”） ， and to create [out of this] the great 
refulgence of wisdom and sagacity (chih-hui)2*0: This is the dharma- 
吻 a buddha.24丨（11.1.13:171)

J. Question: What is “essence”？ What is “function”？
Answer: The transcendence of thought is the essence, and the per

ceptive faculties fchien-wen chueh-chih) are the function. Serenity 
(chi) is the essence, and illumination (chao) is the function. 4<Serene 
but always functioning; functioning but always serene.** Serene but 
always functioning—this is the absolute (li) corresponding to phe
nomena (shih). Functioning but always serene—this is phenomena 
corresponding to the absolute. Serene yet always functioning—this is 
form corresponding to nonsubstantiality. Functioning yet always 
serene—this is nonsubstantiality corresponding to form.

^Serenely illuminating, illuminating serenity^ Serenely illuminat
ing is to activate the characteristics on the basis of the Nature. 
Illuminating serenity is to have all the characteristics revert to the 
Nature. Serene illumination is the nondifferentiation of form from 
nonsubstantiality. Illuminating serenity is the nondifferentiation of 
nonsubstantiality from form.

Serenity is unfolding; illumination is constriction (lit., ^rolling 
up'*).242 Unfolded, it expands throughout the dharmadhutu. Con
stricted, it is incorporated in the tip of a hair. Its expression [out
ward] and incorporation [inward] distinct, the divine function is 
autonomous. (IIIA. 1.6:192)

K. Question: Body and mind being nonsubstantial, who expresses 
and who incorporates?

Answer: Body and mind being nonsubstantial, for there to be no 
expression and incorporation is to be united with the unconditioned 
fwu~wei). Opening up the unconditioned, one attains the True Char
acteristic. Body and mind being nonsubstantial, well does one ^con- 
vert” or usually “to convert [one’s own merit
to the benefit of others]，’） . One converts one’s enlightenment (?) to 
realize the true, permanent bliss. One is forever without attachment 
in relationship to the sensory realms.

The dependences of defiled and pure are the two dharmas of body 
and mind: To have thoughts is the dependence on illusions as infinite 
as the sands of the River Ganges; to transcend thoughts is the depen
dence on merit as infinite as the sands of the River Ganges. 
(IIIA.1.7:193)

L. If one transcends the mind,243 craving is not activated. If one tran-
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scends form, anger is not generated. If one transcends both, stupid
ity is not manifested.

Transcendence of the mind is escape from the realm of desire. 
Transcendence of form is escape from the realm of form. Transcen
dence of both is escape from the realm of formlessness. (1.1.7: 
193ctd.)

M. Interpretation of craving, anger, and stupidity. Explanation: The 
meaning of enlightenment is that the essence of the mind transcends 
thoughts. Transcending the characteristic of craving, it is equivalent 
to the realm of space, which pervades everywhere. This is called 
enlightenment of self. Transcending the characteristic of anger, it is 
equivalent to the realm of space, which pervades everywhere. This is 
called enlightenment of others. Transcending the characteristic of 
stupidity, it is equivalent to the realm of space, which pervades every
where. The single characteristic of the dharmadhdtu is the univer
sally ^same*' dharmakaya of the Tathagata. This is called complete 
enlightenment. (1.1.8:164)

Interpretation of the meaning of the three realms: The meaning of 
enlightenment is that the essence of the mind transcends desires. The 
characteristic of the transcendence of the realm of desire244 is equiva
lent to the realm of space, which pervades everywhere. This is 
enlightenment of self. The characteristic of the transcendence of 
the realm of form . . . (as above. This is called enlightenment o f  
others.) The characteristic of the transcendence of the realm of 
formlessness . . . (as above. This is called complete enlightenment.) 
(1.1.9:164)

Interpretation of the three emancipations: Transcending the mind 
is to enter the emancipation of nonsubstantiality. Transcending form 
is to enter the characterless emancipation. Transcending both is to 
enter the emancipation of wishlessness. (1.1.10:164)

Interpretation of the three Self Natures: Transcending the mind, 
the Self Nature of false thoughts is not activated. Transcending 
form, the Self Nature of conditionality is not activated. Transcend
ing both is the Self Nature of the perfectly accomplished.245 
(1.1.12:164)

Further, there are secondary interpretations of the three [meanings 
of] enlightenment, eradicating the three poisons, escaping the three 
realms, entering the gates of the three emancipations, transcending 
the three natures, attaining the two [types of] anQtman, realizing the 
three [types of] birth (?), manifesting the three virtues, and complet
ing the three bodies.

(The primary meaning and secondary interpretation o f terms o f
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the first expedient means are now completed. This has been called 
the Comprehensive Explanation o f  the Essence o f Buddhahood.) 
This has been called “comprehensive explanation” because every
thing has been interpreted according to the transcendence of mind 
and the transcendence of form. (1.1.18:165)

Number T\vo: [Opening the Gates of Wisdom and Sagacity]

A. The preceptor strikes the wooden [signal-board] and asks: Do you 
hear the sound?

[Answer]: We hear,
iQuESTiON]: What is this “hearing” like?
[Answer]: Hearing is motionless.
[Question]: What is the transcendence of thoughts?
[Answer] : The transcendence o f thoughts is motionless.246
This motionlessness is to develop the expedient means of sagacity 

(hui fartg-pien) out of meditation (ting). This is to open the gate of 
sagacity. Hearing is sagacity. This expedient means can not only 
develop sagacity, but also make one's meditation correct. [To achieve 
this motionlessness] is to open the gate of wisdom, to attain wisdom 
(chih). This is called the opening of the gates of wisdom and sagacity.

If you do not achieve [mastery] of this expedient means, your cor
rect meditation will decline into incorrect meditation, you will be
come attached to the "taste of dhyUna9' (i.e., addicted to trance 
states), and you will fall into a HTnaySnist nirvana. If you do achieve 
[mastery] of this expedient means, you will attain the “perfect seren
ity” （i.e.， nirvana) through your correct meditation. This is the 
“great nirv 如  a.”

The function of wisdom is knowing (chih); the function of sagac
ity is perception (chien). This is called the opening of the knowing 
and perception of a buddha. Knowing and perception are bodhi,247 
(11.2.1:172)

Question: What is motionless?
Answer: The mind is motionless. The motionlessness of the mind 

is meditation, is wisdom, is the absolute (li),24i The motionlessness of 
the ears is form, is phenomena (shih), is sagacity. [To achieve] this 
motionlessness is to develop the expedient means of sagacity out of 
meditation, the opening of the gate of sagacity. (II.2.2:173)

Question: What is the gate of sagacity?
[Answer]: The ear is the gate of sagacity.
[Question]: H ow is the gate of sagacity opened?
[Answer]: For the ear to be motionless when hearing sounds is to 

open the gate of sagacity.
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[Question]: What is sagacity?
[Answer]: Hearing is sagacity. The five senses are all the gates of 

sagacity. (11.2.3:173)
[This expedient means] can not only develop sagacity, but also 

make one's meditation correct. This is to open the gate of wisdom.249
Question: What is the gate of wisdom?
[Answer]: The consciousness is the gate of wisdom.
[Question]: How is the gate of wisdom opened?
[Answer]: For the consciousness to be motionless [when knowing 

the dharmas] is to open the gate of wisdom.
[Question]: How is this?
[Answer]: One achieves wisdom by transforming knowing into 

wisdom.
This is called opening the gates of wisdom and sagacity. I have 

now flnished [explaining] for you the opening of the gates of wisdom 
and sagacity. (11.2.4:174)

B. [The Lotus Sutra says]: 44Having the power to save sentient 
beings.,，25° The body, hands and feet [included]»is serenely peaceful 
and motionless. (11.2.5:174)

[Question]: What are sentient beings? What is power?
[Answer]: Motionlessness is power. False thoughts are sentient 

beings. For the body and mind to be motionless is called ^to save 
sentient beings.” （IIIA.2.2:194)

Question: What is motionlessness?
Answer: The blowing of the eight winds is motionless.
[Question]: What are the eight winds?
Answer: Success and failure, defamation and praise, honor and 

abuse, and suffering and pleasure.251
Question: How many of these are unfavorable, and how many 

are favorable?
Answer: Four are unfavorable and four are favorable. Failure, 

defamation, abuse, and suffering are unfavorable; success, praise, 
honor, and pleasure are favorable. The mind of the bodhisattva 
is unmoving during [both] unfavorable and favorable [winds]. 
(IIIA.2.3:194)

C. Question: How many types of people can open the gates of wis
dom and sagacity?

Answer: There are three types of people.
[Question]: Who are they?
[Answer]: Ordinary people, HlnaySnists, and bodhisattvas. Ordi

nary people hear when there is a sound, but when there is no sound 
or when a sound stops they do not hear. Hinayanists never hear,
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[both] whether there is a sound or no sound and when a sound stops. 
Bodhisattvas always hear, [both] whether there is a sound or no 
sound and when a sound stops.252 (11.2.7:174)

Question: Bodhisattvas should be able to hear when there is a 
sound, but how can they hear when there is no sound?

Answer: Because the essence of their hearing is constant. 
(IIIA.2.4:194ctd.)

Question: What is the essence of hearing?
Answer: Motionlessness is the essence of hearing. Hearing is like 

the surface of a mirror, which illuminates when there is a form [in 
front of it] and also when there is no form. Therefore, [the bodhi- 
sattva] hears when there is a sound and also hears when there is no 
sound. (IIIA.2.5:194)

D. Question: If these three types of people uniformly open the same 
gates of wisdom and sagacity, why do the HTnayanists become 
attached to the taste of dhyana and fall into a HinaySnist nirvana?

[Answer: This is because of the manner in which] the HTnayanists 
open the gate of sagacity. This sagacity must be realized as the sagac
ity of hearing in relation to the ears. Because they now hear what 
they did not hear before, [the HTnayanists] hear and generate joy in 
their minds. Joy is motion. Fearing motion, they grasp at motion
lessness, extinguish the six consciousnesses, and realize a nirvana of 
empty serenity. Whether there is a sound or there is no sound and 
when a sound stops, [since they are in this state,] they never hear. 
Thus they become attached to the taste of dhyana and fall into a 
HInay§nist nirvana.

When bodhisattvas open the gate of sagacity [they realize that] 
hearing is sagacity. This sagacity must be realized as the sagacity of 
hearing in relation to the ears, [and so they] know that the six senses 
are fundamentally motionless. They always hear, [both] whether 
there is a sound or no sound and when a sound stops. Their spiritual 
practice is always in accord with motionlessness. By the attainment 
of [the mastery of] this expedient means, their correct meditation is 
equivalent to the attainment of “perfect serenity.” This is the “great 
nirvana^ (11.2.8:175)

E. The Nirvana Sutra (Nieh-p'an ching) says: *'Not hearing and hear
ing, not hearing and not hearing, hearing and hearing.,，2s3

Question: What is “not hearing and hearing”？
[Answer]: Hearing what one has not heard before is 4<not hearing 

and hearing.”
[Question】： What is “not hearing and not hearing”？

[Answer]: After hearing, [the Hinayanist] generates joy in his 
mind. Joy is motion. Fearing motion, he grasps at motionlessness,
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extinguishes the six consciousnesses, and realizes a nirvana of empty 
serenity. He is “not hearing and not hearing，’’ [both] whether there is 
a sound or no sound and when a sound stops. This is <cnot hearing 
and not hearing•”

[Question]: What is “hearing and not hearing”？

[Answer]: The Hlnay^nist hears when he comes out of medita
tion, but within meditation he does not hear. The Hlnayanist has no 
sagacity when he is in meditation—he cannot preach the Dharma 
and cannot save sentient beings. When he comes out of meditation, 
he preaches the Dharma in an unconcentrated state of mind. This 
absence of the nurturing moisture of the water of meditation is called 
^meditation that is dry of sagacity.'* This is ^hearing and not 
hearing•”

【Question】 ： What is “hearing and hearing”？
[Answer】： Ordinary people have “hearing and hearing” and 

bodhisattvas have “hearing and hearing.” The “hearing and hear
ing” of the ordinary person is motion, motion in coordination with 
sensory data. The “hearing and hearing” of the bodhisattva is 
motionless, with no coordination with sensory data. The ^softened 
refulgence,> is not ^coordinated with sensory dataM (ho-kuang pu 
t'ungch'en)^4 (11.2.9:175)

F. Question: What is motionlessness?
Answer: Motionlessness is the opening of the [gates of wisdom 

and sagacity].
Question: Who can open the gates of wisdom and sagacity?
Answer: The spiritual compatriot can open the gates of wisdom 

and sagacity. Because of the words of the spiritual compatriot, one is 
enlightened to the motionlessness of the six senses. This is the 4<exter- 
nar* spiritual compatriot.

【Question】： Who are the “internal” spiritual compatriots?
Answer: Wisdom and sagacity are the ^internal" spiritual com

patriots.
【Question]: What are wisdom and sagacity?
Answer: Knowing is wisdom; perception255 is sagacity. One trans

forms the consciousness to create wisdom and comprehends percep- 
tion (or sensory consciousness) to create sagacity. These are called 
the “internal” spiritual compatriots. (IIIA.2.7:195)

G. [Question]: What is bodhi?
[Answer]: ^BodhV* is a Sanskrit word from the western country. 

Here it is translated ^knowing and perception,> (chih-chien). Know
ing and perception are the function of wisdom and sagacity. Bodhi is 
the function of nirvana. Knowing and perception are the function, 
wisdom and sagacity the essence. Bodhi is the function, nirvana
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the essence. (Essence and function [have now been) clarified.) 
(11.2.15:177)

H. The sutra says: ^Bodhi cannot be attained with the body and mind. 
Extinction is bodht, since all characteristics are extinguished.**256

Question: Why is it that this 44cannot be attained with the body 
and mind”？

Answer: Since the mind is motionless and thoughts are transcend
ed and not activated, bodhi cannot be attained by the mind. Since 
form is motionless and thoughts are transcended and not activated, 
bodhi cannot be attained by form. Body and mind both being 
motionless is equivalent to “extinction is since all characteris
tics are extinguished.” Also, the transcendence of both body and 
mind is equivalent to perfect and complete bodhi. (II.2.16:177)

L Question: [The sfitra says:] “Noncorrespondence 少 is 
because the 5卿 flr/ws (/w, i.e” the sense organs and sense 

data) do not correspond [with each other].’’2”  Is this nonauainment 
in body and mind?

Answer: The six senses being motionless, the Qyatanas do not cor
respond [with each other]. This is equivalent to perfect and complete 
bodhi. Also, the senses and sense data being undefiled, all the *ioca- 
tions” {ch*ut also equivalent to dyatana) are noncorresponding. 
(11.2.17:177)

Question: Further, what about [the sutra9s line] 4<The impedi
ments are bodhi, because they impede the desires,,?2s,

Answer: The six senses being motionless， the desires are not 
generated. This is equivalent to perfect and complete bodhi. 
(11.2.18:177)

J. Question: [What are] motion and motionlessness?
[Answer]: If one perceives that there is motion, then this is 

motion. If one perceives that there is motionlessness, then this is also 
motion. To not perceive motion and not perceive motionlessness is 
true motionlessness.

[Question】： Can one enter into this state?
【Answer]: If one perceives entry, then this motion. If one per

ceives nonentry, then this is also motion. To not enter and not not 
enter is true motionlessness.

Hlnayanists perceive motionlessness external to the mind, activate 
thought, and grasp that motionles$nes$> rendering the flve senses and 
six consciousnesses inactive. This is the annihilatory motionlessness 
of the Hlnayanists. Bodhisattvas know the fundamental motionless
ness of the six senses, their internal illumination being distinct and 
external functions autonomous. This is the true and constant mo
tionlessness of the Nfahdy 汪 na. (IIIA.2.9:196)
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[Question]: What do “internal illumination being distinct” and 
“external functions autonomous” mean?

Answer: Fundamental wisdom (ken-pen chih) is "internal illumi
nation being distinct.** Successive wisdom (hou-te chih) is "external 
functions autonomous.”

[Question]: What are fundamental wisdom and successive wis
dom?

Answer: Because one first realizes the characteristic of the tran
scendence of the body and mind, this is fundamental wisdom. The 
autonomous [quality of] knowing and perception and the nondefile
ment [associated with the enlightened state] are successive wis
dom.259 The first realization of the fundamental.......... if realiza
tion [of the transcendence of body and mind] were not first, then 
knowing and perception would be completely defiled. Know clearly 
that the autonomous [spontaneity of] knowing and perception is 
attained after that realization and is called successive wisdom.

When the mind does not activate on the basis of the eye’s percep
tion of form, this is fundamental wisdom. The autonomous 【sponta- 
neity of] perception is successive wisdom. When the mind does not 
activate on the basis of the ear's hearing of sounds, this is fundamen
tal wisdom. The autonomous [spontaneity of] hearing is successive 
wisdom. The nose, tongue, body, and consciousness are also the 
same. With the fundamental and successive [wisdoms】， the locations 
(c^u) are distinct, the locations are emancipated. The senses do not 
activate, and the realizations are pure. When successive moments of 
mental [existence] are nonactivating, the senses are sagely (sheng).

({The above is] the primary interpretation [of the second expedient 
means.]) (IIIA.2.10:196)

K. [The Lotus Sutra says]:

Located in the world, like space, like a lotus blossom that does not 
touch the water, with mind pure and transcending [the distinctions of 
“this” and] “that,” I bow my head in obeisance to the unsurpassed 
Honored One.260

“Located in the world”： What is this? The mind is the locus 
(ch*u); the five skandhas are the world. The mind is located within 
the fivQ skandhas,

“ Like space”： Space is the mind. The mind is thus wisdom.
"Like a lotus blossom**: The lotus blossom is form. Form is thus 

sagacity.
[‘‘With mind pure and transcending (the distinctions of ‘this’ and) 

‘that’ ”]: Wisdom and sagacity pure and transcending that [set of] 
five senses—this is to transcend “that.”
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“Bow [my head]”： This is respect.
^Obeisance**: This is accordance (shun).
To always practice in accordance with wisdom and sagacity: This 

is the “unsurpassed Honored One.”261 (II.2.27:180)
Sutra o f the Lotus Blossom o f the Wondrous Dharma (Miao-fa 

lien-hua ching): What is the Wondrous Dharma? The mind is the 
Wondrous Dharma. The mind is thus wisdom. Form is thus sagacity. 
This is a sutra of wisdom and sagacity.262

Sutra o f the Flower Garland o f the Great and Vast Buddha (Ta 
fang-kuang fo  hua-yen ching): Great and Vast is the mind. Flower 
Garland is form. The mind is thus wisdom. Form is thus sagacity. 
This is a sOtra of wisdom and sagacity.

Diamond Sutra (Chin-kang ching): Metal (chin) is the mind. Hard 
(kang) is form. The mind is thus wisdom. Form is thus sagacity. This 
is a sutra of wisdom and sagacity. (11.2.28:181)

Lotus Blossom o f the Wondrous Dharma: What is the Wondrous 
Dharma? Meditation and sagacity (">i容-办I//, usually translated as 
meditation and wisdom) are the Wondrous Dharma. The ^lotus 
blossom” is a metaphor. It is as if meditation and sagacity exist in the 
world but are not defiled by the world. Clearly understand that med
itation and sagacity are the Wondrous Dharma. The lotus blossom is 
located in water but is not defiled by the water. The autonomous 
functioning of knowing and perception is [likewise] not defiled by 
the six sense objects. Just as the lotus blossom opens and releases its 
fragrance and is enjoyed by men and gods, so does the use of this 
metaphor cause those who have not yet attained meditation and 
sagacity [now] to attain meditation and sagacity.263 (11.2.29:181)

[The Lotus Sutra says]:

At that time, the World-honored One preached the Mahdydna sutra's 
teaching of the bodhisattva and the thoughts (nien, i.e., mindfulness) 
maintained by the Buddha. Having completed the preaching of this 
sutra, he sat in lotus position and entered the samQdhi of the locus of 
incalculable meanings (wu-liang i ch'u san-mei), with body and mind 
motionless.264

[Question]: What is the [teaching of] the Mah&ydna sutra? 
Answer: Wisdom and sagacity are the teaching of the Mahayana 

sutra.
“Bodhisattva”： The Dharmas of wisdom and sagacity.
“Thoughts maintained by the Buddha”： To maintain the original 

transcendence of thoughts.265
^Having completed the preaching of this sutra, he sat in lotus 

position”： Expressing the motionlessness of body and mind.
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“Entered the of the locus of incalculable meanings”： If
there is mind, then there is calculation. If there is no mind (wu-hsin)t 
there is no calculation.

•Sam- 人 This is “correct.”
人• This is “mind•，’ To practice with a correct mind and 

enter266 (i.e., to be enlightened to) the meaning of the one True Char
acteristic一 this is called uentered the samadhi of the locus of incalcu
lable meanings, with body and mind motionless/* (IIIA.2.20:200) 

[The Lotus Sutra says]:

Then the World-Honored One arose peacefully from his 5wn也 //*/ 
and said to Sariputra: ^The wisdom and sagacity of the Buddhas is 
profound and incalculable.^^7

Question: What is it for wisdom and sagacity to be “profound 
and incalculable”？

[Answer]: The Tathagata's ocean of wisdom is bottomless: This is 
called ''profound.** His sagacity can transcend the six types of sense 
data: Therefore it is called “incalculable.”

This “gate” of wisdom and sagacity is difficult to understand and 
difficult to enter. All the 众 5̂ 7灸仍 and (i.e.， the
Hinayanists) are unable to recognize it.

The minds of Hinayanists possess [the characteristics of] genera
tion and extinction: [This is] ^difficult to understand.M The minds of 
sravakas possess attachment and motion: [This is] Udifficult to 
enter.” The bodhisattva is without attachment and without motion 
and can easily understand and easily enter.

[The Lotus Sutra says that] the five classes of sravakas2̂  ^cannot 
comprehend the wisdom of the Buddha. Exhaustively thinking and 
calculating about it, they still cannot understand it.**269 

Question: Why can they not understand?
Answer: They cannot understand because they have minds of 

desire (ssu-ch*iu hsin).270
[Question]: How can they become able to understand?
[Answer]: They will be able to understand when they are without 

minds of desire.
Question: What should one do with desire?
Answer: One should transform desire within the mind (i) into wis

dom. (11.2.33:182)
L. is a Sanskrit word. Here it is translated as [“per

fection of] charity.” [To practice] charity oneself and perceive an- 
other's lack of charity is to have contempt of others. In the Supreme 
Teaching, one neither perceives charity nor perceives the lack of 
charity. When the two characteristics are equal (i.e., when both char
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ity and noncharity go unperceived), contempt will not arise. On the 
basis of such dana one can transcend excessive contemptuousness. 
This is called ^excellent dana-paramita.ff27'

立 is a Sanskrit word. Here it is translated a s 【“perfec
tion of] morality” • … （11.2.35:183)

[Number Three: Manifesting the Inconceivable Dharma]

A. [In the VimalakTrti Sutra] Vimalaklrti says: <4VeriIy, ^ariputra, the 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas possess an emancipation that is called 
inconceivable and inexpressible (pu k 9o ssu-i.)^272

Question: What is “inconceivable and inexpressib丨e” fpw- 
ssu pu-i}?

Answer: The mind does not conceive and the mouth does not 
express. When the mind does not conceive, the mind is suchlike, the 
mind transcends fetters, the mind attains emancipation. When the 
mouth does not express, form is suchlike, form transcends fetters, 
form attains emancipation. For mind and form both to transcend 
fetters is called the “inconceivable and inexpressible emancipation.” 
(11.2.1:185)

**At that time Sariputra,*:273 The beginner.
(<Saw that in this space (k'ung/9: [The beginner^] locus of inten- 

tionality.
"There were no seats**: The emptiness of the dharmas.
^Generating this thought**: The beginner is deluded as to the prin

ciple of nonsubstantiality.
“Thinking ‘Where will the congregation of bodhisattvas and great 

disciples sit?* The dharma% being nonsubstantial, by what can one 
achieve buddhahood?

^VimalakTrti: The essence of purity (ching-t9i).
“Sariputra”： The beginner. The essence of purity illuminates the 

beginner (or the initial [activation of the] mind).274
“When you have come for the Dharma, why are you seek

ing seats?**: Conceivability and inconceivability275 manifested to
gether.

“I have come for the Dharma, not for a seat. If one seeks the 
Dharma, one cannot desire [even] life.M: Truly, this is the moment of 
the correspondence of inconceivability, when no life is manifest. No 
feelings, perceptions, impulses, or consciousness are manifest. No 
Buddha, Dharma, and Sarngha are manifest. No suffering, accumu
lation, extinction, and path276 are manifest. No nirvana is manifest. 
No grasping is manifest. No attachment is manifest. (IIIA.3.2:204)

B. “Vimalaklrti said: ‘Well come, MafijuSrt!” 77
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“Vimalaklrti”： The essence of purity.
“Mafiju$rl”： Wondrous sagacity.
When the essence of purity and wondrous sagacity correspond, the 

mind does not activate. This is “well,” this is meditation.
Consciousness is not generated. This is “come，” this is sagacity. 

Therefore it is said, “Well come!”
“Characterized by noncoming, yet coming.”
“Characterized by noncoming”： The mind not activating, this is 

meditation.
“Yet coming”： The [sensory】 consciousnesses not being generated, 

this is sagacity.
“Characterized by nonseeing， yet seeing.”
“Characterized by nonseeing”： The mind not activating, this is 

meditation.
uYet seeing^: The consciousnesses not being generated, this is 

sagacity.
Therefore，Mafiju古n ’s wondrous sagacity is sagacity developed 

out of meditation. Front the inner, facing the outer219一 this is the 
teaching o f serene illumination.

“Mafiju$n said: ‘0  Layman’ ”： When wondrous sagacity and the 
essence of purity correspond.

uIf you complete coming (i.e., come all the way to your destina
tion), do not come anymore; if you complete going, do not go any- 
more.”

**If you complete coming,*: The consciousnesses not being gener
ated, this is sagacity.

“Do not come anymore”： The mind not being activated， this is 
meditation.

MIf you complete goingM: The consciousnesses not being generat
ed, this is sagacity.

4<Do not go anymore>,: The mind not being activated, this is medi
tation.

Therefore, Manjusrfs wondrous sagacity develops meditation out 
of sagacity. From the outer, facing the inner—this is the teaching o f 
"/w/wi/ia"ve serewXv. Why? The previous instant introduces the suc
ceeding instant.

MComing, without any point of departure; going, with no destina
tion^

“Coming”： The consciousnesses not being generated, this is sa
gacity.

^Without any point of departure0: The mind not being activated, 
this is meditation.
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“Going”： The consciousnesses not being generated, this is sa
gacity.

“Without any destination”： The mind not being activated， this is 
meditation.

“Visible”： The consciousnesses not being generated, this is sa
gacity.

‘‘And again not visible”： The mind not being activated, this is 
meditation. This is when serene illumination and illuminative seren
ity correspond.119 (IV.4.3-1:222)

C. Question: What is meditation? What is sagacity?
Answer: Not to “eye” （i.e. not to conceptualize the existence of 

the eye) is meditation, yet to “eye” （i.e.， to allow the eye to function) 
is sagacity. Not to “ear” is meditation， yet to “ear” is sagacity. Nose, 
tongue，body， and mind; forms, sounds, smells, tastes, tangible 
objects, and dharmas; knowing and perception一 all are understood 
as above.

Not to “eye” is sagacity， yet to “eye” is meditation. N otto “ear” 
is sagacity, yet to “ear” is meditation. Nose, tongue, body, and 
mind; forms, sounds,smells, tastes, tangible objects, and dharmas; 
knowing and perception—all are understood as above. (IV.4.3- 
2:224)

Question: What is meditation? What is sagacity?
[Answer]: The nonactivation of mind is meditation; the non

generation of the consciousnesses is sagacity.
Transcendence of the Self Natures is meditation; transcendence of 

the realm of desire is sagacity.
The Ultimate Truth is meditation; the provisional truth is sagacity.
Great wisdom is meditation; great compassion i$ sagacity.
The Absolute is meditation; phenomenalky 办/ri7i> is sagacity.
The Unconditioned (Vi/-we" is meditation; the conditioned 細 - 

wei) is sagacity.
Benefit of self (tzu-li) is meditation; benefit of others (li-t*a) is 

sagacity.
Nirvana i$ meditation; samsara is sagacity.
The transcendence of transgression is meditation; the maintenance 

of the dharmas is sagacity. (I V.4.3-3:224)
D. [The VimalakTrti Sutra says]:

If a bodhisattva resides in this emancipation^ he can insert the broad 
top of Mount Sumeru into a mustard seed without any enlargement or 
contraction, and the original characteristics of Sumeru, the king of 
mountains, will be as they were before (i.eM the size of the mountain 
will be unchanged).210
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Question: How can Mount Sumeru be inserted into a mustard 
seed without any enlargement or contraction?

Answer: Sumeru is form, and the mustard seed is also form. 
When the mind does not conceive (pu-ssu)t the mind is suchlike. 
Sumeru and the mustard seed are both “form being suchlike” pe- 
ju). Having exactly the same characteristic(s), they are '^without any 
enlargement or contraction, and the original characteristics of Sume
ru, the king of mountains, will be as they were before.M It is only 
those who cross [to the other shore of nirvana] who perceive Mount 
Sumeru to be inserted into the mustard seed without any enlarge
ment or contraction.

【Question]: What about “the original characteristics of Sumeru, 
the king of mountains, will be as they were before”？

Answer: Sumeru does not contract, and the mustard seed is not 
enlarged. There being no enlargement or contraction, this is called 
<4the original characteristics of Sumeru, the king of mountains, will 
be as they were before.” （11.3.2:186)

[Question]: “If a bodhisattva resides in this emancipation, he can 
insert the broad top of Mount Sumeru into a mustard seed without 
any enlargement or contraction”： What is the meaning of this?

Answer: If there is conceiving, then there is thought. If there is 
thought, then there is obstruction. If there is obstruction, then there 
is impediment. If there is no conceiving, then there is no thought. If 
there is no thought, then there is no falsity. If there is no falsity, then 
there is no obstruction. If there is no obstruction, then there is no 
impediment. If there is no impediment, then there is emancipation. 
With no conceiving and no nonconceiving, no thought and no non
thought, Sumeru is originally nonsubstantial and the mustard seed is 
originally without impediment, [so that] the eye of sagacity distinctly 
sees the two enter into each other without any obstruction. If there is 
no conceiving and no thought and the characteristics of the two 
[objects] are identical， then this is “inconceivable.” （IIIB.32:219)

Yet the four heavenly kings and the gods of the [Heaven of the] 
Thirty-three are unaware of the entrance [of Sumeru, on which they 
reside, into the mustard seed], nor were any sentient beings [below] 
inconvenienced.

Question: Where do the four heavenly kings live?
Answer: They live on Mount Sumeru.281
[Question]: Why are they unaware of [the entrance of Sumeru 

into the mustard seed]?
Answer: Because they possess conceiving and expressing, they are 

unaware of it.
[Question]: How can they become aware of it?
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[Answer]: If they are without conceiving, they will become aware 
of it.

[Question]: Who are those who have crossed [over to the other 
shore]?

[Answer]: Being without conceiving and expressing, they have 
crossed over (i.eM transcended) conceiving and expressing.

[Question]: What about “see Sumeru enter into the mustard 
seed”？

[Answer]: If the mind does not conceive, then one does not see 
the characteristics of size in Sumeru and the mustard seed. One also 
does not see entrance, nor does one see nonentrance. To perform this 
kind of seeing is called **true seeing^ (chen chien).

If there is no conceiving, then there are no characteristics. If there 
are no characteristics, then there is no “entrance” and no “nonen
trance.” Being afraid of this, 分办说仍 eradicate [all】 mental calcula- 
tion.JS2 r̂Qvaka% are not yet enlightened, so that they see the charac- 
teristics of size of Sumeru and the mustard seed. When sravakas are 
enlightened, they see that Sumeru and the mustard seed are in their 
original nature nonsubstantial, so how can the two “enter” or “not 
enter”？ This is to see Sumeru within the mustard seed, which is 
called “residing in the inconceivable emancipation.” （I I J J :  186)

[Number Four: Elucidation of the IkuE Nature of the D h a r m a s ]

A. The Sutra o f [the God\ Ssu-i (Ssu-i ching) says: uThe god Ssu-i 
said to Tsung-ming Bodhisattva: *What is the True Nature (cheng- 
hsing) of the dharmasV Tsung-ming said: 'Transcending the Self 
Natures and transcending the realm of desire are the True Nature of
the dharmas' >>2i3

Question: What are the Self Natures? What is the realm of desire?
Answer: When the mind activates284 knowing and perception, the 

five skandhas each have Self Natures. When the consciousness (shih, 
or vijnana) is conditioned by the eye*s seeing, this is the realm of 
desire. When the consciousness is conditioned by the ear’s sounds, 
the nosers smells, the tongue*s tastes, and the body*s tactile sensa
tions, this is the realm of desire. If the mind does not activate, it is 
constantly without characteristics and is pure. This is the True 
Nature of the dharmas.

Question: What is it to transcend the Self Natures and transcend 
the Realm of Desire?

[Answer]: Preceptor [Bodhildharnta's Explanation (Ta-mo ho~ 
shang chieh) says: (<For the mind not to activate is to transcend the 
Self Natures. For the consciousness not to be generated is to tran
scend the Realm of Desire. For both mind and consciousness not to
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activate is the True Nature of the dharmas. Just as when a river's 
great flow is exhausted, waves no longer arise (ch3i, lit., **are activa- 
ted>,), so when the mind and consciousness (i-shih, or mano-vijnQna) 
are extinguished, the various types of [sensory (?)] consciousness 
(shih) are not generated/*285 (IV.4.2:222)

[Number Five: The Naturally Unobstructed Path of Emancipation]

A. Within the dharmas that are without characteristics, there is no 
differentiation and no discrimination. Because the mind is without 
discrimination, all the dharmas are without differentiation. There is 
no difference between long and short, self and other, ordinary per
son and sage, samsara and nirvana, emancipation and bondage, inti
mate and remote, suffering and pleasure, reverse and direct, the 
three periods of time, stupidity and wisdom—all these are without 
differentiation. [This is to] comprehend the path of the undifferen
tiated, natural, unhindered emancipation.

All the unhindered persons escape samsSra by one path. It is nei
ther [for a] long nor a short [time] that the emancipated person prac
tices.286 (IV.5.1:228)

B. Question: What is the path of nonhindrance? What is the path of 
emancipation? What is the path of nonabiding?

Answer: When the senses do not hinder the sense data, and sense 
data is transcended, this is the path of nonhindrance. When sense 
data does not hinder the senses, and the senses transcend defile
ments, this is the path of emancipation. Transcending sense data and 
transcending defilement， this is the path of nonabiding . . .

Equivalent to the mind, not the mind, and not not the mind一 this 
is the path of nonhindrance. Equivalent to the body, not the body, 
and not not the body—this is the path of emancipation. Equivalent 
to the sense realms, not the sense realms, and not not the sense 
realms_ this is the path of nonabiding. (IV.5.2:228)

C. Utilizing the mind (yung-hsin) but not postulating (//, the usage 
here being tantamount to generating) mind or mental states (hsin 
hsin-so) and contemplating neither sense realms nor the absolute— 
this is the dharmakaya buddha.

The [enlightened] perception2®7 of contemplation being serene and 
motionless, able to be born in the Land of Motionlessness—this is 
the sambhogakaya buddha.

Knowing and perceiving unhindered, born out of the dharmakaya 
—this is the nirmanakQya buddha.

The 少a has a frozen permanence2** (c/i’fl/ig, elsewhere
rendered as constant), the sambhogakaya has a continuous perma
nence, and the nirmanakQya has an uninterrupted permanence. The
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three permanences are one, the one permanence is threefold, neither 
threefold nor unitary, neither permanent nor impermanent. Frozen, 
continuous, and uninterrupted—these are the three permanences. 
(IV.5.3:230)

[Question]: Why is there one [permanence]?
【Answer】： Because the essence of permanence is unitary.
【Question】： What is the one permanence that is threefold?
[Answer]: The essence of permanence is the TathQgata*s great 

From this great is manifested inherent enlighten
ment. From inherent enlightenment is developed brilliant sagacity. 
From brilliant sagacity is realized the immediate present (i.e., phe
nomenal reality). This is the one permanence that is threefold.

[Question]: What is the neither threefold nor unitary?
[Answer]: Not mind, not body, and not the sense realms一 these 

are not threefold. Being not imperceptible is the not unitary. The not 
unitary is true nonsubstantiality (chen-k9ung).

[Question]: What is the neither permanent nor impermanent?
[Answer]: The nonextinction of the nature(s ?) is the imperma

nent. The extinguished natures* perfect melding [into the myriad 
dharmas (?)] is the non-impermanent. The non-impermanent is won
drous being (miao-yu).

When the eye sees form and the mind is not activated一 this is true 
nonsubstantiality. When form does not defile the sense organ and 
vision is autonomous_ this is wondrous being. (IV.5.4:230)

D. When one enters meditation (cheng-shou) in the eye, form arises 
out of (i.e., leaves the state o〇 samadhL This indicates the incon
ceivability of the nature of form, which [ordinary] humans and gods 
cannot know.289 . . . Ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind are under
stood as above. (IV.5.6:231)

E. The great path of the unconditioned is level一 it is only that practi
tioners either traverse it or not. If you desire the fruit of buddha- 
hood, then make effort in illuminating: Investigate your sense 
organs, penetrate their substance! Cultivate minutely!

Cultivate, cultivate, cultivate (yen-yen-yen).
Mysterious, mysterious, mysterious fhsuan-hsuan-hsuan).
Wondrous, wondrous, wondrous (miao-miao-miao).
There are no middle and no extremes. If you do not cultivate in 

this lifetime, you will not reappear [from the lower modes of exis
tence (?)] for an [entire] eon. (IV.5.10:232)

[Conclusion]

A. Question: Why should one study these expedient means?
Answer: In order to achieve buddhahood*
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Question: By what means can one achieve buddhahood?
Answer: One achieves buddhahood with the Essence o f the Pure 

Mind.
[Question]: What is the [Essence of the] Pure Mind?
[Answer]: The Essence of the Pure Mind is like a bright mirror. 

Although it has forever manifested a myriad images, it never has 
become attached [to any of them]. If you now wish to discern this 
Essence of the Pure Mind, then study these expedient means. 
(IV.Con.l:232)

Question: What is the Essence of the Pure Mind?
Answer: The Enlightenment Nature (chueh-hsing) is the Essence 

of the Pure Mind. Since one has formerly not been enlightened, the 
mind has commanded (shih) enlightenment. After becoming enlight- 
ened, enlightenment commands the mind. Therefore, command [the 
mind so that it] views the limits [of space]. Facing forward and fac
ing backward, above and below and in the ten directions, in quiet 
and confusion, light and dark, during walking, standing still, sitting， 
and lying down—in all cases, view. Therefore, you should under
stand that enlightenment is the master (chu) and the mind is the ser
vant (shih).

Therefore, to study these expedient means of commanding the 
mind, to penetratingly view the worlds of the ten directions, and 
to be without defilement—this is the path of bodhi (p^-tH lu). 
(IV.Con.2:232)

B. The Buddha is the path of bodhi. Nonabiding is the seed of bodhi. 
The serenity of mind is the cause of bodhi. Subjugation of demons is 
the power of bodhi. The transcendence of subject and object is the 
progress of bodhi. The transcendence of samsara is the benefit of 
bodhi. Enlightenment (chueh) is the master of bodhi. That which is 
equivalent to space is the essence of bodhi. Serene yet constantly 
functioning—this is the function of bodhi. The samadhi of the 
unconditioned True Characteristic—this is the realization of bodhi. 
(IV.Con.3-l:233)

Without the cause, the seed will not develop. Without the condi
tion, the cause will not mature. Without the power, the condition will 
not grow. Without progress, the power will not harden. Without 
benefit, the progress will not become valiant. Without the master, 
the benefit will not be collected. Without the Path, the master will 
not get exclusive [control]. Without the essence, the Path will not 
penetrate [to enlightenment]. Without the function, the essence will 
not be bright. Without realization, the function will not be autono
mous. (IV.Con.3-2:233)

C. The five teachings are:
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First, Comprehensive Explanation of the Essence of Buddhahood; 
also called the Teaching of the Transcendence of Thoughts

Second, Opening the Gates of Wisdom and Sagacity; also called 
the Teaching of Motionlessness

Third, the Teaching of Manifesting the Inconceivable [Dharma]
Fourth, the Teaching of the Elucidation of the True Nature of the 

Dharma%
Fifth, the Naturally Unobstructed Path of Emancipation 

(IV.Con.6:235)

4. Shen-hsiu and the Teachings o f  the Northern School
The texts just introduced display much greater internal complexity, in 
both doctrinal and stylistic terms, than those presented in previous chap
ters. Rather than immediately grappling with the many different ideas, 
metaphors, and formulae contained in the Yuan~ming lun and the Wu 
fang-pien, I would prefer to begin with some observations about the 
background of these two important but difficult texts. To be specific, lei 
me show how the appreciation of Shen-hsiu^ career developed in Pari 
One can be of help in the understanding of the doctrines of the Northern 
School.

We know that Shen-hsiu was the most important figure of the North
ern School. What predictions about the substance and contour of his 
teachings can be made from our knowledge of the historical situation at 
the end of the seventh and very beginning of the eighth centuries? How 
might his teachings have contributed to some of the events that occurred 
after his death, i.e., P^-chi^ apparent hubris, Shen-hui*s virulent anti- 
Northern School campaign, the attitudes and fabrications of the Plat
form Sutra and the LTFPC, and the eventual demise of the Northern 
School? Obviously, these developments were not solely the result of 
Shen-hsiu*s religious philosophy, but we must consider how that philoso
phy helped make them possible. Our knowledge of Shen-hsiu^ success at 
court at the beginning of the eighth century is enough to yield several 
inferences about his teachings, even before we consider the doctrinal evi
dence per se.

No doubt, Shen-hsiu^ teachings were true to his own conception of 
the East Mountain Teaching of Hung-jen and Tao-hsin. More important 
for this inquiry, his teachings must have conformed to certain guidelines 
to have gained acceptance at the court of Empress Wu. On the one hand, 
they must have avoided any hint of the qualities that caused the suppres
sion of the Caching of the Three Stages (san-chieh chiao), which was 
perceived as a challenge to the moral and economic authority of the 
imperial state.290 On the other hand, Shen-hsiu must have displayed
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enough intellectual sophistication and conformity with the traditional 
perception of Buddhism to satisfy the highly literate members of the 
court.

Next, while meeting these basic requirements, Shen-hsiu*s teachings 
must also have been original enough to inspire real interest and, in their 
own way, must have been superior to the other theories that had been 
presented to the court in previous years. Judging from the historical 
record, Shen-hsiu and his associates attempted to surround themselves 
with a certain mystique, an aura of supernaturalism一or, at least, this is 
how some of their contemporaries tended to view them. In view of the 
discussion of “questions about things” in Part One, Chapter V， Sections 
14 and 15, and in view of Shen-hsiu’s identity as the “verifier of the 
Ch*an meaning^ it seems fair to suggest that Shen-hsiu attempted to bol
ster or at least match this public image in his style of teaching.

In addition, even while appearing innovative to Empress Wu and her 
courtiers and remaining true to his memory of the East Mountain Teach
ing, Shen-hsiu’s teachings must have incorporated some flaw or flaws 
that made possible the criticisms of Shen-hui and the misrepresentations 
of the Platform Sutra. Actually, these hypothetical flaws may not have 
occurred in Shen-hsiu’s teachings, but only in those of P’u-chi and 
Hsiang-mo Tsang, who bore the brunt of Shen-hui^ attacks. Neverthe
less, these two students of Shen-hsiu may have only inherited and exag
gerated weak points latent in their master's doctrines and style of prac- 
tice.

Finally, Shen-hsiu’s teachings must have somehow contributed to the 
development of Ch’an as a unique approach to the practice of Bud
dhism, independent of the “doctrinal” approach of the earlier and more 
conventional schools. Even though the Northern School was severely 
criticized by Shen-hui, that monk's innovations would have been impos
sible without the foundation laid by the Northern School.291 It is impor
tant to remember that the historical importance of the Northern School 
does not depend on the accuracy or inaccuracy of Shen-hui’s criticisms, 
which do not address the most important contributions of the Northern 
School to the subsequent development of Ch*an.292

According to the criteria just stated, Shen-hsiu，s teachings would have 
to have been conventional yet original, orthodox yet iconoclastic, in
spired yet flawed—an impossible list of mutually contradictory stipula- 
tions， it would seem. In fact, however, even though his teachings may 
have been complex or variable according to the text or teaching situation, 
all these conditions are satisfied by one didactic technique of the North
ern School: the extensive use of metaphor or ^expedient means** (fang- 
pien) in order to radically redefine the teachings of Buddhism. This tech
nique is also referred to as ^contemplative analysis^ (kuan-hsin shih).
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5. The Use o f  Extended Metaphor in 
the Writings o f  the Northern School

The use of metaphor is no doubt universal within the literature of human 
civilizations. Certainly, the texts of both Indian and Chinese Buddhism 
are filled with numerous instances of this technique. Some, such as 
Nagasena's analysis of the composition of a cart and the Lotus Sutra*% 
image of the burning house, are among the best remembered passages of 
Buddhist literature. Hence, the mere use of metaphor, even its extensive 
use, is not noteworthy. Rather, it is the way in which the device is used in 
Northern School texts that deserves our attention.

Just as in other Buddhist contexts, the members of the Northern 
School considered their metaphors to be teaching devices. Although 
there is no single passage to prove the point, they apparently considered 
metaphors and other formulaic usages such as those found in the Kuan- 
hsin tun and the Wu fang-pien to be part of their arsenal of expedient 
means. (Meditation techniques and various elements of intimate, per
sonal interaction were also subsumed under this term.293) An important 
part of the Northern School's mission was to proselytize new members, 
which required written explanations of the schooFs teachings. Although 
converts were no doubt welcomed from among those with little or no 
prior experience in Buddhism, much of the energy of early Ch'an seems 
to have been directed at convincing other Buddhists (or at least those 
with some knowledge of Buddhism) that the Northern School approach 
to the religion was the most, or even the only, authentic one. This task 
required that the Northern School trace its doctrine back to the scriptures 
and prove that is was the highest teaching of the Buddha. Since their 
message was in many ways at variance with the letter and spirit of Indian 
Buddhism, the members of the early Ch’an School often had not only to 
cite the scriptures, but also to reinterpret them to fit their own purposes. 
As is said in the Yuan-ming lunt the sQtras could not be incorrect, but one 
had to understand their true meaning.294

The metaphors found in Northern School texts are thus not quite the 
same as those found in earlier Buddhist scriptures. The metaphors of the 
sun and clouds and the mirror notwithstanding, most are intended not 
merely to explain some aspect of Buddhism to the listener or reader, but 
to redefine some component of traditional Buddhist philosophy into a 
statement of Northern School doctrine. In a word, the Northern School 
used the device of metaphor to transform all of Buddhism into an alle
gory for the practice of the ^contemplation of the mind.M

The Kuan-hsin lun is a very good example of this basic function of the 
Northern SchooFs use of metaphor. This text does not say very much
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about the techniques and guidelines of mental contemplation itself. Nor 
is it a very well integrated text: The doctrinal statement at the beginning 
(see Section 8 of this chapter) is not complete in itself, and its relation
ship to the extensive set of metaphors that follows is not clearly indicat
ed. Even the implications of those metaphors themselves are not always 
clear. For example， on the basis of this text alone, one cannot tell 
whether Shen-hsiu was in favor of a traditional configuration of Bud
dhist practice, including maintenence of the precepts, and so on, or 
whether he had something else in mind.293

In fact, the point of the Kuan-hsin lun was not to explain the complete 
ramifications of the “contemplation of the mind,” only to point out that 
such practice was the very crux of the Buddhist religion. Thus literal 
readings of standard Buddhist technical terms and scriptural passages are 
rejected as the superficial understanding of the unenlightened, in favor 
of interpretations that relate solely to contemplation.

The following is a summary of the metaphors used in the Kuan-hsin 
lun:

1. The six consciousnesses associated with the different human sensory 
capabilities are defined as <(six bandits** that cause attachment to differ
ent sensory phenomena, the creation of evil actions, and the obfuscation 
of Suchness.

2. The three poisons of craving, anger, and stupidity are correlated 
with the realms of desire, form, and formlessness, respectively. Light and 
heavy excesses of craving，etc.， also determine one’s rebirth into one of 
the six modes of existence, i.e.，human, god, animal, and so on.

3. The three immeasurable eons during which a future Buddha strives 
for enlightenment are redefined as the three poisons. Eradication of 
those three poisons is thus the passage of the three immeasurable eons, or 
transcendence of infinite numbers of illusions.

4. The bodhisattva's practice of the three groups of pure precepts and 
the six perfections are explained as the suppression of the three poisons 
and purification of the six senses.

5. The uthree t*ou and six sheng9*296 of milk that the historical Buddha 
drank before attaining enlightenment does not refer to the defiled prod
uct of this world, but to the ^milk of the pure dharma of Suchness.** It 
refers, in fact, to the three groups of pure precepts and the six perfec
tions. In addition, the cow that produced this milk was actually Vairo- 
cana Buddha himself, who out of great compassion causes the precepts 
and perfections to flow out of his dharmakaya like milk from a cow.

6. The religious activities enjoined in the scriptures are reinterpreted as 
follows:

A. Temple repair: The Chinese transliteration for samgha-arama is
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defined as a “pure ground,” so that the eradication of the three poi
sons, etc” is equivalent to the repair or “cultivation” of such a monas- 
tery.

B. Casting and painting of images: The Buddha was not interested 
in the creation of mundane images but was instructing the true practi
tioner to umake his body a forge, the Dharma its fire, and wisdom the 
craftsman/* The three groups of pure precepts and the six perfections 
become the mold for casting, within the practitioner's own body, the 
Buddha Nature of Suchness.

C. Burning of incense: The incense referred to here is that of the 
true, unconditioned Dharma, which “perfumes” the tainted and evil 
karma of ignorance and causes it to disappear.

D. Offering of flowers: The Buddha is said never to have advocated 
the injury of live flowers, but refers in the scriptures to the ^flowers of 
merit** imbued with the essence of Suchness. Such flowers are perma
nent and never wilt.

E. Burning of memorial lamps: The explanation of this metaphor, 
which is structurally similar to that of the casting of images, will be 
given in English translation in Section 1 of the Conclusion.

F. Circumnambulation of stupas: The body is equated with the 
stupa, and circumnambulation is defined as the ceaseless circulation of 
wisdom throughout the body and mind.

G. Holding of vegetarian feasts: Through the manipulation of Chi
nese homographs, the phrase **to hold vegetarian feasts** is interpreted 
as the ability to make the body and mind equally regulated and uncon
fused.

H. Obeisance: Through the manipulation of transitive and intransi
tive equivalents of the Chinese characters involved, obeisance is 
defined as the suppression of errors.
7. A short scriptural passage extolling the virtues of bathing297 is intro

duced and reinterpreted as ^burning the fire of wisdom to heat the water 
of the pure precepts and bathe the Dharma Nature of Suchness within 
one*s body" The seven dharma% of the bath are given as follows:

A. Clean water: Just as clean water fching-shui) washes away the 
dusts of this world, so do the pure precepts clean away the defilements 
of ignorance.

B. Fire: The fire that heats the bath water is actually wisdom, with 
which one contemplates or examines one's internal and external being.

C. Soap powder: The soap powder used to clean away dirt is actu
ally the ability of discrimination by which one can ferret out the 
sources of evil within oneself.

D. Toothpicks: The “sticks of willow” used to eradicate mouth odor 
are nothing less that the Truth, by which one puts an end to false 
speech.
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E. Pure ashes: The ashes or powdered incense rubbed on the body 
after bathing are endeavor (vlrya), by which one puts an end to doubt
laden ratiocination.

F. Oil: Rather than softening one’s skin, the oil referred to here is 
meant to soften dispositional stiffness, or bad habits.

G. Underwear: The clothing worn in the bath is actually the sense of 
shame that inhibits evil actions.
8. The practice of ^mindfulness of the Buddha'9 (rtien-fo) in order to 

seek the Pure Land is redefined as the contemplation of mind and body. 
The empty recitation of the Buddha9s name is specifically and emphati
cally rejected.

The Kuan-hsin lun concludes as follows:

Therefore, know that the types of merit cultivated by the sages of the past 
were explained not as external [activities], but only [with respect to] the 
mind. The mind is the fountainhead of all goodness; the mind is the lord of 
the myriad evils. The permanence and joy of nirvana is born of (one*$ own) 
mind; the samsdra of the triple realm also arises from the mind.

The mind is the gateway to the transcendence of this world; the mind i$ 
the ford to emancipation. How could one who knows the gateway worry 
about the difficulty of success? How could one who recognizes the ford be 
saddened about not having attained【the other shore】？

My own view is that [Buddhists] nowadays are shallow of understanding 
and only know the virtue of formalistic effort. They waste a lot of money 
and inflict injury on the countryside in their incorrect (manner of| con
structing images and stupas. They waste human labor in piling up wood and 
earth and in painting [their monasteries] blue and green. They expend all 
their mental and physical energy [in this pursuit], destroying themselves and 
misleading others. Having no understanding of the shamefulness (of their 
actions], how could they ever be enlightened?. . .

If you can only concentrate the mind and illuminate your inner [being], 
then, with the enlightened contemplation constantly brilliant, you will extir
pate the three poisons and block out the six bandits. [The three poisons will 
thus be] forever dissolved and [the six bandits] will never attack again. 
Every one of the infinite number of merits, the various ornamentations, and 
the innumerable doctrines will be naturally fulfilled, [including the] tran
scendence of the unenlightened state and realization of the state of sage. It 
does not take long to witness this; enlightenment is in the instant. Why 
worry about your white hair (i.e., about your age)?298

6. Northern School Metaphors as ''Contemplative Analysis**
Although it is not used in the early Ch’an texts themselves, modern 
scholars sometimes use the term ^contemplative analysis** (kuan-hsin 
shih, or kanjin-shaku in Japanese) to refer to the occasionally bizarre
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formulations of the Northern School. This term originally derives from 
Chih-i*s four criteria for commenting on the Lotus Sutra, The first three 
of these criteria concern the relationship between the Buddha and his 
audience, the doctrinal implications of a given line or term, and the alter
native interpretations based on either the ultimate Mahayana doctrines 
or the more limited Hlnayana. Contemplative analysis, the fourth of 
Chih-i’s categories， is to approach each line of scripture as a function or 
component of the ‘‘contemplation of the principle of the True Character- 
istic of the One Mind.” For example, Chih-i interprets the term “Vai访II” 
not as a place name, but as a metaphor for one’s own mind.299

The term contemplative analysis is thus quite appropriate for Shen- 
hsiu, who is known to have expounded on the ^Ch'an meaning** of dif
ferent scriptures. Shen-hsiu may well have based his method of scriptural 
reinterpretation on some form of meditative intuition, but the practice of 
contemplative analysis seems to have involved something more than pure 
religious inspiration. To understand the importance of such additional 
factors, we will have to investigate the diversity and background of this 
didactic technique.

In addition to the numerous metaphors used in the Kuan-hsin lun, the 
Wu fang-pien contains many examples of contemplative analysis. This 
text frequently adverts to the definition of the Buddha as the Enlightened 
One in its formula “buddha is enlightenment.” Through the economy of 
the Chinese language, the idea of enlightened person can be forgotten in 
favor of “enlightenment of self, enlightenment of other.” The last part of 
the second expedient means includes redefinitions of the titles of several 
sutras that can only be understood as forced, artificial readings. Finally, 
the phrase-by-phrase commentary on the Lotus and VimalakJrti sutras in 
the second and third expedient means (see sections K and A-C, respec
tively) interprets these texts according to typical Northern School param- 
eters， but in a way that dearly superimposes new meaning.

In addition to these examples, another early Ch*an text deserves men
tion for the many metaphors and other unusual usages it contains. This is 
a commentary to the Fo-shuo fa-chii ching (Sutra o f the Stanzas o f the 
Dharma Preached by the Buddha). This sutra was written in medieval 
China but takes the translation name of a much older work: the Dham- 
mapQda, a famous and oft-transiated collection of Pali verses on the 
ascetic path. The Fo-shuo fa-chii ching is an interesting text in its own 
right, quite readable in comparison to other Buddhist texts and eloquent 
in its dramatic expression of the teachings of Buddhism closest to the 
hearts of students of Ch’an.J00 However, it is the commentary on this text 
that is relevant here.

Actually, two commentaries on the Fo-shuo fa-chii ching are known to 
modern scholarship, both through the Tun-huang collections. One of
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these (Pelliot manuscript no. 2325) is a straightforward commentary 
devoid of any particular importance in the present context. The second 
(Pelliot manuscript no. 2192) was abstracted from the great bulk of still 
poorly indexed Tbn-huang materials by Tanaka RyOshC. The commen
tary discovered by Tanaka is quite long (some 1500 lines) and contains a 
large amount of material not directly related to the sQtra itself. Internal 
evidence suggests that this commentary derives from roughly the same 
period of Northern School development as the WU fang-pien.301

The following are only a few of the metaphoric constructions of the 
Tanaka commentary, chosen for their similarity to other examples of 
Northern School contemplative analysis:

1. Concerning the explanation of the character ching (<<sutraM) in the 
title of the Fo-shuo fa-chii ching, a character that also means Mthe warp 
of a fabric,” the commentary suggests:

The body of the skandhas is the loom, the six senses are the warp, the six 
consciousnesses are the woof, the six types of sense data are the shuttle, the 
mental states of grasping and rejecting are the thread (?), and the condi
tionalities of craving are the weave. With these, each sentient being weaves 
his own karma of rebirth in hell or heaven. (3:20/70)JO1

2. Distinctions are made between the “exterior,” or conventional, and 
the "interior" or intuited, definitions of terms. For example, the exterior 
definition of updsikd is a laywoman who maintains the five precepts, 
etcM but the interior definition is ((the sun of understanding blocked off 
(i.eM from outside influences [?]), the six types of sense data purified, 
and the attachments of craving transcended.” （8:20/222) Similarly, the 
interior definition of a heavenly dragon (tlen-lung) is given as follows:

“Heaven” means “to purify.” Disporting the mind in elevated purity and 
subjugating the poisons of craving, anger, [and stupidity], the dragon does 
not create [ordinary] rain [but rather] the rain of wisdom, which rains upon 
the fields of the mind so that the Dharma will grow. (8:23/225)

3. Two definitions are given for the term ch*u-chia, **to leave home [to 
become a monk].” “Superficial leaving home” is the conventional mean- 
ing of the term, whereas <(mental leaving homeM (hsin ch*u-chia) is

to leave the home of the five skandhas, six consciousness, and eighteen 
realms. In form one may be a monk or a layperson, but one's practice is 
without preparation, without virtue, without advantage, and without bene
fit. With sensory realms and wisdom both destroyed and that destruction 
then destroyed, one leaves discrimination. Phenomena and principle (shih- 
li) both being purified, this is called the **essential monk.** This is the uncon
ditioned leaving of home.505 (9:27/269)
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4. A definition of nirvana, which in Chinese is transliterated as nieh- 
p'an, is given as follows:

Nieh is extinction (= death). P'an is generation (= birth). Extinguishing but 
not extinguishing is called nieh. Not generating in generation is called p*an. 
Therefore, nieh but not dying, p*an but not being bom, birth-and-death 
(i.e., samsara) and nirvana serenely identical. (22:9/641)

5. On the standard Mahayana metaphor of an echo in an empty valley, 
the commentary suggests that the human form is the object of reference: 
“The skull is like the mountain, and the ears are empty, like the valley.” 
(22:18/650) It goes on to say that the sounds that resonate within the 
head are fundamentally nonsubstantial, like those in a mountain valley.

6. A long list of metaphors for a spiritual compatriot, or kalyanami- 
tra, is given. Many of these are quite conventional, i.e., to consider one*s 
teacher as one’s parents, one’s eyes, one’s feet, a ladder, or food, etc. The 
analogy that a spiritual compatriot is like fire, however, is made by say
ing that the six types of sense data are the fuel, the six consciousnesses 
the fire, and six perfections the flame. Similarly, in the analogy of the 
spiritual compatriot as a bow and arrow, meditation is the bow, wisdom 
is the arrow, and illumination of the mind is the action of shooting the 
arrow. (26:12/755)

7. The commentary defines the ten precepts in the context of a refer
ence to a bodhisattva killing his “father，” ignorance. For the sake of 
brevity, I will list only the first four:

If the slightest bit of mind is generated, to illuminate and extinguish it is 
called “murder.” To secretly practice the path without other people knowing 
about it is called “theft.” To make good use of expedient means to penetrate 
the enlightenment of buddhahood is called “licentiousness.” To use meta
phors in preaching the Dharma, causing spiritual benefit for sentient beings 
is called “lying.” （40:22/1184>

8. The six perfections are correlated individually with the six modes of 
existence (gods, humans, asuras, etc.), the performance of each perfec
tion blocking off one avenue of possible rebirth. (42:21/1244)

A close examination of the metaphors given in the Fo-shuo fa-chii 
ching commentary reveals certain differences of implication from those 
given in Shen-hsiu^ Kuan-hsin lun. Generally speaking, the commentary 
is much more inclined to use an apophatic rendering, emphasizing the 
fact that all instructions pertaining to religious practice must be per
formed without breaking the more fundamental injunction against con
ceptualized and willfully undertaken activity. The Kuan-hsin lun, in con- 
trast, states its interpretations more emphatically and without such 
frequent remonstrations against false conceptualization.
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In spite of the typological similarity of their metaphoric usages, the 
two texts do not contain identical or even overlapping sets of metaphors. 
At one point the commentary declines even to consider the three immea
surable eons of the Buddha's practice on the grounds that such a concept 
was the expression of the gradual teaching.304 Since the redefinition of 
the three immeasurable eons appears prominently in the Kuan-hsin lun$ 
it is clear that the process of making such metaphors was more important 
than any dogmatic attachment to the metaphors themselves.

7. Possible Antecedents to the Use o f  Contemplative Analysis 
in the Northern School

To understand the full dimensions of the process whereby the metaphors 
of Northern School contemplative analysis were generated, it is necessary 
to turn our attention to one of the oldest texts of Chinese Buddhism, the 
An-pan shou-i ching (Sutra on the Mindfulness o f Breathing). This 
archaic document is listed as the work of the translator An Shih-kao, but 
a substantial amount of commentary is also included in the extant ver
sion of the text.305 What is interesting at present is the type of effort 
made to explain the subject of the text. The following, which must derive 
from the commentator's interpolations rather than the original transla
tion, are only some of the correspondences given in this text and in its 
preface by K'ang Seng-hui:

1. An  is ^body**; pan is <<breath.J, (An-pan is a transliteration of QnQ- 
pQna, or ^breathing") Shou-i (lit., ''guarding the consciousness**) is 
“enlightenment” （fao, also “the Path”). S/iow is “to prohibit” as well as 
‘‘not to break the precepts,” . . • /  is the “consciousness of breathing，” 
and also “enlightenment’Vfao人

2. An  is <4to be born,** and pan is *'to be extinguished (i.e., to die).** /is  
‘‘causes and conditions.” S办ow is “enlightenment.”

3. An  is uto count,and  pan is Mto folIow.,) Shou-i is uto stop** (chih).
4. An  is <(to be mindful of enlightenment," and pan is (<to release one1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9s 

fetters.^ Shou-i is unot to fall into transgression"
5. An  is Mto escape transgression,and pan is Mnot to enter into trans

gression/* Shou-i is ^enlightenment**
6. An-pan shou-i means (<to guide the consciousness to the attainment 

of the unconditioned (wu-wei).99
7. 4/1 is “being,” and /ww is “nonbeing.’’ By being mindful of neither 

being nor nonbeing, one's consciousness practices in accord with enlight
enment in response to the meditation of nonsubstantiality.

8. Of the six facets of the mindfulness of breathing, counting the 
breaths is the earth, following the breaths is the yoke, contemplating the
breaths is the seed, reverting to pure mindfulness is the rain, and purify-
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ing the consciousness is the furrow (hang, also pronounced hsing, mean
ing "practice,,).3°6

Many more such schema are posed in the An-pan shou-i ching, a good 
number of which are more faithful to the actual meanings of the terms 
involved. Nevertheless, the most apparently unreasonable of the lot are 
the most interesting, since they point to what may be an archetypal Chi
nese intellectual process. That is, such seemingly arbitrary correlations 
are actually a by-product of the Chinese attempt to understand this new 
religion from the West and are evidence of efforts to experimentally 
apply this new message to standard, preexistent themes of Chinese 
thought.

There are other indications of similar sorts of experimentation, the 
most famous of which is the practice of ko-i9 or ^matching the mean
ings." The exact dimensions of this practice are unclear, but it somehow 
involved the correlation of native and foreign terms and lists of term s/07 
possibly in a style similar to the examples given earlier from Northern 
School texts and the An-pan shou-i ching. Better documented is the prac
tice of correlating the five Buddhist precepts with the five cardinal virtues 
of Confucianism. Although Michihata Ryoshu and Kenneth Ch*en both 
refer to these correlations as evidence of the sinification of the imported 
religion,301 it is also valid to observe that they were more basically a 
means by which the foreign religion could be understood by those 
already steeped in Chinese culture. In other words, the apparently arbi
trary use of category correlation, extended metaphor, and the interpreta
tion of compound Chinese terms by breaking them down into their indi- 
vidual characters are standard concomitants of the Chinese effort to 
understand and assimilate new and different ideas.

Although the dimensions of this phenomenon are still quite vague— 
the systematization of the five elemeiUs fww /|5//1客> by the Han philoso
pher Tung Chung-shu and Chih-i’s “ten such-likes” might
also be considered related sorts of conceptual manipulation and word
play309—the task at hand is to determine the significance of such correla
tions and extended metaphors in the context of the Northern School.

My tentative conclusion is the following: Similar to the examples given 
from the An-pan shou-i ching, the use of contemplative analysis in the 
Northern School represents a manifestation of Ch^an^s struggle to under
stand and express its own message. This is true not only of the more out
landish examples—for instance, the explication of the standard meta- 
phor of a sound within an empty valley with reference to the skull as a 
mountain and the ears as its valleys—but also of the abundance of more 
reasonable doctrinal formulations that occur in early Ch’an texts.

Even from the limited sample of materials translated here, the reader
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should be struck by the fact that so many such formulations are posited 
and then forgotten almost at once. The very number of these quickly for
gotten doctrinal statements implies that the Ch^n School was forced to 
hammer away again and again at the bulwark of traditional “doctrinal” 
Buddhism, stating and restating different facets of its own message in 
terms that were increasingly appropriate as time went on. It was impossi
ble at the very first to step completely outside the boundaries of tradi- 
tional Buddhist expression_ the followers of Ch^an would not have 
known what to say that would have been understood and at the same 
time considered legitimately Buddhist. No, at the beginning it was neces
sary to infiltrate and erode that bulwark from within, as it were, trans
forming the entire realm of discourse of the current Buddhist establish- 
ment, with its emphasis on intellectual effort, material offerings, and so 
on, into an expression of the teaching of meditation.

Shen-hsiu's role in this effort was of paramount importance, for it was 
he who digested the sum of traditional Buddhist studies and developed a 
unique explanation for individual spiritual endeavor. Shen-hsiu's ap
proach was at once the rationalization of a new style of religious practice 
and a unique and reasonable interpretation of the original intent of Bud
dhism. Thus his teachings could very well have been both traditionalistic 
and innovative at the same time.

8. The Construction o f  Shen-hsiu’s Thought
The Kuan-hsin lun must be the initial focus of any discussion of the con
struction of Shen-hsiu^ thought. This is the only text unquestionably 
written by him, and it may have been composed before his move to Lo- 
yang at the very beginning of the eighth century. The opening lines of this 
text read as follows:

Q u e s t i o n : If a person wanted to seek the enlightenment of buddhahood, 
what would be the most quintessential dharma he could cultivate?

A n s w e r : Only the single dharma of contemplating the mind, which com
pletely encompasses all practices, [may be called] the most quintessential.

Q u e s t i o n : How can one dharma encompass all practices?
A n s w e r : Of [all] the myriad dharma%, the mind is the fundamental one. 

All the various dharma% are simply the product of the mind. If one can com
prehend the mind, then the myriad practices will all be accomplished. It is 
like the branches, flowers, and fruit of a large tree, all of which depend on 
the roots for their existence. If the tree is cut down and the roots done away 
with [the branches, flowers, and fruit] will definitely die.

If one's spiritual cultivation [aims at] comprehension of the mind, then 
success will occur easily and with little effort. Spiritual cultivation [not 
aimed at] comprehension of the mind means wasted effort and no benefit.
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Therefore, know that all good and evil derives completely from one’s own 
mind. To seek somewhere else outside of the mind [and have any success]一 
this is an utter impossibility.

Q u e s t i o n : H o w  c a n  c o n te m p la t io n  o f  th e  m in d  b e  re fe r r e d  to  a s  “ c o m 

p r e h e n s iv e ” ？

A n s w e r : When a great bodhisattva practices the profound perfection of 
wisdom he comprehends that the four elements and the five skandhas are 
fundamentally nonsubstantial and without self. He comprehensively sees 
that his own mind has two types of different functions (ch*i-yung). What 
are these two? The first is the Pure Mind fching-hsin). The second is the 
defiled mind (jan-hsin).

The Pure Mind is the mind of untainted Suchness (wu-lou chen-ju). The 
defiled mind is the mind of tainted ignorance. These two types of mental 
dharmas are both naturally and fundamentally existent—although they are 
provisionally conjoined, they do not generate each other. The Pure Mind 
always desires the causes of goodness, whereas the defiled mind always 
thinks of evil actions. One who is himself enlightened to Suchness is unaf
fected by defilements and is called a sage. [Such a one] i$ eventually able to 
distantly transcend suffering and to realize the joy of nirva〇a. One who acts 
in accord with the defiled is subject to its attachments and obscurations and 
is called an ordinary person. [Such a one] sinks helplessly within the triple 
realm and is subject to various kinds of suffering. Why is this? Because the 
defiled mind obstructs the essence of Suchness.,l°

The similarity between the Kuan-hsin lun and the Hsiu-hsin yao lun 
should be obvious. Just as the text attributed to Hung-jen touts shou- 
hsin, or ^maintaining [awareness of] the mind/* as the ultimate Buddhist 
endeavor, here kuan-hsin, or "contemplation of the mind,'* is repre
sented as the ^most quintessential dharma to be cultivated, the one 
dharma that encompasses all Buddhist practices.M Shen-hsiu's text actu
ally goes one step beyond the other by claiming that success in kuan-hsin 
is not merely tantamount to the achievement of buddhahood, but actu
ally equivalent to the performance of all Buddhist practices. As Shen- 
hsiu says later on in the text, “Every single one of the infinite number of 
merits, the various ornamentations and innumerable doctrines, will be 
naturally fulfilled.”3"

Another similarity to the Hsiu-hsin yao lun is the citation of the spuri
ous passage from the Shih-ti ching (SQtra on the Ten Stages) describing 
the metaphor of the sun and clouds. (See the discussion of this passage in 
Chapter VI, Section 4.) The Kuan-hsin lunt however, does not attempt to 
advocate anything like shou-hsin, the unique approach to meditation 
that combines a gentle and energetic style of practice with symbolically 
sophisticated techniques. There are actually two differences between the 
Kuan-hsin lun and the Hsiu-hsin yao lun on this subject: (1) Shen-hsiu's 
text is less explicit on the actual techniques for ^contemplating the 
mind,” and (2) it emphasizes the penetration of the fundamental unreal
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ity or nonsubstantiality of the defiled mind and its attendant illusions 
rather than the nurturing of the Buddha Nature within oneself.

In addition, two points are stated very clearly in the Kuan-hsin lun that 
are not made in the 少flro /ww. First， the practice of the contem
plation of the mind is to be maintained constantly, during all one’s activi- 
ties. The text reads:

Further, “spiritual practice throughout the six periods of time” （i.e” the 
entire day) means to constantly practice the enlightenment of buddhahood 
all the time within the six senses. “Buddha” means “enlightenment” 
(chueh). Thus to cultivate the various practices of enlightenment (chueh- 
hsing) by regulating the six senses and making them pure, doing this without 
ceasing at all times during all activities, is called (<spiritual practice through
out the six periods of time.，Ml2

Second, the actual achievement of enlightenment occurs instantaneously. 
The treatise does use language that refers to the control or subjugation of 
the ignorant aspects of mind, but close reading indicates that such con
trol does not refer to the suppression or restriction of sensory activity per 
se. “To purify the six sense organs” means “to first subjugate the six ban
dits.” Those bandits represent not the functions of sensory perception, 
but the impact of avidya, or ignorance, on the senses.313 Nor is one 
enjoined to progressively rid oneself of an ever-greater proportion of 
one’s defilements or illusions. On the contrary, control of the defilements 
occurs suddenly and all-at-once, when the defiled mind is eradicated.

Shen-hsiu*s appreciation of the instantaneous nature of ultimate reali
zation and his emphasis on the constancy of practice are neatly ex
pressed in the following two statements from the conclusion of the Kuan- 
hsin lun:

How could one who knows the gateway worry about the difficulty of suc
cess? How could one who recognizes the ford be saddened about not having 
attained [the other shore]?
It does not take long to witness this (i.eM to realize sagehood); enlight
enment is in the instant. Why worry about your white hair (i.eM about 
your age)?314
These themes, then, will form the nucleus of our discussion of North- 

ern School doctrine: the positing of defiled and pure aspects of mind, 
dedication to the penetration of the nonexistence or nonsubstantiality of 
the defiled mind and its illusions, the emphasis on constancy of practice, 
and the recognition of the suddenness of enlightenment.

9. The Identity o f  the Yuan-ming lun
The Yuan-ming lun is a provocative work. Its major intent is conven
tional Mahayana Buddhism—to convince its audience to train in such a
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way that they ensure their own enlightenment and the salvation of 
others. Although the general orientation of the text is beyond reproach, 
some of the specific declarations made are strikingly unconventional. 
The important ontological role played by the entity space is unparalleled 
in Buddhist literature, to the extent that the author felt the need to 
include an explicit refutation of a hypothetical accusation of heresy. In 
addition, the description of the world system as comprised of four disks 
of equal size contrasts with the orthodox system of three disks of 
decreasing thickness and different diameters.,,5 (See Chapter Two, Sec
tion K; Chapter Three, Sections A, C, and D; and Chapter Seven, Sec
tion B, of the translation.)

It would be unfair to simply reject these peculiarities as heretical devia
tions from traditional Buddhist dogma. Instead, they should be ap
proached as creative speculation combining native Chinese themes with 
ideas from several traditions of Buddhist doctrine. Together with the 
traces of Hua-yen, Mddhyamika, and Yog汪cdra doctrines that can be 
detected in this text, the peculiarities mentioned in the previous para
graph can only add to our appreciation of the manner in which one medi
eval Chinese Buddhist, very possibly Shen-hsiu, rationalized his own reli- 
gious practice.

I have suggested that the Yuan-ming lun contains Shen-hsiu*s teach
ings. In the absence of a colophon or any citation in other sources, the 
attribution of this text must be inferred on the basis of the following 
points:

1. The Yuan-ming lun occurs at the very beginning of an extremely
important anthology of East Mountain Teaching/Northern School mate- 
rial that also includes the 少⑽ /ww and CFPC.316 Hence, the
author of this work was almost certainly a member of the Northern 
School.

2. Not only is the author or speaker of this text referred to as a dhyana 
master, he is addressed with a measure of respect unequalled in any early 
Ch^n text. (See Chapter Three, Sections A and C.) If the text is the tran
scription of an oral presentation, as I suspect, the speaker was clearly an 
eminent figure rather than an anonymous idealogue.

3. The author/speaker justifies his theories by stating that they are 
based on his reading of the scriptures and his experience in meditation, a 
position identical to that known to have been held by Shen-hsiu. (See 
Chapter Two, Section I.)

4. Although most of the subject matter of the Yuan-ming lun differs 
from that of the Kuan-hsin lun—a fact that has little bearing because of 
the incredible fluidity of early Ch^n doctrinal formulations in general— 
the two texts are alike in positing pure and defiled aspects of the mind 
and in emphasizing the importance of constancy in religious practice.117
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5. Similarly, in spite of the stylistic differences between this work and 
the Wu fang-pien, both contain comparable and possibly related expres
sions, such as those concerning space* the nature of the apprehension of 
sound, and the deflled and purified realms of ordinary and enlightened 
beings.311

Whether or not the Yuan-ming lun was transcribed directly from a lec
ture by Shen-hsiu, P^-chi, or some other prominent Northern School 
flgure， this text can legitimately be approached as a potential link 
between the Wufang-pien and the other, earlier works of the East Moun
tain Teaching and the Northern School.*19

10. The Gradual, Sudden, and Perfect Teachings 
in the Yuan-ming lun

One of the first surprises of the Yuan-ming lun is the discussion of the 
gradual, sudden, and perfect teachings that occurs very close to the 
beginning of the text. As far as I know, this is the only early Ch’an work 
to discuss these three teachings conjointly. As such, it is an important 
precursor to Shen-hui’s use of the terms “sudden” and “gradual.” More 
to the point, it is a potential indicator of the relationship between the 
doctrines of the Northern School and contemporary religious thought, 
particularly that of the Hua-yen School， which also posited definitions of 
these three teachings in its p 9an-chiao, or ^doctrinal classification^ 
theories.320

Unfortunately, because of the severely damaged state of the Yuan- 
ming lun manuscript, the statements concerning these teachings cannot 
be completely deciphered. The general argument runs as follows:

1. The gradual, sudden, and perfect teachings are all different. Those 
who claim that they are identical do not understand them.

2. The gradual teaching seems to be limited to the doctrine of anQt- 
man, a basically HinaySna idea that its proponents mistakenly claim to 
be Mahiy^nist in nature. (Presumably, this includes the doctrine of anQt- 
man as applied to individual dharmas, rather than to living beings only.)

3. Some people, it is alleged, believe that the sudden teaching is based 
on the idea that the realms of human sensory perception are the product 
of false thoughts, so that when one is without false thoughts one also rids 
oneself of the realms. The Yuan-ming lun treats this understanding as too 
facile and superficial.

4. The real sudden teaching is to achieve an understanding of <(physi- 
cal characteristics and the essence of the mind** (shen-hsiang hsin-t% 
Although this phrase seems to imply that the body is a superficial mani
festation and the mind a more fundamental basis of human existence, the
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text devotes quite a few lines to the refutation of this interpretation. Its 
ultimate resolution of the issue is that neither mind nor body can be ade
quately described as dependent on the other. Instead, both are nonsub- 
stantial. Rather than the extirpation of false thoughts, then, the sudden 
teaching may be described as the comprehensi❶ n of nonsubstantiality.

No explicit attempt is made to distinguish this correct interpretation of 
the sudden teaching from the more advanced perfect teaching. The latter 
is circumscribed by a list of ten meanings， the adumbration ❶ f which 
takes up the balance of the text. The fact that not all ten are explicitly 
defined is a measure of the informal, unedited nature of the text as it now 
stands.

11, Constant Practice and the Perfect Teaching
To understand the perfect teaching, we must thus understand the balance 
of the Yuan-ming lun. Perhaps it will be easiest to begin with the conven
tional aspect of the text*s basic message, which has already been men- 
tioned. The following is a concise statement ❶ f the text’s fundamental 
position on religious practice, immediately recognizable as a faithful 
expression of the bodhisattva ideal:

One should reside in  m edita tion and w isdom  a fte r having achieved the 
contem plation o f  nonsubstantiality. N o t residing in  being and nonbeing, the 
body and m ind are universally “ same,”  like  space. Never q u ittin g  during  
w alk ing , standing s till, s itting , and ly ing  dow n, [one should】 save sentient 
beings whenever possible. Saving the weak and helping the dow nfa llen , hav
ing p ity  fo r  the poor and love fo r  the aged, one should th in k  on the suffer
ing o f  sentient beings w ith in  the three lower modes o f  existence and the d if-  
ficulties o f  the poor among hum ankind. One should always act tirelessly to  
save them, [even to  the po in t o f] discarding one’s own life .

One should always undertake such practice w h ile  in  m edita tion, fo r  the 
dura tion  o f  three great immeasurable [eons].321

Other passages in the Yuan-ming lun indicate that this description of 
the unflagging meditator and tireless benefactor of other living beings is 
predicated on the same vision of the essential emptiness or nonsubstan
tiality of all things as in traditional Mahayana writings. References to 
this concept occur throughout the text: the denial of the existence of sen
tient beings in Chapter TWo, Section L; the ascription of nonsubstantial
ity to cause and result in Chapter Three, Sections B and E, in the latter of 
which the term 4<practice of nonsubstantiality,* (kfung-hsing) is used 
(similar terms occur scattered throughout the text); and the reference to 
“nonpracticing” in Chapter Four, Section B. Even the prescriptions for
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actual meditation practice that occur in Chapter Six, Sections D and F, 
are in fact methods for realizing the essential nonsubstantiality of all 
things.

This emphasis on nonsubstantiality may have something to do with the 
emphasis on performing the ultimate practice right here and now» in this 
lifetime, as soon as one hears and understands it. That is> since there 
actually are no illusions to be purifled, all that is necessary is to realize 
this fact, cease discriminating in the manner of ordinary, unenlightened 
people, and initiate the practice of the bodhisattva as indicated in the 
text.322 The Yuan~ming lun does posit certain stages of practice, which we 
will discuss presently, but its main purpose is to induce its audience to 
begin meditation practice, achieve this transformation, and continue on 
with the continuous activity of the bodhisattva. Its fundamental purpose 
is thus identical to that of the 尺 /w/i.

In the Yuan-ming lun the immediate goal is to achieve a transforma
tion of one*s ^world** from that of a ^smair* sentient being to that of a 
^great^ one. This transformation, the sudden experience of which is inti
mated in the Kuan-hsin lun, could be accomplished simply by putting an 
end to all one9s false discrimination. This transformation differs from 
that indicated in the false deflnition of the sudden teaching given in point 
3, Section 10 of this chapter in that the realms of perception are not de
stroyed, but transformed into a different form of reality. (Of course, ulti
mately neither false thoughts, the realms of perception, nor the great or 
small worlds of sentient beings can be said to exist in an ultimate sense.)

This transformation may be simply described, perhaps, but its accom
plishment was no doubt a difficult task for real practitioners with real 
problems. It is thus not surprising that the Yuan-ming lun calls for ener
getic effort both before and after the moment of realization. Actually, 
here and in all other Northern School texts the emphasis is placed so 
thoroughly on the problems of initiating and continuing practice that the 
actual moment of realization—if such a single moment can be said to 
exist_ is almost completely ignored. Like the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, this text 
refrains from using the promise of enlightenment as a reward to motivate 
its readers.

12. The Reverse and Direct Contemplations in the Yuan-ming lun
The Yuan-ming lun is not particularly detailed on the subject of medita
tion practice. Nevertheless, it does make definite statements about two 
contrasting approaches to meditation, which it calls the “reverse” and 
^direct" forms of contemplation (ni-kuan and shun-kuan).

Reverse contemplation is defined in terms reminiscent of the Ch'eng- 
shih lun (Treatise on the Completion o f lhith)3 a text popular during the
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Six Dynasties period. This text eventually fell out of favor after being 
criticized for its reductionist definition of sQnyatd, i.eM for analyzing 
phenomenal reality into ever-smaller conglomerations of particles until 
at last the very smallest of them dissolved into nothingness. This method 
was thought to be distinctly inferior to the Mddhyamika approach, 
which used a dialectical method that was not concerned with the size of 
the particles or their conglomerates but was based instead on the analysis 
of the origin, transformation, and disappearance of the particles them
selves.523 (See Chapters Four and Five of the Yuan-ming lun.)

It is unlikely that the Yuan-ming lun argues directly against the 
Ch'eng-shih lun. The argument against reverse contemplation may have 
been borrowed from some Chinese Madhyamika source that made refer
ence to the other text, but in the Yuan-ming lun these criticisms are 
directed at all traditional forms of Buddhist meditation. In general, tra
ditional Buddhist meditation theory required the practitioner to trace 
each object of his contemplation back to its individual constituents. This 
technique requires a certain amount of analysis by the meditator, not to 
mention the restricted view (to borrow the early Ch^n sense of values) 
that the emptiness of reality can be understood only by comprehending 
its multiplicity and the lack of ontological integrity of any of its most 
basic components.

The discussion of the gradual teaching, in which the doctrinal distinc
tions normally thought to be Mahayanist in nature are relegated to the 
province of Hlnayana Buddhism, may have some bearing here. That is, 
the analysis of reality into its component parts, no matter how minute, 
only yields a Hinayanist understanding similar to that indicated, for 
example, in Nagasena*s analysis of the cart in the Milindapanha.12* Such 
a pluralistic understanding of reality, implicitly if not explicitly, still 
grants real existence to the components of the cart or to the most minute 
particles of phenomenal existence.

Direct contemplation avoids this problem completely by rejecting any 
suggestion that reality need be so atomized as a preliminary to under
standing. Instead, nonsubstantiality is to be apprehended on the basis of 
a very simple analysis of human cognitive behavior: that perceptions do 
not actually come to the mind when they occur or go anywhere when they 
disappear, that the mind itself cannot be fixed in any one location, and 
that the mind is actually without the distinctions of “this” and “that.” In 
one passage, the text suggests that the student could appreciate the emp
tiness or nonsubstantiality of all reality by contemplating the derivation 
from space of the infinite minute particles that comprise that reality. 
Although this stipulation of the role of space is exceptional in Buddhist 
philosophy, it is clear that the nonsubstantiality of phenomenal reality is 
based on the essential nonsubstantiality of its component dharmas, not
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merely because of the transitory nature of the combinations of those 
dharma%. (See Chapter Six of the translation.)

Although direct contemplation is not described with any particular 
eloquence in the Yuan-ming lun, the underlying idea of that practice is 
clearly stated: Contemplation of one’s own cognitive existence at any 
given time was sufficient grounds to prove to oneself the truth of non
substantiality. No painstaking feats of yogic concentration and mental 
analysis were required, only the immediate apprehension of the underly
ing reality of each facet of one's normal existence. (As if this were a sim
ple matter!)

13, Shen-hsiu’s Instructions on Meditation
The following passage, found in the miscellaneous material attributed to 
Shen-hsiu in the anthology of East Mountain Teaching/Northern School 
material mentioned earlier, is much more explicit than the Yuan-ming lun 
on the practice of meditation:

If you wish to cultivate contemplation, you must proceed first from the 
contemplation of the external. Why is this necessary? Because the external 
sensory realms constitute the causes and conditions of the generated mindt 
the locus of the activated illusions. Also, because ordinary people are so 
crude and shallow in determination, they generally have difficulty proceed
ing to the profound and excellent region [of the absolute, separate from sen
sory input]. Therefore, one enters the profound and excellent region by first 
undertaking contemplation of the external.

[In this contemplation] one must understand that the various dharmas are 
fundamentally and in their essential nature universally “same” and without 
any distinctive characteristics. The various dharmas exist only as a phantas- 
magorical creation of the beginningless perfumings. They have no real 
essence. According to this principle of the dharmas* universal ŝameness** 
and phantasmagorical creation through causes and conditions, [the dhar
mas] are fundamentally nonexistent and without birth and death, positive 
and negative, long and short. They are only the illusions of beginningless 
ignorance.

Through noncomprehension of this principle, one perceives people and 
dharmas where there are no people and dharmas  ̂one falsely perceives being 
and nonbeing where there are no being and nonbeing. One falsely generates 
attachment, grasping at people and grasping at dharma$f creating various 
kinds of karma and circulating through the six modes of existence. These 
individuals and dharma%, birth and death, and being and nonbeing are only 
the false mind. Outside of this [false] mind not a single dharma can be 
apprehended (te).

Understanding this principle, one must simply follow each and every 
[object upon which the] mind is conditioned, investigating it intimately. 
Know that there is only this mind and no external realms. Perform this
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investigation purely and attentively, always keeping the mind focused (yuan, 
ĉonditioned**) on this principle of the empty falsity [of all dharmas).
When you can maintain the mind【on this subject] for some time， then 

you must <<countercontemplate,* (chieh-kuan, i.e., turn around and con
template) this false mind [itself]. Whether it is existent or nonexistent, 
[whether it is generated or] extinguished, [the discriminatory mind] i$ ulti
mately not apprehendable, [no matter how one may attempt] various 
methods of searching for it. The mind of the future is still in the future, the 
mind of the past is in the past, and the mind of the present is not maintained 
[beyond the immediate moment]. Also, because [every] two [states of] mind 
are dissimilar, when one realizes the generation of [one state of) mind, one 
does not realize the extinction [of another state of] mind (?).

In discussing the generation of the mind, one must postulate causes and 
conditions. Since it is only through the accumulation of causes and condi
tions that the mind is generated, if those causes and conditions did not 
accumulate, how could there be any “generation”？ This “generation，， is 
^nongeneration" (wu-sheng, *'birthless,M a synonym for nirvana) and this 
“extinction” is “nonextinction.’’ [Therefore,] one must countercontemplate 
this mind.

Q u e s t i o n : This mind being the mind of wisdom, the enlightened mind, 
why must one contemplate it?

A n s w e r : Although th is  mind is the mind of wisdom, the enlightened 
m in d , it is  b e c a u s e  of the flowing capacities (liu-lei) of the mind that there is 
g e n e r a t io n  and extinction and the nonannihilation of the characteristics of 
the sensory realms.

Q u e s t i o n : Does not this style of contemplation imply a subject and an 
object of contemplation (i.e., an inherent duality)?

A n s w e r : What I am here calling countercontemplation is only to be con
stantly mindful of the contemplating mind's countercontemplation of itself 
一there is no subject and object.【Just as】 a knife cannot cut itself and a fin
ger cannot point at itself， the mind cannot contemplate itself [dualistically]. 
When there is no contemplation (i.e., when you are just trying to imagine 
what this practice might be like), subject and object of contemplation exist, 
but in actual countercontemplation there are no subject and object of con
templation. This [practice] transcends words and characteristics, the path of 
words being eradicated and the locus of mental activity extinguished.325

Q u e s t i o n : Does not the mind enter [a state of] blankness (wu~chi) 
[through this practice】？ 32‘

A n s w e r : During [this practice the Buddha] Nature develops of itself and 
becomes increasingly bright and vast. How could this be blankness? What 
was referred to earlier as the “entrance into the profound and excellent 
region**327 is a contemplation in which subject and object are both purified 
(i.e., rendered nonsubstantial, hence nonexistent) and which cannot be 
interpreted either in words or with the active mind. As just stated, the more 
profound and vast [one’s realization of the Buddha Nature]， the greater and 
brighter [one's contemplation] becomes.
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One who hears this and decides to cultivate enlightenment according to 
this principle [must realize that this point] cannot be attained through 
effort. How can it be reached? When the [true] practitioner hears this, he 
cultivates this realization through meditation.328

As Shen-hsiu’s longest statement on the practice of meditation, this 
passage is interesting for a number of reasons. First, he counsels the stu
dent to begin with “external” subjects of concentration, i.e.， sensory 
impressions of the external world. This approach is justifled on the dual 
bases of the role played by such external sensory realms in the operation 
of the unenlightened mind and the lack of aptitude and determination of 
most meditators. Northern School literature, especially the Wu fang- 
pien, abounds in dualistic formulations. (Indeed, the writings of virtually 
all phases of Ch'an use the statement and resolution of dualities as a 
basic technique of religious expression.) When we discuss the Wu fang- 
piert in the following sections, it will be interesting to recall that Shen- 
hsiu defends at least this one dualism of interior and exterior on such 
practical grounds_ and that he uses it to lead to the transcendence of 
subject and object.

Second, although it is fair to label Shen-hsiu^ teaching of meditation 
as gradualistic because it requires some effort and a progression from 
external to internal objects of contemplation, this gradualism is miti
gated by the very nature of the contemplation itself. One^ object of con
templation changes, but never the goal of that contemplation. From 
beginning to end, the point is to comprehend the nonsubstantiality of 
one*s object of concentration. There are no preliminary exercises re
quired and, indeed, no specific instructions on exactly how §unyata 
might best be apprehended. Even the distinction between internal and 
external objects of concentration would be eliminated, at least in theory, 
were one to recall the Yuan-ming lunfs position that external reality is 
solely a manifestation of the mind. Effectively, the mind can do nothing 
else but contemplate itself~either directly or through the intermediary 
of Us own manifestations.

The explicit stipulation that countercontemplation represents a form 
of practice lacking the subject-object dichotomy is tantamount to the 
position that in such a meditative state one achieves contact or identity 
with the ultimate, undifferentiated state of mind. Earlier, in our discus- 
sion of the it was necessary to postulate a specific
moment of enlightenment, the instant in which the meditator first trans
formed himself by the eradication of all his illusions. In the present case 
the first achievement of counterillumination would have to constitute 
such a moment一although Shen-hsiu himself is silent on the issue.

Third, the only explicit mention of gradual improvement refers to a
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point after the initiation of counterillumination， when one’s “ [Buddha】 
Nature develops of itself and becomes increasingly bright and vast.” This 
is a very pregnant assertion, in that it provides a link that joins this pas
sage to the LCSTC, the Yuan-ming lun, and the Wu fang-pien. The 
LCSTC, including the portions of the 77FA/contained in it, frequently 
refers to the increasingly 4<bright and pure*5 fming-ching) state of the 
meditator's mind.329 More significantly, the notion that the meditator's 
mind becomes somehow increasingly expansive in a spatial sense is dis
tinctly reminiscent of the Yuan-ming lun. That text, as we have just seen, 
is emphatic about the importance of space as the creative substrate of all 
reality, suggests that the contemplation of the role of space be a part of 
the aspirant's meditation practice, and even outlines a system of inter
penetrating "worlds^ of great and small sentient beings. The significance 
of these positive references to space and expansive states of mind will 
become crystal clear when we consider passages from the Wu fang-pien 
that refer to meditation practices designed to either simulate or generate 
such states of mind.

14. The Construction o f  the Wu fang-pien
The Wu fang-pien (Five Expedient Means) has long been one of the most 
perplexing of all the early Ch'an works discovered at Tun-huang. In addi
tion to the many textual problems alluded to in the first section of this 
chapter, the style of expression used in this text is very difficult to under
stand. This style is unique in the annals of Ch*an literature, even in the 
annals of Chinese religious literature as a whole一 a distinction that is not 
necessarily to the credit of either the Wu fang-pien or the Northern 
School. Some parts of the text are clear and concise, but the bulk of it i$ 
devoted to the reproduction of endless variations on a small number of 
paradigmatic formulae. The repetitiveness of this material, together with 
the absence of any clear indication of how these formulae are to be 
interpreted, leads to conflicting impressions of banality and impenetra
bility.330

My own conjecture is that the Wu fang-pien was primarily a teachers* 
manual not meant for general circulation among students. Evidence for 
this view consists of the presence of initiation or ordination rituals at the 
beginning of the text and the frequent use of abbreviation throughout. 
Unfortunately, this hypothesis does not immediately bring us any closer 
to the understanding of the contents of the text. Even after several dec
ades of scholarship on early Ch^n, many aspects of the Wu fang-pien 
still elude our comprehension.

Although the five different "expedient means** of the Wu fang-pien are 
clearly enumerated at the beginning and again at the end of the translation
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given earlier in this chapter, it will be convenient to repeat them here along 
with the titles of the scriptures on which they are said to depend:

1. Comprehensive Explanation of the Essence of Buddhahood, or 
Ifeaching of the TVanscendence of Thoughts: Awakening o f Faith

2. Opening the Gates of Wisdom and Sagacity, or the Teaching of 
Motionlessness: Lotus Sutra

3. Manifesting the Inconceivable Dharma: VimalakTrti Sutra
4. Elucidation of the True Nature of the Dharmas: SUtra o f [the God\

Ssu-i
5. Naturally Unobstructed Path of Emancipation, or Teaching of the 

Comprehension of Nondifferentiation: Avatamsaka Sutra331

This arrangement of scriptures is reminiscent of the fivefold classiflca- 
tions of the p*an-chiao (^dividing the doctrinef*) tradition.5U In spite of 
this superficial similarity, nothing in the Wu fang-pien itself indicates 
that the five expedient means are arranged in any kind of hierarchical 
progression. Indeed, even a quick perusal of the text reveals that the 
Lotus and VimalakTrti Sutras are not necessarily the sole bases of the sec
ond and third expedient means, respectively. More important, even 
though the Avatarhsaka SQtra holds the distinction of occurring at the 
final and presumably highest position in such an inferred hierarchy, the 
Awakening o f Faith is actually related in the most integral fashion to the 
construction and message of the text. According to the normal standards 
of the p*an-chiao tradition, the Awakening o f Faith would normally be 
considered less important than the other four texts (at least, less impor
tant than the Avatamsaka) because it stands at the very beginning of the 
Wu fang-pien and because it alone is a treatise rather than a sutra.

We will pay close attention only to the first two expedient means. The 
third expedient means is merely an interesting application of the para
digms of the first two on lines from the VimalakTrti SQtra, and the fourth 
and fifth expedient means are represented so incompletely in the extant 
manuscripts, as well as in Tsung-mi^ resume of the text,333 that very little 
can be said about them.

75. The First Expedient Means and the Awakening of Faith
In order to understand the Wu fang-pien we must first consider at least 
part of the theoretical basis of the Awakening o f Faith. As explained 
in an excellent modern commentary by Hirakawa Akira,334 this text 
espouses a certain kind of idealism, the 4<inincl-onlyn [yuishin, or wei- 
hsin in Chinese) theory, the fundamental orientation of which is different 
from the better-known “consciousness-only” {yuishiki, wei-shih, or 
vijnapti-matra in Sanskrit) theory.
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Whereas the consciousness-only theory begins with an analysis of the 
nature of human sensory perception and mental activity, from which it 
draws conclusions about human ignorance and the chain of events neces
sary for emancipation, the mind-only theory assumes the simultaneous 
existence of innate wisdom and ignorance and proceeds by analyzing the 
ramifications of the relationship between the two. The consciousness- 
only theory thus devotes a great deal of attention to the identity and 
interaction of the various components of human cognitive reality, i.e” 
the sense organs or sensory capabilities, sense data or objects of sensa
tion, and the associated types of consciousness. Although the fundamen
tal assumptions of the two theories are radically different, the mind-only 
theory of the Awakening o f Faith in large part adopts the terminology 
and definitions of the consciousness-only theory, which was systematized 
long before this treatise appeared.

In the Awakening o f Faith the wisdom that is innate within us all is 
referred to variously as Suchness fchen-ju), the mind that is pure in its 
Self Nature (tzu-hsing ch*ing-ching hsin), the tathagata-garbha (ju-lai 
加 ”宏人 and e n l i g h t e n m e n t T h e  variety of names exists because 
of the differing ways in which the same entity may be approached. As 
Hirakawa explains these different terms:

Even though Suchness does not transcend the mind> because it is the 
Suchness of the mind, it is described as the nature of true reality. That is, the 
theoretical aspect prevails in this usage. In other words, the true reality that 
pervades the entire universe has been expressed in the context of the mind- 
only theory as the Suchness of the mind.

In contrast to this, the “mind that is pure in its Self Nature” may be 
described as the personification of Suchness. It is Suchness manifested as 
man. Because the Suchness of the mind is the fundamental nature of the 
mind, it is grasped in this instance in the context of the individual human 
being. In a religious sense it is quite natural that this should be the case . . .

The point is that the fundamental nature of the mind is equivalent to the 
changeless nature of true reality. To say “Suchness” is to emphasize the 
aspect of principle (li), whereas to say MmincT* emphasizes that of wisdom 
(chih). At the very least, it would be difficult to understand mind solely as 
principle. Because of this, the position of the Awakening o f Faith may be 
understood as one of the nonduality of principle and wisdom. Principle is 
not simply principle, but necessarily becomes active as wisdom.

Because wisdom is the manifestation of the principle, it cannot be 
thought of other than as corresponding perfectly to true reality. Therefore, 
wisdom is equivalent to enlightenment, the wisdom of the Buddha> and the 
dharmakQya or the TathQgata. The idea that principle becomes active as wis
dom is an important characteristic of the Awakening ofFaithJiS
Ignorance is understood within the Awakening o f  Faith as the ten

dency to mental dichotomization, i.e., the distinction between subject
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and object or between self and other. Any moment of thought, as long as 
it involves such preconceived dualities, is a moment of ignorance. At one 
point the treatise declares that “suddenly， thoughts arise” （or, to con
form with the usage throughout this paper, “suddenly, thoughts are 
activated), [hu-jan nien c/?,/J). 336 This is not meant to imply that an indi
vidual's ignorance may be said to have begun at a particular point in 
time. Rather, the term ^suddenly** is used to indicate that no reason can 
be given for the existence of ignorance, which is referred to as beginning
less. The whole thrust of the mind-only theory rests on the logically (but 
not temporally) prior existence of ignorance, for it is on this basis that 
one's entire realm of existence is manifested.

Because of the conjoint inherence of wisdom and ignorance, the 
〇/ Fa"/? is constrained to posit two different types of enlight- 

enment. The first is “inherent enlightenment” 分e/i-cTiweA人 which, as the 
term implies, is equivalent to the wisdom immanent within us all. This 
type of enlightenment exerts a constantly beneficial influence, inspiring 
its possessor to good works and propelling him up the spiritual ladder 
toward enlightenment. Because inherent enlightenment is neither fully 
functional nor apparent in ordinary people, the Awakening o f Faith also 
posits ^temporal enlightenmenf, (shih-chueh). Only through spiritual 
self-cultivation can one approach and Hnally achieve the actual experi
ence of realization, or temporal enlightenment. At the very highest level 
of achievement, i.e., buddhahood, these two types of enlightenment 
become identical. At lower stages of progress, however, one*s level of 
understanding may be described as either enlightenment or nonenlighten
ment, depending on the perspective.

Having presented some of the basic ideas of the Awakening o f  Faith, I 
can now introduce the passage from which the Wu fang-pien draws its 
own material. The lines actually quoted in the Northern School work are 
italicized in the translation that follows:

The meaning of ^enlightenment" is that the essence of the mind tran
scends thoughts. The characteristic o f the transcendence o f thoughts is 
equivalent to the realm of space, which pervades everywhere. The single 
characteristic of the dharmadhatu is the universally 4tsameM dharmakaya of 
the Ikth^gata. ^Inherent enlightenment" is preached in relation to this 
dharmakaya.

Why is this? The meaning of inherent enlightenment is explained in juxta
position to that of temporal enlightenment, so that temporal enlightenment 
is identical to inherent enlightenment. Because temporal enlightenment is 
based on inherent enlightenment and because nonenlightenment exists, tem
poral enlightenment is explained on the basis of that nonenlightenment.

Further, to be enlightened to the Mind Source (i.eM the mind that is the 
source of all illusions) is called ultimate enlightenment. When one is not
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enlightened to the Mind Source, one has not [achieved] ultimate enlighten
ment.

What does this mean?
[1] An ordinary person may realize the evil activated by a previous 

thought, become able to calm subsequent thoughts, and make them refrain 
from the activation of [such evil]. Even though this is called enlightenment, 
this [achievement is only] based on the nonenlightenment [of the previous 
thought].

[2] As with the contemplative wisdom of Hlnayanists, when bodhisattvas 
who have only just generated the intention【to achieve buddhahood] are 
enlightened to the differentiation of [successive moments of] thought, their 
thoughts are without the characteristic of differentiation. Because they have 
eliminated the characteristic of the grasping of gross discrimination, this is 
called facsimile enlightenment.

[3] When bodhisattvas of the dharmakaya are enlightened to the abiding 
of thoughts, their thoughts are without the characteristic of abiding. Be
cause they have transcended the characteristic of discrimination and gross 
thoughts, this is called partial enlightenment.

[4] Bodhisattvas who have completed the [ten] stages fulfill the expedient 
means and, in a single moment of correspondence, are enlightened to the 
initial activation of the mind, their minds being without the characteristic of 
initialness. Distantly transcending the most subtle o f thoughts, they attain 
perception of the Mind Nature. When the mind [is in a state oJ\ constant 
abiding, this is called the ultimate enlightenment.

For this reason, the sutra says: 4<If a sentient being can contemplate non
thought (wu-nien)t then this constitutes the wisdom that approaches bud- 
dhahood.”

Also, to refer to the “knowledge of the characteristic of initialness’’ even 
when the activation of the mind is without any characteristic of initialness 
that can be known is to refer to nonthought.

Therefore, sentient beings in general are not referred to as enlightened. 
Because they have (experienced] a succession of thoughts since the begin- 
ning[lessness of time] and have never been able to transcend thoughts* this is 
called beginningless ignorance. If they can achieve nonthought, then they 
will know the mind*s characteristics of generation, abiding, differentiation, 
and extinction一because these are equivalent to nonthought.

However, there actually is no differentiation of temporal enlightenment 
[as in the fourfold classification just given], because the four characteristics 
【of generation, abiding, etc.】 all exist at once and are not independent. They 
are fundamentally equivalent; [these four constitute] one identical enlight- 
enment.337

The heart of this passage is the set of four different types of temporal 
enlightenment achieved by different classes of practitioners. These four 
are correlated in reverse order with the four stages in the life of an indi
vidual dharma, the smallest unit of phenomenal reality in traditional 
Buddhist philosophy. These four stages are the generation, abiding,
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decay (here described by the character /, meaning ‘‘differentiation’’ 338)， 
and extinction. It is significant that the Wu fang-pien focuses solely on 
the stage of generation, which is correlated with the achievement of the 
highest level of enlightenment. As indicated earlier, the “initial activation 
of the mind” refers not to any temporal occurrence， but rather to the log- 
ical origin of ignorance, the root cause of the mind^s innumerable cogni
tive aberrations.

Although in the simplest sense the practitioner perceives the crux of his 
own ignorance and thereby casts off that ignorance to achieve his own 
enlightenment, the various terms used by the Awakening o f Faith have 
intriguing ramifications. Since it is axiomatic that to completely under
stand the problem of ignorance is to achieve emancipation from that 
ignorance, when the practitioner recognizes the initial activation of the 
mind, there no longer is any activation of the mind. He is then said to 
have “transcended thoughts” and to have entered the “realm of 
the transcendence of thoughts** (li-nien ching-chieh) or, simply, **non- 
thought” The term can refer both to the action of
transcending thoughts and, like wu-rtien9 to the subsequent state in which 
thoughts have been transcended. Similarly, wu-nien refers both to the 
moment at which this achievement occurs (because that single moment of 
thought is absolutely without anything to which it might be compared) 
and to the fundamental mind or enlightenment itself, which is like an 
ocean with no waves.

At the moment of the transcendence of thoughts, the practitioner's 
mental processes become entirely devoid of the subject-object dichot
omy. Those processes become pure realization (cheng) or pure enlighten
ment. At the complete achievement of temporal enlightenment, the prac- 
titioner has gained complete unity with the inherent enlightenment within 
himself and has completely banished the taint of ignorance from his 
entire being.339

It should hardly need mentioning that the most fundamental assump
tions of the Awakening o f Faith are identical to those of Northern School 
doctrine. The importance of the “nonactivation” of the mind among 
meditation specialists in the early eighth century has already been docu
mented，540 and the description of the “transcendence of thoughts” as 
equivalent to the omnipresence of space corresponds very closely to 
the peculiar emphasis on space in the Yuan-ming lun. Clearly, the use 
of the terms li-nien and wu-nien in the Awakening o f Faith should be 
considered the starting point for an understanding of their use in the Wu 
fang-pien and other early Ch'an texts. In particular, Shen-huivs polemi
cal distinction between these two terms may be seen to be unwarranted, 
an observation already made by the Hua-yen School figure Ch*eng- 
kuan.J41
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16. The Unique Aspects o f  the First Expedient Means
In contrast to the pure and defiled aspects of mind posited in the Kuan- 
hsin lun and the Yuan-ming lun, the most prominent dyad in the first 
expedient means of the Wu fang-pien is that of mind and body. There are 
numerous passages in which first the mind, then the body, and Hnally 
both mind and body together achieve the transcendence of thoughts， or 
emancipation, or enlightenment. It would be useful if we had some infor
mation about the origin of this fundamental pattern of Northern School 
doctrine; unfortunately, the evidence I have been able to unearth is 
scanty and all too inconclusive. The only passages in early Ch'an litera- 
ture that give any hint of the ideas contained in the Hi//a/ig-p/e/i’s dual
ism of mind and body are as follows:

To know  tha t the m ind is w ithou t m ind  is constant samSdhL To compre
hend tha t fo rm  is w ithou t fo rm  is to  roam  constantly in  the locus o f  w isdom 
(hui-ch*u)t

[The meaning o f] “ buddha”  is “ enlightenment.”  To be enlightened to  the 
nonsubstantia lity o f  a ll dharmaSy to  be enlightened oneself and to  enlighten 
others— th is is called “ buddha.”

Enlightened to  the internal and externa), w ith  comprehension unh in
dered, and w ith  no going and no com ing— th is is called TathSgata ( i.e ., the 
Thus-come One).

lb  know that the m ind is w ith o u t m ind is fo r the m ind to  be constantly 
serene. To know tha t the realms [o f perception] are w ithou t realms is fo r  the 
realms to  be equivalent to  nonsubstantia lity.342

These two brief passages come from a short work circulated with the 
少 and other East Mountain Teaching material under the 

title Ch'eng~hsin lun (Treatise on the Clarification o f  the Mind). Seki- 
guchi Shindai has shown that this text was originally a letter written by 
Chih-i, and it seems likely that Shen-hsiu discovered Chih-i^s letter dur
ing his quarter century of residence at Yii-ch^lian ssu.343

The significant aspects of these passages are (1) their explanation of 
the word ^buddha" as enlightenment, and especially as the enlighten
ment of self and others, and (2) their tendency to refer to the pairs mind 
and body or mind and the sensory realms in extremely similar, if not 
identical, ways. Both of these aspects are reminiscent of the 的  /firwg- 
pien.

The most difficult and intriguing facet of the Wufang-pien dualism is 
the occurrence of statements to the effect that form, the body, or the sen
sory realms could ^transcend thoughts** and become emancipated. The 
only precedents to such an idea that I have been able to find also occur in 
the works of Chih-i:
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Because the realm is wondrous, w isdom is also w ondrous.344

W isdom , which contemplates, illum inates yet is constantly serene and is 
called **mindfulness*' (nien). The realm tha t is contem plated is serene yet 
constantly illum ina tive  and is called ^foundation*' (ch*u). I f  the realm is 
serene, w isdom is also serene. I f  w isdom illum inates, the realm also illu m i
nates . . . The suchlike realm is equivalent to  the suchlike w isdom. W isdom  
紅  the realm . W hen speaking o f  w isdom  and the locus o f  w isdom ㈣  
i.e ., m indfulness and the foundation), both are called prajnS.34S

Actually, the import of these brief passages is different from that of 
the rhetorical paradigm of the Wu fang-pien. Here the point is that per
fect wisdom can only have a similarly perfect object, that in such a state 
of perfect wisdom there can be no distinction between subject and object 
or between the function and realm of wisdom. (A similar point regarding 
the 加 aAremn茗 q/Ta"为 is made by Hirakawa， as quoted earlier.)

In the Wufang-pien, however, the apparent implication (please do not 
overlook the word “apparent”） of the pattern in question is that the body 
is enlightened in the same sense as, but independently of, the mind. 
Whereas Chih-i refers to the indivisibility of the enlightened mind and its 
objects, thus destroying any vestige of dualism, the Wufang-pien seems 
to be doing just the opposite by positing the independent enlightenment 
of mind and body.

The theoretical possibility we are faced with is that the body might be 
able to achieve enlightenment without the prior or accompanying en
lightenment of the mind. Although the Wufang-pien never considers this 
possibility explicitly, the implications of this apparent doctrine are so 
problematic that we must search elsewhere within the text for corrobora
tion or amendment. This leads us to the second expedient means.

17. The Second Expedient Means
The major thrust of the second expedient means is to divide the com
pound chih-hui, normally translated as ^wisdom" into its individual 
members chih and hui, each of which is then correlated with a different 
type of understanding, I have arbitrarily rendered cA/Zj as “wisdom” and 
hui as ŝagacity.** Several pairs of correlations are made in this part of 
the Wufang-pien. These may be summarized as follows:

1. The function of wisdom is knowing (chih), whereas that of sagacity 
is perception (chien or, later in the text, shih). Since (<knowing and per- 
ception>, (chih~chien) is given as a translation of bodhit it is also said that 
wisdom and sagacity are nirvana, or the "essence** 〇 *〇 > whereas know
ing and perception are bodhi or the *tfunction>, (yung).
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2. Wisdom is the motionlessness of the mind, whereas sagacity is the 
motionlessness of the senses. Similarly, the mind is the gate of wisdom 
and the senses are the gate of sagacity.

3. Wisdom—presumably, the object of wisdom—is the absolute (li)t 
whereas sagacity—or its object_ is phenomenality (shih).

4. Wisdom is the consciousness transformed, whereas sagacity is per
ception made comprehensive. These two are referred to as one’s “inter- 
nal spiritual compatriots.”

5. Although the terms “wisdom” and “sagacity” are not explicitly 
mentioned in the discussion of fundamental wisdom and successive wis
dom, these pairs could easily be correlated.

6. Finally, some of the passages in subsequent portions of the Wu
refer to “meditation” and “sagacity” 作w/V, a pair usu- 

ally rendered “meditation and wisdom” in Buddhist writings. The use of 
“meditation” and “sagacity” in these passages is indistinguishable from 
that of “wisdom” and “sagacity” earlier in the text. The later usage is 
continued in the third expedient means.

As with the dualism of mind and body, the origins of this inclination to 
split chih-hui into chih and hui are obscure. I have been able to And only 
three earlier passages of possible relevance. The first occurs in the Hui- 
yin san-mei ching, which we have already discussed briefly in relation to 
Bodhidharma’s student Seng-fu. One of this text’s verses contains refer
ences to the “gate of sagacity” and the “stage of wisdom”
(chih-ti). Unfortunately, the distinction between these two is not clear, 
nor is it maintained in the other Chinese translations of the same scrip
ture.346

The second relevant passage occurs in the writings of the Midhyamika 
scholar Chi-tsang, whose discussion of the various Chinese translations 
for prajnQ and jnana contains the sentence: 4<The illumination of non
substantiality is sagacity (hui); the reflection of being is wisdom (chih).** 
The same distinction is repeated more than once, with slightly different 
nuances. Therefore, the logical basis of the Wu fang~pien*s dichotomized 
usage of chih and hui existed during Chi-tsangfs time, even though it was 
stated in a manner exactly opposite to that of the Wu fang-piert. Other 
sources of the same general period are in accord with Chi-tsang rather 
than the Wufang-pien.ul

Although it does not specifically mention the terms chih and hui, the 
following passage from the commentary on the Fo-shuo fa-chii ching 
found by Professor Tanaka is very helpful in the understanding of these 
terms:

Further, the Pavilion  o f  the Superior Treasury in  the Palace o f  the Sun
and M oon refers to  the pavilion  [in  the] palace on M oun t Lanka where [the
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Buddha】 preached the Dharaia. The names “Superior Treasury” and “Sun 
and Moon" use the ideas of compassionate explanation to form a metaphor 
for the body and mind of the sage who has achieved enlightenment and 
attained the dharmakaya.

When one realizes the dharmakdya, the body is like space: vast, omni
present, containing within itself a hundred billion suns and moons. Within 
it thrive all the four types of living beings, as numerous as the sands of the 
River Ganges. There is no being not penetrated by it and no dark【corner] 
not illumined by it. Therefore, it is called the Palace of the Sun and Moon.

“Pavilion of the Superior TVeasury” refers to the realization of Suchness 
by the mind of the sage. [The sage's mind] illuminates the triple realm with 
the wisdom of a mirror suspended on high, which reflects the myriad 
mas as if storing [precious] jewels. The "superior teaching" is inexhaustible; 
it is given to all [living beings so that they might】 transcend birth and death.
It is as if a ruler residing on high were administering it to the masses below. 
Therefore, the sutra says, '*in the Pavilion of the Superior Treasury in the 
Palace of the Sun and Moon.” （5:7/149)

Here the subjects being discussed are the body and mind of the true 
sage, but note how similar the explanation is to that of chih and hui, or 
wisdom and sagacity, in the Wufang-pien. The sage*s body is infinite in 
dimension and permeates all things and all living beings. In essence, the 
body of such an enlightened individual is the dharmakaya itself. The 
mind is described as being like a umirror suspended on high," which illu
minates the entire cosmos. Body and mind are not completely separable: 
There is nowhere that is not penetrated or illumined by the body, whereas 
the mind incorporates the myriad dharmas. In addition, the superior 
teaching, which is the source of both the body and the mind and the key 
to the transcendence of birth and death, is described as being given to,
i.eM possessed by, all sentient beings. In other words, this i$ the Buddha 
Nature that is immanent within us all.

The dyads of the body and mind in the Tanaka commentary and of 
wisdom and sagacity in the Wu fang-pien bear an essential similarity. 
Although the former begins with the body as absolute, rather than with 
the wisdom that knows that absolute, this difference is not significant. 
There is of necessity a perfect correspondence between absolute reality 
and pure wisdom, as has been pointed out in quotations from Hirakawa 
and Chih-i in Sections 15 and 16 of this chapter. The second member of 
each dyad is defined as the ability to comprehend all phenomenal reality 
without any distortion or imperfection whatsoever. In other words, these 
two dyads are variations on those venerable mainstays of Chinese philos
ophy, li and shih, or the ^absolute** and ^phenomenality,** and t*i and 
少w/ig or “essence” and “function.” In fact, cA/A and are correlated in 
the Wu fang-pien with each of these pairs.

The implicit correlation of the transcendence of thoughts in the mind 
with chih and the transcendence of thoughts in the body or in form with
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hui requires an unusual interpretation of the terms shen, ^body/' and se, 
Mform.M That is, we must infer that these do not refer merely to the phys
ical corpus, but to that corpus plus all the sensory capacities that are the 
concomitants of sentient existence. Although no explicit proof of this 
interpretation occurs in the Wu fang-pien, this is the only interpretation 
that allows us to understand the transcendence of thoughts vis-^-vi$ the 
body in d way that relates to the spiritual experience of the practitioner. 
This interpretation is also the only one of which I am aware that fits with 
the passage from the 容 commentary introduced ear-
lier in this section.

We must remember that a body able to transcend thoughts does not 
belong to just any sentient being, but rather to an enlightened person^ a 
buddha. The body of such a being is not merely physical, but possesses 
the extraordinary capabilities of the nirmdriakQya and the supercorporeal 
realities of the sambhogakSya. Although most of the formulae of the Wu 
fang-pien seem to be designed to make the grandiose terminology of 
Indian Buddhism more approachable^ the very use of that terminology 
lends a greater significance lo the apparent simplicity of terminology 
such as the transcendence of thoughts. That is, the Wu fang-pien is say
ing not only, uTo become a buddha is as easy as this/* but also, **By 
doing this you will actually become a buddhat with all that that entails **

The proof of this may be found in the text's descriptions of and state
ments concerning meditation practice. These descriptions and statements 
occur, for the most part, in the context of the ceremonial materia! found 
in the introduction and conclusion of the composite text.

18. Descriptions o f  Meditation Practice in the Wu fang-pien

The first question of interest in this phase of our discussion is the attitude 
of the Northern School authors toward the necessity of moral training as 
a prerequisite to meditation practice. The Northern School has a reputa
tion in modern studies for being closely associated with Vinaya School 
centers, and several of its works imply an advocacy of strict maintenance 
of the precepts. At one point the Wu fang-pien advocates that the pre
cepts should be maintained without transgression ''even in the face of 
death.’’349 Certainly, there is no indication that the members of the 
Northern School ever advocated anything like the institutionalized rejec
tion of monastic convention espoused by the Chung-ching ssu faction of 
Ch*an in Szechwan.350

Nevertheless, the fundamental purpose of the ceremony found at the 
beginning of the Wu fang-pien was not to start the student off on a long 
career of purificatory exercises, but rather to justify the wholesale avoid
ance of such endeavors. Several different types of vows are included in
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this ceremony一 the four great vows, the three refuges, the five capabili
ties, and the repentence of past transgressions—but all of these take up 
just a few lines of text and could easily have been accomplished in a half 
hour or so. When we recall the rejection of scriptural recitation and other 
forms of superficial religious practice in the Kuan-hsin lun, the Yuan- 
mirtg lunt and other texts, we must admit that this is a general character
istic of the Northern Schools teachings.

After an interesting redefinition of morality as the maintenance of the 
Buddha Nature by the ‘‘nonactivation’’ of the mind, the text instructs the 
students in attendance to sit in lotus position, with legs crossed and each 
foot resting on the opposite thigh, and engage in a period of nien-fo, or 
“mindfulness of the Buddha.”

The Chinese scholar Yin-shun has equated this reference to nien-fo 
with the Pure Land practice of contemplating the Buddha Amitabha—an 
equation that cannot be categorically denied. Some of Hung-jen*s disci
ples were known Pure Land specialists, and the CFPC admits一and criti
cizes—the use of nien-fo by later patriarchs of Ch'an. Nevertheless, the 
Kuan-hsin lun specifically rejects the empty recitation of the Buddha's 
name, and it is difficult to believe that the practice of nien-fo in Ch*an 
would not have been redefined to accord with the particular religious 
outlook of the School.351 Therefore, rather than adverting to some other 
source, I will define the type of meditation referred to here according to 
the lines immediately following in the Wufang-piert itself.

These lines are emphatic on the importance of **viewing afar** The stu
dent is instructed to view in all directions during all his activities and in 
all situations* doing $〇 with unremitting energy and concentration. This 
description should immediately remind the reader of the Yuan-ming lun, 
in which space is defined as the basis of all reality and in which the 
^worlds'* of sentient being are described as either great or small, depend
ing on their level of enlightenment. We can only wonder whether the 
uviewing afar** exercises of the Wu fang-pien represent instructions for 
the achievement of such expansive states of existence.

Although no reference is made in the Yuan-ming lun to such amind- 
expanding** exercises, the plausibility of this hypothesis is supported by 
further analysis of the context and description of the Wu fang-pien exer
cises themselves. Firsts it is the Pure Mind, the enlightened mindt that 
does the viewing. This is evident from the very crucial passage contained 
in the conclusion to the Wu fang-pien, in which the enlightened state is 
that in which enlightenment (chueh) is in control of the mind, rather than 
vice versa. In the introduction to the Wu fang-pien, that which views is 
referred to as the “eye of the Pure Mind.” In the text discussed briefly in 
Part One, Chapter IV, Section 8 under the title Gathering o f  Twelve 
Departed Masters, Shen-hsiu is quoted as saying: **In the locus of purity,
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view purity (ching-ch*u k 9an-ching).yy)sl 4<Locus of purity** is an unusual 
term that must refer to the mind itself, the Pure Mind. The mind that 
<4views afar*' is the essentially pure Fundamental Mind, which is equiva
lent to the Buddha Nature, or inherent enlightenment.

Second, although that which is viewed is all reality, the practitioner 
does not perceive any objects whatsoever. This is explicitly stated in the 
teacher-student dialogues that occur in the introduction and just before 
the exposition of the second expedient means. The student sees ""not a 
single thing." Obviously, the intent is that he should see without discrimi- 
nation» just as the bodhisaltva operates in the world without ever concep
tualizing the reality of his own existence, other beings, or his efforts of 
salvific assistance. That the doctrine of HinyatQ, which is the basis of the 
bodhi$attva*s practice, is important here is indicated by the line from the 
Diamond Sutra: **A11 that which has characteristics is completely false.9' 
The same emphasis on nonsubslantialily occurs throughout the Yuan- 
ming lun.

The conjunction of the ideas of purity and non$ub$tanliality> or empti
ness, is in itself noteworthy. Professor Iriya Yoshitaka has shown that 
these two concepts were closely identifled in medieval Chinese Buddhist 
texts. He has demonstrated that the Chinese conception of emptiness was 
based on the image of an empty sky, and that of purity was based on the 
notion of a state so clean that all objects had been completely removed— 
much as in an empty sky. Since most of Professor Iriya's examples are 
drawn from the Chinese translations of the La^kdvatdra Sutra and the 
works of Ch'an figures such as Shen-hui and Huang-po H$i-yiin, it seems 
entirely reasonable to extend his conclusions to the texts of the Northern 
School•… Therefore, the failure to see—or, rather, the restraint from 
seeing—any object whatsoever means not only to perceive the nonsub- 
stantial nature of reality, but also to perceive the ultimate purity of that 
reality.

As indicated by the slogan “in the locus of purity, view purity，’’ the true 
meaning of the Northern School practice of viewing afar or viewing 
purity is thus fundamentally different from the traditional interpreta
tion, according to which the school is criticized for positing a distinction 
between purity and impurity and favoring one over the other. This misin
terpretation may be a natural consequence of the terminology used by 
the Northern School, but the original source of the misinterpretation, 
Shen-hui, was certainly not above intentional distortion.

19. Meditation in the Northern School
It is not immediately apparent how the practices of viewing afar and 
viewing purity relate to the Wu fang~pien*s characteristically binomial
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formulae of the mind and body transcending thoughts. One possibility is 
that viewing afar represents not the stages in which mind and body tran
scend thoughts individually, but the third stage, in which both body and 
mind achieve that state of transcendence together. Although this inter
pretation would provide some meaning to this otherwise redundant third 
stage, I can find no evidence in the text to support it. Alsot the stages of 
the meditation techniques described by Shen-hsiu (see Section 13 of this 
chapter) cannot be correlated with the bipartite or tripartite formulae of 
the Wufang-pien.

The second possibility, which I favor, is to accept a$ real the incongru
ity between the Wu fang-pien'% doctrinal expressions and its practical 
injunctions, to ponder the reasons for this lack of consistency, and to 
weigh the significance of viewing afar in terms of other Northern School 
texts and ideas. From this perspective, it is significant that viewing afar is 
described without any intimation of stages or levels of practice. The 
denial of any need for moral or practical prerequisites to spiritual prac
tice is a frequent theme of early Ch'an texts, viz.t the definition of shou-i 
pu i, or ^maintaining the One without wavering,** in the JTFM. The 
same theme is also expressed in the opening ceremony of the 阶  
pien.

The practice of viewing afar appears to be the highest meditation prac
tice of the Northern School. In this one exercise一or, rather, this one state 
of being—are subsumed all of the most important themes of early Ch*an 
doctrine:

1. Just as in the ^entrance of principle" of Bodhidharma's EJSHL 
and the Hsiu-hsin yao lun*s practice of shou-hsin, the practice of viewing 
afar assumes complete realization of the presence of the Buddha Nature 
or Pure Mind within oneself.

2. As with the EJSHVs entrance of practice and the underlying philos
ophy of the Yuan-ming lun, viewing afar is based on a full awareness of 
the truth of nonsubstantiality, as indicated by the fact that the practi
tioner sees (<not a single thing.**

3. Although not mentioned prominently in the Wufang-pien, the abil
ity to maintain a state of <<nonactivationM (pu-ch*i) of mind allows the 
practitioner to avoid the discriminative perception of “things•”

4. Viewing afar is described in terms of the perfectly reflecting mirror 
suspended on high, which reveals its images without distortion or attach
ment.

This last item, the metaphor of the mirror, constitutes the most appro
priate paradigm for this Northern School practice. The mirror^ innate 
ability to reflect is itself equivalent to the Buddha Nature or the Pure
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Mind. Like the sun shining on high, the mirror can be obscured by the 
dusts of the illusions, but this detail is not relevant here. Rather, the illu
sions and the elements of phenomenal reality are the mirror's natural 
objects of reflection, which are seen to be nonsubstantial. Just as the pas
sive reality of the presence of the Buddha Nature is assumed but not 
emphasized, the more dynamic paradigm of the mirror demands that the 
dusts of the illusions be recognized as nonsubstantial, unreal, and ulti
mately ineffectual.

The mirror*s wonderful ability to reflect images without distortion and 
attachment is based on its ability to refrain from the activation of mind 
—it reflects automatically, spontaneously, without ever generating its 
own preferences or desires. In the terminology of the Wu fang-pien, 
when it reflects an image, it realizes that image to be an “other-image.” 
Like space, which is the basis for the creation of all reality, it does not 
think, “I have created this reflection; this reflection is mine.” The 
images, in their turn, appear on the surface of the mirror in perfect con
gruence with the phantasmagorical nature of phenomenal reality as we 
perceive it.

Finally, it is useful to consider the implications of the mirror metaphor 
vis-^-vis the Wufang-pien*s unusual conception of the mind and body. In 
and of itself, the mirror is a purely cognitive entity. It reflects images per
fectly and automatically, but it does not interact with them. One of the 
most important themes of both the Yuan-minglun and the Wufang-pien, 
however, is that true Buddhist practice should include constant activity 
on behalf of other sentient beings. At one point the Wu fang-pien rede
fines ^'sentient beings** as false thoughts, and the ability of the body 
and mind to be motionless is identified as the salvation of ^sentient 
beings.**354 Is it possible that the Wu fang-pien reduces the function of 
salvation to a puerile equivalent for self-benefit? I think not.

The mirror’s reflective surface represents the perfectly functioning 
mind of the sage. I would suggest that, at this level of sophistication, the 
reality that the mirror reflects is like the practitioner’s body. His wisdom 
is perfect and unconditioned, and, as we have seen, the object of his wis
dom must also be perfect and unconditioned.

The passage quoted in Section 17 from the commentary to the Fo-shuo 
fa-chii ching described the sage's body as equivalent to the dharmakQya, 
and we concluded that the usage of “body” and “form” in the 
p/e/i included both the physical corpus and all human sensory functions. 
The concept of “sentient being” is therefore a false thought, a mistaken 
example of discriminative thinking, whereas the reality of “sentient 
being'* is nonsubstantial. Each sentient being is actually a part of the 
whole, a part of the practitioner’s own expanded being.

Although a significant gap still exists between the epistemological
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frame of reference of the mirror and the need for salvific activity on the 
part of the enlightened practitioner, the primary characteristics of each 
are the same: constancy of application, spontaneity and infallibility of 
response, and the lack of assumed dualities and individualized inten
tions. As it turns out, these qualities were probably those originally 
implied by "Shen-hsiu,s,* mind-verse in the Platform SQtra, rather than 
the doctrine of gradual enlightenment. Let us return to the problem of 
the Platform Sutra verses in the Conclusion to this study.





CONCLUSION

L  The Original Meaning o f  the Platform Sutra Verses
This study began with a discussion of the opening narrative of the Plat- 
form Sutra, in particular the <<mind-verses,* attributed in that text to 
Shen-hsiu and Hui_neng. The verse attributed to Shen-hsiu, the reader 
will recall, reads as follows:

The body is the bodhi tree.
The m ind is like  a b righ t m irro r 's  stand.
A t a ll times we must strive to  polish it
and must not let dust collect.

In the Introduction I stated that the original meaning of this verse was 
not necessarily gradualistic, as the traditional interpretation would have 
us believe. The primary reason for this contention is the following pas
sage from Shen-hsiu^ Kuan-hsin lun:

Further, lamps o f  eternal brightness (ch*ang-ming teng, i.e ., votive lamps) 
are none other than the tru ly  enlightened m ind. W hen one's wisdom is 
b righ t and d is tinc t, it  is likened to a lamp. For th is reason, a ll those who 
seek em ancipation always consider the body as the lam p's stand, the m ind 
as the lam p's dish, and fa ith  as the lamp's w ick. The augmentation o f  moral 
discipline is taken as the add ition  o f  o il. For wisdom to  be bright and pene
tra ting  is likened to  the lamp's flame (or brightness). I f  one constantly bums 
such a lamp o f  tru ly  suchlike true enlightenment, its illum ina tion  w ill 
destroy all the darkness o f  ignorance and s tup id ity .1

Since the Northern School's emphasis on the constancy of true spiri
tual practice, both before and after enlightenment, has been mentioned 
many times in the preceding chapters, the reader should not be at all sur
prised to find it indicated here. Certainly, constancy is the point of both 
the passage just introduced and the metaphor of the mirror in the Plat
form Sutra verse. In fact, the references to the mirror in that verse read
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like a truncated version of the metaphor of the lamp in the Kuan-hsin iun 
passage: The verse mentions only the mirror’s stand and the dust upon it, 
but we can easily imagine further references—to its surface, reflectivity, 
and images, for example. These three components of the mirror could 
have been equated to the senses, wisdom, and knowledge of phenomenal 
reality. In this context, constantly wiping the surface of the mirror is not 
the key that initiates the entire process of reflection, i.e.t the progressive 
realization of enlightenment, but rather a standard maintenence opera
tion necessary for the ongoing functioning of the mirror. Analogous 
elements in the metaphor of the lamp are the addition of oil and the trim
ming of the wick9 both of which are necessary to the continued function
ing of illumination. In actual fact, medieval Chinese mirrors had to be 
polished frequently in order to prevent their reflective surfaces from 
tarnishing.

Although this was clearly the original intent of the metaphor of the 
mirror, I am not certain whether this interpretation was known to the 
compiler of the Platform Sutra. He may have been using some indirect 
and/or corrupted source for the teachings of the Northern School. Sev
eral Northern School texts, both early and late» refer to the image of the 
mirror and the dust that obscures it. These references are often made in 
an offhand fashion or for fairly noncontroversiaU laudatory purposes 
(e.g., “their Dharma mirrors are bright”2), and it is easy to imagine that 
a purely gradualistic usage of this popular metaphor might have oc
curred, even though none is recorded in the material still extant. In Part 
Two, Chapter II, Section 4 we noticed brief references to wiping the dust 
off the surface of a mirror in the 少 /ww and one other East
Mountain Teaching work, but these references fit much better with my 
interpretation than with the traditional one of gradualistic practice. 
Shen-hsiu’s epitaph by Chang Yueh contains the following line: “The 
mirror of the mind has dust upon its external [surface]; if it is not pol
ished, it will not reflect.**3 This passage is not a defense of gradualism 
either, but a manifestation of the belief that individual practice is both 
desirable and necessary for a true Buddhist. The same sentiment is also 
contained in a very short work bearing Shen-hsiu’s name discovered at 
Tun-huang which refers to foolish sentient beings “not polishing” ftw 
mo-fu) the Buddha Amitabha within them.4 Although these passages 
affirm the need for spiritual cultivation, they are not defenses of gradual
ism, which by the seventh and eighth centuries had been pass^ for much 
too long for anyone to argue in its defense.

Just as with the Platform Sutra's reference to the mirror, other lines in 
the mind-verses are distinctly reminiscent of Northern School material. 
One such line contains the reference to the bodhi tree. Recall the follow
ing lines from the Wu fang-pien:
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Peaceful and vast without limit, its untaintedness is the path of bodhL 
The mind serene and enlightenment distinct, the body's serenity is the bodhi 
tree.

The Buddha is the path of bodhi. Nonabiding is the seed of bodhi. The 
serenity of mind is the cause of bodhi. The serenity of body is the condition 
of bodhL Subjugation of demons is the power of bodhi. The transcendence 
of subject and object is the progress of bodhi. The transcendence of sam- 
sSra is the benefit of bodhL Enlightenment is the master of bodhL That 
which is equivalent to space is the essence of bodhL Serene yet constantly 
functioning—this is the function of bodhi. The samSdhi of the uncondi- 
tioned True Characteristic—this is the realization of 办<»//|/.3

Clearly, the Platform Sutra could easily have drawn its inspiration from 
the Wufang~pien.

The other line that bespeaks Northern School influence on the mind- 
verses is only found in later texts of the /VaZ/omi SiJ/rtf. The T\in-huang 
version, which is the oldest still extant, actually includes two verses 
attributed to Hui-neng. One of these has already been introduced:

Bodhi originally has no tree.
The mirror also has no stand.
The Buddha Nature is always clear and pure.
Where is there room for dust?

The second verse reads as follows:

The mind is the bodhi tree.
The body is the bright mirror's stand.
The bright mirror is originally clear and pure.
Where could there be any dust?6

As Hu Shih first suggested, the original author must have been unsure of 
which verse was better—or at least unable to discard one of his own liter
ary creations.7 Later editions reduce Hui-neng*s contribution to a single 
verse, with a significantly altered third line:

Bodhi originally has no tree.
The bright mirror also has no stand.
Fundamentally there is not a single thing.
Where could dust arise?8

D. T. Suzuki has referred to the third line of the last verse as “the first 
proclamation made by Hui-neng” and “a bomb thrown into the camp of 
Shen-hsiu and his predecessors.’”  Considering the lateness of this version 
of the verse in a work that was already late in itself, Suzuki*s assertion is 
obviously incorrect.
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The following dialogues and remarks from the Wu fang-pien seem to 
be related to the third line of the last Platform Sutra verse:

The preceptor asks: W hat do you sec ( l it . ,  what th ing  do you sec)?
The disciple(s) answer: /  do not see a single thing.
Preceptor: V iew ing purity , view m inutely. Use the eye o f  the Pure M in d  to  

view a far w ithou t lim it,  w ithou t restric tion . V iew  w ithou t obstruction.
The preceptor asks: W hat do you see?
A n s w e r : /  do not see a single thing.

Q u e s t i o n : W hen view ing, w hat things do you view?
( A n s w e r ): Viewing, viewing, no thing is viewed.
[Q u e s t i o n ]: W ho v ie w s ?

[ A n s w e r ]: The enlightened mind views.
Penetratingly viewing the realms o f  the ten directions, in  p u rity  there is 

not a single th in g .10

Perhaps even more significant， the commentary on the /a-c为u
ching found by Professor Tanaka includes a line that reads almost exactly 
like that in the later versions of the Platform Sutra: 4<Within Suchness 
there originally is really not a single thing.** (21:16/618) The Chinese for 
the critical portion of this line is yuan-lai shih wu i wu, which is very close 
to the Platform SQtra's penAai wu i wu.

In other words, the three different subjects mentioned in the Platform 
5财ra verses，i.e.， the mirror， the 办〇£%/ tree, and the phrase “not a single 
thing/* are all antedated by analogous statements in Northern School lit
erature. Since none of this Northern School literature manifests any indi
cation of having been influenced by Shen-hui or any other Southern 
School source, the only possible conclusion is that the Platform Sutra 
was compiled in part with deliberate use of Northern School texts and 
doctrines.

This conclusion must be surprising, even shocking, to those who are 
used to approaching the Platform SUtra in traditionalistic terms. Under
standing the logic and ramifications of this conclusion requires a com
prehensive appreciation of the history of early Ch*an doctrinal develop- 
ment. Accordingly, let me first recount the phases of Northern School 
history, then summarize some of the developments involving other fac
tions of Ch*an during the second half of the eighth century.

2. Phases o f  Northern School History
We have followed the development of early ChJan through a number of 
different phases: the shadowy beginnings of Ch9an under Bodhidharma
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and Hui-k'o, the community at Huang-mei, Shen-hsiu*s residence at Yu- 
ch'lian ssu, the careers of Shen-hsiu and his immediate disciples in Lo- 
yang and Ch’ang-an, and the later Northern School. Let us briefly review 
each of these phases:

1. Bodhidharma, Hui-k’o, and their followers: The records for this
period are too sketchy to allow real insight into the actual contributions 
of these very early figures. Bodhidharma is a very shadowy character, 
and the extent of his involvement in the writing of the EJSHL is 
unknown. Hui-k*o is depicted in the HKSC with somewhat greater clar
ity, and he seems to have supplied the real inspiration for the next genera
tion or two of disciples, many of whom were wandering meditation prac- 
titioners. Although no clear biographical or historical link exists between 
these mendicants and subsequent phases of Ch'an—the lives of Bodhi
dharma and Hui-k*o were of course important subjects of later hagi- 
ographical elaboration一 the “two entrances” and “four practices” de
scribed in the define two basic logical motifs or conceptual
matrixes of religious practice shared by subsequent phases of early 
Ch’an.

2. The community at Huang-mei: During the half-century from 624 to 
674 the Ch'an School existed as a small training community in a rela
tively isolated location in south-central China. That the fame of this cen
ter was great enough to draw ever-increasing numbers of students is a tes- 
tament to the personal charisma of Hung-jen and the appeal of the new 
religious message of Ch^n. The major feature of this message was an 
emphasis on meditation practice. However, this phase of Ch*an left no 
records except those edited or written during the very end of the seventh 
century or beginning of the eighth century, so that religious practice at 
Huang-mei cannot be defined with any precision.

3. Shen-hsiu*s residence at Yii-ch^an ssu: The last quarter of the 
seventh century was a period of continued incubation and preparation. 
The sojourns of Fa-ju and Lao-an at Shao-Iin ssu on Mount Sung made 
this monastery an important staging area for the future expansion to Lo- 
yang and Ch'ang-an, and Fa-ju inspired the first formulation of the 
“transmission of the lamp” theory of the background and identity of the 
Ch'an School. However, it was at Yii-ch^an ssu that Shen-hsiu devel
oped the basics of Northern School doctrine. Shen-hsiu*s Kuan-hsin lun 
(Treatise on the Contemplation o f the Mind), probably written during 
this period, was important for its use of ^contemplative analysis^ to jus
tify the status of Ch*an as the highest expression of the Buddhist teach
ings and, conversely, the interpretation of traditional Buddhist texts as 
expressions of the teaching of “contemplating the mind.”

4. The careers of Shen-hsiu and his immediate disciples in Lo-yang
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and Ch’ang-an: After Shen-hsiu’s grand entrance into Lo-yang in 701， he 
and his disciples functioned in several different capacities at the imperial 
court: chaplains to the members of the court and the power-holding elite, 
to whom they administered the bodhisattva precepts and preached on the 
ideal deportment of sincere Buddhists; very visible foci of the religious 
fervor of Empress Wu and Emperor Chung-tsung; and propagandists of 
a new interpretation of the Buddhist faith. The label used by Shen-hsiu 
during this period was that of the ‘‘East Mountain Teaching,” a term he 
used to express his respect and indebtedness to Hung-jen. (P’u-chi also 
usedthelabel“SouthernSchool.”）TheapparentsuccessionfromShen- 
hsiu to Lao-an and Hsuan-tse and then to P’u-chi and his fellow disciples 
provides unusual insight into the workings of a Chinese Buddhist School. 
(The ideas expounded by Shen-hsiu and his disciples during this period 
will be discussed in Sections 5 and 6 of this Conclusion.)

5. The later Northern School: The school’s membership continued to 
grow until it reached its peak during the 770s. Members of the school 
continued to make doctrinal contributions at least until the end of the 
eighth century, and Northern School monks were active in spreading 
Ch*an to Tibet, Korea, and Japan. In Tibet, a successor to Northern 
School teachers named Mo-ho-yen (Mahayana) defended the Chinese 
doctrine of sudden enlightenment against the gradual teaching of the 
Indian pandit KamalasTla in a famous series of debates. The Northern 
School may have had some impact on the development of Buddhist doc
trine in Japan, where several of the school's texts were transmitted dur
ing the ninth century. In China, the Northern School lineage continued 
unbroken until at least the beginning of the tenth century.

i .  Other Factions o f  Ch *an During the Late Eighth Century
After Shen-hsiu’s entry into Lo-yang，Shen-hui’s campaign against the 
Northern School was the most significant event in Ch'an history during 
the eighth century. The attack was initiated in 730 and was presumably 
carried out more or less continuously until Shen-huivs death in 758. Mod
ern scholars have generally accepted this campaign as the proximate 
cause of the decline and disappearance of the Northern School, in that 
Shen-hui was able to demonstrate the inherent superiority of the South
ern SchooPs sudden teaching. Although this interpretation is overly sim
plistic and highly inaccurate, Shen-hui's campaign did act as an impor- 
tant catalyst for the further growth of Ch'an Buddhism.

Shen-hui created a crisis in Ch’an by his attack on the Northern 
School. Not only was Shen-hui extremely personal in his criticisms of 
P'u-chi and Hsiang-mo Tsang and apparently self-seeking in his cham
pioning of the unknown Hui-neng, but he introduced an entirely new
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sense of factionalism in his use of the terms “Northern School” and 
“Southern School.” As Professor Yanagida has pointed out, the very 
notion of the Southern School was predicated on the existence of the 
Northern School. And there was no Northern School until Shen-hui 
created the label for the purpose of his own campaign. The individuals 
we identify with this school were loyal to the teachings and examples of 
their own masters. They were dedicated to a new interpretation of Bud
dhism, to a unique style of religious practice, but not to any sect or 
dogma.

Shen-hui’s campaign crystallized the growing self-awareness of the 
Ch’an tradition into a potentially divisive factionalism， but it did not 
generate any overt response from the Northern School. No mention is 
made of Shen-hui in any Northern School text一 no criticism, no admoni
tion, no attack. This failure to rebut Shen-hui's criticisms is indicative of 
the fictitious nature of the entity “Northern School.” In fact，Shen-hui’s 
criticisms were restatements of basic Ch'an ideas first elaborated by 
Northern School authors. Ch*eng-kuan of the Hua-yen School, for 
example, was unable to see any significant difference between the teach
ings of Northern and Southern Ch'an.11

Shen-hui's banishment at the instigation of an unknown official has 
long been touted as an indication of an angry Northern School response, 
but this interpretation is questionable. Instead of the doctrinal content of 
his sermons, the reason for the accusation against Shen-hui may have 
been his argumentative style of lecturing or even the mere fact that he 
attracted large and thus potentially dangerous assemblies. It is also sig
nificant that the four different locations in which Shen-hui spent the 
term of his banishment are all described as Northern School strongholds 
(the last of them was the K’ai-yuan ssu in Ching-chou).12 Either the 
Northern School would not or could not keep him out of their territory 
during this period. Very probably，Shen-hui continued to disseminate his 
own ideas during his banishment, thus turning the apparent misfortune 
to his own advantage.

The crisis precipitated by Shen-hui was resolved by the Ox-head 
School. A few statements by late eighth-century members of this faction 
indicate a general interest in putting to rest the divisiveness incurred by 
Shen-hui's activities. The Platform SUtra, which was compiled by a 
member of the Ox-head School, presented a brilliant solution to the 
problem: As I pointed out in the Introduction, this text accepted and 
built upon Shen-hui's positions but avoided any significant reference to 
Shen-hui himself. The teachings of the Ox-head School were fundamen
tally in agreement with those of the Northern School on the subjects of 
mental contemplation and the necessity of constant practice, and both 
schools were known for their use of contemplative analysis. The major
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difference between the two schools lay in the Ox-head’s use of a certain 
logical pattern that included, at one stage, the extensive use of negation. 
(This distinctive proclivity to negation appears prominently in the mind- 
verses of the Platform Sutra.) Thus it is entirely reasonable that North
ern School texts were influential in the composition of the Platform 
SQtra, as suggested at the end of Section 1 of this Conclusion.13

4. Institutional Reasons fo r  the Decline o f  the Northern School
No matter how plausible the summary just given of early Ch*an history 
during the latter part of the eighth century, the question still remains: 
Why did the Northern School disappear? One factor of major impor
tance was the school's close identification with the imperial court. Shen- 
hsiu had a large number of patrons within the extended imperial family, 
including Empress Wu, Emperor Chung-tsung, Emperor Jui-tsung, Em
press Wei-shih, Princess T'ai-pMng, and, to a lesser extent, the eventual 
Emperor Hsuan-tsung. His supporters included members of factions sur
rounding these figures, including descendants of old aristocratic families 
and newly successful bureaucratic examination candidates. After Shen- 
hsiu*s death, though, Emperor Hsuan-tsung was to feel much closer to I- 
hsing than to the older P*u-chi and I-fu. The emperor was profoundly 
affected by I-hsing’s untimely death in 727. P’u-chi and I-fu were no 
doubt also stigmatized to some extent by their association with Empress 
Wu. At about the same time, Chang Yueh*s final banishment in 726 and 
death in 731 left Yen T’ing-chih as the Northern School’s most prominent 
supporter. But Yen was a protege of Chang Chiu-Iing, whose death in 736 
and the accession to power of Li Lin-fu led to important changes in the 
Chinese political climate. Prominent Northern School patrons forced out 
of power by Li Lin-fu during the mid-740’s indude P’ei K’uan, Li Yung, 
Li Shih-chih, and Fang Kuan.14

Even on the basis of more general considerations, it is not difficult to 
understand how the Northern School's support in the capital, even at 
social strata less rarified than those just mentioned, could have declined. 
The literate courtiers of Lo-yang and Ch’ang-an were always very keen 
on the latest intellectual and cultural trends; thus interest in the Northern 
School masters and their teachings could not have been maintained for 
more than a few decades. In fact, although we know the names of quite a 
few Northern School masters prominent in the second half of the eighth 
century, the most highly regarded Chinese meditation masters were Fa- 
ch'in (714-92) of the Ox-head School and Hui-chung (d. 775), an inde
pendent figure supposedly connected with Hui-neng. Even more than 
Ch'an masters, however, esoteric Buddhist teachers achieved the greatest 
support from the imperial court during this period.

The grandeur of early Northern School history soon became a thing of
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the past. With the erosion of imperial power after 755, the most creative 
factions of Ch’an—the Ox-head School and Ma-tsu’s Hung-chou School 
_ operated primarily in the provincial centers of south-central China. 
Although in this respect their growth paralleled that of the East Moun
tain Teaching a century before, the primary identity of the Northern 
School was based on its former success at court. Its public image ossified 
around the memory of that former success, and with ossification came 
the impression of sycophantic superficiality. That the Platform Sutra 
could criticize the Northern School primarily for its supposed doctrinal 
shallowness was a function of this impression.

In addition, the unworldliness of meditation practice rendered contin
ued intimate association with the central political system unworkable, so 
that the very identification of the Northern School with the imperial 
court was an obstacle to the school's continued success. There are exam
ples of this incompatibility between meditation practice and political 
power even prior to the advent of the Ch*an School, e.g., Nan-yueh Hui- 
ssu's refusal to answer the summons of meditation masters to court in 
552 and the abortive nature of the endeavors to create the Yun-men ssu 
and Ch'an-ting ssu systems of meditation centers.'5 Examples closer to 
our subject include Fa-ju's flight to Mount Sung to avoid appointment to 
a post within the official satftgha administration and Sung Chih-wen^s 
suggestion to isolate the processes of government in Ch*ang-an from the 
excessive religious fervor surrounding Shen-hsiu. There are, of course, 
extenuating circumstances to each of these examples. However, when 
considered together they imply a fundamental dichotomy between the 
goals of Buddhist meditation, an individual spiritual enterprise most nat
urally suited to secluded alpine retreats, and the political requirements of 
government, which fostered the centralization of power and culture in 
such cosmopolitan urban centers as Ch’ang-an and Lo-yang.

The very sophistication of life in the two capitals may have engendered 
a longing for the simpler virtues of the countryside. Even so, the magnifi
cent careers of Shen-hsiu, P^-chi, and others were simply too well 
known to have remained suitable material for populist glorification after 
their deaths. At the beginning of the eighth century Sung Chih-wen could 
describe the aged Shen-hsiu as a uniquely pure spiritual being who had 
transcended worldly protocol, but decades later the extravagant suc
cesses of Shen-hsiu's career were more readily remembered. In the sec
ond half of the eighth century, rustic purity and unlettered brilliance were 
more easily attributed to the relatively unknown Hui-neng—even though 
Hui_neng’s legendary personality was based on the model of Hung-jen. 
Thus, paradoxically, the very success of the Northern School and the 
documentation of the lives of its major figures was a cause of its own 
supersedure by later factions of Ch^n.

Another factor that cannot be overlooked is the relative immaturity of
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the Northern Schools contributions to the transmission of the lamp the
ory. To be sure, the congruence, in broad theoretical terms, between the 
CFPC and LCSTC is surprising for such early members of the genre. 
That both these texts appeared independently at virtually the same time 
indicates the prevalence of the transmission idea in general. Nevertheless, 
the fact that this theory was still far from its final form is indicated by the 
numerous differences in style and approach between the two works, 
especially the LCSTOs treatment of Gunabhadra; the lack of precise and 
specific terminology for the patriarchs and the act of religious transmis
sion; and the absence of any believable list of figures to span the gap 
between Sakyamuni and Bodhidharma. These problems formed the basic 
agenda for innovations that would appear in the second half of the 
eighth century.

I cannot finish this discussion without posing a second question, one 
that is less often asked than the first: Why should the Northern School 
not have disappeared? There is no evidence that its members took any 
pledge of loyalty other than a personal dedication to the bodhisattva 
path. Each individual’s affiliation was with the Dharma and with his own 
master, not to some institutional entity known as the East Mountain 
Teaching or the Northern School. In spite of the conventions adopted in 
this study, these terms originally had doctrinal rather than sectarian con
notations.

The best model for the operation of the Northern School is that of an 
extended family or clan system. The religious genealogies formulated 
during this period corroborate this interpretation: Each monk's identity 
was defined on the basis of his own set of religious ancestors, and the 
passage of time brought with it an inevitable splintering of the clan into 
smaller sublineages. Just as the Ti-Iun School lineages of the late sixth 
century blended almost imperceptibly into their She-lun School counter
parts of the early seventh, the Northern School underwent a gradual and 
natural transformation into subsequent phases of Ch'an. The Ox-head 
School and Szechwan factions also had their days, as did the Yun-men, 
Fa-yen, and other ^houses^ of the ninth and tenth centuries. If any 
aspect of the Northern School's institutional status was most responsible 
for its own decline, it was the centrifugal force naturally associated with 
the school’s continued growth.

5. Doctrinal Ramifications o f  the Decline o f  the Northern School
Thus the Northern School's demise may have been hastened by its lack of 
any centralized institutional structure; after Shen-hsiu’$ death the cen
trifugal forces on the school were simply too great for it to exist as a sin- 
gle unit. Much the same can be said of Northern School doctrine.
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Although I have attempted to indicate the basic themes of early Chran 
religious theory, I have done so in spite of the multitude of different indi
vidual slogans and doctrinal formulations found in the early texts. Even 
more important than this heterogeneity of expression is the fact that 
many statements of Northern School doctrine were designed to bridge 
the gap between the conventional standards of traditional Chinese Bud
dhism and the new approach of Ch*an. Actually, they were meant not so 
much to bridge a preexistent gap as to create a new one.

As the discussion of contemplative analysis in Fart IWo, Chapter VII, 
Section 6 has shown, many Northern School statements weave an entire
ly new fabric from the threads of conventional Buddhist terminology. 
Although the members of the Northern School were not scholastics, they 
focused their attention on explaining themselves in conventional Bud
dhist jargon to the highly literate members of imperial court society. 
Their mission was not merely to state the message of Ch'an in its simplest 
terms, but to present that message as the quintessential truth of Bud
dhism. The taint of scholasticism, indirect though it was, thus became an 
inescapable consequence of the Northern School's historical role.

When we consider Northern School doctrine more closely, it is easy to 
spot the factor that allowed the school to be caricatured as philosophi
cally backward. This is the absence of any obvious difference between 
the school's doctrines of constant practice and the perfect teaching and 
the much more elementary notion of gradual self-perfection. According 
to my understanding of the Yuan-ming lun and other Northern School 
texts, the perfect teaching makes allowance for gradual progress within 
the context of a fundamentally more significant recognition of one's 
present inner perfection. The recognition of that perfection and of the 
ultimate nonreality of the afflictions that are attendant upon ignorance 
results in the initiation of a type of religious practice whose quintessential 
characteristic is its constancy of application.

The early Ch'an masters made frequent exhortations to constant 
effort, but they seem to have consistently refrained from dangling the 
lure of the enlightenment experience in front of their students* noses. 
(Shen-hui was the first and most obvious violator of this convention.) 
Nevertheless, when taken out of context, the exhortations to greater 
effort and references to the constancy of practice were easily mistaken 
for simple gradualism. This mistaken impression was no doubt rendered 
more likely by the tendency of Northern School texts to use apparently 
sequential or progressive forms of expression, even though the doctrines 
themselves were essentially nonsequential, i.e., either perfect or sudden.

Just as there was no institutional reason for the Northern School not 
to have disappeared, so was there no doctrinal necessity for the school to 
have continued any longer than it did. Previous studies of early Ch*an
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have tended to overemphasize the supposed conflict between the North
ern and Southern schools, when in fact there is no evidence that the con
flict in question was not restricted to the minds of Shen-hui and his fol- 
lowers. None of the works studied here indicates that the participants in 
the early Ch*an religious movement considered themselves bound by the 
doctrinal formulations of their teachers. To be sure, individual alle
giances between masters and disciples existed. Nevertheless, the primary 
characteristic of these men was not their dedication to a transmitted 
dogma, but rather their willingness to innovation in doctrinal expression. 
The disappearance of the Northern School was thus a result of the pro
cess of innovation that it began and is no more significant than the disap
pearance of any other Ch'an lineage. Clearly, the various contributions 
of the Northern School are more important than the fact of its eventual 
demise.

6. The Static and Dynamic Components o f  Early Ch *an Doctrine
The teachings of the Northern School are best approached in terms of 
two metaphors, the sun obscured by clouds and the perfectly functioning 
mirror. A brief reexamination of these metaphors will be helpful in 
understanding the basic themes of early Ch'an religious philosophy.

As described in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and other texts, the primary 
emphasis of the metaphor of the sun and clouds is that the Buddha 
Nature is constantly present within us. The clouds of illusion that render 
the Buddha Nature invisible only exist adventitiously, and their negative 
impact is substantially less significant than the fact of the immanence of 
the Buddha Nature itself. This prioritization is the basis of two different 
meditative techniques: visualization of the sun and concentration on the 
activity of the discriminative mind. In each case, the instruction is not to 
force the manifestation of the Buddha Nature or the destruction of igno
rant mentation, but to allow these events to occur naturally. Although 
the student is frequently encouraged to apply all his energies to his reli
gious practice, the specific techniques recommended are apparently 
designed to minimize the creation of goal-oriented dualisms.

The metaphor of the mirror is not described so concisely in any single 
primary text, being rather a general theoretical perspective that underlies 
a variety of religious propositions and practical expressions. Whereas the 
previous metaphor describes the state of unenlightened existence, the 
mirror represents the mind of the fully awakened sage: It reflects its 
objects perfectly, immediately, and without attachment. Similarly, the 
sage perceives the spiritual ills of those around him and responds sponta
neously and without hesitation or attachment. The religious practices 
based on or best explained by this metaphorical construct include **view
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ing afar/* in which the practitioner was to mentally simulate the expan
sive perceptual capacities of mirrorlike wisdom; ^viewing purity,** in 
which one^ entire system of cognition, both subjective and objective, 
was understood to be fundamentally pure and nonsubstantial; **nonac- 
tivation,” in which one was to avoid willful generation of conscious and 
hence dualistic impulses in favor of immediate and spontaneous re
sponse; and the ^transcendence of thoughts,1* which refers to the realiza
tion that one^ entire cognitive apparatus was not intrinsically dependent 
on dualistically conceived entities such as thoughts and objects of percep
tion.

Although these two metaphors could be used to support different 
approaches to religious practice, they are both basically congruent with 
the contents of the oldest text of the Ch*an tradition, the EJSHL (Trea
tise on the Two Entrances and Four Practices). This is especially true of 
the metaphor of the sun and clouds, which is used in the Hsiu-hsin yao 
lun to explicate the same set of religious priorities as the (<entrance of 
principle” of the earlier text. The specific practices and formulations of 
the Wu fang-pien cannot, on the other hand, be correlated directly with 
the “four practices.” Nevertheless, the parallel exists in that both the 的  

fang-pien practices and formulations and the EJSHL's four practices 
concern the outward expression of the concept of sunyatQ in daily life 
and in the activities of teaching. Where the treatise attributed to Bodhi- 
dharma enjoins one to act in accordance with the Dharma, the Wu fang- 
pien describes an ideal spiritual state in which one is constantly receptive 
to sensory input but completely without the tendency to attachment or 
conceptualization. It should be clear that both of these texts attempt to 
describe the bodhisattva ideal.

What is the best means for analyzing these two metaphorical con
structs? The old standard of early Ch*an studies, the distinction between 
sudden and gradual, is no longer appropriate. The metaphor of the mir
ror could be used to define a gradualistic approach to the spiritual path, 
but such an approach is not representative of the mainstream of North
ern School thought. The concept of suddenness could apply to practices 
based on either metaphor, i.eM one could experience a sudden vision of 
the Buddha Nature or an instantaneous activation of the perfect func
tioning of the sage. A great deal of ink has been expended in recent years 
by authors who did not realize that the sudden-gradual distinction is not 
a valid framework for historical analysis because of its originally pejora
tive and propagandistic intent. This fundamental methodological error is 
compounded by the tendency to mistakenly interpret statements based 
on the underlying concepts of the metaphor of the mirror in terms of the 
metaphor of the sun and clouds.

If the dichotomy between sudden and gradual is not an appropriate
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key to the teachings of early Ch*an, what is? I would like to suggest a 
comparison between the two metaphors just introduced and the follow
ing: (1) the two basic components or aspects of meditation practice 
according to Indian Buddhism, i.e., concentration and insight (iomatha 
and vipasyana), and (2) the native Chinese distinction between essence 
and function (t'i and/ww^.

To adequately understand the relevance of 命 smd we
must be aware of their relative importance and understanding in Chinese 
Buddhism as a whole. The translations of Kumarajlva place their empha
sis almost entirely on vipasyana, correlating the realizations attained 
throughthispracdcewiththePerfectionofW isdomandtheM jUihya- 
mika interpretation of nonsubstantiality. This emphasis continued to 
prevail in the theoretically oriented tradition of Buddhism in the South- 
em Dynasties. The Yogacara translations of the sixth century contained a 
much more balanced treatment of samatha and vipa^yanS, This is why 
Seng-ch’ou, the sixth-century meditation practitioner par excellence 
whose training was under masters of the Yogdcdra tradition, appears to 
be so conventional in his approach.

This newfound balance between samatha and vipasyana was not solely 
a return to some older state, since sixth century Chinese theoreticians 
used the newly translated Yogacara texts as the basis for a redefinition of 
samatha. Whereas this term originally referred to concentration on 
empirical objects, mental images of the elements of reality, and the gen
eration of positive emotions such as loving kindness and faith, now it 
came to mean concentration on the absolute principle of ultimate reality. 
Both Ching-ying Hui-yuan and T'ien-t^ai Chih-i, to name two very nota
ble examples, include references to concentration on and insight into 
phenomenal objects (shih-chih and shih-kuan) as well as similar opera
tions on matters of abstract principle (li-chih and li-kuan). This develop
ment was not unprecedented in the Buddhist meditation tradition, but 
Chih-i’s description of the preferred abstract object of meditation (“the 
trichiliocosm in a single moment of consciousness/* or i-nien san-ch9ien), 
is certainly infinitely more complex than the concepts of impermanence, 
interdependence, and so on, that are associated with traditional HTna- 
yana practice.16

How does this development relate to the doctrines of early Ch’an? Can 
the two basic metaphors of Ch5an, the sun obscured by clouds and the 
perfectly functioning mirror, be understood as abstract interpretations of 
iamatha and vipasyanQ, respectively? The first metaphor would repre
sent samatha, or concentration, because its emphasis is essentially static: 
unfailing recognition of the primacy of the Buddha Nature and cessation 
of the activity of the unenlightened mind. Both of the meditation tech
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niques described in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun—visualizing an image of the 
sun and focusing on the (eventually exhausted) activity of the discrimina
tive mind一are immediately recognizable as concentration techniques.

According to the same approach, the metaphor of the mirror would be 
correlated with the concept of vipa^yanS. Here some reservations are 
necessary. The mirror is an expression of wisdom because its functions 
are predicated on the ability to understand and identify with the funda
mental nonsubstantiality of reality. The prototypical Wu fang-pien for
mula aif the mind transcends thoughts, the mind is emancipated^ can 
only be realized in individual religious practice if one achieves under
standing of the nonsubstantiality of the mind and thoughts themselves. 
Although in this sense the enlightened ideal typified by the mirror is 
dependent on the exercise of insight (vipasyanQ) meditation, the mirror 
does not define a practical technique but rather a perfected ideal.

The two components of meditation practice, samatha and vipasyanQ, 
are inextricably bound together in the earlier Buddhist tradition. Vipa- 
syanQ was rarely practiced without preliminary training in samatha, and 
each step up the ladder of samatha stages was occasioned by the exercise 
of wisdom. The Chinese Ch^n practices centered on the two metaphors 
discussed here are even more closely related: The mirror, or enlightened 
mind, is nothing other than an activated sun, or Buddha Nature. Indeed, 
although I have used these symbols to represent two basic logical con
structs of early Ch'an, the symbols themselves can be used in either man
ner. That is, if one were to emphasize the sun*s function of illumination, 
i.e., its universal, nonselective compass and salutary efficacy, one would 
be using this metaphor in the dynamic sense. Much more likely in the 
texts themselves is the other possibility: If one focuses on the mirror's 
reflectivity and the obscuring influence of the dust upon its surface—the 
traditional interpretation of the Platform SQtra verses—one would be 
using the metaphor of the mirror in a static (but potentially progressive) 
sense.

The observation that the two metaphors are interchangeable, one 
being a static and the other a dynamic representation of one and the same 
Buddha Nature or enlightened mind, leads to the comparison with the 
Chinese concepts of essence and function. In the practice of “maintain
ing [awareness of] the mind” the emphasis is on never forget-
ting the primacy of the Buddha Nature's immanence, or on allowing the 
discriminative mind to slow down, cease to function, and thus reveal the 
existence of the enlightened mind within. This experience is the **seeing 
the Nature** (chien-hsing, or kenshO in Japanese) discussed so widely in 
works on Ch’an. Although these are cathartic experiences, they are 
described primarily as realizations of that which exists rather than of that
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which functions. In descriptions of such practices and experiences, static 
images predominate. The illuminative power of the sun is granted, but it 
is not analyzed.

Judging from the Wu fang-pien's position that the enlightened mind 
should be in control of the senses, rather than vice versa, it should be 
obvious that the metaphor of the mirror is a dynamic version of the static 
image of the sun and clouds. In addition to the practices enumerated ear
lier, the probable Northern School use of a prototypical form of encoun
ter dialogue and the "expedient means** of interaction between master 
and student may be correlated with this more dynamic emphasis.

Of the two logical constructs discussed here, the emphasis on essence 
(Vi) was more widely accepted by members of the early Ch'an School, as 
indicated by the popularity of the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and the ideas it con
tained. At least, the ideas of the Buddha Nature and the ultimate identity 
of the Pure Mind within all sentient beings were widely used in the intro
ductory training manuals of early Ch*an.

Although the specific formulation of the function (yung) of enlighten
ment described in Part Two, Chapter VII of this study was not so widely 
accepted as the general understanding of the Buddha Nature and the illu
sions that obscure it, this area of speculation was in some ways more 
important than the other. It would of course be impossible to prove that 
any one specific doctrine of the operation of the enlightened mind was 
generally accepted by the followers of early Ch^n. The incredible variety 
of slogans and formulae that occur in the literature would prohibit the 
isolation of such a single interpretation. Although I have attempted to 
explain the basic elements of the Northern School position, one of the 
most important aspects of the teachings of this phase of Ch^n is their 
very heterogeneity. The specific formulations of the Northern School 
texts were often absent from later texts, but it is clear that the creative 
energy of early Ch*an was directed primarily at the elucidation of the 
more dynamic aspects of the doctrine.

The Northern School set a precedent for subsequent phases of Ch*an 
in its emphasis on the dynamic aspects of religious practice. The growing 
interest in the problems of religious trainees, rather than in the doctrinal 
pronouncements of gifted individuals; the apparent use of a kind of inti
mate religious dialogue and interaction between teachers and students; 
the oft-mentioned ability of teachers to intuit and respond to the under
lying needs of their students; and even the emphasis of the Yuan-ming 
lun and Wu fang-pien on the benefit of other sentient beings—all these 
are evidence of the Ch’an School’s movement away from meditation as 
trancelike contemplation and toward the practice of meditation in all 
phases of daily life.
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7. Final Reflections on the Northern School 
and the Study o f  Ch’an

I hope that this study of the Northern School and the formation of early 
Ch’an will have two types of impact on subsequent research. First, there 
should be a more sophisticated appreciation of doctrinal and historical 
interrelationships in the development of Chinese Ch’an Buddhism. We 
must discard the old stereotypes of gradualism versus subitism, North 
versus South, and the La^kavatara Sutra versus the Diamond Sutra. In 
their place must be a deeper understanding of the contributions made by 
men who were not necessarily lionized by the orthodox tradition of 
Ch’an， as well as greater attention to innovations contained in texts that 
were not necessarily cherished within the most popular canons of the 
school. Although this study has been devoted to the Northern School, I 
believe its findings require a reevaluation of the Southern School as well. 
Presumably, future work will refine, modify, or even refute some of the 
conclusions of this research, but I hope to have outlined the most basic 
aspects of the historical and doctrinal development of early Chinese 
Ch’an.

Without question, the next major issue in Ch^n studies is the exami
nation of the transition from early Ch9an to the classical style of practice 
exemplified by Ma-t$u Tao-i (709-88) and his Hung-chou School. In spite 
of the major stylistic differences between early Ch'an and Hung-chou 
School texts, the present research may be useful in understanding the 
encounter dialogue practiced by Ma-tsu and his students. Another obvi
ous future task is the comparison between Northern School doctrine and 
the theories of the Japanese Zen master DOgen, which emphasize similar 
concepts of inherent enlightenment and the constancy of religious prac- 
tice.

Although the recognition of the Northern School^ role in the develop- 
ment of Ch’an Buddhism should thus foster new vistas in research， the 
second area of potential impact of this study is actually the more impor
tant one: a greater awareness of the obligation to approach the study of 
Ch9an in a methodologically more sophisticated fashion. No matter what 
the specific topic within Ch9an studies, we must strive to understand the 
contribution and relative significance of four categories of data: history, 
legend, doctrine, and propaganda. Each of these four has its own distinc
tive value, confusion regarding which has led to gross distortions in the 
understanding of our subject by previous scholars.

On the most basic level, we must learn to avoid the uncritical accep
tance of Ch'an legends as historical accounts. With the increased sophis
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tication that has been achieved in the past several decades—chiefly 
through the prodigious and meticulous efforts of Japanese scholars— 
this would not seem to be that great a problem. Nevertheless, the recent 
work of many scholars is still hampered by the unconscious acceptance 
of traditional accounts and images. For example, scholars have long 
known that the Northern School did not teach a simple gradualism, but 
this traditional position continues to creep into scholarly writings on the 
subject, as if the actual teachings of the inferior schools did not really 
matter. Doctrinal pronouncements cannot be immediately accepted at 
face value, but must be analyzed in terms of any polemical or propagan- 
distic intent. We should pay close attention to our own presuppositions 
and examine where we are unconsciously adopting the originally propa- 
gandistic positions of the orthodox tradition. In addition, in order to 
truly understand doctrinal interrelationships, we must consider not only 
the individual terms of doctrinal propositions, but also their logical con
figurations.

We should also be careful to avoid the tendency to use modern schol
arly techniques to generate a more accurate rendition of the orthodox 
version of the Ch*an tradition. We must recognize when the available 
data is either not sufficient or not conducive to historical analysis and 
refrain from misrepresenting our sources to satisfy a desire for complete
ness. In other words, we should avoid the distorting influence of the 
“string of pearls” approach to Ch’an studies. Scholarship that too 
clearly echoes the contour of the orthodox tradition is not likely to be 
analytically reliable, let alone innovative or inspired.

On a more sophisticated level, we must be prepared to examine the 
dynamics of the Ch’an legends themselves. A great deal of work has 
already been done in this area, e.g., studies in the development of legends 
concerning Bodhidharma and the variant lists of Indian patriarchs con
nected with the transmission of the lamp theory. Concerning Bodhi- 
dharma, it would be quite easy to argue that his actual historical role in 
the creation of the Ch'an School was far less significant than his role as a 
legendary model. In fact, the few details known about him were not 
recorded for their historical value in modern terms, but as part of the 
early legend. The same is even more true of Hui-neng: Whereas Hui- 
neng’s actual biography and historical role are almost entirely unknown, 
his legendary image was extremely important in the development of 
Ch'an. These are actually only the most prominent examples; virtually 
all of our data was compiled for purposes different from our own.

I have taken a rather simplistic approach to the analysis of early Ch'an 
in this study due to the lack of sophistication of most English-language 
works on the subject, but I hope that future studies will be spared this 
requirement. That is, at this point it has been necessary to distinguish
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between history and legend and between doctrine and propaganda. 
Future studies will hopefully be able to assume a greater understanding 
of these distinctions on the part of the reader and should thus be able to 
consider the different types, uses, and implications of legends, for exam
ple. Obviously, a clear sense of historical detail is necessary to avoid the 
vagueness, sweeping generalities, and inconsistencies of past work.

With regard to doctrine, in this study I have suggested two basic motifs 
or conceptual matrixes that may be useful in the future as templates for 
the evaluation of other Ch^n and Zen doctrines. One possibly fruitful 
area of inquiry is the relationship between these two basic motifs of early 
Ch'an thought and the subsequent distinction between usilent illumina
tion^ (mo-chao, or mokushO in Japanese) and the ''contemplation of 
topics** (k'an-hua, or karma) in later Ch^n. In addition, I look forward 
to the possibility that other scholars might evaluate the relationship 
between these conceptual matrixes and both Indian Buddhist doctrine 
and traditional Chinese philosophy, subjects that I have intentionally 
avoided due to considerations of space.

The use of the two conceptual matrixes has been expedient at this stage 
of study. In order to proceed further, we will have to consider the ways in 
which they fail to adequately represent the contents of the original texts. 
Is there any better set of organizing principles for understanding early 
Ch'an doctrine, i.e., an analytic approach that is somehow more accu
rate, more comprehensive, and more productive of useful insights? Or is 
it possible to achieve some of these goals while at the same time reducing 
the weight and extent of the interpretive framework, which tends to sepa
rate us from and color our encounter with the original texts? Since learn
ing often involves the formulation, application, modification, and re- 
placement of analytical theories, the process of scholarship will be well 
served by considering these questions. The process of inquiry will no 
doubt lead to greater insight and is clearly more important than the spe
cific theories involved.
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Annals o f  the Transmission o f  the Dharma-treasure 
(Ch *uan fa-pao chi, or CFPC)'

Compiled by TIj Fei， styled Fang-ming， of Ch’ang-an

A. I prostrate myself to the spiritual compatriots who have had me 
safeguard my fundamental mind which is itself like the pearl that, 
though immersed in muddy water, suddenly appears clearly through 
its own power.

B. Preface: The TVue Dharmakaya [that is within all of] us is some
thing that is perceived by the Dharma[kQya] Buddha and that 
transcends the oral and written teachings of the NirmQi}a[kQyd\ Bud
dhas. Therefore, this teaching of the absolute can only be transmit
ted on the basis of [the disciple's] own enlightenment and realization 
of the [fundamental] mind. Therefore, the Treatise [on the Awaken
ing o f Faith] says:

A ll  the dharmas fundam enta lly transcend the characteristics o f  men
ta tion  and are u ltim ate ly  universally **sameM (p^ng-teng), being un
changing and indestructible. They are none other than the one m ind 
[possessed o f  a ll sentient beings], which is thus called Suchness 
(chen-ju)t

[The same treatise] also says:

The bodhicitta o f  realization (i.e ., tha t which occurs a fte r realization 
o f  Suchness) obtains fro m  the stage o f  the Pure M ind  through the u lt i
mate [stage] (i.eM throughout a ll the ten stages o f  the bodhisattva's 
progress). W hat realm is i t  tha t is realized? I t  is Suchness. A lthough 
th is is described as a realm on the basis o f  the ^transfo rm ing  conscious- 
ness), (chfiian-shih, i.e ., the subjective aspect o f  the m ind), this realiza
tion  is actually w ithou t any ^realm.** I t  is sim ply the w isdom o f  Such
ness, being called the dharmakQya.1
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Also, as the [Lankdvatara] Sutra says:

The bodhisattva, the great being, secludes h im self in  a quiet place fo r 
his own self-realization and the exam ination [o f rea lity ]. N o t depend
ing on any method other [than the One Vehicle], he transcends views 
and false thoughts and makes regular progress and advancement un til 
he enters the stage o f  tathagata. Th is is called [the characteristic o f] the 
sagely w isdom o f  se lf-rea lization.3

Therefore, without achieving [realization according to] the Su
preme Vehicle and transmission of the ^mind-ground,** how could 
anyone possibly enter into the True Realm?

C. The preface to the Meditation Sutra (Ch'an-ching hsii) by [Hui]- 
yuan, the former worthy of Mount Lu, says: uThe Buddha transmit
ted [the TVue Ibaching] to Ananda, Ananda transmitted it to Ma- 
dhyantika, and Madhy如 tika transmitted it to 知 Qavasa.’’4 After this 
[the teaching] did not fail to be transmitted on, but was maintained 
by the appropriate persons. This was the ultimate [state of affairs]! 
How could those who cling to cause and effect [in their understand- 
ing of spiritual practice] and those who research the literal meaning 
[of the scriptures] possibly gain entrance [to this teaching]?

Therefore, the [LankQvatQra] SQtra describes the ^penetration of 
the teaching** (tsung-t^ng) as being dependent on one*s own experi
ence and advancement toward the stage of realization of the remain
derless realm (i.e., nirvana).5 It completely transcends the false 
thoughts [incurred by] verbal and written [explanations of Bud
dhism], as well as all the [various] forms of false understanding. It 
defeats all the non-Buddhist [teachings] and the many demons [of 
temptation]. That which leads one toward the radiant generation of 
the illumination [of wisdom] based on one's own realization is called 
the <(penetration of the teaching.** This, the ultimate stage [of Bud
dhist endeavor], is not attainable on the basis of logical explanation. 
This is the truth!

It was Bodhidharma who appeared [as a sage] in India and came 
to this country. At that time there were men of superior wisdom in 
China, so that [Bodhidharma’s teaching might be said to have been 
like] the indication of the True Realm in silent transmission, or the 
causation of the prodigal son’s sudden return home， or the ignition 
of a great, bright torch in a dark room. [Even so, his teaching was 
something that] could not possibly be described. Afterwards, how
ever, since human dispositions differ, there were few men of towering 
excellence. [Those interested in Buddhism merely] toyed with what 
they had already learned without seeking for superior wisdom, so 
that those who radically changed their lives to accept [Bodhidhar-
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ma’s teaching] were few indeed. Only Hui-k’o of the Eastern Wei 
was willing to risk his own life in search of (the teaching].

The Great Master [Bodhidharma] transmitted it to [Hui-k*o] and 
left [to return to India]. Hui-k^ transmitted it to Seng-ts*an, Seng- 
ts^n transmitted it to Tao-hsin, Tao-hsin transmitted it to Hung-jen, 
Hung-jen transmitted it to Fa-ju, and Fa-ju ceded it to Ta-fung (i.e., 
Shen-hsiu). From Bodhidharma onward, teacher and disciple alike 
made effective use of expedient means to induce realization of [the 
nature of the fundamental] mind. In their [activities of] guiding and 
teaching [sentient beings, these men] spoke only as appropriate to 
the situation, avoiding complicated explanations. At present there is 
a text in circulation known as the
lun).6 This is presumably [the work of] some earlier student(s) who 
wrote down what they heard and treasured it as an authentic treatise 
[of Bodhidharma's]. Nonetheless, it is replete with error.

D. This transcendent enlightenment is transmitted by the mind [in a 
process that] cannot be described. What spoken or written words 
could possibly apply? For those who have not perceived the Ulti
mate, we must point at the small in order to illuminate the large. For 
example, even in the refinement of cinnabar [as a means of achieving 
immortality], one must obtain the personal instruction of an immor
tal in order to create [real] cinnabar. Although one may be able to 
ascend heaven in broad daylight [by this method], if one relies [only] 
on the blue words of the jade-[encrusted] books, [one's efforts] will 
ultimately come to naught. This is merely one conditioned activity of 
this world, and even here [personal instruction is absolutely] neces
sary. How much more so the unsurpassable, true teaching [of 
Bodhidharma]—how could it possibly be explained in words?

Because this teaching is subtle and mysterious, it is only rarely 
mastered. Although the Dharma does not depend on men and the 
Truth does not depend on words, how could I, [Tu Fei,] be content 
just to know of these spiritual compatriots? If it were not for the 
guidance of these perfect ones, it would be difficult to identify [the 
content of this teaching]. I believe that in the future, spiritual awak
ening will in some cases be based on the adoration [of former 
worthies].

Therefore, I have now prepared these brief annals of the transmis
sion of the Dharma from Bodhidharma onward, which follow here 
[under the title] Annals o f  the Transmission o f  the [Dharma]-trea- 
5«re, in one fascicle.71 will do no more than thread together [details 
of these masters*] celebrated feats and places of teaching [to the 
extent that these] were witnessed by people or described in writing. 
[These masters] being united with the unconditioned and having very
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simple biographies, it will be impossible to explicitly verbalize their 
enlightenment to the sagely teaching. In addition, there are [lineage] 
diagrams (?) that were utilized in compiling these annals. [There are 
those who,] after [achieving enlightenment,] transmit this teaching, 
being at peace within the dharmadhQtu, serenely located within True 
Nonsubstantiality (chen-k*ung), their (tform and traces** vanishing 
naturally. Since they live an [apparently] normal life, without dis
playing anything strange or wondrous, [their cases] have been omit
ted here. [This omission makes me so sad that] I hold my sleeve to 
my eyes [to wipe away the tears] but still cannot dry my face.

From the time of Bodhidharma until the Sui and T'ang Dynasties, 
there have been those whose exalted enlightenment lifted them mys
teriously [beyond their contemporaries]. What age is without those 
who achieve a profound [mastery】 of the perfect and sudden? How
ever, since they are not involved in the lineal transmission [of this 
teaching], their biographies are recorded elsewhere. [The existence of 
such biographies] illustrates the fact that there are many masters of 
this teaching.

E. Shih P ’u-t’i-ta-mo (Bodhidharma) of Shao-lin ssu on Mount 
Sung, of the Eastern Wei [Dynasty]

Shih Hui-k'o of Shao-lin ssu on Mount Sung, of the Northern
Ch’i

Shih Seng-ts’an of Mount Huan-kung, of the Sui
Shih Tao-hsin of 7\mg-shan ssu on Mount Shuang-feng, of the 

T’ang
Shih Hung-jen of T\ing-shan ssu on Mount Shuang-feng, of the 

T’ang
Shih Fa-ju of Shao-lin ssu on Mount Sung, of the T*ang
Shih Shen-hsiu of Yii-ch’lian ssu in Ting-yang， of the T’ang

F. Shih P’u-t’i-ta-mo (Bodhidharma) was the offspring of a great 
brahmin [family], the third son of the king of a principality in south
ern India.8 Having great natural insight, he [achieved] the transcen
dent enlightenment and [received] transmission of the great Dharma- 
treasure. He utilized his own sagely wisdom to [help] many human 
and heavenly beings open themselves to the functional wisdom of 
buddhahood [that is innate to all sentient beings].

In order [to help] us Chinese, he traversed the ocean and came to 
Mount Sung. At the time few people knew of him, and only Tao-yu 
and Hui-k'o, who discovered [in Bodhidharma the answer to their 
most] intimate，long-held aspirations, sought【his teaching] in com
plete earnest. They studied under him for six years in order to 
achieve enlightenment.

O nce【after those six years of training】 the master (i.e” Bodhi-
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dharma) quietly said: “Would you give up your life [in order to 
receive] the Dharma?** Hui-k^ then cut off his arm to prove his sin
cerity. (Another text says that [Hui-k*o9s\ arm was cut o ff  by ban- 
dits. This is presumably a false version [that was circulated] at one 
time.)9 Only after this did [Bodhidharma teach Hui-k'o] personally 
with a revelation [of the Dharma that involved the use of] expedient 
means. (The expedient means that are used to bring about awakening 
are entirely [within the domain] o f the secret interaction (yung) 
between master and disciple. Therefore, they cannot be described.) 
[Bodhidharma] suddenly caused [Hui-k*o*s] mind to enter directly 
into the dharmadhdtu.

Four or five years later, after searching for textual corroboration 
[of his teachings* Bodhidharma] gave [Hui]-k9o the Lankavatara 
Sutra and said: ^According to my observation of the teaching of 
Buddhism [here] in China* this sutra is the only one that is appropri- 
ate.** Having some students who were not ready [to achieve enlight- 
enment，Bodhidharma】 personally transmitted【the siitra] (i.e.，ex
plained it) several times， saying: “This will form the basis for 
[enlightenment] in the future.** (Another text refers to t€wall contem
plation" (pi-kuan) and the €tfour practices** (ssu-hsing), which were 
presumably partial, provisional teachings used at one time. These 
may have been recorded by followers [of Bodhidharma]^ but they are 
not his ultimate doctrines.)

G. Thereafter, the number of [Bodhidharma*s] students grew day by 
day, [so that] the famous monk(s) of that time were deeply jealous of 
him. Long unable to satisfy their [evil] intentions, they eventually 
were able to poison his food. (The names o f these evil person(s) are 
well known. Since [it is not my purpose to] expose the transgressions 
o f others, it seems best to [leave the details] secret. On the other 
hand, it might be better to reveal the details on behalf o f  a more 
complete understanding o f [what transpired]一 /  am not quite sure,) 
The master ate [the food] knowingly, but the poison did not harm 
him. He was fed poison many times after this.

[Bodhidharma】 said to Hui-k’o: “I cam e【to China】 on behalf of 
the Dharma, which I have transmitted to you. There is no use in my 
staying here any longer， so I am going to go.” He then assembled his 
students and explained the Ultimate Teaching once more, after which 
he ate the poisoned food in order to manifest the transformation [of 

(In the transmissions [of the teaching] after this, [the master] 
always explains the True Teaching one more time just before his 
death. [Bodhidharma's action] thus became the model fo r later 
[practice].)

[Bodhidharma] once said that he was 150 years old. On the day [of
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his death] Sung-yun, the emissary of the Eastern Wei, was returning 
from the West and met the master at [the border outpost of] Ts'ung- 
ling. [Bodhidharma]， who was returning to the West, said: “Your 
country’s ruler died today.” [Sung]-yiin then asked the master what 
would happen to his own teaching. He replied: “Forty years (i.e.， 
one generation) from now there will be a Chinese monk who will dis
seminate and transmit it.*' When [Bodhidharma's] students heard 
this, they opened up and examined his [grave], only to find an empty 
coffin.

H. Shih Seng-k’o, also called Hui-k’o， was from Wu-lao (Ssu-shui 
hsien, Honan). His lay surname was Chi. In his youth he was a Con- 
fucian and studied widely, especially in the [Book oj] Odes and the 
【5ooA: 〇y] C/wn容es. He left home [to become a Buddhist monk] 
when he realized that the secular classics did not contain the ultimate 
teachings. At age forty he met Master [Bodhi]dharma and [under
took] a profound quest for the ultimate enlightenment. He labored 
vigorously and sincerely for six years, always with the singleminded 
zeal of the beginning student.

[At one time] the master said: uWould you be willing to give your 
life for the Dharma?” [Hui-k’o] then cut off his own left arm. There 
was no change in his countenance—even [in spite of the pain], his 
determination [to gain the truth] remained. Realizing that [Hui-k'o] 
was fit to hear the teaching, the master divulged it to him through the 
use of expedient means. Thus did [Hui-k’o’s] mind enter directly 
into the dharmadhQtu. After four or five years of supreme effort 
[Hui-k^^s] understanding was complete. After the master mani
fested his return to the West, [Hui-k'o] took up residence at Shao- 
lin ssu.

During all his activities [Hui-k’o’s] mind remained united with the 
True Realm. He taught Buddhism as the situation arose, like an echo 
responding to a sound (i.e., teaching exactly according to students* 
needs). His interaction with others served to point out the truth [of 
the teachings], his own actions inspiring understanding in others. 
Therefore, some of his students secretly made a record [of his teach
ings and activities].

Later, during the T^en-p'ing period of the Wei [Dynasty, or 534- 
38, Hui-k*o] wandered around Yeh, [the capital, and the surround
ing area of] Wei10 teaching Buddhism to many people. There were 
monks who secretly poisoned Hui-k’o because of their deep envy of 
him, but the poison was unable to harm him, even though he know
ingly ate it. At that time [his students included] Layman Hsiang and 
Ch'an Masters Hua and Liao, all of whom had achieved [under
standing of] the Fundamental Mind through [Hui-k*o*s guidance]
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and were laboring on behalf of Buddhism. After [Hui-k'o's move to 
Yeh] the number of his students grew steadily, and those who 
achieved enlightenment [under his guidance] were extremely nu
merous.

At the time of his death [Hui-k'o] said to his disciple Seng-ts'an:
1 have received the transmission in a manner befitting the Dharma.

I now bequeath it to you, so that you may help many people achieve 
their own salvation^ He also personally transmitted the Lartkava- 
tHra Sutra to people, saying with a sigh:A fter four generations [the 
study of] this scripture will become quite superficial. How unfortu- 
nate!’’11

I. Shih Seng-ts'an's place of birth is unknown. In his studies under 
Ch’an Master [Hui】-k’o, he was able to become enlightened to the 
perfect and sudden and developed in to 【one of Hui-k’o’s] most 
trusted students. Later, during the persecution of Buddhism [ordered 
by Emperor] Wu of the Chou [Dynasty, Seng-ts*an] passed more 
than ten years as a mountain hermit.

At the beginning of the K'ai-huang [period of the Sui Dynasty, 
581-600，Seng-ts’an】 and his fellow student, Ch’an Master Ting, 
[moved their place of] hermitage to Mount Huan-kung. (This is in 
Shu-chou (Ch *ien-shan hsien, Anhwei), also being called Mount Ssu- 
k'ung.) Previously there had been many ferocious beasts on this 
mountain that always attacked anyone who lived there, but they all 
left the area after [Seng】-ts’an’s arrival. On the western foot of the 
mountain lived one Ch*an Master Pao-yueh. He had lived there for a 
long time and was known as a holy monk. As soon as he heard that 
[Seng]-ts*an had taken up residence there, [Pao-yueh] came to see 
him with all the joy of an old [friend]. [Pao]-yueh was the teacher of 
Ch'an Master (ChihJ-yen.12

[Seng】-ts’an’s own profound understanding [of the Dharma] grew 
every day on the basis of his dhyana and prajnS, which were equally 
coalesced [in his own practice]. When his teaching activities came to 
their natural end, he turned to his disciple Tao-hsin and said: CiThe 
DhannahasbeentransmittedfromPatriarch[Bodhi】dharinatoine. 
1 am going to the South and will leave you [here] to spread and pro
tect [the Dharma]." He then explained the Ultimate Principle again, 
after which he retired to the South along with [Ch*an Master] Ting. 
No one ever knew where he ended up.

J. Shih Tao-hsin was from Ho-nei (Ch’in-yang hsien, Honan) and of 
the surname Ssu-ma* He left home【to become a monk] at age seven. 
Although his teacher was unrefined [in his own behavior, Tao]-hsin 
secretly maintained [his own standards of moral] purity for six years 
without the teacher ever knowing about it. During the K'ai-huang
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[period, 581-600,] he went to Mount Huan-[kung] and accepted 
DhyQna Master [Seng]-ts*an as his teacher. He labored as diligently 
as he possibly could, [so that his wisdom] illuminated everything.

After eight or nine years [Seng]-ts*an went to [Mount] Lo-fu 
(Tseng-ch'eng hsien, Kwangtung), and [Tko]-hsin wanted to go 
along.【Seng]-ts’an said: “You shall remain [here] so that you might 
benefit m any【sentient beings].’’ 【Tao-hsin] thus wandered around 
teaching and was highly regarded wherever he went.

At the time of the official ordinations of the Ti-yeh [period in 607, 
Tao-hsin] took up residence at Chi-chou ssu (Chi-an hsien, Kiangsu). 
During the chaos surrounding the end of the Sui [Dynasty], rebels 
surrounded the city. After more than seventy days [of siege] the wells 
【within the city】 all went dry, but when【Tio】_hsin arrived from else
where, water flowed in abundance once again. The local magistrate 
prostrated himself [before Tko-hsin and] inquired as to when the 
rebels might leave.【Tao-hsin replied: “ If everyone】 merely recites the 

⑽  C[/] 【S财nz], then there will be nothing to worry
a bou t Whe n  [the people so chanted], the rebels saw giant soldiers 
all around them, [which caused them all to] retreat pell mell, so that 
the city was saved.

K. In the seventh year of the Wu-te [period, 624, Tao-hsin] went to 
Mount Shuang-feng in Ch’i-chou (Huang-mei hsien, Hupeh). When 
he saw [the beauty of] its forests and valleys, he decided to make it 
his residence for the rest of his life. He stayed there for (almost] 
thirty years, teaching the great Dharma [to a multitude of] followers. 
Fa-hsien of Ching-chou (Chiang-ling hsien, Hupeh) and Shan-fu of 
Ch’ang-chou (Pi-ling hsien, Kiangsu) both “faced north” to receive 
the teaching.【lko]-hsin said: “Shan-fu has the temperament of a 
pratyekabuddha and will never be able to hear the great teaching.**

[Tko-hsin] always exhorted his students by saying: “Make effort 
and be diligent in your sitting【meditation】 ， for sitting is the funda
mental [part of your training】 . If you can do so for three or five 
years, getting a mouthful of food to stave off starvation and illness 
(lit.，“boils”)， then just close your doors and sit! Do not read the 
sutras or talk to anyone. If you can do this, then sooner or later it 
will be of use. To strive f o r【enlightenment】 while sitting【as dili
gently] as a monkey trying to get the meat out of a chestnut —such 
persons are very rare!M

In the eighth month of the second year of the Yung-hui [period, 
651, Tao-hsin] ordered his disciples to build his crypt. Realizing that 
he was about to die, his students began to argue excitedly, each vying 
with the other for the transmission of the Dharma. When they asked 
him who would receive [the transmission, Tao]-hsin paused and said
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with a sigh: "Hung-jen is a bit better [than any of the others].** He 
then instructed【Hung-jen on the obligations of] the transmission 
and once again explained the abstruse principle. When he heard that 
his crypt was ready, he sat [in meditation position] and died peace
fully. At the moment [of his passing into nirvana] the earth shook 
mightily and mists arose all around. He was seventy-two years old.

On the eighth day of the fourth month (i.e., the same day as the 
Buddha's parinirvS(ia) of the following year the stone doors [of his 
crypt] opened by themselves to reveal that his countenance looked 
just as dignified as it had been in life. His students then wrapped [his 
body] with lacquered cloth and left the doors of the vault open. They 
cut a stele and had it inscribed with a eulogy written by the Secretar
iat Director (chung-shu-ling) Tu Cheng-lun.

L. Shih Hung-jen was from Huang-mei (Huang-mei hsien, Hupeh) 
and of the lay surname Chou. He left home [to become a monk] at a 
young age, becoming a student of DhyQna Master [Tao]-hsin at age 
twelve. He was quiet and withdrawn by nature, so that even though 
his fellow students often made fun of him, he always kept silent and 
never responded. He was always diligent at menial labor, thus physi
cally humbling himself before other people. [Tao]-hsin thought espe
cially highly of him. He mixed in among the common servants dur- 
ing the day and sat in meditation all night long. He kept this up year 
after year without ever getting tired.

[Tao]-hsin always guided [Hung-jen] with care, so that [the stu
dent] became discerningly enlightened himself. Although he never 
looked at the Buddhist scriptures, he understood everything he 
heard. Because of his reputation, after he received the transmission 
the number of noblemen who gathered around him doubled every 
day. After a little more than ten years, eight or nine of every ten 
ordained and lay aspirants in the country had studied under him. No 
one had ever reached more [students] than this, ever since the dhyUna 
masters transmitted [the teaching] to China.

Uninterested in general pronouncements [about Buddhism, Hung- 
jen] observed the propriety of his students' [practice] and responded 
spontaneously, as an ech o 【follows a sound. His teaching】 always 
proved to be mysteriously and profoundly effective.

During the eighth month of the second year of the Shang-yuan 
[period, 675, Hung-jen] showed increasing signs of infirmity. On the 
eighteenth day [of that month], having already transmitted [the 
teaching] personally to his disciple Fa-ju,【he realized that any final] 
explication [of the teaching would be] exactly the same as that which 
had been received by (Fa]-ju. Therefore he said nothing but died 
quietly while sitting. He was seventy-four years old.
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M. Shih Fa-ju was from Shang-tang (Ch'ang-chih hsien, Shansi) and 
of the surname Wang. In his youth he accompanied his maternal 
uncle when the latter was given an official post in Li-yang (Li hsien, 
Hunan). In this way [Fa-ju was able to meet and] become a student 
of Ch’ing-pu (“Blue-robed”）Ming. [Fa-ju】 left home [to become a 
monk] at age nineteen, after which he made extensive studies in the 
Buddhist scriptures and traveled t o 【the various famous] locations in 
his quest for enlightenment. As soon as he heard that DhyQna Master 
[Hung]-jen of Mount Shuang-feng had activated the functional wis
dom of a buddha [latent within all sentient beings, Fa-ju] went and 
became his student. He purified himself diligently for sixteen years， 
until【his wisdom】 perfectly illuminated the d/zarm议Md/u.

Once [Fa-ju was on a】 riverboat that capsized. He was carried 
downstream for several li, but his mind became neither agitated nor 
confused. When he was pulled out [of the river], his expression was 
the same as always.

After receiving personal transmission of the Dharma, [Fa-ju] 
taught Buddhism in various places. At the time of the official 
ordinations in commemoration of [Emperor】 Kao-tsung’s death 【in 
683】 ， the recommended him for appointment in the [official
如冶茗如】administration. [He avoided this by] going to Shao-lin ssu 
on Mount Sung, where he stayed for several years without anyone 
knowing【who he was】 . A fter【his identity and/or accomplishments 
were discovered], those who sought the benefit of his illuminating 
[wisdom】 arrived daily, but he rigidly excused himself【from all such 
entreaties].

During the Ch’ui-kung【period, 685-88】 ， the famous worthy of the 
capital Hui-tuan13 and others all went to Shao-lin and repeatedly 
asked [Fa-ju] to preach the Dharma. Unable to decline [any longer], 
he revealed the great expedient means in the manner established in 
the [previous generations of] master and disciple. He caused [his lis- 
teners’】 minds to enter directly [into the rf/iflr/mw/A沉m】 without any 
extraneous instructions.

【Fa-ju】 was simple and direct by nature and merely responded to 
people in such a way that, even if he reprimanded someone, it was 
“like [one’s own boat] being struck by an empty boat.” Hence no one 
ever resented him. His students grew in number day by day, coining 
from over a thousand // away.

In the seventh month of the first year of the Yung-ch^ang [period, 
689], he commanded his students to quickly ask all the questions 
they might have, after which he manifested the signs of illness. One 
evening while sitting in meditation under a tree he addressed his stu
dents with his final instructions. [His students were] thereby able to
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activate the radiant wisdom [present within themselves, since it had] 
thus been properly transmitted to them. He also said: 44After [my 
death] you should go study under Dhydna Master Shen-hsiu of Yu- 
ch'ilan ssu in Ching-chou.*' He then died serenely in sitting position. 
He was fifty-two years old.

N. Shen-hsiu was from Ta-liang (Shang-ch'iu hsien, Honan) and of 
the lay surname Li. He was exceptionally bright as a child and 
showed his great virtue by not being especially interested in [the 
usual children^] games. He was thirteen when the rebellion of Wang 
Shih-ch’ung occurred [in 618】 . Because of the famines and epidemics 
th a t 【spread over】 Ho-nei and Shan-tung，【Shen-hsiu] went to the 
public [emergency] storehouses at Ying-yang (west of modern K*ai- 
feng) to petition [for the distribution] of grain [to the populace. 
While doing so he] met a spiritual compatriot and left home [to 
become a monk].

[Shen-hsiu] then traveled around the Tung-wu [region] (modern 
Kiangsu and Chekiang), then turned [south] to Min (Fukkien). He 
visited the famous mountains_ Lo-fu, Tung (Shang-yii hsien, Che
kiang), Meng (Hsiang-shan hsien, Chekiang), [T'ien]-t'ai (T'ien-t'ai 
hsien, Chekiang), and Lu (Chiu-chiang h$ien9 Kiangsi)—not missing 
a single [well-known] hermitage. His studies were done in breadth 
and earnest, including the [Book of] Changes, the (teachings of] the 
Yellow【Emperor] and Lao-[tzu】 and the Buddhist 
scriptures and biographies. From the philosophies of the three 
ancient ages there was nothing he did not learn completely. He took 
the full precepts at age twenty, after which he [applied his] insightful 
determination [to the mastery of] the rules of deportment of the 
Vinaya and the gradualistic cultivation of meditation and wisdom.

When he was forty-six [years old, Shen-hsiu] went to East Moun- 
tain to become a student of Master [Hung】-jen. [The master】
realized his worth at a single glance. He taught [Shen-hsiu] for sev
eral years, guiding him to entrance into the True Realm so that his 
realization [enabled him to] know all.

Later, following his banishment，[Shen-hsiu] assumed secular garb 
to hide his identity. He lived for more than ten years at TMen-chu ssu 
in Ching-chou without anyone knowing who he was. During the I- 
feng [period, 676-79,] several tens of very meritorious [monks] of 
Ching-ch'u (the general area of Hupeh and Hunan) petitioned that 
he be given official ordination and made to reside at Yii-ch^an ssu 
in Tang-yang (Ihng-yang hsien, Hupeh).

When Dhyana Master [Hung]-jen died, [Shen-hsiu] said: *'There is 
a previous transmission.^ Therefore he did not transmit the Dharma 
for over ten years. After Dhyana Master [Fa]-ju*s death, students
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did not consider even ten thousand // too far to come to utake ref
uge** at his Dharma platform. He therefore began to teach and was 
able to help many [students achieve their] salvation by responding to 
their needs. All the spiritual aspirants in the whole country came to 
study under him.

O. During the Chiu-shih period, [700, Empress Wu] Tse-fien dis- 
patched a palace messenger to welcome【Shen-hsiuJ to Lo-yang. 
[When he arrived], laymen and monks scattered flowers [in his 
path】 ， and the sunshades and banners【of the people’s vehicles】 over
do wed the road. [Shen-hsiu】 entered [the palace】 on a palanquin 
shaded with palm fronds, followed b y 【Empress Wu who,J having 
purified herself in mind and body, bowed her head to the floor and 
knelt to wait upon [the master. Shen-hsiu] administered the [bodhi- 
sattva] precepts to the palace ladies. All the people of the four direc
tions revered him as they did their own parents一 from the princes 
and officials on down, everyone alike took refuge in him. [Emperor 
Chung-tsung] Hsiao-ho repeatedly sought [the teachings from him, 
but even so Shen-hsiu wished to] return home [to Yu-ch'iian ssu]. 
Because of the emperor’s firm requests, [Shen-hsiu】 never was able 
to return home.

Through their own private observations, [Shen-hsiu’sJ disciples 
realized that he was about to die. A secret transmission [of the teach
ing took place】 at a certain time.14 On the twenty-eighth day of the 
second month of the second year of Shen-lung, (706,) he died peace
fully while sitting upright at T'ien-kung ssu in Lo-yang. [His re
mains] were returned to Yii-ch^an [ssu], where a stupa was built. 
Out of respect for a teacher who valued the Way, no one had ever 
asked his age. However, since he left home【to become a monk】 at the 
end of the Sui, he must have been over a hundred years old.

When he was living at his monastery at Yii-ch’lian【ssu】 in Tang- 
yang, he once said to his disciples: “After I die, you should bury me 
here.” A few days before he died, scores of white lotus blossoms 
sprang up on the flat area surrounding where he wanted his stupa to 
be built. Afterwards, the oak tree in front of the sttjpa produced sev
eral fruit that were as flavorful as plums. [Emperor Chung-tsung] 
Hsiao-ho established the site of the stupa as 7\i-men ssu and 
bestowed the title of Preceptor Ta-t’u n g .【Emperor】 Jui-tsung also 
donated thirty thousand cash fo r【temple] construction.

P. Comment: This world is the world of words! Therefore, the sages 
cannot but use words to lead us to the realm where there are no 
words. For this reason our fundamental teacher [Sdkyanumi Bud
dha】 said: “To say that there is a teaching that the 及 /如  办7/a has 
preached is to defame the Buddha.” Confucius also said: “I will not
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talk.” And Chuang-tzu said: “Once you’ve got the meaning， you can 
forget the words/*15 Therefore, the Book o f Changes says about the 
divided top line of the hexagram hsien: ^Responding to chin, cheeks, 
and tongue.^ The Hsiang [commentary on the explanations of the 
hexagrams] says: [Responding to chin, cheeks, and tongue] is to 
bubble forth with speech^ These statements are at the end of the sec
tion on [the hexagram] hsien. Therefore, to ^grasp the Way by 
responding" [to things, i.e., to achieve enlightenment through spon
taneous interaction with the world,] has nothing to do with speech 
(lit •， “nothing to do with the divided top line of this hexagram”).

In the past, when our fundamental teacher [^akyamuni Buddha] 
appeared in the world to teach the Dharma, he always [taught] in 
accordance with the basic nature of those being taught. However, 
when [his students] achieved enlightenment,【the Buddha’s] words 
would automatically be forgotten. After the Buddha's nirvana the 
Arhats gathered together and wrote down in the form of the sutras 
all the teachings the Buddha had uttered during his lifetime. AI- 
though [even such sublime texts as the] 【細 /■“] o/i
Pe/'/ecv £n//君/Penm en,广ywa/i-ww //“〇/ are among these 
[scriptures copied down by the Arhats], the ordinary person [who 
strives for enlightenment on the basis of such texts] without direct 
contact with a sage will [only] get further and further away from the 
truth.16

After the sutras began to be translated into Chinese during the 
Han and Wei Dynasties, scholars have depended greatly on the 
words [of the teachings. They have] dissected sentences, analyzed 
words, and [devised] categories and doctrines that are like decora
tions [rather than aids to enlightenment. Since they make an orna
ment of their knowledge, overly elegant prose pervades [their writ- 
ings]. Because they are chasing after something that is limited, none 
of them ever [perceives] the ultimate nature of Suchness or opens the 
enlightened eye of the perfect and sudden dharmakSya.

Those who approach the lecturer’s seat with splendor to sit and 
manipulate profundities attract great numbers of students and 
wealthy followers. [Those followers] labor ceaselessly, reverentially 
—and pointlessly, since none of them ever understands the teachings 
or becomes enlightened to the [true] principle [of Buddhism].

Q. Therefore, when [Bodhijdharma set out to lead the ignorant [peo
ple of China to enlightenment], he ceased the use of words and disas
sociated himself from the scriptures. His teaching was subtle and 
insightful, and his practice was expeditious and comprehensible: Not 
to move is meditation; not to grasp is wisdom. The eradication of the 
false is the True {chen, as in chen-ju, <<suchness>,); one^ coalescence
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with the [Buddha] Nature is Suchness (jut as before). Realization is a 
function of the One Essence, and [even though】 its accomplishment 
depends on becoming enlightened oneself, there is not the slightest 
bit of [one’s being】 that can go into or out of [enlightenment】 ， not 
the most transitory bit of matter that separates [enlightenment and 
ignorance].

Vast and without boundaries, empty and without a thing: This is 
called the “wondrous thing.” I do not know why it is called this. Is it 
the DharmakQya, or is it Nonsubstantiality, or is it the Real Charac
teristic, or is it Suchness, or is it Enlightenment? This is the pure 
taste of Truth [that is savored] during the consummation of silent 
illumination (mo<hao). After [achieving enlightenment] one can 
read the scriptures and be able to understand the most excellent 
expressions therein through the insight of one's illumination. One 
will be tranquil and without <<activation,* (wu so ch*i) with relation 
to all [elements of] conditioned reality.

Therefore, Hui-k'o and Seng-ts*an [forewent all self]-benefit and 
attained the Tî ue. Their practice left no traces; their actions left no 
record. The master taught inconspicuously; his students practiced in 
silence. Tao-hsin, however, selected a site and established a perma
nent residence, a residence [large enough to fit even] the heavenly 
bodies.【Although】 his life did leave its mark <lit” “traces’、 [and 
although] his fame was known [throughout China], he refused to 
transmit the great teaching to his ordinary lot of students—(even if] 
they were able to hear it. Therefore, Shan-fu went on to Mount Heng 
( = Nan-yueh), where he attained a [state of) profound samQdhL 
How much more so the ordinary, shallow-minded (students]一how 
could they possibly understand [the profound teachings)?

R. During the lifetimes of [Hung]-jen, [Fa]-ju, and Ta-fung (= Shen- 
hsiu), the teachings were opened up to great [numbers of students] 
without regard to abilities. [These students] were all immediately 
made to recite the name of the Buddha (nien fo-ming). [Those who 
could be] made to demonstrate [the nature of] the Pure Mind in inti
mate [conference with the master] were thus qualified to receive 
transmission of the Dharma, but this [was an eventuality] to be 
treasured in secret by both master and disciple. [Such transmissions] 
were never publicly announced. If a student were not fit [for enlight
enment], he would [simply] never perceive the ultimate truth [of the 
teachings].

Students nowadays say questionable things to make their igno
rance out to be understanding and their spiritual inexperience to be 
accomplishment. They mix up different methods of practice ifang- 
/wew, lit” “expedient means”） of the remembrance of the Buddha
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fnien-fo) and purification of the mind (ching-hsin), so how can they 
have even the vaguest idea a$ to the ultimate [teaching] of Suchness 
and the Dharmakaya? It is really lamentable! How can they possibly 
understand the operation of thought ^i/e/^【when they do not under
stand that] thought itself is fundamentally nonsubstantial? [Or, 
since] the Pure Nature is already tranquil, why should w e【strive to】 
purify the mind?【In truth，】 when “thoughts” and “purity” are both 
forgotten, [the mind] will illuminate [all things] fully of its own 
accord. Seng-k’o (= Hui-k’o> once said: “After four generations， 
[the study of the Lankavatdra Sutra] will become superficial.** Ah, 
how true!17

However, I have not studied【Buddhism] in this way; I am not of 
the type [just described]. If I may venture an opinion, their trans
gressions are egregious. Did not P'i-sou say, ^(It is as pointless as] 
trying to block [the flow of the Yellow RiverJ at Meng-chin with a 
single cupful of soil from Wang-wu [Mountain】 ’’？ 1*

S. I have been induced to prepare this history by [two (?)J intimate 
friend(s) from long ago. I now lift my brush after the concluding 
comments [just given]. As the [Lankdvatdra] Sutra says: (<OnIy 
make direct progress with the mind.” 19 Would “direct” mean to tran
scend the two extremes? Would “progress” mean to not abide in the 
three vehicles?

Today Ta-t’ung’s (i.e.，Shen_hsiu’s) following is unyieldingly 
strong. If you learn [the teachings】 well, how can【realization] be far 
away? If you tie [your sandals】 onto your feet, you should set out on 
your journey. Be diligent, students! Do not waste time!20

T. Annals o f the Transmission o f the [Dharma]-treasure Through 
Seven Patriarchs, in one fascicle.





N otes

INTRODUCTION
1. The Platform Sutra purports to  contain the o ra l teachings o f  Hui-neng 

(638-713), bu t i t  was actua lly composed around the year 780. The oldest extant 
version o f  the text is fro m  l\in -h u a n g  and is considerably d iffe ren t in content and 
length fro m  later editions. For an analysis o f  the book's orig ina l contents and 
authorsh ip , see Yanagida Seizan, Shoki Zenshu shisho no kenkyQ (K yo to : H6z6- 
kan, 1967), pp. 148-212. P h ilip  B. Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra o f  the Sixth 
Patriarch (New York: C olum bia U niversity Press, 1967), contains a c ritica l edi
tio n  o f  the Chinese text, a discussion o f  its background and significance, and an 
English transla tion. The Chinese text also occurs in  the Taishd shinshu DaizOkyO, 
vo l. 48, pp. 337a-45b, i.e ., 748.337a-45b. (See Abbreviations and Conventions 
o f  Usage at the beginning o f  this book.) For a summary o f  the text’s h istory and a 
discussion o f  its English translations, see Carl B ielefeldt and Lewis Lancaster, 
^T*an ching (P la tfo rm  Scripture),** Philosophy East and West, 25, no. 2 (A p ril 
1975): 197-212.

2. This transla tion is taken from  Yampolsky, p. 129. The o rig ina l text occurs in 
Yampolsky, pp. 2-3 (fro m  the back), o r 748.337b.

3. M y  translation is s lightly d iffe ren t from  that o f  previous scholars, the rea
sons fo r  which w ill become apparent in the Conclusion. See the Chinese text in 
Yampolsky, p. 3 (fro m  the back), o r 748.337c.

4. Yampolsky, pp. 58-88, contains an excellent summary o f  the development 
o f  H ui-neng’s legendary biography.

5. Ibid., p. 4 ( fro m  the back), o r T48.338a.
6. The legendary status o f  H ung-jen in  early C h 'an w ill be discussed in Part 

One, Chapter I I ,  Section 4.
7. H u  Shih, D . T. Suzuki, and others have associated the Lankavatara Sutra 

and the Diamond Sutra w ith  the N orthern  and Southern Schools, respectively. As 
indicated by Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, p. 73 n. 30, these sim plistic associa
tions can no longer be accepted.

8. The most convenient discussion o f  Shen-hui’s ro le is in  Yampolsky, p p .2 3 - 
38. As Professor Yampolsky notes on p. 24, Shen-hui’s importance was firs t real-
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ized by H u Shih. B rie fly, Shen-hui studied under Shen-hsiu and Hui-neng (there 
is some doubt about the firs t), in  730 in itia ted  a vigorous campaign against the 
disciples o f  Shen-hsiu— to  whom he applied the term  “ N orthern  School” 一 and 
was active in  Lo-yang and several other areas from  about 745 on. The dates given 
here fo r his life  are based on in fo rm a tion  published in Japan ju s t as th is study 
goes to  press. I w ill consider S hen-hui^ life  in  greater deta il in  a paper to  appear 
in a volume on the sudden/gradual prob lem , edited by Peter G regory and to  be 
published by the U niversity o f  H aw aii Press in  association w ith  the K uroda Ins ti
tute.

9. Shen-hui *s historical con tribu tions were overlooked by the later C h ’an 
School. A lthough  he was supposedly recognized by the im peria l court in  796 as 
the Seventh Patriarch o f  C h 'an , his name does no t figure  in  either o f  the tw o 
orthodox lineages o f  the school. H is  own lineage came to  an end w ith  Kuei-feng 
Tsung-m i (780-841), whose works contain the on ly  references to  the im peria l 
conferra l o f  o ff ic ia l status upon Shen-hui ju s t mentioned. See the sources listed 
in H u Shih's b iographical study o f  Shen-hui found in the Shen-hui ho-shang i-chi 
~-fu Hu hsien-sheng tsui-hou-te yen-chiu, M a  C hun-wu, ed. (Taipei: H u  Shih 
chi-nien kuan, 1968), pp. 70-71.

10. U i H aku ju , Zenshushi kenkyQ, vo l. 2 (Tokyo: Iw anam i shoten, 1941), 79. 
Yampolsky, p. 32, points ou t tha t Shen-hui never quotes d irectly  fro m  the w r it
ings o r sayings by Hui-neng, the verses fro m  the Platform Sdtra included.

11. This set o f  fo u r phrases occurs firs t in  Shen-hui's P'u-Vhta-mo nan-tsung 
ting shih-fei lun (Treatise on the Definition o f  the Truth about Bodhidharma's 
Southern School)t the purported text o f  his an ti-N orthern  School presentation o f  
732. H is Nan-yang ho-shang tun-chiao chieh-Vo ch^n-men chih liao-hsing Van- 
yii (The Preceptor [Shen-hui] o f Nan~yang*s Platform Sermon on (he Direct 
Comprehension o f the [Buddha] Nature and the Ch*an Teaching o f  Sudden

" 抑 enwe” , 如 Ewtf/ic*抑 " o 从  which is generally considered to  antedate the 
w ork  jus t mentioned, contains the same fo u r phrases, although the firs t occurs 
somewhat apart from  the other three. See H u , Shen-hui ho-shang i<hit pp. 287 
and 239.

12. This is not lim ited  to  the w ork  cited jus t below; Tsung-m i apparently never 
mentions the Platform Sdtra and does no t cite ^H ui-neng^** verse in  any o f  his 
works.

13. See the orig ina l text in Kamata Shigeo, Zengen shosenshQ tojot Zen no 
goroku, no. 9 (Tokyo: C hikum a shobo, 1971), pp. 86-87, o r 748.402b-c. Tsung- 
mi classifies the d iffe ren t factions o f  early C h 'an according to  the ir understand
ing o f  the Buddha Nature.

Chih-shen (609-702) was a student o f  H ung-jen ’s im portan t w ith in  the lineages 
o f  Ch*an in Szechwan; P ao -fang  Wu-chu (714-74) was one o f  his successors and 
the ind iv idua l most closely associated w ith  the Li-tai fa-pao chi (Record o f  the 
[Transmission o f the] Dharma-treasure through the Generations, hereafter 
abbreviated LTFPC). Hsuan-shih was also a student o f  Hung-jen*s. He was 
apparently involved w ith  Pure Land practices, but next to  nothing is known 
about h im . See the discussion o f  H ung-jen ’s disciples in Part One, Chapter I I ， 

Section 5 and in the LTFPC in Yanagida*s Shoki no zenshi, 2一 Rekidai hobo kit 
Zen no goroku, no. 3 (Tokyo: C hikum a shobO, 1976), pp. 163-72, o r T51.185c-
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87c. (The editing o f  the TaishO versions o f  Tun-huang manuscripts is notoriously 
bad, but tha t o f the LTFPC is egregious.)

The Ox-head School is trad itiona lly  thought o f  as an o ffshoo t o f  Ch*an begin
ning w ith  N iu-t*ou Fa-jung (594-657), but its greatest activ ity  occurred during 
the m iddle and la tter part o f the eighth century. This school w ill be mentioned 
again in the Conclusion, The T ’ ien -t’ai School should need no in troduction  here. 
Seng-ch*ou (480-560) was an im portan t m edita tion specialist; his Hsu kao-seng 
chuan (Continued Lives o f Eminent Monks, hereafter cited as HKSC) b iography 
is at 750.553b-55b. G uijabhadra (394-468) is remembered in C h 'an literature 
p rinc ipa lly  as the transla tor o f  the LankQvatQra Sutra, which is discussed tangen
tia lly  in Part One, Chapter I ,  Sections 6 and 7, and Part One, Chapter IV, Section
13. For his biography, see the Kao-seng chuan (Lives o f Eminent Monks, hereaf
ter cited as KSC)f 7"50.344a-45a.

14. In  add ition  to  the w ork  jus t quoted, also see Tsung-mi*s Chung-hua ch *uan 
hsin-ti chfan-men shih-tzu ch'eng-hsi t*u (Lineage Chart o f the Masters and Stu
dents o f Ch 'an in the Transmission o f the Mind-ground in China) in  Kamata, pp. 
274-76, 298-307, and 322-25, or Z2B, 1, 433d, 435c-d, and 436c-d (HI I0:866b, 
870a-b, and 872-b). (A ll citations from  the Zoku-zOkyO, o r  Z , have been cross- 
referenced to  the Tkiwan reprin t, the Hsti tsang-ching, o r H.)

15. Tsung-m i identifies the teachings o f  the N orthern School w ith  those o f  the 
Fa-hsiang School and applies the same critique to  both . See, fo r  example, the 
Hua-yen ching hsing~yuanp*in shu-ch'ao, Z, 1 ,7 ,4 , 399c (/f7:798a).

16. For example, D . T. Suzuki quotes the Platform Sutra verses in  his **His- 
to ry  o f Zen Buddhism fro m  Bodhidharm a to  Hui-neng (Yend),'* Essays in Zen 
Buddhism (First Series) (New Y ork: G rove Press, 1961), pp. 206-7. This article 
was w ritten  in 1926. Suzuki's weak disclaimer as to  the verses* re liab ility  may be 
found on p. 208. A History o f  Zen Buddhism by H einrich D um ou lin , S. J ., (Bos
ton: Beacon Press, 1969), pp. 81-82 and 83, contains a s im ila r recounting and 
disclaimer. Both Suzuki and D um oulin  accept the general no tion  tha t the N o rth 
ern School was overwhelmed and superseded by the innately superior Southern 
School.

A m ong Chinese scholars, H u  Shih seems to  have ignored the verses completely, 
which is consistent w ith  his rejection o f  a ll fabricated m aterial. Nevertheless, he 
frequently refers to  the N orthern School as ^gradualistic.** On the other hand, 
Yin-shun*s Chung-kuo Ch^n-tsung shih (Tkipei: H u i- jih  chiang*t*ang, 1971), p. 
209, contains the assertion and attempted p ro o f tha t the verse a ttribu ted to  Shen- 
hsiu accurately represented his teachings.

In  Japanese, U i, ZenshQshi kenkyu, vo l. 1 (Tokyo: Iwanam i $hoten» 1939), 275 
and 346-56, rejects the verses' authentic ity as w ell as the no tion  tha t the N orthern 
School taught a s tric tly  gradualistic doctrine. Sekiguchi Shindai also rejects the 
va lid ity  o f  the verses and, in s trik ing  contrast to  Y in-shun, finds evidence that 
N orthern  School doctrine actually agreed w ith  the several d iffe ren t versions o f 
Hui-neng's verse. He concludes that Shen-hsiu's teaching was thoroughly sub- 
itis t, not gradualistic. See Sekiguchi's Daruma daishi no kenkyQ (Tokyo: Shun- 
jusha, 1969), pp. 218-19 and 226, and ZenshU shisdshi (Tokyo: Sankibo bus- 
shorin, 1964), p. 103.

Yanagida suggests, firs t, tha t the verses a ttribu ted to  Hui-neng are not substan
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tia lly  d iffe ren t fro m  tha t a ttribu ted  to  Shen-hsiu and, second, tha t they may be 
fu rthe r developments on a theme stated in  Shen*hui'$ works. See his Shoki 
ZenshQ shisho, pp. 262-63. In  a later w ork oriented to  a popu lar audience, Yana- 
gida also uses the verses to  draw  some very interesting inferences about Shen-hsiu 
and Hui*neng. See his Zen shisO—sono genkei o arau, C huko shinsho, no. 400 
(Tokyo: C h06 kdron sha, 1975), pp. 87-89.

17. Unquestionably, the one scholar whose w o rk  has caused the greatest con fu 
sion over the years is D . T. Suzuki. A lthough  his w orldw ide e ffo rts  are in  large 
part responsible fo r the unusually high level o f  interest in  C h 'an , o r Zen, it  is 
unfortunate tha t the misconceptions and inaccuracies regarding the h is tory o f 
Chinese C h 'an contained in  his very f irs t artic le  on the subject were never cor
rected in the h a lf century o f  creative scholarly e ffo r t tha t fo llow ed. See *4The Zen 
Sect o f Buddhism,** firs t published in  the Journal o f  the Pali Text Society, 1906- 
1907, and reprinted in Studies in Zen, Christmas H um phreys, ed. (New York: 
Dell, 1955), pp. 15-17. Suzuki*s last s ign ificant con tribu tion  was The Zen Doc
trine o f  No-mind (London: Rider, 1949). Suzuki's tendency to  accept the Plat- 
form SQtra as an accurate h istorica l docum ent and Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu as 
the actual representatives o f  tw o d is tinct tendencies w ith in  the Ch*an School 
involves so many problems tha t it  renders his w ritings on the teachings and his
to ry  o f early Ch*an almost entire ly useless.

18. See Part One, Chapter I I ,  Section 9. A lso  see n. 77 to  P art One.
19. See Part TWo, Chapter I I ,  Section 1.
20. H u, Shen-hui ho-shang i-chi, pp. 288-89.
21. / 办W., p. 260. A lthough  the 7Y/ig sA访 •/$ / /w/i is based on a presentation 

given by Shen-hui in  732, the preface to  the text says tha t s im ila r presentations 
occurred in 730 and 731.

2 2 .  T h e te rm /jfl；i- /s w /ig a p p e a rs in a c o m m e n ta ry o n th e //e a "S fl，r f lb y C h in g - 
chueh, whose biography w ill be discussed in  Part One, Chapter IV , Section 12. 
The c ita tion  in  question may be found in Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shishot pp. 69 
and 396. The term  pei-tsung ("N o rth e rn  School**) is attached to  tw o  Tun-huang 
manuscripts, but these were copied near the end o f  the eighth century o r later. 
These manuscripts are the Ta-sheng pei-tsung lun (S2581; see U i, 1:447-48, or 
7TB5.1281c-82a) and the Ta-sheng wu fang-pien^pei-tsung (P2058; see Ui» 1:468» 
and the SuzukiDaisetsu zenshu, vo l. 3 [Tokyo: Iw anam i shoten, 1968], 190). One 
o f  the other Wu fang-pien manuscripts bears cyclical characters equivalent to  
787, 847, o r 907, etc. The correct date is probab ly the firs t o f  these. See Ui» 1:515, 
o r 785.1293a, and U i's  comments on p. 427.

23. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1 一 RyOga shiji ki~Den*hObOkit Zen no 
goroku, no. 2 (Tokyo: C h ikum a shobo, 1971), p. 298, and r85.1290a-b . The 
name uDhyana Master Shen*hsiuM has been moved to  its present location  from  
slightly below in  the o rig ina l text» in  o rder to  make the English version read more 
smoothly.

24. See P art One, Chapter IV , Section 12.
25. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 268, o r 785.1289b; Sung Chih-wen*s 

m em orial translated in  Part One, Chapter I I ,  Section 12; and Chang Yueh's epi
taph fo r Shen-hsiu, as quoted in  Part One, Chapter I I ,  Section 9.

26. See Yanagida’s discussion o f  the orig ins o f  the term  “ Southern School”  in
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Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 117-26. Yanagida concludes that Shen-hui*s use o f  the 
term  constituted a creative rediscovery o f  it ,  rather than a purely o rig ina l innova
tio n , and that both the name and iden tity  o f  his 4<Southern School** were depen
dent on the p r io r existence o f  the ^N orthe rn  School.** I m ight add that the pejora- 
tive orig ins o f  the term  “ N orthern  School”  resemble those o f  the term 
“ Hinay&na.”

27. See L i Hua*s epitaph fo r  H uai-jen (669-751), Ch'iian T'ang-wen (Com
plete Writings o f  the T*ang [Dynasty]; hereafter cited as CTW)t Chfin-ting 
ch*iian T fang-went Tung Kao et al., eds., (1,000 fascicles; Taipei: Wai-wen shu- 
ch ii, 1961), fascicle 320, p. lO a-b, as quoted in  Shiina K oyu, **T5zan hOmon 
keisei no haikei,** Shugaku kenkyu, 12 (M arch 1970): 176 n. 20. The epitaph 
reads: “ The concentration and insight o f  T ’ ien -t’ ai constitutes the meaning o f  all 
the scriptures; the East M oun ta in  Teaching is the vehicle o f  a ll the Buddhas.”  The 
next line contains a reference to  the con jo in t illum ina tion  o f  m editation and wis
dom , and the parallelism  between these tw o  concepts and the T 'ie n - l 'a i and 
C h ’an Schools is im p lic it. “ East M o un ta in ”  容- refers to  part o f  “ Twin 
Peaks M o u n ta in "  (Shuang-feng shan). A lthough  Tao-hsin's monastery was ap
parently not at the same location  as Hung-jen*s and possibly not on Tung*shant 
the term <(East M oun ta in  Teaching" is used in  the p rim ary sources w ithou t regard 
fo r this d is tinction. See n. 79 to  P art One.

28. I w ill argue later tha t Shen-hsiu was active in  Ch'ang-an in  cooperation 
w ith  Tao-hsuan in  the early 660s. See Part One, Chapter I I ,  Section 10, including 
n. 115.

29. The LTFPC may be found at 731.179a-% b o r in  Yanagida, Shoki no zen~ 
shi, 2~—Rekidai hobo kL

30. A las, there is jus t such a scholar一 Nakagawa Taka, who is always ready to  
defend the trad itiona l in terpre ta tion  o f  C h 'an history. See her MSosan daishi no 
nendai to  shis0,M Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyd 6, no. 1 (1958): 229-32 and 
**Zenshu dai sanso SOsan daishi to  Shinjimmei^ Tbhoku Yakka Daigaku kiy〇p 4 
(November 1957): 159-66. I t  w ould also be possible to  mention D . T. Suzuki in 
this regard, but his w ork  on C h 'an falls in to  rather a separate category o f  semi- 
scholarly in terpretation.

31.1 plan to  publish a study on the background o f  the m edita tion trad ition  in 
C hina sometime in  the near fu ture.

PART ONE

1. The account summarized here is based on the Ching-te ch*uan-teng lu 
(Records o f  the Transmission o f  the Lamp {Recorded during the] Ching-te 
[Period], hereafter cited as CTL)t 751.217a-2 lc , especially pp. 219a-20b.

2. For a convenient English summ ary o f  Em peror Wu*s activities, see Kenneth 
K . S. Ch*en, Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey (Princeton, N .J .: Prince
ton  U n ivers ity  Press, 1964), pp. 124-28.

3. Shao-lin s$u was o rig ina lly  b u ilt by Em peror Hsiao-wen o f  the Wei Dynasty 
fo r  DhyQna M aster Bhadra. The Shao-Hn ssu pei (Inscription fo r  Shao-lin ssu) by 
P*ei T s 'u i, w ritten  in  728, is devoted to  the h is tory o f  this monastery. See the
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CTW, fascicle 279, pp. 16b-22a, o r Washio Junket's Bodaidaruma SQzan shiseki 
taikan o f  1932.

4. CTL, 731.219b.
5. Sekiguchi's Daruma no kenkyQ (Tokyo: Iwanam i shotent I% 7 ) conve

n iently charts the development o f  the Bodhidharm a legend. (This book should 
not be confused w ith  his s im ila rly  title d  Daruma daishi no kenkyQ [Tokyo: ShO- 
kokusha, 1957].) A lthough  Daruma no kenkyU is very useful in  its synoptic pre- 
sentation of* p rim ary  sources，Sekiguchi’s analysis m ust be read w ith  some cau- 
tio n . In  add ition , he fa iled to  check the accuracy o f  the TaishO editions o f  the 
Tun-huang manuscripts tha t he used. See Yanagida's sharply critica l review 
reprinted in  Yaburu mono (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1970), pp. 226-39.

6. 731.1000b. Com pare th is rend ition  w ith  tha t in  tha t in  Y i- t'u n g  Wang's 
recent transla tion, A Record o f  Buddhist Monasteries in Lo-yang (Princeton*
N .J .: Princeton U niversity Press, ■984>，p p .2 0 -2 i.W h e re a sW a n g tra n s la te sp o - 
ssu as ^P ers ia /' U it 1:7-8, identifies th is as a small C entra l Asian country. Yana- 
gida, Daruma no goroku—NinyQ shigyO ron, Zen no goroku , no. I (Tokyo: Chi- 
kum a shobo, 1969), p . 27, has noticed tha t m any o f  the fore ign m onks appearing 
in  the Lo-yang ch*ieh-lan chi are listed as being fro m  po-ssu, so tha t the specific 
relevance o f  this statement regarding Bodhidharm a is questionable.

7. Yanagida, (<Daruma-zen to  sono haike i," in  O cho Enich i, ed.t Hokugi 
BukkyO no kenkyu (K yo to : H e ira ku ji shoten, 1970), pp. 118-19.

8. See H u ’s “ Development o f  Zen Buddhism in  China,”  CA/ziese S oda/ 
and Political Science Review, 15, no. 4 (1932): 486-87, reprinted in  Ko Teki 
z⑼ gtfArw ⑽ ，Yanagida Seizan，ed. (K yo to : C h iibun  shuppansha， 1975)，p p .7 1 0 - 
709 (sic). I have attempted to  use the evidence H u  cites m ore rigorously  than he 
d id . Yung-ning ssu was damaged by w inds in  526 and occupied by the m ilita ry  in  
528; H u  mentions on ly the la tte r A lthough  he is aware tha t this monastery was 
b u ilt in  516, H u  infers tha t Bodhidharm a must have been in  the N o rth  u n til about 
520. This is correct, but on ly on the basis o f  other evidence. See n. 12 below.

9. r50 .551b-c. The bracketed in te rpo la tion  beginning in  the firs t line is based 
on T 'an -lin 's  preface, which Tao-hsuan is obviously paraphrasing. See Yanagi- 
da*s Daruma no goroku, p. 25; Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 128; o r 751.458b. The term 
^accordance w ith  convention** translates the com pound shun-wu. See Yanagida*s 
explanation in  Daruma no goroku, p. 29.

10. I believe that the HKSC is the most reliable source on the m atter o f
Bodhidharm a’s a rriva l in  Ghina. The 乙 o-ya/ig c办 它为-/a/i c /i/ contains on ly  a very 
stereotyped image o f  Bodhidharm a, w hile T*an-Iin*s preface to  the EJSHL says 
on ly  tha t Bodhidharm a crossed **mountains and oceans'* (shan-hai) on his way 
to  China. This should be taken as a general expression o f  the distance between 
Ind ia  and China, rather than a specific description o f  Bodhidharm a's journey. 
See the transla tion o f  the and T ’an -lin ’s preface in Part TSvo, Chapter V，

Section 2. John A lexander Jorgensen, The Earliest Text o f  Ch*an Buddhism: The 
Long Scroll (M .A . dissertation, Austra lian  N ationa l University, 1979), pp. 158- 
60, adduces some interesting background in fo rm a tio n  on the relative importance 
o f  the land and sea routes to  C hina at this tim e. T 'ang  Y ung-t'ung considers 
much o f  the same in fo rm a tion  given in the tim etable I have presented in  his **P*u- 
t ,i-ta*mo,n reprinted in  Ch'an-tsung shih-shih k*ao-pient Shih Tao-an, ed.,
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Hsien-tai Fo-chiao hsueh-$hu ts 'ung -k 'an , no. 4 (Taipei: Ta-sheng wen-hua ch*u- 
pan she, 1977), pp. 141-52.

11. D um ou lin  is the on ly  scholar o f  w hom  I  am aware w ho has considered the 
im plica tions o f  Seng-fu’s b iography in  th is  way. See his “ Bodhidharm a und die 
A nfange des Ch*an-Buddhismus,n Monumenta Nipponica, 1 (1951): 75 and 79- 
80. Jorgensen, pp. 156-57 and 161, bu ilds upon an observation by Yanagida to  
suggest tha t Bodhidharm a firs t lived in  the v ic in ity  o f  P*ing-ch'eng a fte r moving 
to  the N o rth  and on ly  went to  Lo-yang a fte r the capita l was moved there in  494.

12. In  the artic le  listed above in  n . 8, H u  Shih argues tha t since Bodhidharm a 
arrived in  South C hina before the fa ll o f  the Sung and witnessed the splendor o f  
Yung-ning ssu in  the N o rth , he must have been in  C hina fro m  470 to  520, a to ta l 
o f  f i f ty  years. I am puzzled by Hu*s fa ilu re  to  use the more accurate years 479- 
516, a span o f  on ly thirty-seven years. H is apparent goal was the contrad ic tion  o f  
a story that Bodhidharm a arrived in  C anton in  520 o r 530, which should be 
rejected fo r  other reasons.

H u i-k 'o 's  HKSC b iography refers to  Bodhidharma*s bu ria l on the bank o f  the 
Lo  Riven (750.552a) Accord ing to  a note in  Jorgenson, p. 118, th is location is 
mentioned elsewhere ( 乃 ❶ .683a) as the place where C h ih-m ing was executed. 
Satom ichi Tokuo, (<Bodaidarum a to  sono shuhen (ich i)/* T6yO Daigaku tOyO- 
gaku kenkyU kiyO, 12 (1978): 117-20, apparently th inks tha t because o f  th is re f
erence Bodhidharm a may have been executed during  the late Wei o r H o-y in  
massacre o f  5 0 8 .1 have not seen Satom ichi's a rtic le  and am skeptical o f  th is argu
ment.

13. The HKSC, 730.550a, lists Bodhidharm a as a resident o f  the ^environs 
o f  Yeh, capita l o f  C h ’ i.”  This must be an e rro r based on his association w ith  
H u i-k ’o.

14. See Sekiguchi^s Daruma no kenkyQ, pp. 159-67, fo r  the development o f  
this anecdote. In  add ition  to  D um ou lin 's  artic le , already mentioned in  n. I I ,  see 
Kawashima J6m y6, uSofuku n i tsu ite /' Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyQ, 25, no. 2 
(1977): 146-47, and Yanagida’s “ Daruma-zen to  sono haikei,”  pp. 134-36.

15. 730.550a-c.
16. 750.550b.
17. This was an im portan t early m edita tion center. One o f  its  early residents 

was D harm am itra  (356-442), a native o f  Kashm ir and fo rm er resident o f  Kucha 
and Tun-huang. See the KSC, T50.342c-43a.

18. Th is occurred sometime during  the years 502-509, when L iang forces paci
fied the area.

19. K 'a i-shan ssu was b u ilt by Em peror W u in  515. See M och izuki Shinkd,
A/odi/zwA:/ fiwArAryd (10 vo ls.; Tokyo: Sekai seiten kank6 kydka i, 1933-
36), I:389a -band3 :2614b-c .

20. 750.550b,
21. See the Liang shu, fascicle 5, Erh-shih-wu shih, Erh-shih wu-shih k*an- 

hsing wei-yuan hu i, ed. (9 vols. plus b iographical index; Shanghai: K 'a i-m ing  
shu-tien， 1935; reprin t Taipei, 1962)， 2:1775a-77d. This ind iv idua l, whose per
sonal name was Hsiao 1， was an avid  supporter o f  Buddhism and a p ro lif ic  
author.

22. In  add ition  to  the//ATSC, see the 735.50b-51b, and
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Kawashima, p. 146. The prince's illness, w hich began in  508 and became severe in  
514, was also reported as <4curedM in  516 through the e ffo rts  o f  Seng-yu, the 
au thor o f  the Ch*u san-tsang chi-chL Th is is recorded in  the KSC, r50 .412a-b . 
The prince*s b iography may be found in  the Liang shu, fascicle 22, Erh-shih-wu 
shih, 2:1797a-b.

23. The //w /-少 /w 四 • cA/Vig was translated by a southerner, C hih C h ’ ien, 
but i t  is associated in  the Ch*usan-tsang chi-chi w ith  Dharmarak§a, a northerner.

24. The Chinese text o f  the Hui-yin san-mei ching may be found at 715.460c- 
68a. The phrase wu-nienpu-tungpu-yao occurs at T15.461b.

25. I t  is possible tha t Seng-fu's role as a fo llow er o f  Bodhidharm a active in the 
South at this tim e contributed in  some way to  the fam ous story o f  the encounter 
between Em peror W u and Bodhidharm a, (See the beginning o f  this chapter.) This 
hypothesis cannot be corroborated, but it  recalls Kawashima*s plausible sugges
tion  tha t Seng-fu*s activities in  Szechwan were the basis o f  the inclusion o f  the 
name Tao-fu in  an anecdote tha t firs t appears in a text from  Szechwan.

26. 730.551C-52C. H u i-k ’o ’s name is actually given here as Seng-k’o , also 
known as H u i- k ^ ,  but it  is Hui-k'o that is used in  Bodhidharma*s biogra
phy. H u i- k ^ ^  b irthplace is given in  the C FPC  and LCSTCzs W u-Iao because o f 
a ritu a l avoidance associated w ith  the T*ang ru ling  fam ily. See Yanagida*s Shoki 
no zenshu 7, p. 145.

27. 730_552a.
28. U i, 1:40, mentions a story concerning a m onk o f  this name. However, it  

on ly  appears much later and is irrelevant to  the events in  question here.
29. 730.480c-81a. On the im pact o f  Hui-k*o*s teachings on H u i-p u , see Yana- 

gida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 29 n. 5.
30. Accord ing to  H u i-k 'o 's  HKSC biography, he had passed the age o f  fo r ty  

when he met Bodhidharm a around the year 525, hence the b irthdate  o f  ca. 485. 
Yanagida, uDaruma-zen to  sono haikei,*' p . 139, suggests tha t the specific age o f  
fo r ty  is an a llusion to  the statement by C onfucius tha t at age fo r ty  he no longer 
had doubts. (See the ^Wei-chcng** section o f  the Lun-yii.) The po in t o f  the refer
ence would thus concern H u i-k 'o 's  f irm  conv ic tion , rather than his specific age. 
Even sot I believe the a llusion w ou ld  not have been made were H u i-k *o  no t m id
dle-aged when he met Bodhidharm a. The reference in  Bodhidharma*s HKSC 
biography to  H u i-k*o  and Tao-yu being <4youngerM refers, I th in k , to  the ir being 
younger than Bodhidharm a.

H u i-k 'o 's  date o f  death has been deduced on the basis o f  the fo llow ing : (1) 
Laym an Hsiang’s letter to  H u i-k ’o , to  be discussed in  Part Two, Chapter V, was 
w ritten  and presumably answered at the beginning o f  the years 550-59. Hence 
H u i-k*o  was s till a live in  550. (2) Hui-k*o*s b iography precedes tha t o f  Seng-ta, 
who died in  556. Because Tao-hsuan lists his subjects according to  the chronolog
ical order o f  the ir deaths, H u i-k 'o  therefore died in  o r  before 556. ( In  th is  partic
u lar fascicle, the respective dates o f  death o f  the p rim a ry  subjects o f  each entry 
are 524, 524, unknow n, unknow n, ca. 530 [Bodhidharm a]* H u i-k *o t 556, 560, 
559 [fo llow ing  one textual tra d it io n ], 571, etc. There is on ly  one m ino r discrep
ancy in  th is sequence*

M ost scholars interpret a line in  the HKSC to  im p ly  tha t H u i-k*o  was s till alive 
in  574. A t  730.552b, the text says that T *an-lin  protected the scriptures and statu
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ary during  the persecution o f  574 “ together w ith  the fe llow  s tuden t(s)【o f] H u i- 
k*o (yti K*o (pung-hsuehyf I in terpret th is as a reference to  T*an-Iin*s coopera
tio n  w ith  his fe llow  students under H u i-k 'o , rather than to  his fe llow  student 
H u i-k*o . H u i-k ’o ’s second-generation successor Ching-ai is in  fact described as a 
pro tector o f  the D harm a during  the period in  question. (See n. 32 below.) The 
modern position  tha t H u i-k*o  lived long enough to  experience the persecution o f  
574 is no doub t influenced by the epitaph fo r  h im  contained in  the Pao-lin chuan. 
Since th is text was w ritten  in  801, its  contents cannot be considered h istorica lly 
reliable.

Jorgensen，pp. 130-32 and 165, identifies H u i-k ’o  w ith  a m onk named H u i-ko , 
whose name is w ritten  w ith  an unusual second character s im ila r to  tha t in  the 
name o f  Bodhidharm a's student. H u i-k o  o rig ina lly  lived in  north  C hina, but 
moved to  the South a fte r the persecution o f  574 and became a member o f  
Paramdrtha*s fo llow ing . The reasons Jorgensen identifies th is m onk w ith  H u i- 
k*o o f  the proto-Ch*an School are apparently (1) the s im ila rity  o f  the ir names, (2) 
Hui-ko*s residence in  no rth  C hina u n til 574, (3) the tentative iden tifica tion  o f  
Hui-ko*s teacher P a-m o-li w ith  Bodhidharm a, and, possibly, (4) Hui-ko*s sup
posed use o f  T 'a n - I in ^  com m entary on the NirvSrta SQtra. I see no reason to  
assume that Pa-m o-li is a “ m istake o r another name fo r  Bodhidharm a.”  M ore 
im po rtan t, nowhere is H u i-k o  iden tified  as a m edita tion specialist. There is also 
an im p lic it con trad ic tion  between H u i-ko 's  f lig h t south a fte r 574 and the trad i
tiona l in te rp re ta tion  tha t H u i-k 'o  (o f  Ch*an) cooperated w ith  T*an-lin  in  the p ro 
tection o f  Buddhism  a fte r th is date. T ha t is, either H u i-k 'o  was already dead in 
574, as I believe, o r he stayed in  the N o rth  to  defend Buddhism . F ina lly, the refer
ence to T*an-lin 's  com m entary on the NirvSrtaSQtra is no t mentioned speciHcally 
w ith  regard to  H u i-ko . See 750.431c.

Kam ata Shigeo^ **Hokushu haibutsu to  Zen/* ShQgaku kenkyQ, 6 (A p r il 
1964): 60-65, attempts to  fin d  evidence fo r  the influence o f  th is persecution on 
H u i-k ’o ’s thought. W h ile  I accept neither the assertion tha t H u i-k ，o lived u n til 
a fte r 574 nor the a ttr ib u tio n  o f  passages in  early C h 'an  literature to  H u i-k 'o , 
Kamata*s conclusions may s till be relevant fo r  the C h 'an  School as a whole.

31. r50.552b.
32. Ching-ai and his students were active in  defense o f  the Dharm a during  the 

persecution o f  574. He and his seven know n students were involved, collectively, 
in  the study o f  the Vinaya, M adhyam ika treatises and the Ta chih-tu lunt the Ava- 
tamsaka Sntra, and other Mahayana texts. See r50.625c-28a, 433c, 434at 488a- 
89c, 5 16c-17b, 578b-c, 586c-87a, 626c, and 628a-30b. Fa-k*an, a devoted medi
tator, was also a fo llow e r o f  the M adhyam ika一 o r at least is know n to  have 
visited the San-lun School center on M oun t She. The most interesting facet o f his 
HKSC b iography is a quo ta tion  that links  his teacher, DhyQna Master H o , to  the 
Shou-leng-yen ching, the Chinese transla tion o f  the SQrarhgama-samQdhi Sutra, 
See 730.652b-c. Hsuan-ching was a resident o f  [Ta]-chuang-yen ssu in  Ch*ang- 
an. (Th is is the fo rm er C h ’an-ting ssu and fu tu re  residence o f  Shen-hsiu, nde Wei- 
hsiu t as discussed in  P art One, Chapter I I ,  Section 10.) He was also an expert in  
the Perfection o f  Wisdom SQtras associated w ith  M an jusri. Since Shen-hsiu cites 
one o f  these sutras as the scrip tura l basis o f  the East M ounta in  Teaching, Hsuan- 
ching may have constituted an im portan t lin k  between the Bodhidharm a trad i
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tion  and the N orthern School. U n fortunate ly , he had no know n successors. See 
750.569b-c fo r Hsuan-ching's b iography and Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 
298, o r 7^85.1290b, fo r  Shen-hsiu*s reference. (The passage in  which th is refer
ence occurs has been presented in  the In troduc tion , Section 6, albeit w ith  the re f
erence itse lf om itted fo r  the sake o f  brevity.)

33. These interpolated references to  the LankQvatQra SQtra w ill be introduced 
and discussed in  Section 8 o f  th is chapter.

34. This conclusion i$ shared by Jorgensen, p. 173.
35. On C hing-ai, see n. 32. M izuno  Kdgen, <4Bodaidarum a no ninyushigy6- 

setsu to  Kongo zammai kyO/* Komazawa Daigaku BukkyO Gakubu kenkyQ kiyOt 
13 (1955): 57, points ou t tha t there is no direct evidence tha t T 'a n - lin  studied 
under Bodhidharm a. A lthough  M izuno  accepts the description o f  T 'a n - lin  as a 
fe llow  student o f  H u i-k 'o 's , he suggests tha t T *an-lin  later studied under 
H u i-k ，o.

36. See Yanagida, Daruma no gorokut p. 27. The beginning date o f  T*an-lin*s 
known transla tion activities im plies tha t he was bom  no later than 506. Jorgen
sen, p. 142 n. 25, po in ts ou t tha t the earliest dated w ork  by T*an-lin  is from  538. 
The 7a Tang nei-tien lu mentions T*an-Iin*s many prefaces (r55.269c-70a), a 
complete lis t o f  which is given in  W alter LiebenthaPs <4Notes on the Vajrasa- 
mQdhi,** T*oung Pao 44 (1956): 384f. See also Sekiguchi, Daruma no kenkyQ, p. 
155-56 and 159 nn. 2, 3, and 4, which lis t some o f  Chi-tsang*s c ita tions o f  T*an- 
lin  as a linguistic au tho rity  fo r  the understanding o f  the Sanskrit term ino logy o f  
the $rTmQlQ-simha-nQda Sutra, Jorgensen gives a ll fifteen  citations: 737.21c, 22a, 
22b (twice), 29b, 38b, 39b, 43a, 45b, 52c, 54b, 55a, 58b, 73a, and 89c. The issues 
involved here are discussed in  Hanazuka H isayoshi, uShomangyo D onrin-chu 
to  K ichizo,n Shugaku kenkyQ 23 (M arch 1981): 236-40. A lso  see Yanagida, 
“ Daruma-zen to  sono haikei,”  p . 140f.

37. T50.666a-c.
38. Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p . 119, suggests tha t Fa-chung*s style o f 

lecturing was more in tu itive  than the tra d itio n a l practice o f  doctrina l exposition.
39. r50.666b. Yagi Shinkei, "Ry6gasha ko,M Bukkyogaku seminS, 14 (October

1971): 58, suggests tha t the “ later successor”  to  H u i-k ’o mentioned in the firs t 
paragraph o f  this passage was H u i-hao  (547-633), under whom  Fa-chung is 
known to  have studied sometime w ith in  a span o f  six years around the second 
decade o f  the seventh century. Yagi traces the line o f  succession as fo llow s: H u i- 
k*o一 H u i-pu一 Fa-lang— Ta-ming— H ui-hao . Note tha t a ll fo u r o f  these succes
sors to  H u i-k*o  were associated w ith  the M adhyam ika. See a s im ila r analysis in  
H ira i Shun*ei, Chugoku hannya shisOshi kenkyQ_ KichizO to Sanron gakuha 
(Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1976), pp. 333-34. The last sentence o f  the transla tion  before 
the lis t is a paraphrase and involves a m ino r repunctuation, om itting  the firs t 
period in  line 13 o f  the Chinese. As to  m y reordering o f  the list, nos. 1-4 below
II .D  and nos. 1-4 below I l l .C  actually occur at the very end, a fte r V .B, in  the 
orig ina l. The gloss a fte r II .D .4  begins w ith  the character mingt ^name,** which 
Yanagida has suggested is an e rro r fo r  kot See Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 22.

40. The presence o f  DhyQna Master T$'an*s name in  this lis t has long been a 
problem  in  the study o f  early C h ^ n . E ighth-century C h 'an  sources are obviously 
ignorant o f  the b iography o f  Seng-ts'an, and i t  is possible tha t he came to  be con
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sidered the T h ird  P atriarch solely because o f  the appearance o f his name at the 
head o f  this lis t. A  m onk named Seng-ts*an is mentioned b rie fly  in  the HKSC in  
connection w ith  a M oun t Tu in  Lu-chou, which is near where the HKSC says Tao- 
hsin met tw o unnamed m edita tion masters. Beginning w ith  the CFPCt later 
sources iden tify  this Seng-ts’an as the T h ird  P atriarch and as one o f  Tao-hsin’s 
unnamed teachers. See 730.510c. There was, however, a figure named Seng-ts’an 
who lived at about the same tim e (529-613), but he was an exegete and debater, a 
very prestigious personage in  the Sui capita l. A lthough  the anecdotes contained 
in his b iography surround this Seng-ts^an w ith  an almost occultish charisma that 
w ould have been more appropriate fo r  a m edita tor than an exegete, the only 
exp lic it s im ila rity  to  the biographies o f  the other figures listed here is his associa
tion  w ith  the San-lun School. See r5 0 .5 0 0 a -la , 514b, 527b, and 546a. Both 
eighth-century Ch*an authors and modern scholars re fra in  even to  consider the 
possib ility  that this Seng-ts^an m ight be connected w ith  the Ch*an School. H ow 
ever, it  is s till quite possible that he is the ind iv idua l listed in  Fa-chung*s biogra
phy as a student o f the LankQvatdra.

41. 750.547b. See also H ira i, pp. 292 and 340. The HKSC contains the biogra
phy o f  a m onk named H ung-chih, but he died on M oun t Chung-nan in  655, 
before H si-m ing ssu was founded.

42. T^an-chMen was a specialist in  the She-lun who was mentioned in  an edict 
establishing C h 'an-ting  ssu as the headquarters o f  a nationa l system o f  medita
tion  centers. I t  is unknown whether this edict, which was issued in  602, was ever 
carried out. T ^n -chM en^ biography is in  the HKSC at 730 .57 lb -74b . See n. 13 
to the Conclusion.

43. Kam ata Shigeo's **Shot6 n i okeru Sanronshu to  D 6ky6；f TbyO Bunka 
KenkyGjo kiy〇t 46 (M arch 1%8): 59-62, contains a convenient com pila tion  o f 
the references to Ta-ming and a discussion o f  his M oun t M ao San-lun School fac
tion.

44. 750.552b-c.
45. See his ^Leng-chMeh tsung k*aoM in  the Hu Shift wen-tsfunt (Shanghai: Ya- 

tung fu -s h u  kuan, 1930), 4:212, o r Ko Teki zengaku an, p. 172. The character 
kut ^ the re fo re /' is used to  con jo in  the doctrina l statements and the reference to  
the LankGvatQra. D . C. Lau, Tao-te ching (B a ltim ore , M d .: Penguin Books, 
1963), p. 172, points out tha t this character is o ften  used ^precisely where the log
ical lin k  is weakest," thus ind ica ting  an a rtif ic ia l attem pt to  connect otherwise 
unrelated m aterial.

46. 4<Shina yu ish ik i gakushijo  n i okeru rydgashi no ch ii,"  Shina Bukkyo shi- 
gakut 1, no. 1 (1937): 21-44. One o f  Y ak i's  points is the explanation o f  an appar- 
ent d ifference between the theories o f  early and later SAe /ww School figures as a 
result o f  the study o f  the LankSvatara.

47. 750.666c. Interest in  the LankavatSra among students o f  the Yogacara tra 
d itio n  may have declined also because o f  the rise in  popu la rity  o f  the Ch'hhsin 
lun o r Awakening o f Faith.

48. For Chih-i*s characterizations o f  N orthern  DhySna Masters, see n. 25 to
Part Two. As to  the question why the devotees o f  Ch*an m ight have been 
interested in  the LartkHvatSra, D . T. Suzuki's observations are relevant. In  his 
£55〇 外  m  Z打 》fiwcWA/sm SeWes人  pp. 87-88, Suzuki describes this sfltra as a
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ram bling collection o f  notes, lacking in  supernatural phenomena and mystical 
formulae* but filled  w ith  a deep philosophical meaning and presented in  terms o f  
dialogues between the Buddha and a single bodhisattva, rather than between the 
Buddha and a number o f  o ther figures. I t  is d if f ic u lt  to  say how s ign ificant these 
characteristics were to  the earliest Ch*an figures.

Perhaps the best modern in terpre ta tion  o f  the im p o rt o f  th is scripture is tha t it 
sought to  unite tw o basic strains o f  Mahayana thought, those o f  the diaya- 
vijMnat o r ^storehouse consciousness,** and the tathagata-garbhaf o r '*m atrix  o f  
the Buddha.*' This interpretation has been suggested by Shim izu Y6k6, ^NyQryd- 
gakyO no shiki no sansdsetsu ni tsuite一 nyoraizo to  arayashiki no ddshi o 
megutte,n Irtdogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyQ, 25, no. 1 (1976): 162-63. See also Y in - 
shun^s **Sung-i Leng-ch*ieh chirtg y ii Ta-mo-ch*an** in  the Chfan-tsung shih-shih 
k'ao-pien, pp. 211-22.

49. 730.666b. The term  “ correct contem plation o f  nonatta inm ent”  
cheng-kuan) occurs in Chi-tsang*s San-lun hsuan4t 745.10c. See K uno H oryu 's  
**Gozu HOyO ni oyoboseru Sanronshu no e ikyd；* BukkyO kenkyut 3, no. 6 
(1939): 51-88, and ^Ryogazen；* ShQkyO kenkyQ, 1, no. 3 (1939): 548-60. The 
problems o f Fa-chung and the early C h 'an and M ddhyam ika Schools have been 
discussed b rie fly  by H ira i S h u n ^ i in  his "S h ok i ZenshO shis6 no keisei to  Sanron
shu ShQgaku kenkyQ, 5 (A p r il 1963): 77-79.

50. See Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shishof pp. 26-28.
51. Seen. 40.
52. M izuno K6gen's "Bodaidarum a no ninyQshigyd-setsu to  Kongo zammai 

kyO** discusses the orig ins o f  the Chin-kang san-mei ching. M izuno*s textual 
comparison o f  this Chinese sutra, the HKSC, and the EJSHL implies tha t the 
sutra borrowed from  the EJSHL itse lf and not fro m  (or, at least, no t on ly  from ) 
the HKSC, See pp. 54-56. Robert Buswellf a graduate student at the U niversity 
o f  C a lifo rn ia , Berkeley specializing in  Korean Buddhism , i$ w rit in g  his P h.D . 
dissertation on 44The Korean O rig ins o f  the VajrasQmadhhsQtra,f, Buswell w ill 
argue that the s iitra，w hich is know n in  Korean as the / f f iw 容 如 所 所 從 - 灸 少 

was w ritten  in  Korea about 685 by a student o f  Tao-hsin's named Fa-lang, o r 
Pdmnang.

53. See Chapter IV, Section 9.
54. 730.606b. I have rendered Tao-hsin^s unknown teachers consistently in  the 

p lu ra l, although the Chinese lacks any specific indicators o f  number. La ter tra d i
tion  identifies Seng-ts'an as one o f  these. In  the th ird  paragraph o f  the transla* 
tio n , three periods m ark the omission o f  the fo u r characters 伽 -少 " fe cA/e", “ i f  
you wish to  see" (p. 606b, line 12), w hich are superfluous. In  the fo llo w in g  para
graphs I have rendered the characters chung-tsao ssu as the proper name o f  a 
monastery. W hether o r no t this is a proper name, the meaning is ^m onastery con
structed by the congregation." Shiina, **15zan hom on keisei no haikei,*' p. 179, 
fo r  example, interprets these three characters in  the declarative sense, bu t in  an 
epitaph introduced on the fo llow ing  page in  his artic le  they occur in  nom inal 
fo rm . Shiina also notices tha t th is epitaph, which includes in fo rm a tio n  about the 
h is to ry o f  the monastery in  question, im plies tha t Tao-hsin on ly  entered Huang- 
mei in  o r a fte r 627, when the monastery was allegedly b u ilt. A lthough  the epitaph 
in  question seems to  contain early in fo rm a tio n , its date o f  construction is late
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enough (1019) tha t we cannot use i t  to  overturn  the evidence o f  the CFPC. See 
the o rig ina l text in  Shiina, p . 180.

55. See Chapter I I ,  Section 10 and n. 115 fo r  a hypothesis on the orig ins o f  
Tao-hsuan*$ in fo rm a tion  regarding Tao-hsin tha t w ould give the date 660 a more 
specific va lid ity.

56. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshit 7, pp. 17-18, and the p rim ary  sources men
tioned there, and Shiina, ^TSzan hom on keisei no haikei,** pp. 178-79. Shiina 
suggests tha t T$*ai firs t visited Tao-hsin at Huang-mei in  650, a t the tim e o f  his 
o ff ic ia l appointm ent to  a post in what is now Chekiang Province. Since Tao-hsin 
died in  651, Ts*ai no doubt continued his religious a ff il ia tio n  w ith  (and, presum
ably, financia l support o〇  Hung-jen a fte r this date.

57. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, l t pp. 376 and 386, as well as section K  o f  
the transla tion in  Append ix A . One source o f  Tao-hsin's b iography tha t is no 
longer extant is an epitaph by Tu Cheng-lun. See Yanagida*$ note on pp. 385-S6. 
Tu Cheng-lun is mentioned in the HKSC entry fo r  Fa-chung, 730.666c. Yana- 
gida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 83-84, suggests tha t th is epitaph was not actually 
w ritten  by Tu, although it  was probably composed by the early eighth century. 
Since the CFPC account o f  Tao-hsin*s life  contains so lit t le  tha t does not also 
occur in  the HKSC, it  is possible that this epitaph contained no new substantive 
in fo rm a tion . See Yamazaki H irosh i, Chugoku BukkyO一 bunkashi no kenkyQ 
(K yo to : H ozokan, 1981), pp. 163-83, fo r  a study o f  Tu Cheng-Iun*s Buddhist 
activities.

58. The LCSTC gives Tao-hsin*s term  o f  study under Seng-ts*an as twelve
years, the basis o f  w hich is unknow n. See SAoA:/ no  p . 里67, o r
7 ^ 5 .1286b.

59. Shoki no zenshi, I, pp. 379-80. I f  th is anecdote is to  be taken seriously, one 
can on ly  wonder how Tao-hsin could have entered a c ity  under siege. Perhaps the 
rebels were unconcerned about one seemingly harmless m onk.

60. Sekiguchi Shindai makes much o f  th is possible meeting between Chih-k*ai 
and Tao-hsin, using i t  as an argum ent fo r  the connection between early Ch,an 
and the T*ien-t*ai School. See Daruma daishi no kenkyQ, p . 274. Shiina points 
ou t tha t three o r fo u r d iffe re n t monasteries on M oun t Lu  had the name Ta-lin 
ssu, so tha t C h ih-k*a i and Tao-hsin m ay no t have even resided at the same loca
tio n . See 4<lQzan hdm on keisei no  ha ike i," p . 184.

W hether o r no t the tw o  ever met and whether o r no t Tao-hsin im bibed heavily 
o f  Chih-k*ai*$ relig ious sp irit w h ile  a t Ta-Iin ssu may be im m ata 'ia l to  the issue o f  
T 'ie n - t 'a i/C h 'a n  in teraction, because C h ih -k 'a i was more o f  a San-lun than a 
T*ien-t*ai figure  (see his ///T S C  biography at 730.570b-c). A  closer and more fer
tile  contact between the tw o  schools must have occurred during  Shen-hsiu's 
period o f  residence at Y ti-ch’ tian ssu, where C h ih -i once lived. In  add ition , Naka- 
gawa Taka has shown tha t even where “ Tao-hsin”  uses T ’ ien -t’ai sources, the 
ideas most characteristic o f  his thought do no t occur in  the o rig ina l versions o f  
those sources themselves. See her **Zenshu dai shiso Ddshin zenji no kenkyu** 
Bunka, 20, no. 6 (1956): 893-96.

61. 730.599c-600a. The reference to  a ll sentient beings possessing the 44firs t 
taste o f  dhySna** (ch 9u-ti wei ch *an) is reminiscent o f  the words o f  encourage
ment spoken by an unnamed m onk to  Seng-ch'ou. See 730.553c.
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62. r50.602c-603b. Shan-fu studied under Fa-m in, C hih-yen, and other mas
ters whose names are unknown. Fa-min*s HKSC b iography occurs at 750.538b- 
39a. For Chih-yen, see r50.602a-c. Chih-yen is remembered as the second p a tri
arch o f  the Ox-head School, a status o f  questionable h istoric ity. See Sekiguchi's 
uGozu-zen no rekishi to  Daruma-zen,** ZenshQ shisOshi, pp. 251-58* and m y 
*T he  Ox-head School o f  Chinese Buddhism : From  E arly C h ^ n  to  the Golden 
Age/* R. M . G im ello  and P. N . Gregory, eds., Studies in Ch*an and Hua-yen, 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism (H ono lu lu : U niversity o f  H aw aii Press in  associ
ation w ith  the K uroda Institu te , 1983), pp. 176-78. Yanagida discusses both Fa- 
m in and Chih-yen b rie fly  on p . 36 o f  Shoki ZenshQ shisho. The critic ism  o f  Shan- 
fu  as a pratyekabuddha is unusual. The on ly  o ther s im ila r usage o f  which I am 
aware was directed at the Japanese Zen master Ddgen in  the th irteenth century. 
See Imaeda A ish in , Chusei Zenshushi no kenkyQ (Tokyo: 15kyd Daigaku shup- 
pan ka i, 1970), p. 37.

63. 730.600a-b.
64. The inaccuracy o f  the tra d itio n a lly  accepted meeting between Tao-hsin and 

Fa-jung is discussed by Sekiguchi in  his Daruma daishi no kenkyQ, pp. 111-20.
65. One reference to  Yuan-i occurs in  Shen-hui's w ritings, fo r which the reader 

must refer to  Suzuki's now  rare TonkO shutsudo Kataku Jinne zenji goroku 
(Tokyo: M orie  shoten, 1934), p. 58. The LTFPC includes another reference, 
Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 2, p. 86, o r r51.181c-82a.

66. For the CFPC and LC S F C  accounts, see Shoki no zenshi, I, pp. 386 and 
268-88, o r r85.1289b-90a ( fo r  the LCSTC). The LTFPC account is based very 
closely on these» contain ing on ly  a few  fanc ifu l additions and one o r tw o  details 
from  Shen-hui^s account. See Shoki no zenshi, 2, pp. 92-93, o r 731.182a-b, and 
pp. 59-60 o f Suzuki’s ed ition o f  Shen-hui’s “ recorded sayings”  m entioned in  the 
previous note. The S/TSC biography occurs at T50.754a-b.

67. This detail is stated at the beginning o f  H u n g -jen^  SA"SC biography.
68. U i, 1:139, suggests that H ung-jen met Tao-hsin at Ta-lin ssu. U i counts 

backward from  Tao-hsin^s date o f  death the num ber o f  years the tw o  men are 
supposed to have spent together, but such figures are prone to  exaggeration.

69. Shen-hui’s account implies such a move by saying tha t Tao-hsin taught at 
M ount Shuang-feng and H ung-jen at M oun t P ’ ing-m u “ to  the east o f  M ount 
Shuang-feng.”  The move is perhaps also im plied by Tao-hsuan’s statement tha t 
well after Tao-hsin *s death Hung-jen and others examined the departed m aster^ 
physical remains and removed them to the ir “ present loca tion •”  See r50.606b. 
Shiina discusses this issue in  some detail in  his uT5zan hdm on keisei no h a ik e i"  
pp. 173-74, concluding that near the end o f  his life  H ung-jen may have moved in 
order to  accommodate a grow ing congregation. W hatever the orig ina l va lid ity  o f  
this move may be, it is reflected in the modern placement o f  monasteries and 
ruins on M ount Shuang-feng. See Tokiwa DaijO and Sekino Tadashi, Shina 
BukkyO shiseki hydkai (Tokyo: B ukkyo shiseki kenkyflka i, 1927), 4:154-59.

70. 5/1〇夂/ Ze/is/ifl 5/1/5/10, pp. 55—56, includes a discussion o f the various dates 
given fo r Hung-jen*s death. The fact that his residence was made in to  a monas
tery is stated in the LC 7FC , Shoki no zenshi, l t p. 273, o r 7^85.1289c.

71. The Ts*ao-ch*i ta-shih chuan was w ritten about 782 and taken to  Japan by 
Saicho, where the manuscript is now o ff ic ia lly  recognized as a N ational Treasure.
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See Yanagida’s “ Zenseki ka ida i，”  p. 469, and Yampolsky， pp. 70-77. The text 
occurs at Z2B， 19, 483a-88d (//146:965a-75b). The character p/Wi (“ separate”） 

given in  the tit le  o f  the printed text does not occur in the orig ina l manuscript.
72. Shoki no zenshi, l t p. 273, or 785.1289c. The no tion  o f  a list o f  ten disci

ples is no doubt borrowed from  the trad itiona l b iography o f  Confucius, jus t as 
the idea that all Hung-jen^s favorites had died recalls that sage^ g rie f over Yen- 
h u i’s untim ely death.

73. See Yanagida*s note in  Shoki no zenshi, l t p. 286. Shiina, p. 182, points out 
tha t the eulogy was probably w ritten  at the very beginning o f  the eighth century, 
rather than jus t a fte r H ung-jen ’s death.

74. The most convenient reference fo r  these lists is U i, 1:140-41.
75. See Shoki no zenshi, 2, p. 137, o r T S L lS ^ -c .
76. Yanagida*s u ,Shishu Sen zenji sen, Hannya shingyo so* k d "  Yamada 

Mumon rOshi koki kinen shu: Hana samazama, Yanagida Seizan and Umehara 
Takeshi, eds. (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1972), pp. 145-77, contains the text o f  Chih- 
shen’s comm entary and, on p. 148, a b rie f discussion o f  Chih-shen’s life . Chih- 
shen*s studies under Hsuan-tsang are supposed to  have taken place in  621, at the 
famous trans la to r’s age o f  tw enty-tw o. Yanagida suggests tha t the lin k  between 
these tw o men was fabricated because o f  the existence o f  Chih-shen*s commen
tary on the Heart SQtra (Hannya shingyO in  Japanese), which Hsuan-tsang 
translated.

77. The tw o N orthern  School texts that m ention Hui-neng are the epitaph fo r 
Lao-an’s student Ching-tsang (see Section 14 o f  this chapter) and a curious w ork 
to  be discussed in Chapter IV, Section 8.

The early sources fo r Hui-neng*s b iography are actually not in  agreement 
about the date o f his studies at Huang-mei. Wang Wei*s inscrip tion  fo r  Hui-neng, 
which was commissioned by Shen-hui and thought to  have been w ritten  around 
the year 740, gives no date fo r  these studies. See Yampolsky, pp. 66-67, fo r  a con
venient synopsis o f this epitaph. The Shen-hui yii-lu and LTFPChave Hui-neng 
going to  Huang-mei at age tw enty-tw o and departing eight months later, in  659 or 
660. See Suzuki's Kataku Jinne goroku, p. 62, and Shoki no zenshi, 2, p. 98, or 
751.182b. Fa-hai's preface to the Platform SQtra dates the event at 661. The 
sutra itse lf lacks any such reference, although it  agrees w ith  Shen-hui's account in 
having Hui-neng at Huang-mei fo r eight months. The Ts*ao-ch*i ta-shih chuanr 
which was w ritten  in 782 o r 783, uses the year 674. See Yampolsky, pp. 60 and 72. 
In  general, the later the text, the later were Hui-neng's supposed dates o f  study 
under H ung-jen. U i, 1:161, inverts logic when he argues tha t, because o f  the Plat
form Sutra story, Shen-hsiu must have been at Huang-mei when Hui-neng 
received his religious con firm a tion  fro m  H ung-jen. I t  is more reasonable to  deny 
the h is to ric ity  o f  the Hui-neng m yth. The conclusion that Shen-hsiu and H u i- 
neng d id  not study under H ung-jen at the same tim e was firs t mentioned to  me by 
Robert Zeuschner. The issue is discussed by Bernard Faure, La Volonte d pOrtho- 
doxie: Gen^alogie et doctrine du bouddhisme Ch*an et Vecole du Nord—d papres 
Vurxe deses chroniques, le Leng-chia shih-tzu chi (d4but du 8es.) (P h .D . disserta
tio n , U niversity o f  Paris, 1984), pp. 36-37.

78. See U i, 1:143, and T5l.Sc. Chih-hung was born  in Lo-yang, lived fo r a 
tim e at Shao-lin ssu, and studied under H ung-jen at Huang-mei and, eventually,
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under P ’u-chi. He is known to  have w ritten  odes on the events o f  his travels, but 
none o f  them survive. H is dates may have been approxim ately 650-730.

79. See 750.758a and U i, 1:158-59. Heng-ching is also known as Hung-ching; 
see T50.732b-c and Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 210 n. 16. The date o f  Tao-shun*s 
departure from  court is given in  the SKSC b iography o f  an associate; see U i, 
1:158.

80. 730.731b. The name “ Y in-tsung”  is based on this m onk’s lay surname 
( “ patriarch Y in ” ），jus t as in the cases o f  M a-tsu Tao_i o f  the Hung-chou School 
and the Ox-head School m onk H o -lin  Hsuan-su, who was also know n as Ma-tsu 
o r Ma-su. Yin-tsung^s reputation was based p rim a rily  on his construction o f  
ord ination  p la tfo rm s and the o rd ina tion  o f  thousands o f  people in the Chiang- 
tung area. He also supervised the construction o f  a massive image o f  M aitreya in 
o r near the capital, probably sometime during  the years 689-95. I f  Y in-tsung did 
in fact study w ith  H ung-jen and Hui-neng, i t  is possible tha t he helped popularize 
the East M ounta in  Teaching and the figure o f  Hui-neng. Y in -tsung^ Hsin-yao 
chi may have been the source o f  some o f  Shen-hui*s anecdotes.

81. See 750.889b, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 226 and 259, and Yampolsky, pp. 
112-13,120, and 165-68.

82. Hung-jen 's lesser disciples are discussed by U i, 1:149-50 and 153-58. Two 
o f  these figures, Hsuan-shih and the nun I-sheng, are listed in separate locations 
by Tsung-mi as representatives o f  the “ Pure Land C h ’an o f  South M ou n ta in ”  
(Nan-shan nien-fo men ch*an)t See Kam ata Shigeo, Zengen shosenshn tojo, pp. 
48 and 87, o r 748.400c and 402c. These tw o  figures are discussed by Sekiguchi, 
Daruma daishi no kenkyQ, pp. 303-4 and 310. One figure  o f  some importance 
who is supposed to  have studied under H ung-jen is Fa-chMh (635-702), w ho was 
associated w ith  the rise o f  the Ox-head School. See his biographies at 730.757c 
(SKSC) and T51.228c (CTL). A lso  see the discussions in  Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 
130, and McRae, ^The Ox-head School,M p. 179.

83. The SKSC claims that Fa-ch*ih, ju s t mentioned in  the previous note, began 
his studies under Hung-jen at the age o f  th irteen, o r in  647. The CTL b iography 
gives the more like ly  age o f  th ir ty  (664). The la tte r figure  cannot be im m ediately 
accepted, however, since it  does no t f i t  well w ith  the rest o f  F a -c h 'ih ^  biography.

84. U i, 1:86-87.
85. The Z//TSC account o f  Tao-hsin’s life  refers to  the “ more than five  hundred 

people in the m ountain [com m unity] ** at the tim e o f  the master's death. (See the 
translation at the beginning o f  this chapter.) The figure  o f  one thousand members 
o f  Hung-jen^s congregation occurs in  the Platform SQtra, See Yampolsky, p . 127.

86. Shiina discusses this issue on the basis o f  in fo rm a tio n  regarding the lay 
supporters o f  Tao-hsin and H ung-jen and statements regarding the remarkable 
industry o f  H ung-jen and some o f  his students (Shen-hsiu, fo r example). Shiina's 
conclusion is tha t the monks at Huang-mei were d iligent in the operation o f  the ir 
monastery and that this characteristic may have led eventually to  the sp irit o f  
self-reliance typ ica l o f  the later Ch*an School. Nevertheless, it  is like ly  tha t the 
East M ounta in  com m unity received financia l support from  Ts 'a i I-hsuan and 
others and equally unlikely tha t the m onks there maintained an agricu ltu ra l oper
ation o f  any s ign ificant size. See "Tozan hdm on keisei no haikei,^ pp. 176-78. 
For a discussion o f  the economic foundation  o f  Buddhist monasteries during  the 
T ’ang, see C h ’en, pp. 261-73, and the studies he lists on pp. 523-26.
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87. See Yampolsky, p. 128.
88. Ui*s study o f  the Platform SQtra may be found in  the second volume o f  his 

tryp tich  on Ch*an, o r ZenshUshi kenkyU, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Iwanam i shoten, 1941), 
1-116. H is theory on the o rig in  o f  the text is stated on pp. 100-9. (See especially 
pp. 103-5.) The innovation  o f  the “ pure regulations”  is trad itiona lly  a ttributed 
to  Po-chang H u i-ha i (720-814), but there is no contem porary evidence w ith  
which to  substantiate this claim . The CTL contains b rie f h ints as to  the existence 
o f  some type o f  Ch*an monastic regulations, but the oldest extant version o f  any 
complete set o f  them is the Ch*an-yuan ch*ing-kueit which may have been w ritten  
in  1103. See 731.250c-51b and the pre fa tory analysis in  Kagamishima Genryu 
a/., YakuchQ Zennon shingi (Tokyo: S6t0 shamuchO, 1972), pp. 1-3.

M a rtin  C o llcu tt includes a concise and well-stated account o f  the problem  o f  
the Po-chang code in his Five Mountains: The Riuzai Zen Monastic Institution in 
Medieval Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: H arvard  U niversity Press, 1981), pp. 136- 
45.

89. See Shoki ZenshU shisho, pp. 35-41 and 487-96, fo r  a discussion o f  Fa-ju*s 
life  and an annotated ed ition o f  the epitaph in  question. For the CFPC b iogra
phy, see Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 390, and section M  o f  the transla tion in  the A p 
pendix.

90. Fa-m in and Chih-yen have already been mentioned w ith  regard to  Tao-
hsin ’s student Shan-fu. See n. 62.

91. See the discussion o f  the biographies o f  1-fu and P 'u -ch i in  Chapter U It 
Sections 4 and 5. The H u i-tuan  o f  Lo-yang who was involved in  Fa-ju 's resump
tion  o f  teaching was probab ly P 'u -ch i's  in it ia l preceptor.

92. Shoki ZenshU shisho, p. 51.
93. O nly one man is know n to  have been a disciple o f  Fa-ju. This is H ui-chao, 

who is mentioned in the Shao-lin ssu pei, CTW, fascicle 279, p. 20b. Hui-chao 
may be identical to  a Dhydna M aster Chao mentioned in  Chapter IV , Section 8.

94. See the Chiu T'ang shu, fascicle 191, Erh-shih-wu shih, 4:3592b-c. Lo  
H siang-lin has commented on th is b iography in  his MChiu T fang shu Shen-hsiu 
chuan shu-cheng,** T*ang-tai wen-huashih (Taipei: Shang-wu Shu-chu, 1955), pp. 
105-10.

95. Wei Lo-hsia chu-seng ch*ing fa-shih ying Hsiu ch*an-shih piao, CTW, fas
cicle 240, pp. 1 lb -1 2 b , and reproduced in  ShokiZenshu shisho, p. 507.

96. Chung-nan shan kuei ssu Tatung Tao-[hsiu] ho-shang t pa-wen, in  Shoki 
no zenshu 1, pp. 426-27. A lso  see p. 430n. The re lationship o f  this inscrip tion to 
the CFPC is not clear. A lso , the characters kuei and tao in  the title  are problem 
atic, the la tte r being alm ost illegib le. A lthough  i t  is qu ite  possible that a stQpa was 
b u ilt fo r  Shen-hsiu on M oun t Chung-nan outside o f  Ch*ang-anv there is no 
record o f  such a m em oria l. On the other hand, Em peror Chung-tsung d id  con
struct a thirteen-story stupa fo r  the departed master at N an-p 'u  shan on M ount 
Sung. One wonders i f  th is wa$ the actual location indicated. See M och izuki, 
3:2880b, and Faure, p. 75 n. 98.

97. Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 3%  and 403.
98. Ibid., pp. 295 and 298, o r rB5.1290a-b.
99. Shoki no zenshi, 1, pp. 302,306-7 , and 312-13, and 7TB5.1290b-c.
100. Ching-chou Yii~ch9uan ssu Ta-t*ung ch*an-shih pei-mingping hsu, CTW, 

fascicle 231, p p .la -4 b . A n  annotated ed ition  o f  this text occurs in  Shoki Zenshu
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shisho, pp. 497-516. Shen-hsiu's other eulogists are recorded in the LCSTC and 
SKSC (the firs t o f  the three SKSC entries listed in  item 10).

101. Hsieh hsiyii-shu Ta-t*ungch*an-shihpei~echuang, CTW, fascicle 224, pp. 
5b-6a, reproduced in  Shoki ZenshU shisho, p . 502.

102. These occur in  fascicles 94 and 97, respectively. See the T'ai-p^mg kuang 
chif L i Fang et aL, eds. (10 vo ls.; Peking: Chung-hua shu-chii, 1961) 2:624-25 
and 645. These stories are the basis o f  part o f  the m ateria l in  the th ird  o f  Shen- 
hsiu*s biographies listed in  item  10.

103. Seen. 94.
104. 750.755c-56b, 812b-c, and 835b-c. The last o f  these includes a reference 

to  Em peror Hsuan-tsung, which must be an e rror fo r  Chung-tsung i f  the id e n tifi-  
cation o f  H ui-hsiu  and Shen-hsiu is to  be accepted.

105. 751.231b. The item  found here and nowhere else is a verse a ttribu ted  to  
Shen-hsiu on the foolishness o f  seeking enlightenment outside one*s ow n m ind. 
This verse may be authentic, but it  is no t very sign ificant. Shen-hsiu is also men
tioned in  the Tsu-t*ang chi (Anthology o f  the Patriarchal Hall, hereafter cited as 
TTC)t pp. 34a, 34b, 35a, 42b, 43b, 44b, and 50a, but these references lack h istor
ical value.

106. There are several d iffe ren t names given fo r Shen-hsiu^ b irthp lace in  the 
prim ary sources, but w ith  one m ino r exception they a ll refer to  the same location. 
See Shoki ZenshU shisho, pp. 502-3.

107. Shoki no zenshi, p. 302, o r 7 ^ 5 .1290b.
108. Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p .498 .
109. Shoki no zenshi, I, p . 3% . Shen-hsiu*$ sp iritua l com patrio t cannot be 

identified. Both Ching-ai and H u i-m an, w ho are associated w ith  the early 
Bodhidharm a lineage, came fro m  Y ing-yang. See Chapter I ,  Section 5, items 2 
and 5, and the HKSCt r50.625c and 552c. Shen-hsiu*s sp iritua l com patrio t may 
have been Lao-an, who is said to  have traveled about perfo rm ing  hum anitarian 
services during and a fte r the Sui Em peror Y ang^ canal construction projects. I t  is 
possible^ however, tha t th is assertion about Lao-an was made on the basis o f  
Shen-hsiu^ biography. See the discussion o f  Lao-an in  Section 14 o f  this chapter.

110. See the Epitaph, Shoki ZenshU shisho, p. 499. For in fo rm a tio n  about the 
monastery, see pp. 510-1 In . Yanagida points ou t tha t a monastery by this name 
existed as early as the year 467. I t  is mentioned as the residence o f  several T 'ang  
Dynasty monks bu t eventually came to  be associated p rinc ipa lly  w ith  Shen-hsiu.

111. Shoki ZenshU shisho, p. 498. Yanagida points ou t on  p. 505 tha t the wash
ing o f  feet indicates acceptance o f  a teacher and transcendence o f  the a ffa irs  o f  
the w orld .

112. Seen. 77.
113. Shoki no zenshi, 1, p . 396. The name T*ien-chii ssu may be an e rror fo r 

TMen-kung ssu, since the la tte r occurs in  the HKSC and the fo rm er does not.
114. These events are summarized in  M ich iha ta  Ryoshu, Wdai BukkyOshi no 

kenkyQ (K yoto : H dzokan, 1957), pp. 335-41. A  better discussion occurs in  Stan
ley Weinstein, *'Buddhism under the T ^ n g ,"  fo rthcom ing  in  the second volum e 
o f  the Cambridge History o f  China: The T*ang Dynasty. Incidentally, the SKSC 
(T50.812b) states tha t the o rig ina l edict en jo in ing  parents to  reverence both the 
emperor and the ir own parents was w ithdraw n, but no date is given.
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115. A  coro lla ry to  this hypothesis is that Shen-hsiu was in  Ch*ang-an in  the 
early 660s and well-enough acquainted w ith  Tao-hsuan to  provide the in fo rm a
tion  fo r  the HKSC entry on Tao-hsin. For another example o f  m ultip le  biogra
phies fo r  one ind iv idua l, see A rth u r W right, (<Seng-jui A lias H u i- ju i: A  Bio- 
graphical Bisection in  the Kao-seng chuan,** Liebenthal Festschift, pp. 272-93.

116. Shoki no zenshi, 1, p . 396.
117. Shoki ZenshU shisho, p. 498.
118. M ochizuki*s chronolog ica l table asserts that the Chiu T*angshu, fascicle 

95, and the SKSC, fascicle 8, indicate tha t l\ i-m e n  ssu was founded in  675. I do 
no t fin d  any such reference in  the former, and the la tte r on ly  mentions uShen- 
hsiu o f  lU-men,*' w ithou t specifying a date. I f  the establishment o f  th is monas
tery d id  take place in  675, th is w ou ld  im p ly  tha t Shen-hsiu's o rd ina tion  was the 
consum m ation o f  an extended local campaign.

119. Empress W u ’s father, W u Shih-huo, was once the m ilita ry  governor o f  
Ching-chou. H is  entree in to  po litica l power came from  an association w ith  
Em peror Kao-tsu. I f  th is were a fac to r in  Shen-hsiu's choice o f  residence, an 
interesting paralle l w ould exist between his life  and that o f  the N orthern  C h 'i 
m edita tion specialist Seng-ch'ou. Tha t is, both o f  them were closely associated 
w ith  the eventual wielders o f  im peria l power long before the ir successful careers 
at court.

120. See n. 29 to  P art TWo.
121. The CFPC c laim  occurs in Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 3% , o r section N  o f  the 

transla tion in  the A ppendix.
122. I t  is possible that the tim ing  o f  Shen-hsiu's resumption o f  public activities 

was more closely related to  po litica l developments than to  Hung-jen 's death. 
Lao-an*s disciple Yuan-kuei was ordained during  the amnesty tha t fo llowed the 
assassination o f  C rown Prince L i H ung by the fu ture  Empress Wu in  675. Since 
she was able to  consolidate her power at this tim e, Shen-hsiu may have benefitted 
from  this even more than Yuan-kuei. See n. 144.

123. See I-hsing*s le tter in  the CTW, fascicle 914, pp. 16b-17b. Yanagida trans
lates the critica l lines o f  this le tter in  Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 311. D uring  the last 
tw o decades o f  the seventh century the N orthern  School established, in  addition 
to  T\i-men ssu in  Ching-chou, a strong center at Shao-lin ssu and other monas
teries on M oun t Sung. Yet another center was established on M oun t Chung-nan 
in  the second decade o f  the eighth century. See Chapter I I I ,  Section 1.

124. Shoki no zenshi, 1, p . 403. The Fo-tsu t fung-chi (T49369c) claims that 
Shen-hsiu entered the capita l in  690, bu t the source o f  this in fo rm a tion  is 
unknow n. Even the LTFPC, the early source most prone to  inaccurate exaggera
tions, confirm s his inv ita tion  in  700. See Shoki no zenshi, 2, p. 129, o r 731.184a.

125. This is also corroborated in  a w o rk  by Saichd, the founder o f  the Japa
nese Tendai School. See Shoki ZenshG shisho, p . 507.

126. Ibid., p . 499.
127. 730.724c.
128. Shoki no zenshi, I, p . 306.
129. See n. 95. Th is  is actually the oldest extant w o rk  to  refer to  the East 

M oun ta in  Teaching, w hich is given here (near the end o f  the firs t paragraph) as 
tung-shan miao-fa. Note the fine ly  w rought paralle lism  in  the th ird  and fou rth
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paragraphs between south and no rth  (Ching-«fl« and Yil-pei) and the N ine Rivers 
(Chiu-chiang) and Three Rivers (San-ho). Chiu-chiang is a c ity  in  what is now 
Kiangsi Province, while San-ho refers to  the general area south, east, and north  
o f  the Yellow R iver in  northern China.

130. The LCSTC edict occurs on p. 302 o f  Shoki no zenshi, 7, o r 7E5.1290b. 
Chung-tsung’s progress to  Lung-m en is mentioned in M och izuk i’s chronological 
table; the orig ina l source is the Chiu T*ang shut fascicle 7, Erh-shih-wu shih, 
4:3078a. (The progress is given as having occurred in the tenth m onth o f  the year 
in question.) The Epitaph, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 499, states that at one po in t 
Shen-hsiu was given permission to  return to  Tu-men ssu but that this favor was 
rescinded before he could take advantage o f  it. As to  the lim ited  im pact o f  Sung's 
Memorial, the Chiu T*ang shu states tha t the reverence accorded Shen-hsiu dur
ing Chung-tsung*s reign was even greater than before. M ore specifically, a Sung 
Dynasty commentary on the T*ang transla tion o f  the SUramgama-samadhi Sutra 
states that Shen-hsiu obtained a copy o f  the text at the tra in ing  center w ith in  the 
im peria l palace, copied it, and took i t  back to  T\i-men ssu in Ching-chou. 
A lthough this story is suspect because Shen-hsiu d id  not re turn to  Tli-men ssu 
u n til after his death, it  suggests that Shen-hsiu was active in  the palace at Lo-yang 
at least u n til the year 705, when this translation was completed. See Tzu-hsuan*s 
(964 o r 965-1038) Shou-leng-yen i shu-chu ching, 739.825c. The fact o f  Shen- 
hsiu's acquisition o f  this text is also mentioned in  the SKSC, r50.738c.

131. See Shoki no zenshi, 7, p. 305. Nakam ura H a jim e, BukkyOgo daijiten, (3 
vols.; Tokyo: T5ky0 shoseki, 1975), 1:287b, cites a com m entary on the Avatam- 
saka Sutra by Ch*eng-kuan as the locus classicus o f  the term  ch9ii-chfii chiao.

132. Shen-hsiu’s last words should be considered along w ith  the “ questions 
about things** introduced in  C hapter IV , Section 14.

133. Seethe Ta-Sung seng-shih lueh, r54.252c.
134. Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 500.
135. See the Eulogy and n. 96 above.
136. The Fo-tsu t 9ung-chi refers to  these ord inations as occurring under Lao- 

an in  the f i f th  m onth o f  the Shen-lung period (706). See 749.372b. Lao-an's 
S/TSC biography has the seventh m onth . (730.823c.) See the discussion o f  his 
b iography in  Section 14 o f  th is chapter.

137. See Sung Tan's Sung-shan Hui-shan ssu ku ta-te Tao-an ch9an-shih pei-
ming, CTW, fascicle 396, pp. 12a-14b, and the SKSC, 730.823b and 829c. Lao- 
an is also mentioned in  the LC S TC  (SAoA:;’ A  PP. 273 and 295, o r
7E5.1289c and 1290a) and the LTFPC (Shoki no zenshi, 2, pp. 92, 122, and 129, 
o r 731.182b, 183c, and 184a) and receives h is to rica lly  useless entries in  the TTC, 
p. S5b (he i$ also mentioned on p. 35a), and the CTL, T5\.23lc.

138. H u a -t'a i was associated w ith  L i Yung (678-747), an im portan t epigrapher 
o f  N orthern  School figures. I t  was also the eventual scene o f  Shen-hui*s attack on 
P*u-chi and the N orthern  School in  732. See Shoki Zenshushisho, p . 114 n. 3.

139. The tw o Sung Dynasty sources are the Fo-tsu t'ung-chi, r49.370b, and 
the Fo-tsu t*ung-(sait T49.584b. For the LTFPC, see Shoki no zenshi, 2, p. 129, 
o rr5 1 .1 8 4 a .

140. A lthough  no t necessarily intended to  be little  Shen-hsiu, a story in  the 
Tsu-tfing shih-yuan, a Sung Dynasty text, demonstrates this im p lic it one- 
upsmanship. W hile  residing in  the palace, on one occasion Shen-hsiu and Lao-an
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were assisted in to  the bath by female attendants. Hearing tha t on ly  Lao-an went 
about tak ing  his bath in  complete composure, Empress W u sighed in  amazement 
and said: MO n ly  through seeing h im  enter the bath have I  learned o f  the existence 
o f  a superior man ⑽ ’a /ig•加 人 ’’ Im p lic it ly，Shen-hsiu comes ou t second-best in  
th is observation. See Z 2 , 18 ,8b (HI 13:15b).

141. The SKSC states that Lao-an returned to  Y u-ch 'iian  ssu b rie fly  after 
Shen-hsiu*s death. The earlier date fo r  Lao-an's death fits  better w ith  the tim ing 
o f  Hsuan-tse's in v ita tio n  to  cou rt, as discussed in  the next section o f  this Chapter. 
One aspect o f  Tao-an's death tha t deserves at least passing notice is that the 
eccentric m onk W an-hui (632-711) clutched the dying m onk's hands, stared at 
h im  crazily, and ta lked on and on incomprehensibly. A s w ith  Pao-chih and Fu 
H si o f  an earlier era, eccentricity was appreciated at court under the guise o f  re li
gious insp ira tion . W an-hui had supervised some o f  the services fo llow ing  Shen- 
hsiu*s death and was o ff ic ia lly  ordained by im peria l edict in  706. (See Shoki Zen- 
shUshisho, p. 513a.)

142. See Yanagida's Zenseki kaidai, p. 458, and Ueyama Daishun, MC hibetto- 
yaku Tongo shinshQ yOketsu no  kenkyu," Zenbunka kenkyGjo kiyO, 8 (1976): 33- 
103.

143. See the TTC, pp. 55b-56a, and the C T L , 731.461b. For Tao-shun, see 
Section 5 o f  th is chapter.

144. Yuan-kuei^s very b r ie f epitaph occurs in  the CTW, fascicle 914, p . 20a-c. 
H is SKSC b iography, which is no t very in fo rm a tive , is at 7150.828b-29b. The 
most interesting feature o f  this b iography is a s tory about the conferring  o f  the 
Buddhist precepts on the sp irit o f  M o u n t Sung. A  s im ila r story occurs in  the 
SKSC b iography o f  Lao-an. U i, 1:340, mentions a disciple o f  Yuan-kuei's named 
L ing-yun (d. 729) who resided at Hui-shan ssu on M o u n t Sung, bu t the source o f  
this in fo rm a tio n  is unknow n. (Yuan-kuei was a resident o f  Hsien-chu ssu, also on 
M oun t Sung.) Yuan-kuei is listed as a student o f  Lao-an*s in  the CTL, 751.224b.

145. Tokiwa D a ijo  and Sekino Tadashi, Shina bunkashiseki (Tokyo: HOzOkan, 
1939-41), 2, plate 113.

146. Ching-tsang’s b iography is know n through an anonymous epitaph found 
in  the CTWt fascicle 997, pp. lO a - l la ;  the Chin-shih ts'ui-pien, fascicle 87, com
piled by Wang Ch'ang (4 vols.; Taipei: Kuo-lien t*u-shu ch*u-pan yu-hsien kung- 
ssu, 1964), 3:1524a-25a; and Tokiwa, Shina bunka shiseki 2, plate 114 (1). 
Ching-tsang*s native place was C h i-y in , the same as tha t o f  a student o f  Shen- 
hsiu's named Hsiang-yu. (See n. 163.) Ching-tsang received o ff ic ia l o rd ina tion  in 
708 and H ui-neng died in  713; thus the tw o were together fo r five years o r less一  

fo u r years o r less i f  Lao-an died in  709.
147. See the Ta-T*ang Ch'i-chou Lung-hsingssu ku Fa-hsien ta ch*an-shihpei~ 

ming, CTWt fascicle 304, pp. 12b-16b, and U i, 1:154. Fa-hsien is probably iden
tica l to  the ind iv idua l named Hsien who is listed by Tsung-m i as one o f  Hung- 
je n ’s disciples. See U i, 1:141.

148. That Fa-hsien is identified  w ith  Lung-hsing ssu in  C h ’ i-chou (1) verifies 
the approxim ate provenance o f  the epitaph, since this national monastic system 
was on ly  established in  738, and (2) underscores the apparent demise o f  the center 
on M oun t Shuang-feng, fo r  which we have absolutely no in fo rm a tion  after 
H ung-jen ’s death.

149. Shoki no zenshi, 7, p. 273, o r 7TB5.1289c.
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150. Hsuan-tse’s fortunes may have been affected by those o f  his student 
Ching-chueh. See Chapter IV , Section 12.

151. See the preface to  Ching-chueh*s commentary on the Heart SQtra, Shoki 
Zenshu shisho, p. 597.

152. Hung-jen*s importance is demonstrated by Fa-hsien's epitaph (as dis
cussed in Chapter I I ,  Section 15), by the con tinu ity  between his legendary image 
and that o f  H ui-neng, and by the existence o f  the Hsiu~hsin yao lun (as discussed 
in  Part Two, Chapter V I, Section 1).

153. The figure o f  seventy m a jo r students is given in the Epitaph, Shoki 
Zenshu shisho, p. 499. See the CTL, r51 .224a-b  fo r a lis t o f  nineteen o f  his stu
dents. U i, 1:275-95, discusses the biographies o f  fourteen o f  Shen-hsiu*s stu
dents. The fo llow ing  is a b r ie f resume o f  the lives o f  Shen-hsiu^ lesser students:

A . C h ii-fang  (647-727) is given a b iography in the SKSC, T50.759b-c, and the 
CTL9 751.232a-b, but he is not mentioned in  earlier sources. (See U i, 1:284-85.) 
E arly in his career he lectured on the “ theory (or treatise[s]) o f  the Southern 
Schoor* (nan-tsung lun), which must be a reference to  the M fidhyam ika. (Shoki 
ZenshQ shisho, p. 122.) Soon, however, he became aware o f  the importance o f  
m editation and sought out Shen-hsiu. The firs t meeting between the tw o men is 
described in classical encounter dialogue style. Chii-fang*s teaching supposedly 
emphasized both sudden enlightenment and gradual practice, w ith  m any o f  his 
students actually achieving the former. He taught in  H an-ling  in  Shang-tang (a 
general location already mentioned w ith  regard to  Fa-ju) and A n -ku o  yuan in 
Yun-chou, then spent more than tw enty years on M o u n t T 'a i,  where he died.

B. Chih-feng's b iography is appended to  tha t o f  C h ii-fang  in  the SKSC, 
750.759c. See also the CTL, 7^51.232b, and U i, 1:286. There are several m ino r 
sim ilarities between the biographies o f  these tw o  men, bu t no th ing o f  real interest 
here. Chih-feng gave up the study o f  the Yogacara in  order to  devote h im self to  
m editation.

C. Hsiang-yu's b iography also occurs in  the SKSC, 7150.759c-60a. He is listed 
in  the CTL, 731.224b, and discussed by U i, 1:286-87. Hsiang-yu firs t studied the 
Taoist classics, then switched to  Buddhism . He studied the Vinaya and visited 
numerous ho ly sites before becoming a student o f  Shen-hsiu. H siang-yii died at 
the age o f  seventy-three at M oun t Ta-fo in  Y ing-chou (Chung hsien, Hupeh), but 
no date is given.

D . Ssu-heng (651-726) is know n solely fro m  an epitaph and a note o f  praise by 
Em peror Chung-tsung on his p o rtra it. See U i, 1:289-90. This m onk was p rim ar
ily  an expert in  the Vinaya who studied fo r a tim e under Shen-hsiu.

E. Hu-Iei Ch'eng is know n through a comm ent made by the compilers o f  the 
CTW  and prefixed to  a very b rie f epitaph w ritten  by H u  fo r H siao-liao , a student 
o f  Hui-neng. (See fascicle 913, p. 6a.) In  th is comment H u  is iden tified  as a stu
dent o f  Shen-hsiu active during  the period 705-706. The CTL lists h im  as a stu
dent o f  Shen-hsiu w ith  the title  o f  Dhyana Master, so tha t he must have been a 
m onk. (751.224b.) The CTW9% source o f  in fo rm a tio n  was probably the CTL 
entry fo r Hsiao-!iao, 751.237c. This ind iv idua l may have been identical to  the 
H siao-liao listed as a disciple o f  Wu-hsiang o f  Szechwan (751.224c). The w ord  
"hu-lei,** incidentally, is a synonym foxp9i-pa, the Chinese lute.
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F. C h ’ung-shen: U i， 1:291，mentions the existence o f  a very tattered epitaph 
fo r this ind iv idua l.

G. Tz*u-lang is listed in the CTL as a student o f  Shen-hsiu*s who had three stu
dents o f  his own. See U i, 1:291-92. O f Tz 'u-lang 's  three students, on ly  one is 
know n: Hsuan-tsung (682-767) o f  M oun t Tzu-chin in  Shou-chou, whose biogra
phy occurs in the SKSC (750.838b). Based on th is biography, U i infers that Tz*u- 
lang remained in  Ching-chou to  teach when Shen-hsiu went to  Lo-yang in 701.

H . H u i-fu  is listed in  the L C S 7 C  as one o f  fo u r m ajor successors, but his b iog
raphy is unknow n. See Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 320, plus Yanagida's note on p. 324, 
o r 7^85.1290c, and U i, 1:290. The LCSTC identifies H u i-fu  as a resident o f 
M oun t Y ii in  Lan-tMen, jus t to  the east o f  Ch*ang-an. U i suggests that he may be 
identical to  the H s iao -fu，or “ L itt le  Fu,”  listed in  the C 7X, 731.224b, fo r whom 
three otherwise unknown disciples are listed. (One o f  these disciples is listed as a 
resident o f  L a n -fie n , which bolsters the p robab ility  o f  this iden tifica tion .) There 
is a H siao-fu  listed as one o f  the teachers o f  M o-ho-yen, the famous Ch*an emis
sary to  T ibet, bu t m ino r problems are connected w ith  this iden tifica tion , as w ill 
be mentioned in Section 8 o f  this chapter. (See n. 188.)

I.  Tk-fu (655-743) is known through an epitaph, as discussed by U i, 1:375. Ta- 
fu , o r **Big F u "  was a Vinaya specialist who became a student o f  Shen-hsiu at 
Yii-ch*uan ssu. He accompanied Shen-hsiu to  court in  701 and in  707-10 was 
made abbot (shang-tso) o f  T*u-shan ssu, then Shan-fu ssu, Ching-shan ssu, and 
Lung-hsing ssu. The second and fou rth  o f  these in particu la r were im portan t 
monasteries, so that Tk-fu must have played an im portan t ro le in  the N orthern 
School’s extension o f  power th roughout the C h ’ang-an relig ious establishment. 
In  738 he was made the abbot o f  the newly established K*ung-chi ssu, where he 
died five years later. A  7k-fu  is also listed as a teacher o f  M o-ho-yen. Yanagida, 
Shoki ZenshU shisho, pp. 459-60 n. 20, identifies this Ta-fu as I- fu , who was one 
o f  Shen-hsiu’s most prom inent students.

154. See the SKSC, 730.760a, the CTL, 731.232b, and U i, 1:287-89. Hsiang- 
m o Tsang is also listed as one o f  M o-ho-yen ’s teachers.

155. Some o f  Tsang's sayings became well known in early Tibetan Buddhism. 
Hsiang-m o Tsang may also be the author o f  short doctrina l pronouncements in 
the miscellaneous m aterial appended to  the EJSHL (Yanagida, Daruma no 
goroku, p. 239) and in a curious text discussed b rie fly  in  Chapter IV, Section 8. 
Finally, he is listed in a pseudolineage o f  early T ibetan C h ^ n  in the Tun-huang 
m anuscript P. tib . 116. See Ueyama Daishun, <(Tonk6 shutsudo Chibetto-bun 
Zen-shiryO no kenkyO— P. tib . 116 to  sono mondaiten,”  5 « 从 少 3 BwrtAra ZfenA:少 ii-  
jo  kiyO, 13 (June 1974): 9.

156. See the discussion o f  C h ii-fang, includ ing the reference to  Yanagida's 
comm ent, in n. 153, item  A .

157. W ith  regard to  the possible fabrica tion  o r ornam entation o f  Hsiang-mo 
Tsang’s biography, note the s im ila rity  between it  and the tw o previous entries in 
the SKSC. These are devoted to  C h ii-fang , Hsiang-yii, and Chih-feng. These 
entries contain several s im ilar names o f  monasteries and teachers, dialogues, 
sponsorship by loca lly  prom inent figures, and long periods o f  alpine retreat at 
the end o f  each subject’s life , etc. Comparison w ith  another set o f  entries occur
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ring  on ly a few pages below in  the SKSC, a t 750.765a-66a, may indicate the 
provenance o f  the entries fo r C h ii-fang  et al. The second group o f  entries covers 
Tao-shu (734-825), Huai-k*ung (705-87), Yuan-kuan (752-830), Ch*ung-kuei 
(756-841), and Ch*iian-chih (752-844). The firs t tw o  o f  these m onks are said to  
have been associated w ith  Shen-hsiu and P*u-chi, respectively; in  the case o f  Tko- 
shu, this assertion is chronolog ica lly impossible. Yuan-kuan's fa ther held the 
same o ffic ia l status in  the same location as tha t mentioned in  the biographies o f  
Chih-feng and H siang-yii, w hile Ch'uan-sh ih  is supposed to  have had an ora l 
exchange w ith  a local governor named Wei Wen-chUng. C hih-feng and C h ii-fang  
each took  part in  s im ila r dialogues, tha t o f  the fo rm er being w ith  the governor 
Wei Wen-sheng. (750.759c.) A lthough  these coincidences are each tr iv ia l in d iv id 
ually, taken together they im p ly  that Shen-hsiu and P*u-chi were s till remembered 
w ith  reverence during  the late eighth and early n in th  centuries.

158. See the CTW, fascicle 362, pp. 6b-8a. A  partia l rubb ing  is reproduced in 
Tokiwa, Shina bunka shiseki, 2, plate 115 (2).

159. Ching-hsien's epitaph has a lacuna at this critica l p o in t, so we know  on ly 
tha t he was ordained in  705, 706, o r 707.

160. The text o f  Ching-hsien's encounter w ith  Subhakarasimha is the Wu-wei 
san-tsang shou-chieh ch*an-hui wen chi ch'an-men yao-fa, 718.942b-46a. A  
short passage from  this w ork  is translated in  n. 340 to  P art TWo. Sec Yanagida*$ 
(<Zenseki kaidai,** p. 468. U i, 1:284, gives s lightly d iffe ren t dates fo r  the events 
connected w ith  Ching-hsien*s biography, even correcting a num ber given in  the 
epitaph. H is basis fo r these dates is unknow n, although he may have used a d i f 
ferent text fo r  the epitaph than that in  the CTW,

161. See the SKSC, r50 .760b-c , and the epitaph fo r  h im  by Yen TMng-chih, 
CTWt fascicle 280, pp. 1 lb -1 6 a . O ther sources fo r  his b iography include a notice 
by Yang Po-ch*eng, CTW, fascicle 331, p . 8a-b ; a stupa inscrip tion  by TU Y ii, 
T*ang-wen shih-i, fascicle 19, L u  Hsin-yuan, ed. (72 fascicles; o rig in a lly  pub- 
lished 1888, reprin t Taipei: Wen-hai ch’u-pan she, 1962), l:298a-99b; and in fo r
m ation in the entry fo r  Shen-hsiu in  the CA/u rV m g Wru. Yanagida, SAoA:/ m> zen- 
shi, l, p. 324, notes tha t Yen T 'ing -ch ih 's  epitaph is generally considered to  be the 
very best o f  such T*ang Dynasty w orks, fro m  both ca llig raphic and lite ra ry  
standpoints.

162. The locations in  question are Lu-chou (C h ’ang-chih hsien, Shansi) and 
Ju-nan (Ju-nan hsien, H onan), respectively. See 730.760b, CTW, fascicle 280: 
12at and Chapter I I ,  Section 7.

163. The epitaph refers to  wcu ltiva ting  the *'five  teachings" (wu men) and
entering the 4<seven purities** (ch*i ching).M These may be equivalent to  the Mfive 
types o f  in h ib ito ry  contem plation*' (wu tHng-hsin kuart) and these five plus tw o  
other stages o f  the See M och izuk i， 2:1258c and 2:1890c. O f
course，the “ Hve teachings”  could also be a reference to  the five  expedient means 
(wu fang'pien) o f  the N orthern  School, which w ill be discussed in  Part TWo, 
Chapter V II .

164. As noted in  Section 1 o f  this chapter, bo th  I- fu  and P*u-chi were on 
M oun t Sung fo r  a tim e a fte r Shen-hsiu's death. That I- fu  lived in the Dharm a 
hall {fa-(*ang, o r  hattO in  Japanese) at H ua-kan ssu may have some re la tion
ship to  the con figura tion  o f  la ter C h 'an  monasteries, w hich were b u ilt w ith
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D harm a halls but w ithou t pavilions o f  the Buddha (fo-tien). Th is innovation 
reflects C h 'an 's  re jection o f  relig ious devotionalism  in  favor o f  m editation prac
tice.

165. See U i, 1:2%  and Yampol$ky, pp. 38-39. The on ly  student o f  I-fu*s fo r 
w hom  some in fo rm a tio n  is available is Ssu-jui, bu t even this man's b iography is 
suspect. He supposedly studied w ith  I- fu  fo r  five  years sometime between 713 
and 732 at Shao-lin ssu. I- fu  was in  the Lo-yang area during  this period on ly  from  
725-727; there is no  record o f  his being on M oun t Sung during this period and no 
reference to  his ever being at Shao-lin ssu. See 731.226b and U i, 1:295.

166. See the epitaph by L i H ua  discussed in  Yampolsky, pp. 38-39. The num 
ber o f  monks listed in  the SKSC and elsewhere as successors to  P*u-chi, rather 
than as successors to  Shen-hsiu o r members o f  the N orthern  School in  general, 
may also be taken as evidence o f  th is po in t. ( l \v o  examples o f  this are discussed 
in  n . 176.) In  th is regard, P ^ -c h i's  ro le seems paralle l to  tha t o f  H u i-k*o . (See 
Chapter I ,  Section 5, includ ing n. 34.)

167. Thi$ passage occurs in  the Tbn-huang m anuscript S2512. See Ikn a ka  
RyOshO*s ^Hokushu-zen no seiten sotO-setsu一 Daishichi-so DaishO oshO jaku- 
metsu ttissai sambun (gi) o  meguru ich i shiron,** Komazawa Daigaku BukkyO 
Gakubu kenkyu kiyo 26 (M arch 1%8): 90-102.

168. This passage occurs in  L i Yung's epitaph fo r  P 'u -ch i, CTW, fascicle 262, 
p. 3b.

169. This fact is im p lic it in  Weinstein's analysis o f  the Sui-T 'ang Schools in 
“ Im peria l Patronage in  T ’ang Buddhism,”  p . 268f.

170. In  add ition  to  the sources already listed in notes 167 and 168, see the 
SKSCt 7'50.760c-61a, and the Chiu T*ang shu entry fo r Shen-hsiu. A lso  see U i, 
1:279-83, Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, l t pp. 322-23, and Ikn a ka  Ry6shdt 
(<Daish6 zenshi F u jaku  ni tsuite/* Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyd, 16, no. 1 
(M arch 1967): 331-34.

171. For Heng-ching, see n. 79. Preceptor T lian is probably the m onk men
tioned in the CFPC w ith  regard to  Shen-hsiu's re turn to  public activities in 675.

172. See p. 9a o f  the epitaph.
173. The Chiu T*ang shu and SA"5C have this appointm ent occurring during 

Shen-hsiu’s life  in  respect fo r  his advanced age, although contextual dues in the 
la tte r text im p ly  tha t it  actually occurred a fte r Shen-hsiu’s death. Tanaka, 
“ DaishO zenji F u jaku ni tsuite,”  p. 332, discusses the accounts o f  this attempted 
appointm ent and decides that i t  occurred after Shen-hsiu’s death and was not 
accepted by P*u-chi. I suspect that P*u-chi chose to  defer to  Lao-an. For a discus
sion o f  Wu P 'ing -i's  b iography and the background o f  Shen-huifs critic ism , see 
Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 111 and 116 n. 14.

174. P ^ i  K*uan is know n to  have been in  co n flic t w ith  the very pow erfu l L i 
L in -fu  around this tim e. He was not, however, the on ly h igh-ranking o ffic ia l 
associated w ith  the N orthern  School to  run a fou l o f  this pow erfu l po litic ian . In 
747 L i Yung was put to  death, L i Shih-chih com m itted suicide after having been 
stripped o f  o ffice  the previous year, and Fang Kuan was banished. These men 
were associated w ith  P*u-chi, Fa-hsien, and I- fu , respectively. See the chronolog i
cal table in  Tbdai no shijin—sono denki, Ogawa Tkm aki, ed. (Tbkyo: Daishukan 
shoten, 1975), p. 692.
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175. This is Tu-ku Chi*s epitaph fo r  Seng-ts'ant CTWt fascicle 390, pp. 21b- 
24b, mentioned by U i, 1:2% .

176. The epitaph that refers to  “ single fountainhead o f  the N orthern  School”  
is mentioned in  n . 165. Some o f  the references to  Hung-cheng are listed by U i, 
1:310. The epitaph fo r  Hung-cheng*s student Ch*i-wei (720-81), CTWt fascicle 
501, pp. 13a-15a, was w ritten  by C h 'uan Te-yii (759-818), who also w rote the 
epitaph fo r  M a-tsu Tao-i. See Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 354, fo r  comments on this 
epigrapher's im portance. C h 'iia n  Te-yu was Ch*i-wei's great-nephew. ChU-wei's 
career was unique in  tha t at age nine he studied Esoteric Buddhist practices under 
Vajrabodhi and later studied C h ’an under a nun before becoming Hung-cheng’$ 
disciple. C h ’ i-wei’s epitaph is interesting fo r  (1) its reference to  P ’u-chi as the 
seventh generation fro m  Bodhidharm a and complete omission o f  Shen-hsiu's 
name; (2) its numerous references to  C h 'i-w e i's  fam ily , which obviously derive 
from  the relationship between h im  and his epigrapher; and (3) its extensive but 
unimaginative use o f  standard Ch*an p la ttitudes and cliches. See U i, 1:325-26.

The other epitaph to  which I have alluded in  the text is by L i H ua  fo r  C h 'ang- 
chao (705-63), CTW, fascicle 316, pp. 17a-18a. See U i, 1:325-26. Th is m onk 
actually studied under P 'u -ch i, Hung-cheng, and an unknow n master named 
Ching-shou. U i suggests tha t this may be a m istake fo r  C hing-ai [ssu], so tha t the 
ind iv idua l in  question is actually T*an-chen (704-63) o f  tha t monastery. (U i also 
mentions Fa-yuan o f  the same monastery, bu t T ’an-chen’s date o f  b ir th  makes 
h im  a more like ly  candidate.)

177. The most complete study on I-hsing is Osabe Kazuo's IchigyO zenji no 
kenkyu (Kobe: K6be ShOka Daigaku Keizai KenkyQjo, 1963). U i, 1:299-300, dis- 
cusses the general outline o f  I-hsing ’s biography. A  passage fro m  l-hs ing ’s com- 
mentary on the Vairocana Sutra w ill be introduced in  Part Two, Chapter V I, Sec
tion  4.

178. SeetheSA：SC, 7'50.761b-c, and U i, 1:300-301.
179. See the SKSC, r50 .834a-b , U i, 1:305-306, and M ing-ts*an's w ork  in  the 

C 7X, r51.461b-c.
180. As a precocious youth, L i M i was favored by Chang C h iu -ling , Chang 

Yueh, and Yen T*ing-chih, all o f  whom  were associated w ith  the N orthern  
School. See his b iography in the T*angshut fascicle 139, and the Chiu T*angshu, 
fascicle 130.

181. SeeUi, 1:306.
182. See U i, 1:307-8, and M och izuk i, 4:3883a-c. Tao-hsuan’s dates are from  

the la tter source. Faure, La Volonte d*Orthodoxie, pp. 233-45, discusses the leg
acy o f  the N orthern  School in  Japan, a subject which is outside the scope o f  this 
study.

183. See U i, 1:295-315. There is a certain paralle lism  in  the tendencies to  cite 
H u i-k 'o  and P*u-chi in  lineage descriptions, ra ther than Bodhidharm a and Shen- 
hsiu, respectively.

184. U i, 1:329, lists the 126th and fin a l know n member o f  the N orthern  
School, beginning w ith  Shen-hsiu. This num ber does no t include C hih-hung, who 
studied under H ung-jen and P*u-chi.

185. Those w ith  some experience in the South include Tao-shu, Ch*ung-kuei, 
C h ’ iian-ch ih， Yuan-kuan, C h ’eng-hsin, Jih-chao， Fa-jung, C h ’ung-yen, and
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Chen. Those w ithou t such experience are Heng-cheng, T 'an-chen (d. 791), Ch*i- 
wei, Ch*ang-chao, and Shen-hsing (in the Chinese pronunciation).

186. The landm ark study in this fie ld  is Paul Demieville 's Le Concile de Lhasa: 
Une controverse sur le quidtisme entre bouddhistes de Unde et de la Chine au 
ville siecle de Vkre chretienne, B ibliotheque de T ln s itu t des hautes etudes chi- 
noises, vol. 7 (Paris: Im pr. nationale de France, 1952). Substantial additional 
w ork has been done in Japan, p rinc ipa lly  by Ueyama， Obata, and O kim oto . 
The ir findings are summarized in  Jeffrey B roughton, “ E arly  C h’an Schools in 
Tibet,** R. M . G im ello  and P. N . Gregory, eds., Studies in Ch*an and Hua-yen, 
pp. 1-68. I have relied heavily on Broughton 's artic le  in  the preparation o f  Sec
tion  8 o f  this chapter. W ith  regard to  the debates themselves, O k im o to  Katsum i, 
**Tonk6 shutsudo SeizObun Zenshu bunken no kenkyu (1),M Indogaku BukkyO- 
gaku kenkyG, 26, no. 1 (M arch 1977): 460, has suggested tha t they should no t be 
treated s im plistica lly in terms o f  the v ic to ry  and defeat o f  tw o separate schools o f  
thought. The English reader may wish to  consult Joseph F. Roccasalvo, “ The 
Debate at bSam yas: A  study in religious contrast and correspondence；* Philoso
phy East and West, 30» no. 4 (December 1980): 505-20. U n fortunate ly , Rocca- 
salvo attempts to  explain the Chinese position on the basis o f  the w orks o f  Suzuki 
and D um oulin .

187. For example, the patently absurd lin k  between Preceptor K im  (W u- 
hsiang) and W u-chu in the LTFPC could have been m otivated by the prestige o f  
the fo rm er in T ibet.

188. M o-ho-yen is listed in the T ibetan pseudolineage mentioned in  n. 155. H is 
actual teachers are listed in the 7Un-wu ta-sheng cheng-li chueh, DemieviIIe» plate 
156b, and repeated and discussed in Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 459-60 
n. 20. In  add ition  to  Hsiang-mo [Tsang], whose iden tity  is certain, the text lists 
“ H siao-fu  Chang ho-shang”  and “ Ta-fu L iu  ho-shang_”  These may be 1-fu and 
H u i-fu . As Yanagida notes, Jao Tsung-i has argued, based on the occurrence o f  
the name Mo-ho-yen in a lis t in  one o f  T sung-m i^ works, tha t the C h'an emis
sary to  T ibet was also a student o f  Shen-hui. However, i t  is possible that Tsung- 
m i added M o-ho-yen to  his lis t o f  Shen-hui’s successors because o f  an inferred 
relationship between the teachings o f  the tw o men. Yanagida also notes the 
occurrence o f  the same name in an Esoteric Buddhist context, and it  is impossible 
to  know  whether all these citations refer to  the same ind iv idua l. See Jao, **Shen- 
hu i men-hsia M o-ho-yen chih ju-Tsang, chien lun ch*an-men nan-pei tsung chih 
t*iao-ho wen-t*i,M Hsiang-kang Ta-hsueh wu-shih chou-nien chi-nien lun-wen chi, 
vo l. 1 (H ong Kong: H ong Kong University, 1964), 173-78.

W hatever M o-ho-yen ’s true background, the tw o  most in fluentia l C h ’an 
groups in  T ibet at this tim e were apparently the Pao-t*ang faction  o f Wu-chu and 
the N orthern  School. This conclusion is made by Obata in his “ Chibetto  no Zen- 
shu to  Rekidai hobo k i^  (in Yanagida, Shoki no Zenshi, 2t pp. 325-37) and 
reiterated, w ith  add itiona l in fo rm a tio n , in  his ^C hibetto  no Zenshu to  zOyaku 
gikyO ni tsuite,** Indogaku BukkyOgaku Keukyu, 23, no. 2 (1975): 667. In 
another artic le, ^Chibetto-den Bodaidarum atara zenji ko,M Indogaku BukkyO- 
gaku kenkyG, 24, no. 1 (1975): 232, Obata suggests tha t Mo-ho-yen's description 
as the successor to  the Seventh Patriarch o f  Ch*an makes him , in effect, an exten
sion o f  Wu-chu*s Pao-t'ang faction . (Were the materials in question in Chinese
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rather than T ibetan, 1 w ould have assumed that the term  “ Seventh P a tria rch”  
was a reference to  H siang-m o Tsang.)

189. The term “ transmission h is to ry”  o r “ transmission tex t”  is an adaptation 
o f  the compound tOshi (teng-shih in  Chinese; l it . ,  **lamp h is to ry**) used by Yana- 
gida, which is itse lf adapted from  the various titles includ ing o r im p ly ing  the 
three characters chyiian-teng luP o r ^records o f  the transmission o f  the lam p/* as 
in the title  o f  the CTL. W ell-known examples o f  the other tw o  genre o f  texts 
would be the Lin-chi lu (The Records o f Lirt-chi; Rinzai-roku in  Japanese) and 
the Pi-yen lu (Blue Cliff Records; Hekigart-roku). The English term ino logy used 
here was developed in the course o f  preparing **The Development o f  the 
‘ Recorded Sayings’ Texts o f  the Chinese C h ’an School” （a transla tion o f  Yana- 
gida Seizan, **Zenshu goroku no ke ise i"), W halen La i and Lewis Lancaster, eds.v 
Early Ch *an in China and Tibet, Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, no. 5 (Berke
ley, C a lif: Asian Hum anities Press, 1983), pp. 185-205.

190. This term refers to  the dialogue (wen-(a) resulting from  the encounters 
(chi-yuan) between master and disciple.

191. This in terpretation o f  the pub lic  case anthologies is m y in terpre ta tion  o f  
comments made in  private conversation by Professor Yanagida in  1975.

192. 731.196-467. See Yanagida’s “ Zenscki kaidai,”  p. 478, fo r  in fo rm a tion  
about this im portan t text. A lthough  the CTL was presented to  the throne in  the 
year 1004, the text may have undergone some revision shortly  a fte r th is date.

193. See T. R. V. M u rti, The Central Philosophy o f  Buddhism (London: 
George A llen  and U nw in , 1955), pp. 36-54; K . N . Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist 
Theory o f Knowledge, pp. 470-76; and M och izuk i, 3:2268b-69a.

194. See Etienne Lam otte, Histoire du bouddhisme indien—des origines a Vkre 
^akaP B ibliotheque du Museon, vo l. 43 (Louva in , Belgium : In s titu t Orientaliste* 
Universite de Louvain, 1958), 69-71.

195. See, fo r example, D um ou lin , A History o f  Zen Buddhism, pp. 36-38, and 
Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, (First Series), p. 73.

196. Kumarajlva*s Tso-ch*an san-mei ching, ri5 .2 6 9 c-86 a , was compiled
from  the teachings o f  a number o f  K ashm iri masters. Buddhabhadra's Ta-mo-to- 
/〇 715.300c-25c，contains the teachings o f  the K ashm iri m editation
master Buddhasena. The same tra n s la to r^  Kuan-fo san-mei hai ching, 715.645c- 
97a, is devoted to  exercises o f  m editative v isualization. Buddhabhadra arrived in 
C h ’ang-an in 406, stayed at H u i-yuan ’s monastery on M o u n t L u  fo r  a short 
while, and then moved to  Chien-k*ang in  412. See the HKSC, 730.334b-35c, and 
the Ch'u san-tsang chi-chi, r55.103b-4a. A lso  see 730.339a-c, 400b, and 
735.112b-13a.

197. The firs t o f  these lists (722.492c-3a) occurs in the Mahasamghika Vinaya, 
which was translated in 416-18 by Fa-hsien and Buddhabhadra. The second 
(724.684b-85a) is found in a Chinese comm entary to  a w ork  found in the Pali 
canon o f  the Theravadins. Th is text, known as the Shan-chien lu pi-po-sha, 
describes the im porta tion  o f  the Vinaya to  Sri Lanka and the in ternational 
Vinaya campaign carried out by M oggaliputta-tissa. The transla tor o f  this w ork, 
Saihghabhadra, defines his own religious ancestry according to  the firs t five 
names given in the list in  question. (See the Li-tai san-pao chi, 749.95b.) This and 
some o f  the fo llow ing  in fo rm a tion  is discussed by M och izuk i, 4:3067b-68a.
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198. The firs t lis t, which ends in  the name Dharm atrSta, occurs at 735.89a-b. 
The transcrip tion  given here as Pra jnatara (?) could indicate Paratfira; the C h i
nese is P o-Io-to-Io . The second lis t, which includes three irrelevant names after 
D harm atrata, is located at T55.89c-90a. The asterisks indicate the occurrence o f 
irrelevant names.

199. See Lam otte , Histoire du bouddhisme indien, pp. 223-30, which includes 
references to  the various Chinese w orks and a summ ary o f  the account in  ques
tio n . The tw o  Chinese translations o f  the A-yiX wang ching contain s lightly d if 
ferent statements o f  the transmission. The earlier text, which may have been 
translated as early as 306 (but see M och izuk i, 1:93a), presents a somewhat disor
ganized set o f  transmission anecdotes (730 .114a-16b) invo lv ing  the Buddha, M a- 
h ^k ^y a p a , Ananda, and ^anavasa. The later transla tion, which was done by 
Saiiighabhadra in 512, includes a stra igh tfo rw ard  statement o f  the transmission 
scheme and is in part organized in to  chapters on the basis o f  th is version o f  the 
transmission. (The lineage is listed at 730.152c and repeated in  its entirety at the 
end o f  the text, 730.169c.) A lthough  the tw o  Chinese translations may sim ply 
represent variant orig ina ls o f  comparable antiqu ity , i t  seems likely, in  view o f  the 
other m ateria丨 in troduced here, tha t the theory o f  the transmission per se was 
developing in  Kashm ir over the course o f  the fo u rth  and f i f th  centuries. For fu r
ther in fo rm a tion  on the legend o f  Asoka, see John S. S trong, The Legend o f  
King Asoka: A Study and Translation o f the A^okavadana (P rinceton, N .J .: 
Princeton U n ivers ity  Press, 1983).

200. These tw o innovators were Fa-ju— or, rather, his anonymous epigrapher 
— and Shen-hui. See Section 9 o f  th is chapter.

201. The lis t o f  masters given in  the sOtra itse lf may be found at 715.301c. The 
lis t in  Hui-yuan*s preface occurs ju s t above, a t 301 a -b , as w ell as in  the Ch *u san- 
(sang chi-chi, 735.65c-66a. H u i-kuan 's  preface occurs on ly  in  the la tter w ork , 
the names in  question being found  at 735.66c-67a. The contents o f  the tw o  p re f
aces are so nearly identical tha t they must have been prepared on the basis o f  the 
same lectures by Buddhabhadra. I t  is d if f ic u lt  to  understand how the sOtra and 
its tw o  prefaces could contain d iffe ren t versions o f  the transmission, even a llow - 
ing fo r  the problems o f  in terpre ting  Buddhabhadra’s lectures. The Chinese fo r 
P u〇yaldta (?) is Fu-jo -Io , possibly identical to  the P ra jndtdra (?), o r  P o-lo -to -lo , 
mentioned in  n. 197.

202. n 5 .3 0 1 a -b o r7 3 5 .6 5 c -6 6 a .
203. N ote tha t the schoo丨s o f  Buddhism  referred to  here were distinguished on 

the basis o f  the Vinaya, rather than doctrina l in terpretations. A lso , i f  we read the 
text very precisely, we fin d  tha t what is actua lly referred to  here is no t the inab il
ity  o f  the scriptures to  describe the Buddha's teachings, but on ly  the fact that 
A nanda ’s special re la tionship to  the D harm a is unmentioned in  the scriptures.

204. See C han-jan 's com m entary on the Mo-ho chih-kuan (T46.147C) and the 
HKSC (730.564b). The la tte r version actually includes references to  tw o  other 
ind iv idua ls named Chien and Tsu i. Perhaps because th c la tte r o f  these tw o  de fin i- 
tions o f  the transmission fa ils to  m ention H ui-w en, i t  goes largely unnoticed by 
the la ter T ’ ien -t’ai tra d itio n .

205. See the Mo-ho chih-kuan, r4 6 .1 a -b . In  trad itiona l TMcn-t^ai exegetics, 
the transmission from  the Buddha to  Simha Bhik^u is referred to  as the chin-k fou
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hsiang-ch*engt o r  ^transm ission o f  the golden mouth,** and that fro m  Ndgdrjuna 
to  H u i-w cn , Hui-ssu, and C h ih -i is know n as the chin-shih hsiang-ch'eng, o r 
“ transmission o f  the present teachers.”  See A n d d  Toshio, 及 /H/a/gaArzi— kompon 
shiso to sono tenkai (K yo to : H e ira ku ji shoten, 1968), p. 7, o r  Fukuda Gyde, Ten- 
daigaku gairon (Tokyo: B un 'ich i shuppan, 1954), pp. 14-16. For in fo rm a tio n  on 
the Fufa-tsang yin-yuan chuan, see M och izuk i, 5:4493c-94b.

206. 725.755b. Yanagida m entions th is  and o ther related passages in  Shoki 
Zenshu shisho, pp. 611-12.

207. 750.394c.
208. The reader should recall the dialogue recorded in  the HKSC between Tao- 

hsin and his disciples on the subject o f  the transm ission, w hich suggests that the 
practice o f  choosing a single successor was know n during  the 660$. See Chapter 
I I ,  Section 2.

209. See, fo r  example, Shen-hsiu*s Kuan-hsin lun% 7B5.1272a o r Suzuki Daise- 
(suzenshu, suppl. vo l. 1 (Tokyo: lw anam i shoten, 1971), 623.

210. Th is text occurs in  the Tun-huang m anuscript P3559 at (607/26:2), just 
a fte r the CFPC.

211. See M och izuk i, l:559b-60a. P art o f  the Tso-ch*an san-mei ching trans
lated by Kum dra jiva  was w ritten  by Parsva. See M och izuk i, 2:14406-413, and 
O no GemmyO, Bussho kaisetsu daijlten (13 vo ls .; Tokyo: D a itd  shuppan sha, 
1933),4:7a-b.

212. The transliterations o f  non-Chinese names here are taken from  M izuno, 
<4Zenshu seiritsu izen no Shina no zenjo shisdshi josetsu,*' p . 23.

213. Seen. 93.
214. See H ira i, p .326.
215. See Chapter I I ,  Section 7.
216. See Chapter I I ,  Section 15. There is no obvious re la tionship between the 

tw o passages a ttributed to  Hsien here and in  Daruma no goroku, p . 239.
217. See the list o f  H ung-jen 's disciples included in  the passage from  the 

L C /F C  introduced in  Chapter I I ,  Section 5.
218. See the text in  Yanagida*s Shoki Zenshu shisho, pp. 487-88, and the Japa

nese translation on pp. 37-38.
219. This interpretation is stressed by Yanagida, pp. 38-39.
220. There is a paralle l o f  sorts between th is oversight and the Chinese adapta

tion  o f  theories about the demise o f  Buddhism , w hich are generally subsumed 
under the term  mo-fa, o r • 'f in a l [period o f] the Dharma.*' In  both cases state- 
ments and ideas o rig ina lly  re ferring  to  Kashm ir a n d /o r the western regions in  
general were reinterpreted to  re fer specifically to  China.

221. The emergence o f  the San-lun School is considered to  have been an
im portan t development in  the g row th o f  sectarian consciousness in  Chinese Bud
dhism. Nevertheless, even though Chi-tsang and his contem poraries in  this 
school were also very conscientious in  recording several generations o f  the ir own 
relig ious predecessors, I  am not aware o f  any statement o f  theirs extending to  the 
sixth generation. See Leon H u rv itz , ^C h ih -i (538-597): A n  In troduc tion  to  the 
L ife  and ldeas o f  a Chinese Buddhist M onk,”  办 ⑽ 也 //r/分
12 (1960-1% 2), 79-80, c iting  T*ang Y u n g -fu n g , Han-Wei liang-Chin nan-pei 
ch*ao Fo-chiao shih (C h^ng-sha : Shang-wu yin-shu kuan, 1928), p . 758f* and
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It6  R y flju , **Sanron gakuha ni okeru sh iji sojo to  Zenshu,** ShQgaku kenkyU 14 
(M arch 1947): 117-22.

222. See the Ting shih-fei lun in  H u  Shih*s Shen-hui ho-shang i-chi, p. 284.
223. See ShokiZenshQshisho, p. 48, and Shokinozenshit l, pp. 25-26.
224. See Shoki ZenshU shisho, pp. 48 and 57 n. 2, fo r the background o f  this 

observation. The secondary source Yanagida cites was in  error; the epitaph fo r I- 
fu  mentions Dharm a Master Fei as a teacher but says nothing o f  Fei referring I- fu  
to  Fa-ju , w hile the epitaph fo r P*u-chi does no t mention Fei at all. Tu Fei*s biog
raphy o f  Hui-ssu is listed in the catalogues o f  tw o Japanese pilgrim s to  China, 
735.1075b and 1077c.

225. See Shoki no zenshi, U p. 424» o r section 19 o f  the transla tion ip the A p 
pendix. ’

226. See Shoki no zenshi, l t pp. 346 and 420, o r sections 4 and 18 o f  the trans
la tion . I cannot help wondering i f  Tu Fei was not paid a commission fo r w riting  
the CFPC.

227. The title  o f  the CFPC uses the character chit ^annals,** rather than the 
modern homophone meaning urecordsM. (Shen-hui*s Ting shih-fei lun co rro 
borates this usage.) Yanagida comments on the significance o f  th is choice in 
Shoki no zenshi, h  p. 328, and on the general a ttitude o f the CFPC to  the HKSC 
in Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 54. Incidentally, the transmission statement included 
in P3559 and mentioned in n. 328 to  Part TWo is obviously based on the C flPC,

228. See Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 87-100, and Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 31-34.
229. The graves o f  one o f  Wei-shih*s brothers and her daughter, Princess Yung- 

t 'a i,  have been tw o  o f  the most spectacular archeological discoveries o f  modern 
Chinese history.

230. Th is w ork  is mentioned in  L i Chih-fei*s preface to  Ching-chueh's com
mentary on the Heart Sutra, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p . 597.

231. See the LCSTC, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 52-53 (th is passage is lacking in  
7B5).

232. Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, p. 58, suggests tha t the LCFJC was w r it
ten a fte r Hsuan-tse*s entry in to  the capital in  708. I t  is also probable that he 
transm itted i t  to  Ching-chueh before tha t m onk's presumed departure from  the 
capita l in  710. I f  Ching-chueh received materials fro m  the capita l much a fte r this 
date* he w ou ld  have learned o f  the com pila tion  o f  the CFPC, which does not 
seem to  have been the case.

233. On th is monastery, see ibid., pp. 90-91 and 98 n. 11. A no ther N orthern 
School m onk named L ing-cho was also associated w ith  the same monastery, as 
mentioned already in  Chapter I I I ,  Section 6, no. 3.

234. Yanagida has suggested tha t Hsuan-tse's inclusion o f  Fa-ju in  the list o f  
H ung-jen ’s disciples as a resident o f  Lu-chou rather than Shao-lin $$u represents 
an attem pt to  deny his influence as a founder o f  Ch*an in  the tw o  capitals (Shoki 
no zenshi, 1, p. 284). O n the probable contents o f  the LCJFC, see Shoki ZenshQ 
shisho, pp. 59-60. Hsuan-tse's a ttitude  tow ard the HKSC may be attributab le  to  
his earlier personal association w ith  Tao-h$uan.

235. Shoki Zenshu shisho, pp. 64, 66-70, and 74.
236. The scrip tura l quotations, etc., mentioned in item 1 are tw o  numerous to 

be listed here; see Yanagida's notes in Shoki no zenshi, I. The passages based on
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the Hsiu-hsin yao lun are mentioned in  the notes to  the transla tion  o f  tha t w ork 
in  Part TWo, Chapter I I .  A lso  see the discussion in  Section 4 o f  the same chapter. 
The m aterial mentioned in  items 3 -8  occurs in  the sections o f  the LCSTC devoted 
to  the ind iv iduals involved.

237. On the relationship between the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and the LCSTC, see 
Yanagida’s S/joA:/ Ze/wAfl ̂ /(/从 〇 , pp. 79-82.

238. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, pp. 122, 140-41, 287-88, and 312-13, 
o r 7TB5.1284c, 1285b, 1289c-90a, and 1290b-c.

239. See Sekiguchi, Daruma no kenkyu, pp. 335-43, and Yanagida, Yaburu 
mono, p. 236.

240. See Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 335-40.
241. This is a m a jo r thesis o f  ibid., pp. 181-209. A lso  see McRae, (<The Ox- 

head School/* pp. 189-91 and passim.
242. For example, although the LTFPC includes a prom inent reference to  

Shen-hui’s sermon at H u a -t’ai in  order to  bolster its own specious claims to  the 
succession from  H ui-neng, it  om its any m ention o f  the fact tha t the sermon in 
question was delivered as an attack on the N orthern  School. See Yanagida, Shoki 
nozenshi, 2, pp. 154-55, o r 751.185b-c.

243. The epitaphs by Yen and Tb are listed in  n. 171. See p. 15b o f  the former. 
One anecdote invo lv ing  !- fu  is included in  the T 9al-p*ing kuang chi, fascicle 97, 
2:645-46.

244. See the epitaph by L i Hua in the CTWt fascicle 320, pp. 4b-$a. Fa-yun*s 
biography is summarized in  U i, pp. 298-99.

245. See the epitaph, also by L i H ua, CTWt fascicle 319, p. 12b. On the fo l
low ing page o f  the epitaph (13c), Hui-chen is quoted as teaching tha t one should 
be “ w ithou t practice [as such] but never ceasing. Transcending m in d ，fo rm  is 
pure. When both are pure, they have been transcended. W ith  transcendence 
comes birthlessness (i.e., nirvana) . . ** These ideas are rem iniscent o f  the Wu 
fang-pien, which makes the passages quoted from  this epitaph even more s ign ifi
cant.

246. On Hsuan-lang, see the epitaph by L i H ua, CTWt fascicle 320, pp. la -4 b . 
Obviously, it is quite possible that the prim ary  reason p ro to typ ic  encounter dia
logue material found its way in to  these three epitaphs may have been the ir com
mon authorship. On Fa-chMn, see the discussion o f his b iography in  McRae, 
“ The Ox-head School，”  pp. 191-95.

PAR 丁丁 WO

1. Suzuki fe lt that Bodhidharm a wrote the EJSHL and its miscellaneous 
appended m aterial; the Chueh-kuan lun o f  the Ox-head School and the closely 
related Wu-hsin lun; and Shen-hsiu^s Kuan-hsin lun. On the accretions to  the 
EJSHL, see his KOkan ShOshitsu issho oyobi kaisetsu (Osaka: A taka  Bukkyo 
bunko, 1936), pp. 10 and 14. Suzuki is very explicit about accepting all trad i
tional material at face value, except where there is de fin ite  evidence o f  misrepre
sentation. For his views on the other works m entioned, see his studies in the 
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 2:108-41, 161-87, and 209-10, plus suppl. vol. 1:576- 
89. For more accurate a ttribu tions and other useful textual in fo rm a tion , see 
Yanagida’s “ Zenseki kaidai,”  pp. 454-57, and the sources listed there.
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2. O k im o to  discusses certain T ibetan translations o f  some o f  this miscellane
ous m aterial in  his uChibetto-yaku Ninyu shigyd ron n i tsuite,'* Indogaku 
BukkyOgaku kenkyQ, 24, no. 2 (1976): 999-992 (sic). Jorgensen, The Earliest 
Text o f Ch 'an, contains an annotated transla tion  and study o f  the entire manu
script version o f  the EJSHL and the miscellaneous m aterial tha t accompanies it. 
See pp. 248-49 fo r  an English rendering o f  the T ibetan translation o f  the EJSHL 
proper. On pp. 379-80, Jorgensen argues tha t the entire m anuscript o f  the **long 
scro ir* was com piled by the end o f  the seventh century, probably by 645. On pp. 
380-89, he discusses the authorship o f  the text and concludes that T ’an•丨in  was 
probably the compiler. A lthough  Jorgensen s k ilfu lly  counters earlier suggestions 
by Sekiguchi and Nakagawa as to  the provenance o f  the text, his own conclusions 
are based on circum stantia l evidence and are fa r more specific than is ju s tified . I 
see no reason why the com pila tion  o f  the “ long scro ll”  d id  not take place over a 
period o f  tim e extending well in to  the eighth century.

3. There has been considerable disagreement over the years about the author
ship o f  this miscellaneous m ateria l. Some have considered the section translated 
here under the provisional tit le  (<Second Letter** to  be the preface to  some longer 
w o rk— perhaps the subsequent po rtion  o f  the Tun-huang m anuscript— rather 
than sim ply to  the b rie f verse included here. I do not believe there is any conclu
sive argum ent fo r  a ttrib u tin g  d iffe ren t portions o f  the m anuscript to  Bodhi- 
dharm a, H u i-k*o , o r other early figures. For the present purposes, I have fo l
lowed the usage in Yanagida*s Daruma no goroku. F o r a convenient review o f  the 
positions taken by d iffe ren t scholars, see Tanaka Ryosho, €*ShigyOron chokansu 
to  Bodaidaruma-ron,'9 Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyG, 14, no. 1 (1% 5): 217-20. 
C f. Jorgensen, pp. 381-84. F o r the portions o f  the translation here taken from  
the HKSCt see T50.552b-c.

4. See the CTLP r51 .458b-c . Yanagida, Daruma no gorokuf pp. 15-21, con
tains a discussion o f  the details o f  m anuscripts, titles, and textual history, plus a 
lis t o f  im portan t secondary studies.

5. The tit le  and reference to  the preface by T*an-Iin do not occur in  the Tun- 
huang m anuscript, bu t are added by Yanagida on the basis o f  the LCSTC. See his 
Shoki no zenshi, U pp. 1 27 -32 .1 have om itted the customary annotation fo r  the 
balance o f  th is  transla tion in  deference to  Yanagida's Daruma no goroku, pp. 
27-31 and 36-47. M y  in terpre ta tion  o f  the text does no t d if fe r  substantially from  
Yanagida’s.

6. These are the fo u r stages o f  atta inm ent in  the HTnaydna, beginning w ith  the 
^stream -w inner*' and cu lm inating  w ith  the arhat.

7. Th is  is a reference to  the f i f th  member o f  the N oble E igh tfo ld  Path.
8. A  m a/i/-pearl is a w ish-giving gem. The a llusion here is to  something that is 

valuable bu t no t recognized as such. In  o ther contexts, the a b ility  o f  Inherent 
Enlightenm ent to  cleanse away the sp iritua l im purities o f  its possessor is 
described as the hypothetical a b ility  o f  a pearl to  c la rify  the water in  which i t  is 
submerged.

9. Suzuki o ffe rs  the fo llow ing  translations fo r  these terms: ^entrance by rea- 
son”  o r “ entrance by higher in tu it io n ，”  and “ entrance by conduct”  o r  “ entrance 
by practical living.*' See his Manual o f  Zen Buddhism (New York: G rove Press»

aruma no goroku, p. 41, o r  the Tao-te ching, 63* and the Lun-yut 14.
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11. M any years later Huang-po H si-yun (d . 850) was to  say something quite 
reminiscent o f  this practice: 4<Just u tilize  you r o ld  karm a according to  the conse- 
quences o f  your conditions (sui-yuan), and don*t make any new transgressions.** 
Huang-po’s student L in -ch i I-hsim n alludes to  both this and the fo llo w in g  prac- 
tice when he says: (<U tilize  you r o ld  karm a according to  the consequences o f  your 
conditions, spontaneously Qen-yun) pu tting  on your c lo th ing, w a lk ing  when you 
want to  w a lk, s itting  when you want to  sit, w ithou t ever activating (ch*i) a single 
moment's desire (ch *iu) fo r enlightenment.M See Yanagida's Zen shisO, p. 55.

12. The BukkyOgaku jiten, Taya Raishun et aL, eds. (K yo to : H dz6kan, 1955), 
p. 87, has a good d e fin ition  o f  ch'iu as (<seeking a fte r something w ithou t cease.** 
Nakam ura's BukkyOgo daijiten does not give t ^ a  as an equivalent fo r the single 
character chfiuf but note the com pound ai-ch'iu (aigu in  Japanese), which is 
given as such on 1:15c.

13. See n. 332 fo r  another comment on the in terna l structure o f  the EJSHL.
Yanagida has suggested tha t the fo u r practices may constitute a reinterpreta

tio n  o f  the fou r foundations o f  m indfulness along M ahayanist lines, specifically 
those o f  the Perfection o f  W isdom . This possib ility  is interesting in  view o f  the 
importance o f  the fo u r foundations in the thought and practice o f  Seng-ch*out a 
contem porary o f  Bodhidharm a and H u i-k ’o . The correspondences w ould be 
developed as fo llows:

A . M indfulness o f  the body: The firs t practice o f  the EJSHL is based on the 
d irect, personal experience o f  suffering. I t  w ou ld  not be too  extreme to  suggest 
tha t such suffering was p rim a rily  physical一 i.e .，lack o f  food , water, and shelter， 
as well as various form s o f  v ilif ic a tio n  and abuse by others.

B. M indfulness o f  feelings: Rather than ju s t em otional responses, th is refers to  
any impression o r perception experienced fshou) by one*s physical/sensory appa
ratus, includ ing the m ind. The second practice refers to  a ll good and bad even
tualities.

C. M indfulness o f  the m ind: C raving, the subject o f  the th ird  practice, is the 
single most im portan t obstacle to  a perfectly function ing  m ind and, at the same 
tim e, the quintessential feature o f  the unenlightened m ind.

D . M indfulness o f  dharmas: Whereas the feelings o f  the second foundation  o f  
M indfulness refer to  a ll sensory and emotive impressions, Mdharmas" refers here 
to  a ll the fundam ental bu ild ing  blocks o f  an ind iv idua l sentient being's physical 
and psychological existence: sensory capabilities, feelings, perceptions, memo
ries, physical fo rm , etc. This is entire ly d iffe ren t from  the de fln ition  o f  Dharm a 
(fa) used in  the fo u rth  practice. One could argue that the fo u rth  practice 
describes the a b ility  to  act in  accord w ith  the Dharm a o f  iQnyata w ith  respect to  
a ll dharmasy but th is in terpre ta tion  is somewhat forced.

14. This idea is sim ilar to  the Lankavatara Sutra's concept o f  tsung-Vung, or 
**penetration o f  the tru th ,M i.e ., the true inner understanding o f  the u ltim ate  mes
sage o f  the scriptures, as opposed to  shuo-t*ungt o r (<penetration o f  the preach
ing," a conceptualized understanding o f  the words and form ulae o f  the text and 
noth ing more. See Yanagida^ Shoki ZenshQ shisho, p. 52, fo r the im portance o f 
this idea in  the N orthern  School, and his Zen shisO, pp. 17-18, fo r  its relevance 
here. The term tsung-t*ung occurs in  Section C o f  the CFPC.
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15. The HKSC version reads sim ply: **To be mysteriously identified w ith  the 
Tao (=  enlightenment?), serene and inactive, is called the entrance o f  principle.**

16. See the discussion o f  the concept o f  Buddha Nature in the HObOgirin, Syl- 
vain Levi and J. Takasusu, eds. (Tokyo: Maison franco-japonaise, 1929-37) ， 

2:185-87.
17. ^Hokushuzen no shisO/* Zenbunka Kenkyujo kiyOt 6 (1974): 71-72. The 

word tan occurs again, w ith  a s im ilar meaning, in the fou rth  practice.
18. On the subject o f  fa ith , note Tanaka’s observation that a pa ir o f  terms 

related to this concept in the EJSHL also occur in esoteric Buddhist texts trans
lated in to  Chinese in the early eighth century. As Tanaka him self admits, the 
inverted tem poral sequence mitigates against any conclusion concerning Bodhi- 
dharma*s iden tity  in terms o f  Ind ian religious developments, but perhaps there is 
some re lationship between the Ch*an and esoteric trad itions in China. The two 
terms are shen-hsin ( (<pro found  faith**) and hsin-chieh (**accept and under- 
stand**), occurring in the firs t entrance and the fou rth  practice, respectively. Sim
ila r usages occur in the Ch'an-men ching and Sheng-chou lu. See Tanaka's 
**Daruma-zen ni okeru shin n i tsuite/* ShQkyO kenkyQ, 38, no. 2 (1965): 84-85.

A nother speculative suggestion that should be introduced here is T 'ang  Yung- 
t*ung*s op in ion that the language o f  the EJSHL is reminiscent o f  the Upanisads, 
specifically, the Man^ukya Upani$ad and comm entary by Gau4apada. I cannot 
accept the accuracy o f  this com parison. See T*ang*s Fo<hiao shih, p. 791. T 'ang  
also wrote in a letter to  H u Shih, his teacher, that Bodhidharm a's treatise 
resembled Brahmanist and Upani§adic w ritings. Hu*s reply includes the sugges
tion  that the Lat^kSvatSra Sutra, on w hich Bodhidharm a supposedly based his 
teachings, was a product o f  Buddhism 's spread to  South Ind ia  and its  adm ixture 
w ith  non-Buddhist elements. T*ang*s letter and Hu*s reply were w ritten  in  July 
1928. See the Ko Teki zengaku an, pp. 235 and 239.

W hile  these specific speculations are now clearly obsolete, one can s till wonder 
whether non-Buddhist thought had any influence on the EJSHL. I t  is possible 
that sentences 3 A -B  o f  the entrance o f  p rincip le  may be taken to  describe a type 
o f  m edita tion very much like  the “ cessation o f  the transform ations o f  conscious- 
ness*' tha t constitutes the classical d e fin ition  o f  yoga (yogadcitta vrffi nirodhSh), 
In  add ition , the d istinction  between the tw o  entrances could be interpreted to  
resemble the d istinction  between j^Sna and karma yoga.

19. M ost o f  the citations listed here are discussed in Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ 
shisho, pp. 423-29. For no. 2, see 750.596c. For no. 3, see Yanagida, Shoki no 
zenshi, l t p. 356, o r section F o f  the translation in  Appendix A , and 731.743c 
(mentioned by U i, 1:14). For no. 4, see Chih-yen's K'ung-mu chang, 745.559a- 
b. For no. 5, see T48.403c and 405b and Kamata, Zengen shosenshQ tojo, pp. 116 
and 141. For no. 6, see 748.387a and Ir iya  Yoshitaka, Denshin hOyO-EnryO- 
roku, Zen no goroku, no. 8 (Tokyo: C hikum a shob6, 1969), p. 135. (Professor 
Ir iya  comments on p. 147 that mien-pi does no t necessarily mean physically sit
ting  before a w a ll.) For the CTL reference, see 751.219b. For no. 7, see Z2B, 3, 
454a (//130:907a).

20. U i, 1:21.
21. T ’ang, pp. 784-85. O ther scholars who discuss “ wall contem plation”  are 

L i i  Ch'eng, Masunaga Reih6, Suzuki Kakuzen, Takamine Rydshu, and John
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Alexander Jorgensen. L i i，in  his “ T ’an -t’ an yu-kuan ch ’u-ch’ i C h ’an-tsung ssu- 
hsiang te ch i-ko  wen-tM,** Ch9an~tsung shih-shih k 9ao-pien, Shih Tao-an, ed., 
Hsien*tai Fo-chiao hsueh-shu ts^ung-k^an, no. 4 (Taipei: Ta-sheng wen-hua ch*u- 
pan she, 1977)， pp. 202, suggests a connection w ith  the “ to ta lity-sphere”  tech
niques o f  m editation (Ar"5/m• 办  a/a/ia, o r  处 似 /叫 - 办  a/ana in  P ali}. L t i ’s idea i$ 
that in  order to  contemplate the element earth one begins w ith  a d isk o f  mud 
erected on a frame in  fro n t o f  oneself, rather in  the fo rm  o f  a w a ll. In  a sim ilar 
vein, Masunaga has compared the same technique o f  early Buddhism  to  the 
visualization o f  the sun o r the character uone "  (i) in  the East M oun ta in  Teaching. 
See his <(Zenshis6 no Chugokuteki k e ite ir  BukkyO no kompon shinri—BukkyO 
ni okeru kompon shinri no rekishiteki keitai, M iyam oto  Shdson, ed. (Tokyo: 
Sanseido, 1957), p. 795. Suzuki’s conmients are extensive but inconclusive. See 
his ^H ek ikan  shiron ( I )M Komazawa Daigaku BukkyO Gakubu kenkyQ kiy〇9 33 
(M arch 1975): 23-39 and 4<H ekikan  shiron ( I I ) ；* 34 (M arch 1976): 26-46. H is 
musings are summarized in  his <( ^ e k ik a n *  to  ^kakukan* ni tsuite," Indogaku 
BukkyOgaku kenkyu, 24, no. 1 (1975): 124-129.

Tkkamine’s b r ie f comments, w hich refer to  the c/i/wg and
the w ritings o f  L i T ’ung-hsuan, occur in  his 汾 取 >/i /〇  Ze/i /〇  no  ⑽ ro  (Nara: 
Nanto BukkyO kenkyukai, 1956), pp. 11-12. Note tha t Takamine also published 
an earlier version o f  this study under the same title  in  Nihon BukkyO gakkai 
nempO, 18 (1952): 39-58. See pp. 49-52.

Jorgensen's ram bling comments on 4twaII contem plation*' include an interest
ing reference to  a line in Ssu-ma Ch^en^s Shih-chi about ^ lo o k in g  from  on top  o f  
a wall** (ts*ungpi-shang kuan), which Jorgensen glosses as (<to  be an onlooker, to  
be uninfluenced by what is going on around you.,> See Jorgensen, p. 196, and the 
biography o f  Hsiang Yu in  the Shih-chi. The im p lica tion  is that Bodhidharm a's 
wall contem plation m ight invo lve a s im ila r sense o f  detachment from  the w orld . 
Even more sign ificant, Jorgensen, p. 194, cites an ^adam antine w a ll samQdhr in 
the Sui-tzu-isan-mei, which is a ttribu ted  to  Hui-ssu. Accord ing to  th is text, when 
^d ripu tra  was once in  the samadhi in  question, a demon h it h im  so hard w ith  a 
club that the reverberations were fe lt in  all the w orlds and times, ^a ripu tra , how
ever, was unaware o f  the b low , and a fte r com ing out o f  samadhi knew on ly that 
the skin on the top  o f  his head fe lt a b it unusual. ( Z l ,  98, 350d-51a [//98 .700b- 
la j)  The power o f  this samadhi is reminiscent o f  the frozen so lid ity  referred to  
elsewhere in the EJSHL.

22. The firs t o f  the passages introduced here is from  <4Shoki ZenshQ to  shikan 
shisd," pp. 261-62. The second passage, as well as that given jus t below, is from  
Zen shisO, pp. 29-30.

23. H u  understood the h is to ry o f  early Ch^an as a trans ition  from  an essen
tia lly  Ind ian level o f  com plexity to  the in trins ica lly  simple approach that suited 
the Chinese so much better. See his “ Development o f  Zen Buddhism  in  China,”  
Chinese Social and Political Science Review, 15, no. 4(1932): 475-505, reprinted 
in  the Ko Tkkizengaku an, 722-691 (sic). Suzuki was more inclined to  believe that 
the heart o f  Zen (to  use the Japanese pronuncia tion  which he preferred) was 
shared by Ind ian Buddhism and even other non-Buddhist religious systems, but 
that the mode o f  expression changed according to  variations in  tim e and place.
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See, fo r  example, his **The H is to rica l Background o f  Zen Buddh ism /9 Zen Bud
dhism, W illia m  Barrett, ed. (Garden C ity, N .Y .: Doubleday, 1956), pp. 48-58 
and 74.

24. 730.598a-b( introduced in  Yagi, wRy6gashu ko,M p. 61. T*an-lun was bom  
no later than 547t and the events described here to o k  place a fte r he became th ir- 
teen. Yagi suggests tha t T ’an .lun ’s teacher was C hing-tuan (543-606), a successor 
to  Ratnam ati and Seng-shih. (He is identified  here on ly  as DhyQna Master Tuan.)

25. 730.590a. The experiences described here probab ly occurred in  o r before 
595.

In  add ition  to  the evidence introduced here regarding T*an-lun and C hing-lin , 
it  is instructive to  consider C h ih -i's  comments regarding tw o teachings held by 
**northem dhyQna masters/* One o f  these, the tenth o f  his three southern and 
seven northernp'aw-cA/flfo schema, is tha t there is **only One Vehicle, not tw o and 
no t three. W ith  one sound is the Dharm a preached; according to  the iden tity  (o f 
the listener) is i t  understood differently.** (733.801b) This ^teaching o f  the one 
sound** (i-yin chiao) is d irec tly  opposed to  the orthodox T i- lu n  School position 
regarding the three vehicles. (See Ocho, Hokugi BukkyO no kenkyQ, pp. 41-42.) 
Since H u i-k*o  is said to  have learned the One Vehicle from  Bodhidharm a, it  
m ight be possible to  associate this teaching d irectly  w ith  these early Ch*an fig 
ures. U nfortunate ly , Chih-i*s rebutta l o f  this teaching yields no fu rthe r in fo rm a
tion  about i t. (733.805a-b)

The n in th  o f  the three southern and seven northern  schema, w hich is also 
a ttribu ted  to  northern dhyQna masters, elucidates tw o  types o f  M ahay^na teach
ings, the **MahSyana w ith  characteristics^ (yu-hsiang ta-sheng) and the MM aha- 
yana w ithou t characteristics** (wu-hsiang ta-sheng). The fo rm er teaches the p ro 
gression o f  the bodhisattva th rough  the ten stages, whereas the la tte r holds that 
(<the True D harm a is w ith o u t graduated d istinctions [and tha t] a ll sentient beings 
constitute the characteristic o f  n irv劫 a.”  Th is teaching is said to  be based on the 
Lankavatara Sutra and the Sutra [of the Questions] o f  Ssu-i [Bodhisattva] (Ssu-i 
ching). (A lso  733.801b) Yagi, wRy6gashu kO,** p . 52, shows tha t the **Mahayana 
w ithou t characteristics*9 is also based in  part on the VimalakJrti Sutra and in tro 
duces evidence fro m  C h ih -i's  w ritings to  the effect tha t this teaching was basically 
no d iffe ren t fro m  the doctrine o f  sudden enlightenment expounded by Tao-sheng 
in  the f i f th  century. Tha t is, since the True Characteristic o f  the dharmakaya is 
w ithou t characteristics and und iffe rentia ted, realization thereof occurs com
pletely and a ll a t once, in  a sudden flash, w ithou t adm itting  to  any stages o f  par
tia l realization.

Yagi, pp. 53-54, also observes tha t Tao-hsuan^ HKSCessay on exegetes refers 
pe jorative ly to  those who studied the LankQvatQra and Abhidharma literature, 
broke the precepts, became attached to  eating and d rink ing , and <(took false 
knowledge as true understanding and confused consciousness to  be perfect wis- 
dom.” （730.549b) Yagi feels tha t this last phrase is reflective o f  the northern 
dhyana masters mentioned by C h ih -i; I suspect that Yagi interprets such behavior 
as an antecedent to  the eccentricity and iconoclasm o f  later Ch*an masters. 
U nfortunate ly , there is no direct p ro o f tha t any o f  this evidence relates d irectly to 
the members o f  the early C h ’an School.
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26. 730.603a.
27. 79.369c and 370a. See the discussion o f  shou-i ts*un-san and shou-ipu i in  

Chapter V I, Section 2 o f  this part.
28_ This treatise was introduced by Sekiguchi in  his D arum a /io  ArenA:少 

pp. 49-81. A  transcrip tion o f  the text may be found on pp. 463-68 o f  tha t w ork . 
Sekiguchi accepts the date 681, then makes the incredible assertion tha t the text 
may actually be a va lid  w ork o f  Bodhidharm a's. M y  own reaction is tha t, even i f  
th is were one o f  the texts referred to  in  the LCSTC and CFPC as c ircu la ting 
under Bodhidharm a’s name, as Sekiguchi suggests, tha t w ou ld  no t be enough to  
prove the accuracy o f  such an a ttrib u tio n .

I also fin d  Sekiguchi's in terpre ta tion  o f  the re lationship between th is text and 
the EJSHL unconvincing. (See pp. 69-81.) The text seems m uch more closely 
related to  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, since it  contains the phrase shou pen<hing hsin, 
^m ain ta in  the o rig ina lly  pure mind.*' (Sekiguchi, p . 465.) Shou-hsin is w ithou t 
question the most d istinctive slogan o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. (See section I  o f  the 
translation in  Section 3 o f  th is chapter fo r  the four-character version o f  th is slo
gan.) The treatise in  question also contains other phrases and topics o f  discussion 
sim ilar to  those found in  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun and N orthern  School w orks in 
general, but I cannot discern any c rite ria  fo r determ ining the exact provenance o f  
the text.

29. Sekiguchi, Daruma daishi no kenkyQ, pp. 246-70, analyzes the re la tion
ship between the Ch^ng-hsin lun and ideas generally a ttribu ted  to  Tao-hsin. I 
believe it is much more like ly  tha t Shen-hsiu discovered th is w ork  during  his 
quarter century o f  residence at Yii-ch*uan ssu, the monastery o f  its au thor C h ih -i, 
rather than that Tko-hsin found  it  du ring  his b r ie f stay at a fo rm er residence o f  a 
sometime student o f  Chih-i*s. (See Sekiguchi, pp. 272-73.) A n  alternate tit le  fo r 
this w ork is Cheng-hsin lun (Treatise on the Realization o f  the Mind).

30. See the text in  Yanagida, Shoki ZenshQ shisho, pp. 487-89, and Part One, 
Chapter IV, Section 9.

31. See the fo llow ing  tw o sections o f  this chapter fo r  textual in fo rm a tio n  and 
an English transla tion o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. For the JTFM, see Sections 6, 7, 
and 8. The position tha t there is a developmental re la tionship between shou-i and 
shou-hsin a n d /o r the texts in  which they are explained is held by Sekiguchi, Zen- 
shu shisOshi, p. 85; Y in-shun, Chung-kuo Ch'an-tsung chih, p. 80; Suzuki, **Zen 
shisdshi kenkyO, da i-n i— Darum a kara End ni ita ru ，’ ’ Si/议 A:/ D a/從 ⑽  ze/is如 ， 

vo l. 2 (Tokyo: Iwanam i shoten, 1968), 272; Masunaga, **Zen shisO no Chugoku- 
teki keitai,** p. 794; and Yanagida, uC hugoku Zenshu shi,** Zen no rekishi^ 
ChQgoku, Kdza Zen, no. 3, Suzuki Daisetsu and N ish itan i K e iji, eds. (Tokyo: 
C h ikum a shobd, 1967)， pp. 26-27. (Both Suzuki and Masunaga devote doser 
attention to  the practice o f  “ viewing a single th in g ”  [ / : ’似 ！ /’-ww] than to  5Aow-/ 
and shou-hsin.)

32. See Yanagida Seizan, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 213 and 263-64, o r 7 ^ 5 .1287c 
and 1289b.

33. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, l t pp. 263-64, o r 7 ^ 5 .1289b.
34. See section V  o f  the translation.
35. I t  is impossible to  determine the exact date o f  com pila tion  o f  the Inscrip
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tion on Relying on the Mind. Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, p. 266 n. 17, lists 
the early n in th  century w orks in  w hich i t  firs t appears o r is mentioned.

36. The Shinsen zenseki mokuroku com piled by the Komazawa University 
L ib ra ry  (Tokyo: Komazawa toshokan, 1962) contains detailed in fo rm a tion  about 
the various editions o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao iun under the headings IchijO kenjishin 
ron (I-sheng hsien tzu-hsin lun in  Chinese; p. 6a), SaijOjOron (Tsui-shang sheng 
iun; p. 139a), and Shushin yOron (Hsiu-hsin yao lun; p. 173a). A lso  see Tanaka 
Ry6sh0*s useful guide to  Tun-huang materials perta in ing to  C h 'an , MTonko Zen
shu shiryo bun ru i m okuroku  shokO,M Komazawa Daigaku kenkyu kiy〇t 29 
(M arch 1971): 11-16, and Yanagida’s “ Zenseki kaidai,”  p. 455. The fo llow ing  
summ ary combines in fo rm a tion  fro m  a ll three o f  these sources.

The Hsiu-hsin yao lun was published in  Korea in 1570 under the title  
Choesangsung*nort (Tsui-shang sheng lun in  Chinese, o r The Treatise on the 
Supreme Vehicle). This was republished several times, one ed ition  o f  which (firs t 
p rin ted in  Japan in  1716) is reprinted in  Z 2A , 1, 415a-17b {H\ 10:829a-33b) and 

I t  is also included in the Sdnmun ch'waryo p rim ed in  Korea in 
1907, an antho logy o ften  used by Japanese scholars earlier in  this century (the 
Japanese pronunciation is Zemmon satsuyO). One o f  these earlier scholars was 
N ukariya  Kaiten, who argued that the Tsui-shang sheng lun d id  not represent 
Hung-jen*s true teachings. See his Zengaku shisoshi, vo l. 1 (Tokyo: Genkdsha, 
1923) 371-74. The discovery o f  this text and other C h 'an-rc la tcd  materials among 
the Tun-huang manuscripts has rendered Nukariya*s position obsolete* even 
though some o f  his observations about the text itse lf are s till va lid .

The firs t notice o f  any o f  the Tun-huang manuscripts o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao 
lun was apparently that in Ch*en Yuan's Tun-huang chieh-yu lu (6 vols.; 
Peking: K uo-li Chung-yang Yen-chiu-yuan li-sh ih  yii-yen yen-chiu-so, 1931), in  
which it is listed as m anuscript chou-04. Because the beginning o f  this Peking 
m anuscript was damaged, C h ^ n  used the title  I-sheng hsien tzu-hsin lun (Trea
tise on the One Vehicle o f  Manifesting One*s Own Mind). This tit le  is based 
on m aterial at the end o f  the treatise itself. (See section W; also note the alter
nate titles occurring at the ends o f  certain manuscripts mentioned in  n. 103.) 
The identity  and significance o f  this Peking m anuscript were confirm ed by 
Suzuki during  his v is it to  Peking in  1934. He published a collotype facsimile 
o f  this m anuscript in  his TonkO shutsudo ShOshitsu issho (Osaka: A taka 
BukkyC bunko, 1935) and a prin ted ed ition in his KOkan ShOshitsu issho oyobi 
kaisetsu, pp. 41-55.

In  the meantime Tokushi Yusho announced the existence o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao 
lun among the Tun-huang manuscripts in  the possession o f  the lib ra ry  o f  
R yukoku U niversity in Kyoto . See his ^ShOshitsu rokumonshQ n i tsuite,M 
Ryukoku gakuhd, 309 (June 1934): 316-18. Suzuki published synoptic transcrip
tions o f  the Korean, Peking (edited and augmented on the basis o f  the Korean 
text), and R yukoku manuscripts in his KOkan ShOshitsu issho oyobi kaisetsu, pp. 
41-52. In  1938 Suzuki visited England, where he discovered three additional 
manuscripts in the Stein co llection (S2669, S3558, and S4064). A round  1941 he 
edited these three manuscripts together w ith  the Korean and Peking versions, the 
result o f  w hich was published in  1951 in his Zen shisOshi kenkyu, dai-ni. This is
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contained in  the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, 2:303-309. Accord ing to  a note on p. 
270 o f  this volume, Suzuki does not seem to  have used the RyQkoku m anuscript 
fo r this ed ition. He also failed to  distinguish between the three Stein manuscripts, 
referring to  them a ll as the ^o rig ina l text** (gembon).

A ll  the other known manuscripts o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao iun, i.e ., S6159* P3559, 
P3434, and P3777, were discovered by Yanagida Seizan on the basis o f  in fo rm a
tion  in various catalogues and through an exam ination o f  m ic ro film  copies o f  the 
B ritish collections. Tanaka, p. 11, also notes the existence o f  a Tun-huang m anu
script o f  this text in Leningrad, unavailable to  Western scholars.

A t present there are nine d iffe ren t manuscripts and one prin ted o f  this text: 
P3434, P3559, P3777; S2669, S3558, S4064, S6159; Peking chou-04; R yukoku 
University L ib ra ry  N o. 122 (the /ffl/n /wo/i A d /w i m anuscript); and the 
printed Korean edition. S6159 is fragmentary* being incomplete at both begin
ning and end, and has not been consulted in the course o f  this study. Since Suzu- 
k i's  editions suffer from  problems o f  inaccuracy and because they were done 
w ithou t knowledge o f  some o f  the most im portan t manuscripts, 1 have compiled 
a new edition fo r the purposes o f  this study. Fortunately, 1 have had access to  
Professor Yanagida's handwritten synoptic transcrip tion  o f  a ll the extant ver
sions o f  the text, which I have double-checked against photocopies o f  the orig ina l 
manuscripts. There are sign ificant differences between some o f  the d iffe ren t ver
sions o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. The Korean text has obviously been edited to  
make certain passages more readable and the term inology a lit t le  more positive 
and complex. This editing, as well as the re titlin g  o f  the text, probab ly occurred 
in C hina— an inference based on the sim ilar, i f  less extensive, ed iting o f  P3559. 
The other manuscripts contain numerous m in o r differences bu t resemble each 
other in  using consistently simpler term inology than P3559 and the Korean ver
sion.

The textual environm ent o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao iun in  P3559 is also qu ite  d iffe r
ent from  that in the other unprin ted manuscripts. Th is  extremely im portan t man
uscript includes the fo llow ing  m aterial:

A . The Yuan-ming iun, which w ill be presented in  transla tion  in  C hapter V l l
B. A  b rie f statement on C h 'an tha t is heavily laden w ith  Yogacara and tathQ- 

gata-garbha theory term inology
C. The Hsiu-hsin yao lun itse lf
D . Some 55 lines o f  miscellaneous m ateria l preceded by the heading Hsiu ho- 

s/umg chuaft fTrcmstnissio ft o f  Preceptor lSken]-hsii4j， part o f which will be intro- 
duced in  translation in Chapter V I I ,  Section 13

E. The Ch*iianfa-pao chi (CFPC)f already discussed in Part One, Chapter IV, 
Sections 10 and 11, and presented in transla tion  in  the Appendix

F. The Ch*ou ch*an-shih i (The Intention [Mind ?] o f  DhyQna Master [Seng]- 
ch^ou), an interesting text in  spite o f  the obvious fa ls ity  o f  its a ttr ib u tio n  to  Seng- 
ch’ou

G. The Ch*ou chfan-shih yao-fang (The Prescription o f  Dhyana Master 
[SengYc^ou), also spurious

H . The Ta-sheng hsin-hsing lun (Treatise on the Practice o f  Mind in the 
MahQyQna), also supposedly by Seng-ch'ou
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I. A  verse by P 'u-ch i (d iffe ren t from  that contained in  Suzuki's ShOshitsu 
issho)

J. A  few lines o f  miscellaneous m aterial
K . The Chin-kang wu li (Five Obeisances o f  the Vajra) by Preceptor Yao, an 

unknown figure
L . Some f i f t y  lines o f  miscellaneous “ contem plative analysis”  m aterial (see 

Chapter I I I ,  Section 6 fo r a d e fin ition  o f  this term) related to  the recitation o f  the 
Great Perfection o f  Wisdom Sutra

A lthough  some o f  the ind iv idua l works jus t listed are represented in  other Tun- 
huang manuscripts, i.e .f items B, C , E , and K , this is the on ly  manuscript to  con
ta in tw o o r more, let alone a ll o f  them. The reverse side o f  this m anuscript was 
copied in 751, the obverse probab ly in  the same year o r shortly thereafter. (See n. 
160.) For a discussion o f  the m anuscript as a whole, see Yanagida Seizan, 
^Den'hObOki to  sono sakusha一 Perio 3559-go bunsho o meguru Hokushuzen 
kenkyu no sakki, jo  no ichi,** Zengaku kenkyu, 53 (Ju ly  1963): 45-71. Jan Y iin- 
hua, ^Seng-ch^ou^ M ethod o f  DhyQna," La i and Lancaster, eds., Early Ch*an in 
China and Tibett pp. 51-63, accepts the a ttribu tions o f  works F, G , and H  to  
Seng-ch’ou. I consider them spurious because o f  ⑴  the absence o f  any reference 
to them w ith  regard to Seng-ch*ou, (2) the lack o f  any obvious relationship w ith  
what lit t le  is know n about Seng-ch'ou's m editation practice, and, conversely, (3) 
the clear relationship between the content o f  these w orks and other doctrines o f  
the early Ch*an. P3559 (more accurately, P3664/P3559; see n. 160) represents an 
anthology o f  East M ounta in  Teaching/Northern School works, in  which the leg
endary figure o f  Seng-ch*ou was used in  name only.

In  contrast to  the com position o f  P3559, seven d iffe ren t manuscripts contain 
some o r a ll o f  the fo llow ing  w orks, always in  the same order:

A . The Ssu hung shih-yuan (The Four Great Vows), apparently firs t used by 
C hih-i

B. The Ta-mo chfan-shih kuan-men (Dhyana Master [Bodhildharma^s T^ach- 
〇f  Contemplation)9 which describes seven d iffe ren t types o f  m editation (see

Sekiguchi, Daruma daishi no kenkyu, pp. 295-316)
C . A n  essay prov is iona lly  entitled by Suzuki the Fa-hsing lun (Treatise on (he 

Dharma Nature), which manifests probable influence by Shen-hui (see the Suzuki 
Daisetsu zenshQ, 2:444-45)

D . The Liao-hsing chu (Stanzas on Comprehending the Nature), w hich w ill be 
quoted in  Section 4 o f  this chapter (see the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQt 2:450-52, but 
note tha t Suzuki was unaware o f  P3777 and another Peking m anuscript to con- 
ta in this w o rk ,说 e/ig 生 -67)

E. The Ch*eng~hsm lun (Treatise on the Clarification o f  the Mind)t which was 
w ritten  by C h ih -i but transm itted w ith in  the C h ’an trad ition , rather than the 
T*ien-t*ai School (see the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 2:443-44, and Sekiguchi, 
Daruma daishi no kenkyu, pp. 246-94)

F. TWo mantras fo r  w ard ing o f f  sleepiness and entering in to  samadhi (a ttrib 
uted to  the esoteric Buddhist master Subhakarasimha, who arrived in  Ch*ang-an 
in  716) plus a line from  the NirvQ^a SQtra

G. The Hsiu-hsin yao lun
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H . Some ucontem plative analysis'* m aterial p rov is iona lly  titled  San-pao wen- 
ta (Dialogues on the Three Jewels) and reproduced in  the Suzuki Daisetsu zen- 
shU, 2:445-46

I. Shen-h$iu'$ Kuan-hsin lun (Treatise on the Contemplation o f  (he Mind), 
which w ill be discussed in  Chapter V I I  f Sections 5-8 .

Excluding S2583 and the Peking m anuscript sheng-61, which conta in  on ly  the 
single items B and D , respectively, the contents o f  each m anuscript are as fo llows:

P3434 Peking S4064 S3558 P3777 S2669 R yflkoku
A ) X X
B) X X
C) X X
D) X X X
E) X X X X X X
F) X X X X X X X
G) X X X X X X X
H ) X X
I)  X

For detailed in fo rm a tion  regarding the contents and physical descriptions o f  
the various manuscripts, see Nakata Banzen, **Tonk6 bunken no saikentd— toku  
ni KOnin no Shushin yOron n i tsuite/* Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyu, 17, no. 2 
(1969): 714-17. The R yflkoku L ib ra ry  m anuscript is in  T ibetan booklet fo rm , but 
a ll the others are conventional Chinese ro lls . S2669 actua lly begins w ith  some 
irrelevant m aterial on m ilita ry  strategy and warfare. F ina lly, P3434 bears cyclical 
characters corresponding to  the year 893 on its reverse side, which could repre
sent its approxim ate date o f  transcrip tion.

The only modern transla tion o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun other than the one pre
sented here is an English rend ition  by W. Pachow in  UA  Buddhist Discourse on 
M edita tion  from  TUn-huang, University o f  Ceylon Review, 21, no. 1 (1963): 47- 
62, reprinted in his Chinese Buddhism: Aspects o f  Interaction and Reinterpreta
tion (Lanham , M d .: U niversity Press o f  Am erica, 1980), pp. 35-54. Pachow's 
transla tion is generally qu ite  accurate, but i t  suffers from  a tendency to  interpret 
the text in  terms o f  Sri Lankan Buddhism , a small number o f  questionable 
English constructions, and a complete lack o f  annotation. In  add ition , it  was 
based on on ly  one m anuscript, S4046, w ith  some reference to  S2669 and S3558.1 
have consulted Pachow's transla tion frequently in the com pila tion  o f  the one 
presented here, but I have been influenced more strongly by the recommenda
tions o f  Professor Yanagida, w ith  whom  I  had the privilege o f  discussing this text 
during  several private meetings in  K yoto  in  1976-77.

The edited text found at the end o f  this book has been com piled w ith  reference 
to  a ll the manuscripts and p rin ted versions discussed here. Textual variants have 
been recorded in  the notes on ly when absolutely necessary. A  bo ld  do t has been 
placed in the text to  m ark the location  o f  any such variants; specification o f  the 
length o f  the phrase involved has been done in  Chinese and is inclusive o f  the 
character so marked.
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37. Huang-m ei hsien, Hupeh.
38. The R yukoku m anuscript has on ly  the last five characters o f  this title , 

w hich is presum ably due to  an e rro r o f  transcrip tion. O ther titles fo r  the text were 
mentioned in  n. 36. Some o f  these occur at the end o f  the text, as mentioned in  n. 
115.

39. The phrasing o f  this section is a b it jum bled and repetitive. This is also true 
o f  other sections o f  the text, especially the questions. The term  hu-ching ( lit . uto 
protect purity/* i.e ., **to take care o f* )  also occurs in the Ch^rt-men ching (SQtra 
o f  Chfan) and the poetry o f  Han-shan. See Yanagida's ^ZemmonkyO n i tsuite,** 
Tsukamoto hakase juju kinen BukkyO shigaku ronshQ (Tokyo: Tsukam oto 
hakase ju ju  kinen k a i， 1961), p. 880, and Ir ita n i Sensuke and M atsumura 
Takashi, Kanzanshi, Z e n n o g o ro ku , no. 13 (Tokyo: ChikumashobO, 1970), p. 11.

40. Both the immediate context and the overall in tent o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun 
im p ly  tha t the w ord shent ubody,M is a m istake fo r hsint um ind.M Nevertheless, a ll 
versions have the former, includ ing the long passage based on this and the suc
ceeding sections o f  the text quoted in  the Tsung-ching lu, 748.588b. The same 
substitu tion o f  shen fo r hsin may be found on occasion in  other early Ch*an doc
uments and may represent more than an error o f  transcription.

41. The Chinese fo r “ [not subject to  the laws o f] generation and extinction”  is
sim ply m/>A. Hereafter this phrase w ill be translated w ithou t
brackets.

42. This passage does not occur in  any o f  the Chinese translations o f  the Sutra 
and Treatise on the Ten Stages, o r in  the section o f  the Avatamsaka SQtra corre
sponding to  the form er. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 152. The passage 
does occur in  Shen-hsiu*s Kuan-hsin lun (see the analysis in  the next section o f  
th is chapter); the TCL (in  p an ; 748.858b); and, inexplic itly , at the end o f  the 
Ibn-huang  m anuscript o f  a com m entary ( Z l ,  4 1 ,206a [//41 :424b]) on  the Heart 
SQtra a ttribu ted  to  H u i-ch ing  (578-645). Th is last w ou ld  be the earliest known 
appearance o f  the passage in  question, bu t i t  may have been added by a later 
copyist. The passage in  question is not in tegra lly  related to  the com m entary itse lf. 
In  add ition , the authorship o f  the com m entary is in  itse lf prob lem atic, since 
Hsuan-tsang on ly  translated the very short sQtra in  question some fo u r years 
a fte r H u i-ch ing ’s death. See M och izuk i, 5:4266a.

The passage in  question also occurs in  the LCSTCt Shoki no zenshi, 7, p. 146, 
o r 7 ^5 .1285c. The fo llow ing  textual evidence implies that the LCSTC is quoting 
the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, rather than vice versa:

A . The LCSTC adds explicatory m aterial th roughout, including a supporting 
quota tion  from  the Avatamsaka SQtra. This line from  the Avatamsaka Sutra does 
not occur in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun, but Ching-chueh quotes it  in  his commentary 
on the Heart SQtra. See Yanagida, Shoki ZenshU shisho, p. 609.

B. The LCSTC substitutes the more explic it **How could the sun's light
achieve brightness and purity?  ** fo r the the Hsiu-hsin yao lun'% short and ambig
uous <(H ow  could the sun ever be extinguished?" Because o f  m u ltip le  meanings 
o f  the character /讲 | 爛 ，the 押 〇  /w/j question could also be read “ H ow
could the sun ever shine [through the clouds]?** This reading is acceptable, but 
the LCSTC makes the question more explic it. In  add ition , the LCSTC removes
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the phrase **the answer says'* (ta yueh)t which occurs in  the other text w ithou t 
the necessary **the question says'* (wen yueh). (See section D , o f  the Hsiu-hsin 
yaolun.)

C. The LCSTC uses the term  ming-ching (^b righ t and pure**) in  the rhetorical 
question jus t cited and tw o  other times in  this section. This term  is used nine 
other times in the LCSTC (five o f  these are in  the y rF A /a ttr ib u te d  to  Tao-hsin), 
but not once in  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun.

D. The LCSTC adds the phrase **sitting qu ie tly  and pure ly^ (mo-jan ching- 
tso), which, as Yanagida notes in Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 152-53, is one o f  Ching- 
chueh's special points o f  emphasis.

E. Finally, shortly after th is passage in the LCSTC occur a few lines that are 
also found in section O o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun.

43. Section F has a s im ila r phrase, shen-chung chen-ju (**Suchness w ith in  the 
bodies [o f sentient beings and Buddhas]'*).

44. See Yanagida*s comments on the significance o f  this usage, which are in tro 
duced in Chapter V, Section 5,

45. The orig ina l manuscripts all have the character c /i/ 即 ，“ namely,”  which has 
been amended to  lang ^bright,** on the suggestion o f  Professor Ir iya  Yoshi- 
taka.

46. The concept expressed here is identical to  tha t in  the m etaphor used to  
describe the meaning o f  the wunta in tedM (wu-jan) in  the Ta-sheng fa-chieh wu 
ch*a-pieh lun. See U i Hakuju» Hoshoron kenkyu(Tokyo: Iw anam i shotent 1979), 
p. 396, and Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p . 154.

47. Hereafter shou-hsin is translated w ithou t the aid o f  brackets.
48. See the term  ^sun o f  w isdom M (hui-jih) in  section L .
49. The //ww-to/zi 少 讲 > /w i abbreviates the passage in  question. See 714.542b.

The same passage also occurs in  the miscellaneous m aterial attached to  the 
EJSHL, the Chueh-kuan lun o f  the Ox-head School, and the TUn-wu yao-men 
attributed to  H u i-ha i. See Yanagida's Daruma no goroku, p. 246, and Tokiwa 
G ishin and Yanagida Seizan, ZeArAra/iro/i.* £ /d u /i gem办u/f
yaku (K yo to : Zen Bunka K enkyu jo , 1976), p. 91, o r  the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 
2:191; and H irano  SOjO, Tongoy〇mont Zen no go roku , no. 6 (Tokyo: C hikum a 
s h o b 6 ,1969)，p. 51.

50. The locus cla$$icus fo r  the term  hsin-yuan is the Awakening o f  Faith, where
it  refers to  the m ind as the source o f  illus ion  and hence o f  a ll dharmas. M ore  spe
cifica lly , it is the po in t at which ignorance begins to  operate w ith in  one^ tathQ- 
gata-garbha, when the tathagata-garbha switches fro m  being the one Pure M ind  
to  the m ind o f  illus ion . The in fin ite  dharmas tha t comprise phenomenal rea lity 
are said to  “ exist”  solely on the basis o f  the ignorant m ind— the Pure M in d  is 
nondiscrim inating and thus does no t recognize the ir existence. The transform a- 
tion  tha t occurs w ith in  the 故 祕 及 與 故 -容ar办 A tfis  not a tem pora lly  definable event 
but is on ly an expedient explanation o f  the present state o f  being o f  ordinary, 
unenlightened people. See H irakaw a A k ira , Butten kdza, no.
22 (Tokyo: DaizO shuppan sha, 1973), p. 109. The Hsiu-hsin yao iun seems at 
times to  confuse th is firs t arising o f  the ignorant m ind  w ith  the Pure M in d  that 
constitutes the Buddha Nature.
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51. A lso  714.542b.
52. Shu-hsiu o rig ina lly  referred to  dried meat o ffe red to  a teacher upon one's 

f irs t app lica tion  fo r  ins truction . I t  is thus an application o r m atricu la tion  fee, but 
I  have rendered it  as “ tu itio n  fee”  in  order to  make the passage more readable.

53. The True M in d  is so named because it  is part o f  the perfect realm o f  the 
absolute, o r Suchness.

54. U n iden tified . S iks inanda^ transla tion o f  the Awakening o f Faith contains 
a vaguely s im ila r line, as has been pointed out to  me in  a personal com m unication 
by Tokiwa Gishin o f  Hanazono College. See 732.585b, lines 7-8 . However, the 
tw o passages are not s im ila r enough to be used as evidence that the Hsiu-hsin yao 
iun was w ritten  a fte r ^ik$dnanda*s transla tion, which was done in  695.

55. This section is obviously directed against the Pure Land practice o f  nien-fo 
(**mindfulness o f  the Buddha**). The term  niert-fo is used in  the Wu fang-pien 
(Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, vo l. 3 [Tokyo: Iwanam i shoten, 1968], 168, and section 
In tro .:C  o f  the translation in Chapter V I I ,  Section 3) and in  the Ta-mo ch^n-shih 
kuan-men (7 ^ 5 .1270c). The Kuan-hsin lun emphasizes the importance o f  actual 
contem plation, rather than the mere oral recita tion o f  the Buddha's name. See 
785.1273a.

Certain o f  H ung -jen^  students were Pure Land practitioners, and the Szech
wan lineages tha t claimed descent from  h im  had very d istinctive approaches to  
nien-fo tha t were influenced by Ch*an doctrine. Sec Tsukam oto Z cn ry fl, 75 
chQki no JodokyO (K yo to : H ozokan, 1975), pp. 307-11. The J7FA /shares the 
anti-Pure Land bias o f  th is text. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 213-14, o r 
7E5.1287c.

56. S im ilar usages o f  the w ord  t*a (^o th c r^ ) occur in  a transla tion by Chu Fa- 
hu (d. ca. 308), T\2.149c, and in  Chih-i*s Fa-hua hsuan-i, 733.766c. A lso  sec the 
JTFM in Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p . 226, o r 7 ^5 .1288b.

57. The term  pen-hsin (^fundam enta l m ind ,*) occurs in  the VimalakTrti SQtraP 
714.541a.

58. 7^.752a.
59. This question has in terrogative particles a t bo th  beginning and end. S im ilar 

redundancies occur in  sections B and 1. The com pound 5/re/ig• 伽  has been 
translated as either t(b irth  and death*' o r  usaihsara.,v

60. ( “ correct m indfulness” ）is the seventh member o f  the NoWe 
E ig h tfo ld  Path. The fo rm u la  <fto no t generate false thoughts and extinguish the 
illus ion  o f  personal possession** (wang-nien pu sheng wo-so-hsin mieh) occurs 
nine times in  this text. Except where the tw o  phrases thereof are separated by a 
th ird  phrase, i t  has been translated sim ply as <(to  no t generate false thoughts o r 
the illus ion  o f  personal possession.** The transla tion o f  wo-so-hsirt is based on the 
Ta chih-tu lun: uThe self (wo) is the basis o f  a ll illusions. F irst one becomes 
attached to  [the be lie f tha t] the five skandhas constitute the self. Then one 
becomes attached to  external things as one's possessions (wo-so).'* (725.295a.) 
Wo-so-hsirt is thus the be lief tha t things external to  the self belong to the self, a 
sort o f  compounded ignorance. This usage occurs in the Wu-liang-shou ching 
and the Chin-kang san-mei ching, T9.313b. See the de fin ition  in  section R o f  the 
translation.

61. L ite ra lly , **having various false conditions** (chung-chung wang-yuan).
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62. This probably refers to  a sutra o f  Chinese authorsh ip  listed as the Hsin- 
wang p*u-sa shuo Vou-to ching (SQtra on Austerities Preached by the Bodhi- 
sattva [Named\ Mind-king), See the K*ai~yuan shih-chiao !u, T55.611b. Shen-hui 
quotes from  what is presumably the same text in  his Wen-ta tsa ch*eng-i. See the 
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 3:285. The on ly  o ther know n reference to  the Hsin-wang 
ching is a quota tion  fro m  i t  in  T$ung-mi*s com m entary to  a p o rtio n  o f  the 
Avatamsaka Sutra, the Hua-yen ching hsing-yuan pHn shu-ch9ao, Z2 , 7, 409d 
(//7 :818b).

63. L ite ra lly , i f  the conditions are “ con jo ined”  o r “ coincide”  作 o).
64. Because o f  the verbal usage o f  here，I  have translated i t  as “ to  rely

on.”  The idea here is related to  tha t o f  “ fa ith ”  o r “ conviction,”  another meaning 
fo r the same character, since one must firs t accept the rea lity  o f  the Fundamental 
M ind  and then make a firm  com m itm eni to  depend on its guidance at a ll times. 
In  a private conversation, Professor Yanagida pointed ou t to  me that in  the com
pound hsin-hsin, the character in  question has a meaning very s im ila r to  chert, 
l* tru e r and should be translated along the lines o f  ^pe rfected^ Hsin-hsin, a term  
which occurs at the beginning o f  the answer in  section S，refers to  the enlightened 
state o f m ind that constitutes the actua lization o f  the u ltim ate  w ith in  one's own 
person. Hence the famous w ork  a ttribu ted  to  Seng-ts*an, the Hsin-hsin mingt 
should be rendered as either 〇/? 少 //ig  //re o r / /1沉 /*;>"*〇/1 伽
the Perfected Mind.

65. r i4 .5 4 0 b . The w ord ing o f  the o rig ina l is s ligh tly  d iffe ren t.
66. L ite ra lly, during <fw a lk ing , standing s till,  s itting , and ly ing  down*' (hsing- 

chu-tso-wo),
67. A  paraphrase o f a lengthy section o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun beginning w ith  

this line occurs in the TC L, r48.426a，where i t  is a ttribu ted  to  a “ fo rm er worthy.”  
The same w ork also includes this line in  its description o f  H ung-jen 's teachings, 
748.940a.

68. L ite ra lly, the utwelve divisions o f  the canon** (shih-erh pu ching). The 
emphasis is not on the fact tha t the scriptures are tra d itio n a lly  d ivided in to  twelve 
sections, but on the fact tha t shou-hsin is the basic teaching o f  a ll the scriptures. 
The same term occurs in sections L  and O .

69. M any o f the questions in this text contain the w ord  chih, * 'to  know ,"  and
should be translated as ‘ ‘H ow  is i t  know n that o r “ H ow  do you know
that This is almost always matched w ith  ku chih, **Therefore, i t  is known
that . . . at the end o f  the answer tha t fo llow s. This pattern has been translated 
fa ith fu lly  so fa r but w ill now be dropped fo r  reasons o f  s im plicity. As in  this sec
tio n , the logic o f  the text's argum entation is o ften  more apparent than real. See 
n. 45 to  P art One.

70. The logical series o f  A  implies B , B im plies C , and so on, has been abbrevi
ated somewhat. S im ilar abbreviations occur in  the o rig ina l m anuscripts.

71. See the Lotus SQtra, 79.9a. The im pact o f  the doctrine o f  expedient means 
contained in  th is im portan t scripture is very strong in  this and the fo llow ing  sec
tions. The phraseology here has been m od ified  somewhat in  the process o f  trans
la tion .

72. The po in t o f  seeing the Buddha is to  be able to  receive his teachings d irectly 
rather than through the secondhand au tho rity  o f  w ritten  scriptures and later
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teachers. The advantage o f  the Pure Land teachings, which were qu ite  popular at 
th is tim e, was tha t they enable devotees to  be reborn in  a s ituation where they can 
hear the Buddha's teachings d irec tly  and become enlightened more easily than 
w hile alive. This line could also be understood as “ to  see one’s own iden tity  as a 
Buddha.”

73. In  Ch*an texts the term  wu-wei o ften  has the connotation o f  Mnot doing 
anyth ing•”  Th is depends on context, o f  course, as the term  can also mean “ inac- 
tive ，”  in  the Tkoist sense, o r “ unconditioned.”  See section L  o f  the translation.

74. A  very s im ila r statement occurs in  the LCSTC, in  which the Buddhas 
achieve enlightenm ent th rough **seated m edita tionM (tso-chfan). See Yanagida, 
Shokino zenshi, / ,  p . 143, o r r85.1285c.

75. See the I-chiao ching (Sutra o f the Bequeathed Teaching), 712.111 la , 
where the exact w ord ing is a l it t le  d iffe ren t. The o rig ina l manuscripts o f  the 
Hsiu-hsin yao lun d if fe r  on which character to  use as the verb, Mto  f ix M o r *4to  
regulate.*' A l l  the three variants, chih jL , c/ten客正，and cA说 • ，have the same 
meaning in  th is s itua tion : to  seize con tro l o f  the m ind and subdue its hyperactive 
tendencies. As Yanagida points ou t in Shoki no zenshi, l, p. 245, this line is 
quoted very frequently in  Ch*an texts.

76. The w ord  men ( “ gate”  o r “ doctrine” ）is absent fro m  the orig ina l a t this 
po in t bu t has been added on the basis o f  usages in  section I and the question in
section K .

77. The phrase shan ho ta-ti, *4m ountains, rivers, and the great earth,** occurs 
here as a single u n it fo r  the firs t tim e in  any C h 'an  text. A lso  see the Wu fang- 
piert, Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, 3:220(1118.38).

78. The term  hui-jih, (<sun o f  w isdom ；' also occus in  Wang Wei's (700-61) epi
taph fo r  Hui-neng. See Yanagida, Shoki Zenshu shisho, p. 541. Note the s im ilar 
terms fa-jih (^Dharma-sun**) in  section D  and fo-jih ("sun  o f  Buddhism**) in  the 
LCSTC, Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 273, o r 785.1289c.

79. The LCSTC contains a passage tha t is clearly an exegesis o f  this part o f  the 
Hsiu-hsin yao lun. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 112, o r 7 85 .1284b. The 
o rig ina l manuscripts d iffe r  on the last part o f  this line. Suzuki, who believed 
firm ly  tha t chien-hsing, uto  see the [Buddha] Nature,'* was an innovation  o f  H u i- 
neng's, has suggested tha t P3559 m aintains an older and m ore reliable reading 
w ith  its /zw-ytf/i w //ig  “ na tu ra lly  the brightness is manifested.”  The Korean 
text has the s im ila r w//?g /zw-ytf/i /w/e/i. However, i f  one takes the character cAw 住 ， 

“ to  reside,”  in  S2669 as a mistake fo r  /ry/zrg 性 ， “ nature,”  then fu lly  six out o f 
eight texts conta in ing th is section have the com pound chien-hsing. Even P3559 
and the Korean ed ition  have this com pound in  o ther sections, the la tte r even 
includ ing i t  in  a pa rt o f  section O  where it  does not belong. Hence it  can hard ly be 
said tha t either o f  these texts was unaware o f  this compound o r avoided it  on 
princip le . In  fact, the concept o f  seeing o r m anifesting one's Buddha Nature is a 
central thesis o f  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun.

80. The same c o m p o u n d ,/a -/7, ^Dharma-essence,** occurs near the end o f  sec
tion  E, where it  is rendered <(essential reality.**

81. The o rig ina l is s ligh tly  d iffe ren t. See r i2 .5 2 0 b .
82. The rest o f  th is section is problem atic. A t  one po in t the o rig ina l manuscripts 

(excluding the Korean ed ition) have 心 ， “ m ind,”  where they should have
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生 ，“ to  generate.”  The Korean edition is considerably s im plified  at this 
po in t, while P3559 omits tw o characters, resulting in  its own unique but quite 
acceptable reading: ‘ ‘When you do not generate false thoughts, [the Buddhas] are 
generated w ith in  your consciousness and the illus ion  o f  personal possession is 
extinguished. W ith in  this consciousness ( i.e .，w ith in  the Buddha Nature ?) one 
should firs t m aintain awareness o f  the True M in d . You w ill achieve buddhahood 
upon doing so.”

83. See a s im ilar statement in section O. The phrase ch'ien ching wan lun 
occurs w ith  roughly the same usage in the Chin-kang san-mei ching, 79.367a; the 
TUn-wu yao-ment H irano , p. 99; and the TCLt 748.943ab. The Chin-kang san~ 
mei ching passage is quoted in the Chu-chingyao ch'ao, T%5.1196b.

84. This passage does not occur as such in the Lotus Sntra. See 79 .12b ff fo r 
the general context.

85. This logic embodies the assumption o f  gradualism , o r at least o f  the need 
fo r religious e ffo rt p rio r to  the sudden experience o f  enlightenment.

86. This passage is from  the Lotus, 79.15c-16a. The orig ina l is s ligh tly  d iffe r
ent. The same passage is also used in  the Lin-chi lu, where it  is interpreted as an 
expression o f  enlightenment. That is, the enlightened person has the fo rtitude  to  
exist in  hell w ithou t any d iscom fort at a ll. See Yanagida Seizan, Rinzai-rokuP 
Butten k6za, no. 30 (Tokyo: DaizO shuppan sha, 1972), p. 135, o r 747.500a.

87. S im ilar phrases occur in  Chih-i*s Hsiu-hsi chih-kuan tso-chfan fa-yao, 
746.465c and 466c. A lso  see the JTFM, Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 248 
and 255, o r 785 .1288c and 1289a.

88. The description o f  m edita tion that fo llow s here is noticeably d iffe ren t 
from  that contained in  the sutra itse lf. There the contem plation on the setting 
sun, which is the firs t o f  sixteen d iffe ren t techniques, is described in  part as fo l
lows:

Sit upright facing the West and c learly contem plate the sun. Keep the m ind
still and th in k  o f  it singlemindedly. Visualize the sun as i t  is about to  set, in
the fo rm  o f  a hanging drum . H aving done so, you should become able to  see
it brightly, whether your eyes are open o r closed . . .  (r i2 .3 4 2 a )

The reader has no doubt noticed tha t very few o f  the scrip tura l citations in the 
Hsiu-hsin yao lun fo llo w  the ir respective originals precisely.

89. S im ilar material occurs in the TUn-wu chen-tsung chin-kang po-jo hsin- 
hsing ta pi-an fa-men yao-chueh (hereafter abbreviated as TUn-wu chen-tsung 
yao-chueh)t which is a product o f  the N orthern  School. See Ueyama Daishun, 
"C hibetto-yaku Tongo shinshuyoketsu no kenkyfl,1* p. 99.

90. The firs t o f  these lines resembles a passage in the Avatamsaka SQtrat 
7P.395a, while the second is taken, w ith  slight changes in w ord ing, from  the 
Awakening o f Faith. See H irakaw a, p. 170, o r 732.577b.

91. This could also be read “ to  a ll the scriptures [preached by] a ll the Buddhas 
in the ten d irections o f  space.”

92. The preceding statements about those who “ comprehend the m in d ”  occur, 
w ith  one phrase om itted , in  the LCSTC, Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 146, 
and T85.1285c. The last phrase may also be found in the TUn-wu yao-men. See 
H irano , p. 89.
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93. The text has 造大，“ to  make great.”  A  s im ilar compound,
逄 次 ，occurs in the Korean edition  and in  the / r F M ,  Yanagida, S/ioA:/ wo ze/ty/;/, 
A p. 241，and 785.1288c. A no ther related term , 逄 作 ，〇〇〇^ 1 1 1 出 ^ / / 1 -
chi iu, Yanagida, Rirtzairoku, p. 92. See Yanagida*s explanation on the same 
page.

94. A  sim ila r passage occurs in  the JTFM, Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, l t p. 
146, o r 7 ^5 .1285c.

95. The term  wu-chi (avySkrta in  Sanskrit) is used in Abhldharma and other 
types o f  Buddhist lite ra ture  to  refer to  states o f  m ind tha t have neither good nor 
bad influence on one's subsequent cond ition . In  Ch*an texts it  refers to  a du ll 
state o f  trance o r mental stupor, as the section tha t fo llow s describes.

96. The source o f  th is c ita tion  and the one tha t fo llow s is unknown. They occur 
together, w ithou t a ttr ib u tio n , in the same passage o f  the LCSTC already men
tioned in  n. 94. As Yanagida observes (Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 157), the term  ching- 
ch*eng, ^sincerity,*' probab ly occurs on the basis o f  influence fro m  T*an-lin*s 
preface to  the EJSHL, where it  is used in  reference to  H u i-k 'o . I t  also occurs w ith  
reference to  H u i-k *o  in  the LCSTC, p. 128, o r rB5.1285a. The top ic  o f  the sec
ond scrip tura l quo ta tion  is also discussed in  the TUn-wu yao-men, H irano , p. 99.

97. This name appears in the TUn-wuyao-ment H irano , p. 11.
98. The eight winds are listed in  section T  below. They also occur in the Wu

fang~pient Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 3:174 and 194, and section 1I:B o f  the trans- 
la tion  in  Chapter V I I ，Section 3. A lso  see the H ira n o , p. 11.

99. See the 7Un~wu yao-men, H ira n o , p . 11. The fact tha t this one section o f  
the TUn-wu yao-men contains three items also found in  this section o f  the Hsiu- 
hsin yao lurt (see the previous tw o  notes) cannot be coincidental. The same sec
tio n  o f  th is supposedly Southern School text also contains the fo u r characters 
wang-nien pu sheng, * 'to  no t generate false thoughts,n one o f  the catchword 
phrases o f  the Hsiu-hsinyao lun. See n. 59.

100. “ H ung-jen”  tends to  use wu 吾 in  reference to  h im self alone and wo 我  in 
reference to  h im se lf and people in  general.

101. The m ost s im ila r line in  the NirvQna Sutra refers no t to  space but to  
bodhisattvas. See 712.520b.

102. I t  m igh t be better to  revise this passage to  read *'the tw o  teachings o f  med
ita tio n  and practice** (ting-hsing erh men) o r <(the tw o  teachings o f  princip le  and 
practice** (li-hsingerh men). A lthough  I have chosen to  avoid such ed ito ria l in ter
vention, by any reading th is passage implies a recognition o f  the tw o  teachings 
referred to  here as the East M oun ta in  Teaching and the N orthern  School. See n. 
217.

103. CW /i 至 ， “ utmost,”  has been taken as an e rro r fo r  c/t/A 志 ， “ am bition.”  
The same substitu tion  occurs in  the second question o f  section S.

104. The tw o  characters are used as a com pound in the cAen-
tsung yao-chueh, where they figure prom inen tly  in  the explanation o f  a famous 
line fro m  the Diamond Sutra. See Ueyama, p . %  (P2799, lines 22-23).

105. One o f  the textua l variants, yeh-yeh, means Mto  be in  constant motion.** 
See the Lien-mien tzu-tien, Fu T in g -i, ed. (Taipei: Taiwan Chung-hua shu-chu, 
1%9), 3:2187.

106. S im ila r descriptions o f  m edita tion occur in  the Wo-lun chfan~shih k pan-fa
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(Dhydna Master Wo-lun^s Method o f  Contemplation) and the JTFM. For the 
former, see the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, 2:452; fo r  the latter, see Yanagida, Shoki 
no zenshi, I, p . 249, o r 785 .1288c-89a.

107. See T\2,3S2c-^4c and 7I4.554c-55c. The Nirvana Sutra chapter men
tions Ak$obhya Buddha and contains some m aterial on m o ra lity  vaguely reminis
cent o f  tha t in  the Vimalakirti SQtra chapter, bu t i t  is d if f ic u lt  to  imagine why 
they should be cited together here. The la tte r is quoted in  the TUn-wu yao-men, 
H irano , p. 18.

108. The Sanskrit term  細 细 refers to  the practice o f  transcending 
desires and m ainta in ing the precepts. I t  is also translated a$ ching-hsing.

109. The com pound mo-//en, “ to  polish and tra in ,”  hence, “ to  cultivate,”  also 
occurs in section O . I t  is very suggestive o f  the concept o f  polishing dust and tar
nish o f f  o f  a m irro r， bu t the im m ediate context here does no t im p ly  the removal 
o f  the dusts o f  illus ion  (the five desires and the eight w inds o f  good and i l l  fo r
tune), but development o f  the a b ility  to  remain unaffected by them even in  the ir 
presence. L ike  the lotus blossom, w hich rises unsullied ou t o f  the m ud, the bodhi- 
sattva is supposed to  operate w ith in  th is w orld  w ith o u t being defiled  by it .  
“ C u ltiva ting  the Buddha N ature”  is synonymous w ith  “ cu ltiva ting  the m ind,”  as 
in the title  o f  this treatise.

110. The sutra has no t been iden tified . The precise meaning and extent o f  the 
quotation are uncertain.

111. There is a vernacular usage, te-ii, uto  receive the bcncnt** o f  someone 
else*s advice, teaching, o r e ffo rts . Fo llow ing th is, ^Hung-jen** w ould be saying: 
“ Now  that you have had the good fo rtune to  hear th is teaching . . . ”  See Ir iya  
Yoshitaka, Ho koji no goroku, Zen no goroku , no. 7 (Tokyo: C h ikum a shobd, 
1973)，p.68.

112. The dictionaries lis t fo u r d iffe ren t sets o f  Mfo u r dependences** (ssu i), but 
the reference here is probably to  the <(fo u r dependences o f  the Dharm a'* (fa ssu i) 
mentioned w ithou t explication in the Ta chih-tu lun, 725.195b. These are the 
dependences on (1) the Dharm a rather than on people, (2) $utras tha t contain the 
complete Buddhist teaching rather than on ly  a p o rtio n  thereof, (3) ideas rather 
than words, and ⑷  w isdom rather than knowledge. See U i H a k u ju ,执 /从 外 力 / 例  

(Tokyo: D a ito  shuppansha, 1938), p. 393.
113. The inference tha t H ung-jen had noth ing to  do w ith  the com pila tion  o f

the /un has been m entioned in  Section 1 o f  th is chapter. Possibly,
the treatise referred to  here is no t the entire Hsiu-hsin yao lun, but o n ly  the essay- 
like  firs t part. A ccord ing to  this in terpre ta tion , Hung-jen*s disciples w rote sec
tions C through M  on the basis o f  his previous teachings and presented the result 
to  h im  fo r  his personal comments and additions, which are recorded in  sections N 
through W. I f  th is in terpre ta tion  were correct_ and I am no t at a ll certain tha t it  
i$一 then the present text w ou ld  resemble the Tun-huang version o f  the EJSHL in 
being composed o f  a preconceived doctrina l statement and the records o f  oral 
comments on tha t statement. The Hsiu-hsin yao lun d iffe rs  in  o n ly  recording the 
comments o f  one ind iv idua l, more like  a tra d itio n a l recorded sayings text.

114. This appears at firs t glance to  be an admission tha t “ H ung-jen”  was not 
concerned w ith  helping others. I t  seems better to  assume that such endeavors 
were sim ply le ft uncovered in  th is one text. The avoidance o f  this top ic  is one o f
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the characteristics tha t distinguish the East M ounta in  Teaching fro m  the N o rth 
ern School. The Wu fang-pien never mentions <4benefit o f  se lf* w ithou t also 
re ferring to  4<benefit o f  others,'* and the JTFM is d irected no t on ly  a t students but 
also at the teachers o f  Ch*an.

115. This could also be read, “ I f  you do no t believe me, you w ill be eaten 
P3559 punctuates a fte r the character wo, **1,'* which implies tha t its Tun-huang 
reader fo llow ed this reading. The RyOkoku m anuscript has che, (<one who 
instead o f  wo, also ind ica ting  the varian t reading. However, the TUn-mt yao-men 
contains a much more exp lic it version o f  the same passage tha t substantiates the 
reading fo llow ed in  the transla tion, a reading tha t makes better sense as Hung- 
je n ’s own vow. See H ira n o , p. 117.

Im m ediately fo llow ing  the text as given here, P3S59 includes an eighty-charac
ter passage a ttribu ted  to  Shen-hsiu. Th is passage is reproduced in  Yanagida's 
^Den'hObOki to  sono sakusha/* p. 48, and translated in  pa rt in  C hapter V I I ,  Sec
tion  13. This is fo llow ed by an alternate title  fo r  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun: Tao fan 
ch 'ii sheng hsin-chueh (Oral Determination o f  the Mind that Leads Ordinary 
People to Sagehood).

P3777 concludes by lis ting a to ta lly  obscure year period and copyist's name; 
S2669 and the R yukoku m anuscript repeat the tit le  as found in  section A , exclud
ing on ly  Hung-jen*s name and place o f  residence. S4064 and the Peking m anu
script have no closing title , and the o ther Tun-huang manuscripts lack the end o f  
the text itse lf, includ ing the title . The Korean version has a postscript the men
tions some o f the persons involved in  the text's p rin ting  and dissemination. See 
r48.379b.

116. See n. 42. The inference that this passage and its metaphorical construc
tio n  derived from  a late seventh-century Chinese source is m ine, bu t I believe this 
represents Professor Yanagida's position  as well.

117. 739.579a, recapitulated b rie fly  on p. 746c-47a.
118. 739.579b contains the Diamond Sutra line ying wu-so<hu erh sheng ch*i 

hsin (the TaishO ed ition  o f  I-hsing*s w o rk  has . . , erh chu ch*ihsin). This line is 
most o ften  associated w ith  Hui-neng bu t was firs t noticed w ith in  the C h'an 
School in the TUn-vm chen-tsung yao-chuehf w ritten  in  712. See the text in  Ueya- 
ma, p. 9 6 .1-hsing's com m entary must be placed at the very end o f  his life , since it  
was apparently edited im m ediately a fte r his death by tw o other monks. There
fore, i t  was w ritten  w ell a fte r the Hsiu-hsin yao lun. See M och izuk i, 4:3376b. 
F ina lly, the specific imagery o f  floa ting  clouds b locking o f f  the sun occurs in C h i- 
nese texts o f  the H an Dynasty and before. See the firs t poem in  Sui Shu-shen, 
ed., Ku-shih shih-chiu shou chi-shih (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1955), p. 2.

119. Yanagida, Shokino zenshi, 1, pp. 146-47, and 7B5.1285c.
120. See Shoki no zenshi, I, p . 112, o r JB5.1284b. O n the Chu-fa wu-hsing 

cA/’” g，see Yanagida’s note in  A irw 麵  no  goroArw, p. 79.
Ul.SeetheSwzwAr/jOfl/ye/wze/wA^iMSO.Thetextusesthetennsc/w/ig- 

hsing, '*Pure Nature;*9 fa-hsingt wD harm a Nature;** hsin-hsing, **M ind Nature;** 
and /o-hsingf **Buddha Nature.** The subject o f  the opening clause o f  the passage 
introduced here could be any o f  these.

122. The most prom inent example o f  the use o f  shou-i, **guarding the will,** in  
the sense o f  Buddhist m indfulness is the Art-part shou-i ching. The subject o f  this
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w ork  is QnQpana-smrti, the mindfulness o f  breathing. See 715.163a-73a. In  view 
o f  the assertions made in  the Conclusion, Section 6, i t  is also relevant tha t Ching- 
ying H ui-yuan uses the term  shou~hsin in  his d e fin ition  o f  samatha. See his Ta- 
sheng hchang, 744.665c, as cited in  Fukushim a, ** Joyo ji Eon no shikan kenkyu,** 
p. 6.

123. As mentioned in  n. 50, the Hsiu-hsin yao lun seems at times to  confuse the 
(lm ind source** (hsin-yuan), the prim ary  func tion  o f  delusory consciousness 
responsible fo r  the appearance o f  the m yriad 说 armfls, w ith  the “ pure m ind ”  
(ching-hsin), o r Buddha Nature. Thus, even more than in  other texts like  the 
Kuan~hsin lun tha t posit a sharp d ichotom y between the pure and defiled aspects 
o f  m ind, in  the Hsiu-hsin yao lun the im portance o f  the Buddha N ature and the 
emptiness o f  the d iscrim inative m ind are on ly  tw o  sides o f  the same coin.

124. See section R, w hich b rie fly  describes the a b ility  to  “ respond to  a ll the 
m yriad d iffe ren t realms o f  . . . consciousness by activating transform ations as 
numerous as the sands o f  the R iver Ganges.**

125. One o f  the oldest occurrences o f  the term  in  reference to  Buddhism  is in  a 
m em orial submitted in  the year 166 to  Em peror H uan o f  the H an Dynasty by 
Hsiang K 'a i. The relevant passage is translated in  E. Z iircher, The Buddhist Con
quest o f China (2 vols.; Leiden, Belgium : E. J. B r ill,  1959), p. 37. O n p. 333 n. 
104, Z iircher glosses shou-i as a "Taoist technical expression w hich in  archaic 
Buddhist translations is sometimes used to  render samadhi/' c iting  Maspero and 
T*ang Yung-t*ung. On p. 435 n. 96, Z iircher fu rth e r suggests tha t shou-i was also 
used in early translations as an equivalent fo r dhyana and notes its probable 
derivation from  lines in the Tao-te ching and Chuang-tzu. (See n. 127 to  this 
Part.) Shou-i also occurs in the Chinese transla tion  o f  the DhammapSda, i.e ., the 
Fa-chii ching, as well as in other early translations and the T^ai-plng ching. See 
T 'ang , pp. 110-11. O ther such citations are listed and commented on in  Yana- 
gida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 234-35. F inally, fo r the background o f  shou-i in  
Taoist literature, see Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, **BukkyO no zenpO to  DokyO no 
shuichi,'* Chisan gakuhO, 27-28 (November 1964): 109-25.

126. See Yoshioka, pp. 119-20.
127. See the Tao-te ching, 10 and 42, and the Chuang-tzu, 11 (twice).
128. For the Pao-p'u tzut see Yoshioka, pp. 110-12, o r James R. Ware, trans., 

Alchemy, Medicine, Religion in the China o f A.D. 320: The Nei P 9ien o f  Ko 
Hung (Pao-p*u tzu) (Cambridge, Mass.: M .I.T . Press, 1966), pp. 301-8.

129. See the descriptions o f  shou-i pu t*ai (^m a in ta in ing  the one w ithou t 
tiring**) in the Pao-p'u tzu and shou-i pu shih o r (^m a in ta in ing  the one w ithou t 
losing [ i t ]>,) quoted in Yoshioka, p. 114.

130. See Yoshioka, p. 116.
131. Ibid., p. 124.
132. See Shoki no Zenshi, 1, p. 225, o r 7B5.1288a. F o r an analysis and com

plete transla tion o f  the JTFMf see D avid Chappell's **The Teachings o f  the 
Fourth  Ch^an Patriarch Tao-hsin (580-651),** in  La i and Lancaster, eds., Early 
Ch*an in China and Tibet, pp. 89-129.

133. 714.539b.
134. This is an excellent example o f  the type o f  equivalence discussed in  Ir iya  

Yoshitaka*s **K〇 to  j6 ,"  Fukui hakase juju kinen (〇y〇 bunka ronshQ (Tokyo:
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Waseda U nivers ity  Press, 1969), pp. 97-106. In  the fo llow ing  lines o f  this pas
sage, i t  is d if f ic u lt  to  d istinguish the idea o f  em pty space fro m  that o f  nonsub
stantia lity.

135. SeethePan-chousan-meiching, 7'13.899band905c.
136. See section G o f  the Hsiu-hsinyao lun and n. 56. Chappell, p . 1 IS, trans

lates t*a as f(ob jectined," which accurately indicates the importance o f  the sub
ject-ob ject dualism here.

137. The use o f  archery practice as a m etaphor fo r  m edita tion occurs in  many 
texts, bu t Yanagida suggests tha t the specific language o f  h itting  successively 
smaller targets was an innovation  o f  the JTFM. See his note in  Shoki no zenshi, 
1, pp. 246-47.

138. The term  ^discrim ination** here represents chueh-kuan, o r viedra, the 
a b ility  o f  the m ind to  discrim inate and understand anything. ^Perceptions'* is a 
transla tion o f  ssu-hsiang, which has a meaning qu ite  d iffe ren t from  that in  m od
ern Chinese usage. In  archaic Chinese Buddhist term ino logy i t  refers to  the th ird  
o f  the five skandhast satnjnQ, which takes as its object the second skandha, 
vedana o r **feelings/* See Yanagida's note, Shoki no zenshi, l, p. 254, and his 
artic le  ** *ShisO* to  iu  go o megutte/* Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyQ, 8, no. 1 
(I960): 206-11.

139. A ccord ing to  Kam ata, Zengen shosenshQ tojo, p. 74, the term  yuan-lii 
hsin, uthe m ind o f  cond itiona l m enta tion；* refers to  the m ind 's  activ ity  o f  sen
sory and conceptual d iscrim ination . Kam ata points ou t tha t the Yogdcdra tra d i
tion  used the term to  refer to  a ll eight vijMnas and tha t the term  yuan-lii was 
derived from  the c o m p o u n d s mdssu-lii.

140. The firs t part o f  this sentence is on ly  a tentative translation o f  the C h i
nese.

141. M y  impression is tha t (<Tao-hsin** uses the term ^single place** (i-ch*u) in  a 
more p ro found  sense than sim ply a single physical location. Rather, he is refer
ring  to  a state o f  m ind tha t is existentially so litary in its purity. E arlier in  the text 
there occurs the line ualone in  a pure and u ltim ate loca tion** (tu i ch'ing-ching 
chiu-ching ch *u)t See Shoki no zenshi, I, p. 205, o r 7^85.1287b.

142. Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 256, translates this as (<to  sway the upper 
body back and fo rth  seven o r eight times,”  which is in accord w ith  contem porary 
practice in Ch*an and Zen m edita tion halls. The orig ina l text reads an-ma, fo r 
which Nakam ura, 1:27a，gives the Sanskrit equivalents par/州 a/w  and / ? 厂 叩 物 似  

and the defin itions “ to  press everywhere”  and “ to  massage the hands and feet.”
143. The English phrase “ completely effaced in p ro found  obscurity”  is an

interpretive paraphrase o f  the fo u r characters ming-ming, which refer to
a realm o f  mysterious darkness w ith  which the m editator becomes united. The 
term  yao-ming is found in the Tao-te ching, 21, and the Chuang-tzut 11. I t  also 
occurs in Seng-chao^s Nieh-p'an wu ming lunt T45.157b.

144. Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, 7, p. 258, equates the otherwise unknown
term //ew-/w/rt, “ to  regulate the m ind,”  w ith  5/iow-/w/>z, ‘ ‘ to  m ainta in the m ind,”  
and “ to  concentrate the m ind.”

145. The conjunction  o f  the terms fo r nonsubstantia lity and p u rity  is rem inis
cent o f  Iriya*s argument cited in n. 134.

146. The um ind o f  the sage** (sheng-hsin) is a term  associated w ith  Seng-chao.
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See his Po-jo wu chih lunt 745.154b. The term chih-chieh, ^v irtuous fidelity,** is 
apparently used in order to  represent the p u rity  and constancy o f  influence o f  the 
Buddha N ature w ith in  sentient beings. The sentence regarding the function ing  o f 
the ^abstruse numen** (yu-ling) is based loosely on Seng-chao*s Nieh-p'an wu 
ming lunt 745.157c. I have fo llow ed the transla tion in  JOron kenkyUt Tsukam oto 
Zenryu, ed. (K yoto : HozOkan, 1972), p. 61. See Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 
258.

147. r i4 .5 4 1 a . The term huo-jan refers to  the sudden experience o f  a very 
expansive, unimpeded state o f  consciousness. M y  own in terpre ta tion  is tha t it 
resembles the overwhelm ing feeling one experiences on reaching the top  o f  a 
tower, when after a long clim b one is suddenly able to  see great distances all 
around. The phrase quoted here occurs in sections 19 and 30 o f  the Platform 
Sutra, See Yampolsky, pp. 141 and 151.

148. Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 287, o r 7TS5.1289c.
149. For a discussion o f  these remarks, which constitute critic ism  o f  Taoist 

positions, see Kamata Shigeo, (tShoki Zenshu no rosd hihan," ShQgaku kenkyQt 
10 (M arch 1968): 58-64.

150. I t  is s ign ificant that the JTFM, and early Ch*an in  general, arrives at its 
sudden teaching by iden tify ing  itse lf w ith  the most p ro found  understanding o f 
conventional Mahdyfina Buddhism and sim ply om itting  the tra d itio n a l precondi
tions to  that understanding.

151. Shoki no zenshi, 1, p. 205, o r 785.1287b.
152. Tanaka RyOshfi, <(D6shin-zen no kenkyu /' Komazawa Daigaku kenkyQ 

kiyO, 22 (M arch 1964): 145-47.
153. P 'u-ch i's  epitaph contains an interesting quo ta tion  o f  his teachings, 

which is relevant to  the top ic  a t hand and to  o ther issues to  be in troduced later:

By concentrating the m ind  on a single locus, one ceases th in k in g  about the 
m yriad conditions. One may achieve penetration in  an instant, o r  one may 
gradually achieve realization over [a period  o f] months and years_ [bu t in 
either case) one illum inates the essence o f  buddhahood This [teach
ing] has been transm itted to  me: P o in t d irec tly  a t the dharmakSya. M a in ta in  
your m indfulness naturally, like  H lling  a vessel w ith  drops o f  water o r w a lk 
ing on fros t o r  ice. By do ing so one w ill be able to  (<open the gate " o f  expedi
ent means. By d irectly ind icating its precious characteristic, one enters 
deeply in to  the orig ina l treasury. B y comprehending the pure cause, one*s 
ears and eyes are no longer sense organs; sound and fo rm  are no t sensory 
realms . . . (CTW, fascicle 362, pp. 6b-7a)

154. Pu-ch'i is an im portan t term  w ith in  N orthern  School doctrine. See the 
occurrence o f  chTin the Wu fang-pien, section In tro :B , and n. 340.

155. Yanagida, Shoki no zensht, / ,  p. 199, o r 7TB5.1287b.
156. Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  p. 226, o r T85.1288b.
157. See the Ta-sheng k'ahhsin hsien-hsing tun-wu chen-tsung lun (hereafter 

abbreviated Chen-tsung lun)f Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu, 3:327. The same text, pp. 
326-27, discusses the fo u r wisdoms o f  Yogacara philosophy, w hich culm inate in 
the wisdom likened to  a great m irror.

158. The most exp lic it example o f  the influence o f  the EJSHL o f  w hich 1 am
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aware occurs in  the Ta-sheng hsin-hsing iun a ttribu ted  to  Seng-ch*ou in  the Tbn- 
huang m anuscript P3559. (See n. 36 above fo r  discussion o f  the occurrence o f 
this text in  P3559.) Near the beginning o f  this text (678/29:3) occurs the state
ment that one " f i r s t  enters the *gate* o f  princip le  from  the outside, and second 
activates the 'gate* o f  function  from  p rinc ip len (i tsfung waiju li-men, erh ts*ung 
ii ch V yung-men). The ideas expressed in  this sentence, and the term inology w ith  
which they are expressed, constitute a lin k  between the EJSHL and the doctrines 
o f Shen-hsiu and the N orthern  School, as discussed in Chapter V I I .  (See Section 
13 in particular.)

159. The Kuan-hsin lun is represented in  quite a few manuscripts: seven from  
Tlin-huang (S646, S2595, S5532, P2460, P2657, P4646, and another at the 
R yukoku U niversity L ib ra ry ); a Korean prin ted ed ition in  the same anthology 
mentioned earlier regarding the Hsiu-hsinyao lun (see n. 36); tw o  manuscripts at 
the Kanazawa Bunko» which were copied in  1201 and 1252 (the la tter was appar
ently copied from  the fo rm er); and a Japanese prin ted version contained in  the 
ShOshitsu rokumonshQ (Anthology o f Six Texts from Bodhidharma's Cave). In  
Korean and Japanese printed versions the text occurs under the name P*o-hsiang 
lun (Treatise on the Destruction o f Characteristics). (See T4S366c-69c.)

The Kuan-hsin lun was one o f  seven C h^n -re la ted  texts discovered by Yabuki 
Ke ik i in  the Stein collection in London and displayed in  Japan in  1917. (See n. 
161.) In  1932 Kam io Isshun published an artic le  showing tha t the version con
tained in the Korean and Japanese editions, which a ttribu ted  the text to  
Bodhidharm a, was actually a w ork o f Shen-hsiu's known as the Kuan-hsin lun. 
His evidence came from  H ui-lin*s (750-820) I-ch'ieh ching yin~it a non-Ch^an 
School and thus a relatively reliable source firs t com piled in 788 and pu t in  its 
fin a l fo rm  in 806 o r 807. See Kam io's tlKanjinron shikO,*' ShQkyO kenkyG, n.s. 2, 
no. 5 (1932): 98-104. This artic le was an im portan t stimulus to  the modern study 
o f  early Ch*an.

In  1934 Tokushi YGshO published an analysis o f  the entire ShOshitsu rokumon- 
shu tha t expanded on Kamio*s findings. This was his HSh0shitsu rokumonshQ ni 
tsuite;** see especially pp. 221-28. A lso  in 1934, D . T. Suzuki published a collated 
ed ition o f  a ll fo u r manuscripts known at the tim e: S2595 (Suzuki used the printed 
ed ition in rB5.1270c-73b, a less-than-reliable source); the Kanazawa Bunko 
manuscripts, which he edited as one; and the prin ted Korean and Japanese edi
tions. In  1936 Suzuki republished this collated ed ition in his Kokan ShOshitsu 
issho oyobi kaisetsu, adding the R yukoku L ib ra ry  m anuscript. See the Suzuki 
Daisetsu zenshQt suppl. vo l. 1:576-645, fo r this fina l ed ition, and p. 647 fo r b ib li
ographical in fo rm a tion  supplied by Furu ta  Shokin.

Yanagida*s Zenseki kaidai, pp. 456-57, mentions the occurrence o f the title  
Kuan-hsin iun and quotations from  the text in  certain Chinese and Japanese 
works, details o f the Kanazawa Bunko version's transmission to  Japan, and the 
existence o f a transla tion o f the text in to  U ighur. For a recent analysis o f  the 
Kuan-hsin lun, see Sengoku Keish6, ilKanjinron no shisO to  tokushitsu ni tsuite,1* 
ShUgaku kenkyU, 23 (M arch 1981): 237-40.

160. The most comprehensive discussion o f  this w ork to  date is Tanaka 
RyoshO*s *Tonk6bon EmmyOron ni tsuite,n Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyU, 18, 
no. 1 (1969): 204-7. As Tanaka notes, the earliest known reference to  this text is
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in  Ch'en Yuan's catalogue o f  Ibn -huang materials rem aining in  C hina, the TUn- 
huang chieh-yu lut 5:441b, w hich contains a b r ie f description o f  Peking manu
s c rip t/w  # -6 .  Kanda K iichiro*s ^De^hdbOki no kanchitsu n i tsuite,** Sekisui 
sensei kakoju kinen ronsan (Tokyo: Sekisui sensei kakd ju  kinen ka i, 1942), pp. 
145-52 (plus 8 double plates o f  the m anuscript), was the firs t artic le  to  describe 
the opening section o f  P3559, in which the text in  question is found . U n fo rtuna 
tely, the firs t part o f  this m anuscript was then unknown. This led Kanda to  mis
construe the title  Yuan-ming lun as re ferring to  the im m ediately fo llow ing  45 
lines o f  text, rather than to  the preceding 217. Kanda noted the existence o f  the 
Peking manuscript and P3664, bu t he must no t have seen the la tte r o f  these h im 
self; his listing o f  the chapter titles o f  the text includes on ly  those tha t occur in 
P3559. From  the contents o f  the opposite side o f  P3664, we now know  i t  to  be the 
beginning o f  P3559. Since the opposite side o f  P3018, the con tinuation  o f  P3559, 
bears the date 751, th is is the terminus ad quem fo r  a ll the m ateria l in  these three 
manuscripts. See Tanaka, p . 207. Incidentally, P3018 is one o f  the manuscripts 
containing a po rtion  o f  the miscellaneous m ateria l attached to  the EJSHL. I t  
bears the title  P*u-tfh(a-mo lun (Treatise o f  Bodhidharma). Yanagida's Daruma 
no goroku, p. 15, indicates tha t P3018 is on ly  a pa rtia l record o f  th is m aterial.

Yanagida’s im portan t “ D e /i’A站 〇Ari_ to  sono sakusha，”  pp. 47-48, summarizes 
Kanda’s analysis— inc lud ing the e rro r regarding the applica tion  o f  the title  Yuan- 
ming /ww— and adds the suggestion tha t the m aterial in  question was w ritten  by 
some N orthern School figure. Yanagida also mentions the existence and pre
sumed wartime destruction o f  a m anuscript owned by Ish ii M itsuo  (Sekisui), the 
existence o f which was mentioned previously by Suzuki in  his comments on the 
Chueh-kuan lunt an Ox-head School text occurring in  the same m anuscript. 
(Suzuki*s observation occurs in his and Furuta Sh6kin*s ed ition  o f  the Chueh- 
kuan lunt i.e ., Zekkanron [K yoto : KObundd, 1935], a rare volum e which I have 
not been able to  consult. This reference is drawn from  Yanagida, p. 47.) Yana
gida laments the loss o f  the Ish ii manuscript, since it  m igh t have included the 
eighth chapter o f  the text, which is inexplicably missing in P3559. A s it  turns out, 
the Ishii manuscript is s till in  existence, but it  too  lacks this chapter.

Tanaka*s article mentioned at the beginning o f  this note corrects the e rro r con
cerning the application o f  the title  Yuan-ming lun and summarizes a ll know n b ib 
liographic in fo rm a tion  about the text. Tknaka*s new findings were made possible 
by his examination o f  a newly discovered m anuscript, S6184. This m anuscript is 
only a few lines in length, but it includes the title  and some o f  the chapter head
ings o f  the text. Tanaka also notes tha t the Peking m anuscript contains the same 
title  and headings, d iffe ring  on ly  in the add ition  o f  an a ttr ib u tio n  to  A^vagho$a. 
(The Chinese reads Ma-ming p fu-sa tsao,) P3664, as mentioned earlier, consists 
o f  the opening section o f  P3559 and also includes the same title  and chapter head
ings, although w ithou t any a ttribu tion  o f  authorship. The evidence o f  these three 
manuscripts was enough to  show conclusively tha t the tit le  Yuan-ming lun refers 
to  the nine-chaptered treatise, rather than the fo rty -five  lines fo llow ing  tha t title  
in P3559.

Finally, Okabe Kazuo's very b r ie f resume o f  these matters, ^EmmyOron/* in 
TonkO Butten to Zen, Shinohara Toshio and Tknaka RyOshO, eds., KOza Tonko, 
no. 8 (Tokyo: D a it6  shuppan sha, 1980), pp. 344-49, includes the in fo rm a tion
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tha t the Ish ii m anuscript is now at the lo y d  Bunko in  Tokyo. I t  is apparently not 
available in  m ic ro film  o r published fo rm , o r even fo r  inspection on a regular 
basis. Nevertheless, Okabe reports tha t Tanaka was able to  see i t  in  a special 
viewing in  Ju ly  1973. A t this tim e Tanaka observed the title  fo r  the eighth chapter 
and the fine p r in t annota tion  ^ included in  the above tw o  chapters>, (i-shang erh- 
p*in t'ung-shuo). Evidently, the Yuan-ming lun contains no independent eighth 
chapter.

The transla tion below is based solely on P3664 and P3559. (See n. 189 fo r the 
juncture  between the tw o .) The form er, which I have transcribed from  photo
copies o f  the m ic ro film , is d if f ic u lt  to  read because o f  shoddy calligraphy and the 
extremely poor cond ition  o f  the manuscript. For P35591 have had the benefit o f  
Professor Yanagida’s transcrip tion  (mentioned already in  n, 36), which I have 
checked against the photocopies o f  the m ic ro film . Obviously, the Ish ii manu
script w ould have been o f  use in  this study, but it  is apparently no t available. 
However, since this m anuscript is apparently lim ited  to  the titles fo r  Chapters 
E ight and N ine, the text o f  Chapter N ine, the tit le  Yuan-ming lun, and the fo rty - 
five  lines tha t also fo llo w  the Yuan-ming lun in  P3559, the loss is probab ly not 
tha t s ign ificant. (See Tknaka, pp. 204-5.) In  the same sense, the Peking m anu
script w ould also have been useful, bu t apparently on ly  the firs t h a lf o f  i t  (120 
lines) is devoted to  this treatise, the la tte r h a lf being an abbreviated transcrip tion 
o f  the Awakening o f Faith. Even these 120 lines m ight no t have been that useful, 
since they apparently abbreviate the P3664/P3559 version throughout. (The 
combined length o f  th is version is 277 lines.) A lso , 84 lines o f  the Peking m anu
script are said to  be damaged, a lthough the extent o f  this damage and its d is tribu 
tion  th roughout the m anuscript is unclear Therefore, the in a b ility  to  consult the 
Peking and Ish ii manuscripts has been only a m ino r im pedim ent to  the prepara
tio n  o f  the English transla tion.

M y  reconstruction o f  the o rig ina l tit le  o f  the text is based on m aterial found in  
the text itse lf. See the reference to  a top ic  o f  discussion in  the M Yao-chueh lun 
above9* found  in  Chapter Three. The top ic  actua lly occurs in  the earlier part o f  
the text. The term  少ua/i-m /ng does no t occu『 in  the text, un like  terms such as the 
yuan-chiao fang-pien in  the reconstructed title .

See n. 163 fo r  remarks concerning m y edition o f  the Chinese tex t, which is 
found a t the end o f  th is  book.

161. The Wufang-pien^id&ontoi the very Hrst set o f  Tun-huang manuscripts, 
C h9an m aterial included, to  be published in  Japan. In  M ay 1917 an exh ib it o f  
<(rotograph** reproductions was held at ShQkyd U nivers ity  (now Taishd Univer
sity) in  Tokyo. The organizer o f  th is exh ib it, Yabuki K e ik i, had examined the col- 
lection in  London the previous summer and had selected a to ta l o f  132 items fo r 
display. A m ong these were six C h 'an  texts, plus a seventh whose relationship to  
Ch^an tra d itio n  was yet to  become known:

C-16: Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men (three plates)
C-17: Kuan-hsin iun (one p^te)
C-18: L u /i (one plate)
C -19: Ta-shengpei-tsung lun (one plate)
C-23: O-mi-t’o tsan-wen, P ’u-t’i-ta-mo ch’an-shih kuan-men
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C-24: Chfeng-hsin lun
A-7: Ch fan-yao ching, Ch 'an-men ching ping hsii

The numbers given are from  Yabuki*s o rig ina l catalogue, the Shutain-shi [mStein] 
shQshu TbnkO chiho-shutsu ko shahon Butten rotogurafu kaisetsu mokuroku 
(Tokyo: ShukyO Daigaku, 1917). I  have used Chinese transliterations fo r conve
nience.

Yabuki must have fe lt tha t the firs t w ork  listed was pa rticu la rly  im portan t, 
since he included three plates o f  i t  in  his exh ib it, o r about fo u r feet five  inches o f  
the o rig ina l manuscript. A lthough  Yabuki defined the text on ly  as a Ch*an d ia 
logue, he d id  po in t ou t tha t the m anuscript (S2503) included a ccpoem in  praise o f  
C h ’an”  fTw w  沾 / 从  a thirteen-character co lophon, and the 芗

wu-sheng fang-pien men itse lf. (The plates were taken fro m  this last w o rk .) The 
poem and colophon are prin ted at 7^5.129 lc-93a ; the other text occurs at 
7TB5.1273b-78a. (A  b r ie f concordance to  Wu fang-pien texts is given at the end o f  
this note.)

O f  the other texts displayed in  1917, the second was Shcn-hsiu^s treatise 
(Yabuki knew only tha t i t  was no t Chih-i*s w o rk  o f  the same name); the th ird  was 
a po rtion  o f  the m aterial appended to  the (S2715) rediscovered in  里 936 by
D. T. Suzuki; the fou rth  was a b r ie f hom ile tic  tha t m ay be found at 7TB5.1281c- 
82b; the f i f th  was identical to  a text la ter to  become better know n through a man- 
uscript owned by the R yukoku U nivers ity  L ib ra ry  (see item  B in  n . 36); the sixth 
was eventually to  be recognized by Sekiguchi Shindai as a product o f  TM en-t'ai 
C h ih -i (see n. 29); and, fina lly , the seventh has come to  be recognized as having 
been w ritten  by members o f  the early Ch*an School. For the last w o rk , sec Yana- 
gida, ^Zemmonkyo n i tsuite,M Tsukamoto hakase juju kinen BukkyO shigaku 
ronshQ (Tokyo: Tsukam oto hakase ju ju  kinen ka i, 1961), pp. 869-82.

For reasons unknow n, Yabuki on ly  included tw o  o f  the seven items (C-17 and 
C-23) in  his Meisa yoin (Tokyo: Iwanam i shoten, 1930). The contents o f  this 
w ork derived from  his second so journ  in  London  in  1922-23, when he was appar- 
ently unable to  reexamine some o f  the manuscripts he had seen before. Yanagida, 
who has been m y source fo r most o f  the in fo rm a tio n  given here, suggests tha t the 
problem  may have been a lack o f  m anuscript numbers in  1916. He also speculates 
tha t the manuscripts prin ted in the TaishO tripifaka were based on plates sent to  
Japan after Y abuk i^  1922-23 v is it. Y abuk i^  com m entary on the w o rk  ju s t men
tioned, the Meisa yoin kaisetsu, was published in 1933, also by Iwanam i. Thus he 
was able to  include references to  text in  vo l. 85 o f  the TaishO canon, which had 
appeared the year before. See Yanagida’s “ Tonkd no zenseki to  Yabuki K e ik i (1)，’’ 
SanzOt 54 (A p r il 1972): 1-4.

In  1936 K uno H oryu  discovered tw o new manuscripts o f  the Wu fang-pien in  
Paris: P2058, entitled Ta-sheng wu fang-pien—pei-tsung and (at the end) Pei- 
tsung wu fang-pien men, which K uno describes as very clearly w ritten  but incom 
plete; and P2270, which he deemed complete bu t was very pale and d if f ic u lt  to  
read* A t least the second o f  these tw o manuscripts was w ritten  by a w ell-known 
copyist named San-chieh ssu l^o -chen . Kuno made various comments on the 
content o f  the Wu fang-pien manuscripts and included a prin ted ed ition at the 
end o f  his artic le uRyudOsei n i tom u Todai no Zenshu tenseki一 Tonkd shutsudo
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hon n i okeru Nanzen H okushu no da ihydtek i sakuin；' ShQkyO kenkyQ, n.s. 14, 
no. 1 (1939): 117-20 and 123-36.

U i H a ku ju  included editions o r reprintings o f  some o f  the manuscripts o f  the 
IVufang-pien a t the end o f  the f irs t volum e o f  his ZenshQshi kenkyd, which was 
also published in  1939. The Ta-sheng pei-tsung iun (U i*s text no. 5, pp. 447-48) 
was taken d irectly  fro m  7B5.1281-82a and reflects the m ino r errors o f  tha t edi
tio n  o f  S2581. (U i and the Taisho editors included on ly about h a lf o f  the contents 
o f  the m anuscript. I have no t used i t  here, since it  has lit t le  o r no relationship to  
the Wu fang-pien.) The Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men (no. 6, pp. 449-67) 
was apparently based on a com parative study o f  7ES. 1273b-78a and S2503, since 
U i occasionally indicates m isprints in  the former. Nevertheless, m y own com pari
son w ith  photocopies o f  the Tun-huang m anuscript indicates numerous errors 
rem aining in  U i^  text. Ui*s ed ition  o f  the Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien—pei- 
tsung (no. 7, pp. 468-510) was based on plates o f  the P e llio t co llection manu
scripts borrowed fro m  K uno. The untitled  w ork  published along w ith  the Ta~ 
sheng wu fang-pien—pei~tsung (no. 8, also pp. 468-510) was based on h itherto  
unpublished plates o f  S2503 acquired from  Yabuki. A lthough  Ui*s decision to  
p r in t edited synoptic versions o f  the P e llio t and Stein collection manuscripts was 
an im po rtan t innovation , his w ork  is no t free from  error. ( I have cross-checked 
on ly  the manuscripts fro m  London .) F ina lly, the untitled w ork  on pp. 511-15 (his 
no. 9) occurs at 7 85 .1291c-93c under the t it le  Tsan ch*an-men shih, but U i notes 
tha t this title  refers on ly  to  the poem found at the end o f  this textual un it. U i 
apparently used the Taisho ed ition. (See his b ib liograph ic comments on pp. 424- 
27.)

The last m a jo r con tribu to r to  the textual understanding o f  the Wufang-pien 
was D . T. Suzuki, whose comments and editions were published posthum ously in  
the th ird  volum e o f  his complete works. The actual w o rk  o f  editing was done 
sometime p rio r to  June 1949. (See Furu ta  S hdkin ’s note, 賊

3:562.) Suzuki focused on the three most im po rtan t manuscripts o f  the Wufang- 
pien m ateria l: S2503, P2058, and P2270. F rom  these manuscripts he isolated the 
fo llow ing  texts:

I  (pp. 161-67): fro m  S2503, plates 15-17, equivalent to  Ui*s un titled  text no. 9, 
pp. 511-15, and the Tsan ch'an-men shiht r85.1291c-92c. Suzuki om its the 
poem from  which the Taisho t itle  derives.

II (pp. 167-89): from  S2503, plates 18-28, entitled Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang- 
pien men, equivalent to  Ui*s text no. 6, pp. 449-67, and 7B5.l273b-78a

IIIA (pp. 190-212): based in it ia lly  on P2058 and (fro m  p. 199) on P2270 and 
equivalent to  K uno ’s text and U i’s text no. 7, pp. 468-510, w ith  the exception 
noted in  the fo llow ing

IIIB (pp. 213-20): based on P2270 and equivalent to  pp. 132.10-136.10 o f  
K uno ’s text and pp. 498.2-509.13 o f  U i ’s text no. 7

IV  (pp. 220-35): based once again on S2503, plates 9-14, and equivalent to  
U i^  text no. 8, pp. 46S-510

W ith  the exception o f  his hypothesis tha t the fo u rth  o f  his texts was the latest 
o f  the Wu fang-pien m ateria l (as discussed in  the fo llow ing  note), Suzuki o ffe rs 
no ra tiona le  fo r  his iso la tion  o f  these texts fro m  the three manuscripts in  ques
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tion . Certainly, we must question the va lid ity  o f  the rem oval o f  some three thou
sand characters jus t before the fina l headings and title  o f  text I I I A  to  create an 
independent text 1IIB. In  spite o f  these reservations，I have used Suzuki’s editions 
because they are more accurate, more comprehensive, and more w idely available 
than any other source. (I have spot-checked Suzuki*s texts against the photo
graphs o f  S2503 and found them generally accurate.) See n. 224.

162. The order o f  texts in  vo l. 3 o f  the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu was apparently 
intended to  reflect the in ternal development o f  the Wufang-pien. Suzuki fe lt that 
the pinnacle o f  the Wu fang-pien*% ph ilosophy was related to  the Avatamsaka 
SQtra, which is more apparent in  his text no. IV. See p. 152. In  private conversa
tions in M ay 1974, Professor Yanagida suggested to  me tha t Suzuki's text no. I, 
a lthough shorter and m ore fragmentary, may have been the last o f  the group 
because o f  its use o f  the word "w /jg  通 ， “ penetration”  o r “ in te rp re ta tion•”  See 
Ikkeda  Tadashi*s uDaijO gohOben no shohon no seiritsu n i tsuite," Indogaku 
BukkyOgaku kenkyU 19, no. 1 (1960): 262-66, fo r a statement on the d ifficu lties  
o f  establishing developmental relationships between the various manuscripts. 
Takeda feels that the Wufang-pien existed in  basic fo rm  during  Shen-hsiu*s life  
and that any variations o r additions occurred w ith in  twenty years o r so a fte r his 
death.

163. P3559 lacks the character tao in  its tit le  fo r  this chapter, bu t i t  occurs in 
P3664 and S6184. I t  is un fortunate  tha t Tanaka d id  no t list the titles as given in 
the Peking m anuscript. (See p. 206 o f  the artic le m entioned in  n. 131.)

The nature o f  the Yuan-ming lun manuscripts has necessitated ed ito ria l con- 
ventions somewhat d iffe ren t fro m  those used in  the case o f  the / / 5/W-A5//1 少 /w/i. 
Except where absolutely necessary I  have no t indicated obvious errors o f  o rthog
raphy. Com m on Buddhist abbreviations, such as those fo r  bodhisattva and 
nirvQria, have been converted to  standard form s. Typesetting has required the use 
o f  conventional form s rather than the cursive form s com m only used in  Tun- 
huang manuscripts. Punctuation has been added rough ly in  keeping w ith  tha t in 
the o rig ina l. Lacunae at the top  o r bo ttom  o f  the line have been marked consis
ten tly  w ith  three boxes, whereas those occurring m id -line  have been marked by 
one o r more boxes in  p ropo rtion  to  the size o f  the h iatus. P3664 is sixty-one lines 
in  length; line numbering begins again at 1 fo r  P3559.

>64. This tit le  is pa rtia lly  obscured in  P3664 and is therefore taken fro m  the 
body o f  the treatise in  P3559. I t  cou ld be understood as ^D istingu ish ing Heresy 
and Thereby Generating the Fundamental.9*

165. Here P3664 lacks the character tao. The transla tion is based in  pa rt on the 
contents o f  the chapter in  question.

1 66 . T hecom pound trans la tedhereas“ m anifestations” isA<s/en-//a;^.
167. This tit le  occurs on ly  in  the Ish ii m anuscript and P3664 and is pa rtia lly  

obscured in both . The chapter itse lf does no t occur in  any o f  the extant m anu
scripts. Seen. 131.

168. Elsewhere in  this paper the term  ju-tao has been translated as ^entering 
in to  enlightenment,9* bu t in  this text i t  has the meaning o f  <cfirs t undertaking spir
itua l practice.**

169. The character ming is used in  at least tw o  ways in  this text. Here and in 
lines 72 and 82 (both  Chapter Four), fo r example, i t  occurs w ith  the unambigu
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ous meaning o f  **to understand.'* In  line 46 (Chapter Two), it  is used w ith  the 
meaning o f  “ to  explain.”  For an example o f  its use which could be interpreted in 
either way, see the very end o f  Chapter Four and n. 209.

170. T hroughout th is transla tion , words may be enclosed in  brackets fo r either 
o f  tw o  reasons. They may represent added m aterial necessary fo r  presentation in 
English, o r they may indicate m y reconstruction o f  the text where damage to  the 
manuscript has resulted in  lacunae. Five periods are used to  indicate these lacu* 
nae, which almost always occur at the top  and bo ttom  o f  the lines in  question.

171. Seen. 139.
172. This phrase occurs several times in  this text, w ith  the connotation <(W hat 

do you th in k  about that?** A t  the very end o f  the text it  is used in  a longer con
struction w ith  the meaning (<I f  you do not appreciate*' (i.e ., ^understand*9). 
P rio r to  this phrase (line 7 /1 :7  o f  the Chinese manuscript) occur fo u r extraneous 
characters, one o f  them o f  indecipherable fo rm .

173. Th is term  occurs again in  Chapter Six (line 74 o f  the m anuscript). I t  is 
also reminiscent o f  passages in  the Wu fang-pien, w hich refer to  the emancipa
tio n  o f  the m ind and then the body.

174. The text has 想，“ thoughts,”  a copyist’s e rror fo r 相，“ char
acteristics.”  Such mistakes are very com m on throughout this and other Tun- 
huang manuscripts, includ ing the line below that reads, ^ I f  the influences were 
w ithou t characteristics . . . ”  There the character fo r “ thoughts”  o r false concep- 
tua liza tion  occurs, rather than tha t fo r Kcharacteristics.M The tw o  characters d i f 
fer on ly  by the presence or absence o f  one four-stroke clement. I w ill not anno
tate such errors o f transcrip tion in the pages tha t fo llow .

175. The character is cAV, “ to  arise”； “ to  generate，’’ o r “ activate.”  In  some 
N orthern  School contexts the idea o f pu<hfit "nonactiva tion ,** is very im portan t; 
see n. 340. Since this particu lar connotation is absent in the present text, I have 
translated the character ch*i variously according to context.

176. The phrase is jo  yu shih set the meaning o f  the th ird  character apparently 
being “ to  invest w ith  m ateriality.”  See n. 199.

177. The character missing here is probably tsot **to make.** Compare P3559, 
line 99.

178. I fin d  the w ord ing o f  this line to  be incomprehensible, including that part 
o f the line corresponding to  the previous sentence o f the translation. I have tried 
to  capture the general im port.

179. The w ord ^verify** is a tentative translation o f  shih, norm ally  meaning 
“ real”  or “ truly.”  I have taken it  in  a transitive sense. U nfortunate ly , the charac- 
ter in the m anuscript is itse lf unclear The Chinese fo r “ numerous as grains o f 
sand** is also prob lem atic, being kao ch*en sha chieh shu. The firs t character, as it 
is, refers to  a river in Shensi Province. This w ould be an interesting touch, i f  it 
were in tentiona l. A  more conventional phrasing w ould have been sim ply wei- 
ch’enshu.

180. This transla tion is tentative because o f the obscurity o f  the second charac
ter, but i t  fits  the context. See line 44 o f  the Chinese manuscript.

181. I t  is a comm on in junc tion  o f  Buddhism that the m ind resides in none o f 
the three locations relative to  the body: interior, exterior, and intermediate.

182. I am unaware o f  any precedent fo r this logic.
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183. Perhaps the logic is tha t body and m ind could be termed “ being”  i f  they 
were to ta lly  unrelated entities, rather than d iffe ren t aspects o f  the same reality.

184. A t  the very end o f  the text is a reference to  the Knve oceans and ten wis- 
dom$n (vm-hai shih-chih), w hich presumably refers to  th is item  and the lis t in  
which i t  is contained. The meaning o f  the “ five  oceans”  is unknow n.

185. The last o f  t F three characters is on ly  p a rtia lly  legible.
186. There does appear to  be enough room  fo r  th is  part o f  the tit le , but 

consistency w ould require its presence.
187. The Lotus uses the term  ^teaching o f  the One VehicleM rather than Mper- 

fect teaching.** The Yuan-ming lun probab ly refers to  the adm on ition  in  the 
sutra's chapter on expedient means. See 7 9 .13cff.

188. This i$ a tentative reading.
189. The last line  o f  P3664 and the f irs t line o f  P3559 are identical. I  fin d  i t  d i f 

fic u lt to  understand how  such a repetition could have occurred. Perhaps the sepa
ra tion  o f  the tw o  pieces took  place during  the very act o f  copying, and the line  in  
question was repeated to  show how  the tw o  pieces f i t  together. L ine  num bering in 
the transcribed text found a t the end o f  th is book has been in itia ted  once again at 
this po in t.

190. Here 1 have used the terms “ in te rio r”  and “ exterior.”  Elsewhere I have 
used “ w ith in ”  and “ w ith o u t”  and other s im ila r equivalents, depending on the 
English context.

191. The a llusion is probably to  the m etaphor o f  the m ind  being like  a m onkey 
tha t hops from  one sensory w indow  on to  the w o rld  to  another in  an undisci
plined, hyperactive fashion.

192. Judging from  the context, the po in t must be that this is a m istaken appre
hension o f  o r attachment to  the dharmadhdtu.

193. Rather than “ explanation，”  th is could refer to  the “ transfo rm a tion ”  o f  an 
unenlightened per$on*s realm in to  tha t o f  an enlightened person.

194. The redundant characters shih~chiehP **w orld ,M occur here. The previous 
ellipses indicate three missing characters.

195. <S/)〇w 受，“ to  receive,”  is taken as an e rro r fo r 修 ，“ to  cultivate.”
196. The reference is to  a mahallaka, an immense fish used as a m etaphor fo r 

something stupid. See N akam ura, 2:1278a-b.
197. A  tentative reading. A n  alternate in te rpre ta tion  w ou ld  be: "W ith in  this

teaching there appears no essence o f  sentient beings, and t h e ............o f  the B u 6
dhas are completely nonsubstantial.”

198. I have been unable to  fin d  the exact source o f  this quo ta tion . I t  may be 
on ly  a rough paraphrase.

199. The term  used is “ perfumed and materialized.”
200. See the occurrence o f  this term  in  the EJSHL, translated in  the preceding 

chapter o f  this part.
201. This w ould seem to  be in  direct con flic t w ith  Shen-hsiu^s Kuan-hsin lurt, 

which interprets the three immeasurable eons o f  practice necessary to  become a 
buddha in  a nontem poral fashion. I do not believe this apparent contrad ic tion  is 
sign ificant; see the discussion o f  “ contem plative analysis”  in Section 6 o f  this 
chapter. In  the present context the connotation o f  the term  is sim ply tha t one 
should practice constantly and w ithou t cease.
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202. This is reminiscent o f  the metaphor o f  waves and water found in  the 
Awakening o f  Faith. See H irakaw a, DaijO kishin ron, pp. 119 and 125-27 or 
732.576c.

203. Li-hsing could be translated sim ply as uideal practice.M However, the 
emphasis on the necessity o f  achieving a balance o f  both understanding and prac
tice occurs th roughout this text. ^Practice,** in  fact, seems to  refer to  activities 
undertaken on beha lf o f  sentient beings, rather than m editative endeavors. This 
d is tinc tion , not to  m ention the specific term  used here, is clearly reminiscent o f 
the EJSHL. See the end o f  Chapter Six o f  the transla tion below and n. 217.

204. I t  is s ign ificant tha t a d is tinc tion  is made between practitioners and non
practitioners一 all tha t is necessary is to  undertake and continue sp iritua l practice. 
The Hsiu-hsin yao lun contains a s im ilar in junc tion  tha t its message cannot be 
understood w ith  the ord inary  m ind. See section I o f  the transla tion in  Chapter 
V I.

205. Here occur fou r characters tha t are indecipherable in the im m ediate con
text.

206. This is a paraphrase. The text has, lite ra lly : “ This is an other-understand
ing, not a self-understanding. This is an other-practice, not a self-practice.”

207. The Chinese transla tion fo r the term  that is used here, san-shih-ch9i chu~ 
too fa-men, is not one o f  the several conventional ones. The thirty-seven requi
sites include the fo u r foundations o f  mindfulness, fo u r kinds o f  exertion, fo u r 
bases o f  power, five faculties, five strengths, seven constituents o f  enlightenment, 
and the E igh tfo ld  Path. See N akam ura, l:472b -d .

208. The negative o f  <(nonpracticeM is p a rtia lly  obscured, and the syntactical 
re lationship between the phrases is in  doubt.

209. This could be rendered equally well as, “ Therefore, 1 firs t had to  explain 
the w orlds." On the d iffe ren t meanings o f  the character ming, see n. 169.

210. The character ww 無 ， “ not,”  has been taken as I• 亦 ， “ also,”  to  avoid a 
double negative.

211 • SAeng 乘 ，“ vehicle,”  is presumably an e rro r fo i■油 挪 器 生 ，“ to  generate.”
212. There are not false and correct in  the sense o f  tru th  value, bu t in  tha t o f  

being in  opposition  to  o r accord w ith  the sp ir it o f  Buddhism.
213. Here ch*ien ching is used to  mean a previous mom ent o f  m entation, 

rather than an object o f  concentration physically in  fro n t o f  one.
214. Two very s im ila r characters, 冰 讲 至  and /ao 利 ，meaning “ to  come”  and 

4<to  a rrive /* respectively, are used here. I t  is uncerta in whether they were meant to  
have identical o r s ligh tly  d iffe ren t connotations in  th is instance.

215. See Chapter One* line 10, and n . 173.
216. L ite ra lly , <4l f  fro m  space you next contem plate the ea rth /'
217. The com pound li-hsing occurs again a few lines below in  the Yuan-ming 

lun. The corre la tion  o f  such term ino logy w ith  the tw o  bask ideas o f  the East 
M oun ta in  Teaching and N orthern  School should be obvious. See nn. 102 and 
203.

218. The top ic  o f  4<sclf-cnlightened sagely wisdom** (tzu-chueh sheng~chih) is 
mentioned a t least five times in  the Lank&vatara SQtra. See r i4 .4 8 5 a t 486c, 491b, 
506ct and 510b. In  the th ird  and fo u rth  instances there is also reference to  the ele
ments o f  phenomenal rea lity  being the ^m anifestations o f  one*$ own mind,'* as in
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the Yuan-ming lun. Incidentally, the firs t and second instances u tilize  the meta
phor o f  the m irro r, which suddenly reflects rea lity  w ithou t any false thoughts.

219. I cannot fin d  this statement at the corresponding locations o f  any o f  the 
readily available commentaries on the LankavatQra SQtra. The comm entary 
referred to  here may have been one by Shen-hsiu o r P*u-chi, which was being 
introduced and summarized in the lecture(s) tha t became the Yuan-ming lun. In 
add ition , I cannot find  any other references to  a w orld  system constructed on the 
basis o f  fo u r disks, rather than three. See n. 315.

220. The term used here means **to revile the Dharm a/* a lthough heresy seems 
to  be the real problem , not blasphemy.

221. Accord ing to  Tanaka, **Tonkobon EmmyOron n i tsuite,M p. 207, the Pe
king m anuscript includes this anecdote in  Chapter Six. I have taken several small 
liberties w ith  the text in  order to  present a smoother transla tion.

222. See the lis t o f  ten items given in  Chapter Two.
223. This ending is very abrupt, as i f  the orig ina l conclusion o f  the text has 

been om itted o r lost.
224. The peculiar character o f  the Wu fang-pien has required the use o f  tw o

special conventions. F irs t, since this composite version is based on the text in  the 
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQt I have included specification o f  the m anuscript, section, 
and page number fo r each segment. The firs t number, in  Roman numerals, repre- 
sents the manuscript number in  Suzuki’s ed ition . (“ I I IA ”  and refer to
Suzuki's firs t and second sections o f  his th ird  m anuscrip t.) Then fo llow s the 
m a jo r section o f  that m anuscript fro m  which the segment in  question was taken» 
i.e .， “ In t”  fo r the In troduc tion , “ C on”  fo r the C onclusion, and n o s .卜 5 fo r  
each o f  the five expedient means. The next number, tha t jus t before the co lon, 
represents the segment number as given by Suzuki. (Some o f  these segment labels 
are hyphenated numbers, such as U3-1.M) F inally, the num ber a fte r the colon is 
the page number in  the zenshQ ed ition . Hence the present example, 4<I I . I n t . l :  
\6 ir  means that the segment in  question occurs on p. 167 in  the Suzuki Daisetsu 
zenshQ ed ition  and tha t i t  is the firs t one in  the In troduc tion  o f  Suzuki*$ second 
m anuscript. The second special convention is tha t litu rg ica l responses are given in  
ita lics, w hile glosses and litu rg ica l instructions in  the text, w hich usually occur in  
smaller Chinese characters in  the o rig ina l manuscripts, are indicated by the 
simultaneous use o f  both parentheses and ita lics. L itu rg ica l queries preceding the 
responses are not ita lic ized.

225. The d is tinction  between “ going counter to ”  and “ being in  accord w ith ”  
the Buddha Nature (wei and shun) resembles the Yuan-ming iunfs no tion  o f  
<*reverseM and **directM types o f  contem plation (ni and shun). I wonder i f  Suzuki 
has erred in  the transcrip tion  o f  the Wu fang-pien m anuscripts; I have not been 
able to  check his version against the m ic ro film s in  th is case. The sentence 
included here in  underlined fo rm  occurs in  the text in  s ligh tly  smaller characters. 
The same convention is fo llow ed below.

226. This could be read, 4<W hen your m inds arc peaceful and motionless* what 
is it  tha t is called purity?**

227. See 78.749a.
228. The characters ho yen wen, u thc preceptor asked/* occur here bu t have 

been overlooked fo r  reasons o f  sim plicity.
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229. Nakamura, 2 :1006c, says the following about tang-t*i (totai in Japanese): 
(<The true nature o f things as they are. A  word that directly indicates their funda
mental essence. Fundamental essence. The thing itself.** According to this defini
tion, tang-tl refers to the true reality o f Suchness itself, or the true reality o f a 
specific object o f contemplation. Since no such specific object is mentioned, I 
have chosen the more general alternative.

230. The term chueh-hsin is not very common in the Wu fang-pien. See the use 
o f chueh-hsing, ^enlightenment nature*' at the end o f the composite text (Con
clusion, section A).

231. This term occurs prominently and repeatedly in the Tun^wu chen-tsung 
yao<hueh.

232. See similar terms at 111.B.1:213 and IV.Con.3-1:233 (Conclusion, section 
B, o f the composite text).

233. The text goes on to define these as the tempter o f the afflictions, that o f 
thinking and mental confusion; the tempter o f the heavens, that o f exterior limits 
and sensory realms; the tempter o f the skandhas, that o f physical laziness; and 
the tempter o f death, that o f the interruption o f effort.

234. I have omitted an exchange which equates the Buddha with the **three
sixes”  Suzuki edits this to read “ three points”  你 /1- "亡/1人 which are the
three dots used to make the character / in the Siddham version o f the Sanskrit syl
labary. In esoteric Buddhism these dots are equated with the dharmakaya, praj~

and mok$a. This usage is attested as early as the ninth century and may well 
have been in use as early as the period in question. See Nakamura, 1:483a. How
ever, it seems better to leave the text as it stands and interpret the wthree sixes** as 
a reference to the eighteen Syatanas or the capabilities, data, and consciousnesses 
associated with the six types o f sensory awareness.

235. Here occur the smaller c h a r a c t e r s " e n t e r e d  [and] said,9* the mean
ing o f which is unclear. (Could they be some kind o f stage direction?)

236. Pu-ch*it t*nonactivation,* is mentioned in Section 19 o f this chapter. On 
**maintain[ing] the True Mind,>, see the Hsiu-hsinyao iun.

237. See Hirakawa, pp. 102 and 105, or 732.576b. These passages are dis
cussed in Section 15 o f this chapter.

238. Suzuki’s text 1.1.4:163 includes an abbreviated version o f this material. 
Following this occurs a citation from a work called the Liu~ken chieh-t*o men 
(Teaching o f the Emancipation o f the Six Senses), otherwise unknown. The pas
sage cited defines each sense organ as nonsubstantial and without self, etc.

239. Suzuki*s text 11.1.10:171 relates different portions o f the Awakening o f  
Faith line quoted here to ^self* and ^other,** but this subject is not continued 
elsewhere in the Wu fang-pien,

240. We will see subsequently that this compound must be translated using two 
synomyms.

241. Suzuki*s text 1.1.5:163 contains an explanation o f five different kinds of 
dharmakQya. These are based, the text tells us, on the Ta t*ungfang-kuang ching 
(SQtra on the Penetration o f the Great Expanse), a Six Dynasties work probably 
composed in China. The relevant portion o f this text is reproduced at r85.1348c, 
but its explanation o f the five kinds o f dharmakSya differs from that found here 
in the Wu fang-pien. The definitions given in the Northern School text contain
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two interesting points: (1) the term ^merit** (kung-te) is defined in terms o f con
templative analysis, so that kung refers to the transcendence o f thoughts and te to 
the manifestation o f the absolute, and (2) there is a reference to the dharmakQya 
o f space, **which is equivalent to the realm o f space,** a concept that is reminis
cent o f the Yuan-ming lun.

242. The terms “ unfolding”  and “ constriction”  seem at first glance to be 
related to breathing meditation, but the usage here actually refers to the passive 
realization and active expression o f enlightenment.

243. Li-hsin, **to transcend the mind,** may be an abbreviation for hsin li-nient 
“ the mind transcends thoughts•”  The same would be true o f ‘‘transcend【ingl 
form.”

244. I am adding cA/e/i 极 界 相 ，not just cA/eA 界 ，as Suzuki does.
245. The three self natures that occur here are the older Chinese equivalents 

for the three svabhava o f the YogacSra tradition, as found in the Chinese transla
tions o f the LflwAravfl/ffraSfi/ra. See Nakamura, l:113cand 1364a. I have taken the 
character shih 4: in the definition o f the third self nature as an error (or yuan 01.

246. This opening dialogue is a composite o f material from Suzuki*$ texts 
11.2.1:172,11.2.38:184, and IIIA .2 .1:193. A  different version occurs at what evi
dently corresponds to the same location in another manuscript, IIIB.1:213. This 
other version goes as follows:

Do you perceive (d*/ew, “ to see” ）your body?
No.
Do you perceive your mind?
No.
Not perceiving the body, the body is emancipated. Not perceiving the 

mind, the mind is emancipated. Emancipation has the meaning o f autono
mous spontaneity (tzu-tsai).

The characteristic o f not perceiving the body and mind is without going 
and without coining. Vast and without a single thing, the gate o f bodhi (p*u- 
t*i men) opens o f itself.

247. is translated either as “ knowing and perception”  or “ percep- 
tive faculties/' depending on the need for binominal symmetry.

248. The Wu fang-pien's penchant for symmetry suggests that we should inter
polate at this location a statement about the gate o f wisdom and the sentence, 
“ The senses are motionless.”

249. Suzuki actually includes these two sentences in segment I I .2.3.
250. Although Suzuki indicates that this is a quotation from the scriptures, its 

exact source has not been identified.
251. See the Hsiu-hsin yao lunt section T, and n. 108.
252. These three types o f hearing seem to correspond with the differences in 

brainwave activity o f nonmeditators and experienced practitioners o f different 
types of meditation. That is, whereas nonmeditators habituate quickly to a 
repeated auditory stimulus, experts in Indian yogic meditation enter a state in 
which they never respond to the sound at all, and Zen meditators hear the sound 
each time in exactly the same way, without habituation. Although the case o f the 
nonmeditator does not quite fit the IFu / 伽及-p/en’s statement about ordinary,
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unenlightened people, it is still possible to infer that early Ch'an strove to define 
a type o f meditative endeavor substantially different from traditional Indian 
practices. Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine whether the dichotomy 
implied here is completely culture-bound, i.e., Indian vs. Chinese approaches to 
meditation, or whether some precedent to this “ constant practice”  occurred in 
Indian Mahayana Buddhism.

253. This passage has not been located in the Nirvd^a SQtra.
254. This contradicts a well-known line in the Tao-teching, 4.
255. Here the character for ^perception** is shih, not Men,
256. 714.542b.
257. H4.542C.
258. H 4.542b.
259. A t roughly this point in the corresponding passage, Suzuki's text I I .2.20: 

178 has the following: uWith fundamental and successive [wisdoms], all loca
tions (i.e., all types o f sensory activity) are clearly distinct, all locations are eman
cipated, all locations are [engaging in] spiritual practice."

260. Although this metaphor is common in Buddhist literature, it does not 
occur in the Lotus as given here.

261. Suzuki's text I1IA.2.16:199 adds the concept o f motionlessness to its 
answers regarding space and the lotus blossom. It also closes with the following 
line about the “ unsurpassed Honored One”： “ Always in accordance with the 
characterless principle, illuminating the source o f the fundamental mind."

262. Suzuki’s text 111A.2.17:199 has added the idea o f motionlessness, as just 
above, plus an interesting additional line. It has, in total:

The mind’s being motionless is the “ wondrous Dharma.”  The body’s
being motionless is the “ lotus blossom.”  When body and mind are motion
less, one enters the “ 如 o f the locus o f incalculable meanings.”  This is
called the Sutra o f  the Lotus Blossom o f  the Wondrous Dharma.

A  reference to the samadhi in question occurs in the Lotus and is quoted in the 
Wu fang-pien just below.

263. Suzuki’s text IIIA.2.18:200 adds the phrases “ open the gate o f expedient 
means, manifest the path o f truth (chen-shih iu).9f The latter term also occurs in 
IIIA .2 .19:200.

264. This is abbreviated very slightly from the original, which occurs at T9,2b 
and again on p. 4a.

265. It is interesting to see li-nien occur so explicitly as a substantive com
pound. The same usage occurs in the corresponding passage at 11.2.31:181.

266. Suzuki*s text 11.2.32:182 has shun, *'to be in accord/* instead o f ju, 4<to 
enter.”

267. 79.5b.
268. Also r9.5b.
269. F9.6a. As Suzuki suggests, I am omitting the character we/i, “ question,”  

that precedes this phrase.
270. It is tempting to correlate this statement with the third o f Bodhidharma's 

four practices. See the translation o f the EJSHL in Chapter V.
271. The text continues on to treat all the six perfections in the same manner.
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Suzuki*s text I I IA .2.25:202 includes the same passage but abbreviates all but the 
first perfection. I have included only enough o f this material to indicate the pat
tern.

272. 7'14.546b. Like chih-hui, pu k 9o ssu-i must be broken up for translation 
here. The reason for this will be apparent in the dialogue just below.

273. 714.546a. The phrases below are from the same source.
274. In this line I have translated both ch'u-hsin jen and c^u-hsin as **be- 

ginner.”
275. Here I have left ssu-i and pu ssu-i undivided, in order to yield a more fluid 

English rendition.
276. These are, o f course, the Four Noble Truths.
277. 714.544b.
278. The reciprocal position occurs shortly below. I have used bold print to 

help the reader distinguish the key sentences.
279. Note that this is not just the correspondence o f serenity and illumination, 

but the correspondence o f the two expressions o f their correspondence.
280. See 714.546b. “ Enlargement or contraction”  is only “ increase or de

crease”  in the original, the volumetric nature o f this change being understood.
281. Suzuki^ text 111.3.5:207 correlates the gods o f the Heaven o f the Thirty- 

three with the five sense organs and five sensory consciousnesses. The scriptural 
passage just above is abbreviated from ri4.546b-c.

282. That is, they eradicate all mental activity, rather than just the dualistic dis
crimination that is the real problem.

283. 715.36b-c.
284. I have followed Suzuki in taking ch 7 instead o f chih.
285. This text is otherwise unknown. Although the contents o f the quotation 

from it are somewhat more annihilatory than the Wu fang-pien in general, its use 
here substantiates the fact that the members o f the Northern School were circu
lating their own teachings under Bodhidharma's name.

286. The first o f these quotations is from ^ik$ananda*$ translation o f the Ava- 
tamsaka, n 〇.68c. The second is presumably from the same source.

287. The interpretation that this is an enlightened perception is a concession to 
the occasional use o f chueh-hsin in the Wu fang-pien. Here the text has only 
chueh.

288. The dAarmaA:办 a has a “ frozen”  permanence because it is unrelated to the 
realm o f activity, I believe.

289. See Buddhabhadra's translation o f the Avatamsaka, 79.43$c. ^ik$anan- 
da^s wording, 710.77c-78a, is different but more explicit. The lines quoted here 
were apparently fairly popular, even though their interpretation among members 
o f the Northern School is not certain. They also occur in a fragmentary manu
script o f the Wu fang-pien (S2503) reprinted in the TaishO tripitaka. See 
7TB5.1292c and n. 161.

290. The fundamental study o f the leaching o f the Three Stages is Yabuki 
Keiki's SankaikyO no kenkyU (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1927).

291. See Yanagida*$ discussion o f the origins o f the Southern School in Shoki 
ZenshQ shisho, pp. 101-102. Yanagida begins this discussion with the statement, 
^The Southern School is predicated on the Northern School. Without the North
ern School there could not have been any Southern School."
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292. Unfortunately, in the present context I w ill be unable to consider Shen- 
hui's historical role and his criticisms o f the Northern School. On the latter sub
ject, see Robert Zeuschner's doctoral dissertation, An Analysis o f  the Philo
sophical Criticisms o f  Northern Ch *an Buddhism (University o f Hawaii, 1977).

293. In some cases the Sanskrit term prayoga seems a better equivalent than 
upQya for the Chinese term fang-pien,

294. See Chapter IWo, section B o f the translation-
295. The general thrust o f the /“ /I is that one should eradicate the

three poisons o f craving, anger, and stupidity. This would seem to imply a conser
vative approach to religious practice, i.e., one o f self control, etc. However, the 
eradication o f the three poisons is not presented as synonymous with but rather 
as sharply different from traditional moral and spiritual training. The eradica
tion o f the poisons is contrasted with the tradition o f the Buddha's three immea
surable eons o f training, a tradition that is then itself redefined. (See item 3 in the 
list that follows in the text.) Exactly the same observation holds true for the 
Kuan-hsin lun as has already been made about the concept o f mindfulness in the 
JTFM; The most important innovation is that the recommended practice includ
ed no prerequisites or preparation but could be accomplished immediately. (See 
Chapter V I，Section 7.)

296. This would be equivalent to about six liters by Han Dynasty measures 
(when the Buddha's biography first became known in China) and twenty-one 
liters during the T'ang Dynasty (when Shen-hsiu was writing). In either case, a 
substantial volume o f milk.

297. The quotation is from the Wen-shih ching (SQtra on the Bath-house), The 
original translation o f the sutra itself is attributed to An Shih-kao and bears the 
fu ll title Fo-shuo wert-shih hsi-yu chung-seng ching. See ri6.803a for the list o f 
seven items used here. A  commentary on this scripture was discovered at Tun- 
huang, but it contains nothing like the material found in the Kuan-hsin iunt See 
7B5.536c-40a.

298. The Kuan-hsin lun occurs in printed form at 7B5.1270c-73b and in the 
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, suppl. vol. 1:592-643. The former is based on only one 
TUn-huang manuscript and lacks the opening passage cited below (see n. 310), 
whereas the latter is a synoptic transcription o f three versions o f the text, each 
representing the edition o f two manuscripts.

299. The term kuan-hsin shih derives originally from Chih-i*s four criteria for
commenting on the 如 /ra. These are:少/"-少1扣/1 油 /Tt (“ conditional analy-
$is” >, which concerns the relationship between the Buddha and sentient beings; 
少weA-cA/flo 5臟 （“ doctrinal analysis” )，which begins with the corrdation o f the 
particular scriptural line or term with one o f Chih-i*$ four teachings (Tripifaka, 
common, unique, or perfect); pe/f-c/r/5/^/r (“ truth-levd analysis” )，in which indi- 
viduals or doctrines are approached in either their ^fundamentar* (pen) Mahdyd- 
na or their 4<manifestedM (chi) Hinaydna, i.e.t their ultimate or literal, identities; 
and 处 5泌 （“ contemplative analysis” )，which approaches each line from 
the scripture as a function or component o f the ^contemplation o f the principle 
o f the true characteristic o f the one m ind:’ Sec Nakamura, 2:983a-b, or Andd, 
Tendaigaku, pp. 43-45. U i was the first to use the term in reference to the North
ern School. This is one o f the meanings of fang-pien, 4<expedicnt means；* in early 
texts; I w ill use Mcontcmplativc analysis** in order to avoid confusion. Faure, La
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Volonte d*Orthodoxie, pp. 102-3, defines upQya in the Northern School as not 
simply a means, but ^an attempt to transcend the dualistic distinction between 
ends and means. It is (or claims to be) the Ultimate TVuth, the Truth that is mani
fested in all 'fashions o f a certain fashion.'"

300. See 7"85.1432b-35c and Yanagida, “ Zenseki kaidai,”  p. 463. The name
or in Sanskrit, actually refers to an entire genre o f

texts. See Mizuno Kdgen, HokkukyO no kenkyU (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1981).
301. P232S is reproduced at 7B5.1435c-45a. Although P2192 cannot be dated 

precisely, it betrays no influence from Shen-hui's Southern School and no knowl
edge o f the Yuan-ming iun, Wu fang-pien, or even the LCSTC. On the other 
hand, it does contain references to principle (li) and practice (hsing) and a state- 
ment on there “ fundamentally not [being】a single thing.” （See the Conclusion， 

section 1 o f the composite text.) The general outlook and style o f metaphoric 
construction in this text implies a provenance similar to that o f the Wufang-pien,

302. The format used here for citations from microfilms o f TUn-huang manu
scripts is explained in Abbreviations and Conventions o f Usage.

303. See similar sentiments expressed in the Ta-mo ch*an-shih lun, Sekiguchi, 
Daruma daishi no kenkyU, pp. 467-68.

304. This statement occurs at line 22:11/643.
305. The An-pan shou-i ching occurs at ri5.163a-73a. Ui Hakuju's study o f

this text, which was published posthumously, attempts to separate the original 
scripture from the interpolated commentary. Unfortunately, no explanation o f 
the criteria used in this process is either given or apparent. See his Yakkydshi 
kenkyQ (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1971), pp. 201-44. A  better attempt at deciph
ering at least the opening portion o f the text is made by Aramaki Noritoshi, 
“ Indo BukkyO kara ChOgoku BukkyO A:_v5toK〇S〇e - D 6 a n -
Sha Fu jo nado；* BukkyC shigaku, 15, no. 2 (1971): 1-45. Also see Kawashima 
J6my6, ^Amban shui kyO ni tsuite/* Indogaku Bukkyogaku kenkyQ 24, no. 2 
(1976): 750-53.

306. ri5.163c-64b.
307. The term ko-i is often used by modern students o f Chinese civilizations as 

a catchword for an entire early phase o f Buddhist-Tkoist syncretism. The original 
meaning o f the term was much more narrowly restricted, however. See Zurcher, 
p. 184.

308. See Michihata, Tddai BukkyOshi no kenkyu, pp. 357-76, and Kenneth 
K. S. Ch*en, The Chinese Transformation o f Buddhism (Princeton, N.J.: Prince
ton University Press, 1973), pp. 55-60.

309. For a convenient summary o f Tbng’s ideas and works, see L i Wei-hsiung, 
TUng Chung-shu yu Hsi Han hsueh-shu (Tkipei: Chung-wen chih ch*u-pan she, 
1979). Pages 66-73 deal specifically with his theories on yin-yang and the five ele
ments. And6, Tendaigaku, p. 45, mentions the shih ju-shih o f the T*ien-t*ai tradi
tion in the context of his explanation o f ^contemplative analysis.** Also see 
AndO, pp. 139-41.

310. See the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, suppl. vol. 1:592-95. (The TaishO edition 
lacks this opening passage.)

311. This passage occurs at 7E5.1273c or Suzuki Daisetsu zertshQ, suppl. vol. 
1:641-42.
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312. TSSA212borSuzukiDaisetsuzenshQ,suppl.\oL 1:624-25.
313. See TS5A210c or the SuzukiDaisetsu zenshu, suppl. vol. 1:598.
314. r85.1273a-b or SwzwA:/' ZXiisettM 议 /isAl?, suppl. vol. 1:640 and 642_ The 

second o f these two statements has already been included in the passage trans
lated at the very end o f Section 5 o f this chapter.

315. The Wai-tao hsiao-sheng nieh-p9an tun, a brief text translated by Bodhi- 
ruci and comprised o f material associated very closely with the La^kQvatdra

contains the following description o f a non-Buddhist school known as the 
^mouth-power teachers** (k9ou-lilun-shih):

Space is the cause o f the myriad things. A t the very beginning is born 
space. From space is born wind. From wind is born fire. From fire is bom 
smoke. [From] smoke is born water. The water then freezes solid and forms 
the earth. From the earth is born the myriad plants. From the myriad plants 
are born the five grains. From the five grains is born sentience. Therefore, in 
our treatise it says: ^Sentience is food; afterward, it is again no more. (?) 
Space is called nirvapa. Therefore, the heretical “ mouth-power teachers”  
say that space is permanent and is called the cause o f nirvSna. (732.158a)

This is by no means identical to the teaching found in the Yuan-ming lunf but the 
similarity is striking. See Mochizuki, l:735c-36a and 915c. In contrast to the 
Yuan-ming lurt's four disks (see Chapter 7), the traditional Buddhist orthodoxy 
posits only three (wind, water, and metal). See 729.57af, de La Valine Poussin, 
UAbhidharmakoia, 2:138f, or Mochizuki, 2:1696a-b.

316. Seen. 36.
317. For the treatment o f these subjects in the Kuan-hsin iun, see Section 8 o f 

this chapter. Also see Chapters Six and Three o f the Yuan-ming lun. (The critical 
passage in the latter chapter is discussed in Section 11 o f this chapter.)

318. The Yuan-ming lun refers to the penetration o f space by mind and body 
(Chapter TWo, eight paragraphs from the end), to one's wisdom, practice, and 
body, etc., filling space when the goal is achieved (Chapter Three, five para
graphs from the end), and to the equivalence o f mind and form with space 
(Chapter Six, three paragraphs from the end). The Wufang-pien discusses space 
in sections I.A t I.E, I.M , and ILK . In addition, one o f the short works bearing 
Shen-hsiu’s name discovered at TUn-huang refers to “ body and mind pervading 
the dharmakQya.'' See the Ta-t'ung ho-shang ch*i li-wen (Shen-hsiu*s Seven Rit
ual Statements), S1494 or Yanagida, ^Den'hObOki to sono sakusha,** p. 50 n. 3. 
Interestingly, this work also contains a reference to the “ ordinary original mind 
within the body** (Vi-chung p'ing-teng pen-lai hsirt), which evokes Ma-tsu*s 
famous references to the ordinary mind. The Yuan-ming lun'% discussion of 
sound may be found in Chapter Nine. In the Wu fang-pien, see sections II.A  and 
11.C-E. Concerning the realms, see the latter part o f Chapter T\vo and the very 
end o f Chapter Five in the Yuan-ming lun and sections I.E -F  in the Wu fang- 
pien.

319. An additional reason to associate the Yuan-ming lun with Shen>hsiu 
might have been the similarity between its emphasis on the “ perfect teaching”  
(yuan-tsung) and the uperfectly accomp!ished,* (yuan-ch*eng) and the title o f a 
lost work attributed to Shen-hsiu in a Korean catalogue. (The catalogue also lists
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a thirty-fascicle commentary on the Avatamsaka.) The title o f this work is Miao- 
li yuan-chJeng kuan (Contemplation o f the Wondrous Principle and the Perfectly 
Accomplished). However, there is no further similarity between the contents of 
the Yuan-ming lun and the few excerpts o f the Miao-li yuan-ch *eng kuan that sur
vive and, more important, the latter text is now considered to have been written 
by another monk named Shen-hsiu who died about 770 (as is the sfltra commen
tary). The passages in question were discovered by Oya TokujO and were pub
lished in Kim Ji-gy5n, **K〇chfl Hokkaizu entsU kityy Shiragi BukkyO kenkyQ, 
Kim Ji-gy6n et al.f eds. (Tokyo: SankibO Busshorin, 1973), pp. 380-84. One of 
the passages in question (p. 383) incorporates material attributed to Shen-hsiu in 
the TCL (F48.943a-b). See Yanagida*s **Zenseki kaidai/1 p. 468. Additional pas
sages of similar attribution are introduced by Yoshizu Yoshihide, **JinshQ no 
Kegon kyOsho ni tsuite,** ShUgaku kenkyQ, 24 (March 1982): 204-9. See Saka
moto, Kegon kyOgaku no kenkyQ (Kyoto: Heirakuji shoten, 1956), p. 56, and 
735.1166a and c. Bernard Faure provides a comprehensive analysis o f the entire 
issue in uShen-hsiu et YAvatamsaka-sUtra^ Zinbun: Memoirs o f the Research 
Institute for Humanistic Studies, 19 (1983): 1-15, as well as in his dissertation, La 
Volonte d'Orthodoxie, pp. 118-28.

320. The most convenient reference in English for the p'an-chiao theories of 
the Hua-yen School is Weinstein, "Imperial Patronage in T'ang Buddhism,*' p. 
304. For a more extensive treatment, see Sakamoto, Kegon kyOgaku no kenkyd, 
pp. 149-265. The list o f ten meanings given in Chapter Two o f the Yuan-ming lun 
is reminiscent o f the Hua-yen School’s predilection to categories o f ten, but this 
similarity is o f little measurable significance.

321. See Chapter Three, section C, o f the translation.
322. Professor Yanagida, in his “ Shoki Zenshfl to shikan shisO,”  p. 264, asserts 

that the principle o f nonsubstantiality was fundamental to the development o f 
the Ch'an School from its very inception. This is in contrast to the traditional 
view, o f course, which identifies the Northern School with the LankQvatQra SQtra 
and the Southern School with the Diamond Sutra and a newfound emphasis on 
the Perfection o f Wisdom.

323. See Ch'en, Buddhism in China, pp. 129-31, for a brief discussion o f the 
Chfeng-shih lun. Mibu Taishun, uJ〇jitsuron ni okeru shikan," Shikan no 
kenkyQ, Sekiguchi Shindai, ed. (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1975), pp. 139-45, con
tains a discussion o f this text*s doctrine o f meditation.

324. See T. W. Rhys Davids, trans., The Questions o f King Milinda, Part I, 
Sacred Books o f the East, no. 35 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890), pp. 43-45.

325. This saying (uThe path o f words . . .**) occurs first in the Ta chih-tu lun, 
725.71c. (The two phrases occur here in opposite order from the later conven
tional usage.) See Nakamura, 1:429a.

326. The connection with the Hsiu-hsinyao lun, section P, is obvious.
327. See the end o f the first paragraph o f this translation.
328. See P3559, 17:9/391f, or Yanagida, ^Den^obdki to sono sakusha,** p. 

49. It is possible that the passage introduced here is not specifically attributable 
to Shen-hsiu. The heading “ transmission o f Preceptor【Shen】-hsiu”  occurs 
shortly above in the manuscript (17:3/385). This is followed by a three-line 
exhortation to vigorous exertion in meditation, a space o f one character, the 
heading **Oral Determination o f the Mind that Leads Ordinary People to Sage-
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hoodM (tao-fan ch 'ii-sheng hsin-chueh), two spaces, a statement on the transmis
sion o f the teaching from Bodhidharma to Hung-jen's disciples, and, HnalEy, the 
passage in question. The second heading and transmission statement clearly refer 
to the Hsiu-hsin yao lurt and, in my opinion, should be placed just after that text. 
(The transmission statement is clearly related to the CFPC, as has already been 
noted.) This leaves the passage in question directly after Shen-hsiu^ exhortation.

329. See n. 42, item C, for a comment on the occurrences o f the term ming- 
ching in the LCSTC.

330. Suzuki*s short introduction to his edition o f the Wu fang-pien manu
scripts in the third volume o f his complete works (pp. 141-52) contains several 
references to the lack o f clarity o f the text. A t one point, he even suggests that 
one o f the text's position's was " irrita ting1* (modokashii) to Shen-hui. Although 
we cannot accept Suzuki's preconceptions, it is understandable that the style of 
the Wu fang-pien offered him little reason to challenge them.

331. This list includes the variant titles that occur in the manuscripts, plus the 
scriptural correspondences as given by Tsung-mi. For the latter, see Kamata, 
Zengen shosenshU tojo, pp. 301-302, and Z \y 14, 277c-78b (//14.554a-55b).

332. I believe that the explication o f five expedient means, rather than four, 
six, or some other number, is a reflection o f the p*an-chiao tradition. Although 
this is only a superficial relationship, it is consistent with the Northern School's 
adaptation o f traditional Buddhist motifs to its own purposes. This is not the 
only early Ch*an work that may be compared with p fan-chiao schema: The struc
ture o f the EJSHL attributed to Bodhidharma seems even more organically 
related. That is, the entrance of principle and the four practices constitute a five
fold progression similar to that found in some p fan-chiao theories. For ease o f 
reference, we may recall the **five periods'* o f the T*ien-t*ai system. Immediately 
after his enlightenment, the Buddha is supposed to have taught the Avatamsaka 
SQtra, which contained an unsimplified statement o f the highest truth. Seeing 
that his message was not being communicated, the Buddha changed his approach 
and taught the very simple Hinayana teachings, progressively more sophisticated 
MahaySna doctrines, and eventually the most profound ideas o f the Lotus SfUra. 
Although this scheme was developed after the composition o f the EJSHL (even i f  
the EJSHL were written well after Bodhidharma's death) the notion o f beginning 
with the unadulterated truth and then progressing from the simplest to the most 
profound o f religious doctrines is apparent in other, much earlier p*an<hiao 
schema, viz.，Hui_kuan’s theory, which is summarized in Hurvitz, “ Chih-i，”  pp. 
219-24. This comparison suggests that the logical structure, i f  not necessarily its 
content, is thoroughly Chinese.

333. This resume is mentioned in n. 331.
334. See Hirakawa, DaijO kishin ront pp. 57-61 and 95-101. Also see Yoshito 

S. Hakeda, trans., The Awakening o f Faith—Attributed to Asvaghosha, Trans
lated, with Commentary (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967), pp. 12- 
15.

335. See Hirakawa, pp. 99-100. The fact that the Wu fang-pien prefers the 
“ matrix o f buddhahood”  over the “ consciousness-only”  theory fits with the 
rejection o f the false view o f the sudden teaching and reverse contemplation in 
the Kw如 -w/wg /ww. (See Chapters T\vo and Five o f the translation.)

336. Ibid.t p. 182, or 732.577c.
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337. Hirakawa, pp. 102-6, or 732.576b. The reader may also consult Hakeda, 
pp. 37-40. The differences between my translation and the late Professor Hake- 
da's are due to the particular usage o f terminology in this paper.

338. The idea referred to here is not that o f decay into nonexistence or unmani- 
festness, but differentiation from successive thoughts.

339. See Hirakawa's commentary, pp. 109-112.
340. See the end o f section IV.C o f the Wu fang-pien translation.
The esoteric Buddhist master ^ubhdkarasimha criticizes the practice o f medita

tion by students in Ch'ang-an as follows:

You beginners a re 【in such】 great fear o f activating the mind and the 
motion o f thoughts that you cease to make spiritual progress. In singlemind- 
edly maintaining “ nonthought”  as the ultimate, th e 【longer you】
search, the more unattainable [is your goal]. (718.945a)

(The text in which this passage occurs has been mentioned in n. 160 to Part One.) 
It is noteworthy that this criticism, which was addressed to a congregation led by 
Shen-hsiu*s disciple Ching-hsien, certifies the popularity o f both pu ch 7 (unonac- 
tivation” ）and ivu-n/en (“ nonthought” ）a decade before the initiation o f Shen- 
hui’s anti-Northern School campaign in 730. Also, the phrase “ not a single 
thing** (wu i wu) occurs on p. 945b.

341. See Kamata*s discussion o f Ch'eng-kuan*s comments in ChQgoku Kegon 
shisdshi no kenkyQ (Tokyo: T5kyo Daigaku shuppan kai, 1965), pp. 486-91. Also 
see Yoshizu Yoshihide’s discussions o f Ch’eng-kuan’s view o f Ch’an in “ ChOkan 
no Zenshu-kan ni tsuite/* ShQgaku kenkyQ, 22 (March 1980): 206-11, and 
uTonkyo ni okeru Chokan no kaishaku ni tsuite,** Shugaku kenkyu, 23 (March 
1981): 209-14. Sengoku KeishO reviews issues related to li-nien in MHokushQ-zen 
ni okeru mushin to rishin ni tsuite^ ShQgaku kenkyQ, 22 (March 1980): 221-24. 
For an occurrence o f li-hsin (rishin in Japanese), see section I.L  o f the translation 
and n. 243.

342. See the Ch *eng-hsin lun in the Suzuki Daisetsu zenshii, 2:443-44.
343. See n. 29.
344. 733.697c. Also see p. 707a and Mochizuki, l:606a-b.
345. 746.578a.
346. See ri5.462c, 469c, and479a.
347. See Chi-tsang^s Ta-sheng hsuan lun, T45.49b, and Oda Tokuno, BukkyQ 

daijiten (Tokyo: Daizd shuppan kabushiki kaisha, 1954), p. 1210c. Sasaki Gen- 
jun's ^Chie；* Indogaku BukkyOgaku kenkyQ, 2, no. 2 (1954): 84-86, contains a 
concise definition o f the background o f the two types o f wisdom in Indian Bud- 
dhism.

348. Obviously, physical objects might be said to “ transcend thought”  in the 
sense that they are in and o f themselves unrelated to thought, but it is only the 
practitioner's awareness o f this fact that would have any real significance. Actu
ally, to talk o f ^physical objects" or a reality that exists external to the practi
tioner is to miss the point o f Buddhist philosophy in general, in which the only 
^fo rm " that is actually encountered by any individual being occurs as dharmas 
o f cognition.

349. The Wu fang-pien statement occurs at Intro.B o f the composite text.
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Other evidence o f Northern School maintenance o f the precepts occurs in the Ta- 
sheng pei-tsung iun, r85.1281c-82a. For a discussion o f the Northern School*s 
identification with Vinaya centers, see Shiina, ^Hokushfl-zen ni okeru kairitsu 
nomondai/* ShQkyO kenkyQ, 11 (March 1969): 139-59.

350. The example o f Ming-ts*an is the exception that proves this rule: His radi
cal reform after 742 implies that his behavior was a calculated response to a spe
cific situation at Nan-yueh ssu rather than a general rejection o f monastic disci- 
pline.

351. See Yin-shun*s Chung-kuo Ch*an-tsung shih, pp. 166-68. The Kuan-hsin 
lun*s comments on nien-fo are mentioned in point 8 o f the list included in Section 
5 o f this chapter. See r85.1273a or the Suzuki Daisetsu zensha, suppl. vol. 1:636- 
40. The CFPC  (section S) uses the term nienfo~m 'mg ("remembrance o f the name 
o f the Buddha**). This implies oral recitation, but the reference is to a shallow 
practice given to large numbers o f beginning students. Faure, La Volonte 
d'Orthodoxie, p. 213, comments insightfully on the ambiguous relationship 
between the interiorization and ritualization o f meditation practice, using the Wu 
fang-piert reference to nien-fo as an example o f the latter. Finally, Shen-hsiu^ ref
erence to sentient beings* foolishly **not polishing** the Buddha Amitabha within 
them, to be mentioned in the Conclusion, Section 1, implies a contemplative and 
(at least primarily) nonrecitative interpretation o f nien-fo. See n. 4 to the Conclu
sion.

352. See P3559, 26:9/614.
353. See Iriya, uKu to j0,n pp. 97-106.
354. See section II.B  o f the translation.

CONCLUSION
1. Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, suppl. v o l. I ,  pp . 622-24, o r 7TB5.1272a.
2. See the LCSTC, Shoki no zenshi, 1, p . 321, o r 7TB5.1290c.
3. See Yanagida, ShokiZenshU shisho, p . 501.
4. The w ork is called the Hsiu ch*an-shih ch9ikan-shan wen (Shen-hsiu9sHomi

letic). See S5702 o r Yanagida, ^Den^hObOki to  sono sakusha," p . 50 n .3 . See n. 
351 to  P art T\vo.

5. See sections In tro .E  and C oncl.B  o f the trans la tion  in  P art IW o , C hapter 
V II, Section 3.

6. See Yam polsky, p . 132, o r T48.338a.
7. See his t4A n  A ppea l fo r  a System atic Search in  Japan fo r Long-hidden 

T 'a n g  D ynasty Source-m aterials o f the E a rly  H is to ry  o f Zen B uddhism ," BukkyO 
to bunka, Yam aguchi Susum u, ed. (K yo to , I960), pp . 20-21, as cited in  Yam- 
polsky, p . 132n. 39.

8. See 748.349a. Yam polsky, p . 94 n . 9 , suggests th a t th is  fo rm  o f the verse 
p robab ly appeared around 850. A lso  see rS5.1206c fo r an in teresting va ria tio n  
on “ Shen-hsiu’s”  verse and the fo llo w in g  e labora tion : “ There is no tree, b u t【its】 

image does exist. (This is a metaphor fo r  being in space.) Streets in  the w ind  [are 
m arked by ( ? ) 】 the tracks o f b irds.”  The specific m eaning o f th is  passage is fa r 
fro m  clear, bu t a t least th is  m uch is ce rta in : The verse in  question occurs in  con
ju n c tio n  w ith  reference to  the  nonexistence o f the tree一 as in  one o f “ H u i-
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neng’s”  retorts— in a text that is obviously closer to Northern School writings 
than it is to the Platform Sutra. That is, the manuscript in question (it is only a 
fragment) uses a style o f allegorical symbolism that is very similar to the ''con
templative analysis** o f the Northern School. Shen-hsiu used a similar reference 
to the “ tracks o f birds”  in one o f his “ questions about things;’’ see Part One, 
Chapter IV, Section 14. Finally, it uses the phrase ^nonactivation** (pu ch*i) in a 
manner that is based on the Awakening o f  Faith and identical to Northern School 
usage (also p. 1206c).

9. The Zen Doctrine o f No-mind (London: Rider and Company, 1949), p. 22. 
Yampolsky, p. 94, also cites this passage and notes its inaccuracy.

10. See sections Intro.C and Intro.E in Part Two, Chapter V II, Section 3. The 
phrase “ not [without】a single thing”  also occurs in the IW/ /flwg-/^en at 
IIIB.1:213; see the translation in n. 246. For two additional occurrences o f the 
same phrase, see line 27:1/636 o f P3559 (attributed without basis to Seng-ch*ou) 
and the text mentioned in n. 160 to Part One and n. 340 to Part IWo.

11. Ch*eng-kuan sees little difference between the terms li-nien and wu-nien, 
which are associated with the Northern and Southern Schools, respectively. See 
T36.62a-b, 261bt and 262a. Additional comments by Ch'eng-kuan on the ideas 
o f the Northern School may be found on p. 274c. Kamata, Chugoku Kegon shi- 
sOshi no kenkyu, p. 487f, believes that Ch'eng-kuan may have been influenced on 
this point by the Ox-head School monk An-kuo Hsuan-t’ ing. See n. 341 to Part 
TWo.

12. On Shen-hui*s banishment, see Hu Shih*s biographical study o f Shen-hui
in the /’-c/i/, pp. 64-66, and the sources mentioned there.里 am
now working on a comprehensive reappraisal o f Shen-hui.

13. For further information on this subject, see my article “ The Ox-head 
School.”

14. See Yamazaki Hiroshi, Zuito BukkyQ no kenkyu (Kyoto: HOzdkan, 1967), 
pp. 191-98, Faure, La Volonte d'Orthodoxie, pp. 162-69, and n. 174 to Part 
One.

15. Hui-ssu, the well-known teacher o f T 'ien-fa i Chih-i, left north China in 
552 after Emperor Wen-hsuan o f the Northern Ch*i issued a summons for all 
meditation teachers to come to court in 552. This summons was part o f the prep
aration for the establishment o f a national system o f meditation centers staffed 
by specially selected “ liberated and wise”  monks as teachers. The main hub o f 
this system was Yun-men ssu on the slopes o f Mount Lung, about thirty-five kilo
meters from the capital at Yeh. This monastery was established for Seng-ch'ou 
(480-560), an important early meditation specialist. Seng-ch^ou's biography is in 
the HKSC at r50.553b-55b. Yun-men ssu is described on p. 555a.

16. See Fukushima, <(J〇ydji Eon no shikan shiso,'* pp. 4-8.

A P P E N D IX

1. The following translation is based on Yanagida's critical edition and Japa
nese translation o f the CFPC, which may be found in his Shoki no zenshi, 1, pp. 
327-435. For textual information, see pp. 38-39 o f the same work. Because of 
the existence o f Professor Yanagida’s commentary, which is both copious and
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masterful, I have limited the annotation here to the bare minimum necessary for 
the English reader.

2. See Hirakawa, DaijO kishin ron, pp. 72 and 323, or 732.576a and 581a.
3. 716.497b. The first sentence o f this section o f the CFPC is also adapted 

from the same scripture* T16.507a.
4. See the discussion o f this passage in Part One, Chapter IV, Sections 6» 9, 

and 11.
5. Yanagida explains this term on the basis o f its occurrence at 716.499b.
6. Yanagida suggests that this refers to the EJSHL and its appended material.
7. Note the occurrence o f a slightly different title at the very end o f this work.
8. Even though the CFPC is critical o f the EJSHL and HKSC, the influence o f 

these two sources is quite evident in its treatment o f Bodhidharma^ biography.
9. Interlineal glosses in the text are indicated by the conjoint use o f italics and 

parentheses.
10. Note that the characters for the Wei 魏  Dynasty and the area o f Wei 衛  are 

not identical.
11. This prediction, which occurs in the i/ASC, 750.552b-c，is repeated in sec- 

tion R o f the CFPC.
12. Chih-yen is mentioned in reference to Fa-ju in Part One, Chapter I I ,  Sec

tion 7. Yanagida, Shoki no zenshi, / ,  pp. 374-75, points out that the reference to 
Pao-yueh here involves a chronological anachronism.

13. A  Preceptor Tuan o f Lo-yang is mentioned with regard to P’u-chi’s biogra
phy in Part One, Chapter 111, Section 5. See nn. 91 and 111 to Part One.

14. I-fu ’s epitaph refers to a “ secret transmission”  from Shen-hsiu to Nfu that 
occurred just before the death o f the former. See Part One, Chapter I I I ,  Sec
tion 4.

15. See the Diamond SQtra (Chin-kang pan-jo ching)t 7B.751c; the Lun-yiiy 
17; and the Chuang-tzu, 26.

16. My interpretation o f this passage differs from that o f Professor Yanagida, 
who feels that the CFPC is rejecting the Yuan-wu liao-i ching as an inferior 
expression o f the Buddhist teachings.

17. This prediction, which occurs first in the HKSCt has already been intro
duced in section H o f the CFPC. See n. 50 to Part One and the discussion in Part 
One, Chapter I, Section 7.

18. As Yanagida points out, this metaphor is based on a line in the Hou Han 
shu, 33, Erh-shih-wu shiht 1:769b.

19. This phrase occurs in a quotation from the Lankavatara found in the TCL, 
748.844b. Yanagida quotes at length from the passage in which it occurs in the 
sUtra itself.

20. Here occurs the stupa inscription listed in Part One, Chapter II, Section 8 
as one o f the sources o f Shen-hsiu*s biography. Its relationship to the CFPC is 
uncertain.
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Character Glossary

A-ytt wang ching 阿育王經 
A-yii wang chuan W1T 王傳 
ai-ch’iir 愛求 
aigu(= ai-ch，iu)愛求 
An岸 
An安
An-chou (Ying-shan hsien, Hupeh) 

安州（應山縣） 
an-hsin 安心
an-hsin wu-wei 安心無爲 
An-kuo Hsuan-t’ing 安困玄挺 
An-kuo yuan 安國院 
an-ma 
an-pan安般

An-pan shou-i ching 安舨守意组 
An Lu-shan安祿山 
An Shih-kao 安世高 
An-yang hsien 安陏縣 
Chan-jan 湛然 
Ch’an 禪 
ch’an-chiao 禪敎 
Ch’an>ching hsil 禪經序 
ch’an-men 禪門 
Ch’an-men ching 禪門經 
Ch’an-men ching ping hsti 禪門經 

砰序
ch’an-shuo 禪説 
Ch’an-tao 禪遑 
Ch’an-ting ssu 禪定寺 
Ch’an-yao ching 禪‘級 
Ch’an-yuanch’ing-kuei 禪絶清规 
Ch*an-yuan chu-ch'uan chi tu-hsu 

禪*諸詮集部序

Chang Chiu-ling 浪九岭 
Chang Yueh 浪説 
ch’ang 常 
Ch’ang-an 長安 
Ch，ang>chao f  超
Ch'ang-chou (Pi-ling hsien, Kiangsu) 

常州（羌改《> 

ch’ang-jen 長人
Ch’ang-li (Ling-yuan hsien, Jehol) 

驀黎(液猓
Ch’ang-sha (Hsiang-yin hsien, 

Hunan)長沙（湘铨縣）
Ch’ang-sha ssu 長沙寺 
Ch’ang+sang丨長[藏 j 
chao 照
Chao (= Hui*chao?)超 
Chao-chou (Ch*u-chiang hsien, 

Kwangtung> 艏州（《 江縣） 
chao-liao hsin-yuan 照 了心深 
che者 
chen 眞 
Chen 妖 
Chen 眞
chen chien 眞見 
chen-fa 真法 
chen-hsin 眞心 
chen-ju 眞如 
chen-k’ung 眞空 
chen-shih hsin 具货心 
chen-shih hsing 眞實性 
chen-shih lu 眞實路 
chen-tsung 眞宗 
Chen-tsunglun 眞宗論
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ch’en 塵
Ch’en-liu wei-shih (Wei-shih hsien, 

Hunan)昧留尉氏（尉氏典） 
cheng (correct)正 
cheng (realization)迸 
cheng ch’an-i 正禪義 
Cheng-fa nien-ch’u ching 正法念處經 
cheng-hsing 正性 
cheng-nien 正念 
cheng-shou 正受 
ch'eng J：
Ch’eng-hsin lun 濟心論 
Ch’eng-kuan 濟觀 
Ch’eng-shih lun 成實論 
Chi媒
chi (serenity)寂 
chi (annals)紀 
chi (records)記 
chi (namely)印 
chi (traces)迹
Chi-chou (Chi-an hsien, Kiangsu) 

吉州（吉安縣） 

chi-mieh 寂蜮 
Chi-tsang 吉藏 

chi-yuan 機緣 
ch’i 起
ch’i ching 七淨
Ch'i-chou (Huang-mei hsien, Hupeh) 

嶄州（黃梅縣）

Ch’i-hsien 祁縣 
ch’i-mieh 起滅 
Ch’i-sung 契嵩 
Ch’i-wei 契■微 
ch’i-yung 起用 
Chiang-chou 江州 
Chiang-ling (Chiang-ling hsien, 

Hupeh)江陕（江陡縣） 
chiao-wai pieh chuan 敎外別傳 
Chiddk (= Chih-te)暫德 
chieh 界
chieh hsiang 界相 
chieh-hsing 戒性 
chieh-kuan 却觀 
Ch’ieh 加 
Chien 鑒 
chien (gradual)漸 
chien (perception)見

chien-hsing 見性
Chien-k’ang 建康
Chien o~ch’u-fo p’in 見阿M 佛品
chien-wen chueh~chih 見聞覺知
Ch’ien(=T，aiw:h’ien)逶
ch’ien ching 前境

ch’ien-ching wan-lun 千經萬論
chih (wisdom)智
chih (know)知
chih (stop)止
chih (ambition)志
chih (utmost, come)至
chih (regulate) M
chih>chieh 志節

chih~chien 知見
Chih-chiang (Chiang-ling hsien, 

Hupeh)枝江(江故 
Chih Ch’ien 文謙 
chih-ch’u 智處 
Chih-feng 智封 
Chih-hsien 智统 
chih-hui 智慧 
Chih-hung 智仏 
Chih-i 智 M 
Chih-k’ai 智錐 
chih-kuan 止觀 
chih-shih wen-i 推事問義 
Chih-ta(=Hui-ta> 智逢 
Chih-te (= Chiddi in Korean)智德 
chih-ti IT 地
Chih-yen (Hua-yen School)智餵 
Chih-yen (San-lun School)智展 
Chin (= Kim in Korean)金 

chin 金
Chin-kang po-jo ching 金W般若鈒 
chin-kangsan-mei 金刪三昧 

Chin-kang san-mei ching 
( = Kumgang sammae-kyong in 
Korean)金剛三昧經 

Chin-kang shen p’in 金剛身品 

Chin-kang wu li 金剛五禮 

chin-k’ou hsiang-ch’eng 金口相承

Chin-ling 金陕
chin-shih hsiang*ch’eng 今衅相承 

ching (sGtra)經 

ching (pure)淨 
ching (sensory realm)境
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Ching (= Heng-ching)景 
Ching-ai 靜薅 
Ching-ai ssu 敬爱寺 
ching>ch’eng 精誠 
ching-chieh 境界
Ching-chou Yii-ch’fian ssu Ta-t’ung 

ch'an-shih pei-ming ping hsu 14 fH 
玉來寺大邋禪鲜碑銘旅序 

ching>ch，u k’an>ching 淨處看淨 
Ching-chueh 淨覺 
Ching-hsien 景賢 
ching-hsin 淨心 
ching-hsing 淨行 
ching-lin 锌林 
Ching-nan 期南 
Ching-shan ssu 慶山寺 
Ching-shou 敬受 
ching-shui 淨水
Ching-te ch’iian-teng lu 景德傳嫌錄 
ching-t’i 淨 t t  
Ching-tsang 淨栽 
ching-tso ssu-wei 靜坐思惟 

ching-wen chi ch’an-kuan 經文及 
禪觀

Ching-ying Hui-yuan 淨影慧遠 
ch’ing-kuei (= shingi in Japanese) 

清規
Ch*ing-pu Ming 音布明 
ch’ing-t’an 清談 
Chiu 就
Chiu-chiang 九江 
Chiu-shih 久視 
chiu tz’u-titing 九次弟定 
Chiu T’ang shu 舊唐畲 
ch’iu 求
Chiung (= Ming?)炅 
Choesangsung'non (= Tsui-shang 

sheng lun)最上勝論 
Ch’ou ch’an-shih i 锏禪師意 
Ch*ou ch’an-shih yao-fang 獮禪師 
暴方

chu (subject，master)主 
chu (reside)住
chu ch’an po-jo k’ung-kuan ch’eng- 

chiu諸棒般若空觀成就 
Chu-ching yao ch’ao 諸經要抄 
Chu Fa-hu竺法護

Chu-fa wu-hsing ching 諸法無行經 
chu-fo fang-pien 讀佛方便 
chu wu-te kuan請無得觀 
Ch’u 楚
ch’u (§yatana, locus, foundation)處
ch’u~chia 出家
ch’u*chiao 切敎
ch’u-hsin 初心
ch’u-hsin jen 切心人
Ch’u san-tsang chi-chi 出三藏記集
ch’u-ti wei ch’an 切地味禪
Chii-fang 巨方
ch’ii~ch’ii chiao 雇曲敌
ch’ii-ch’ii chih 屈油直
ch’ti-ch’ti Ching-sheng 进梁京聲
C h ’fi-lu 錄麁

chuan傳
Ch’Qan~chih 全裱
Ch’Oan fa-pao chi 傳法寶纪
ch’dan-shiil 轉識

Ch’fian T’ang-wen 全虜文
Ch’OanTe-yti 振德輿
ch’dan-teng lu 傳嫌錄
Chuang_tzu 莊子
chueh
Chueh 覺
chueh-hsin 覺心
chueh-hsing (enlightenment nature) 

覺性
chueh-hsing (practices of 

enlightenment)覺行 
chueh-hsing yuan-man 覺行圓滿 
chueh-kuan 覺觀 
Chueh-kuan lun 絶觀論 
Ch’ui-kung 垂拱 
chun-hsi Ik 9  
chiin-shih 黨質 
Chung 沖
Chung-ching ssu 象淨寺 
chung>chung wang-yuan 種種妄錄 
Chung-hua ch*uan hsin-ti ch*an-men 

shili-tzu ch’eng-hsi t，u 中華傳心地 
徉門呻资承篾明

Chung-nan shan kuei ssu Ta-t*ung 
Tao-[hsiu】 ho-shang t’a-wen 中南山 
歸寺大遑遑[秀]和上褡文 

chung-sheng chieh 彖生界
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chung-sheng chieh t’i 彖生界II
Chung-shu•丨iqg 中當令
Chung_tsao ssu 彖造•寺
Ch’ung 畫
Ch’ung-kuei 崇 J圭
Ch’ung-shen 崇慎
Ch’ung-yen 亲浓
Crown Prince Li Hung 李弘
eko hensho (»  hui-kuang fan-chao)

趄光返照
Emperor Chung-tsung 中宗 
Emperor Chung-tsung Hsiao-ho
中宗孝和

Emperor Hsuan-tsung 玄宗 
Emperor Jui-tsung 睿宗 
Emperor Kao~tsu 高祖 
Emperor Kao~tsung 高宗 
Emperor Su-tsung 食宗 
Emperor Wu 武帝 
Emperor Yang 場帝 
Empress Wu Tse-t*ien 則天武后 
Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun 二入四行論 
erh men 二門 
fa-chieh hsing 法界性 
fa-chieh i 法界義 
fa-chieh t’i 法界髖 
Fa-ch’ih 法持 
Fa-ch’in 法鈇 
Fa-chung 法冲
Fa-hsien (student of Tao-hsin)法顯 
Fa-hsien (student of Hung-jen)法頋

(現）
fa-hsing 法性 
Fa-hsing lun 法性論 
Fa-hua ching 法華經 
Fa-hua hsuan-i 法箏玄義 
Fa-jih法日 
Fa-ju法如 
Fa-jung 法秘 
Fa-k’an 法供（= 侃>
Fa-lang (= Pdmnang in Korean)法明
Fa-min法款
fa-shui 法水
fa-t’ang 法堂
fa ssu-i法四依
fa-t’i法體
Fa-yuan 法玩

Fa-yiin 法雲 
fan i〇
fan-nao 續惕 
Fang Kuan 房琯 
Fang-ming 方明 
fang-pien 方便 
Fei(=TuFe〇 脑 
Feng 豐 
fo佛
fo-hsin chih jih 佛心之目 
fo-hsing 佛性 
fo-jih佛曰
Fo-shuo fa-chii ching 佛説法句經 
Fo-shuo wen-shih hsi-yu chung-seng 

ching法说温室洗浴彖備經 
fo-t’i 佛髏 
fo-t’ien 佛殿
Fo-tsu t’ung>chi 傳祖統記 
Fo-tsu t’ung-tsai 佛祖邋載 
fu付
fu»chu付場
fu-fach’Qan-teng 讨法傳緩 
Fu fa-ts，ang yin-yuan chuan 付法藏 

因緣傳 
FuHsi傅翕 
Fu-hsien ssu 福先寺 
Fu-jo-lo富若跟 
fu pao-ts，ang chuan 付寶藏傳 
furyii monji (= pu li wen-tzu)不立 

文字
gembon原本
Han-ling 寒嶺
Han-shan 寒山
hang (= hsing)行
hattd (= fa-t’ang)法堂
Hekigan-roku ( = Pi-yen lu)碧廒録
Heng-ching 值景
ho合
Ho和
Ho-jung 和融
ho-kuang pu t’ung ch’en 和光不同塵 
Ho-lin Hsuan-su 鶴林玄索 
Ho，nei (Ch’in-yang hsien，Honan)

河内（Wl%縣） 
ho yen wen和言閱 
Hou Han shu後漢當 
hou-te chih 後得智
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Hsi-hsia 西夏 
Hsi-ming ssu 西明寺 

Hsiang (= Layman Hsiang)向 
Hsiang (commentary)象 
hsiang (thoughts)想 

hsiang (characteristics)相 
hsiang-fen 相分 
Hsiang-hsuan fu 詳玄武 
hsiang-lei 相類 
hsiang-wei 香味 
Hsiang-yti 香育 
Hsiao-fu 小福
Hsiao-fu Chang ho-shang 小福長和與 
Hsiao-liao 峡了
Hsieh hsi yii-shu Ta-t*ung ch*an-shih 

pei-echuang榭鷗御當大通禪師_  
顏狀

Hsien (= Ching-hsien?)賢 
Hsien (= Fa-hsien?)顯 
hsien (hexagram)成 
Hsien»chii ssu 閑居寺 
hsien-liang 現 f
Hsicn-te chi yii shuang-fcng shan-t*a 

ko t’an hsuan-li—shih-erh 先德集 
於雙辠山塔各談玄理十二 

hsin (mind)心 
hsin (faith, rely)信 
hsin-chieh 信解 
hsin chieh-t’o 心解脱 
hsin ch’u-chia 心出家 
hsin fang-pien 心方便 
hsin-hsin 信心 
Hsin-hsin ming 信心銘 
hsin hsin-so 心心所 
hsin H-nien 心離念 
hsin-shen 心神 
hsin-ti 心 It
Hsin-wangching 心王絚 
hsin-yao 心要 
Hsin-yao chi 心要集 
hsing (practice)行 
hsing (nature)性 
hsing-ching ckih li 性淨之理 
hsing-chu-tso-wo 行住坐此 
hsing-ju 行入 
hsing_men 行門 
Hsing-t’ang ssu 典唐寺

hsiu 修
Hsiu ch’an-shih ch’ihtn-shan wen

秀禪師物善文
Hsiu ho-shang chuan 秀和米傳 

Hsiu-hsi chih-kuan tso-ch’an fa-yao
修罾止觀坐禪法要 

Hsiu-hsin yao lun 修心要场 

Hsiu-hsing fang-pien ch，an ching
修行方便禪級

Hsiu-hsing tao-ti ching 修行違地觑 
Hsin-wang p'u-sa shuo fou-to ching 

心王菩t t説頭陀經 
hsin-yuan 心 if 
Hsii-jung kuan 虛舳觀 
Hsti kao-seng chuan 續高稽傳 
Hsuan-ching 玄景 
Hsuan-hsuan-hsuan 玄玄玄 
hsuan-hsueh 玄學 
Hsuan-lang 玄明 
Hsuan-shih 宣什 
Hsuan-shuang 玄爽 
Hsuan-tsang 玄典 
Hsuan-tse 玄暖 
Hsuan-tsung 玄宗 
Hsuan-yueh 玄约 
hu~ching 護淨 
hu-jan nien ch’i 忽然念起 
Hu-lao (Ssu-shui hsien，Honan)虎牢 

(汜水縣）
Hu-lei Ch’eng 忽當潘 
Hu-ming 胡明 
Hua (= Hua-kung)化 
Hua-kung (= Hua)化公 
Hua-kan ssu 化感寺 
Hua-t’ai (Hua hsien, Hunan)滑台 

(滑縣）
Hua-yen ching 筝嚴經 
Hua-yen ching hsing-yuan p*in shu 

ch’ao等嚴絰行顺品疏抄 
Huai-jen 懷仁 
Huai-k’ung 懷空 
Huang-Lao 黃老 
Hui惠
Hui~chao 惠超 
Hui~chen 惠眞 
Hui~ching 慧淨
Hui-ch*ou (= Seng-ch'ou) AH
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hui-ch’u 慧處
Hui-chung 慧忠
hui fang-pien 慧方便
Hui-fu鵝福
Hui-hao 慧％
hui-hsiang 惠向
Hui-hsiu (= Shen-hsiu?)惠秀
hui-jih 慧曰
Hui-k’o 慧可
Hui-kuan 慧觀
hui-kuang fan-chao (= ek5 hensho 

in Japanese)乾光返照 
Hui-lin 慧林 
Hui-man 慧滿 
hui-men 慧門 
Hui-ming 惠明 
Hui-neng 惠能 
Hui-pu慧布 
Hui-shan ssu 會善寺 
Hui-sung 慧篙 
Hui-ssu 慧思 
Hui-ta (= Chih-ta> 慧逢 
Hui-tsang 惠藏 
Hui-tuan 息端
Hui-yin san-mei ching 慧印三昧級 
Hui-yii (= Tao-yii) A If 
Hui_yuan 慧遠 
Hung 洪
Hung-cheng 宏正 
Hung>chih 弘智 
Hung-chou School 洪州宗 
Hung-jen 仏忍 
huo-jan 备然 
i (one)—
i (differentiation)異 
i (also)亦
I-chiao ching 遣敎經 
I-ch’ieh ching yin-i —切姮音義 
i-ch’ieh ch’u —切處 
I ching易组
I-chou (&h’eng，tu, Szechwan)益州 

(城 都 ） 

i-ch’u —處 
1-fang羲方 
I-feng儀鳳 
I_fu義福

i hsin ch’iian hsin (ishin denshin in 
Japanese)以心傳心 

I-hsing —行 
I River伊水
i-shang erh-p’in t’ung-shuo 以上二品 

遑説
I-sheng hsien tzu-hsin lun 一乘顆自 

心論
i-shih意幾
i sung pao-shen 以迭報身 
i ts’ung wai ju li-men, erh ts’ung li 

ch’iyung-men —從外入理門，二從 

哀起用門
i_yin chiao —音敎
Ichijo kenjishin ron (= I-sheng hsien 

tzu-hsin lun) —乘顯自心論 
inka (= yin-k’o)印可 
ishin denshin (= i hsin ch’iian hsin)

以心傳心
jan-hsin 染心 
jen-yiin 任運 
Jih-chao 日照 
joyushihse若有實色 
ju (enter，ayatana)入 
ju (Suchness)如 
ju-ju shih-chi 如如實降 
ju-lai如象 
ju-lai tsang 如象藏 
Ju-leng<h’ieh ching 入楞伽經 
ju-shih an-hsin wei pi-kuan 如走安心 

爲壁觀 
ju-tao入違
Ju-tao an-hsin yao fang-pien fa-men 

入遑安心要方便法門 
ju-tao fang-pien 入違方便 
ju yen入言 
K，ai-fengW 封 
K’ai-huang 開皇 
K’ai-shan ssu 開善寺 
K’ai-yuan 閤元
K’ai-yuan shih-chiao lu W 元释敎錄 
Kammon daijo hdron (= Kuan-men 

ta-sheng fa lun)觀門大秉法論 

kan感 
k'an
k’an i-wu 看一物
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kang 剛
kanjin-shaku (= kuan-hsin shih) 

観心秋
kao ch’en chieh shu 隖塵沙勒數 
Kao-seng chuan 高備傳 
ken-pen chih 根本智 
Kim (= Chin)金 
ko各
k’o-ch’en wei-wang pu ju yueh pi 

客塵偽妄不入曰壁 
Ko Hung葛洪 
ko-i格義
K’o(=  Hui-k’o)可
K’o-kung (= Hui-k’o)可公
k5an (= kung-an)公案
Koguryd 高展
ku chili 故知
k，u 苦
kuan 觀
Kuan-fo san-mei hai ching 觀佛三昧 

海經
kuan_hsin 觀心 
Kuan-hsin lun 觀心論 
kuan-hsin shih (= kanjin-shaku in 

Japanese)故心释 
kuan-hsing chueh-chao 觀性覺踩 
K’uang •
Kuei-feng Tsung-mi 支参宗密 
Kumgang sammae-ky5ng (= Chin- 

kang saiwnei ching)金明三昧經 
kung 供
kung-an (= k5an in Japanese)公索 
kung-te 功德 
k’ung 空
k’ung-ch’an san-mei 空禪三昧 
K’ung-chi ssu 空迹寺 
k’ung-hsing 空行 
K’ung-mu chang 孔目章 
kyogc betsuden (= chiao-wai pieh 

chuan)教外別伝 
lan觸
Lan-t’ien 蓋田

Lan Ts，an (= Ming-ts’an)煨 （〇r 嬾 ）瓚

lang 明
Lao-an老安
Lao and Chuang 老蛀

Lao-tzu 老子 
Layman Hsiang 居士 
Leng*ch’ieh jen-fa chih 楞伽人法技 
Leng<h’ieh shih-tzu chi 榜伽師资記 
li (posit)立
li (measure of distance)里 
li (absolute, principle)理 
Li (surname  ̂丰 
Li Chih-fei 丰知非 
li-hsin 離心 
li-hsinga 行
li-hsing erh men 理行二門 
LiHua丰辜
li-ju理入
Li Lin-fu丰林甫 
Li Mi李泌 
li-nien 離念
li-nien ching-chieh 離念境界 
li-nien wei-shih 離念唯識 
LiShih-chih 丰逋之 
H-t’a 利他
Li-tai fa-pao chi歷代法寶記
Li-yang (Li hsicn* Hunan) 1% (>1W)
Li Yung 丰 l
liang 责
Liao 麻
liao hsin 了心
Liao-hsing chti 了性句
liao-i 了我
lien_hsin 致心
Lin-chi lu ft 濟錄
Ling-cho J  著
Ling-yiin S  運
Liuf>]
Liu-ken chieh-t’o men 六根解脱門 
liu-lei 流類
Liu-tsu t’an ching 六祖坦經 
Lo-yang 洛陽
Lo^yang ch’ieh-lan chi 洛•  4■董記 
Lu-chou (Ch*ang-chih hsien, Shansi) 

潞州（長治縣）
Lii-she^na fo盧舍邪佛 
Lueh pien ta-sheng ju-tao ssu-hsing, 

ti-tzu T’an-lin hsii略辨大乘入違 

四行，弟子曇林序 
lun論
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Lung.hsing ssu II 興寺
Lung-hua ssu 龍華寺
Ma-ming p’u-sa tsao 馬鳴菩 ft 造
Ma-su (= Ho-lin Hsuan-su)為索
Ma-tsu馬祖
Ma-tsu Tao-i 馬祖遑一
mei昧
men門
Miao，fa lien-hua ching 妙法蓮筝經
Miao-hsi ssu 妙卷寺
Miao-li yuan-ch’eng kuan 妙理固成觀
miao-miao-miao 妙妙妙
Miao-sheng ting ching 妙勝定經
miao-yu 妙有
mien-pi 面壁
Min (region)閩
Min敏
ming (name)名 
ming (sentience)命 
ming (understand, illuminate, realize) 

明
Ming 明
ming-ching 明淨 
ming-hsing 明性 
Ming-ts’an 明瓚 
ming tzu-jan hsien 明自然爾 
mini見毛 
mo末
mo>chao 然照 
mo-fa末法
Mo-ho chih-kuan 摩 止觀 
Mo-ho-yen 摩 t j  衍 
mo-jan ching-tso 黙然静坐 
mo-lien 磨練 
Mount Chung 鋟山 
Mount Chung-nan 中南山 
Mount Heng (= Nan-yueh)衝山 
Mount Huan-kung (Ch’ien-shan

hsien, Anhwei)嶢公山（、;替山縣） 
Mount Lo-fu (Tseng-ch*eng hsien,

K wangtung)羅浮山（増成縣） 
Mount Lu (Chiu-chiang hsien, 

Kiangsi)凌山（九江縣）
Mount Lung 就山 

Mount Ma-t'ou (Ch'i-yuan hsien, 
Honan)馬頭山（濟渌縣）

Mount Mao (Chu-kung hsien, 
Kiangsu)茅山（句宮縣）

Mount Meng (Hsiang-shan hsien, 
Chekiang)蒙山（象山縣）

Mount Niu-t’ou (Chiang-ning hsien, 
Kiangsu)牛頭山（江窣縣）

Mount Pai-sung 白松山 
Mount P’ing-mu 憑茂山 
Mount She (Chiang-ning hsien, 

Kiangsu)攝山（江窣縣）
Mount Shou 壽山 
Mount Shuang-feng 雙參山 
Mount Ssu-k’ung 思（or 司）空山 
Mount Sung 嵩山 
Mount Ta-fo 大佛山 
Mount T’ai 泰山 
Mount Tai-hang 太行山 
Mount Tien-t'ai (Tien-t'ai hsien, 

Chekiang)天合山（天合縣）
Mount Tung (Shang-yii hsien, 

Chekiang) i 山（上虞縣）
Mount Tu (Feng-yang hsien, 

Anhwei)獨山（澉 
Mount Tzu*chin 容金山 
Mount Yii 玉山 
mushin (= wu-hsin)無心 
Na (= Seng-na)邓 
Nan-ch'iian (Kuei-ch'ih hsien, 

Anhwei)南来(贵池縣）
Nan lung-hsing ssu 南龍興寺 
nan Neng pei Hsiu 南能北秀 
Nan-shan nien-fo men ch’an 南山念 

佛門禪
nan t’ien-chu i-sheng tsung 南天竺一 

乘宗
nan-tsung 南宗 
nan-tsung lun 南宗論 
Nan-yang ho-shang tun-chiao chieh- 

t’o ch’an-men chih liao-hsing t’an- 
yii南陽和* 頓軚解脱禪門直了性 
坦語

Nan-yueh (= Mount Heng)南岳 
Nan-yueh Hui-ssu 南岳慧思 
Nan-yueh ssu ta ch'an-shih li shih- 

yuan wen (= Li shih-yuan wen) 
南岳思大择岬立詧顧文
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Nan-yueh Huai-jang 南岳愾讓 
Neng (= Hui-neng?)洗
ni逆
ni-kuan 逆觀 
nieh 理
nieh-p’an 涅集
nieh-p’an chih ch’i 理槃之氣
Nieh-p’an ching 理壤组
Nieh-p’an lun 理槃論
Nieh-p’an wu ming lun 涅槃無名論
nien 念
nien-fo 念佛
nien fcMning 念佛名
Northern School (= pei-tsung)北宗
O-mi-t’o tsan-wen 阿彌陀讀文
Ox-head School (Niu-t’ou tsung)牛頭宗

Pa_hsia 八峽
pa sheng-ch’u 八縢處
pan般
Pan-chou san-mei ching 般舟三昧經 
p’an 槃
p*an-chiao 判敎 
p，an-yuan 舉緣 
Pao-chih 保（〇r 寶)达 
Pao-en ssu報恩寺 
Pao-lin chuan 寶林傳 
Pao-p’u tzu 抱朴子 
Pao-t’ang School 保唐宗 
Pao-t’ang Wu-chu 保唐無住 
Pao-ying 寶迎 
Pao-yti寶蝓 
Pao-yueli 寶月 
pei-tsung 北宗 
P’ei K’uan 装寬 
P’eiTs’ui 袭填 
pen本
pen-chi shih 本迹释 
pen~chueh 本覺 
pen-hsin 本心 
pen-hsing 本性 
P’eng-lai Palace 篷萊宮 
Pi-chien ssu 碧潤寺 
pi-lcuan 壁觀 
Pi-yen hi碧裊錄 
P’i-pa昆笆 
pieii 别

ping (illness)病 
ping (both)並
ping hsing erh men 並[病]行二門 
p’ing_teng 平等 
Po-chang Hui-hai 百丈懷海 
Po-joching 般若經 
Po-jo hsin [ching】 shu 般若心[經]疏 
Po-jo wu chih lun般若無知論 
P〇-l〇-t〇-l〇赛羅多羅 
po-ssu波斯 
P’o-hsiang lun 破相論 
Pdmnang (= Fa-lang)法明 
Prince Hsiang (= Emperor Jui- 

tsung)相王
Prince I of Hsiang-tung 湘東王罈 
Prince Li Hung (= Crown Prince Li 

Hung)丰弘
Prince of Nan-p’ing 南平王 
Princess Yung-t’ai 永泰公主 
pu ch’i 不起
pu ch’i t’a nien 不起他念 
pu-hui不會 
pu k’o ssu-i不可思議 
pu li wen-tzu (furyu monji in Japan- 

ese)不立文字 
pumo-fu不磨拂 
pu sheng pu mieh 不生不滅 
pu-ssu不思 
pu ssu-i不思議 
pu-ssu pu-i不思不議 
pu tso li-hsing 不作理行 
P’u-chi 普寂 
p’u-t’i lu菩提路 
p’u-t’imen 菩提門 
p’u-t’i shu 菩提樹
P’u-t’i-ta-mo (= Bodhidharma)菩提

達摩（or麽）
P’u-t，i-ta-mo ch’an-shih kuan-men 

菩提達摩禪師觀門 
P’u-t，i-ta-mo [chih】 lun 菩提達摩
，[之]論

P’u-t’i-ta-mo nan-tsung ting shih-fei 
lun菩提達摩南宗定是非論 

Rinzairoku (= Lin-chi lu)臨濟錄 
Saichd最济
Saijojoron (= Tsui-shang sheng lun) 

最上乘論
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san三
San~chieh chiao 三味敎 
San-chieh ssu Tao*chen 三界寺違典 
San-ho三河 
san_liu 三六 
San-lun School 三論宗 
San-]un hsuan-i 三論玄義 
san-mei yung 三昧•用 
San-pao wen-ta 三竇文答 
san-shih-ch，i chu-tao fa-men 三十七 
助遑法門 

san-t’ien 三爲 
san-tsang 三藏 
se色
se-ju色入 
Seng-chao 備肇 
Seng-chou 槽肩 
Seng-ch’ou 備_
Seng-fu 僅剔 
Seng_jui 槽取
Seng-k’o (=  Hui-k’o)僅可 

Seng-na (=  Na)償那 

Seng-shih 價定 
Seng-ta (=  Hui-ta?)備遑 
Seng-ts’an (=  Ts’an?)槽燦 
Seng_yu 備枯

Sha-chou (= Tun-huang)沙州 
Shan 善
Shan-chien Hi pi-po-sha 善見律晃婆沙
shanchih-shih 善知識
Shan-fu ■!■伏
Shan-fu ssu 薦福寺
shan-hai 山海
shan ho ta-ti山河大地
Shan-hui 善慧
Shang-tang (Ch’ang-chih hsien， 

Shansi)上黨(長治縣）
Shang-te 商德 
shang-tso 上座
Shao-lin ssu (= Shorinji in Japanese) 

少林寺
Shao-lin ssu pei 少林寺碎 
she-hsin 攝心 
She lun攝論 
She-lun School 择染宗 
She ta-sheng lun 攝大乘論 
shen 身

shen-chung chen-ju 身中具如 
shen-chung p’ing-teng pen-lai hsin 

身中平等本f 心 
shen-hsiang hsin-t’i 身相心體 

shen-hsin 深信
shen-hsin pu ch’i，ch’ang shou chen- 

hsin身心不起，常守具心 
Shen-hsing 神行 
Shen-hsiu 神秀 
Shen-hui 神會 
Shen-丨 ung 神 41 
shen-tao 神逭 
Shen-ting (= Ting?)神定 
shen-t’ung 神通 
sheng (volumetric measure)升 
sheng (generate) 4  
sheng (sage)聖 
sheng (vehicle)乘 
Sheng 备
Sheng-chou lu 聖育錄 
sheng-hsin 聖心 
Sheng-man ching 勝鬉组 
sheng-mieh hsin 生滅心 
shih (consciousness, perception)識 
shih (phenomena)事 
shih (verify， make real)货 
shih (command，servant)使 
Shih 實
shih-chieh 世界 
shih-chieh t’i 世界It 
shih-chueh 始覺 
shih-erh pu ching 十二部級 
shih hsiang 十想 
shih ju-shih 十如是 
Shih leng-ch’ieh ching yuan 石榜知 

絚院
shih-li 事理
Shih-men cheng_t’ung 釋門正統 
Shih ti ching 十地經 
Shih-ti [ching] lun 十地[經]輪 
shingi (= ch’ing-kuei)清规 
shinshd (= hsin-hsing)心性 
shdshitsu 少室
Shdshitsu rokumon shii 少室六門集 
shou (accept，experience)受 
shou (maintain)守 
shou-ch’i shou-i 受氣守一
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Shou-chou 毒州 
shou-hsin 守心

shou-i (guard the consciousness)守意 
shou-i (maintain the one)守一 
shou-i pu i 守一不移 
shou-i pu shih 守一不失 
shou-i pu t’ai 守一不怎 
shou-i ts’un-san 守一存三 
Shou-leng-yen i shu-chu ching 肯務 

嚴義疏注經
shou pen-ching hsin 守本淨心 
Shu ching 當級
Shu-chou (Huai-ning hsien, Anhwei) 
舒州（懷窣縣） 

shu-hsiu 束修 
Shuang-feng shan 雙本山 
ShQkyd Daigaku 宗教大学 
shun 順
shun-kuan 順觀 
shun-wu 順物 
shuo-t’ung 説通
Shushin yoron (= Hsiu-hsin yao lun) 

修心要論
S5nmun ch'waryo (= Zemmon 

satsuyd in Japanese)襌門揉要 
Southern School (nan-tsung)南宗 
ssu-ch’iu hsin 思求心 
Ssu hung shih-yuan 四仏誓願 
ssu-i思議 
ssu-i四依 
Ssu-i ching 思益經 

Ssu-jui 思取 
Ssu-heng 思恒 
ssu-ltt患慮
Ssu-lun School 四論宗 
Ssu-ma司馬
ssu-yii te chien 思欲得見 
Sui-chou (Sui hsien, Hupeh)

随州（随縣）

Sui T’ien-t’ai Chih-che ta-shih pieh
chuan (= Pieh chuan)隋天台智者 
大師别傳 

sui-yuan 随緣 
Sun孫 
Sung 嵩
Sung Chih-wen 宋之問 
Sung kao~seng chuan 宋高槽傳

Sung-shan Hui-shan ssu ku ta-te 
Tao_an ch’an’shih pei-ming 萬山 
會山寺故大德遑安禪岬碑銘 

Sung Tan 宋嫌 
Sung-yueh ssu 嵩去寺 
Sung-yiin 宋重 
Ta-an-kuo ssu大安國寺 
Ta-chao 大照 
Tachih-tu lun大智度論 
Ta-chuang-yen ssu 大莊嚴寺 
Ta fang-kuang fo hua-yen ching 

大 方 廣 佛 等 戴 級  

Ta-fu大福
Ta-fu Liu ho-shang 大福六和尚 
Ta-jih ching 大日經 
Ta-lin ssu大林寺

Ta-liang (Shang-ch’iu hsien，Honan) 
大梁(商邱縣）

Ta-ming 大明
Ta-mo ch’an-shih kuan-men 

( = Daruma zenji kammon in 
Japanese)達摩禪師fe門 

Ta-mo ch’an-shih lun 達摩禪綷检 
Ta-mo ho-shang chieh 達摩和高解 
Ta-mo lun達摩检
Ta-mo>to-lo ch’an ching 達摩多羅禪經 
Ta-sheng fa-chieh wu ch’a-pieh lun 

大乘法界無差别論 
Ta-sheng hsin-hsing lun 大乘心行論 
Ta-sheng hsuan lun 大乘玄論 
Ta-sheng i>chang 大乘義幸 
Ta-sheng k'ai-hsin hsien-hsing tun- 

wu chen-tsung lun大乘閑心顯性傾 
悟眞宗論

Ta-sheng pei-tsung lun 大乘北京論 
Ta-sheng wu fang-pien—pei-tsung 

大乘五方便北宗
Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien men 

大乘無生方便門
Ta-Sung seng-shih 丨ueh 大宋備史略 
Ta-t’ang Ch’i-chou Lung-hsing ssu 

ku Fa-hsien ta ch’an-shih pei-ming 
大磨斯州龍興寺故法現大禪_ 碑銘 

Ta-T’ang hsi-yu ch’iu-fa kao-seng 
chuan大麽西进_求法高稽傳 

Ta-tao大逭 
Ta-tsu大足
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Ta-ts’ung 大麻 
Ta-t’ungch’an-shih 大通禪師 
Ta-t’ung fang-kuangching 大通方 

廣經
Ta-t’ung ho-shang ch’i li-wen 大遂和 

糸七禮文 
Ta-yeh大常
ta yuan-ching chih 大圓銳智 
ta yueh答曰 
Ta-yiin ching 大當鏟 
t’a (other, objectified)他 
fa (tread) ^  
t’a-se他色
Tai-p’ing ching 太平經 
T’ai-p’ingkuangchi 太平廣記 
T’ai-yuan 太庳 
Taishd Daigaku 大正大學 
tan但
T’an-ch’ien (= Ch’ien?)蚤遂 
T’an-chen 曇眞 
T，an-lin * 林 
T’an-lun I  你 
tang_t’i 當U
Tang-yang (Tang-yang hsien, 

Hupeh)當降（當降縣）
T’ang-wen shih-i 唐文松遣 
tao (arrive)到
tao (way, enlightenment)逭 
Tao遑
Tao-fan ch’ii-sheng hsin-chueh 導凡 

趣聖心決 
Tao-fu違副 
Tao-heng 逭桓 
Tao-hsin 逭信
Tao-hsiu (= Shen-hsiu)逭秀
Tao-hsuan (author of //尺SC)逭室
Tao-hsuan (student of P’u-chi)道濬
tao-shih 遑士
Tao-shu 逭樹
Tao-shun 遑俊
Tao>te ching 遑德
Tao-yin 遑接
tao-yin wang-lai 導引往來
Tao»ying 違營
Tao*yii(=Hui-yft)逭 f
te德
te ching 得淨

te-li得利

teng-shih (= tdshi in Japanese) % 史 
Ti lun (= Shih_ti lun)地論 
Ti-lun School 地故宗 
ti-tzu弟子 
t，i t t
t’i-chung p’ing-teng pen-lai hsin 體中

平等本來心 
t’i-hsin II 心 
T’ien-chii ssu 天居寺 
T’ien-kung ssu 天宮寺 
t’ien-lung 天龍 
T’ien-p’ing 天平 
T’ien-t’ai Chih-i 天台會貪真 
T’ien-t’ai chih-kuan 天台止觀 
T’ien-t’ai School 天台宗 
ting 定
Ting(= Shen-ting)定 
ting-fa 定法
ting-hsing erh men 定行二門 
ting-hui 定慧 
ting-li 定力
Ting-lin hsia ssu 定林下寺 
Ting shih-fei lun 定是非接 

tdshi (= teng-shih in Chinese)灯史 
tdtai (= tang-t’i)當体 
t’ou 斗
Tdyd Bunko東洋文库
Ts’ai I-hsuan 崔義女
Tsan ch’an-men shih 讚禪門詩
Tsan-ning 管窣
Ts’an (= Scng-ts’an?)粲
Tsang 藏
tsao-ta 造大
tsao-tso 造作
tsao-tz’u 造次

Ts’ao-ch’i ta-shih [pieh】 chuan 曹填 
大師[别]卷 '

tso作
tso-ch’an 坐禪
Tso-ch，an san-mei ching 坐禪三昧鈒 
Tsu-t’angchi 祖堂集 
Tsu-t’ing shih-yuan 祖庭事絶 
Tsui 最
Tsui-shang sheng lun 袅上乘故 

( = Choesangsung'non in Korean; 
= Saijojdron in Japanese)
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tsung 宗
Tsung-ching lu 宗銳錄 
tsung<h’i 宗系 
Tsung-mi 宗密 
tsung-t’ung 宗邋 
Tu Cheng■丨un杜正伶 
Tu Fei (= Fei)杜肚

tu i ch’ing-ching chiu-ching ch’u 獨一 
靖淨完竟處 

Tu-kuChi獨紙乃 
Tu-men ssu度門寺 
Tu Yii杜昱 
T’u-shan ssu 塗山寺 
Tuan (= Hui-tuan?)端 
tun賴
Tun-huang 敦边
Tun-wu chen-tsung chin-kang po-j〇 

hsin-hsing ta pi-an fa-men yao- 
chueh頓恪眞宗金剛般若心性違彼 
岸法門要決

Tun-wu chen-tsung yao-chueh 頓语真 
宗要決

Tun-wu ta-sheng cheng-li chueh 锇恪
大乘正理決

Tun-wu yao men顿倍要門 
Tung Chung-shu 董仲舒 
Tung-shan 東山 
tung-shan ching-men 東山淨門 
tung-shan fa-men 東山法門 
tung-shan miao-fa 東山妙法 
tung-shan wu-sheng fa-men 東山無生 

法門 
t’ung 通
tzu>chueh chueh-t’a chueh-man 自凳 

覺他覺滿
tzu-chueh sheng-chih 自覺聖智 
tzu-hsing 自性
tzu-hsing ch’ing-ching hsin 自性清

淨心
Tzu-hsuan 子球 
tzu.jan ming hsien 自然明現 
tzu-li自利 
tzu-tsai 自在 
tzu-tsai chih 自在智 
Tzu-chou (Tzu-chung hsien, 

Szechwan)资州（資中縣）
Tz’u-en ssu 葸恩寺

Tz’u-lang 辭玥 
Tzu_sheng ssu 資 4  寺 
Wa-kuanssu 瓦官寺 
Wan-hui 万死 
Wang 王
wang-hsiang hsin 妄想心 
wang-nien pu sheng 妄念不生 
wang-nien pu sheng wo-so-hsin mich 

妄念不生我所心滅 
Wang Shih*ch’ung 王世充 
Wang Wei 王維 
Wei (dynasty)魏 
Wei r̂egion)衛 
wei-ch’en 徹塵 
wei-ch’en shu 徹塵數 

wei-hsin (= yuishin in Japanese)唯心 
Wei-hsiu (= Shen-hsiu?)威秀 
Wei Lo-hsia chu-seng ch’ing fa-shih 

ying Hsiu ch’an-shih piao 爲洛下諸 
稽請法事迩秀禪綷表 

Wei-mo ching 維摩級 
Wei-shih 幸士
wei-shih (= yuishiki in Japanese)准識
Wei Wen~ch’ing 衛 文 #p
Wei Wen-sheng 衛文异

wen (ask)問
wen (hear)聞
Wen-shih ching 溫室經
wen-ta問答
Wen-ta tsa ch’eng-i 問答雜微義 
wen yueh M 曰 
wo我
Wo-lun ch’an-shih k’an-fa 队輪揮師 

看法
wo-so我所 
wu (pronoun)香 
Wu (region)吳 
wu (not，non-being)無 
wu-cheng tz’u 無挿慈 
wu«chi無記 
WuCh’ing 吳慶 
Wu-chu無住 
wu~ch’u 無處 
Wu fang-pien 五方便 
wu hai五海
wu-hai shih-chih 五海十智 
Wu-hsiang 無相
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wu-hsiang ta-sheng 無相大乘

wu-hsin (= mushin in Japanese)無心
Wu-hsin lun 無心論
wu hsing 五行
wuiwu無一物
wu-jan無杂
wu-ju倍入

Wu，lao (S$u，shui hsien，Honan)武牢
(尤水鶼）

wu-liang i ch，u san-mei 無耆義處三咏 
Wu_liang-shou kuan ching 無备♦ 觀級 
Wu-Hangssu 無量寺 
wu-lou chen-ju 無溻眞如 
wu men五門
wu-nien (= munen in Japanese)無念
wu-nien pu-tung pu-yao 無念不動不搖
wu-ming 無明
WuP’ing-i 武乎一
wu-sheng 無生
WuShih-huo 武士《 L
wu-so無所
wu soch’i 無所起
wu_te無得
wu-techeng-kuan 無得正 fe 
wu t’ing-hsin kuan 五伴心觀 
wu-wei無爲 
wu-wei hua無爲化 
Wu-wei san-tsang shou-chieh ch'an- 

hui wen chi ch’an-men yao~fa 無畏 
三藏受戒懺悔文及禪門要法 

WU-WO無我
Yang-chou (Chiang-tu hsien,

Kiangsu)揚州（江都縣）
Yang Po-cii’eng I♦ 伯成 
Yao堯
Yao~chueh lun 要決松 
ya<Mning 窈冥
yao-yao ming-ming 疼疼冥冥
Yeh鄣
yeh-yeh 常黹
Yen-kung 彥公
YenTing^cWh 嚴板之
yen-yen-yen 研析研
yin-hsing 因行
yin-k’o 印可
Yin-tsung 印宗
yin-yuan 因緣
yin-yuan shih 因緣释

Ying-chou (Chung hsicn, Hupeh) 
郢州（鐘錄）

ying wu-$o-chu erh sheng [or; chu] 
ch’i hsin應無所住而生for住] i t心 

Ying-yang (K’ai-feng hsien，Honan) 
* 场（開封縣） 

yu (being)有 
yu (distant)攸 or 愁 
yu<h’ueh 愁明 
yu-hsiang ta-sheng 有相大乘 
yu-wei有爲 
yG (pronoun)余 
Yfl玉
Yil-ch’Gan ssu 玉來寺
yii K’o t’ung-hsueh 典可同學
yu-ling A S
yti-lu語錄
Yft-pei豫北
yuan (enmity) S
yuan (origin) 'A，

yuan-ch’eng chih fa 圓成之法
Yuan-ch’i 緣起
yuan-chiao fang-pien 围敌方便 
yuan-chiao fang-pien yao-chueh lun 
固敎方便要決論 

yuan-ch’tian hsin 緣轉心 
Yuan-i 元一 

Yuan-kuan 元觀 
Yuan-kuei 元歧 
yuan-lii 緣慮 
yuan-lti hsin 緣處心 
yuan-ming 圓明 
Yuan-ming lun 圓明論 
yuan-tsung 圓宗
Yuan-wu liao-i ching 圓梧 了義鏟 
yueh-chiao shih 約教釋 
Yueh-chou (Chao-hsing hsien, 

Chekiangi歧州（銪興# )  
yuishiki (= wei-shih)嘴識 
yuishin (= wei-hsin)准心 
Yun«chou IP 州 
Yun-men ssu 雲門寺 
yung 用
yung-hsin 用心 
Yung-ning ssu 永窣寺 
Zemmon satsuyo (= Sonmun 

ch’waryo in Korean)禪門撖要
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absolute (ii) and phenomena (shih)f 178» 
180,190,203,226-28 

accordance with conditions (sui-yuan)t 
term in Yuan-ming !unt 332 n. 200 

A daman tine Body, Chapter on the (Chin- 
kangshenp*in), in NirvariaSQtra,
131

adamantine 知所祕 /. See
mei

Adamantine Samadhi, SQtra of the. See 
Chin-kang san-mei ching 

afflictions klesa)t 108,154,163
Aksobhya Buddha, Chapter on the Vision 
of (chien o-ch'u-fop*in)t in Vimalaklrti 
Sutra, 131

aiaya-vijndna, 146, 160,161-62,163 
An, Dharma Master， 26 
Ananda, 80, 81, 85, 256; caricature of, 78 
andtman. See selflessness 
An-chou (Ying-shan hsien, Hupeh), 37,60 
An-kuo yuan, 292 n. 153A 
An Lu-shan rebellion, impact of» 66 
An-pan shou-i ching (Sutra of the Mindful
ness of Breathing), 205-7,321 n. 122, 
340 n. 305

An Shih-kao, 205, 339 n. 297 
arAa/in m editation, 162-63 
Asoka, Legend of. See^-^w  wangchuan 
Asvagho$a, 84, 326 n. 160; and Yuan-ming 
lunt 148

Avatamsaka SQtra, 134, 219, 290 n. 131, 
313 n. 42, 318 n. 90, 338 n. 289, 343 n. 
332; explanation o f title, 186 

Awakening of Faith [in the MahdyQna] (Ta- 
sheng ch*i-hsin lun)t 66, 84, 177, 219-23, 
315 n. 54. 318 n. 90, 327 n. 160, 332 n. 
202, 335 n. 239, 338 n. 286; and 
LankSvatQra SQtra, 281 n. 47; in 
LCSTCt 90; on mind as source o f all

dharmast 314 n. 50; quotation from, 
221-22; quotations from in CFPC, 255; 
quotations from in Wufang-pien, 175, 
177

A-yii wang chuan (Legend of Emperor 
Aioka), 80

banishment, o f Shen-hsiu, 48; o f  Shen-hui, 
241

bathing, used as metaphor, 200-1 
being 106,151, 165; wondrous
yu)t 194

being and nonbeing ⑽ /wu人 158, 169,205, 
212, 215, 216; transcendence of, in Wu 
fang-pien, 174 

bell, sound of, 93 
benefit o f self and others, 190 
Bhadra, DhyQna Master. See Buddhabha- 

dra
blankness o f mind, 216 
bodhit 183-84,195, 236-37; as **knowing 

and perception,** 225; gate o f (p*u-t*i 
men), 336 n. 246; path o f  (p*u~t*Hu)t 
174, 195; tree (pfu-t*ishu)t l t 6, 174, 
235-38

Bodhidharma, 75, 85 ,89 ,90 ,92 ,102 ,110 ,
114, 117, 226, 239,244,252, 256-60, 263, 
267,296 n. 183, 307 n. 25; legend and 
biography, 15-19; listed as Dharma, 18; 
succession from, 30-31, 32; in biogra
phies o f his students, 20-22 passim; 
authenticity o f attributed works, 101; 
attributed works, see under P %u-t%ta-mo 
and Tâ mo 

Bodhiruci, 341 n. 315 
body, emancipation of, 336 n. 246; pervad- 
in$ dharmakdya, 341 n. 318; unusual 
definition of, in Wufang-pien, 228, 232; 
usage in / / / / / £ ,  313 n .40
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body and mind, dualism. See dualism, 
mind and body

bright and pure (ming~ching)t 314 n. 42; in 
LCSTCt 342-43 n. 329 

Bsam-yas Monastery, 71 
Buddha, DhySna Master. See Buddhabha- 

dra
Buddha, historical, and transmission o f the 

lamp theory, 78,79; definitions in Wu 
fang-pien, 174, 175,202; mindfulness o f 
(nien-fo), 345 n. 351 

Buddhabhadra, 80,81»298 nn. 196 and 
197,338 n. 289; listed as Bhadra, 275 n.
3; listed as Buddha. 19,84 

Buddha Nature. See Nature. Buddha 
Buddhasena, 80 ,81 ,298 n. 196

cause, practice o f the (yin-hsing), 167 
cause and result. 158-59,163-64 
certification (yin*k*o) o f  enlightenment, 59, 

77
CFPC. See Ch *uanfa-pao chi
C h'an  master, identity of, 95
Ch*an-men ching (Sdtraof Ch3an), 313 n.

39, 327 n. 161 
Ch*an-ting ssu, 27, 243 
Ch *an-yao ching (Sutra of the Essentials of 
Cĥ n), 327 n. 161 

Ch*an*yuan cĥ ng-kuei, 287 n. 88 
Ch *an-yuan chu-ch *uan chi tu~hsii (Genera! 
Preface to a Collection of the Interpreta
tions of Ch *an)t 4-5 

C h'ang, Tripifaka Master, 25 
Ch，ang-an，2 9 ,40, 51 -54 ,6 2 ,6 5 ,6 7 ,70,

89,239, 242, 243, 255,298 n. 196,344 n. 
340

Ch*ang-chao (705-63), 296 n. 176,297 n. 
185

Ch'ang-chou (Pi-ling hsien, Kiangsu), 35» 
262

Ch'ang-tsang. 5eeC h'ang, Tripifaka M&sttr 
Ch'en, Kenneth, on matching five precepts 

with the Confucian virtues, 206 
Ch*en-Iiu wei-shih (Wei-shih hsien,

Hunan). 46; (listed as T^i-liang), 66,264 
Ch *eng-hsin fun (Treatise on the Clarifica
tion oftheMind), 119,224, 296 n. 185, 
311 n. 36,327 n. 161 

Ch’eng-kuan，223,241， 290 n. 131 
Ch *eng-shih fun (TYeatise on the Comple
tion of Truth), 213-14 

Ch'eng-yuan (712-802), 38 
Ch*i, Northern (dynasty), 258 
Ch'i-chou. See Huang-mei 
C h’i-hsien， 19
ChM-wei (720-81), 296 n. 176,297 n. 185 
Ch’ieh, Dharma Master， 26

Ch*ing*pu (<4Blue»robedM) Ming. See Hui» 
ming

Ch *〇« ch fan-shih L See Seng-ch'ou, Inten
tion [Mind ?\ o /D h y in a  Master 

Ch *u san-tsang chi chi (Collection of Notes 
[Concerning the] 7>anslafion of the Tripi- 
taka), 79-80,81

Ch*uan-chih (752-844), 294 n. 157,296 n. 
185

Ch *Uanfa-pao chi (Annals of the Transmis
sion of the Dharma-treasure, - CFPC), 
3 3 -3 6 ,4 3 ,4 4 ,4 5 ,4 7 ,4 8 , 5 0 ,5 1 ,52 ,54， 
57,210,229 ,244 ,308  n. 28,310 n. 36, 
342-43 n. 328,345 n. 351; author, 86-87; 
title, 257,269,301 n. 227; contents, 87- 
88; nature o f  in comparison with HKSCt 
88; translations from» 51» 55,255-69; on 
four practices. 113; on wall contempla
tion. 113

Ch*uan Te-yu (759-818), 296 n. 176 
C h'ung, Dharma M aster 26 
Ch^ung.kuci (756-841), 294 n. 157,296 n. 

185
Ch*ung-$hen, 293 n. 153F 
Ch*ung-yen» 296 n. 1S5 
Chan-jan, 299 n. 204 
Chang Chiu ling, 242,296 n. 180 
Chang Yueh (667-731), 95 ,242,296 n. 180; 

epitaph and notice fo r Shen-hsiu, 4S-S6 
passim, 236,274 n. 25; quotations from 
epitaph, 4 7 ,48» 50

Changes, Book oft 260» 265,267; Hsiang 
commentary, 267

Chao» DhyQna Master (= Hui*chao?), 84, 
287 n .93

Chao*chou (Ch'u-chiang hsien, 
Kwangtung), 8t 37» 38 

Chao-tM ssu, 57 
Characteristic, Real, 268 

(dana)t 104» 187-88 
Chen, 297 n. 185 
Chen, Dharma Master, 26 
Chen~tsung lun. See Ta-sheng k̂ i-hsin 
hsien-hsing tun~wu chen-tsung lun 

Chi_chou (Chi-an hsien, Kiangsu)，31，34, 
36,262

Chi-chou ssu, 31, 262 
Chi-tsang，226, 300-1 n. 221 
Chi-yin, 291 n. 144 
Chiang-chou, 31 
Chiddk (Chih-te in Chinese), 37 
Chien,299 n.204
Chien-k*ang, 19,298 n. 196. See a/jo  Chin- 

ling
Chih C h’ien, 278 n. 23 
Chih-chiang (Chiang-ling hsien, Hupeh), 

39, 57
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Chih-feng, 292 n. I53B, 293-94 n. 157
C h ih -h u n g ,3 9 ,2 % n . 184
Chih-i (538-97), 22,34, 35 ,41 ,82 ,148 ,

206,224,248, 311 n. 36, 318 n. 87; and 
Ch*eng-hsin lunf 119; and contemplative 
analysis, 202,339-40 n. 299; on northern 
dhyana masierst 28, 307 n. 25; residence 
a t Yii-ch*iian ssu, 50-51 

Chih-k'ai (533-610), 34 
C h— ,4 ,3 7 ,3 8  
Chih-ta (= Hui-ta), 58 
Chih-te.SeeC hiddk 
Chih-yen (577-654), 43 ,261,284 n. 62 
Chih-yen (Hua-yen School; 602-68), on 

wall contem plation, 112 
c7 /̂i-Ar<wi5 （“ adam antine”
samadhi), 130

Chin-kartg san-mei ching fSQtra of the Ada- 
ma/r/me Samadhi), 315 n. 60,318 n. 83; 
and East Mountain Teaching, 118; and 
EJSHLt 30

Chin-kang wu li (Five Obeisances of the 
Vajra)t 311 n. 36

Chin-ling, 70. 5 ^ a /5〇Chien-k,ang 
Ching-ai (534-78), 23 ,24 , 288 n. 109 
Ching-ai ssu, 67, 296 n. 176 
Ching-ch'u (area o f Hupeh and Hunan),

265
Ching-chou, 30, 35, 37, 39 ,44 ,48 , 50,241, 

265,289 n. 123,290 n. 130,293 n. 153G 
Ching-chueh (683-ca. 750), 9 .6 8 ,9 5 , 292 

nn. 150 and 151, 314 n. 42; biography, 
88-89; commentary on Heart SQtra, 301 
n. 230, 313 n. 42; and JTFM, 119-20; use 
o f term ^'Southern SchoolM (nan-tsung), 
274 n. 22

Ching-hsien (660-723), 62 ,65 , 344 n. 340; 
biography, 63-64

Ching-lin (565-640), approach to medita
tion practice, 116,117 

Ching-nan， 59 
Ching-shan ssu, 293 n. 1531 
Ching-shou, 296 n. 176 
Ching-te ch *uan-teng lu (Record of the 
Transmission of the Lamp [CompHed 
during the] Ching-te [Period\y = CTL)t 
46,68, 76, % , 275 n. 1; structure, 75; on 
wall contemplation, 113 

Ching-tsang (675-746), 58-59, 94 
Ching-tuan (543-606), 307 n. 24 
Ching-ying Hui-yuan. Hui-yuan 
Chiu-chang, 290 n. 129 
Chiung. See T im in g  
Chiu T*ang shu {Older Chronicles of the 

r ’fl 叩 [Z>少nos⑽ ，46-56/wKS/_m 
Choesang$Cing*non (alternate title for 
HHYL)y 309 n. 36

Chu-fang (647-727), 292 n. !53A, 293 nn. 
156 and 157

Chuang-tzu，138,266,322 nn. 125 and 127 
Chu-chingyaoch*ao, 318 n. 83 
Chueh-kuan lun (Treatise on the Transcen
dence of Cognition), 302 n. 1, 314 n. 49, 
326 n. 160

Chung, Dharma Master， 26 
Chung-ching ssu faction o f Ch*an in Szech

wan, 228
Chung-hua ch *uan hsin-ti ch *an-men shih- 
tzu ch *eng-hsi t *u (Lineage Chart of the 
Masters and Students of Ch *an in the 
Transmission of the Mind-ground in 
China), 213 nn. 13and 14 

Chung-tsao ssu, 31 
cinnabar, 257
Clarification of the Mind, Treatise on the. 

See Ch*eng-hsin lun
compassion, exercise o f during meditation, 

158
Comprehensive [SGtra] on Perfect Enlight
enment (Yuan-wu liao-i [ching]), 267 

concentration and insight (samatha and 
vipasyanQ), 248-50 

Confucius, 266,285 n. 72 
consciousness-only (webshih; yuishiki in 

Japanese), 219-20. See also transcending 
thoughts in consciousness-only 

constancy o f  practice, 209,235-36,241, 
245,251

contemplation, five types o f  inhibitory (wu 
t*ing~hsinkuan)t 294 n. 163 

contemplation, reverse and direct (ni-kuan 
and shun-kuan), in Yuan-ming lunt 150, 
159-61,213-15; 334 n. 225; rejection of 
false view of, 343 n. 335 

contemplation o f the mind (kuan-hsin),
166, 207-8,239; and Northern School 
use o f metaphor, 198-99 

Contemplation of the Mind, Treatise on 
the. See Kuan-hsin lun 

Contemplation of the Wondrous Principle 
and the Perfectly Accomplished. See 
Miao-li yuan~ch *eng kuan 

contemplation o f topics (k*an-hua; karma 
in Japanese), 253

contemplative analysis (Aruan-/i5i>i 咖7i; 
kanjin-shaku in Japanese), 197,201-5, 
239,241,245, 311 n. 36, 332 n. 201,335- 
36 n. 241; and expedient means, 339-40 
n. 299; in Wufang-pient 202 

correct m editation, etc”  166 
countercontemplation (chieh-kuan), 216 
counterillumination, 114 
craving 104, 109
C7X. See Ching-tech'iian-teng lu
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Dhammapdda, 322 n. 125, 340 n. 300 
Dharma. See Bodhidharma 
Dharma, final [period of] (mo-fa), 300 n. 

220
dharmadhUtu, 133,153,155,156,157,159, 

160, 175, 176, 178, 179, 258, 259, 260,
264; one characteristic of, 176; pure, 176 

Dharma hall, residence in by 1-fu, 65,294- 
95 n. 164

dharmakdya, 175,177-78,179,193,199, 
221-22,227, 255, 268,269,335-36 n.
241; perfect and sudden, 267 

Dharmamitra (356-442), 277 n. 17 
Dharma Nature. See Nature, Dharma 
Dharma Nature, Treatise on. See Fa~hsing 
lun

Dharmarak$a, 278 n. 23 
Dharmatrdta, 80-82
Dialogues on the Three Jewels. See San-pao 
wen-ta

Diamond SQtra (Chin-kang \po-jo] ching), 
2 ,3 , 123, 172,230, 251,319 n. 104, 321 
n. 118; commentary by Ching-chueh, 89; 
explanation o f title, 186; identification 
with Southern School, 342 n. 322 

dichotomy between meditation and scrip
tural study, 243

discriminative consciousness, problem and 
resolution, 107-8

disks, o f earth, water, fire* and wind. See 
world system

doctrinal classification (ppan*chiao)t 55> 
211,307 n. 25,343 n. 332 

Ddgen, comparison with Northern School 
doctrine, 251; criticized as pratyekabud- 
dhay 284 n. 62

dualism, 246; o f  body and mind, 227-28,
231; o f body and mind, in commentary 
on Fo-shuo fa-chii ching, 226-28,232; o f 
wisdom and sagacity, 226-28; in Ch*eng- 
hsin lunt 224; in Chih-i's writings> 225, 
227; in Shen-hsiu's thought, 217; in Wu 
fang-pien, 224-25,231,232 

dualistic thinking, 116; ignorance as, 220- 
21; problem and resolution, 107-8 

Dumoulin, Heinrich, S .J ., on Platform 
Sutra mind verses, 273 n. 16

East Mountain (tung-shan), 36 
East M ountain, pure teaching of (tung-shan 
cMng-men), 9

East M ountain, teaching o f birthlessness o f 
(tung-shan wu-sheng fa-men), 39 

East M ountain Teaching (tunĝ shan fa- 
men), 48 ,53 ,54 ,210 ,215 ,236 ,240 ,244 , 
311 n. 36,319 n. 102,333 n. 217; term, 
9-10; problems in studying, 118-19; and

Bodhidharma, 30-31, 33, 36; concern 
with Buddha Nature, 117; and Northern 
School, 147; and Shen-hsiu, 51, 196-97; 
texts, metaphor o f mirror in, 135 

eight winds o f good and ill fortune, 129,
131,181

EJSHL. See Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun 
elements, five (wu hsing)t 2〇i5 
emancipation, 193-94,196, 219; o f the 
mm<\ (hsin chieh~t$o)t 150 

Emancipation of the Six Senses, Teaching 
of the. See Liu-ken chieh-fo  men 

Emperor Chung-tsung, 39, 64, 67, 88, 89, 
240, 242, 266, 287 n. 96, 288 n. 104, 292 
n. 153D; and Shen-hsiu, 54-55 

Emperor Hsiao-wen (Wei), 275 n. 3 
Emperor Hsuan-tsung, 65, 66,67, 242 
Emperor Jui-tsung, 46, 242,266; and Shen- 

hsiu，52, 55
Emperor Kao-tsu, 4 7 ,289 n. 119
Emperor Kao-tsung, 44, 48-49, 264
Emperor Su-tsung, 69
Emperor Wu (Chou), 261
Emperor Wu (Liang), and Bodhidharma,

15, 16, 278 n. 25; and Seng-fu, 20 
Emperor Yang (Sui), 288 n. 109 
Emperor Yuan (Liang), listed as Prince I o f 

Hsiang-tung, and Seng-fu, 20 
Empress Wei-shih, 88-89,242 
Empress Wu, 9 ,1 0 ,4 6 ,5 4 ,6 7 , 89,240, 242, 

266; 291 n. 140; and East Mountain 
Teaching figures, 33, 37; and Shen-hsiu, 
50, 51-52, 196-97

encounter dialogue, 74,292 n. 1 S3 A; and 
the Northern School, 91-97, 293-94 n. 
157

enlightened master, role o f, in Ch*an, 76-77 
enlightened mind 174t 335 n.

230,338 n. 287; functioning of, 137-38 
enlightenment, as definition o f buddha in 
Wufang~pient I74t 175; defined as tran
scendence o f thoughts in Wufang-pien, 
175; inherent I75f 177,194,
230,251; tem poral (shih<hueh)t 177; 
inherent and tem poral, 221-22; ultimate 
(chiu-ching chueh), 175, 177,221-22 

enlightenment o f self, enlightenment o f 
others, and complete enlightenment 
(tzu-chueh chueh-t'a chueh*man)t 175, 
179

enlightenment o f  self and others, 224 
entrance (ju), meaning o f term, 108; into 

the Path , expedient means for, 172
entrance o f practice l〇3 , 108;

and m etaphor o f mirror, 147 
entrance o f  principle f/fVu人103，108,110- 

12,231,247
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eons, three immeasurable, 158,199,205， 
212, 339 n. 295

Epitaph, for Shen-hsiu. See under Chzn% 
Yueh

Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun (Treatise on the Two 
Entrances and Four Practices,- 
EJSHL), 88, 112,231,239,247, 314 n. 
49, 320 n. 113,326 n. 160,328 n. 161，
332 n. 200; authenticity, 101; compila
tion o f text, 303 nn. 2, 3, and 4; transla
tion, 102-106; T*an-lin*s preface, 319 n. 
% ; letters attached to , meaning, 107-8, 
and translation, 105-6; and C/rm.Arflw容 
san-mei ching, 30; and HHYL, 137; pas
sages shared with HKSCt 18t 23; and 
LankdvatSra Sutra, 28; use in LCSTC,
90; and esoteric Buddhism, 305 n. 18; 
and Indian religion, 305 n. 18; structural 
similarity to p̂ n-chiao schema, 343 n. 
332. See also entrance o f  principle; 
entrance o f practice; entrances, two; 
practices, four

esoteric Buddhism, 335 n. 234; and 
EJSHL, 305 n. 18

essence and function 178,183-
84, 195,225,227,248-51 

Essentials of the Cultivation of the Mind, 
Treatise on the. See Hsiu-hsinyao tun 

expedient means, 102-3, 130 ,149, 151，153, 
156, 172, 177, 180, 181, 185, 194-95, 197, 
198, 218-19, 250, 257, 259,268,294 n. 
163, 324 n. 153, 337 n. 263; Sanskrit 
equivalent, 339 n. 293; and contempla
tive analysis, 339-40 n. 299; in EJSHL 
and HKSC, 18; o f entering the path (ju- 
taofang-pien), 35, 118; o f  them ind 
fang-pien), 175; o f sagacity (huifang- 
pien)t 180; and Shen-hsiu*s last words,
55; used by Shen-hsiu in teaching Ching- 
hsien, 63

Expedient Means of Pacifying (he Mind 
and Entering the Path, Essential Teach
ing of the. See Ju-tao an-hsin yaofang- 
pien fa-men

exterior. See interior and exterior

Fa-ch^h (635-702), 286 nn. 82-83 
Fa-ch’in (714-92), 96,242 
Fa-chucking, 322 n. 125 
Fa-chung (589-665?), 30, 33; and masters 

o f LankQvatQra SUtra, 24-29 
Fa-hait preface to  Platform Sutra, 285 n. 77 
Fa-hsiang School, 273 n. 15 
Fa-hsien (577-653), 35 
Fa-hsien (643-720), 3 9 ,4 1 ,59 ,84 ,295 ,295  

n. 174
Fa-hsien (translator), 298 n. 197

Fa-hsing lun (Treatise on the Dharma 
Nature), 311 n. 36

faith (hsin)f in the EJSHL, 112; meaning, 
316 n. 64

Fa-ju (638-89), 37, 3 8 ,4 1 ,5 1 ,5 7 ,6 2 ,6 4 ,
66, 84 ,85 ,86 ,239 ,243 ,257 ,258 , 263- 
65,268, 299 n. 200; biography, 43-44; 
epitaph for, 85-86; epitaph and East 
M ountain Teaching, 119; de-emphasis in 
LCJFCt 89,90

Fa-jung (594-657), 35,273 n. 13 
Fa*jung (Northern School), 2%  n. 185 
Fa-k^an (524-604), 23 
Fa-lang (507-81), 27,34 
false mind, 123
false thoughts, 122,123,124,125,126,127, 

128, 129, 150, 152,161, 168, 175, 179, 
181，211，213 ,2 5 6 ,319 n. 99; mind of 

容也/伽客人  164;redefinedas 
sentient beings in Wufang-pien, 181,
232

Fa-min (579-645), 43,284 n. 62 
Fang Kuan, 242,295 n. 174 
Fa-yen School, 244 
Fa-yuan, 296 n. 176 
Fa-yun (d. 766), 95 
Fei, Dharm a Master. Seelii Fei 
Feng. DhyQna Master, 26 
Five Obeisances of the Vajra. See Chin- 
kang wu U

five oceans, in Yuan̂ ming !unt 153 
five teachings. See teachings, five 
Fo-shuofa-chii ching (SQtra of the Stanzas 
of the Dharma Preached by the Buddha); 
commentary, 202-5,238; body-mind 
dualism, 226-28, 232; quotation from, 
226-27. See also DhammapQda; Fa<hu 
ching

Fo-shuo wen-shih hsi-yii chung-seng ching. 
See Wen-shih ching

foundations o f mindfulness, four, 116; and 
four practices, 304 n. 13 

four elements. 165, 167-68 
four generations, demise o f Lâ kdvatdra 
SQtra after, 28-29

Four Great Vows. See Ssu hung shih-yuan 
four practices. practices, four 
four resemblances. See resemblances, four 
Fufa-tsang yin-yuan chuan (History of the 
transmission of the Dharma-store} ,抓么  

T ’ien-t’ai School transmission history, 
82-83

F u H si,2 9 l n. 141 
Fu-hsien ssu, 64
Fundamentally there is not a  single thing, 
Platform SQtra line, 6 t 237. See also 
viewing a  single thing
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gates o f  wisdom and sagacity，opening, 171 
Gathering of Twelve Departed Masters. See 
Hsien-te chi yii 

gradual enlightenment, 233 
gradual progress in m editation, 141,144 
gradual teaching, 4-5, 7 ,205,211-12,214, 

245; o f Kamalaslla, 71; in Yuan-ming 
lunt 151-52

gradualism, in HHYL, 318 n. 85; in North
ern School, 236,252; in Platform SQtra 
mind verses, 235-36; in Shen-hsiu’s 
thought, 217-18

gradualistic cultivation o f meditation and 
wisdom, 265

great perfect mirror wisdom (tayuan<hing 
chiht Qdariâ jfiQna), 146 

Gu〇abhadra, 5 ,2 5 ,9 2 ; treatm ent in 
L C SrC , 90 ,91,244

Han (dynasty), 267 
Han-ling, 292 n. 153A 
Han-shan, 313 n. 39
Heart Sutra (P<bjo hsin ching), commen

tary by Chih-shen, 38; commentary by 
Ching-chueh, 8 9 ,292 n. 153, 301 n. 230, 
313 n. 42; commentary attributed to Hui- 
ching (578-645), 313 n .42  

Heaven o f the Thirty-three, 338 n. 281 
Heng-cheng, 297 n. 185 
Heng-ching (634-712), 39,66 
HHYL. See Hsiu-hsinyao lun 
Hlnayanists, 152t 160t 181-84, 187, 192,

222
Hirakawa Akira, on Buddhist idealism, 

219-20,225,227 
HKSC. See Hsu kao-seng chuan 
Ho, Dhydna Master, 23,24  
Ho-nei (centered on C h’in-yang hsien, 

Honan), 33,261
Hsi-hsia language, Ch*an texts in, 72 
Hsi-ming ssu, 2 5 ,49, 56 
Hsiang，Layman，2 3 ,260; letter to  Hui-k’o, 

102; translated, 106
Hsiang-hsuan fu (Ode on the Elucidation of 
the Mysterious), 90

Hsiang-moTsang, 62 ,197,240,297 n. 188; 
biography, 63

Hsiang-yu, 292 n. 153C, 293-94 n. 157 
Hsiao-fu (“ Little Fu’’>. S^eHui-fu 
Hsiao-liao, 292 n. 153E 
Hsien-chii ssu, 291 n. 144 
Hsien-te chi yu shuang-feng shan-t *a ko 
t *an hsuart-li— shih-erh (Twelve Previous 
Worthies Gather at the StQpa on Mount 
Shuang-feng to Discuss the Mysterious 
Principle), 229-30; and transmission of 
the lamp theory, 84-85

Hsin-hsin ming (Inscription on Relying on 
the Mind), 11,120; meaning o f title, 316 
n. 64

Hsin-wang p’u-sa shuo t’ou-to ching {SGtra 
on Austerities Preached by the Bodhi- 
sattva [Named] Mind-king}，M5-16 n. 62 

Hsin-yao chi (A nthology of the Essentials 
of the Mind), 39 

Hsing-t'ang ssut 67
Hsiu chran-shih ch*uan-shan wen (Shen- 
hsiû sHomiletic), 345 n. 4 

Hsiu ho-shang chuan (Transmission of Pre
ceptor [Shen]-hsiu), 310 n. 36 

Hsiu-hsichih-kuan tso-ch'an fa-yaot 318 n. 
87

Hsiu-hsin yao lun (Essential Treatise on the 
Cultivation of the MindP =  HHYL), 210, 
2 13 ,224 ,2M , 2 3 6 ,2 4 6 ,247 ,249 ,250， 
308 n. 28, 323 n. 136, 333 n. 204, 336 n. 
251,342 n. 326, 342-43 n. 328; content 
and dating, 119-20; validity o f a ttribu
tion to  Hung-jen, 120; compilation, 320 
n. 113; textual inform ation, 121,309-13 
n. 36; translation, 121-32; comparison 
with JTFM, 142; comparison with Kuan- 
hsin lunt 208; used in LCSTC, 90-91; 
passage in TCLf 316 n. 67; m etaphor o f 
polishing mirror, 135; meditation tech
nique, concept o f  Buddha Nature and 
m etaphor o f  sun and clouds, 147 

Hsu-jung kuan (Contemplation on the 
Empty Coalescence), 38 

Hsii kao-seng chuan (Continued Lives of 
Eminent Monks), 86,239; translations 
from , 17-18, 2 0 ,2 2 ,2 4 -2 6 ,2 7 ,2 8 , S I- 
32; EJSHL excerpts found in, 102; 
translated, 106; use in CFPC, 88; use in 
LCSTC, 90; in comparison with CTL, 
75; reference to  Tao-hsin*s teaching, 118; 
transmission o f  the lamp m etaphor in, 
83; on wall contem plation, 112 

Hsuan-ching (d. 606), 23; as possible link 
between Bodhidharma tradition and 
Northern School, 279-80 n. 32 

Hsuan-lang (of T*ien-t*ai School), 96 
Hsuan-shih, 4 ,286 n. 82 
Hsuan-shuang (d. 652), 35 
Hsuan-tsang (translator), 2 4 ,28 ,29 , 38,60 
Hsuan-tse, 9, 57, 5 9 -6 0 ,6 2 ,9 0 ,9 1 ,240，

291 n. 141; and C hing<hueht 89; on 
Hung-jen*s last words, 37-39; and suc
cession o f leadership within Northern 
School, 56

Hsuan-tsung (682-767), 293 n. 153G 
Hsuan-yueh, 37, 38 
H ua, C h 'an  Master, 260 
Hua-chou， 37
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Hua-kan ssu, 65 
Hua-kung, 23
H ua-t'ai (Hua hsien, Hunan), 57; Shen- 

hui's sermon a t, 302 n. 242 
Hua-yen School, 210, 211 
Huai-jang (677-744), 93-94 
Huai-jen (669-751), 275 n. 27 
Huai-k^ung (705-87), 294 n. 157 
Huang-Lao, 265
Huang-mei (sometimes listed as ChM-chou; 

Huang-mei hsien，Hupeh)，9, 30, 31，34， 
35,36, 39,47, 57, 59,121, 262,263; com
munity a t, 40-43, 239 

Huang-po Hsi-yun (d. 850), 230, 304 n. 11;
on wall contemplation, 113 

Hui, DhyQna Master (two individuals)* 25 
Hui>an. See Lao-an 
H ui-ch^u . 5eeSeng-ch*ou 
Hui-chao, 287 n. 93 
Hui-chen (673-751), 96 
Hui-ching (578-645), 313 n. 42 
Hui-chung (d.775), 242 
Hui-fu (■ Hsiao-fu or “ Little Fu” ？ >, 293 n. 

153H,297 n. 188
Hui-hai (720-814), 287 n. 88, 314 n. 49 
Hui-hao (546-633), 27, 280 n. 39 
Hui-hsiu. SeeShen-hsiu (6067-706), under 

names Hui-hsiu and Wei-hsiu 
H ui-k 'o (ca. 485-ca. 555), 84, 85, 86, 89,

91, 102, 239, 257, 258-61,268, 269, 295 
n. 166, 296 n. 183, 307 n. 25, 319 n. 96; 
listed as K’o-kung, 25; biography, 21-23; 
cutting o ff arm, 16, 88; in legend and 
biography of Bodhidharma, 15-19; meet
ing with Hui-pu and Hui-ssu, 22; date o f 
death and T ’an-lin’s defense o f Dharma 
during persecution of 574, 278-79 n. 30; 
succession from, 23-27, 30t 32; and 
EJSHL, 101; and possible use of 
LarikQvatdra SQtra, 27-29; response to 
Layman Hsiang’s letter，102; translated, 
106

Hui-kuan, 25; preface to Ta-mo-to-lo chyan 
chingt 80-82

Hui-lin (750-820), 325 n. 159 
Hui-m an，23,28,288 n. 109 
Hui-ming. See Hsiang-hsuan/u 
Hui-ming (= Ch'ing-pu Ming or *'Blue- 

robed M ing"), 43 ,84 ,264 
Hui-neng (638-713), 45,46, 71,75, 84,93, 

235- 38, 240, 302 n. 242, 321 n. 118; 
dates o f studies a t Huang-mei, 285 n. 77; 
as one o f Hung-jen’s students, 37, 38-39; 
and Ching-tsang, 59; in Platform SQtra 
legend, 3-8 passim, 11; legendary image, 
3 6 ,4 2 -4 3 ,6 6 ,243» 252 

Hui-pu (518-87), meeting with Hui-k*ot 22

Hui-shan ssu, 5 9 ,64
Hui-ssu (515-77), 82, 301 n. 224,243,306 

n. 21; meeting with Hui-k*o, 22 
Hui-ta. See Chih-ta 
Hui-tsang, 3 7 ,3 8 ,84
Hui-tuan, 44,264; listed as Preceptor Tuan, 

66
Hui-wen (T*ien-t*ai School), 82 
Hui-yin san-mei ching (SQtra of the 

Samddhi of the [Tathdgata's] Seal of Wis
dom), 226; use by Seng-fu, 20 

Hui-yii. Seelko-yii
Hui-yuan, 298 n. 196; preface to Ta-mo-to- 
lo ch 'an chingt 80-82,85-86,87-88,256; 
translation from , 81-82 

Hui-yuan, Ching-ying, 248; use o f term 
shou-hsin, 321-22 n. 122 

Hu-lao (Ssu-shui hsient Honan), 22 
H u-leiC h，en g ,2 9 2 n . I53E 
Hu-ming, 26 
Hung-cheng, 68 
Hung-chih, 25
Hung-chou School, 93-94,243,251 
Hung-jen (600-74), 5 ,8 ,9 ,2 9 ,6 2 ,6 6 ,8 4 , 

86, 89 ,90-91 ,92 ,117 ,118 ,119-20 ,121 , 
196, 229 ,239 ,243t 257,263,264,265, 
268, 296 n. 184,315 n. 5S; nature o f 
sources about, 10-11; biography and suc
cessors, 35-40; and Tao-hsin*s death, 32; 
and succession from Bodhidharma, 30; 
Shen-hsiu's study under, 47-48; and Lao- 
an, 57; and East M ountain community, 
40-44; in Platform Sutra legend, 1-3; 
importance, 59,85 

huo-jan (t4suddenlyM), 324 n. 147 
huo-jan nien ch V (**suddenly, thoughts arise 

(are activated]1'), 221 
husband and wife, stupid, story in Yuan- 
mingiun, 169

Hu Shih, on Bodhidharm a's biography, 17, 
28; on Platform SQtra mind verses, 237, 
273 n. 16; on sinification o f  meditation 
practice, 115

!-ch*iehchingyin-i, 325 n. 159 
I-chiao ching (Sutra of the Bequeathed 
Teachinĝ  317 n. 75

IchijO kenjishin ron. See I-sheng hsien tzu- 
hsin iun

I ching. See Changes, Book of 
1-chou (Ch*eng-tu, Szechwan), 71,72 
I-fang, 37
I-fu (661-736), 62 ,66 ,67 ,242 ,293  n. 1531, 

295 n. 174,297 n. 188; biography, 64-65; 
epitaph by Yen T*ing-chih, 95; and Fa-ju, 
44; and Tu Feiv 87; coordination o f activi
ties with P*u-chi, 62; as pastor to  impe
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rial court, 62; residence in Dharma Hall,
65, 294-95 n. 164 

ignorance fwu-mingf avidyQ)t 108 
ignorance and enlightenment, identity of, 

106
I-hsing (685-727), 68,242; letter to  Chang 

Yueh, 51; commentary on Vairocana 
SQtra, 132-33

images, casting and painting of, used as 
metaphor, 200

inconceivable and inexpressible (pu k*o ssu- 
i)： 188

Indian religion， and £757/1 , 305 n. 18 
ineffable teaching, in Ch*an, 76; in Indian 

Buddhism, 78
influences ~ 伽in 私 166,167 
interior and exterior (internal and external), 

155, 165-66,189,215-17,224; use of 
synonyms in translation, 332 n. 190; use 
o f terms in contemplative analysis defini
tions, 203; internal and external spiritual 
compatriots, 183

internal illumination distinct and external 
functions autonom ous, 184-85 

Iriya Yoshitaka, on purity and nonsubstan
tiality, 230 

I-sheng， 286 n. 82
I-sheng hsien tzu-hsin lun (alternate title for 
HHYL), 309 n. 36

Jih-chao, 296 n. 185
Jorgensen, John Alexander, identification 

of Hui- k’o with Hui-ko, 279 n. 30 
JTFM. See Ju-tao an-hsin yaofang-pien fa- 
men

Ju-leng-ch *ieh ching (LankQvatQra SQtra), 
26

Ju-nan (Ju-nan hsien, Honan), 38,294 n. 
162

Ju-tao an-hsin yaofang-pien fa-men 
(Essentia! Teaching of the Expedient 
Means of Pacifying the Mind and 
Entering the Path, *  JTFM), 91,231,
314 n. 42t 318 n. 87, 318 n. 93, 319 nn. 
94 and 106, 320 n. 114,339 n. 295; con
tent and dating, 119-20; comparison with 
HHYLP 142; on functioning o f mirror, 
140; on functioning o f perception in 
comparison to mirror, 140-41,145; on 
^m aintaining the One without wavering； * 
138,140-44; on practice o f meditation 
(including gradual progress and sudden 
insight), 141-44

K’ai-shan ssu, 20
K'ai-yuan s$u (Ching-chou), 241
K’angSeng-hui， 205

K’o-kung. 5 eeH ui-k’o
K’uai-chi，39-40 
K*uang, Dharma Master, 25,27 
K'ung-chi ssu, 293 n. 1531 
Kamala 纽 a, 71,240 
Kammon daijO hOron, 310 n. 36 
Kashmir, 81, 82; compilation of meditation 
sQtras in, 79

kensho. See Nature, seeing 
Khri-sron-lde-btsan, T ibetan emperor, 72 
Kim, Preceptor. See Wu-hsiang 
knowing (chih)f 113
knowing and perception (chih~chien)t 180, 

183, 186, 192; translation o f terms, 336 
n. 247; defined as bodhi or as functions 
o f wisdom and sagacity, 180,225 

Koguryd, 37
Ko Hung, Pao-p*u tzu, 138,322 nn. 129 

and 129
Kuan-fosan-meihaiching, 298 n. 196 
Kuan-hsin lun (Treatise on the Contempla
tion oftheMindh 198-201,204-5,224, 
229,235-36,239, 300 n. 209, 302 n. 1,
312 n. 36, 313 n. 42, 327 n. 161, 332 n. 
201; dating and content, 119,148; textual 
inform ation, 325 n. 159; translations 
from , 201,209; approach to  religious 
training, 339 n. 295; on mindfulness o f 
the Buddha, 315 n. 55; and Shen-hsiu'$ 
thought, 207-9; and sun and clouds met
aphor, 132; and Yuan-ming lunt 210,213 

Kuan-men ta-shengfa-lun. See Kammon 
daijO horon

KumarajTva, 8 0 ,84t 248t 298 n. 196

labor, physical, at Huang-meiv 42; Hui- 
neng engaged in, 2 ,42; and Hung-jen,
263

lam p, metaphor, 200,235 
lamp o f the mind, 37
Lankdvatdra SQtra, 2t 3, 37,167,230,251, 

256,259,261,269,273 n. 13,304-5 n.
\4f 307 n. 25,333 n. 218,333-34 n. 219, 
336 n. 245,341 n. 315; / /d e r e f e r e n c e s  
to , 33; identification o f Ch*an with, 90- 
91; identification o f Northern School 
with, 342 n. 322; possible use by Hui-k*o 
and his successors, 23-29; study by P*u- 
chi,66

Lan-t'ien, 293 n. 153H 
Lao-an, 3 7 ,3 8 ,3 9 ,6 2 ,6 4 ,6 5 ,9 4 ,2 3 9 ,  

240,288 n. 109,289 n. 122,295 n. 173; 
listed as Hui-an, 56; biography and suc
cessors, 57-59; and ordinations following 
Shen-hsiu*s death, 56, 57, 58; relation
ship with Shen-hsiu, 57-58 

LCJFC. See Leng-ch Uehjen-fa chih
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LCSTC. See Leng-ch *ieh shih-tzu chi 
Uav'tnghome(chpu~chia)t redefined, 131, 

203
legend and history， distinction between, 10- 

11,251-53
Leng-ch ̂ehjen-fa chih (Records of the Men 
and Teachings of the LarikS[vatara], =  
LCJFCh 9 ,3 5 ,3 6 -3 9 ,4 4 ,4 5 ,5 2 ,5 7 ,5 9 - 
60; composition and nature, 89; transla
tion from, 37; use in LCSTCt 90-91 

Leng-ch Ueh shih-tzu chi (Records of the 
Teachers and Disciples of the Lanka[va- 
taral -  LCSTCh 9, 10, 35, 45,46, 54, 
244,308 n. 28, 313-14 n. 42, 317 nn. 74, 
79, 318 n. 91, 319 n. 96, 340 n. 301; com
position and nature, 88-90; and JTFMt 
119-20; and LankQvatQra SQtra, 90; link 
with Yuan-ming iun and Wu fang-pient 
218; and encounter dialogue, 91-93; and 
sun and clouds metaphor, 132; on prac
tice o f m editation, 142-43 

Liao, Ch*an Master, 260 
Liao-hsing chii (Stanzas on Comprehending 
theNature)t 135,311 n. 36 

Li Chih-fei, 301 n.230 
Li Hua, 295 n. 166, 296 n. 176, 302 nn.

244, 245, 246 
Li Hung, 289 n. 122 
Li Lin-fu, 242, 295 n. 174 
Li Mi (722-89), 69 
Lin, Dharm a Master. See T ^n-lin  
Lin-chi I-hsuant 96, 304 n. 11 
Lin-chi lu (Records of Lin-chi; Rinzai-roku 

in Japanese), 298 n. 189, 318 n. 86, 318- 
1 9 n .9 3

lineage lists, in V'maya and meditation 
texts, 79

Ling-cho (691-746), 68, 301 n. 233 
Ling-yun (d. 729), 291 n. 144 
Li Shih-chih, 242,295 n. 174; epitaph for 

Fa-hsien, 59
Li-tai fa-pao chi (Records of the [Transmis
sion of the] Dfta『ma-treasure through the 
Generations, - LTFPC), 11, 35, 38-39, 
57, 94, 196; LTFPCt 272-73 n. 13, 297 n. 
187; Tibetan translation, 72 

L iT ’ung-hsuan, 306 n. 21 
Liu, scribe, 37
Liu-ken chieh^o men (Teaching of the 
Emancipation of the Six Senses), 335 n. 
238

Li-yang (Li hsien, Hunan), 264 
Li Yung (678-747), 95, 242, 290 n. 138,

295 nn. 168, 174
logic o f argum entation, and use o f ku 

(“ therefore， ， 281 n. 45; in ////V X , 316 
n .6 9

Lotus SatraP 4 0 ,6 3 ,6 4 ,6 6 ,8 2 , 153-54,
181, 185, 187, 198,202,219,316 n. 71, 
318 n. 86, 339-40 n. 299,343 n. 332; 
explanation o f  title, 186; m etaphor o f  
cart, 126; use by THen-t'ai School, 75 

L o -y an g ,8 ,16-17, 19,22, 30 ,31 ,47 ,50 , 
51-54,62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 89, 207, 
239, 240, 242, 243, 266, 293 n. 153G,
295 n. 165

Lo-yang ch *ieh~lan chi (Records of the 
Monasteries of Lo-y<wg), sin<\ 
Bodhidharma, 16-18 

LTFPC. See Li-taifa-pao chi 
Lu-chou (Ch*ang-chih hsien, Shansi), 37,

38,43, 294 n. 162,301 n. 234 
Lueh pien ta-shengju-tao ssu-hsing, ti-tzu 
Tan-lin hsii (Brief Exposition of the 
MahQyQna [Teaching] of the Four Prac
tices of Entering into Enlightenment, 
with Preface by the Disciple Van-lin),
102

Lung-hsing ssu (Ch*ang-an), 293 n. 1531 
Lung-hsing ssu (Huang-mei)} 59 
Lung-hua ssu, 56 
Lung-men, 54, 56

Madhyamika, 3 5 ,6 3 ,2 1 0 ,214 ,226 ,248， 
292 n. 153A. San-Iun School

Madhydntika, 80,81, 85,256 
Mahdkd^yapa, 80,81 
MahdvibhS$a, 84
Mahdydna, rise of, and transmission o f the 

lamp theory, 78
maintain the originally pure mind (shou 
pen-ching hsin), 308 n. 28 

maintaining [awareness o f  the] mind (shou- 
hsin)f 119, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 
128, 129,208,231,249, 308 n. 28, 335 n. 
236; explanation, 136- 38; use o f  term in 
Ta-sheng i-chang, 321-22 n. 122 

maintaining the One (shou-i), in JTFM,
119; in Taoism, 138-40 

maintaining the One and preserving the 
three (shou-itŝ n-san), 118 

maintaining the One without wavering,
118,138-44, 231 

matching meanings (ko-i), 206 
Ma-tsu Tao-i (709-88), 38, 243, 251, 296 n. 

176, 341 n. 318; and encounter dialogue, 
93-94; and Northern School, 94 

meditation, seated, 92, 93, 317 n. 74; sitting 
quietly in (ching-tso ssu-wei), 159; cen
ters, national systems of, 243; incorrect, 
180; on breath, 205-6; power o f (ting-li)y 
153; and practice, two teachings o f (ting- 
hsing erh men)t 153, 319 n. 102; rejection 
of, 117; and sagacity 186,189-
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90,226; and study, Hsuan-tse’s combined 
practice, 37; and wisdom, 158,267; and 
wisdom, gradualistic cultivation of, 265. 
See also meditation practice; silent and 
pure meditation; sudden insight in medi
tation

meditation practice, 246, 248, 262; HHYL 
on, 130-31; in HHYLf and concept of 
Buddha Nature and sun/clouds meta
phor, 147; interiorization and ritualiza- 
tion, 345 n. 351; J7 F M  on, 142,143-44; 
LCSTC 〇nt 142-43; in the Northern 
School, 230-33; Shen-hsiu on, 215-18; in 
Wufang-pient 228-30; in Yuan-ming lunt 
165

meditation siUrast lineage lists and trans
mission o f the lamp theory, 79-80 

metaphor, in Northern School texts, 198- 
205

Miao-hsi ssu, 39-40
Miao-li yuan-ch feng kuan (Contemplation 
of the Wondrous Principle and the Per
fectly Accomplished), 341-42 n. 319 

Michihata Rydshu, on matching five pre
cepts with the Confucian virtues, 206 

Milindapapha. S^N Sgasena 
Min (region; Fukkien), 264 
Min, 84
mind, as source o f all dharmas, 122, 123, 

128,167-70,222,322 n. 123; blankness 
of, 128; o f  the Buddha, 133; o f condi
tional mentation (yuan-lit hsin)t mean
ing, 323 n. 139; emancipated (hsin chieh- 
t*o), 165; expedient means o f (hsin 
fang-pien)t 175; fundamentals of, in 
Yuan-ming lun, 164; initial activation of, 
175; ordinary original, within the body 
(tri-chungp*ing-tengpen-lai hsin), 341 n. 
318; o f the sage (sheng-hsin), 323-24 n. 
146; o f truth (chen-shih hsin), 164; tran
scendence of, 344 n. 341. See also blank
ness o f mind; enlightened mind; maintain 
the originally pure mind; maintaining 
[awareness o f  the] mind 

Mind, Fundamental (pen-hsin), 135, 142, 
230,255,260

m ind, no fwu-hsin)P 187; translated as 
“ without mind,” 176,224 

MindtPuTc(ching-hsin), 121,124,229-30, 
231,238,250,255,268,314 n. 50; 
essence o f  the pure, 195; eye o f  the pure, 
173. See also maintain the originally pure 
mind

Mind, Pure and defiled, 208,210 
M\ndtTrue (chen-hsin)t 1 22 ,124 ,12S, 126, 

127, 128, 130,131, 134, 136, 137, 150,
174

mind and body, 175, 224, 226-28; in 
Ch*eng-hsin lun» 224. See also body and 
mind

mind and form , in Yuan-ming lunt 164 
mindfulness, 136; correct, 123, 124,131 
mindfulness o f  breathing. SeeAn-pan 
shou-i ching

mindfulness (or contemplation) o f  the Bud
dha (nien-fo)t 139, 172,201,229,268,
315 n. 55, 345 n. 351

Mind-king, SHtra on Austerities Preached 
by the Bodhisattva [Named]. See Hsin- 
wang p *u-sa shuo t *ou-to ching 

Mind Nature. See Nature, Mind 
mind o f false thoughts. See false thoughts, 

mind o f
mind-only (wei-hsin;yuishin in Japanese) 

theory, 219-20
Mind Source, 222. See also m ind, as source 

o f all dharmas
Mind that is pure in its Self Nature, 220 
mind-verses (hsin-chteh)t 1-6, 233,235-38, 

241-42,249; Hu Shih and D. T. Suzuki 
o n ,237

Ming, Ch’ing-pu or “ Blue-robed,” Hui- 
ming

Ming, DhySna Master, 26 
ming (**to understand, explain**), usage in 
Yuan-ming iun, 330 n. 169 

ming-ching. See bright and pure 
Ming-ts’an，70, 345 n. 350; biography, 68- 

69
mirror, elimination o f dust, 1 ,4 -5 ; func

tioning of» in comparison with function
ing o f perception, 140-41,145; o f the 
mind, 40; polishing, 125,134 

m irror metaphor, 114,134, 144-47,198, 
227,231-32,235-38,246-50; in LCSTC 
and Liao-hsing chiit 134-35; as used by 
Shen-hsiu, 6; in Yogdcara, 324 n. 157 

m irror wisdom, great perfect, 146 
mo-fa (final [period of] the Dharma), 300 

n .220
M oggaliputta-tissa, 298 n. 197 
Mo-ho chih-kuant 299 nn. 204 and 205 
Mo-ho-yen (Mahdydna), 71-72,240,293 

nn. 153Hand 1531
motionlessness, 170-71,180-84,186-87, 

1%, 226,337 n. 262 
M ount Chung, 19
M ount Chung-nan, 5 6 ,5 7 ,6 2 ,6 5 ,2 8 7  n.

96,289 n. 123 
M ount Heng. 5eeNan-yueh 
M ount Huan-kung (Ch*ien-shan hsien, 

Anhwei), 31 ,34 ,258 ,261 ,262  
M ount Lo-fu (Tseng-ch*eng hsien, 

Kwangtung), 31 ,47 ,262 ,264
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Mount Lu (Chiu-chiang hsien，Kiangsi), 47, 
256, 264, 298 n. 196 

Mount Meng (Hsiang*shan hsien, Che
kiang), 47. 264

Mount Nan-yueh. 5eeNan-yueh 
Mount Pai-sung, 37
Mount Shou (Ying-shan hsien, Hupeh), 60 
Mount Shuang-feng (Huang-mei hsien, 

Hupeh)，31，34, 36, 37, 85, 258, 262, 264, 
291 n. 148

Mount Ssu-k’ung, 261 
Mount Sumeru, 190-92 
Mount Sung，15, 22, 37, 38, 43-44, 46, 57， 

59, 6 2 ,64, 6 7 ,239, 243,258,264, 287 n. 
96, 289 n. 123. 291 n. 144. 295 n. 165 

Mount Ta-fo (Chung hsien, Hupeh), 292 n. 
153C

Mount T 'a i, 292 n. 153A 
Mount T*ai-hang (Shansi/H onan), 89 
Mount T'ien-t^ai (TMen-t'ai hsien, Che

kiang), 47, 264
Mount Tung (Shang-yii hsien, Chekiang), 

47, 264
Mount Tzu-chin, 293 n. 153G 
Mount Yu (Lan-t*ien), 293 n. 153H

Na, DhyQna Master, 23, 28; listed as Old 
Master Na, 25,27 

Nftgarjuna, and Hui-went 82, 83 
N&gasena, 198,214 
Nan lung-hua ssu, 65 
Nan-yueh (= Heng-yueh), 17 ,31 ,57 ,70 , 

268; the Northern School at, 68-69 
Nan-yueh Ch*eng-yuan. 5eeCh*eng-yuan 
Nan-yueh Huai-jang. See Huai-jang 
Nan-yueh Hui-ssu. See Hui-ssu 
Nan-yueh ssu, 69,345 n. 350 
Nature, Buddha (/o-femgA 4 ,107,121,

122,124, 131, 134, 135,136, 137, 140, 
142,144, 155, 172,200,216,218,227, 
229 ,2 3 0 ,2 3 1 ,2 3 2 ,2 3 7 ,2A6-S0 passimt 
314 n. 50.321 n. 121,322 n. 123,323 n. 
146; concept o f, 110-11; concept in 
EJSHLt 115,117; cultivating the, 320 n. 
109; and enlightenment, 111-12; going 
counter to and being in accord with, 334 
n. 225; phenomenal and absolute, 177; 
seeing or manifesting, in HHYL, 317 n. 
79

Nature, Dharma (fa-hsing)t 105, 123, 124, 
125,135,145,153, 154,200,321 n. 12! 

Nature, Fundamental (pen-hsing), 105,
151，161,162

Nature, m anifestation o f (chien-hsing)t 125 
Nature, Mind (hsin-hsing), 142, 154,175, 

177,222,32! n. 121
Nature, o f the precepts (chieh-hsing), 172

Nature, Other 124
Nature, Pure (ching-hsmg), 135,269,321 

n. 121
Nature, seeing (chien-hsing; kenshO in Jap

anese), 249
Nature, Self (tzu-hsing)t 121, 122,124,151, 

154, 166, 190,220
Nature, Stanzas on Comprehending, See 
Liao-hsing chii

Nature, TYeatise on the Dharma. See Fa- 
hsing lun

Nature, True (cheng-hsirtg, chen-hsing),
103,110, 111. 123, 124,150,155,171, 
192-93, 196,219

Natures, three Self (tzu*hsingt svabhQva), 
179

Nieh-p*an wuminglun, 324 n. 146 
nien-fo. See mindfulness o f the Buddha 
nirmS〇akaya, 159,163,177,193,228,255 
nirvQnat pneuma of (nieĥ p*an chih ch% 

154
NirvSnaSatra, 68,93, 126,131, 182,311 n. 

36
nonactivation (of the mind; pu<h*i)t 123, 

141, 144, 172, 174, 178, 184, 185, 189-90, 
192-93,221-23,229.231,247,268( 304 
n. 11,331 n. 175,335 n.236 

nonactivation, in a  Taoist text, 139 
nonattainm ent (wu-te)» 43; contemplation 

of, 25,116,117
nonbeing 106,151; locus o f 

130,174
nonsubstandality (k*ung9 sHnyatd), 107, 

109, 110, 112,114,130,140.151,152, 
153, 156, 157, 158. 159, 161-62, 166, 167, 
178, 179,188, 192, 194,204,208,209, 
212-13,214-15,217,224,230,231,232, 
247, 249,268,269,335 n. 238; compas
sion o f (wu-cheng tz*u)t 167; contempla
tion o f (k*ung-kuan)t 158; and early 
C h ^ n , 342 n. 322; in EJSHLt 147; prac
tice o f (k*ung-hsing)t 158; and purity,
322 n. 134,323 n. 145; True, 258 

nonthought fwu~nien)t 222-23,344 n. 340 
Northern School, term (pei-tsung), 8,240; 

coverage in S尺SC and C7X, 70-72; dis
appearance, 242-46; doctrinal flaws, 
245-46; historical phases* 238-40; in 
Japan, 296 n. 182; longevity and 
strength, 70; in southern China, 70; suc
cession o f leadership within, 56; tradi
tional view of, 61

northern dhyana masters, Chih-i on, 307 n. 
25

oceans, five, 171 
Odest Book ofp 260
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0~mi~t*o tsan-wen, 327 n. 161 
One» maintaining the. See maintaining the 

One
One Vehicle, teaching, 22, 25, 132, 307 n. 

25,332 n. 187
only (tan)t importance of term, 111 
Ox-head School, 4, 35, 94,241-42,244,

286 n. 82, 302 n. I, 326 n. 160

pacification of the mind 16,17-
18, 102-3, 104, 112 

Pa-hsia (Hupeh), 64 
p*an-chao. 5eedoctrinal classification 
Pan-chou san-ntei chingP 323 n. 135 
Pao-chih» 20,69,291 n. 141; and transmis

sion o f the lamp metaphor, 83 
Pao-en ssu, 46 
Pao-p3u tzu. SeeKo Hung 
Pao-t’ang School, 7 2 ,297 n. 188 
P ao-fang  Wu-chu. 5 ^  Wu-chu 
Pao-ying, 26 
Pao-yii, 26 
Pao-yueh, 261 
Parat^ra (?), 299 n. 198 
Parsva, 84
patriarchs, Chinese, 75; Indian, 75,252 
P ’ei K，uan，67, 242
Pei-tsung wu fang-pien men (alternate title 

for Wufang-pien)̂  328 n. 161 
penetration term , in 物 / 伽容-冰 ；1,

330 n. 162
penetration o f the truth (tsung-t*ungh 256, 

304-5 n. 14
perception, functioning of, in comparison 

to mirror, 140-41,145 
perceptions. Ste ssu-hsiang 
perfect and sudden, 258 
Perfect Enlightenment, Comprehensive 
ISQtra] on. See Comprehensive [SQtra] 
on Perfect Enlightenment 

Perfect Illumination, Treatise on. See Yuan- 
ming fun

perfect teaching 151, 153-55,
171,211-13

Perfection o f Wisdom, 118, 248 
Perfection of Wisdom SQtra (or scriptures;
Po-joching), 31,78, 157, 262 

Perfection of Wisdom SQtra, Great, 311 n. 
36

perfectly accomplished, teaching o f the 
(yuan-ch*engchihfa)t in Yuan-ntinglunt 
154

permanences, three, 193-94 
persecution of, 574, 24,261 
personal possession， illusion o f，123-30 
passim, 315 n. 60 

Pi-chien ssu, 39 
P*i-sou, 269

Pi~yen lu (Blue Cliff Records; Hekigan- 
roku in Japanese), 298 n. 189 

platform , Dharma, 266 
Platform SQtra, 196,233,235-38,243,249, 

324 n. 147; compilation, 241-42; preface 
by Fa-hai, 285 n. 77; effect o f, 71; grad
ualistic interpretation o f m etaphor o f 
mirror, 147; and later image o f Shen- 
h$iut 45; and legendary image o f Hui- 
neng, 36,42-43; m ind verses and meta
phor o f  the mirror, 134; opening 
narrative, 1-9; opening narrative, chron
ological impossibility o f, 48; opening 
narrative, use o f  m etaphor o f  m irror in, 
145; and Southern and Ox-head Schools, 
94

Po-chang Hui-hai. See Hui-hai 
P*o-hsiang lun (Treatise on the Destruction 
of Characterisiics; alternate title for 
Kuan-hsin lun)p 325 n. 159 

poisons, three, 179,199* 201* 339 n. 295 
Po-jo hsin [ching] shu. See Heart SUtra, 

commentary by Chih-shen 
practice, entrance of. See entrance o f  prac

tice
practices, four (ssu-hsing), o f  EJSHLt 18, 

103-4,108-10,239,247,259; and four 
foundations o f  mindfulness, 304 n. 13. 
See also accordance with conditions 

prajnS, in M ahaydna Buddhism, and 
C h’an , 78

Prajnatara  (?), 80,299 n. 201 
pratyekabuddha, 160; term used as criti

cism o f  Shan-fu a n d /o r  D6gen, 35,262, 
284 n. 62

preaching the Dharm a, by m aterial objects, 
92

Precepts, Bodhisattva, 172; Pure, 172 
Prince Hsiang. See Em peror Jui-tsung 
Prince I o f  Hsiang-tung. See Em peror Yuan 
Prince o f  Nan-p'ing (476-533), and Seng- 

fu, 20
Princess T ’ai-p’ing, 242 
Princess Yung-t*ai, 301 n. 229 
principle (li)t 220
principle, absolute, 103-4,109; absolute, 

equivalent with nonsubstantiality, 109 
principle, entrance of. See entrance o f prin

ciple
Principle, True 容人 110,131
principle and practice 159,167,

340 n. 301; two teachings o f  (li~hsing erh 
men)t 319 n. 102

P^u-chi (651-739), 11, 39, 62 ,6 9 ,7 0 ,7 1 , 
87 ,95 ,96 , 132, 196, 197,211,240,242, 
243, 290 n. 138,294 n. 157,295 n. 166, 
296 n. 184, 310 n. 36, 333-34 n. 219; 
biography, 65-67; and Fa-ju, 44; and sue-
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cession o f  leadership within Northern 
School, 56; as spiritual instructor, 62; 
coordination o f activities with I-fu, 62; 
successors, 67-71; as seventh generation 
o f C h’an, 65; on m editation practice,
324 n. 153; and use o f term  Southern 
School, 8-9; on variable speed o f enlight- 
enment， 144

P*u-t*hta-mo ch*an~shih kuan-men, 327 n. 
161

P*u-t *i-ta~mo lun (Treatise of 
Bodhidharma), 257,326 n. 160 

P ’u-t’i-ta-mo nan-tsung ting shih-fei lun 
(Treatise on the Definition of the Truth 
about the Southern School of 
Bodhidharma), 8

P̂ -tU-ta-mopien tueh piert ta-shengju-tao 
ssu-hsing, ti-tzu Von-lin hsu (EJSHL 
title found in C7X人 102 

public case (kung-an) anthologies, descrip
tion of, 73-74 

Pu^yalSta (?), 81 
Punyamitra, 81 
PunyatSra, 80
pure conversation (cĥ ng-t'an̂  94 
Pure Land, 38, 76, 105,201,229,315 n. 55, 

316 n. 72; visualizations of, 35. See also 
mindfulness of the Buddha 

Pure Land C h'an of South Mountain (Nan- 
shart nien-fo men ch*an)p 286 n. 82 

pure regulations (ch Ung-kuei; shingi in Jap
anese), 41-43

Pure Teaching of East M ountain. See East 
M ountain, pure teaching of 

purification of the m ind (ching-hsin)t 
269

purities, seven (ch*i<hmg)P 294 n. 163 
purity» 172; essence o f  (ching-t% 188-90 
purity» viewing. See viewing purity

questions about things (chih-shih wen-i)t 
197; and encounter dialogue, 91-93

Rea丨m, Thie, 256, 260» 265 
realm o f a  buddha， 176 
realms (and worlds) o f  sentient beings, 153, 

154,155, 160,213,229 
recitation, insight during scriptural, 159 
recorded sayings (yii-lu) texts, description 

of, 73-74
resemblances, four, in Yuan-mingiun, 162 
reverencing o f parents by samgha, dispute 

over, 48-50
robe, Fifth Patriarch 's, 2

sagacity. See wisdom and sagacity 
sagacity，brilliant, and inherent enlighten

ment, 194

Saichd, 69t 284 n. 71,289 n. 125 
SaijOjOron (alternate title for HHYL), 309 

n. 36
samQdhit 156; function o f (san-meiyung)t 

153
samQdhi o f nonsubstantial meditation 
(k̂ ng-ch'an san-mei)t 158 

samadhi o f  the locus o f incalculable mean
ings (wu-liang i ch *u san-mei)t 186-87,
337 n. 262

Samadhi of the [Tathagata Seat of Wis
dom, Sutra of (he. See Hui-yin san-mei 
ching

sarhbhogakGya, VH，\奶 ，22Z 
Saihghabhadra, 298 n. 197* 299 n. 198 
Samgharak$at 81 
^anavasa, 80 ,81 ,85 ,256  
San-chieh ssu, 328 n. 161 
San-lun School, 84, 85; its emergence 

and sectarian consciousness, 300-1 n.
221; and masters o f  the LarikSvatdra 
SQtra, 23 ,27 ,29 . See also Madhya- 
mika

San-pao wen-ta (Dialogues on the Three 
Jewels), 311 n. 36

Sarvastivada, lineages lists of, 80» 84 
scriptural teachings, limitations of, 267 
scriptures, Ch*an School and the, 76 
Sekiguchi Shindai, on Ch*eng-hsin tun,

224; on Platform SQtra mind verses,
273 n. 16; on T*icn-t*ai interaction, 283 
n. 60; on ^questions about things/*
93

selflessness anStman)t 104,109,
152, 153, 163, 179,211 

Seng-ch^u, 4 ,84 ,114 ,248 ,283  n. 6 !, 289 
n. 119

[Seng]-ch*ou, Intention [Mind ?] o /D hyd- 
似 Master {Ck’ou ch’an-shih i}, 
n. 36

Seng-ch'ou, Treatise on the Practice 
of Mind in the MahQyQna (Ta-sheng 
hsin-hsing lun), 310 n. 36,324-25 n.
158

Seng-chao, 323-24 n. 146; Seng-chao, quo
tations from , in LCSTC, 90 

Seng-fu, 116,226; biography, 19-21; and 
Bodhidharma’s biography, 18 

Seng-ta (638-719), 39-40 
Seng-ts'an (exegete; 529-613), 281 n. 40 
Seng-ts’an, 1 1 ,8 6 ,8 9 ,9 0 ,9 1 ,丨2 0 ,257，

258, 261-62,268,281 n. 40,296 n. 175; 
listed as DhySna Master Ts*an, 25; occur
rence in C h ^ n  lineage, 16,26; and suc
cession to  Tao-hsin, 30, 33,34 

Seng-yu (438-518), and Prince o f Nan- 
p*ing's illness, 278 n. 22. See also Ch *u 
san-tsang chi chi
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sentient beings^ realms and worlds. See 
realms of sentient beings 

serenity (chi) and illumination (chao) (or 
functioning 178, 189-90,
195

seven purities. See purities, seven 
Sha-chou. 5eeTbn-huang 
Shan, Master, 26
Shan-chien tupi-po-sha, 298 n. 197 
Shan-fu (d. 660), 35,262,268 
Shan-fu ssu, 293 n. 1531 
Shang-tang (Ch*ang-chih hsien, Shansi),

264
Shang-te， 26
Shao-lin ssu, 57,66, 84 ,2 3 9 ,2 5 8 ,2 6 0 ,264， 

285 n. 78, 289 n. 123» 295 n. 165, 301 n. 
234; and Bodhidharma, 15; and Fa-ju, 
43-44

She lun (Compendium of the MahQyQna), 
and masters of the Lankdvatara Sdtrat 
26, 27, 28

She-lun School, 244 
Shen-hsing, 297 n. 185 
Shen-hsiu (6067-706), 41,60, 62» 64» 66, 

7 0 ,7 1 ,8 5 ,8 7 ,8 9 ,9 0 ,9 1 ,9 3 ,9 6 ,1 1 7 , 
118,224, 294 n. 157,295 n. 166, 296 n. 
183, 302 n. 1, 325 n. 158, 333-34 n. 219, 
235-38, 239-40,243, 257, 258» 264-66, 
268,269,341 n. 318,345 n. 351; bio
graphical sources, 44-46; biography, 46- 
56; as Hung-jen's student, 37,38; banish- 
ment» 48; residence at Yii-ch'iian ssu, 30; 
funerary services, 55-56; last words, 54- 
55; posthumous title, 55; ordinations fol
lowing his death, 56, 57, 58,64; career 
and Northern School teachings, 196-97; 
and contemplative analysis, 202,207; 
construction o f his thought, 207; dia
logue with Hsiang-mo Tsang, 63; dual
ism and gradualism, 217-18; and East 
Mountain Teaching, 196-97; identifica
tion with Wei-hsiu, 48-50; importance 
of, 62; Kuan-hsin lunt 119; L C 5 r〇 sec
tion on, 90; mentioned by Tsung-mi, 4-5; 
and Northern School thought, 148-49; 
possible parallel with life o f  Seng-ch'ou, 
289 n. 119; in Platform Satra narrative, 
1-3 ,6-8 ; relationship with Lao-an, 58; 
status of, 63; and terms Northern School 
and East M ountain Teaching, 8-10; 
under names Hui-hsiu and Wei-hsiu, 46; 
as “ verifier o f the C h’an meaning” 
(chengch*an-i)t 52» 197; and Yuart-ming
加” , 210-11

Shen-hsiu (d. ca. 770), 341-42 n. 319 
[Shen]-hsiu, Transmission of Preceptor. See 
Hsiu ho-shang chuan

[Shen]-hsiu*s Homiletic. See Hsiu ch*Qn- 
shih ch ̂uon-shan wen 

Shen-hsiu *$ Seven Ritual Statements. See 
Ta-t *ung ho-shang ch *i li-wen 

Shen-hui (684-758), 9, 35 ,211,223,230, 
245,285 n. 77,297 n. 188,299 n. 200,
311 n. 36, 316 n. 62, 340 n. 301,343 n. 
330; dates, 272 n. 8; anti-Northern 
School campaign, 5-8 passim, 59 ,61 ,62 , 
71,196,197,240-42, 271-72 n. 8 ,290  n. 
138; banishment, 241; historical role,
272 n. 9, 338-39 n. 292; mention o f 
CFPC, 87; omission from  Platform 
知/ra  narrative, 3; sermon at riua-t’ai, 
302 n. 242; and Southern School, 94 

Shen-ting. See Ting, Ch*an Master 
Shengt DhyQna Master, 25 
Sheng-man ching (Sutra of [Queen] 

r̂fmSia), and T*an-lint 24 
Sheng-shan ssu, 68 
Shih, Dhydna Master, 25,27 
Shih-leng-ch*ieh-ching yuan, 68 
Shih-men cheng-t'ung (True Succession of 

the House o f Sakya), on wall contempla
tion. 113

Shih-ti [ching] lun (Treatise on the [Sdtra of 
the] Ten Stages), spurious passage. 121- 
22,208

ShOshitsu rokumonshQ (Anthology of Six 
Texts from Bodhidharma*s Cave), 325 n. 
159

Shou-chou, 293 n. 153G 
Shou-leng-yen ishu-chu ching, 290 n. 130 
Shu ching. See Odes, Book of 
Shu-chou (Ch'ien-shan hsien, Anhwei), 31» 

261
^ik$anandat 338 nn. 286 and 289 
silent and pure meditation (mo-jan ching- 
tso; ^sitting silently and purely**), 314 n. 
42

silent illumination (mo-chao; mokusho in 
Japanese), 253,268 

Simha Bhik$u, 82
single place xnJTFM, 323 n. 141
single thing, Fundamentally there is not a. 
See Fundamentally there is not a  single 
thing

single thing, not a  (or “ without a ” >, 173» 
174, 177,230,231,237-38,340 n. 301, 
344 n. 340

single thing, viewing. See viewing a single 
thing

six years o f  training, 258,260; by the Bud
dha, 106t 107; by Shen-hsiu, 48 

softened refulgence coordinated with sen
sory data (ho-kuang pu t "ung ch *en)t 
183
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S6nmun ch*waryo (Zemmon satsuyo in 
Japanese), 309 n. 36

sound, conditions and essence of, in Yuan- 
mingiun, 150, 170-71; nature of, in Wu 
fang-pien, 211

southern China, C h’an in, 94 
Southern School (nan-tsung), 3 ,251 ,340  n. 

301; relationship to  Northern School,
338 n. 291; and sudden teaching, 5; the
ory o f (nan-tsung lun), 63,292 n. 153A; 
use o f  term , 8 ,94 ,240  

space, 155,156-57,158, 160 ,1 66 ,167,174, 
175,176, I79» 185, 195,210,211,214, 
218,223,227,229,335-36 n. 241; in a 
non-Buddhist school, 341 n. 315 

Sri Lanka, 298 n. 197; first transcription o f 
scriptures in, 79

Ssu-heng (651-726), 292 n. 153D 
ssu-hsiang (^perceptions**), meaning, 323 

n. 138
Ssu hung shih-yuan (The Four Great Vows), 

311 n . 36
Ssu-i ching. See Sutra of [the God\ Ssu-i 
Ssu-jui» 295 n. 165
static and dynamic components o f  early 

Ch*an doctrine, 246-50; in EJSHL, 115, 
117

storehouse consciousness. See dtaya- 
vijnana

string o f pearls approach to C h’an history， 
7-8,252-53

students, emphasis on, in Ch^an, 94-95 
^ubhakarasim ha, 133» 311 n. 36» 344 n.

340; encounter with Ching-hsien» 64 
succession of C h’an masters， 77 
succession schema in C FP C and LCSTCt 

89-90
successor(s), gifted, identity of, 77 
Suchness 105,122,151,174,199,

200, 208, 220 ,227, 238, 255, 267-68, 269 
Such ness»TVue (ju-ju shih-chi)t 155 
sudden (tun) and gradual (chien)t use in a 

Taoist text, 139
sudden enlightenment* 172, 209; and grad

ual practice, 292 n. 153A; and Lâ tkdva- 
tdra SQtrat 28

sudden-gradual distinction, 117, 247, 251 
sudden insight in meditation* 144 
sudden, perfect and. See perfect and sud

den
sudden teaching, 211-12,213; o f Mo-ho- 

yen» 71; in Platform SQtra narrative, 2; 
rejection of false view of» in Yuan-ming 
iunt 343 n. 335; and Southern School* 5» 
7, 240; in Yuan-ming tun, 151,152-53 

suddenly^ thoughts arise. See huo-jan nien 
chU

suffering (k %  duhkha), 108 
Sui (dynasty), 258,261,266 
Sui-chou, 37
Sui-tzu-isan-mei, 306 n. 21
sun, visualization o f, 127, 137,246,249;

and wall contemplation, 306 n. 21 
sun and clouds metaphor, 9 2 ,1 2 2 ,125， 

132-36,198,246-50; comparison with 
metaphor o f mirror, 146-47; in Han 
Dynasty poem, 321 n. 118; in Kuan~hsin 
lun, 132; in LCSTCt 132,133-34; and 
maintaining the mind, 136 

sun o f Buddhism (metaphor), 37 
sun o f wisdom (huhjih)t 317 n. 78 
Sung (dynasty), 17,25 
Sung Chih-wen (d. 713), 243; memorial 

regarding Shen-hsiu, 45,52-54,274 n. 25 
Sung kao-seng chuan (Lives of Eminent 
Monks [Compiled during the] Sung 
[Dynasty], =  SKSCh 35 ,39 ,46 ,49-50 , 
52, 5 7 ,6 3 ,6 7 ,6 9 ,9 6  

Sung-yueh ssu, 67 
Sung Yun, 260
sQnyatQ. See nonsubstantiality 
Suramgama-samSdhi S&tra, 290 n. 130 
Sutra of Ch *an. See Ch*on-men ching 
Sutra of Mind-king [Bodhisattva] (Hsin- 
wang ching), 124

Sutra of the Adamantine Samadhi, Korean 
origin， 282 n. 52

SQtra of the Contemplation of Amitsbha 
(Wu-tiang-shou kuan ching), visualiza
tion of s u n ,127,137 

SQtra of the Essentials of Ch fan. See 
Ch *an-yao ching

SQtra of the Flower Garland of the Great 
and Vast Buddha (Ta fang-kuangfo hua* 
yen ching). See Avatamsaka SQtraf expla
nation o f title

SQtra of [the God] Ssu-i (Ssu-i ching), 66, 
192-93,219,307 n. 25 

Sutra of the Lotus Blossom of the Won
drous Dharma (Miao-fa lien-hua ching). 
See Lotus SQtra, explanation of title 

Sutra of the Samadhi of thellbthagata's] 
Seal of Wisdom. See Hui-yin san-mei 
ching

[SQtra] on Perfect Enlightenment, Compre
hensive. See Comprehensive [Sutra] on 
Perfect Enlightenment 

SQtra on the Nonactivity of A ll Dharmas 
(Chu-fa wu-hsing ching), 134 

SOtra on the Stages. See Shih-ti [ching] 
!un

Suzuki，D. T,， on Bodhidharma’s works, 
101; contributions and inaccuracies, 274 
n. 17; on nature o f LartkOvatQra Sutra,
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281-82 n. 48; on Platform SQtra mind 
versest 237t 273 n. 16; reaction to  Wu 
fang-pient 343 n. 330; on sinification o f 
meditation practice, 115; as traditionalis
tic scholar, 275 n. 30

Szechwan, 20; Ch’an in, 228; Ch’an in ， and 
Northern School, 94 

Szechwan factions o f  Ch’an, 244; and 
mindfulness o f  the Buddha, 315 n. 55

T*ai-p*mgchmg, 322 n. 125 
T*ai-pring kuang chi (Extended Accounts 
of the Great Peace), 45-46,52 

T 'ai-yuan (Shansi), 19 
T*an-ch*ient 27; listed as DhyQna Master 

C h’ien, 26
T*an-chen (704-63), 296 n. 176 
T 'an-chen (d. 791), 297 n. 185 
T*an-lin (fl. 506-74), 90; listed as Dharma 

Master Lin, 23,27; loss o f  arm , 24 ,27 - 
28; as successor to  Bodhidharma and 
Hui-k*o, 23-24; defense o f Dharma dur
ing persecution o f 574 and date o f Hui- 
k*o*s death, 278-79 n. 30; and EJSHL, 
18,101-2,303 n. 2; preface to  E7S//L , 
112,275 n. 9, 319 n. 96 

T*an-lun (d. 626)» approach to meditation 
practice, 116 

T ’ang (dynasty), 258
T ’ang Yung-t’ung, on wall contem plation， 

113
T ’ien-chii ssu，4 8 ,265 
T ’ien-kung ssu, 47, 52, 54 ,64 ,266,288 n. 

113
T ’ien-t’ai, concentration and insight o f 
(TUen-t*aichih-kuan}，9 

r ien -ra iC h ih -i.5 e eC h ih -i 
T ’ien-t’ai doctrine, study by I-hsing, 68 
T ’ien-t’ai School, 4 , 3 9 ,6 6 ,75, ％ ， 343 n.

332; transmission history of, 82-83 
T*u-shan ssu, 293 n. 1531 
Ta-an-ku〇 ssu, 68,89 
Tachih-tu lunt 114, 315 n. 60, 320 n. 112t 

342 n. 325; and Hui-wen, 82,83; and 
transmission o f the lamp metaphor^ 83 

Ta-chuang-yen ssu, 48-49 
Ta-fu (“ Big Fu”； 655-743>， 293 n. 1531 
Ta-liang (Shang-chMu hsien, Honan), 264 
Ta-lin ssu, 3 1 ,34» 36 
Ta-ming, 26,27; (listed as Chiung)t 84 
Ta-mo chpan-shih kuan-men (Dhyana Mas
ter {Bodhidharma^ Teaching of Con
templation), 311 n. 36,315 n. 55 

Ta-mo ch *an-shih lutt (Dhydna Master {Bo- 
dhi\dharma*s Treatise), 118,340 n. 303 

Ta-mo ho-shang chieh (Preceptor 
[Bodhi\dharma*s Explanation), 192-93

Ta-mo-to-loch*an ching, (Meditation SQtra 
of DharmatrQta), 85-87,256,298 n. 1%; 
preface by Hui-yuan, 256; and transmis
sion o f the lam p theory, 80-82 

Tanaka Ryosho, on alternatives for m edita
tion practice in JTFM, 144; on commen
tary to  Fo-shuo fa-chii chingt 238; di$- 
covery o f commentary on Fo-shuo fa-chii 
ching, 203

Tang-yang (Tang-yang hsien, Hupeh), 258, 
265,266

Tao-chen, 328 n. 161
Tao fan ch*ii sheng hsin-chueh (Ora! Deter
mination of the Mind that Leads Ordi
nary People to Sagehood), alternate title 
for HHYL, 321 n. 115; 342 n. 328 

Tao-heng, 22
Tao-hsin (580-651), 8 ,29» 86 ,89 ,91 ,117 , 

118, 119-20, 196,257,258, 26l-63» 268, 
289 n. 115,308 n. 28; biography, 31-35; 
epitaph by Tu Cheng-lun, 283 n. 57; 
LCS7<Csection on, 90; and succession 
from Bodhidharma, 30; as Hung-jen*s 
teacher, 36; and East M ountain commu
nity, 40-42; and East M ountain Teaching. 
39; and term East M ountain Teaching. 9 - 
11

Tao-hsuan (702-60), 69 
Tao-hsuan (author o f  HKSC)% 23 ,24 ,29 ; 

and dispute over reverencing o f parents 
by samgha, 49; HKSC ess&y on exegetes, 
307 n. 25; and Hsuan-tse, 60,301 n. 234; 
and 7^o-hsin» 32-33 

Tao-sheng, 307 n. 25
Tao-shu (734-825), 294 n. 157,296 n. 185 
Tao-shun, 39, 58,59 
Tao-teching, 108, 138, 323 nn. 125 and 

127,337 n. 254 
Tao-yin, 26 
Tao-ying, 26,27 
Tao-yii, 17,22,102, 258 
Ta-sheng ch U-hsirt lun. See Awakening of 
Faith

Ta-sheng hsin-hsing lun. See Seng-ch*ou, 
Treatise on the Practice of Mind in the 
Mah&yQna

Ta-sheng hsuan lun, 344 n. 347 
Ta-sheng i<hangt 321-22 n. 122 
Ta-sheng k*ai-hsin hsien-hsing tun-wu chen~ 
(sung lunt 324 n. 157 

Ta-sheng pei-tsung lun (title o f material 
associated with Wu fang-pien)t 327 n. 
161,329 n. 1 6 l.3 4 4 n .3 4 9  

Ta-sheng wu fang-pien— pei-tsung (Five 
Expedient Means of the Mahayana— 
Northern School), title for Wufang-pien, 
149,328-29 n. 161
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Ta-sheng wu~shengfang-pien men (Expedi
ent Means of [Attaining] Birthlessness in 
the Mahdydna), title for Wu fang-pien, 
149,327-29 n. 161

tathdzata-garbha (ju-tai tsang), 220,310 n. 
36,314 n .5 0

Ta-T*ang hshyu chUu-fa kao-seng chuan 
(Biographies of Eminent Monks [Who 
Traveled from the] Great T*ang to the 
Western Regions in Search of the 
Dharma), 39

Ta t *un%fang-kuang ching (Sutra on the 
Penetration of the Great Expanse), 335- 
36 n. 241

Ta-t *ung ho-shang ch 7 li-wen (Shen-hsiu fs 
Seven Ritual Statements), 341 n. 318 

Ta-ts*ung, 26
Ta~yun ching (Sutra of the Great Cloud {of 
the Dharma]), 50 

TCL. 5eeT$ung-ching lu 
Teaching o f  the Three Stages (san-chieh 
chiao), 1%

teachings, five (wu-men)t in Yuan-ming 
/mw# 150, 163-67,294 n. 163 

teachings, ten, in Yuan-ming lun, 153 
teachings，two, o f  meditation and practice， 

in Yuan-ming tunP 153 
teachings，written，103, 110,112 
Te-chun ssu, 38
Ten Stages, Treatise on the ISCttra of the].

See Shih-ti [ching] lun 
thing, not a single. See single things not a 
three types o f people (ordinary people， 

HTnayflnists, and bodhisattvas), 181-84 
Tibet, Ch^an in, 70» 71-72, 293 n. 155 
Ti-lun School, 244, 307 n. 25 
tim e， passage o f ， and transmission o f the 

lamp theory, 79
Ting，C h’an Master，261; given as Shen- 

ting， 34
Ting-lin hsia ssu, 19-20 
Tokiwa DaijO, 59
totality-sphere (krfsna-Qyatana) medita

tion, 306 n. 21
traditional Chinese Buddhism, and Ch'an» 

94-95
transcend 166
transcendence, 255-56; o f form (or body) 

and m ind, 174,177, 179, 180, 185, 188; 
o f  the m ind, 178, 344 n. 341; o f the Self 
Natures, 190

transcendence o f thoughts (li-nien)t 116, 
175, 176,177, 179, 180, 184, 186, 196, 
219 ,221-23 ,224 ,227-28 ,231 ,247,249, 
335 n. 241

transcending thoughts in consciousness- 
only 116

transgressions* five major* 172 
transmission. See succession o f Ch*an mas

ters
transmission, to Ching-hsien, 64; to  Fa-ju, 

264t 265; from  Hung-jen to  Shen-hsiu,
37; from Tao- hsin» 32,262-^3; statement 
o f, 301 n. 227; without words, 119 

transmission history* term* 298 n. 189 
Transmission of Preceptor \Sheri\-hsiu. See 
Hsiu ho-shang chuan 

transmission o f  the lamp, to  Ching-tsang, 
59; legend o f, 10; metaphor, 83 

transmission o f  the lamp texts, description 
of, 74-77; and encounter dialogue, 91 

transmission o f the lamp theory, 73» 239; 
Chinese antecedants, 79-83; Indian ori
gins, 77-79; Northern School contribu
tions to , 244; structure, 76-77 

Treatise of Bodhidharma. See P*u-Vi-ta-mo 
lun

Treatise on the Orat Determination of the 
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36,285 n. 77 
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Tsui， 299 n. 204
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Ib an , DhyQna Master, 25 
TUan, Preceptor. See Hui-tuan 
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285 n. 77,317 n. 78 
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Yang Hsuan-chih» 16 
Yang Po-ch’eng, 294 n. 161 
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Yao-chueh lun (Treatise on the Oral Deter
mination of the Essential [Teaching]), 
title for Yuart-mingiun, 156, 327 n. 160. 
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lun

Yeh, 22, 24,260 
Yen-kung, 23

Yen r in g -ch ih , 95,242,294 n. 161,296 n. 
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Yin-shun, on mindfulness o f  the Buddha in 
Northern School, 229; on Platform SQtra 
mind verses, 273 n. 16 

Yin-tsung (627-713), 39-40 
Ying-chou (Chung h$ient Hupeh), 292 n. 
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ying wu-so-chu erh sheng ch V hsin, line 
from Diamond Sutra, 321 n. 118 

Ying-yang (K*ai-feng hsien, Honan), 47, 
264,288 n. 109

YogacSra, 2 8 ,66, 146,210,248,292 n, 
153B, 310 n. 36, 323 n. 139,324 n. 157, 
336 n. 245

Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, on “ maintaining the 
One** in Taoism, 138-40 

Yu, Dharma Master, 26 
Yuan-chiaofang-pien yao-chueh tun 
(Treatise on the Oral Determination of 
the Expedient Means of the Perfect 
Teaching), reconstructed title for 
Yuan-ming iun, 148. See also Yao- 
chueh lun 

Yuan-i, 35
Yuan-kuei (644-716), 58,289 n. 122 
Yuan-kuan (752-830), 294 n. 157,296 n. 

185
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nation), 198,217,224,229,230,231,
245,250, 310 n. 36, 340 n. 301; attribu
tion and content* 148-49,209-15; textual 
information, 325-27 n. 160; edition of 
text, 330 n. 163; lacunae in translation, 
331 n. 170;and/^uffn-/ufn/un> 210»213; 
link with LCSTCand Wufang-pien, 218; 
titles, 148 ,156» 327 n. 160, 341-42 n. 
319; and Wu fang-pient 211 

Yii-ch*uan ssu, 8, 30, 44, 50, 5 7 ,63» 66»
148, 224, 239,258,265,266,291 n. 141， 
293 n. 1531 

Yueh-chou， 37 
Yun-chou, 292 n. 153A 
Yun-men School (uhouseM), 244 
Yun-men ssu, 243 
Yung-ning ssut 16

Zemmon satsuyd. See Sdnmun ch*waryo
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